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This dissertation brings into sharper focus the crisis of care
in our society which underlies the politics of the welfare state.

It

explores points of vulnerability in the liberal, professional-

bureaucratic approach to care which the New Right has been able to
exploit in undermining support for much needed public sector human
services.

It argues that we need to move beyond conservative,

liberal,

and orthodox Marxist approaches to care, in favor of a socialist-

feminist, communitarian appraoch which recognizes the need for mutual

support in dealing with our common human vulnerability.

This approach

makes the super-exploitation and devaluation of women's caring capacities, within home and state, and the underdevelopment of men's
The void of mutual support iveness

capacity to care, a central issue.

combined with prolonged economic insecurity and social disorientation,
has given rise to a level of personal anxiety and pain that has

reached crisis proportions, outstripping the professional-managerial
capacity of the liberal welfare state to contain, and increasing the
power of the right.

Human service practitioners are caught in a

severe bind as they attempt to fill this support void, while being

V

bound by a set of professional-hierarchical and fiscal
constraints
not of their own making.

The thesis concludes with a vision of

service in which the professional-hierarchical and gender
defined
social relations of care are transformed to enhance our
capacity to
care for one another as an ongoing, mutually shared part of
our life

activity.

It points to the black and white working class women, who

are the main providers and recipients of state human services, as
an important and underacknowledged source of insight and leadership
in undertaking these changes upon which our social survival and growth

depends.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

DILEMMAS OF HUMAN SERVICE IN A NEW CONSERVATIVE ERA

Introduction

The idea to do a thesis related to the politics of public sector

human services, focusing upon the dilemmas faced by service practi-

tioners themselves, occurred to me as the economic and fiscal crises
of 197A-75 moved into full swing.
af

At the time

I

was deeply involved in

neo-Marxist political economy framework and heavily influenced by such

work as James O'Connor's Fiscal Crisis of the State

.

For a number of

years my thinking revolved around the impact of the capitalist economicfiscal crisis on human services in terms of jobs and service cutbacks
and the increasingly repressive policies which were hurting both welfare state clients and workers, particularly within the cities of the

Northeast.

I

chose service practitioners, who are located at an inter-

mediate position between welfare state professional managers on the one
hand and impoverished clients on the other, as my central focus because
not only were they relatively untouched theoretical territory, but

because they were being popularly blamed for all the worst pitfalls,
inadequacies and unresponsiveness of the welfare state.
Having been a service practitioner myself in a variety of settings,
I

identified with some of these workers and was familiar with many of

the predicaments they face.
a

I

left such work, in fact,

in order to gain

deeper understanding of the sources of the overwhelming pressures and

problems facing all of us within such urban service settings.

1

As

I

began

2

to work on my thesis,

I

had a larger purpose than examining the prob-

lems encountered in the field of human service work.

I

took as my

central task the attempt to understand the broader social and
political significance of the crisis in human services:

What can we learn

about our way of life, the possibilities open to us and the dangers

confronting us, from the particular angle of human service?

What speci-

fic issues and insights do human service practitioners, themselves,

express, given the pressures and constraints, hopes and frustrations

with which they struggle every day?

What special contributions to a

broader movement for progressive social change might come from those
concerned with questions of service, support and care?

The Method

In order to stay grounded and to gain a better sense of how ser-

vice workers, themselves, perceived their situation,

I

decided to do a

series of in-depth, relatively unstructured interviews which could com-

plement general observations gained through my personal and political

experience within various service arenas.

Through the help of Ann

Withorn at The College of Public and Community Service, University of

Massachusetts/Boston, contacts made through the Boston-based Policy
Training Center, and other personal contacts,
fifteen individuals who represented

a

I

was able to locate

diversity of human service work

experience, age, race, sex, and social background.

I

was interested in

discovering if it was possible to identify some common themes, issues,
and predicaments experienced by these intermediate and lower level ser-

3

vice practitioners across a wide variety of service settings.
In addition to the interview data set forth in Chapters II
and III,
I

reviewed a large body of theoretical literature on the welfare state,

human service work and related issue areas from a variety of political
and analytical perspectives.
at all)

I

was interested, in part, to see how (if

this literature addressed the central, recurrent issues high-

lighted by the workers whom

I

interviewed.

Chapter V critiques left-

liberal Social Democratic views of welfare state service and Chapter VI

critiques the assumptions built into liberal professional practice itself
in human services.

Chapter VII analyzes the New Conservative response

to the threatening social issues and movements arising within the orbit
of the liberal welfare state.

Chapter VIII critiques a leading Marxist

approach to the politics of human service.

Lastly, Chapter IX suggests

some of the principles of a transformed system of human service and

identifies likely social agencies of change from whom human service

practitioners may draw inspiration and with whom they may collaborate.
I

viewed the workers whom

I

interviewed as sources of insight,

helping to facilitate my own process of learning in writing this dissertation.

I

have not viewed them as "objects of study" to be evalu-

ated or judged in any way.

They have helped me stay grounded as

I

stand back and reflect upon some of the deeper sources of the problems
they face, and attempt,

theoretically, to situate the crisis of human

services within a larger social context.

In Chapter II,

to let these workers speak in their own voice,

I

have attempted

to articulate their own

concerns, basically to "tell their own stories."

Their statements of

4

frustrated aims, disillusioned hopes and expectations, of
sadness and

despair at not being able to truly help people as much as they
would
like, provides the subjective-experiential backdrop for my own
analysis.

The most

I

hoped to gain from these interviews is a subjective

sense of some of the key problems and issues felt by such workers, both
to stimulate my own thinking and that of other readers, particularly

those involved in human service work.

I

am not suggesting that these

particular workers are representative of all human service workers and
that their stories reflect the key concerns, attitudes, commitments,
etc. of all or most such workers.

Rather,

I

hoped that they would be

willing to share their understanding of their experience in a way that
could stimulate readers involved in human service work to compare it

with their own experience, i.e.:

"Oh yes,

I

too have been utterly

confused by this whole question of what it means to be a 'professional.'"
Or, "Yes, the administrative hierarchy is the thing
to deal with."

Or,

find the hardest

I

"No, this business of workers like Elaine having the

leeway to take 'creative initiative' just doesn't ring true where
work.

...

In fact,

I

the workers here don't seem to care much at all,

and the caseloads are so heavy and working conditions so bad that

taking any extra initiative isn't even humanly possible!"
I

don't really feel put down on account of sex where

I

Or,

"Well,

work because all

of us there are women."

Key Themes

In the process of doing these interviews,

the service practitioners

5

emphasized several themes over and over again which were only
partially
addressed by the neo-Marxist political economic framework with which
I

was familiar.

This body of theory focuses upon the contradictory

class character of welfare state service and the structural constraints

imposed by capitalist profit imperatives which inhibit the full development of social policy.

While some of the concerns raised by the workers

related to issues of class power and insufficient economic resources
devoted to services and could be best understood through a neo-Marxist
analysis, a whole set of issues which the workers brought up over and

over again alerted me to a new area of inquiry and caused me to shift
my theoretical emphasis in a more feminist and communitarian direction.
The two key themes workers brought up repeatedly, in different
forms, revolved around:

(1)

Deep concern about the lack of social and

emotional support for vulnerable populations within the ongoing life of
Without this support, many people who were experiencing

the community.

both normal and extreme forms of vulnerability became prone to chronic

personal crisis and were repeatedly admitted to professional-bureaucratic
institutions of care and crisis management;

(2)

Profound ambivalence

about the meaning and validity of service "professionalism" itself and

most of all, constant smouldering anger about the hierarchical relations
of service work

.

Many of the workers felt that this hierarchical struc-

ture of service tended to frustrate their own creative service initia-

tive and crippled clients' personal growth as well.

All the workers commented about the overwhelming responsibilities
they were expected to carry out while lacking any substantial say in

6

policy making.

This lack of control over the nature of care
and con-

ditions of work due to the hierarchical constraints
imposed upon them
and their clients inhibited their ability to provide
responsive, quality

service to clients.

The professional-managerial hierarchy of control,

combined with insufficient resources, was a source of considerable

worker demoralization, as evidenced in the following typical comment:
"My hands were tied and

to."

I

just wasn't helping them as much as

I

wanted

Chapter III highlights these and other issues raised by the

workers and stays at a fairly descriptive level of discussion.

The Conceptual Framework

In Chapter IV,

I

take these workers' central insights into the

lack of support and the constraints of hierarchy and give them a more

systematic conceptual treatment.

This chapter defines the concept of

support and argues that the work of reproduction, support and nurturance is as important to maintaining life as is the work of production
and that both productive and reproductive arenas are in crisis, causing

much of the misery that overburdens welfare state service as presently
structured.

The centrality

'of

the sexual division of labor, the exploi-

tation and devaluation of women's caring capacities and the under-

development of men's capacities to care, nurture and support others
are explained as partial, unacknowledged sources of the intransigence of
the crisis of care in our society.

These patriarchal relationships

also help to condition the perceptions, feelings, and debates revolving

around welfare state services, without, however, being raised to a level

7

of conscious awareness.
As stated above,

I

chose human service workers as my focus for

this thesis in the mid- to late-1970s partly because they
were being

blamed for all the worst pitfalls of the welfare state.

While

I

think

service practitioners do hold a significant measure of past and current

responsibility for welfare state failings, much as we all do as participants in the larger social order for its failings in terms of
economic, racial and sexual injustice,

I

believe it is a narrow and

shortsighted view to stress the insensitivity of human service workers,
per se, to clients as the fundamental source of the inadequacies of

welfare state service.

Rather, in the daily distorted interaction

between service providers and recipients, the fundamental inadequacies
of bureaucratic-professional welfare state provision become visible,

are expressed and acted out to the terrible detriment of both parties:

The immediate low status, downgraded, harrassed provider and her gener-

ally even lower-status, even more downgraded and harrassed client.

Lying deep under this often oppressive, usually unsatisfactory

provider-client interaction, lies a basic form of social organization
devoid of positive life-renewing modes of mutual caring and respectful,

compassionate support.

Lying under the surface of this mutually

unsatisfying provider-client interaction lies a deficient structure
of work in which caring, supportive service activity is restrictively

enclosed within the family.

This creates a heavy burden upon women,

while both men and women in the producer-provider role are cut off
from opportunities to actively "care"~particularly in response to

8

human needs beyond their own isolated familial unit.
As explained more fully in Chapter IV, the central
problem is the

lack of reciprocal support available to us

our personal destinies.

to pursue freely and fully

In direct contrast to a society based upon

principles of mutual social support and a deep respect for the struggles

associated with personal growth, ours is a system of competitive social
hierarchy, characterized by a spirit of disrespect for oneself and

others that stifles the free and full personal growth of us all.

"Com-

petitive social hierarchy" is used here to express the contemporary
social result of the interconnected forms of social oppression rooted,

historically, in capitalist, patriarchal, racist, and bureaucratic-

professional status patterns of dominance and subordination.

This

thesis contends that it is this system of social hierarchy, with the

competitive spirit of mutual contempt and envy, self-inflation and self-

inadequacy which it engenders, that creates a built-in antagonism to

generalized systems of mutual support and participatory power necessary
to free and full personal development

— and

that this constitutes the

central problem facing human service workers.

Moreover, we all share

a common human need for support in growing as individuals and in dealing

with the most vulnerable dimensions of life.

Yet it is illegitimate

in our culture to acknowledge our natural human vulnerability.

At the

same time it is frequently counterproductive to cultivate one's caring

capacities in order to provide this much needed support.
It

is essential to understand why our common human need for support

is viewed with such deep-seated ambivalence verging on contempt,

if we

9

are to understand why the New Right has
chosen the liberal welfare state
and associated social movements as its chief
targets of attack in suc-

cessfully galvanizing its own political power.

In this construction,

the politics of fiscal crisis and the attack on
the welfare state is

conditioned as much by social and cultural conservatism rooted
in
structures of sexual, racial, and bureaucratic-professional domination
as it is by capitalist class requirements.

Anti-feminism, the devalu-

ation of women and their "non-productive" caring activity juxtaposed to
the celebration of the more typically masculine, competitive productive

activity in the private marketplace, is a key factor undermining support
for the welfare state as it is, or as it could be if transformed into a

more genuinely caring system.

Racism, contempt for the disproportionately

black poor and the current symbolic equation of "welfare" with black
female dependency creates a further basis for the delegitimizat ion of
the welfare state, given the depth of racism in our culture.
For the many people who unconsciously perceive women and people of

color as inferior to white males, the fact of their disproportionate

dependence upon the welfare state confirms the assumption that only
"inferior" kinds of people need support and assistance.

Thus, many

people view welfare state programs and their clientele with contempt
and are emotionally repulsed by the very suggestion that they themselves

could have similar needs.

This feeling of repulsion is exacerbated

further by the fact that extremely vulnerable populations such as those

categorized as retarded, mentally ill, and handicapped are included
among the clienteles of the welfare state.

Lastly, personal crises of

10

a kind which could easily affect most of us,
but which are quite un-

comfortable to contemplate, drive people into the human service
system.
These personal crises can involve difficulties in marriage or
intimate
sexual relationships, parent-child relationships, learning inhibitions,

uncertainties regarding work and fears about job security, friendship,
aging, ill-health and death.

Self-exploration and self -disclosure in

seeking assistance is painful because it reveals our most vulnerable
selves within a culture that has yet to learn to be supportive of,

sensitive to and skilled in dealing with human vulnerability.

As the

liberal welfare state gathers to itself this much concentrated personal
crisis, vulnerability and pain, it is not surprising that people tend
to look away with discomfort.

The level of discomfort with the welfare state intensifies with

each new expose of insensitive, disrespectful, or brutalizing treatment
clients frequently receive at the hands of professional service

bureaucracies

— from

harmful medications and electric shock treatments,

to dehumanizing "behavior modification" techniques,

to routine pro-

cessing, neglect, and the typical systematic underdevelopment of clients,
The viciousness inherent in a great variety of "human service" programs,
the brutality and repression, insensitivity and condescension, the sys-

tem accommodating, social control/adjustment bias of welfare state programs have been well-documented.

State mental hospitals, welfare and

employment bureaucracies, public hospitals and schools, large institutions for the retarded and disabled continue to be nightmarish reflections of the "massive support deficit" for full human development in

11

our society.
Given the capitalist-patriarchal division of labor
and coercive

manipulation of labor time constraining people's time, energy
and mind
sets (into the narrow channels of competitive work and
nuclear family

isolation) many people prefer not to be reminded of others'
personal
crises, extreme vulnerability and obvious need, realizing the
structural

limits of their ability to adequately respond.

As these vulnerable

individuals, some of whom are relatives, friends, neighbors, and co-

workers, are gathered into welfare state institutions where they are
often warehoused, thereby causing a deterioration of their capacities,

contempt mixes with fear and guilt in the symbolic-emotional associations
people make in thinking of the welfare state.

The Vicious Circularity of the Liberal-Conservative Debate

Chapters V and VI suggest that liberals are having great difficulty
in effectively responding to the New Conservative attack on the welfare

state, in part because they both share so many of the same premises and

accept many of the same oppressive power relations and traditional insti-

tutional forms as given.

Moreover, the liberal professional and manage-

rial class has created a hierarchical system of service which is so

internally conflicted and divided against itself that it is totally
unable to come together in fighting the New Right offensive.

It is

particularly vulnerable to attack from the right, as shown in Chapter VI
by having failed in its mission to stabilize social discontent and mute

unrest.

Instead of successfully managing this discontent, the welfare

12

state has fueled it and provided a new, more
publicly visible arena for
its expression.

The Limitations of Liberal-Professional Servi ce

Beginning in the 1960s, clients and lower level service practitioners, many of whom were women and people of color, actively
resisted
the policies of professional-managerial control and the rather
contemp-

tuous assumptions about them which were built into liberal-professional

practice.

Liberal-professional service tended to underestimate the depth

of social oppression experienced by clients while constructing an image

of the client as deficient and lower level service personnel as insuf-

ficiently professionally developed.

Both clients and workers, who were

mostly women, were excluded from decision making and were assumed to be
in need of direction and management by their more competent and know-

ledgeable professional superiors, many of whom were white men at the top
and beneath them, upper middle class professional, mainly white, women.
This overinf lation of professional efficacy rooted in patriarchal power,

class and racial privilege was constantly being challenged in unconscious, covert and subtle as well as explicit ways by women service prac-

titioners and clients resentful of the regimens prescribed for them to
follow.

This failure on the part of professional-bureaucratic welfare state

practice to remedy personal crises and mute social unrest has allowed the
New Right to denigrate the liberal welfare state for its obvious ineffectiveness, its contributions to aggravating problems of social unrest.
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and for drawing attention to a series of social
problems that conser-

vatives claim, have no public remedy.

However, the social conflict

which has emerged within the orbit of the liberal welfare
state has had
a liberatory potential that left-progressives have
not fully recognized

and capitalized upon.

As described in Chapter VII,

the New Right has

attempted to counteract and de-legitimize all of the potentially liberating social developments which emerged out of grassroots client/

worker struggles within and against the liberal professional service
hierarchy.
These potentially liberating social developments within the welfare state arena, which are referred to in Chapter VII as "destabilizing

tendencies" were seen by the right as threats

to the traditional

industrial-capitalist/patriarchal way of life and set of values.
destabilizing tendencies included:

(1)

These

The client social entitlement-

destigmatization movement which threatened to sever the necessary relationship between survival and the wage-labor system as well as sur-

vival and feminine dependence upon men;

(2)

The growing acknowledgement

of human vulnerability and the need for more humane and equitable forms

of social support in an era of social disintegration; greater affir-

mation of emotional life, and the validity of self-exploration and
attention to personal growth within a general context of supportive
community.

This threatened the self-repression of feelings required by

industrial capitalism, patriarchal privilege and the devaluation of (invisible) feminine nurturance within the home; (3) The promise of meaningful work of supportive service within the public sector which threatened
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the desirability of purely instrumental
or status oriented work within

the private profit sector.

(4)

The movement for participatory power

for greater client/worker involvement in
decision making which eventu-

ally took the form of service worker unionization
and the development of

community-based feminist, third world or black and Latino,
and clientrun service alternatives.

These decentralized, democratically and co-

operatively run alternatives threatened to sever the necessary association of public service with "unresponsive, elitist, repressive, bureaucratic 'big government.

(5)

Finally, the chaotic processes of con-

flict and change within the welfare state rendered transparent what

had appeared to be "natural" relations of power within society and

highlighted the diversity of oppression and thus, the diversity of needed
and valid social agencies of change.

These destabilizing tendencies within the welfare state reflected
a broader process of social instability which resulted in part from a

broadscale shift from an earlier era of industrial patriarchal-capitalism
in which many more people were enclosed within the traditional industrial

wo rkplace and nuclear family structure,

to the current era of post-

in dustrial patriarchal-capitalism in which the numbers of people within

traditional industrial work and family structures has sharply declined,
thereby swelling the numbers of "human dispensibles.

"

Uncertainty as

to how we can re-orient ourselves in the midst of these broadscale

social and economic changes underlies the generalized social anxiety to

which the New Right, liberal and Marxist philosophies speak with varying
degrees of success.
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Most successful has been the New Right's
reactionary response

which insists that we can return to old, familiar
values and social forms
of patriarchal capitalism to find the security
people so desperately

desire, while ignoring their inequities and internal
contradictions

which have given rise to so much pain.

Liberal welfare state practice

represents an attempt to manage the symptoms of personal pain and
crisis
by continuously expanding a set of bureaucratic-professional institu-

tions of care, without having a clear idea of the sources of these symptoms of crisis.

Marxist analysts tend to overemphasize the changes

taking place within the capitalist sphere of production while neglecting the powerful emotional impact of changes taking place within the

social-emotional sphere of reproduction

— in

gender relations, roles

and identities, in race and other status relations.

While a dispro-

portionate number of women and people of color populate the category
of "human dispensibles

speaks to this fact.

,

"

there is little in the Marxist analysis that

Marxists emphasize that the structural changes we

need to undertake are primarily economic in nature.

They do not con-

cern themselves with the full range of social oppression, and in par-

ticular, they neglect the issues involved in restructuring the repro-

ductive sector, i.e., how the work of care should be carried on and
what changes in gender relations this would entail.

Implicit in my argument emphasizing the importance of mutual sup-

portiveness for balanced human growth is the premise that progressive
politics in the future will be based upon efforts to mend and recreate
the bonds of community and mutuality in the midst of hierarchy and com-
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petition.

Our task is, then, a distinctively social and
emotional one,

not just one operating on the more conventional
terrain of political

ideology and economic policy, important as these are.
workers,

I

Human service

suggest, have the opportunity to play a useful role in
point-

ing up the need for developing systems of support within
the community

and for "increasing the caring capacity of the community" in a
time of
great economic dislocation and social decay and personal disorientation
as ways of cutting through the vicious circle of inadequate bureaucratic-

professional "social crisis management."
istic, "wishy washy" phrase

community"

— and

— "deepening

This seemingly vague, idealthe caring capacity of the

the concept of "support" itself is explained in greater

depth in Chapter IV and defined in practical terms in the last chapter.
Its virtual absence as a legitimate and worthy subject of concern within

professional/male-dominated left-progressive politics has eased the
rapid rise of the right.

Moreover the New Right has been able to place

the contradictory system of human service utterly on the defensive and

create a dangerous socially regressive atmosphere in which the positive, progressive gains of supportive service are being wiped out in

the absence of a strong left movement which understands the crucial

importance of the work of care.
The increase in social atomization, mutual distrust, and loss of

self-acceptance, self-worth and faith in a personal future accompanying the loss of minimal social support creates a politically regressive

cultural climate of self-preservationism.

Recreating the sparks of

trust, and the sense one is not utterly alone but can reach out to gain
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support from somewhere, is one of the first,
necessary steps to be
taken in counteracting the new conservative politics.

In this struggle

at the "micro-social level," human service workers
can play both a

regressive, punitive, "victim blaming" role if they unquestioningly

adhere to the increasingly conservative rules and values of the
bureaucratic social welfare system; or they can keep alive the goals of
sup-

portive service, personal growth, and encourage the creation of mutual
supports beyond their agencies' crisis-reactive role to nurture and
sustain former and prospective "clients."

While this work does not

exhaust their potential for more conventional and explicit political
activity, it does constitute a realistic basis for engaging in honorable, politically meaningful service in the midst of a corrupted,

morally bankrupt system.

Human service workers can "do as little harm

to people as possible" while responding to their immediate crisis,

then

encouraging the individual to link up with or create a support network
of others with similar dilemmas to work out,

together, a way of coping

with current difficulties and eventually, possibly, take more positive
action at a more political, community or workplace level.
The interviews with human service workers strongly suggest that

recognition of the need for social and emotional support within the
community is built into much of human service practice, and when workers
take a step beyond their job descriptions it is a natural and not

"super-human" or improbable move for them to assist in the development
of community-based support networks or services.

Dan worked on develop-

ing a peer support network in the area of drug addiction and his jobs
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all involved small residential and halfway
house kinds of "supportive

environments"; Elaine set up decentralized, community
based outreach
clinics and herself worked out of a community
based health center

operating a number of peer support kinds of services
for adolescents
and young mothers; Dorothea took the initiative to
try to establish a

peer-support oriented halfway house for women recovering
alcoholics;
Janice was intent upon developing lay systems of mutual support
and

de-professionalized forms of preventive health care within the community
after tiring of the "vicious circle inherent in the medical model of

professional psychiatric care"— to name but a few examples of service
practitioners'

recognition of the need for support networks and com-

munity based accountable service.
The last chapter suggests possible directions we could go in

order to build up the caring capacity of the community and identifies
logical agencies of change to whom we can look.

While left-liberal

professional advocates and public sector trade union leaders are generally considered to be the "favored" agencies of change, the conclusions which flow from my analysis of the politics of care suggest that
it

is the poor and working class black and white women who constitute

the majority of clients and lower level practitioners, who are in the

best position to lead the struggle for new forms of care and service.
They have an immense amount of practical experience in doing the work of

care under alienating conditions.

They have an intimate knowledge of

the deficiencies of the hierarchical constraints which have inhibited

many from developing more qualitative, responsible, accountable, and
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participatory forms of service.

They are the ones who have been the

most intensively demeaned and stigmatized,
and therefore would be most
likely to have the best sense of how to create
approaches to service
that respects the dignity of the individuals involved.

Women clients

and practitioners also have the grassroots feminist
and third world

movements and alternative service models to look to in
restructuring
service practice.
The New Right has been successful in discrediting the very
idea
of publicly-funded social service partly because there has been
no

strong united progressive movement which has integrated into its agenda
a

vision of service which goes beyond the limitations and internal con-

tradictions of liberal bureaucratic-professionalism.

A combination of

economism and resistance to socialist-feminist insights, racism and a
tendency toward prof essional-managerialism within the labor movement and

progressive advocacy circles has inhibited the natural, indigenous social
agencies of change:

women service workers and clients, many of whom are

women of color, from grasping a leading role in restructuring service
along more cooperative, feminist and communitarian lines.

In the

absence of such a progressive vision that could capture the imagination and active allegiance of the many people who desperately need new

forms of social support in the midst of a disintegrating social order,
the New Right is free to exploit people's intense emotional insecurities

and discredit the existing system of welfare state service for all of
its inadequate and threatening aspects.

Thus,

the thesis ends by reiterating the need to make "deepening
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the caring capacity of the community"
central to the agenda for pro-

gressive change and with the recognition
that such a change would

entail a thoroughgoing re-evaluation/transformation
of the work of
care, gender roles and identities,
and hierarchical relations of ser-

vice which inhibit the development of
mutual supports and participatory
power.

The ultimate goal is to prepare the
ground for wide-spread cul-

tural acceptance of our common human vulnerability
and our inherent need
to give and receive care in order to sustain
one another on a more equal

and reciprocal basis than our gender defined
system has so far allowed.

Given the current level of social disintegration
and personal dis-

orientation, we desperately need to develop a more mutually
supportive
context in which a sustained process of "social learning"
and personal

growth can be carried on.

This process of social learning could involve

people coming together to work out new, cooperative social forms within

which they could openly address their dilemmas and confusions, hopes
and dreams, and attempt to evolve new, more viable values, identities,

goals and purposes as individuals and as communities.

Progressive

human service practitioners can play a useful role in facilitating this

process of community-based social learning, based upon principles of

mutual support and mutual empowerment, by acknowledging that the

professional-bureaucratic model of social service, social adjustment
and control is inherently deficient and in need of transformative change
led by those in the best position to know its flaws:

directly provide and receive these services.

the women who

Their contributions to

the broader progressive movement should be valued for their particular
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insight into the fundamental social
and emotional conditions of mutual

support so necessary for people to gain
the strength to undertake the

risks of broader social and political
transformation in the face of the

new conservative appeals to traditional
forms of security and subordinat ion.

I

CHAPTER

II

HUMAN SERVICE WORKERS TELL THEIR OWN STORIES

Transcending the Vicious Circle
Janice:

Actually,

I

Head Nurse, Small Psychiatric Facility

Didn't Want To Be a Nnr.P

.

.

.

i

Wanted To Be a Neurosurgeon

(Laughs)

Actually,

I

didn't want to be a nurse when

wanted to be a neurosurgeon (laughs)
that

time— in

the mid-sixties

was growing

up—

But my guidance counselor at

.

— thought

I

nursing school was about the

highest level of achievement women could make it to.
thought they should be secretaries or stay at home.
pretty much to heart— "Well, if they say

I

Otherwise he
I

really took it

can't do it, then

I

can't

do it."
I

knew

I

wanted to go into the medical profession

shape, or form, and

1

in some way,

think nursing probably came from seeing what my

mother did and being so impressed with how respected she was in town.
She was a pediatrician's office nurse and ran the doctor's office.

people called they wanted to talk with her and not the doctor.
knew her and
derful

,

I

When

Everyone

thought, gee, this is wonderful, you can do all these won-

marvelous things and people know you.

The Training

I

Got Was

.

.

.

Based On the Idea That Individuals Are Not

Responsible For Themselves, You Are Responsible For Them

.

.

.

the Whole

Way
The training

I

got was at an old-time, old nursing school based on
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the idea that individuals are not responsible
for

themselves-^^ are

responsible for them, for making them better,
for taking care of them
the whole way.

When

I

got out of nursing school

I

became head nurse at

a drug unit for heroin addicts for two and
a half years and then decided
I

really wanted to get more experience in psychology
because

I

knew

very little about it and the drug unit was pretty much
like a Marathon

House-confrontation approach that was all the style then.

tired of that

I

pretty quickly and started to have misgivings about whether that
was
really effective.

So then

I

came here and for the past ten years have

been working at the same facility— it

hospital one street over.

I

'

a small, private, psychiatric

s

went in as a rotating staff nurse and did

that for a couple years, then became head nurse and stayed there while
I

went to school full time in the evenings in Management in Human

Services and then decided to go into

a

Masters in Public Health Adminis-

tration program.

I

Was Very Fortunate

.

.

.

Because

I

Was Exposed To People

.

.

.

Willing

To Give Me Very Straight Feedback and a Lot of Confrontation About

Playing Down What You're Able To Do
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

was very fortunate at the Park Street Center because

I

was ex-

posed to people that were pretty energetic and willing to take risks
and willing to give me very straight feedback about what they felt you

could and couldn't do

— and

a lot of confrontation about

.

.

.

sort of

playing down what you're able to do and being willing to settle for
less.

Now,

I

feel discouraged in terms of what's actually out there for

me to be able to do with my education, but

I

feel good about what I've
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done here.

I

don't want to be a neurosurgeon anymore

was just a seventh grade dream

Where

I

I

(laughs)

-that

guess.

work is a short-term acute care psychiatric
facility— the

average length of stay is four to six weeks.

Very few geriatric patients

get in; unless they're in extraordinary good health,
they don't even get

through the front door.

They get referred to nursing homes.

large emphasis on family involvement
therapy, and family therapy.

— there

'

s

There's a

individual therapy, couple's

Families are expected, if not coerced, to

be involved in treatment because the philosophy is that the
individual

who comes in for treatment is not necessarily the "sick person" and

unless you have broader involvement, it's not going to have very effective

long-term results.

There's not much community involvement in the pro-

Schools are contacted sometimes in the case of adolescents, but

gram.

by and large there's not a lot of outreach done in terms of that kind of

environmental change for people.

The Town Can't Stand the Hospital Being There

.

.

and They (Hospital)

.

Don't Do a Bloody Thing To Make the Town Accept Them.
The town can't stand the hospital being there.
too much.
unit.

.

.

The patients escape

The cops and town meeting don't like that it's not a locked
.

Plus the institution doesn't do anything for the town.

mean it doesn't offer any services to the town
cation or any kind of community outreach.
use their empty rooms for meetings
the town accept them.

— they

.

.

.

.

.

.

(no)

I

community edu-

They could let them

don't do a bloody thing to make
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When

First Star ted Working There It Was
What Thev Called a "Thera-

I

peutic Community"

.

.

.

It's Become Much More "Medical Model."

For some time I'd become increasingly
dissatisfied with working
at Park Street Center and recently stopped
working there.

was because

I

In part it

wanted to move away from psychiatry and get more
involved

doing community health and preventive health
program development, and

work with geriatrics and minorities, both of whom are
grossly under-

represented at the hospital.
has changed a great deal.

But the other reason is that Park Street

When

I

first started working there it was

what they called a therapeutic community.
philosophy, but much less.

It still has some of that

It's become much more medical model.

There's

much more individual therapy that goes on and much less community involveThere used to be a lot more of the actual patients getting in-

ment.

volved with each other's treatment and sort of bouncing off one another.
This still happens, but not as much.

The Therapeutic Community Model Was Not As Profitable.

.

.

.

This has happened because the therapeutic community model was not
as profitable.

For example, a morning meeting which is called "Rounds,"

where everyone gets together to hash out what's going to go on for the
day

— used

to be run by different rotating staff people or patient groups,

but now it's run by the physicians because the physicians can charge a
fee for each and every patient that's in that large group meeting as
if they'd had an hour of individual therapy.
I

(Laughs.)

So,

it's really,

think, almost entirely financially motivated.
I

don't like it at all.

It was difficult to swallow and it was
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sort of a dilenma of:

do I say

this so

I

I

level

can in terms of the individual interactions

I

leave, or do

I

don't agree and don't approve of

stay here and try to intervene on whatever

The program used to be pretty good.

Now

i

I

have with patients.

think its reputation in the

psychiatric community is one where they feel the patients
are over-

medicated by the physicians who do the prescribing, and
patients are
kept too long until their insurance is eaten up, but that
the individual
care they get from the line staff who do the actual therapy
is very good
and very conscientious.

The line staff are psychiatric nurses and milieu

therapists— people with Masters

Work— they

in Psychology,

Education, or Social

tend to do a lot of fighting and arguing to get the medications

cut down and are by and large a very experienced, bright, and dedicated

group of people.

.

.

.

They're Doing Better Because They Have That Support.

They End Up

Regressing Once It's Taken Away and Then the Cycle Starts All Over Again.
People who come in here

.

.

.

nothing out there for them to go to.
grams, they're severely limited.
into twice a week

— there's

get good treatment, but then there's
It they need day treatment pro-

If they just need a place to check

very little there for follow-up.

and follow-up used to be a very big emphasis

— having

something in place

in the community that you're returning these people to,

having to have another psychiatric hospitalization.
their jobs and they can't find another job to go to.
in

Aftercare

to prevent them

People are losing
There are cutbacks

funding for kids in the schools, so there's very few special ed pro-

grams that you can get a kid hooked into.

Some of the basic school
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programs have been reduced to bare skeletons.
safety.

stabbed.

I'd run away from school, too, if

I

There's not even physical
thought

I

was going to be

And the kids report that the teachers
don't care.

There need to be more day treatment programs.
been closed entirely.

In some areas they've

In other areas they've been drastically
cut back.

So it's sort of a vicious

circle— the clients who are doing better and

need the services less at that point in time

.

.

.

,

but nine times out

of ten they're doing better because they have that support.

They just

end up regressing once it"s taken away and then the cycle
starts all

over again.

What We Don't Have Any Power To Affect Is the Community From Which They
Come

— So

It

.

.

.

Feels Like a Futile Endeavor.

Other common problems that we deal with are

—a

mother comes in be-

cause her kids are getting into trouble at school and there are no re-

sources to help her

deal with them and she becomes overwhelmed and ends

up in here, which further exacerbates the kids' problems, which exacer-

bates her problems, so it becomes a vicious cycle.

Or someone loses

their job, can't find another one and they have no previous unemployment

history, but can't deal adequately with the pressures of not being able
to feed their family.

So what we're trying to do is to help people get

back on their feet and be able to function back in the community from

which they came.

What we don't have much power to affect is the community

from which they came (laughs)
endeavor.

— so

it,

at times,

feels like a futile

—

I
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...

It's Like a Vicious Cycle a n d Until You
Get at the Root of It

and Try To Prev ent These Things from
Happening in the First Place. Yon
Can Just Tread Water Forever.
To deal with that
I

I

think preventive medicine is the way to

go—

really do believe it's like a vicious cycle and
until you get at the

root of it and do some work to try to prevent
these things from happening
in the first place,

you can just tread water forever.

being on a water wheel or something.

Or it's like

You take care of something for a

little while and then it just crops up again— and
have to get a cog in the wheel and stop

I

feel like you somehow

it— otherwise

we're constantly

going around in circles.
In terms of prevention,

vision.

I

have this pipe dream

a lot

of it comes down to service pro-

— the

elderly are a big bugaboo of mine.

There are a lot of services for the elderly, but it's so confused
can't sit down and figure out where to go

...

I

—

think there needs to

be more of an integrated approach where things are made a lot more

concrete and straightforward

one agency that could say "This is what's

available" and how to go about getting it, straight out.
But then there's got to be the money there for those services to
be provided and from my perspective it calls for a whole re-evaluation.

.

.

.

There's Much Too Much Emphasis on the Medical Profession.

Lot More Use Could Be Made of Lay People.

...

...

A

It Comes Down to a

Question of Power.
I

think there's much too much emphasis on the medical profession

and physicians which is unnecessary.

That physicians do not necessarily
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create better health for people and

.

.

.

that a lot more use could be

made of lay people and of the allied professions
which is not only more
cost effective, it's more efficient-people get
better more quickly.
I

don't feel like programs like this should not
exist if they can't

take care of the whole problem, but
a

never-ending battle.

I

do feel sometimes like it becomes

It's just futile.

I

mean

...

if we took fifty

percent of our staff and our money maybe and went out and
did community

outreach, and canvassed neighborhoods just to find out what really is
there.

I

mean traditional kinds of things that exist— and maybe some-

body doesn't have a degree, but they're there and have been taking care
of this community for

...

I

mean in the Italian community there may be

two people who've been taking care of everybody's emotional needs for

twenty years

— if

we knew about them, maybe these people wouldn't have

to come back to the hospital.

But we don't know about them.

go out to find out about them.

We don't

There needs to be some emphasis on

training people to do health care on a level that's appropriate.

I'm

talking about nutrition, where to go for services, nurse mid-wives and

nurse practitioners.

...

But it comes down to a question of power

— the

AMA is a powerful lobby and they don't like competition, so they stop a
lot from happening.

They Are Really Trying To Put a Dollar Value on Each Aspect of Health Care.
As far as my work at Park Street goes, in my most recent position
as head nurse, my main tasks were management of the staff and overseeing
the clinical safety of the unit.

My frustrations were much more in

dealing with institutional pressures than they were with dealing with the
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patient population.

The Center was just sold to new
owners who are a

real business operation.

It's an outfit out of the South and
they have

instituted a lot of cost benefit analysis
to put

a

.

.

.

they are really trying

dollar value on each apsect of health care,
which on my level

evidences itself in staff cutbacks at the same
time job expectations
and daily task performances do not decrease,
but the number of people
who do it

did— which resulted

in people calling in sick and a lot of

absenteeism which made it even worse.
I

That was extremely frustrating

.

understand the need for getting a dollars and cents view,
but you

can't just come in and do it out of a void.

They really made some

abstract calculations and imposed it on the jobs that were being done.
It Required an Incredible Amount of Energy on My Part Not To Let Friction

Develop between Myself and the Other Staff Members as a Result of These

New Cost Control Policies.
It required an incredible amount of energy on my part not to let

friction develop between myself and the other staff members as
of these new cost control policies.

tween the unit director

— he's

a

result

There was a lot of friction be-

my boss

— and

the rest of the staff.

have administration, the head nurse, and rotating staff.

They

The head nurse

and all the team leaders who are the immediate clinical supervisors

really are middle management.

The unit director, the director of

nurses, and the physicians are administration.

The head nurse is the

only position which is both middle management and administration.
for administration's benefit

— when

That's

they want you to do something that

may be administratively unpleasant, they want you to be in an adminis-
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trative position,

^^hen

they don't want to include you in
administrative

decision making, they want you to be
middle management.

Strang position

It's a very

and it's the only one like it at the
facility.

I

work

with people pretty well and am honest and
straightforward with them
about how
I

I

felt about the different policies

would not enforce things if

I

I

was expected to enforce.

thought they were absolutely horrible.

The unit director, however, was not at all
honest with people and

tried very hard to enforce things that he did not
believe in.

For example,

they made a decision as of September to cut seven full
time positions—

which they can't do and provide good patient care.

He thinks the same

thing, yet he sells the idea as being good, one he supports
and one

there's no room for discussion about—and he has this way of presenting
things to the rotating staff that immediately ends discussion.

Just,

this is the way it's going to be.
I

straints

foresee a decreased quality of care due to the economic con-

— I'm

beginning to see it already.

And

I

think it's going to

take a lot out of the staff as they try to maintain good care

eventually won't be able to do it, will

bum

— and

they

out and stay there and be

ineffective, or leave out of frustration.

The Program Used To Work Better When There Was Less of a Hierarchy and

More of a Cooperative Structure.
It really doesn't have to be as bad as this if more foresight was

shown.

I

mean

I

really believe people can operate pretty well under

stress if they aren't anxious about all the uncertainty and fear they're

going to lose their jobs any second.

I

think if there were more of a
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mutual effort involved and _sharing of
inf_onnatign and getting input from
people and more working together -then
you could deal better with the
difficulties.
But the problems here aren't just a matter
of money and resources-

it's been more of an insidious process of
change over the years related
to moving closer and closer to the medical
model of physician control

and away from the therapeutic community philosophy.

The program used to

work much better when there was less of a hierarchy and
more of a
cooperative structure— things worked more effectively and more
humanely.
It's also a process of narrowing.

It used to be a very eclectic

place and people really were respected for a variety of skills and different approaches they brought.

There used to be three or four Greek

Orthodox priests who were pastoral counselors, and who were really very
good therapists.

They were all fired under varying degrees of unpleasant

circumstances, primarily because they wouldn't go along with the beliefs
of the medical director at the time

—^and

these were not men who were

running around espousing the Greek Orthodox religion.

The Whole Attitude that Physicians Have

.

.

.

about Nurses

.

.

.

When

I

Talk about the Medical Model, I'm Talking about Feminism.
Also, what consultation exists especially in the out-patient

department around issues particularly troubling to women patients sometimes gets offset by one psychiatrist in particular who has no use for
it

— for

any kind of recognition that there may be issues that are related

to being a woman in today's society.

So you get a supportive message

coming from a woman therapist, and then you get this

— that's

my whole

—
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thing with doctors anyway.

Doctors are made to look like Gods
sometimes

and if a doctor says something you
may weight it more than what another
person says, even if that feels more
right.
That was a VERY BIG ISSUE for me there-I
could go on forever.

Just being a nurse-the whole attitude
that physicians have-and society
at large has about nurses and the role
they play in relation to doctors.

And

I

think when

feminism.

I

talk about the medical model I'm talking
about

Nurses who come here have a lot of difficulties
dealing with

their nursing role and identity, but it's difficult
even getting them to
want to take a look at the way it's related to their
position as

women—

and having that reinforced by either you're not as
good as the doctors
by virtue of the fact that you're a nurse and you're there
to clean up

after the mess they make, or you're there to prevent them from making
errors.

I

mean you get these mixed messages:

doctors— on the other hand, part

You're not as good as the

of your job is to make sure they don't

make a mistake.
And the whole sexual harassment issue is there
doctors in particular who is just slimy

— and

— with

one of the

actual physical struggles

struggles around "I don't want you putting your arm around me
because you're NOT TO DO IT.".

.

.

.

.

.

This man happens to be a psycho-

analyst, so he presents back to you, "Well, that's obviously your issue

with intimacy."

And then you have trouble hanging on to your belief

that you have a right to determine who's going to touch you and who's

not

.

.

.

and that it's his issue of making it your issue

— and

also

keeping it in its place so it doesn't eat up too much of your time and
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energy that you can't do the tasks
you're there to do.
It's a problem for every woman
who works there and for young

women-teenage patients as well.

I

had an adolescent patient come to

me because she didn't want him as
her doctor any more because he took

her into a treatment room to listen to
her heart.

He's not a medical

doctor and there's nothing the matter with
her heart.
year old kid!

fired— he

In fact this is one of the reasons
one of the priests got

was-

one of my major sources of support when we
were trying to

find a way to stop it.
a doctor.

"

It's a fifteen

This was a pretty big risk to take to go
against

And that was one of the dilemmas

prevent some of this, or do

say

I

I

I

had, do

I

stay and try to

CAN'T STAND THIS and leave because

I'm so opposed to what's going on.

Most Likely if You We re as Black Patient

...

You Would Not See Another

Black Human Being Except for One of the Maintenance

.

.

.

Staff.

Another very major issue has been the whole racial thing.

...

extremely difficult for me
style.

If

I

I

...

I

is

have a lot of difficulty with my own

see something really despicable,

diplomatic about it

It

I

have a hard time being

have some trouble finding a way to address

things and still keep people able to hear me rather than just alienate

them completely by making them feel I'm so

j

udgmental— though I'm working

on it.

For one thing, there are very few black patients and when they are
there, young black males are much more likely to be in restraints than

young white males and they're much more likely to be transferred to

locked units.

If they elope

.

.

.

outside police are much more likely
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to be called in because of people's
own fear and anxiety.

There are

very few black staff, except for housekeeping
and maintenance.
ten years I've been there,

In the

there were three black nurses and three

black therapists-and interestingly, not
one of them was full timethey were on call.

.

.

.

Most likely if you were a black patient and

you came in you would not see another black
human being except for one
of the maintenance or housekeeping staff.
it to them like you rotten,

racist people.

to get people to look at their own

response to that.

And

I

don't always address

Sometimes it's an attempt

fears— often there's

a very blocked

A lot of the rotating staff respond positively,
but

they're not the ones with the power, the authority, the
impact to

change admissions policies and other policies.

Professionalism Has an Ambivalent Connotation for Me
It Was a Very Good Thing

.

.

.

...

I

Used to T h ink

Then Thought It Very Elitist.

When we used to have more of a cooperative decision making structure, we could deal better with difficult problems like these.

Things

did work better then

I've gone

.

.

.

more effectively and more humanely.

through a lot of changes myself in my attitudes toward professionalism
and what it means to be in management.

valent connotation for me,
be a professional and then

I

I

Professionalism has an ambi-

used to think it was a very good thing to
got sort of disillusioned with it and

thought it was a very elitist and separate kind of thing to be.

I'm

now getting to view it as something good again and much more what you do
with it and how you perceive it.
A lot of time here

I

felt like a professional and was treated like
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one.

However,

I

felt like one of the most bottom-line
workers in tei
irms

of not having much effectiveness much
of the time in terms of what the

system seems willing to change.
belief in unions-I am

a

I

also have a lot of respect for and

union member here and

I

do not allow my adminis-

trative responsibilities to place me in a
position to work against fellow
union members.

For example,

I

refuse to participate in the issuance of

formal warnings over workers

I

supervise who can then choose to make a

union grievance.
Part of my positive feelings about workers and labor
organizing

comes from my father who's always been active in unions and
at one time
I

wanted to be a union organizer— so these things have had honest, salt

of the earth connotations to me, and

I

don't see being a professional

of the kind I'm aiming for and being a worker are mutually exclusive.

One reason I'm moving in a management direction

is

that although

I

firmly

believe people operate better when they're working cooperatively rather
than when there's a hierarchical structure imposed upon them, I'm not

naive enough to think you don't need management at all, because it's
just the way our society has been set up

.

.

.

.

Somebody's got to be

in that management position, and I'd rather have it be someone who

believes in a cooperative way of working than someone who believes in

hierarchical structure.
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Th e Bizarre World of the Young
Professional

Tina:

I

Teacher of Retarded Adults

Just Didn't Even Real ize the Hierarchy of
an Institution.

A friend of mine married the Assistant
Superintendent of Glenhurst, a state facility for the retarded.

She told me, "He can get you

why don't you come up here?"

a job,

had never seen too many retarded people, so when
they gave me a

I

tour of Glenhurst

I

moved up here.

had to

I

was SHOCKED, but
do^

I

couldn't say anything— so

I

never started out as a lower mental

started right off in the Residents' Resource Center

as a librarian's assistant,

so

I

was up in the Superintendent's house

up on the Hill away from everyone else.

It was like a cushy job,

never really got a feel from the bottom, plus
one liked me.

I

I

it.

But what was awful was

health assistant.

I

I

so

I

always wondered why no

just didn't even realize the hierarchy of an institution

I'd never been around anything like it, you know.

...

I

Remained Feeling Inadequate and

I

was embarrassed to be sitting up there without anything to do,

I

Hated That.

but then a year and a half later a teaching position opened up and
felt "NO

I

CAN'T DO IT,"— I was so unaware of myself— "I can't go before

this promotions board"; and
all.

and
job.

I

I

I

felt like

I

didn't deserve to do this at

didn't have a degree in Special Ed or anything.

got the job, but it was kind of like
I

I

never really felt like

I

I

But

I

did it,

was "supposed" to get the

deserved it, because

I

wasn't really

.
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trained, even though now that I've
been trained as an elementary school

teacher (which a lot of workers are here)
Maybe if
was training,

creative.
I

I

still don't feel right.

was working in an elementary school I'd
be OK.

I

it was real

l^en

I

reading-oriented, language arts, and very

With these people it's strictly functionally
oriented.

.

.

.

would take them traveling in the community; would
teach them money,

timetelling, roleplaying situations for the community.

more reinforcement from the student,

I

...

But

need to see some learning.

I'd get discouraged and think it was me and I'd get
like lazy.

had a supervisor who would give me techniques to

because she really didn't even know who
resented that.

I

guess

I

I

I

use— but

need
So

Also

I

it was crazy,

was talking about— and

I

was resistant and didn't feel like doing what

she said because she didn't know who

I

was dealing with

— and

I

felt

guilty about that.
I'd look at the place and it would seem ridiculous to me.

would happen there

— catch

22 's

—

I

can't remember—ridiculous things

would happen that didn't make sense and it would make me mad.
real mad.

But then I'd get silly

silly and think who cares?

And

spend the whole day laughing!
Ed.

I

Things

— I'd

I'd get

sort of think it was fun and be

had friends I'd laugh with.

We could

One day we made fun of the Head of Adult

because she'd used sex to get to the top.

afternoon having a good time at the lunch table

We sat there the whole

— and

The thing that made me leave Glenhurst was that

we were at a job!
I

remained feeling

hated feeling like that, especially since there were

inadequate and

I

other people

finally met there who did good work and weren't pompous

I
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or jerks or act like they were
"greaf if you know what

were people there when

I

mean.

There

first came who made me feel like-well,

I

I

don't

even want to be like them if that's
what a professional is-I didn't
want to be that kind of person.
and

.

be hostile almost and they'd get
into personal things with

.

.

They'd take everything too ser iously

each other like who's brighter-power
things kind of, you know?

Degrees -using their degrees-you know.
forget this

.

.

.

I

I

always felt like, well

can't even compete with this, and

I

don't like it.

Their Demeanor Was Very SURE and Professional
and
Also

I

,

And

I

got the job.

I

didn't like them and to this day

I

I

didn't understand why they were hostile toward me.

guess it's because of how

thought

...

But
I

I

Hated Them
Now,

didn't know why, as

haven't gotten over it.

I

I

just remember they were my first impression of the "young
professional,"

though later

I

got

impressions of other young professionals that were

better.

When

I

first came to Glenhurst,

These people seemed too nervous and

.

I

.

felt like an anti-intellectual.
.

overly educated and

I

didn't

— like hippies — the whole city seemed foreign
pompous — and these people were representatives of

think they looked very nice
to me
it.

.

—a
.

little bit
.

All these people who weren't very old and acting like they

were fifty, you know.

They were like the psychiatrists I'd seen in the

movies, making judgments

.

.

.

,

using HUGE words, and their demeanor

was very SURE and professional and very competent and
I

hated them.

I

still don't understand how they got that way, but

can listen to them and not look at them, it's OK.

But

I

...

if

I

feel intimi-

.
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dated, like how come they're like
that and I'm not at all-then it

interferes.

On the one hand,

I

don't want to be like that, but on
the

other, I'm envious too, because if
can

I

work in this field and be what

I

don't want to be like that, how
I

am and ever be anything?

Maybe some of these people were using
their skills to really get
things for their clients.

They were being assertive and sure and using

their power for them and maybe they weren't
thinking, "Oh, I'm so

r

powerful."
ings

think

1

work better with the clients, it's just at meet-

feel very inadequate.

I

for the client, and

I

They might be better at getting services

might be better at working directly with the client,

My job at Glenhurst wasn't challenging at all, but
it was much

more interesting than any other jobs I've had like waitressing,
clerking,
There would have been room for growth at Glenhurst but

etc.

sure

wasn't

I

had the skills or confidence to do it if it was something less

I

client-oriented and something more with the staff.

Usually, you know,

what human service workers do, they start out working with clients and
then they end up hardly ever seeing them and become more administrative.
I

don't think

I

wanted that, but then you get sort of swayed like that's

what you're supposed to do.

.

.

.

I

Felt Good Because

I

Was Going To Become a Teacher

Something about This Feeling of Inadequacy
When

I

left Glenhurst

.

.

and Do

.

felt good because

I

.

I

was going to become a

teacher, get my degree, and do something about this feeling of inadequacy.
By this time I'd met the guy

sionals

I

liked.

I

I

married

— he

was one of the young profes-

struggled through without an income and did student

—
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teaching, but
and felt like
I

felt good because

I

I

was growing and

had sort of an identity and all

I

I

I

was learning a lot

ever thought about was,

was going to be a TEACHER-which was
kind of squished into your head

every day.

When

student taught so much was pulled out of,
demanded of

I

me than ever had been true at Glenhurst.

Then

got out of student teaching, but

I

It was really a good feeling.
I

didn't have any place to

work-

with the cuts in education and all.

It Was Like the Hallelui ah Chorus!

I'd Get Back To Helping People Again!

So I worked in a health foods store, but it
didn't take me long

before

I

realized

I

grow there at all.

missed helping people.

didn't feel like

I

I

could

So the person who now runs The Lyndon Day Care
Center

who had been an occupational therapist at Glenhurst, asked me if
I'd like
to work in her program and it was like the hallelujah chorus!

back to helping people again

—

missed that.

I

I'd get

And it was closer to what

I'd been preparing for even though it was a cut in pay from $11,700 to

$9,700.
It was a

much smaller, much nicer place, an all women staff, no

fooling around, which

people cared more.

I

didn't want to be able to do, and

don't like.

I

feel so limited

but now I'm afraid I've lost my confidence.

teach a regular kid.
I

— but

there 're things

I've been almost a year and a half and for a while I've

been wanting to leave, because

guess

felt like

At Glenhurst, it was so big that things would screw

up all the time, but this place is run really well
I

I

I

I

— I'm

a program assistant

can't remember how to

also must have this problem with giving up,

get kind of deflated

— but

I

I

don't feel very creative any more
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I

don't feel like when

I

first came here.

I

Feel So Babied

...

I

Looked_j

When

I

first came

I

•

.

I

I

felt like

I

I

like there's SENIOR staff and JUNIOR
staff-four of

.

so

I

haven't had to have the responsibility

skills as much, so

I

could do

think somehow it was sort of taken

you're made to feel like you're innio.
think,

Tryin. To 3e Like a Senior.

was very organized and

all this stuff-I felt great, but

awax

^dic ulcus

,

guess

each-

haven't had to

I

haven't had to use my

feel like I've LOST them sort of.

You have to have your Masters to be a Senior—
but

don't want to

I

pursue that because my real interest and ability

isn't in working with

retarded adults nearly so much as with kids.

I

go.

As you know,

But

there are not many jobs in the public schools.

could be a substitute, but that's less money than
went to parochial schools, that's $7,000 a

want to!

I

don't know where to
I

make now, and if

I

year— so

I

don't know if

I
I

feel sort of at a dead end.

It's just that here

used to the fullest.

I

I

don't know if

feel so babied

but

,

almost like you have to fight not to be.

ridiculous trying to be like a Senior
get excited about it

— but

I

—

I

I

feel like my skills are being
I

too— it's

allow myself,

You know

I

looked sort of

really tried hard,

really did

I

would be looking like a Senior staff person

and that would look very odd.

You know there's two differences.
and they work harder.

The Senior staff get paid more

Junior staff are not paid as much

Senior staff are over, they're supervising over people.

.

.

.

the

They're pro-

gram coordinating, you know, and we don't have to do that.

We just do
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what they say.

I

guess maybe

first got there that

I

must have gotten the feeling when

I

was trying hard and excited and
then

gotten the feeling that it wasn't worth
it

appreciated-they didn't need me
taken care

...

of— they

But It

S eems

I

I

my efforts were not

really-they had

it all

Like the Person Who Supervises Me Is the
One Who

...

I

Wish

Got To Feel Like That.

I

say to myself, "All right,

I'll just go ahead and relax here."

hand

must've

I

were very professional, you know?

Wants To Be Creative.
So

to do that

...

I

I

don't

care— I resent

it, but

It's too bad, because on the one

do have a streak of being a lazy, resentful person,
and then on

the other hand,

don't like that and

I

not being that way.

I

try, and

I

feel good when I'm

So it sort of makes me mad when I'm being that way.

Also there were behavioral problems here I'd never encountered

before and

I

didn't know what to do in very crucial situations and that

made me feel inadequate even though you're not supposed to.

I

just

didn't want to get hit and things.
But mainly

I

feel babied here.

I

must have felt good when

I

was

student teaching because we were pushed and there was support there, but
we were pushed to go out on a limb, but that was OK.

good feeling which

I

wanted to have when

I

There was this

first came here like going out

and being creative, but it seems like the person who supervises me is the
one who wants to be creative.

She does it very well and everything.

Also

she's an occupational therapist and the person who runs the place is an

occupational therapist and they have their Masters Degrees and that's
what's important

— occupational

therapy

— and

so of course they're going
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to be the bosses,

rm

.

.

feel they do know what they're
doing.

I

maybe

so.

shouldn't be there.

I

doing someplace.

just sort of feel like

Maybe I'd like to feel like

know what

I

Like they get to feel like that-I
wish

...

feel like that.

I

But

I

can't get the job

I

I

got to

want as an elementary

school teacher and to enjoy staying here
I'd have to break through this

barrier of Senior staff being the only creative,
thinking ones-neither
of which will work-but I'm working on a
resolution to the problem-I'm

thinking about getting pregnant, because that'll
kind of fix that up!

Being the Person Who Was Never There

,

Without Burning Up and Out
Danny:

He's Don e a Lot
I

Needed
I

.

.

Youth Worker and Drug Counselor

.

For Me, But Not In Being As Supportive As

I

Felt

.

come from a working-class family

— my

father owns a service sta-

tion in Milltown and my mother did secretarial and factory work.

My

father may be successful in that his business worked for him, but he

lacked in the area of being a good father, or being a real supportive
He's done a lot of things for me, but not in being as supportive

parent.
as

I

felt

I

needed

...

a lot of problems developed.

conflicts between him and
mother.

.

.

.

And as

I

I

There were always

and conflicts between my sister and my

started getting into adolescence,

I

started get-

ting really angry and frustrated and started hanging out with wise guys.

We'd get into pranks, fights, mischievous run-ins with the police

— no
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guns and knives.

parents.

My friends had the same kind
of problems with their

We formed a unique bond together-our
group of young, frus-

trated, angry males banding together
to take our anger as a group out
on
the world for how we felt.

This went on and on and eventually

I

got married which was another

way of escaping and that didn't work
either.

once again,

I

lacked the discipline,

plan for anything, so many things

...

I

I

That fell apart because,

had never been trained how to

was lacking in

.

.

.

using my head.

All my friends had a history of the same
difficulties and ended

up getting married early and divorced.

After that

I

started using drugs, and was working designing pat-

terns for clothing in a knitting mill and at this factory
where
an uncle as a supervisor.

He trained me and

money, but after my marriage ended,

I

I

I

had

was making pretty good

started hanging out with a dif-

ferent crowd—drugs, partying, rock band clubs, and speed— it was a

massive rebellion of youth against society and family.
banding together in large numbers.

I

was a Woodstocker, a hippie.

joined the "complainers" and that's the extent of it.

politically involved.

People were

Once again, because

I

I

don't think

I

didn't get
I

had the

education to stimulate that kind of speaking out against the system.
If you look at Milltown

— what

I

call the "Armpit of the Nation"

just a city of hills and mills and low-income families.

— it's

The economy is

bad and nothing's going on to stimulate you on an educational level.
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I

Was Giving Someone

a

_Wlthln Me. Like Her.',

Supportive Place

.

^Sc

^.r ^Jjeve^

I

it

Lit a Fire

Want to Give I. To

Else
got tired of that life eventually
and when

I

years old,

I

said that's it,

I

need a change.

got a cab driving job through a
friend

school.

I

knew somewhere in my heart

...
I

I

was twenty five

I

moved to Boston and

and was going to chef's

wanted to work with people,

helping people in some way, and it certainly
wasn't going to be through
being a chef.

That was a definite road to alcoholism
because the pres-

sure is intense, especially in a large
hotel like the Sheridan.

there
I

From

got involved in Open Door and that's how
it all started.

I

don't know if

I

can pinpoint what made me so interested in
working

with people— I started to do positive things for
myself, and the more
I

did that, the more

I

could look back and see what

I

never got in way

of support and guidance, and also see what a detrimental
effect that had
on other people

able to

knew who became drug addicts and went to prison.

saw routes they took that were very unfortunate and very sad,

I

and as

I

started to grow and progress and do more for myself,

I

.

.

.

further my education and after

Door

I

wanted to do it more

what

I

was doing.

I

—

I

I

I

was

started working at Open

was compelled to do it more.

I

liked

was giving someone a supportive place where they,

could have someone to talk to and it was like it kind of lit a fire

within me like here's what
else, and from then on

I

I

never got so

I

want to give it to somebody

just went all the way.
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My Task

(

In Therapy)

m
lo

is

.
'

'

i-u

the -b
Person Who Was Never There For

Be

the_Indlvidual That He Alw.v. Moot ed
and Never Had.
There, and where

I

work now,

do group therapy every day.

I

think we are helping people

...

I

My experience of what therapy
is, is that

my task is to be the person who
was never there for the individual
that
he always needed and never had;

to get them to try out new behaviors
or

understand there are consequences of
behavior or benefits of behavior.
I'm the advice giver and give them
support-and they either use it or

don't-we therapists aren't Gods.

You have to accept the fact that you

can't help everyone or you'll go under.

In all emotional disability,

people who need help are looking for someone who
was never there when
they needed them, and they have to start all
over again to get that

guidance and support and just have someone there while
they begin their
struggle.

It Was a HOME

.

.

.

Ev erybody Cared.

.

.

.

There Was Support At All Levels

After Open Door

I

worked at Hillside.

grams I've worked in,

I

really loved that place more than anything else.

I

Out of all the four pro-

mean it was a HOME, a real home; everybody cared and we really did good

treatment together as a team.

And the environment itself— I mean if

you could picture a beautiful house on the hillside in the country up
in the woods

.

.

.

overlooking a lake surrounded by pine trees

home itself was very beautiful.

— the

It was first started by a parish priest

who was the director.
I

think the difference between this place and other programs I've

worked at is most places that do treatment for either adolescents or

.
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drug or alcohol addiction-because
of funding-you don't
have the kind
Of .onies needed to create
a really nice treatment
f acility-so.ething
that has a home feeling to it
which is really important.
is

What you have
the basic, rundown, poorly
maintained building because there
are no

monies to do anything about that.

.

.

Where

.

I

work now which is at

the state hospital for the mentally
ill known as Rehabilitation
Hospital,

we're located in

...

a brick building,

a very dreary atmosphere

the paint's peeling everywhere-it
looks like a prison actually.

can't really give life to the buildling.

.

.

.

.

.

.

You

it's a very unpleasant

environment to work in.
Whereas at Hillside the beauty of the
place made
also the treatment was well structured.

pleasant and

it

There was inpatient therapy,

therapy involving family members and
individual counseling— there was

support at all levels
.

.

.

...

the parents are brought in after two months

after the person has gotten slowed down, because
emotionally dis-

turbed adolescents are so hyper and full of a lot
of anger and confusion that it's just hard to slow

down— but

once that goal is accomplished,

the parents are introduced into family therapy.

I

Look At It Like a Group Sculpture:

Child

.

.

.:

Here Is Our "Problem.".

When they first come to us

...

I

...

.

.

.

.

.

it's a very significant entrance.

look at it like a group sculpture

the child and it would be like:

way they present it.

.

.

.

the Parent Behind the

— it

would be the parent behind

Here is our problem

.

.

.

and that's the

But as time goes on and we work with them

for a couple of months, all the other stuff that the parents themselves
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participated in creating starts to come
out here and there.
first, initial reaponse is denial.

OK,

...

The

if they stay and work through

that they get to accept and see how
they played a part in the emo-

tional difficulty of the child.

.

Often they have a block in dealing
with their own difficulties

with one another and the child is actually
used as a scapegoat, or as
an excuse to come together if he
gets into trouble.

Often the parents

are having difficulty with one another
and they don't talk and their

intimacy is very low key, so they choose to
go other ways, like the

mother might get into her job or housework and
the husband into his
career or business or whatever and there is no
support there for the
child, no guidance, no discipline.

out— because

...

So then the client just goes

he's not getting the support and attention at

home— so

he

might get into trouble with the system— so then they have a
reason to
interact with one another because the child is in some type of
problem.
Or they might use the child against one another.

The mother might

spoil the boy to get back at the father for not caring enough
So

I

related and

about her.

think the majority of problems adolescents have are family-

...

I

think part of it is rebelling against what they see

in society as unjust and unfair and wrong and dishonest or whatever, but

I'd say there is something wrong in the family environment that feeds

into that acting-out behavior.

Many times you'll see there's alcoholism

in the parent or both parents and the highest percentage come from low-

income families in the probjects in South Boston or Lawrence or whatever.
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^

It's a Way Of Destro ^^ln^_TheH^^

.

Wan^o

Like They Don'

t_^^^

See Part Of All Th i^,_^ecausejjhat
They've Seen Has R..n v....

Distasteful To Them ..
The way

I

see it

and Hurt Them Very Deep ly.

.

is-take

a young male in

adolescence-which

is a

very trying and scary and confusing
time-and you don't have a supportive

network after you go out into your environment
and you want to try out
all these new ways you see and feel
about life and you view certain

rules in society and agreements

...

as really unfair

...

and you

don't have an environment to report this
information back to and get some

understanding as to why things are like this.

So you stay confused, and

you get more frustrated and you begin to break
these rules in anger.
So you not only have the confusion when you're
outside, but there's also

chaos and anger and no support or guidance in the home too.

So one

would think with that amount of pressure and lack of support on
all
levels would certainly breed those types of problems.

They're saying two things:

they don't understand what's going on

out there and they don't understand what's going on in the home.

So

they just get so angry and frustrated that they want to lash out at the

world

.

.

.

and also

.

.

.

it's a way of destroying themselves.

It's

like they don't really want to be part of all this, because what they've
seen has been very distasteful to them and it's hurt them deeply, emo-

tionally

— hurt

...

Think a Lot Of It

I

them very deeply.

...

.

.

.

Is Class Related.

If you compare growing up in the Projects of South Boston with

this Community of Brookline, which is a very prestigious area and most

—
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families are doctors, lawyers,
therapists, politicians, people of
status
whereas in South Boston it's working
class families with no emphasis
on

education-it's more, get

a job and work hard to support
your family.

Lack of education in South Boston around
childrearing is passed on from
generation to generation.

development of the child.

...

Not a lot of energy is focused on the

Their goals are already planned for them:

either quit school at sixteen and work
construction or in a factory or
drive a truck or a cab

...

no focus on education-working hard and

making what little money can be made without
an education is more important there.
The problems these families have

class related.

I

mean let's face it.

...

I

think a lot of it is

A family that lives in this

community, whose income is $50,000 ayear compared to a
family in the
"D" Street projects of South Boston, or the Bunker Hill
projects in

Charlestown

...

I

mean just the stress and the financial burden on

the parents creates so much difficulty for

give the guidance
don't even care.

.

.

.

.

.

them— what energy

is left to

what is there left to encourage them?

They

Their lives are so depressing as it is.

.We're Giving Them Care and Support and They Don't Know How

With That.

...

So They Get Scared and

.

.

.

Act Out.

.

.

To Deal

.

But getting back to what we were trying to do at Hillside in the

beginning, the first month, the first thing you have to deal with is
their image and once that's worked on and that starts to break down

because their image just can't stand up against what we're trying to
do

— like

we're giving them CARE, and support and they don't know how to
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deal with that because they never
got it before.
and

.

.

.

act out.

So they get scared

The kind of image they have is
like they're a

TOUGH GUY, bad in the street and
they don't need anybody.
they let you care about them.

See,

But eventually

the program is designed in such a

unique way that the toughest images
just don't last.

I

think the suc-

cess of treatment was based on establishing
a core group of clients who

trusted us-you know, by us always telling
them the truth and keeping our
word and commitments.

.

.

.

.

.

,

They'd Ju st Hold You and Start Crying.

It Was Incredible.

You

Could See How Scared They Were and How Much Pain
They Had.
An important part of the daily activity at Hillside
was Group

Therapy.

It was interesting the way that was done there.

It was based

on Gestalt techniques developed by a psychiatrist who
worked there who

was a brilliant man.

What would always be the outcome in my experience

is that all the clients would always move toward dealing with
how they

felt about their parents, how angry they felt about them.

...

In the

middle of the group room was a rubber mat and what we would do is one

counselor would sit close to the boy and another counselor would get
behind the boy and imitate the parent.

If something about the parent was

coming out, we'd feed that with more questions to get more information.
Then we'd ask if he's like to take a chance and work out that anger or

those feelings.
it

It was broken into very slowly.

We'd ask them how did

feel to want to kill or punch their mother's head in

like that's bad?" and they would say, "Yeah."

— "Do

you feel

And we'd say it would be

bad if you really did strike her or murder her, but I'd like you to trust
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me in finding another way to deal
with that anger-would you like
to try
that?

One counselor would sit by the
boy and put his arm around his

shoulders and tell him to close his
eyes, and the other counselor would
play the role of parent by listing
the things the boy had said hurt him.
I'd get behind the punching bag and
say things like, "That's right,

you'll never amount to anything, your
brother's always been smarter
than you anyway; you'll always be stupid."

The other counselor would

say, "Are you going to let him get away
with that?

do?"

What do you want to

And then we'd see his fist clench-usually
their anger connected

to acting out had a direct connection to
their relationship with their

parents.

.

.

They go through the whole process of beating the hell
out

.

of that big bag and then when they're through
with it

.

.

.

one of the

counselors would get close to them and say, "What do you need
right
now?"

And that's all you'd have to say and they'd just climb right
up

on you and hold you and start crying.

It was

incredible.

how scared they were and how much pain they had

encourage them to do it

.

.

.

.

.

.

You could see

their peers would

was very clear that what was seen as

it

anger was hurt underneath in just about every case.

.

.

.

Stuck

It's So Draining
.

.

.

Spark Plug.

.

.

I

Came In

.

.

.

— This

Depressed

.

.

.

Highly-Charged

.

I

loved working at Hillside,

to live on the money

— there

Were All Burnt Out

Didn't Care Any More, and

As much as

life

— They

I

was making.

were so many things

I

I

I

found

it

very difficult

wasn't able to enjoy my private

couldn't do because

I

was just barely
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scraping along, that

personal life was going nowhere.

slightly better paying job came
along,

So when a

took it.

I

This next job was
at an in-patient de-tox and
therapeutic community for drug
addicts.

There,

had a lot of difficulties with
co-workers who were very close
friends of the supervisors and
director.
I lost my job behind
perI

sonality conflicts.

I

walked into a situation where here
was

group

a

of staff that had been working
at the same facility for five
years
in drug addiction.

I

mean that's ridiculous.

place like that for so long
burnt out and

I

...

How can you stay in a

it's so DRAlNING-they were all

could understand it

.

.

.

they were depressed, they

were stuck, and they just didn't care any
more, and

highly-charged spark-plug
ho and here

LEFT and

I

I

.

.

.

I

came in, this

with all these great ideas

.

.

.

gung-

am plunged into the midst of a group that
had NOTHING

started to confrong them

there to collect their paycheck;
I

-

I

.

.

.

like

I

felt they were just

thought the treatment was terrible.

felt like there was a high lack of motivation on
their part to sup-

port what 1 was trying to do in group meetings.

I

felt like all the

work was on me and I'd get into a tremendous amount of conflict
around
trying to give better ideas about how to do certain things, and
going
on and doing it, and PROVING that these ways were better, and
their

effectiveness was clear as day
I

— and

people resented that.

felt there was not only resentment for the fact that

better skills and newer ideas, but also the fact that

I

had

I

was an outsider

who came in and was seeing all these things that were wrong.

I

was con-

fronting them about personality conflicts they were having with one

—
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another that they would choose to
avoid-and in not dealing with these
conflicts on feelings they had towards

one another, that just goes right

down the line and affects their
treatment with the clients.

Like I'd say, "Well Jim,

I

.

.

.

think you have a lot of difficulty
working

with Ilene; why aren't you dealing
with this in staff feelings meetings?"
and they would HATE me when
I

guess

I

I

would do that and get real defensive

they wanted to get rid of me because

like about themselves to them.

simply

a

If Mr.

Reagan

...

.

.

.

and

It was like I was what they used
I

believe it was

.

Toward Human

loss of energy.

...

Had a More Humanistic Approach

Beings In General.

.

.

.

After We Did All This Work We Lost It.

.

.

had left Hillside because

I

was going to be paid more money

was getting $8,500 and the Treatment Center was going to pay me

$11,000 and

felt, "God, as much as

I

personal life due to lack of money.
I

.

kept exposing what they didn't

I

to be able to do years ago, and they couldn't
do now.

I

.

developed into a pain-in-the-ass to them.

So a situation came along where funds
were being cut

I

.

had made the change, because

...

caring and teamwork.
have burnout
teamwork.

.

.

.

I

I

love it here,

I

.

.

.

Then

I

I

can't enjoy my

was really disappointed.

left a place where there was so much

think that if you don't have teamwork, you

you reach real negative effects a lot faster without

And, if Mr.

tic approach toward

resources available.

.

Reagan and his administration had a more humanis.

.

...

human beings in general so there could be more
In the present job I was hired to develop a

Halfway House Component of Rehabilitation Hospital and

I

worked with a

psychologist, and another co^selor
who was going to be the
Directorwe developed the treatment
.odel
the governing procedures,
the
,

functions-the whole sch.eil-we
painted the building-after we
did all
this work we lost it.

.

.

.

The budget cuts came and
we lost five

state workers, and one Federal
Contract worker, and then three
.onths
later we lost two more people
out of thirty-f ive-that meant
that Gene,
the Director, and Eleanor, the
clinical psychologist, couldn't
parti-

cipate anymore in the Halfway House
and had to help fill the gap downstairs.
So I was left to direct the
Halfway House on my own
and
that wasn't the end of it-it just
kept getting worse and worse
.

.

.

.

I

also have to work downstairs

I

think I'll be leaving in July-I just
am really burnt out.

.

.

.

...

.

I

...

the

People Get Into Blaming One Another For Their
Own

.

Personal Burnout.

.

so it's been very difficult, but

People Are Fr ustr ated Behind All the Political
Factors

Uncertainty.

.

.

.

.

There's a Lot Of Staff Conflict.

can sum up very clearly how the new political
environment and

the cuts have affected us.

People are scared.

future, which affects treatment.

with one another.

Uncertain about their

A lot of people are having conflicts

It's like people are angry behind burnout, and frus-

trated behind all the political factors, you know, the uncertainty.
It's breeding a tremendous amount of negative feelings

have arguments.

.

.

.

and people

It's like people get into blaming one another for their

own personal burnout.

Rather than talk about how burned out they are,

there's a lot of staff conflict.

very low key at this point.

People's ability to work together is

The way it was before was

—a

very supportive
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team who worked well together.
It's still very difficult and what
do you do-you're caught be-

tween a rock and a hard place

...

you have to keep a certain matrix of

clients if you want to get funded-so
you have to keep that matrix

which requires almost twice the amount of
staff you've got-that you had
but you lost-but they still want you
to keep the same number of

people

...

to get

refunded— but how do you achieve that goal without

destroying everybody that works there?

do— about

decided to

a year

It's just unbelievable.

ago-I was getting really burned

What

out and

I

I

said look, from here on in, I'm just going to do
what's required of me.
If anybody tries to

.

.

.

manipulate me into doing something other than

what my job description states,
for that,

I

will simply say, "I am not responsible

really don't have the energy and it's not part of my job

I

description.

It's not that

I

don't want to work and make things better

or support the cause, but I'm also trying to get a degree and

I

cannot

do so if I'm going to be consistently drained emotionally in this
fashion.

I

..."

Am Glad

(Got)

I

.

.

and Management So That
I

the Combined Degree

.

I

...

In Psychology

Could Transfer Into Industry If

think the cuts affect treatment.

I

.

.

Had To.

I

.

.

think if you have a group

of professionals trying to take on an unrealistic task

.

.

.

it's like

how can a group in which each person is trying to do the job of two

people actually give good treatment
burnt out

— you

into work.

.

.

don't feel good.
.

— your

energy is very low

— you're

It's depressing to even have to go

.

.

.
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The outlook is very bleak.

.yself am glad

I

I decided to get
the
combined Degree-a B.A. in
Psychology and Counseling and in
Management,

so that

I

could transfer that into
industry if

I

had

to-I could manage

a Department of Filene's
or Jordan's and make a good
income.

.

.

.

You'll see a lot of programs going
down the tubes this July.

If you
remember, at one time there was
such a large majority of treatment

centers for drug addiction-halfway
houses, de-tox centers, out-

patient clinics, methadone clinics.

Now ours and HaveriU-Hansen

Center are the only two in-patient
de-tox facilities left in all of New

England out of a number of fifty.

...

We Can't Even Run Close To the Suc cess
of Alcoholism Treatment.

Because They've Had Wh at We've Never

...

I

Had— Support

Networks.

helped a University of Massachusetts faculty
member do

research on Massachusetts Human Services System—
and I've also helped
a local university form the first Addict
Self-Help

Association— which

is a social group utilized by addicts just
coming out of treatment and

needing to have a social network to build up from
the MISSING LINK in drug addiction and

.

.

.

...

I

believe it is

why we can't even run close

to the success of alcoholism treatment, because they've
had what we've

never

had— support

with the media

— the

networks.

...

I've already gotten them contacts

whole idea of the media strategy is to create com-

munity awareness and let people know that drug addicts are not monsters—
they can change and do good things.

public

Trying to change the eye of the
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The Youth Services DiviQ-ir^„

t

t

^"^^^"^^^^^^^"-^^^^^^
The public's View of
drug and youth programs
isn't very good.
Programs like Hillside do
not get a lot of
publicity and that is a good,
healthy, functioning Droeram
p>-^„
Programs
8 program.
Youth Services that get
any
•

m

attention is negative
ve
S

— the
rhp

Vo,,*-;, c
Youth
Services Division Is like
a Junior

.Walpole, Breeding adolescents
for the hlg tl.e and

publicity they get.

thafs

the

So the public's whole
perception of any

Mnd
W„d

of
of

hu.an service for adolescents
as well as drug addiction
Is very negativebecause they're not exposed
to the whole thing.
They don't ^derstand It.
For the Youth Services
Division (YSD) the public's
negativity Is

justlfled-they do LESS than

a

POOR JOB In .y eyes.

I did a research
project for one of
.y classes, and was very fortunate to
Interview someone on the Youth Services
Board-and I was shoclced. >^en I
researched
both progra-ns and compared
the f undlng-HlUside was
doing a job of such
high quality With half the
money that a progran, was receiving
that was
providing poor quality treatment:
the staff had poor training,
the

bedding, the lighting, the
food-everything was of such low quality;

whereas Hillside was like a beautiful
home.

The food was fantastic,

decent clothing was provided, the
environment was warm and caring; at the
other place It was like a dungeon,
a prison, dirty, the staff consisted

mainly of what

I

would call a goon squad.

would describe as combat pay.

People hired and paid what

I

To restrain these kids they would
hit them

with rubber hoses and lock them up In a
cell or whatever-and that's the

kind of program our governor was giving away
people's money to use In

that fashion-I mean
It's really sad.

Control the Money.
I

bla.e the people who
actually run the country
and the governors

look at what is actually
going on inside those
facilities
^
outrageous.
Ifs li.e there's no awareness
on the part of the people
who actually control the
.oney. You know it's like
they're too busy
getting re-elected.
They don t take the ti.e
out to look into the real
issues in the co^unity with
youth and in drug addiction
or alcoholis.'

it's always been low priority
on the totem pole.

"-"-"^^^-^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^
iTLdividual

for That Matter

_,_^That

Acting Out Any
'

s

Where We're

Just the building itself is so
distasteful-like a mini-scale

Walpole.
cation.

The people who worked there
didn't have a high school eduI

saw some staff members drinking
beer on their lunch hour.

Those are the only people who would
take a job there.

.

.

Who would think

that a social worker with my values,
who knows what healthy treatment is

about-the caring and support-would walk
into

a place like that and fit

in

For example,

I

talked to a man who worked there— he
banged heads

with the administration and said this is
not going to work to help the
kids get better and he was met with the
opposition of, "Well, maybe you
don't belong here; maybe you should get
another job."

It's a lock'em up
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Their Youth Again-Treatmant
Goes Out the Window."
I^'s never changed.

YSD has ai„a.s heen
repressive.

3ut for about
three to four years
there were programs-like
at the YMCA's, CETA
programs, halfway houses—
ma an
and
all that
tha^ is „now extinct
again and it's
hac. to locking up
"acting out youth"-or
acting-out
individual for
that matter.
Monies are going toward
larger prisons.
X mean that's
where we're headed.

^

Br_eaking D own Barriers On
a n Anglo Ward

Carmena:

Hispanic Psychiatric Social
Worker in a
Large Public Mental Hospital

Qegan

In a Pre-Me

Medical Attitudes.
I

d^rogram
.

and Dro pp ed Out Becans.

I

Mas Di.,.„st.H u,.u

.

began in a pre-med program and
dropped out because

gusted with medical attitudes and
wanted to go into

I

was dis-

a field that was

oriented to meeting the human needs
of people and respected human
spirit
and dignity, so I went into social
work.
My motivation was to get into
position to be able to help people
and have a sense of autonomy in
doing so.
My primary motivation in choosing
the field of mental health
a

is it's fascinating and gives
me a lot of satisfaction.

Second, in

social work, it's the field to get
involved with-it's the most pres-

tigious and highly paid.
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I've been In
™y p^.^ent position for seven
.onths.
At first I
wo..e<. on tHe Hispanic
Unit, ,nt was „et „lt,
a ,reat aeai of
resistance
wHen I trie, to .a,e
changes to Increase the
program's efficacy. At
that point I „as offered
the position at Sl.on
Center which affords .e
a great deal of autonomy
and a certain a.ount of
power
(i

because) It would allow
.e to gain experience
tn reaching a higher
professional level, and It was
a position In which
I could affect
it

Change In the delivery of
services, especially to
Hlspanlcs.
aust by
the nature of
.y being Hispanic. I work „ore with
Hispanic patientsslxty-flve percent of „y patients
are Hispanic;
Also this position affords ™e the
opportunity to set up linkages
with satellite
clinics in the con^unity as a way
of outreachlng to the Hispanic
Co..

.

.

munlty-tor instance with the West
Side Task Force.
My present job involves a dual
role:

doing social assessments of

the support systems available
to patients ready to leave,
and which

group home or half-way house
situation .ight suit, and arranging a

financial package if necessary; my
other role is
progran, and there

in

the outpatient

help evaluate the needs of the
patient, try to get

I

them connected with services, and
also work as a clinician giving therapy.
The major conflict

I

encounter is not being able to get the
same or

equal services for Hispanic clients
that all other clients get.

For

example, on psychotic cases, what happens
is that a Hispanic who comes

through cannot be interviewed by a consultant
due to the language barrier
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and the cultural
differences
«^ that
"ences, so
Un,its uy ability to
get Hispanics
the services they
should
.

.

have.

^''''''"^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^i^^

is a reflection

Pathology.

When

I

first started this
Job,

I

had very high expectations
in

ter^s of the ability to
relate as a Hispanic on
an Mglo ward and
Anglo syste. which is
traditionally psychoanalytic
and usually conservative.
And also high expectations
in ter„s of
changing the
frame of reference you utilise
in viewing the so-called
.ental patient,
and that by that «del I
could instill greater respect
for the rights
and needs of .ental
patients.
In terms of the first,
I've been pretty
successful only because IV very
strong, V. very assertive
and X like
to demonstrate in my work
my level of expertise very
explicitly.
I
have not gained a higher
respect for the mental patient.
There I've
been entirely unsuccessful.
.

I

.

.

utilize a treatment perspective
in which the problem is a re-

flection of the family and lack
of social support rather than an
individual pathology.
I tend not to devalue
the psychoanalytic method of
going back to early childhood, but

philosophic perspective.

I

don't see it as my overriding

I've been able to demonstrate pretty
well how

a family approach might be
successful in the sense of keeping the

readmission rate low.

.

.
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we do encounter
problems that go beyond
our ability to resol„eAUT„„:m.. .on .eei a sense o.
despait.
As .no. as yon .ant
to' do
scethins fo. someone, yon have
to li„it and partiaii.e
yonr ability
to help, and you have
ve Eo
to make
makp clear
r-loo,- how
u
you can and can't help.
Let's say a person co„as
in „ho needs a Job.
I feel despair
because

limited in

m

n,y

reach

ability to help that person
get

a Job.

That's not

Host people go into social
work with a rescue

fantasy, thinking yon can
resolve everything, and
that's a fallacy-that's
where the despair comes in„
Not all problems are social
and economic-it depends
on the diag-

nostic category you're looking
at.

If you're looking at a
schizophrenic

person, even if you got him
four jobs and found him tons
of friends
there would still be a problem
proDiem. ...
R„^ ^depression in
But
many Hispanic

men-if they had

a good house,

a good job,

if you could bring the

family from Cuba-all that would
make a remarkable difference.

.

There Was a Legacy That the Hisp an
ic Professional Was Inferior

So I Had To Break Down That
Barrier.

When

I

first go there, there was a legacy
that the Hispanic pro-

fessional was inferior, not as well-trained,
so that
down that barrier.

I

had to break

One of the reasons was that many
Hispanics were not

trained in the United States.

Something

I

had in my favor was that

I

was at the finest institution, my
university, so my credentials were not

questioned.

Rather than giving in to the philosophy toward
Hispanic

.
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professionals.
.

strating

eve.y b.ea.h „as
e.pHasl.ed

.

.

expe.Usa.

...

:

m

.e.„s of demon-

Had encountered a lot
of .acis„

g„„ins

UP and .y defense against
it has always been by
demonstration (of .y

ability)

Basically credentials are
your way in.

Vou can have credentials

fro. a college like Harvard,
but be a lousy social
worker.

There are a

lot Of graduates who are
pretty shitty social workers,
but it's your
in into the

system-once

in there you have to
demonstrate.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^SSiSiUlL^t^^^
Status You Don't Get Anywhere.

...

I'm in a unique position
and can be as creative as

to be in working with
Hispanics
.

.

.

...

but

I

want

I

would like to be able to

impact on decisions that are
made and that's a function of
how

my discipline is looked upon
in the hospital hierarchy.
I

very much consider myself to be
a professional in that

level of expertise

myself as a pawn

.

I

.

can demonstrate and account for,
so
„

I'n.

I

I

have a

don't see

very interested in status-have always
been

because my thing is that without status
you don't get anywhere and
status for me, represents an ability
to move within the system, and

once

I

can,

community.

then

...

I

really have the power and ability to
work for my
I'm dealing with a society that is very
competitive

and status-seeking, and what you have to
do is play the game.

grew up in a working class environment and
for working

people- the problems they have,

I

Yet

I

understand what it's like
the stresses, how inadequate

they often feel, and how many may have wanted a
"professional" lifestyle

.

but couldn't-so by no
.eans do

I

feel

V. Wter"-absoXutely

not

trists,
I

get a lot of satisfaction
from the direct work

I do.
What I
DON'T get satisfaction fro.
is the administrative
hierarchy that exists
and the notion that social
workers should be handmaidens
to psychia-

trlsts-and

I

very much don't see myself
in that role.

And by psychiatrists, I'm talking flippantly,
because the psychiatrists we
work with
are generally first year
residents who don't know how to
wipe their
noses yet, and they're ^der a
lot of pressure to perform
and be responsible and that filters down the
chain to us-in which they try
to Impose
a certain standard of behavior
on us-which works on other
social

workers, but not with me.
They want the social workers to do
all the placement essentiallyyou as a social worker are supposed
to do all the shit work-you're not
seen as a clinician.

I'm different.

I'm only half-time on in-patient

where the psychiatrists are the clinicians,
whereas on out-patient
make decisions.
a clinician,

So I'm thrust into a position where
on the ward I'm not

I'm a social worker, while on the
outpatient service

the clinician and

I

I

I

am

am the responsible party.

You have to look at it in terms of the milieu
at Simon Center

(S.C.)— a very traditional training institution,
is the fifty minute hour.

do the fifty minute hour

in which what is valued

Social workers are not (seen as) skilled to

there— in New York it's different.

In other
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words there^s a certain
lac. of respect for
social workers at S C
Siven tHe .Us that social
„or.ers are „ot clinicians
and .o„e social
workers accomodate to
that-tHe, 11^ ,ein. handmaidens
to psychiatrists
I

doalt.

r„

a very dominant,

strong person to the point
that

1

a„

a very highly respected
clinician.

On the

Job-the Fact

Th;.t

You Are Pou^.i,...

Most recently there's been
a tremendous amount
of demoralization
at work (because) ...
of a lot of changes
oi
going on in the hospital
about Which we have very
little input in terms of
decisions.
That is the
.ost frustrating thing and
the main source of tension
and pressure on
the job-the fact that you
are £.owerless.
The primary change is that
we no longer have two
in-patient services.
They've been collapsed into
what amounts to a single dormitory-type
service.
These changes have
come about as a result of budget
constraints. A lot of nurses have
been
laid off and the nurses who are
left can't provide the safest
environ-

ment for the patients.
level and we had no say.

These changes were made at a high
administrative
.

Changes have come in terms of decreasing
the number of sleep-ins.

When a patient comes in, we try to
send them home with the family and
have them come in on a day basis.
it's all fine and good and

their families.

I

The problem is. that while theoretically

wish we could send all patients home with

But for some reason they're being
brought to a hospital

for intensive care, so obviously someone
in the community could not deal

with this patient-some are very violent,
suicidal or homicidal, others

-sue

being, .his is .he state
hospital and .any patients
who co«
thronsh the aoo. .on t
have fa.iiies-so it
hecc^es a p„hle. of

loo.i„,

„.„„,,3

^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^

^^^^^^

place to send these
patients.

It^L lke

a Vicious Cycle.

And in addition we're
being asked to cot

ti^e „e spend with individual
families.

do™

on the a.ount of

Yet usually families
are the

key to either improvement
or readmission of the
patient, because
families are the ones that
have to tolerate very bi.arre
behavior.
So
if you isolate the family
from the treatment process
you will see an
increase in re-admissions.

With the budget cuts, what
has always been a difficult
situation
here just seems more hopeless,
with the increased need of
finding alternative living arrangements and
the decreased resources.
We're under
pressure to find places to send
people to.
It's like a vicious cycle-

...

we'll have thirty people on a
ward with five ready to go to
halfway house and they all have
waiting lists. Meanwhile, these

patients are on an intensive
stay there the worse it is.

c_ar_e

psychiatric unit, and the longer they

Usually you reach a plateau-your
symptoms

decrease and if you stay too long,
you'll see
the Resident is pressuring you:

house?"

"No."

a

a

regression.

Meanwhile

"Isn't there a placement in a halfway

"Well, can't you find another one?"

You end up sending

them into the street and they're back
in two days, or commit suicide and
you're back to square one.

s
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have some real problems
with the philosophy and
goals of Si.on
Center.
Its practical goal on
the surface is quality
service to the
patients.
Its hidden goal is let's
train our Residents and keep
our
alliance with diversity
Hospital and fock patient care.
Patients
I

.

are used as pawns in their
training.

should be a training institution.

.

.

.

.

So.e people feel this

.

It's one thing if you have
an ulcer

and you're a patient cooperating
with medical students'
training-that
OK.

But raw, intense emotions
and a dozen students observing-that

'

s

'

not the way to handle it.

handle this particular conflict
in philosophy in various ways
depending on the situation.
If a lot of Residents say they
want to view
family therapy, I n:ight tell them
the family can't come in, or
they're
not ready yet, etc.
It's a bit like sabotaging the
process.
I

The Public Wants To Hide Mental
Patients From View.

.

.

.

Peop le HavP

an Inadequate View of What We Really
Do.
I

have mixed feelings about the place.

If it ever got it's act

together, it could be quite good, but given
its flaws it will probably

never be able to achieve its potential.
have a good view of the institution.

I

think the public does not

It has a big mystique:

horrible place, punitive, with no treatment.

what a

The workers get implicated

by association.

People resist our talking method of working— it's
not

an exact science

...

and the public wants to hide mental patients from

view, where they don't have to see them.

Of course there's
some truth to cnese
these claim.
claims— we're still stuck
with Freud in terms of
treatment
treatment.
T^' s a
It
young field, and often
treat-

ment i, unwarranted and
punitive.

And it's heen my
experience that a

lot Of it is racial
and a lot of hlack
people will he secluded
more
Often.
But you can't generalise.
You have to look at
it on case-hy-

case hasis.

People have an inadequate
view of what we really
do.

^-^-^-^^l^-^^l-Bicause^^
You know who

I

really have a lot of
conflict with-which is sad

because it's a lot of splitting:

we have a Hispanic unit
oriented

toward community programs
and there's a rift between
the Hispanic Unit
and the Hospital-and there's
an unwillingness on the
part of the

Hispanic program to serve the
hospital.
because

I

seen as being a traitor

"sold out" by taking a job
with the Hospital.

Tripping Over the Racial Time
Bomb
Donna:

I

Headstart Neighborhood Worker

grew up poor-my father was a
maintenance mechanic, unskilled;

he died when

I

was fiftenn.

My mom was my mom-that's

it-I don't

think my parents knew how to be
parents other than how they were
brought
up, which apparently wasn't
very good for them either.

waitressing until my kids went to school,
then

I

I

mostly did

began at Headstart,

first as a bus driver.

When I'd pick the kids up on my bus
route I'd end up talking with
a lot of the parents,

so it was a natural step to become
a Neighborhood

•
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Worker, which is what
I've done for the
Lne past five
fiv. years— and
that's
the extent of my
experience in human servic
Lces

Honesty Proi prfQ
Shortly after

began this Job. „e held
an open house for the

I

parents and one of the teachers
said why didn't

nervous

was shaking like a leaf-I
said,

I

doing here," because
but then

start!

I

„as so

In that

position-

can do for you, Just ask,
and

I'll check It out, .aybe I'll
be able to help."

everything Just began to fall
Into place- I think
the parents come out eventually,
they

I

not ,nlte sure what I',

wasn't-I was Just kind of put

I

said, "If there's anything

I

"IV

I

And fro. that day

„

hone.tv

do-I've always had good luck.

One woman grabbed hold right
away-she's an alcohollc-she knocked
on
door and said, "Can I talk to
you for a minute." She had really
been
In a bad way.

She had a little boy In the
program, but after that con-

versation she got so Involved In the
program.

She let the teachers know

that any time we needed a helping
hand she was there.
to school

...

And she went back

and eventually she got a Job with
Headstart.

Eighty Percent of My Time

Is

Actually Taken Up With Helping Families

Survive.

When

I

was hired

I

was told that my job consisted of four
things:

recruiting children into the program, taking
applications, keeping
health records, and taking attendance.

That was it!

But eighty percent

of my time is actually taken up with helping
families survive

.

For

pecple-and U's .he .ost
fr.s.r.U., thing abou,

j„h.
There's Jus.
send the„, especially
„i.h .he long, long
.aUlng lists
for subsidized housing,
gui.e a few of .he
parents who co.e in have
b.e„ evicted for non-pay„en.
of ren..
Of.en they ta.e an apartment,
say, a. S300 a „on.h
knowing they won't be able
to pay it all, since
they're on welfare and with
two Kids you only get
about SlOO a week.
One parent said she wen.
over to get on the waiting
lis. for subsidized housing and they pu.
her 2 ,000.h do™ .he lis.,
^e house she's
is no. livable-.here's
no furnace and i.'s in
terrible condition.
Now the entire family has
meningitis.
Firs, .he one son go. i.
.ben

no Place

m

.

the

Cher

child, and now .he mo. her has
1..

Ano.her problem is no fuel
Other things

I

.

do is help them get food
stamps, Medicaid, trans-

portation to and from the program,
organize and notify .hem of special
even.s tor .he kids; and I ge.
ideas from .hem for paren. workshops,
like on alcoholism, wife-child
abuse, or parentlng-and

I

helped to

mobilize parents against the Block
Grant funding cuts last year-which
we won, incidentally.
And I advocate for parents ou.slde
.he program in
helping .hem deal with v a rious bureaucracies

.

And, say, if a child

has a speech problem I'm there
during core evaluation meetings .o

translate teachers' educational jargon
and lingo for the parents.

I

sit in the classroom a certain portion
of the time to pick up on any

problems a child might be having that the
teacher may not notice.
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me a lot of personal
satisfaction in spite ot
of thp
i
the low
pay.

^^^^^^^^-^-^^^^-^2_mSh_to^^

g^ess What
^uess
what

^^^^^^^^i^^^^SB^^^i^L^^SiLUv^

T
1

I

didn't

V
like
most is helping
1

I've seen so ..n, people

wHoVa

»ade such positive changes
ever since getting involved
in the program
But 3o„eti.es I feel so
helpless hecause of the
social problems li,e
housing and poverty, conditions
beyond people's control,
grinding the„
down.

But overall

I

felt really positive at
Clinton Street.

I-BL^--IL^i,l^S^.
the teachers, myself,
far as

I

We worked together

well-the workers that

cooks-the supervisors were irrelevant

the

was concerned.

W^J^
is,

as

didn't need mine that much, and
the teachers'

I

supervisor was absolutely
impossible-completely unhelpful.
It Was K ind of a Cultural
Shock.

But anyway that's all over.

cially
I

I

I

resigned several weeks ago.

Finan-

was in NO POSITION to quit my
job-positively no position.

But
had to for my mental health-it
just wasn't worth the kind of strain
I

was going through.

You see,

I

had been working at Clinton Street
for the

past few years, then they transferred
me to another center.

happy about the move because

I

I

wasn't

got along well, participation was
great,

my co-workers were ver^, very able
and very involved and we just kind of

worked nicely together and

I

guess "Administration" didn't see that as

being positive for some reason.
on Washington Street.

So they transferred me to another
center

It was kind of a cultural shock her.u.p

i

„ent
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blac.

Stan

.00,

didn't ll,e pa.e«s .c
co^e In.
either.

Ifs

3.a„ were
A„a where

I

so

«„e.en.-.He.

left isn't doing so
well

not the girl's fault
who replaced

n,e.

hecause she was new

to it all and wasn't
properly trained.

The way it worked out
.y supervisor wanted .e at the
new center
Where things weren't going
so well and they needed
a strong person and
she said she thought I'd
be a good n,odel-Z
projected myself and got

along easily with the parents
and she thought that's how
program.
(You don't seem to believe
that?)

I

could help the

^^^^^^^-^^^^!li^!LjnmJ^.Snper.isor Insinu.teH r...
and

Felt Really Awful.

I

I'm not sure.

I

.

get a little confused with
it, because of the

bureaucracy in .y office.

It's bad.

A^one^oin^_in^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^
^^^^-^^^^^^^-^^^^^^

^-^^^^-^^^^-^^^^^^^^^hen she said It, and

it was a few months after

that that all of a sudden this
big change is going to take place
and

I'm to move to an all-black center.

...

I

said, "Did you ever think

about the fact that maybe it wasn't
my fault that I'm not being approached,

because
being?"

don't feel that

I

I

don't,

I

I

project myself as being a prejudiced human

open my door to anyone that walks in.

Now in the morning my desk is right
there when parents walk
I

in-

say, "Good morning," and they look at
me like "why is she saying

good morning to me?".

.

.

The whole thing is such a change from where

I

used to work.

I

was never bored
bored.

would ask questions—
could

1

p„
People
,

were always coming In
and

refpr m=n,
refer
them uhere or there, did

I

.his program, or 1-m
having a problem with
that-tbatl, what

know about
1

feel

employed.

Ihey Just don't utilise
the services that are
available.
I felt
had
to
resign
1
because IV feeling very
useless where I am
Parents don't open up to
me. they're not responding
to me, they

now.

workers before me as to
they're not being helping
human beings-the
person I replaced used to sit
and watch soap operas all
day, stayed in
her Office and closed the
door.
And I would assume that
parents are
used to seeing her door
closed and 1 think they

took that as a message:

"Don't bother me!"

I

Heard This Worker Talk Abouf How

"Private Stuff".
I

S he

Didn't Want To Get Into P^^p,...

.

heard this worker talk about how
she didn't want to get into

people's "private stuff "-how she
didn't want to hear any of this or
that private problem-and I'm
saying "but wh^.?"-! mean they have
their
problems and they come to you about
it, that's what you're there
for!
"uh, uh, not me," she said, and
that's how she really feels and she's

allowed to stay working at another
center.

Another worker is extremely insensitive
and disrespectful to

clients-black or white.
thing she'd built.

Even one who'd just had a fire and lost
every-

She missed an appointment and the worker
called and

got after her right when she was in the
worst possible situation, and

I

said,

"Don't you see what you're
doinp?
doing?
y

oft her butt and do something.

.

r-i
Give
her a chance to see what'

.

,

^^^^^^^^^^
about it and said, "She
doesn't respect the clients,
she ioo.s do™ on
the.." And She says,
..„ell-the proble. is she's
buddy-buddy with the
program director, so—" ny
Mv supervisor
suDPrviQo^ iso a pretty
caring person— it's
just one of those messes,
chat's what it is.
n

^^^^^^-^^^^-^^^^^^^^-^^^
example, one day

I

For

heard screams and went into
the classroom and saw a

teacher holding one of the kids
down.

Later in the day the teacher

explained to me that the kid had
been screaming and so forth for
an
incredibly long period of time before
this and she was trying to use
this as a preventive measure
to get it out of her system
and show there

were limits.

She talked with the mother about
it and said the child had

had a temper tantrum again and how
she'd dealt with it.
come in an^ time and just stand
there and watch.
like they can do that where

parents showed!

I

am now.

At Clinton Street

I

Parents could

Parents don't feel

We had a Christmas party and two

had forty parents and

I

had twenty-

three to twenty-four at each parents'
meeting-there was a lot of enthu-

siasm and they'd say let's do this and let's
do that.

I

just felt so

useful there.

When My Supervisor Sai d

I

Couldn't Go On the Field Trip,

I'm not sompletely sure why

"Talk to her."

I

was transferred.

I

Blew Up

.

My husband said,

There is one thing that might be relevant— last summer

there „as a. episode when

I

was going through so.e
personal problems.

My thirteen year old
daughter had run away, hut

1 went In to worR
and
was getting ready to go
on
a
H
f
iel
tr-ir.
u
S
tield trip when my supervisor
asked me

where some information
wx^c t'^
rmation was
I d u
been supposed to give her.
I hadn't been
able to get it done because
of these personal problems,
but then when
my supervisor said I couldn't
go on the field trip. I
blew up.
I
called a friend who works at
another center and she came
down and sat
With me for awhile.
Then I walked in to her
office and told her she
was the most insensitive human
being I've ever seen in my life.
She
could have fired me right then
and there, really.
And I told her,
"You know

haven't been acting myself lately-and
that it was the first
time I'd ever kept her waiting
for anything." After that it
seemed like
I

she kind of dropped down a peg
or two.

She gave my co-worker such a hard

time that she wanted to quit, but
she seemed to treat me more or
less as
an equal after that and

I

felt she did respect me-that's why

I

have

trouble understanding her motivations
for wanting to transfer me.

Now

I

hear the parents aren't accepting the
person who took my place and the
black parents aren't accepting me at my new
job.

It's a pretty impos-

sible situation.

The Teacher Kep t Makin g It Seem Like It
Didn't Matter That She Couldn't
Do Simple Writing.

.

.

.

This Is an English Teacher!

As for what my family problems consisted

of— my

fourteen year old

has had bad emotional problems as a result of
her school experience,

especially the peer pressure.

She was out of school eight days in a row

and the teacher didn't even both to call

me— I

saw her myself in my own
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can

.e

U

.here were .ore problems-™,
a.ugh.e. ..a,ed ou. the
whole
re^tof the year and the
school never contacted
me once.
My twelve year old is
1„ the worst school in
town right now.
I
was very concerned because
I'd noticed that she
conldn't add simple
numbers correctly at home
and she couldn't put a
sentence together right
I asked the school
to evaluate her and
it too. months longer
than it's
supposed to before they finally
met with me.
The teacher Rept making
It seem like it didn't
matter that she couldn't do
simple writing-and
said he'd "pay closer attention
in the future"-this is
an English
teacher!
As for my own future, I',
not sure what I', going to

do-n^ financial

fid has been dls contlru^^^

^^^^ ^^^^^^^
college and last semester everything
went to pot because of all the

trouble in my family.

^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^-^Lliof^^
And
services.

So COLD,

INHUMAN.

.

don't even know if

I

want to be a professional in the
human

I'm lost between do

1

want to be a professional, when so
many

I

professionals are not professional.

On the one hand,

if

I

I'd have greater job security,
especially with the cuts and
be in human services where

I

I

all-and I'd

definitely want to be-but I've met so many

professionals and social workers who are
For example,

had a degree,

so— I

don't

know— COLD, INHUMAN.

suggested to one parent that she get some help from
the

Youth Division and her counselor turned out to be
an upper class Jewish
girl who treated her, the mother, who'd been keeping
that family together

"1th no help Whatsoever
all these ,eats-llKe
she was an i.lot-UUe
she „as nothing.
All the professionals
Involved In that case are
assholes.

^^^'-'^'^^^-^^^^
Themse lves In the Posifinn

Themselves

.

^

the ^-Lien
Clients
ts.

Th.
They've ^.Never Been Poor
'

.

Of oourse It could he
that a lot of people 1„ the
„un,an Service

field are frustrated and
burning out.
But there's a problem with
doing things Just by the

boolc.

The

-in

proble. with a lot of the
professionals is they can't put
then,selve
in the position of the
clients.
They've never been poor
themselves,

never been evicted, never had
to be on

welfare-and they look do«, on

people who just can't make it.
On the other hand, the pay

I

would like-and being in

like-it would certainly make life
easier for my family.
know,

I

was even getting an attitude
where

I

day a co-worker did something
really bad, and
So,

I

was working.
I

a

But

field
I

don't

The other

just shut my mouth.

don't know-I would be afraid of
becoming "like them."

I
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Liberal Edur^r,-n„,i
Marjorle:

Elementary School, then
Remedial Reading Teacher

Because

I

,re„ up 1„ 3 very poor
situation,

to school at different
periods of time to „or..

Shop,

running

college.

I

u.

and ran a florlsfs
shop.

started out ar a two-year
school.

progra. and got an Associate's
degree.

1

I

had to stop going

I

„or.ed at a Xerox

This is what
I

I

did during

took a Uheral arts

guess fro. the very heglnnlng

had intentions of going
into early childhood
education.
It's something that appealed to me
and I didn't give It a lot
of thought; I
just knew that that was
exactly what I was going to
do and I did It.
I did have to stop
to work for a while, but
then I finished up
there and from there I went
on to college.
I could only go
there for
one year because I couldn't
get financial aid for the
second year
so I ended up going to
Salem State-I'd drive up there.
Then I did
this crazy marathon thing
because 1 was so frustrated with
quitting
school to work.
I'd lost my enthusiasm for
everything that that point,
I

.

so

thought-just get through all these
courses.

I

So

I

.

.

took a full

course at college in the spring,
plus two courses at college at
night,
then that summer I took three
courses, then the following fall-all

while

1

was worklng-I took five courses
during the day and two at

night (laughs).
Then the following spring

...

I

did my student teaching and

because the requirements varied had to
take two more courses at night
while

I

was student teaching.

I

kind of thrived on doing those kinds of

things, you ^o„.

u

was exhausted, hut

I

J-t

was crazy In .hat
there would be days when

certainly felt

fuinUed

In doing it.

had it and was tired of
stopping and starting.

And then

I

the fact that

I

don't

I

That was tough.

was doing all .y student
teaching in Belmont and due
to
grew up in BaLont and
went to Belmont High
School I

applied to the school system.
svstPm
applied to.

I

t
I

think it was the only school
system
i

I

(Laughs.)

^^^^^-^^^AilSaStive^c!^^
Their Own Teachers.

.

My first position was as a
permanent substitute teacher.

In other

words, you worked full time,
but only got paid as a
substitute.

teaching elementary science K through

8 and

two days a week

I

I

was

was in

the Bi-Lingual program at
Creighton School teaching science
to Portugese

kids and the other three days a
week
I

^

lasted at the Alternative School,
^^'^^

^ strange

I

I

was at the Alternative School
think, two and one-half months.

situation-I understood what the problems

were and why they felt very threatened
by my presence.
is very unique:

You see Belmont

There are the liberals and there are
the traditionals

and they never cross over.

(Laughs.)

traditional faction because

I

to make a long story

And you see

was a Belmont person

short-so putting me

in this

I

represented the

...

in any event,

alternative school

was going against everything the alternative
school was there for.

other words, they wanted to select their own teachers
who would be

.

In
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philosopHieaUy

.„ agreement

feu ve.y nexi.Xe

„Uh

a.out .ei„,

„,at ..e, „e.e

aUa

to .o

.Uhough

I

tMs,

I „as p«
3 TERRIBLE
The administration
on was trvins
trying to
f„ use me to
make a point by
asserting themselves to the
alternative school.

POSITION.

I

Was an Intrusion.
So what they did was they
left me there.

can't believe it but
Dut It
it

MATERIALS.

'

=:
s

^r1,o
true—
left me there

(laughs).
.

I

.

bum

r

I

always

bridges in Belmont

pi,3 they never paid me for
some reason until November

.

was getting very discouraged
by that time

said forget it,

School program

You

for two months with NO

Yes, whatshisname-the
Director of Science-whom
Scf.
u

remained friendly with, because
you never

15th.

This Is the troth.

I

I

...

so

I

just

can deal with the Portugese
kids but this Alternative

can't handle.

And what heppened was, not only
did they

not give me any materials but
the Alternative School people
didn't want
me there.
So the Administration was
making it very difficult for me to

even attempt to teach these kids
and the Alternative School people

thought
if

I

I

was an intrusion.

OK;

I

remember one day asking the principal

could have some spirit masters and he
gave me three and said

(laughs), "We're really short on these,
you'll have to do with three."
I

brought in a big trunk of materials which

I

had accumulated.
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Everybody Had T hi
World and Thar

<^

Very Nas^v
A^^;^ ude
^
ai.
^^^^ Attit
About
the Res t^^v^_^1^

Why They're AI
n ^
^^^^^g^^^-^li-^iliiigl

'

l

^ Together

.

.

.

nh T^

Just Awful!

just did the best

I

kids,

I

could.

I

absolutely tried .y best.

But the

.ean there were a lot of
things going wrong at the
ti.e-the
kids Who were there were
sent there by parents who
were very displeased
With the traditional school
setting, so the kids had a
real chip on
their shoulder ... as to
why they needed this special
school, and"Our father sent us here
because no learning was going
on at the
I

Belznont High," and everybody
had this very nasty attitude
about the

rest of the world and that's
why they all clustered together
in this
one big building.
Anyway
that's the end of that story-Oh,
it
.

was AWFUL, oh

I

.

.

remember getting ill.

it was just

terrible.

...

I

ended up losing a year toward
tenure-I had to jeopardize all of it-so
I only worked two days
a week.
There was a possibility I could
have
been put on a permanent position-but
I had to give it all up,
it was

more than

I

I

could handle.

Had All These Innovative Ideas That
Were Not Being Used In This Very

Traditional Schoo l, So

I

Started To Do a Little Experimenting.

As it turned out, one of the women

.

.

was working with at the

I

Creighton School went on maternity leave—
it was a second grade class
and it really worked out to be something

age)— yes, they
to leave it.
ray

own.

enjoyed doing (it's a good

call it the Old Maid's Paradise because you
never want

...

Because

I

I

It also allowed me to do a little experimenting
on

had just graduated from college

I

had all these
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innovative ideas that were
werp not
nn^ k^-,being used in this very
traditional
school, so I started to
do a little experimenting
^
and opening up the
Classroom and setting up
learning centers and setting
up self-teaching
activities.
1 had to stick to the structure ,uite
a hit because that's
what they were uspd ^r«
u
^
to
but gradually by the end
of the year it was
a completely changed
classroom.
i, „3s fun.
1 enjoyed that very
much.
That was very pleasurable.
In fact dealing with the
Bi-Lingual
Department was very pleasurable
too-they're
uiicy le very
verv w.^n,
= a receptive
warm and
compared to what I'd come from.
The Alternative School and
especially
dealing with that_situat^ and
having to feel all the negative
effects
of that.
To be working with the
people in the Bi-Lingual Department
was
a great relief.
And then 1 got to deal with a
cross-section of kids
from grades K-8 and that was
nice.
,

.

.

.

.

He Was Ju st Beside Himself
"-^insexr.
In the Classroom If

I

.

.

i
t>
He n^^:-,Definitely
Didn't Want Me To Stay
.

•

.

.

.

Was Pregnant

.

.

.

Tt-

,

t

W.. Totally Absurd.

Then what happened-Oh, as nature
would have it,

my first baby the following December,
so-I think
around April of that first year and

...

I

was expecting

I

became

in September

I

pregnant

was called

by the Principal of the Creighton
School to come back and take over a

first grade class for someone on leave,
and when
five or six months pregnant.

didn't know how to handle it
in the classroom if

I

...
.

.

.

came back

I

was

He was just beside himself; he just
.

He definitely didn't want me to stay

was pregnant and he knew

for at least eight weeks.

I

I

was leaving in December

He felt this was very disruptive and it was

just against everything he believed

in— to

have a woman so pregnant in
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the classroom.

(Laughs.)

Finally at the end of the
day he said

-I'm going to look for someone
who can stay right through."
it was totall^^^bsurd.
I was not surprised
at his reaction
just didn't have the energy
to fight the system.
He was shaking in his boots.

He thought

I

in me.
.

.

I

.

Of course

...

but

1

just didn't have

I'd do it probably for
someone else, but

.

.

was going to sue the

school system and he'd be in
all kinds of trouble.
it

.

I

don't think

I'd have the energy to do
it for myself.
So I stayed home that year,

and the following year

had another
baby in February, and then started
right back to work that next
September.
... I had realized I couldn't stay home any longer-I
had to go out to
I

work for many reasons and self-fulfillment
was one of them.
seven months old and Joanne was
twenty months.

Belmont school system and explained that

I

I

Steven was

went back to the

couldn't take a subbing

situation-it was too crazy and irregular and
hard on the children and
me.

So they gave me a very good
position as permanent substitute

teacher in Title

which

I

...

is essentially remedial reading.

It was

the first Remedial Reading program they
had at the high school level,
so there were a lot of benefits to that
job.

me— here
I

try it and see how you do.

I

They just assigned it to

think they had a lot of confidence

could do it, because I'd proved to be flexible
enough in each situation

I'd been in.

But on the other hand,

enough— that seems

.

.

think they were open and receptive

to be the problem now in the Belmont schools.

really liked the Title
the program in

I

.

I

situation— it proved that

...

I

But

I

could initiate

the fundamental High School which was very traditional

it's a kind Of back-to-basics
high school and their
curriculum
was four years of
developmental English and three
of
,ath
and no variation from the
traditional curriculum, until
maybe the
senior year when they're
allowed to take two electives
(laughs).
•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

had a lot of leverage in that
they hadn't any firm
expectations
of what my job should be,
so 1 sort of filled in
that gap and made it
what 1 wanted it to be. And
the director at the time, it
was her last
year as director
she was
that I took the initiative,
you
I

.

know?-and

.

^

.

enjoyed that a lot.

I

was a very structured setting

I

...

had a lot of security becuase
it
but then within the classroom

I

had-I'll tell you one funny story [about]
the Headmaster there.
I

So

wanted to do a short unit on reading
the editorial pages, OK (laughs),
I

brought in six Globes and we were
talking about the format of

the paper and

I

was trying to get them to the editorial
page and follow

up a few days later to see if there
were any letters referring back to

that-and he was FURIOUS!! He raked me over the
coals (laughs)-I was
dumbfounded.

The Headmaster said. Never had he seen
students reading

newspapers in school, and never would he see
it again.
very funny.
tion.

In

But

I

could avoid him.

the meantime,

...

It was

So that proved to be a good situa-

I'd started a graduate program in reading.
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Suffer the Most.
The next year,

I

was sent back to
Fundamental School as a Title

Reading Teacher and taught
grades 2-5 and

...

The year after that

School,

5

and

I

the following year.

6

went to Bel.ont High, a
.ainstrea. High

1

(and taught grades 9-12)
which is different fro. the
fundamental

school
.

.

[which] was soooo structured,
although the parents re-

.

quested this.

This was also an alternative
high school-a straight,
very conservative alternative.
addition to the mainstream school
is
the Pilot School Which is
the progressive alternative
high school, a
new Bi-Lingual Department,
and the unfortunate part is
all of these
alternative schools take up so much
of the political clout and
energies
of the school administrators,
that the kids who suffer the
most were
the kids I had last year.
They really did.
They were the kids given
the least direction.
And they were the kids who had the
least follow-up.
I^ey didn't have too many advocates
within the faculty even. At least

m

the faculty wasn't willing to adress
this problem.

.

.

Those W ere Ver y Different Years (1961-70)

I^ere Were Many, Many Fac tions
Was Going On

...

Now remember,

The Kids

.

.

.

.

Sit-ins, Riots.

No One Really Had a Handle On What

Were the Ones To Benefit Least.

had ^one to this mainstream school so

I

tainly prejudiced in a way.
of the curriculum.

.

...

.

.

1

I

was cer-

There was a great change in the structure

graduated in 1967 and in 1969-70 those were very

difficult years for the High School.

They were having sit-ins, riots,

police patroUlns the
ce„,.o.s.

T.e.e „.3 a lo. of
..ansUlon

the traditional leage
of a high school,

lefs ™eet

the needs of

ever.hody-and „hat Happened
„as there „ere „any,
.an, factions, and
thin.

U

I

was a real nnfortunate
pfece of history In the
Bel«nt school
system in that no one really
had a handle on what
was going on
but especially for the
.Ids
was very dlfffeult hecanse
they certainly
were the ones to benefit
least from the situation.

U

^-^"-^^^^^^uStLiJ^rtalnl^^^^
P££^al°!lzMa!slng^

.

.

There Was No Ov.r.,,

Developmental Progress.
They went to the opposite
extreme fro. having a curriculum
that
was very inflexible to having
such a loose curriculum that
kids were
not getting basic skills:
The kids were coming to me and
they couldn't
read or write. ...
The Seniors didn't even bother
to come-the

Juniors were the ones who felt
this was their last chance to
catch up
with the rest of the world; and
although I certainly advocate the
attempt at having the students
involved in the decision-making in
the planning of their courses and
all that, I feel as though what

.

.

.

happened was that there was no overall
structure, there was no scope and
sequence as a basis for this new system
of mini-courses and half-term
courses.

And what happened was if a kid wanted
to avoid grammar,

essentially they could, once they were out
of their freshman year

.

what happened was a lot of kids avoided any
kind of developmental English
and today they're very lacking in skills.

...

I

can see that the kids

should partake in decision-making-I d really
like to see more of that'
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but that's not what was
happening.

They were given lots and
lots of

choices to .ake, but they
dWn't have the wherewithal to
™aRe those
decisions.
TheyM go ho.e with their hig
newsprint catalogs to get
advice from their n^^rp^^a
c
parents.
But
that was totally absurd-I
mean their
parents couldn't .a.e those
decisions.
If ,he English Department
or
the Math Department couldn't
set up sooe sort of a
structure ... to
have some sort of developmental
progress going on, but that's
not what
happened.
Susan across the street from
you Is struggling every day.
<-

-££I^-the

poor kid-she teaches English
and she has these problems

constant ly-1 mean they can't read,
they can't write; they have no
Idea
"hat a paragraph is, no idea
what capitalization, punctuation,
main
Ideas or details, or sequence,
cause and effect.

have gone bv cne
boards.
y the boarHq

.

.

mean these concepts

^
tk^
They certainly
shortchanged the kids as
•

.

I

far as giving them a basic
education.

-i

...

It seems to be the problem

that affects the kids in the
mainstream High School the most.

Ulean

No One s Doing Their Job To the
Extent
'

To

...

.

.

.

They Would

F.v.n

y..

^

No One Is Working In the Ki n d of
Environment That Would Enhance

Their Best Teaching Skills.

.

And there isn't enough communication
among teachers.

would go to the English teachers

.

.

.

Many times

I

even supposedly the most pro-

gressive of the English teachers and they would
feel it an intrusion and
very threatening for me to go up to them
and say, "I have Johnny Jones
and he's coming to me for Remedial Reading— How
do you feel he's going
to handle your course and what are the things
we can work on together

to help him with his work?"

...

I

was very threatening.

...

I
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ifs

think

a

real fun an. gan,es
sU.aticn a.

doing their job to the
extent that

know

.

.

.

I

.Ms

poln..

„ean no

I

oneU

thtnk they would even want
to, yon

and then there are factions
within the school with the
tra-

ditional English teachers vs.
the .ore progressive English
teachers,
and I could say fairly
objectively that no one is working
in the kind of
environment that would enhance
their best teaching skills.
Everyone's
bucking the system to one extent
or another and that seems
to take over
and that seems to transcend
any attempt at integrating
curriculum or
Improving communications ... it
becomes a political arena after
a
"hlle.
Of course the kids are the
victims.
Those are my prejudices.
It's Just Perplexing

...

For All the Ener.v In Staff Develop ment

Coordinators and This Huge. Comn l ex
Organization-.

.

.

When the

Little Kid Goes From Second to Third G r
ade. He Doesn't Have the Confidence

...

the Bas i c Skills

...

the Cultural Enrichment Th»t

Possible.

That's kind of the negative, frustrating
side— on the positive
side

...

and, um,

I

the Title

program is run very efficiently and effectively

I

think there was plenty of money in the school
system to meet

the needs of all the kids except that maybe
it wasn't put to the best

use it could be

...

I

mean Alternative Programs are certainly useful

and you certainly need these programs especially
as comparisons to the

regular traditional programs.

programs like Title

I,

.

.

.

What happens is there are so many

Pilot School, Bi-Lingual, Alternative, Fundamental

High School— that the boy or girl who sits in the traditional
classroom—
and even though

...

it on paper

looks as if per-pupil expenditure is
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e.uUa.le.

U

Jus. doesn', „or, out .hat
„a..

Disabilities, Special Ed.

And tHe.e's also ,ea„,l„g

It Just see»s to „e
that with all this

going on, the organization
cannot handle all of the
di-nensions and
consequences of these various
programs. ...
it's so .uch „o„ey heing
put into the syste., but
the results-because
there's so .uch spending,
there should be the «axi.u.
a.ount of education going on
and unfortunately, working in a remedial
program. 1 could see that
Just isn't the
case.

It's perplexing.

It's just perplexing.

.

.

.

u

see.s to ™e for

all the energy in staff
development and the curriculum
coordinators and
the multicultural coordinators
and the bi-lingual coordinators
and this
HUGE, COMPLEX organization—
for all
all that
ru.^ energy, when
B uxzation
tor
the little kid
goes from the second grade to
the third grade, he doesn't have
the confidence, the self-esteem, he doesn't
have the basic skills, he doesn't

have the cultural enrichment

.

.

.

that is possible.

I

mean if all of

that energy were really directed
toward kids, then boy, we'd have some

wonderful opportunities for kids to blossom
to their potential, but
that doesn't happen

.

.

.

...

you see?

It's amazing.

The Most Democratic Thing To Do, Would
Be To Make Sure That All

o f the Kids

Received Some Sort of Basic Education.

Even kids in the non-traditional programs
wouldn't begin to know

how to articulate their views-on the average;
of course there are exceptions.

Especially kids who go to the pilot school because
they have

such enriching home lives and backgrounds

...

probably the most advantageous situation.

...

fairest thing to

do— the

and for them, it's

most democratic thing to

It seems to me the

do— would

be to make
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sure that

^

of the Ki.s received

see

sort of

.asU

education.

don't necessarily like
all that standardisation
and testing, but
there certainly see.s to
he see ,lnd of a need
for-lefs re-evaluate
"hat we've done so far.
They complain when
results co„e fro. the
I

tests-admlnlstrators co.plaln to
headmasters, headmasters
con,plaln to
directors, and directors
co.plaln to staff people and
you taow It'll go
on and on, passing the
buck from one level to another.
think the crux of the
prohlem Is BUREAUCRACY and
POLITICS.
If
the school co»lttee and
the Superintendent and all
of his administrative
staff and all of the directors
and headmasters and everyone
down the
line were really concerned for
the welfare o£ the kids,
then it would
end up that all of that energy
would be put to maximum use to
develop
the kids' educational background,
but it seems to break down
somewhere
I

m

all of this bureaucracy

...

I

think what happens is they get so

caught up in what's trendy that
they lose perspective as to why
they're
there.

.

Everybody Was Doing Their Own Thi n
g, and Nobody Was Working To-

.

.

gether

.

.

.

(While My Director's) Approar h Was
Certainly Conducive To

a Cooperativ e,

Con scientious. Committed Effort From
All Of the Staff,

The more positive aspects of teaching
in Title

I

is that the dir-

ector was very efficient and she had very
good rapport with the staff.
.

.

.

Everyone knew exactly what was going on at all
times.

contributed to the decision making as to what can be
done

Everyone

...

and that

decision would co.e

o«

of a coUabora.ive
process.

... See the
res. of the School
Depa„.ent was giving so
„.oh tesponsihilit, to
evet.hoa. that eve.,ho.,
„as doing thei. o™
thing and nohody was wot.ing together.
Well, she certainl.
had an overall perspective
as to
•

long-range goals and

•

years fro„ now.

And

I

.

.

.

what she wanted to see
reached two

.ean no one else in the
School Department does

that, so that it was really
comforting and certainly a
good experience
in helping me organize
.ny personal growth
and development.
I could

and she would tell us what
current trends were in reading;
she would
suggest reading certain Journals
or articles she thought were
particularly relevant to what we were
doing with these kids in
remedial
reading and kids who were coming
from disadvantaged backgrounds.
I

thought her managerial approach
was certainly conducive

to a coopera-

tive, conscientious, committed
effort from all of the staff.

ever

complained!

ible.
.

.

.

No one

And the work that she would pile
on us was incred-

People really felt a sense of
satisfaction; we certainly

benefitted from it.

I

Would

...

Set Up Five to Six Develo pmental
Lessons and Within Each

Session Would Teach a Numb er of Skills

...

At Different Levels.

It

Was Very Complicated.
As for my exact responsibilities on
the job,
.

.

.

then

I

I

had corridor duty

would collect kids at each of their classes
and would bring

them to my classroom.

I'd already have done diagnostic testing

.

and had formulated a course of prescriptive
teaching based on their
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strengths and wealcnesses.

Mnutes

Special reading sessions
would last forty

on the average.

l

.ould try to set up five
to six develop-

n^ental lessons and
within each session would
teach a number of
three to four Short
activities at different levels.

skills-

I. „as very comfocused
on what they perceived
1
as their problems and
their strengths, like asking
them "If I could change one
thing .....
-they loved it. I opened interesting
topics of conversation to
understand where they were
emotionally and socially and
developed reading
xdeas in relation to that.
There was a need to get the
parents involved,
especially with the Portugese
population which thought "teachers
know

Plicated.

everything"— and there was

a real gap.

^^^^^^-^^^^-^^^^^^^^^-^^

INITIATE,_rhes^^re^
When
tests.

society.

I

^

Who Are Going To Be Followers.

ask myself. "What's the bottom
line?"

It's do they feel they belong

,

I

.__

don't think it's

have a role in the community, the

These kids don't have a good outlook
on life.

with all the commitment.

.

God knows why

But we're graduating kids who don't
feel

secure in the school setting and the
neighborhood setting.

sending out kids equipped to deal with
life.

We're not

They won't initiate

;

these are people who' re going to be
followers, who need guides.

With all the competitiveness and politics,
the kids just aren't
given the encouragement and direction they
need.

away at the educational process.

Polarization is eating
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Time,

tod there's the economic
factor-the question of Jobs
and „he re
"til these .ids go on.
There's not .uch hope and
it gets scarier all
the ti.e With the economy
and the fiscal cuts.

problem is methodologv
xogy

in
m

And then part of the

tparhnno developmental
teaching—
limitations— you
i

can't jump over twenty-five
steps.

When Proposition 2-1/2 was
passed, because

one-half years in,
laid off.
.

.

I

wasn't tenured and

People thought

.

.

.

.

I

only had three and

had no job security and was

1

that the contract protected

seniority rights, even with
affirmative action.

...

i

had kind of

agreed with the fact that minorities
had to be maintained, especially
in the high school because of
the student population being
close to
fifty percent minority.

believe it or not,
least seniority

I

...

As far as seniority goes,

I

didn't,

really didn't mind being laid off
because

...

I

I

had

mean it was certainly a fair decision
to lay

me, in particular, off.

The Teachers Associati on Knew About
This Channel System

Didn't Tell Anyo ne

.

1

Was AMAZED At That

...

...

and

What Happened Was All

These Inequities When People Were Laid Off.
However, there were a lot of people hurt in
the system by the

administration's trying to get around seniority and
was very unfair.

I

I

feel that that

can be very prejudiced and suspect they were
tryinj

to protect certain programs and

I

guess that is exactly what happened:
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they did try to protect

...

the altPm.^•
tne
alternative programs, the
Bi-

Lingual program, certain
special programs
giams.
F
Just the straasest^conceEt.

ousted very «ch

in the teachers'

syste.,

„en

i^.

didnl^^ell^^.

and

in

.

.

t^p
u
xhey
used. channels

.

^fortunately so„e person

—

I

association ,ne„ about this
channel

advance of the rest of the
faculty finding out about
,

„,3

that-there was the chance
to stop it right then
and there, and they didn't
take advantage of it.
Let me give you an example
of what channeling was,
by way of contrast.
la a neighboring township's
schools a seniority list
was set up and
elementary people were

one section and high school
people in another

in

section according to departments.

That seemed pretty fair.

...

But
"hat happened in Belmont was
the departments or channels
became endlessmaybe thirty-five or more channels.
They had Special Ed as opposed
to
Reading, Reading Elementary as
opposed to High School; channels
for
K-3 and 3-4 then 4-8 and
they would lay a third grade
teacher off
Instead of letting her make the easy
transition to fifth grade-but
.

.

.

they wouldn't allow it because
the administration had these foolish

channels.

As for why,
^
'

...
.

.

I'm
ui guessing
euessino thar
tnat
i-

could protect certain departments and
programs.
into channels was unfair.

I

...

it was one way they

How they put people

know a certain person who was put into
a

particular channel and they weren't even
certified for that channel, but
it

protected their special program, you know.

these inequities when people were laid off.

What happened was all of
Some people with ten, six-

teen, seventeen years of experience were
laid off.

advantages to having special programs and Belmont is

can see the

I

a

very unique,
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diverse co^unity and

IV

no. saying
^^^^^

different prosra.s.

...

But there are two
things that are wrong-

one. is that the kl.s
are not progressing
that .uch hotter in their
academic endeavors
An the kxds.
j
not ALL
And secondly, if they
have
have alternative programs
... the prohle. is that they assume
that
retraining, or any attempt
to Integrate people from
one program to
another should not be
oe
^f.^,r^f-^^
attempted.
This was a big issue last
year. ...
Not very often would
they try to transfer
teachers by
seniority fro. program to
program
And this thing about being
"qualified- and "certif led"
... but then they'd go against their own
rules someti.es-Oh-it
just ended up being a big
political football.
.

.
•

,

•

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

They Tipped the App_l^_Car^^nd_
Pglarized the Facu T_tv___
•

•

.

The affirmative action recall
procedure in which one minority

teacher was called back for every
white teacher,

I

could see as being

really essential and should've
been maintained, although

I

think the

Administration pulled kind of a mean
set of circumstances on some
teachers
at the high school.

.

.

.

There was a teacher with sixteen years

experience and one with nineteen years
who were eliminated and then

I

think finally got their jobs back-and
there was a minority teacher

involved who did have tenure-she's been
there eight or nine years,

while the sixteen and nineteen year
people were laid off.
really

I

That was

think very poor judgment and could have
been avoided, since

they hired so many people back.
the faculty.

...

They tipped the apple cart and polarized

And they dragged that out all summer long.

And it

really was so sad because one of the Business
teachers taught the black
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teacher when she was in
high
tiigh school
. a
school and
encouraged her and helped
her
go to business college.
I hoDP
^ho Administration
hO£e the
g
was not trying to
create dissension.
I conlHn'h
couldn t just^ say that.
(Laughs.)
I could
think that.
•

•

•

I
Carolyn:

Child Care Worker

My father went to Harvard
in Chemistry, then
became a
Unitarian Universalist Minister.
Both my father and mother
were very
involved in the civil rights
movement and I have memories
of going to
demonstrations at jails where
black men were imprisoned.
1 can remember
being five years old and we
were sitting on the lawn in
front of this
jail and I remember seeing
the arms and head of this
black man-he was
sticking his hand out between
the bars and waving to us and
it was so
•

.

.

puzzling-"why

is this man in jail?

influenced by that.

This isn't fair"-I was very

My father wanted to become even
more involved

and my mother felt he was never
home and was always giving his money
away to poor people-and we had so
little money anyway that she felt
she didn't want to raise her
children in an environment of constantly

being poor, constantly struggling for
money.
She:s Been Active With rCommunity] Projects

.

.

.

Non-Paid Work

...

Never Gave Her Any Money To Support Us.
Because my father's views were so controversial,
he kept gettiing

Hp

MCed

out Of Churches In

.ovlng around and
and „e

Uved „Uh

«„erent co^unUies.

so

they Haa .o .eep

mother Jus. couXdn't take
it, so [they divorced,
grandparents.

.

.

.

„^ ^^^^^^^
She got out and got a
Job as editor of the [church's]
newsletter.
She's also heen active
with the League of Uo.en
Voters, Housing for
the Elderly, projects
on alternative energy.
Democratic party campaigns
like for Father Drinan-all
non-paid work.

Our own father became
-involved in union organizing
and became a
machine shop operator with the
steel industry and became
involved
the Socialist Workers' Party.
He lived a really bohemian
lifestyle
and never had enough money,
so he never really gave
my mother any
money to support us.

U

^^^^•^g-^^g^g^^^^^

About Their

Sexuality in the Real World.
I

worked in a gift box factory after
high school, then started

college and worked in the library.

left college after a year and

I

got a job working in a museum
gift shop.
fun at first, then became boring
and

I

Tl,e

job was interesting and

returned to college v^here

discovered a peer counseling center on
sexuality.

program being announced for new counselors.

I

There was a training

You would come and learn

counseling skills and about sexuality and
birth control and you would
become a member of the staff.
high school

I

This really appealed to me because in

was very drawn to psychology and gestalt
therapy.

I

read Fritz Perls and at this time the humanistic
psychology movement was

very big-the Third Force, R.D. Laing-I was
very influenced by these
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wrlte^s an.

:

.ho.,...
,

work

wuh

people.

...

So

,

,,3„e. ho„

--one Basts and also „o..ed
„Uh

a

^^^^^^^^
.o ao

co.n.eUn, on

co-facUUa.o.

to

3

one-

„Hat „e.e

caned sexuali., awareness
s.onps, „Hlc. „e.e

so.e of open-ended
g.oups
fo. students at the
university to Just give
the™ a chance to deal
„lth

sexuality hecause our
rationale „as-there weren't
that .any opportunities to sit do™ and
tal, ehout their sexuality
In the real world.
so this was a chance
If they were Interested.

interesting work to

.e-I leaded

...

u

was very

as .uch and felt very
rewarded by

that experience.
I'd been going to school
all along and

real purpose in school and

1

had writing blocks and

I

that.

I

I

.

I

.

.

i

had no

I

I

was in-

.ould get incompletes because

couldn't get anyone to help
.e with

decided to take a year off and
work.

Work and How [It'sl
So

began to feel

also felt the kind of progra.

volved in was very traditional

...

I

.

.

.

Undervalued.

took a year off and did housecleaning

,

mainly for women who

were well-educated career women
and considered themselves [to be]
feminists.

But what

would treat me.

.

.

found very interesting was how
oppressive they

I

The woman who treated me the best was
an elderly

.

well-to-do woman who'd had hired help all
her life— she treated me
most like a person.

.

.

.

That made me become interested in the whole

issue of women's work and how women's
work is undervalued

...

and it

was very intriguing to me this dichotomy
between the liberal-feminists

,
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and the .itch. „eU-to-do
„o„an.
but

fo„™ately

I

Well, that

had the goal of

the [Hu.a„ Se.vlces
Ptogra.],

retting

,uicUy heca.e awf.l
to

coUege-this

ti„e in

.iso, fott^ately a relative
of „i„e

was the director of a day
care program in a suburb
outside the city
and she needed a teacher
to work part t ime
."Are Y ou a

So

I

Victim of Da y Care

DemPnti^

started doing child care.

I

enjoyed it, but it was very

stressful.

You were const an tly-someone
always wanted you for something.
So you really had to
learn to separate your mind
and think of
different things at the same time,
juggling things around. ...
It
was crazy.

There's a poster

I

found at the child care resource
center

that said, "Are you a victim
of Day Care Dementia?" and
it has a

great picture of a person standing
there with her head sort of dazed,
thinking all these different thoughts
and covered with peanut butter
and jelly stains.
It just perfectly described
what day care work can
do to a human being.

Ever^e

Was Just

So

Demoralized

.

.

.

Like thP Rug Had Been Pulled

Out From Underneath Us and We Felt So
Powerless.

There were some things going on there
that made it hard to be a

worker.

...

Aside from the pressures of just being

a

child care worker

the program (which incidentally is a
parent cooperative), was

having some financial difficulties.

In the

middle of the year it was

announced to us that there was not enough money to
pay you for your
twenty hour a week part time job, but we can offer
to pay you for ten
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hours a week-with no
warning8 or notice.
notice

T^
It „as very

we were all of us on
the staff very
vt^ry angry.
anerv

time staff were reduced
rprli./>^:^^ *-„
to part

were reduced to quarter fimo
time.

t«e
t
I

job, so it was very
difficult.

upsetting and

Th.
The h
head^ teacher and full

and those of us worlcing
part

tin,e

„as trying to earn a
living off this
It was a shock.

So there was a two-„onth
period that was just awful
and everyone
was Just so demoralized
we felt like the rug
had heen pulled out fro.

underneath us and we felt so
powerless.

1

„er

calling around to
Wages and Hours to find some
agency that would tell „e if
my .ights
had been violated or
„hat-I Just didn't know what to
do.

^£-I!alJfaa-Anothej^son for Feelin. .Str.„.
Seriously.

.

.

Mot Bein. Taken

.

weathered a difficult year and was
offerred the head teacher
position, which would mean a full
time job and I really wanted to
do
I

that.

So the next year

I

was a full time student, and

full time really added a whole
other dimension.

exhausting.

I

didn't have a car, so

I

.

.

.

working

It was much more

would have to allow a little

under one and one-half hours to get
to work by bus at 11 a.m. and my
day would last till six in the evening
without a lunch break or any

other dependable break.
I

I

would eat with the children.

...

it's-

don't know-if anyone has ever worked
with children-it was murder.

It was really hard.

One of the things

I

always felt was hard on the

job is that we would mumble and grumble
as teachers together— "oh,
God, we're so exhausted"

...

but it was never sort of its OK that

feel

ou.-[„eve., le^iU^a^e.

benefit, no HeaUh
.„3..ance, no notHing.

pa„

.

school vacations „He„
.he cen.e. „as closed,

.

.

h«

of .he .ea=o„ „e..e

o„

.^d

tha. .eant lo.ln,

need a brea.. .hey need
so„e tl.e ,o be h,
.He^selves, .Key need so„e
tl»e to go so.e„he.e.
There was no place lor
us to.
And there
were

spUt schedules-it

these

was Just crazy-you were
constantly JuggUng

these changing schedules,
very frustrating, you
couldn't have one roo.
that you stayed In all
day-you were constantly .oving,
being shifted
around the school-and also
because we were in a public
school and
we were the "day care"
(said scornfully) we were
even lower on the
totam pole than the nursery
ciiooj. groups.
grouns ...
c
y school
So
that was another
reason for reeling
feelino stress,
sm-occ. not lbeing
taken seriously and also some
parents looked upon us as not
really special because we were
day care
and yet they were also threatened
by us because we were taking
over the
parenting role and yet they were
very reluctant to acknowledge
that.
•

A few parents were wonderful and
appreciative, but

...

never quite

I

heard it enough to make up for
everything else that was going on.
was a crazy work experience.
out.

I

.

.

was exhausted and decided

After two years there

.

I

I

really wanted a change.

It

was burned

And then

I

was able to get a job at the college
doing administrative work.

You Constantly Needed T o Be a Master
Organizer To Get Through.
[In my typical work day]

I'd arrive at school in the morning and

sometimes the nursery program would still be
cleaning up at 11:30, which
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was ve., ..sconcer.in.
.o us .eea.se .e
onl. .ad .en ..nu.es
.o set up
for ou. kids,
we would have the. do
lUtle projects till 12:00,
then clean up and get
ready forr xunch,
lunch- at 1:00
1 -nn
we had to leave the room

because the nursery started
cigain
again at 1.00
1-00 .n^
u
and she
needed preparation
time. ...
^
We'd
r,^
go outside ram or
^ 1
shine for outdoor play and
youM gather all the play thl.gs-you
constantly needed to he a
.aster
organizer to get through.
All this is only after
an hour of work.
•

•

,

.

At 2:00 we'd go inside
and gat ready for story
tl»e and rest period.

Then they'd get up and we'd
go do^stairs.

See

kids would go ho.e.

Others would stay and the older
kids would join us.

talking about it.

V.

tired just

This would be a free play
ti„e.

These kids were
coding out of a whole .omlng
of structured activities
and needed ti.e
to unwind and relax.
... At 3:40 we prepared snacks. The nursery
school cooperated by being outside.
Then we cleaned up.
B,e„ some
kids went outside to play sports,
while others stayed inside to do

crafts, play music, or read.
The older and younger kids played
together like a big family and

sometimes an older kid would take a
younger one under their wing.
The boys would tend to play a
game together, like basketball, and
the
girls usually did more solitary
activities or in two's and threes.
Some of the girls played with the
boys and were not rejected.
I

Would Look Aroun d and Think, "My God.

I

Feel Like This Is My Familv."

At 5:10 it was clean up time and then
the rest of the time kids

played quieting kids of games or read stories
or played records 'till
the parents came at 6:00.

I

can't believe

I

did that-it was so much
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U

Bu.

was very „„a..i„,.

,

„^^,, ^^^^

verx close to each other.
There were four of us-twc
of us full ti.e a„d
the afternoon-three
„o„en and one ™an.

The Rrds loved the .ale

been a baseball coach for kids <„
in his area.
>,

and had a very good
attitude-like
played the game.

important because

•

ifs not

He knew all the sports
if you win,

The kids really respected
him.

...

„Ko ca.e in

Also

it's bow you

...

he was

a high percentage of the
kids came from divorced

parents where their mothers were
raising them and they didn^t
have a man
around a lot. ... He would
also do embroidery and cooking,
not Just
sports it was great.

—

^^^-^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^

The express aims of the program
were to offer children a place
to
be after school hours that
was safe, where they could unwind
after a

rigidly structured school day
activities.
sophies.

...

...

,

.

.

.

where they could have a choice of

In addition, as teachers we
brought our own philo-

We wanted the children to feel a
sense of trust in us

as individuals, that we were
dependable, that we didn't hurt their

feelings,
express.

.

.

.

that feelings were something important,
something you

We also wanted to instill

independence but also inner control.

...

a feeling of autonomy and

It seemed like some of the parents

let their children do whatever they wanted
and those children seemed to

.

.
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suffer from having no
structure
ure at all «nH
and were uncontrollable
and
overly frantic.

Also There Was
'

a

;

^

Difference
Tn \r.i
^-^^^^^^^^J^Lj3]^ies_Bet^

Teachers
I

white.

Parents and th.

think ,ou have to looR
at „hc the parents are.

.l«le

They're prl^rily

Class, highly educate,
people-a pretty well-to-do

co..unlty and their values.
are a belief 1„ autonomy.
1„ Individualism
and learning to be assertive
and outspoken as opposed
to a belief In
the group being .ore
Important

x

think

^ stressed

U

that
was
Important to be your o«n
person and also important to
be part of a
group.
[This was different fro.
the parents' view] because
they didn't
have to deal with twenty to
thirty people in a day-It
was not interactive.
The kids learned incredible
skills, just naturally, in terms
of socializing.
,

.

We Liked To Believe Thar We
Were Multi-C ultural

Think the Program Add ress ed the
Needs of

Tho.s e

.

.

.

TYeM

Children

T

n..

»

Fron,

Hispanic Backgrounds.
We liked to believe that we were
multi-cultural-we did have some

kids from black and white marriages
and we did have some children

whose parents were Hispanic and black,
and at least half the children
were either Jewish or Jewish-Protestant
background.

...

I

don

'

t

think

the program addressed the needs of those
children who were from Hispanic
or black backgrounds.

ness

...

and

it's

I've since then had classes in cultural
aware-

made me realize how little we really
addressed their
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needs.

Even though we as teacher<.
teachers and parents
look at ourselves as
being enlightened.
.

.

think we could have done
such th^r...
sucn
things as have more
stories
about black kids
xds, or
have posters of black
people who were doing
things who were role models.
There
mere was not
nn^ oenough attention
paid to
the little detailed thinpc:
ac pu
things.
At
Christmas we'd have a Jewish
Sadir,
but why not Qwanza?
I

.

.

.

•

- ""•^

"^'^

^

^-^ght_To_IeU_ParH^

t''

To Do and Not Do.

Also there was a difference
In values between the
parents and
the teachers-all the
parents were older than us and
earned .ore n.oney
and they had children and
no we aidn
didn'rt.
-n.^,.
There was the tension between
us
of us not having children
yet feeling that we had the
right to tell
parents what to do and not do-and
parents feeling threatened by us

taking care of their kids.

.

I'd certainly taken courses
in child development and not
every

parent has and

I

think that adds something to how
you deal with children

I'd also had a background in
counseling.

.

.

any special training in how to be
a parent.

Parents

.

.

.

.

never had

There was that whole dif-

ference.

The Issue of Us Being Co-Parents Was
Never Addressed.

Any feeling about the most special thing

I

and the other teachers

did for those children was to be real human
beings to them and real

adults— who weren't teachers or parents-who were
their friends-And
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some of the children

.

.

.

just loved coming to the
program.

issue Of „s being
co-parents

.

.

.

„as never addressed,

^^^^^i^^^^^^^^-^^^Sr^l^^rl^^iS^^ ...
more time with their
children than their
some kids

.

.

.

The

o™

For some

„hola

.

.

.

„e spent

parents ever did.

For

„e spent more time and
gave them more caring than

they ever got from their
parents-whlch was really a sad thing.
Some families were disturbed
or had problems and the parent
was

Incapable of providing the kind
of nurturance that

.

.

.

believe a child

I

„eeds-ln terms of emotional nurturance
or physical contact or
acceptance
of the reality that a

The Other Issue That

chUd

does not think and act like
an adult.

Felt Was Never Look.d At

I

Doing What's Considered

"

.

.

W omen's Work" [Whlchl Means

I.,

.

.

.

Th.^ u.-..
.

It's Very

Low Status.
The other issue that
and
I

I

I

felt was never looked at by us as
teachers-

still feel this is an issue within
child care as a profession.

guess

I

get this from feminism or something-it's
that we're doing

what's considered "women's work," and
the fact that it's considered

women's work means that in our society it
and a low-paying job.

'

s

a very low-status job

.

And when you look at references such as the

Journal of Occupational Titles, where to be
a nursery school teacher is

equivalent in skills rating to a parking lot
attendant, you begin to
see how absurd it is!

The skills you need to work with children are

highly complicated and highly developed skills of
interpersonal relating.
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orsa„i.i„, 3nd ad.inis^a.ive
s.Uls. you've g«
.e aMe .o aeel
With people at all levels,
fro. aduUs through
chU.ren.
I'd like to talk about

about it a great deal.
HpaI
of teacher,

•

.

.

.

.

.

Tr,
In

.

.

.

[the
Ithe <,k-nio
skills

the course of your day,
you have the role

administrator.
.

.

,

*.u

parent or nurturer
ruurer,
.

.

involved]— I've thought

;

.

.

.

counselor,

.

.

friend,

.

.ou've got to he a good
person at finding

resources for free and then
know how to put the.
together and co.e up
With projects and activities
C3es.
Havp
Have ^M
to be constantly cleaning
up and
organizing materials for re-use- h^iro ^^ u
use, have to be a cook
and know about
nutrition; we had to know
now rirst
first aid skills
^k-mo andj uhow to deal
with such
things as a possible concussion.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J^lL^
j at Homel.

.

the Scapegoat

.

When

.

.

>^n :^Jl^Eeractiv_e

.

Thev

Ha_v^u,^^M^jea^^,^^,_^
^0.3

Withdrawn.

.

.

,

.

As a counseling skill, what
do you do with a kid when you
know they
go home at night and have the
shit beat out of them.

...

children whose mother had a protective
services warning.

We had
If a child

like that is in your care, what
can you do to instill in them that

not all groxmups do this, without
undermining the mother

.

.

love-even though that person they love may be
hurting them.

.

whom they
What do

you do with a kid who's hyperactive and
needs a lot of attention, con-

stantly is grabbing at you for attention,
constantly is doing things
to make you

angry-yet that's the only way they know

to make contact

with you.
What do you do with a child that's very
withdrawn— does not talk
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much, does not have manv
fi-i^r.^^
many friends,
goes and hides.
Or what do you do
with a kid who craps
rranc in
-i^
u
his pants when he gets
freaked cut about see•

the scapegoat of
ever.one-she's the object of

scom of aU the children
and the one. tl.e and tl.e
again, „ho's chosen to be
the scapegoat.
What can you do to offset
that happening so the child
can feel that she
is a valuable person.

With the parents, there was
again the power issue of some
of the parents looking at
you as just babysitters and
we were certainly
not Just babysitters in terms
of what we did for those
children every
day.
Or there may have been
situations where the kids were having
a
really rough time.
Sometimes the child would be really
misbehaving
.

.

.

and we'd go to the parent and she'd
say, "Oh, well I've just separated
from my husband," and they never
would've told us unless we asked them!
Like, gee, if we'd only known that,
that would have helped us so much
in being able to help your

child-they'd leave out whole chunks of

their lives as if that had nothing to
do with how the child might be

feeling or acting in day care or school.
.

.

.

parents.

Primarily communication took place between
the director and
Most parents would focus on the director.

There was sort of

this hierarchical thing that the director
and we teachers really didn't

like

.

.

.

but it was sort of inevitable with the parents
wanting one

person to focus on

.

.

.

and that made the others of us feel we weren't

Ill

the. „o.l, .en.

U

.eU

.o .He

never hear it first-hand.
•

•

...e«c.

30 „e coull

T^ n,.i,
-i^-^Hkes^:ou_feel^^

less important
J^P^^o^^^.nu'rc not nAr^

Wha^XLiked Least Was

What

.

.

.

.u

Peelinp That
Th.^

t
I

tt

Wasn't Taken Seriously
,

.

liked most about my
Job was the contact with
people and
learning interpersonal
skills and how to be an
adult with children
I

seriously as

I

said, not only by parents
i-h. school
. u
y
y Fdrents and the
community, but
i

also by society as a whole.

I

.ean if

I

was a psychiatrist, I'd
have

a lot more value in
society than a child care
worker does.

I

didn't

like the low pay and no
benefits for health care, etc.
I

worth.

think they're
In some ways,

[a

psychiatrist and child care worker]
of equal

the responsibility to help
a

human being to
become an adult is an awesome
task and is one of the most
challenging.
But then to be a psychiatrist
and to help people learn to
grapple with

their own pain, that's a really
awesome task too.

.

.

.

They Just Needed So Much Nurturance
Wh1.h They Had Never GortPn.
There were problems kids had that
went beyond our ability to
resolve.

For example,

were crazy-there'

s

there were a brother and sister whose
parents

just no way around it.

They needed so much

.

.

.

you could just see them; they were like
little weeds; they were struggling

and they had so much static going on in
their minds that it was really
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hard to get through to them—
and thev
cney just
iu^r n.o^
needed^ so much nurturance
Which they had never gotten.
There was another brother
and sister

...

you tae„ the hoy had heavy
responsibUltles placed on hi.. He
was expected to be an adult
aauit manman, if
if his younger sister
lost something,
he would get punished,
often beaten.
So that was hard too.

m

There were other things liUe
children fro. other than .ainstrea.

culture-that there was always going
in this culture,

to be a struggle for the.
to live

if they were black, and
there was not n,uch

I

could

do to change the way the
system is, how people will look
on them.

^

.

.

It Makes People Wh o Wo r k in
Human Serv ices Even More Aw... „f

.

Change that Needs to Happ en, hut
fAlsol

.

.

.

Vo.,

Peel Discouraged .nH

Powerless.
•

I
.

.

think it makes people who work in
human services even

more aware of change that needs to
happen, but at the same time makes
you aware of how entrenched these
problems are and how little one

person can do to change anything.

couraged and powerless.
so close to it.

I

So it kind of makes you feel dis-

[You really see the problems] because
you're

mean when you see a three year old child
who is

already sexist and believes that boys can do
things and girls can't,
or who is in some way mentally unbalanced

...

it makes you realize

how much damage can be done in three short
years.

It's frightening.

Everybody's Needs Ca me First— You Were Supposed To
Fulfill Them, Keep
Giving and Deny My Needs.
[There were a lot of conflicting demands on

you]— all

the time.

,
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In an average day therp'Q
cr^ mo
many people asking
y there s so
things of you that

your mind gets scrambled
and you can't think
LtixnK
to run off and hide
and be by
yourseit
y yourself

.

.

.

whole sentence in without
being interrupted.
demands about what

I

•

•

needs-to

.

and you just want

you can never get a

...

felt
teif^

J,
i

.

I

— you
go

•

n
f
conflicting
1

•

felt tired and overwhelmed
and wanted

it wasn't possible.

For me.

I

didn't have enough

(There was nothing to renew
your energy.)

.

came first

«d

.

fp1<- mi.o^i^
felt
myself capable of versus
what my supervisor

and co-„or.ers expected of
me.
to take a break

.

Everybody's needs

were supposed
PPUbea to tuifill
fulfill them, keep
giving, and deny my

to the bathroom,

i

•

.

go for a walk.

An hour off may have helped,
but also to have more variation
in the

work.

...

I

think it's really hard to work
more than three or four

hours at a time with kids in one
day-and the other half day we could' ve
done preparation, administrative

work-something else.
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Dorothea, Alcoholism
Employment Counselor

Felt
fexc a Lot of P
Pressure with

~

Three Teenagers
As a yo^ng mother

I

an AFDC mother with
three

was twelve

1

was on AFDC-so

s.aU children

k„o„ what it's like to be

at ho.e.

went back to work for a
drug chain.

wo„an Who worked there as a
buyer.

worked for years.
the Job because

tire me.

I

I

I

I

worked there from 1968 to
1971.

was getting sick.

.

.

i

.

They had a de-tox there.

...

Uft before
me-I

with three teenagers and all
that kind of stuff.

hadn't

I

1

left

they could

felt a lot of pressure
So

1

started going to

Went there once in March 1971,

then in June '71 and again in
September of '71.
I

was the first

1

really liked the job.

Drinking was becoming important
to

Che hospital.

m,e„ .y youngest

Since September 1971

haven't had any more problems-have
been sober since then.

She Wanted Me In Full Time W ork
and Getting Off the Melf.r.

Which Is Kind of Scary When Y ou're
..

.

Under a Lot of Pressure To Get

a Job.

In December of

'

71

I

went to an agency-office specialists
and

did secretarial work 'till December
of 1972.

from welfare and

I

I

got supplemental inc ome

remember the social worker saying to me,
"Well, we

want you to go into either the WIN program
or the Rehabilitation

Commission."

So

me to take tests.

I

went to the Rehabilitation Commission and they
sent

...

She wanted me in full time work and getting

Off the welfare roles,
which is kind of scary
when you're on the
welfare andyou're under a
lot of pressure to
get a ,oh.
X ..ow how
.hese women feel, because
you want to he at home
with the .ids and you

gave me a lot of different
kind ui
of tests anH
and rh.
the counselor called me
back in and he said
d-LQ, "Yoii'rA
^
lou re test scores
were phenomenal!" I didn't
even know what that meant.

Then he said, "How would
you like to work here?

opening in the office.
So

I

Well,

said all right and

months, then

I

I

We have an

really didn't want to go to work
there!

worked there as a clerk typist
for three

got promoted to fiscal clerk
which was all accounts

I

payable and accounts receivable and
paying all the vendors.
Then six months later

I

I

.

I

got to like the job more.

At

wanted to get into [an alcoholism counseling]
course at the

city hospital.

...

It was a very hard program to
get

eight slots in both courses and it was
very competitive.
I

.

got promoted to the principal
clerk which was

like the office supervisor and then
this time

.

got in and went fifteen months.

great program.

...

into-only
.

It was a terrific,

.

.

Anyway

really

really wanted to help people who re having
the same

I

'

problem I'd had.

They Said To Me, "You Sh ould Be Really Proud,
You're the Only One Who
Even Worked Up From a Grade

From 1975 to

'

76

I

3

to a Grade 17."

was the principal clerk, plus handled all the
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alcoholis. cases in our
office.
and

I

So

I

got a lot of supervision

learned a lot aboot
vocational counseling.

graduated

a

m

1,76 when I
Job opened up in the
Grayson Park office of the
State

Rehabilitation Co^ission for
"E^ployeent Coordinator" who
would worU
for the [alcoholls.1
halfway houses but also be
a liaison to the
State Rehabilitation

Co^ission.

It

was li.e a supervisor-and
they

wald to .e. "You should be
really proud, you're the only
one who ever
worked up from a grade
3 to a grade 17.
I didn't think I
would get
the Job. ...
I was called back
for several interviews and
I did
get the job.
a

I

was really excited about
that.

It was to be part of

special tea. for the City Alcoholism
Project

i

would go with

the intake worker and the
placement specialist and visit the
six

city halfway houses.

We'd

...

try to match the residents in
each

house to different Jobs and hope
they didn't break out and relapse
in
the meantime while we were trying
to get them a Job.

The Half way Houses^ Didn't
uj.Q.n L LiKe
Llkp
.

.

.

.

tUc,,That

u
Bu

reaucracy and

I

Really Felt

Pulled Apart
It seems like the halfway houses
didn't like what this team was

doing.

They didn't like the state Rehabilitation
Commission.

didn't like that bureaucracy and

I

they were my people and, you know,
had learned a lot, but when

I

They

really felt pulled apart because
I

felt comfortable over there.

I

would go and visit the project director

who had an office on the south side, he'd say,
"What are you do 'in

over there in that State Rehabilitation office (very
angrily), you work
for the halfway houses, never mind them "— and it
was really difficult.
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I

remember

I

went to the first board
meeting of the halfway

houses [for recovering
alcoholics], the Halfway House
Council, and
we were all sitting
a big room.
It was really a dump.
It was on

^

the top floor Of the de-tox
center.

for rent and the garbage was
piled

everything.

...

They pay a dollar a year

up-they probably have rats and

But at the board meeting
all these guys came in.

It

looked like something from. Guys
and Dolls-they came in with
these
scali caps and they were introducing
me to everyone and I noticed it
got real silent for a while
before the meeting and

something was wrong.

bodingly

I'll leave."

I

"There's somebody here who doesn't

thought they meant me, so

I

said, "Oh, excuse me,

And somebody said, "Sit down, Dorothea,
it's not you!"

They were arguing among themselves:

would

could sense that

Somebody looked around the table and
said (fore-

and threateningly):

belong here."

I

say-^,

the president or the director

we want you to leave.

They were always arguing.

That was the first meeting, but this was the

way it went for the next few years.

alcoholics and, well, maybe

I

.

.

.

Most of them were recovered

should say they weren't too professional

most of the time, whereas people

them professional.

We don't like what you're doing."

I

knew at State Rehab

I

would consider

They were always swearing and fighting and arguing

about their own turf and who had the best halfway house
and, uh, they
kept telling me

I

worked for them and not the Rehab. Commission.

the way the original proposal was set up said that

I

But

was to be out-

stationed at the State Rehabilitation Commission, not at the Halfway
House Council office, so the whole next few years were very confusing—
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a lot of infighting.

.

.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^-^^^^'-^-^^^
So then what happened
eventually was that

two CETA people to work with
me

.

.

another placement specialist and

.

the state office building
.downtown

my husband and
and when

and

I

I

I

guess while

I

...

]

.

.

.

hired

another in-take worker and

.

.

.

.

.

we got our own office space
in

m

.

January 1978.

took a well-deserved vacation

came back

[they

...

In February

for ten days

.

.

.

the intake worker was a
recovered alcoholic

was gone, he broke out, he relapsed.

...

The

other fellow, the placement person,
he said, "Oh, you wouldn't believe
this place since you were gone.
he had a jug on the
I

took off."

I

That guy came in here one morning and

desk-he was drinking and

said, "For ten days

the Board of Directors.".

.

.

While

.

I

.

.

...

I

got so nervous

they've been looking for you,

was gone the Board of Directors

fired this person for drinking and he had
understood that if he, being
a recovered alcoholic, recovering,

if he relapsed,

he'd be out of a

job, unless he went directly to a de-tox
and tried to get some help

which he didn't do.
later

I

So he was out of a job.

So then a week or two

find out the other person is trying to decide if
he has a

drinking problem or not.

going to stop.

He's an active drinker.

He decides he's

He didn't really get too involved in AA and he did
stop

drinking on his own.

He stayed until his year and a half ran out.
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I

Feel She Has „ Dictator.
Authori>,.-,.„

There were two .ain reasons

I

left this Job.

One was

husband's
terrible car accident which
has left hi. disabled as
yo„ can see. and
well the main reason was
cney
thev had
^ nov,
o
nad a
new supervisor,
a woman, and we
:ust didn't see eye to eye.
We had different styles
of .anage.ent and
I feel She was a
dictator, authoritarian and
it happens a lot when a
new person co.es in.
I hadn't really
had any supervisor since I
.oved
to that office.
The person they said was
the director didn't really
have that much to do with my
mv suoervi
^inr,
t
supervision.
Just
paid me every week and
said, -How' re things
going-Great, great, keep up the good
work."

Then

had another supervisor after
this guy and he was a young kid

I

...

and

I

only saw him to get my check.

program by myself.

So I pretty much ran this

What happened to him was he was
a former drug

addict and he went back to drugs.

.

.

.

Then they hired a woman who

used to work with the State
Alcoholism Division.

I

guess what usually

happens is maybe they want to bring in
their own people or they just
want to show everyone who's boss.

I

...

Saw Her

...

Me of Crazy Things.

.

as Very Errat i c,
.

...

Paranoid and Was Accusing

.

Now we weren't used to having someone over
us.

We tried to get

along with this person, but it just wasn't working
out.
a big folder on all our points of conflict

grievances together.

...

I

.

.

.

I

have

really put all these

And they had just drawn up new personnel policies

which said that if you had any grievances, you should
call a meeting of
the grievance committee which would be four people from
the executive
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co»lttee oj ,he board.

did all this.

I

1

said

I sa„ he. hehavior
as
being very erratic, that
she was so.eti.es
paranoid and was accusing
me Of crazy things like
trying to sway her secretary.
Things that

weren't even true.
<=-...

A^ n,.At
this point

,
I

.

had two women working tor

me and probably ten CETA
people altogether and quite a
few of the.
relapsed.
They ware mostly all recovering
alcoholics with the exception
of two.

^^^^^^^^^-^^^^Hdde^^i-^^
Were Being Rescinded— Oh

.

That All Mv Pn....

It Was Ju^r t.-t^hkt^

She came on the board sometime
between February and June 1980 and

about July or August she started
expecting certain things from me.
I

didn't mind having a supervisor.

forward to it, because
vision.

I

said at the time,

hadn't really had anyone and

But it wasn't working out that way.

demands on me and like
I

I

As

I

said,

I

was looking

wanted super-

She was putting a lot of

she was paranoid.

realized my two women had been working
overtime

in a lot of extra hours and

I

1

And

One particular day
a

lot and putting

remember saying to one on a Friday, "One

of you can go home early today and the
next Friday the other one can

leave early."

Well the secretary evidently made the mistake
of going

to the next office and standing in the doorway
and saying to the exe-

cutive director's secretary and assistant director,
"Well, so long I'll
see you Monday," and the executive director said,
"Where are you going?"

and she said, "Dorothea said

I

could go home early," and she said, "Oh,

she did did she, we'll see about that!"
a lot of trouble.

I

So that was the beginning of

explained it was due to a lot of overtime and all
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that, and she had never
said anything to .e
hefore ahout me running
the

-

writing my powers were being
resclnded-oh

,

It was just

terrible.

Then not long after that
she stormed Into the
office one day and
said, "You know that
raise you were supposed
to get in the next two or
three weeks." and 1 said,
"Yes." and she said right in
front of my
employees, she said, "Well
you're not going to get it," and
1 said,
-Why not?" and she s.id.
"Becuase I said so, that's why
not!" Anyway,
she had me on the verge of
a breakdown-I really
was.
Between my hus.

.

.

band's accident and what was
going on at work, it was really
bad.
one particular instance

...

she and

I

were supposed to discuss the

budget and she wrote out what she
thought it should be
"Well, this is the way it should
be."

In

.

.

.

and said,

OK, Jean my contact person from

the State Alcoholism Division
was supposed to come down and
discuss it
too.

So

I

called her and said, "Well, Barbara
just gave me the budget

and said that's the way it is."

that's not the way it should be,
the three of us.

Jean, from the Division, said, "No,
it 's

supposed to be negotiated among

You make out the budget the way you think
it should

be and I'll be down such and such a time,
and we'll discuss it.

She

came and the three of us went into the
conference room and the executive

director was very hyped, and we didn't expect it,
but the other director
who was also still director of a halfway house,
appeared on the scene.
.

.

and

.

I

I

gave her a copy of the budget

said, "Well, that's the budget

I

I

did and she said, "What's this?"
did" and she said, "Well,

I

don't
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wantthat-where'stheoneIgaveyou7"
thought we'd negotiate-that-

1

said, "It's here.

what we always do."

s

I

She said, "We don't

negotiate any thing-this is
the way it is, and that's
it!"
And 1
don't know, I was Just-I
didn't understand this.
Then the other
director. Bemie, he said
.

.

.

-Oh, leave her alone,

that's not much.

know what it was she was taking
out for her administrative
costs.
She has a small budget, so
leave her alone." So then
she got up out
I

of her chair and went over
to where he was sitting
and she was like

hanging all over him and the
other woman and
other.

I

I

mean they were acting really
strange

were looking at each
.

.

.

giggling and she was draping her body
all over him.
were on drugs, you know?

Now we think they

They were really acting wierd and
we were

wondering-whafs happening? and she had

I^^^htmare,_^n^^

they started

.

.

.

the power-this was like

That was one episode.

...

.

So many

stories we heard from the board members.

But When

I

Put

,

In

pening To My Staff
Well,

I

My Grievances About Her Behavior and
What Was Hap.

.

.

They Said Nor To Get Too Emotional!

presented a big package full of grievances to
the executive

committee's grievance committee.
is

I

.

.

.

What

I

never could figure out

never got to see what she typed out against me.

me things to do and she'd give me a deadline

working up

a

case against me.

But when

I

...

so

She would give
I

think she was

put in my grievances about

her behavior and what was happening to my staff and
that they were

going to leave and all that, they said not to get too emotional!
was a no-win position because

...

It

she was executive director of fifty

.

12 3

houses in the state and

I

was just a s^all project
director of the

houses i. the city, although

did receive a grant to
develop the

I

women's halfway houses statewide.
thing this person messed up
for

V^lte Foundation together and

I

n,e

1

wrote the grant and that's
another'

when she and

I

went to the Charles

think they liked the proposal.

Then we

got some money promised from
the state tor this project
but no one had
called the foundation yet to tell
them.
Then the foundation called
our director soon thereafter saying
they were going to review that
grant the next day and it looked
good.

The director told her about the

possibility of state money and she was
upset and said, "Oh you should
have told me that.

..."

So

I

think that kind of spoiled getting
the

money from the foundation.

^^^g^^^
Boss.

.

So

.

I

^^^V N ice^JheiLA^ot^^

Saying That She

Wa.s

^h.

,

made out all these grievances and

I

met with a lot of people

on the board, all of whom worked
under the Director.

nice, then they listened to her side.

was the boss.

...

Then

I

got a letter saying she

It was all dependent on my

me a terrible evaluation.

They were very

evaluation— she gave

So I'm at a loss to know what to do now that

I've been forced out, everything I've been working
toward, everything's

gone

.
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"It's Agltatin^^__it_ Really
Is"
Carrie:

When
Back,

I'n,

I

I

Welfare Payments Assistance
Worker

Left
I SaiH
n j
^^^-^^alck-lj-Ggln£

to Show You All

.

.

.

y^.„

r

Not Touching Another
Leaf of Tnh...„|..

didn't actually .Meclde" to
do welfare work.

was sort of new

I

to Boston end that was
the only Job that was
available.

Just ca.e
£ro„ North Carolina straight
out of high school and had
done so^e
factory and clerical work.
My parents was sharecroppers
which
meant we was reaU^ poor.
There was eight children and
U was really
difficult trying to make ends
meet.
It was hard, It was
I

.

So

know what

T

any kind of job.
but

I

it

Ls

to be poor.

I

appreciated anything

in

I

got,

those days they was really

be poor and people be
laughing-I had people laugh at me at

school about the kind of clothes
you wore and actually, when
said "I'm going to show you all
when
I

.

You know, a tot of people hop,
skip, and Jump around-

wanted the security, because back

bad-you

.

I

leave here."

I

come back I'm not touchin' another
leaf of tobacco!"

1

left

said "when
So

I

I

.

came

back the next year and they said,
"c'mon Carrie, aren't you gonna help
us?" and

I

said. "I told you all I'm not touchin'
another leaf of

tobacco, so this is it."

And

it

really made me feel good, too, that

I

could get away from being that and not
having to he a farmer and that
I

could do better for myself.

Because, my mother, she had great expec-

tations for us, because she didn't really want
any of us to stay on the
farm and work as hard as she did.
Yes,

I

think having been poor puts me in a better position as
a

welf.„ worRe..

u

^oclva.es .e

help .he. .c try and do
better for

themselves as tar as to try
to get „ore education
or enter some other
.^ind of training and
J„st don't let welfare he
a life for yoo, hecause
you're not going to get
anywhere and then what are
you going to do
"hen your kids are gone.
Vou gotta have something
to rely on and you
can't

.

.

.

on this.

^^^^^^-^^^^^^^-^^-^^^
Well, they changed our title
from social workers to financial

assistance workers and we mainly
deal with AFDC budgets, and any
other
kind of emergencies they may have,
and make referrals.
Each worker
has a caseload of 160 to 180
to forty-five per month,

..

.

and

1

have to redetermine about forty

in order to meet your quota.

So the majority

of the time we come in and do
redeterminations to see if people are

still eligible to receive AFDC; and
also we're doing CIP's-that's
the check they're doing on clients
who are working.

The match that we

have with the Department of Internal
Revenue and the DES.

So that's

another part of our Redeterminations, too,
checkin and seein if any of
our clients do

I

match— they give

Mean It Real ly A g itates You

us a slip to check out.

...

I

Really Makes You Feel Bad That

They Can Get Somethi ng and You Can't Get Anything
To Help You Out.
I

think it's (the policy) more than fair, because
several people

have been making a great deal of money.

$6,000 in a quarter and

I

One particular person made

thought that was quite a bit of money to be
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dependent on welfare to take
care of them
cnem.

rh
There
was another
Who had a job downtown
and her husband was home
too and 1 didn't

wean

.

.

.

think it's right for us to
have to support the..

l^ean_it_^eall^

'^'''^-^'^^^^^^^^^-^^
I

agitates you, and

.

.

.

mean it really

before they made the cuts
we've had clients

who even made more money
than us.

And it realy makes you feel
bad that

they can get something and
you can't get anything to
help you out-when
you're having your difficult
problems, too, because you may
be a single

parent just like they are and
trying to make ends meet-and
they're
getting a welfare check, plus making
more than you, plus getting

medical coverage— It

'

s

agitating

.

It's outside the rules that they
could be making more money than
us.

But the only reason they were
still on AFDC was because they were

claiming baby-sitting stuff-$70.00 a
week.
$70.00 a week?"

They said, "Who can afford

And others were claiming medical
coverage even though

she was working as a Legal Aid at
$320 a week.

.

I

.

Cut Off

Feel That a Lot of People Who Were Cut
Off Should Not Have Been
.

.

.

(But)

the New Policy Is Good.

With the new cuts that they made,

I

cut off who should not have been cut off.

.

feel that a lot of people were
.

.

.

I

had a lady who was

working part time and making about $90.00 a week
and she collected $30.00
a week from unemployment and she could
just barely make ends meet, but

she was cut off.
I

think on balance the new policy is good because there are
a lot
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of people out there having
the state support the.
when „e shouldn't If
they have sufficient income
under the new policy 1 cut
off
about forty-these were the
ones who reported they were
working.
IM
say there were about ten
out of my forty who didn't
need it.
I
.

.

.

.

.

.

felt bad about some of
them-like the ones with kids who
weren't going
to be able to make it-I
felt bad for those.
But as far as the other
ones
it's time to let go.
a few are quitting their jobs
.

.

.

.

because they can't make it.

.

.

Some it's because they're
pregnant.

One

"Oman called me the other day and
said, "I'm gonna quit my job,"
and
you coild hear a man in the background
yelling at the kids-I mean
that really

bums

you

up-She's got someone there taking care of
them,

a boyfriend or husband,

whoever-and they've just got

to have a little

crutch to lean on.

I

Thought

I

Wo uld Be Able to Help People More
So Than I'm Doing

So You Really Feel At a Loss

.

.

.

expected when

I

We're HindPrin g Them

...

.

the Rules

and Regulations Are Too Strict.
As for what

I

started this

be able to help people more so than I'm doing.

job-I thought

I

would

Especially with some of

their problems— like the housing, and emergency
assistance, like people

may need washing machines or other stuff that
you can't help them with
^''^

so you really feel at a loss when people are
in need of things that

you can't help them with

.

Now we've got another rule too.

If a person

gets burned out, we can't do certain things for them until
the insurance

thing is settled, which takes months.
You feel you're not able to help some people at all— we're hindering

.
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For instance, when a
person ,oes to school
so„e of the. get

thSE.

it,

because WIN says they don't
n c Ret
get
y
.

Like there was one

„o«n

education and another „o.an
was

it and
^r.A
It

y
I

in a training

a
don't
think that's fair.
-

progra. for early childhood

in a progran, for
Jewel

ry-^,i„g. xhey
didn't approve the one for
early childhood education-they
approved
the one for Je„elry-„aWng
The rules and regulations
lite that
are too strict or are not
broken down into everyday
language for you
to decide.
.

.

.

About Other ^Pro blems They May
HavP
We just figure budgets mostly
(laughts)

changed the title from Social
Worker.

.

.

.

That's why they

.

A lot of times workers don't
even

take the time to talk to the
clients about other problems they
may

have but

I

a referral,

do take the time to discuss
other problems with them and make

say to get fuel assistance, or
for example,

I

had a lady

whose refrigerator didn't work, but
now she's no longer eligible to
receive a refrigerator (since the cuts).
$200 to pay utilities.

am

I

I

And they always say, "What am

to go" and there's no other place

the Salvation

Army— but

I

I

Don't.

I

I

to do and where

can tell them to go, unless

it's just out of my hands.

Have Compassion for Quite a Few Peop l e.

Things

They can still get up to

Feel Sorry For Them

Sometimes

I

Should Write Down

.

Or sometimes they have problems with their kids.

Sometimes with

their bcyfrlends-.hey get
beat up an, they
live.

co«

tn without a place to

had one woman who came In
and she said she was living
with
some friends and they said
she couldn't live there
any more.
I said,
"Where you living?" and she
said I broke into the Projects
and I'm
I

Just-what you call
I

it?

Squattln.

So she said she lived there

could just pull the case out
just like that, but

some people.
.

Sometimes

...

I

I

.

i

.

.

.

.

feel sorry for

I

have compassion for ,uite a
few people sometimes.

should write down things

I

don't.

feel sorry for them.

I

see now that in our new Emergency
Assistance thing that came

out, we can provide people with
housing up to twenty-one days if
they

have nowhere to go.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^
to Live Like This!"

Tried to Kill Her.
I

.

.

.

.

.

Sh ^eally Needs Help.

...

Her Husband

.

think the housing situation is worse.

Because rents are going

up and a lot of people are saying they're
cold and have no oil and have

used up their fuel assistance.
for them.

And there's nothing else we can do

A long time ago, they used to give workers
lists so we

could refer people to different housing.
I

But now we have no lists, so

just refer them to the Boston Housing Authority.

...

I

have one

client that's sick and she said her name's been on

a

three years for one housing project.

sick— has seizures

She's really

waiting list for

all the time and is unable to work and have five kids.

where she's living.

week and

I

said, "Oh!

You should see it.

I

She had a fire,

went over there the other

People shouldn't have to live like this!".
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She .eall. needs Help.

s„e Is ,et.i„, Help

.H™.„

.He Oepa„.en. of

Social services because
.He, ,„o„ sHe's got
cental p.oHle.s too.
I tHlnk tHe oldest
kid Is about eleven
th„ youngest Is
and tHe
three and
She's thirty-three and
she's got her hands
full and one set of kids
are twins.
Her husband was on the
APDC budget with her
but he tried
to kill her.
She said she didn't
want hi. around anymore.
Because

fuel assistance.

She'd make less than what
she gets now if she worked
at a fairly low-skilled
Job because of paying for
child-care-and there
are no AFDC (child care)
slots left.
A few of my cases have
been child abuse.

...

i

had a girl

wl,o

used to work with me and she
called to say some of my
clients were
abusing their kids, beating
them around the head with a
rope-and they
did go and get the kid out
of the home.

I'm Not Feellns That Po_sltlve_About^

...

^^^-^^^^^^Ll^±-._^-^^

MIT^NDJjA IT

.

.

Bickering

.

.

.

.

feel that it's that professional,
to me.

People Have to

.

and that's bad.

.

.

.

because

I

don't

Due to the atmosphere when

people come in there-it's really bad,
you know.

...

.

Jealou.sv.

I'm not feeling that positive
about my job

run down building

the Atmosp here

Yon rome

into an old

Then sometimes people have to

WATT AND WAIT and wait before they can
see you because you don't even
know they're there.

They don't want to spend the money to provide
us

building to work

in.

A

lot

wLtii a

decent

of times in the small cities or towns,

they've

got better facilities
than we do.

buildin, no.

HaU

clean.

.
•

•

•

peonl. come into a
People
dirty

XHe. ao„.. Have no
p.ope. ...nMns fountains,

or When you get ready to
go to Interview the.
all the booths „ay he
filled, but you don't have
anywhere
uywnere to f^lV
talk so you stand there
in the
corner or in the hallway
somewhere. ...
An^ r..u
And
other things, problems
with your co-workers sometimes
too-with promotions.
You know, people be bickering
and stuff sometimes about
promotionsJealousy or something-somebody
may get education leave
and you don't
get it.
Like one group in our building
has a smaller case load so
they go home in the afternoon
and do nothing.
We have a caseload
that's twice as much.
Half the building is on a
full quota of
.

.

.

redeterminations and half is on half
quota.

So there are conflicts

about things like that.
The reason
find.

And then

me.
.

.

.

I

I

took the job

guess it was the only work

I

could

I

saw that I've been there so long,
it's security for

Even with the cutbacks, because I'm
permanent and

that welfare is going to have to be
around for a while.

I

feel

And they also

have difficulty staying over there in
that department-the majority of

workers there have stayed less than two
years.

Of forty workers only

seven have been there over ten years.

Pay Is Too Low

.

.

.

Hassles

.

.

.

With

C l ients

.

.

.

Yellin and Screamin

At You an d Pickin Up Stuff and Throwing
It At You.

There's high turnover because pay is too low.
you have to go through

.

.

.

with clients sometimes.

The hassles and stuff

You know, yellin

and screamin at you and pickin up stuff and
throwing it at you and

.

.

.

^
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co-worker problems.

The amount
amount- of
nf paper work
you have to do.

And sometimes you may
ave a lot of alcoholic
u .
y have
clients who'll be
actins up ..o-an. so.e.i.es
client, can ..in. an
action against yo.
•

Of a hearing, when
you know yoo didn't do
anything wrong
she said
M
m gonna make you lose vn.ir ir,K u
your job because you
y
didn't do this or that
for
me.
You cut my budget."
And it was because
uccaube thev
cney didn t cooperate
with
you, so you closed their
case up.
-1-

I

J-

'

.

.

.

So she filed an action
against „e.

And of course she lied
because

the stuff she said at the
hearing was contradictory.
up With everything that
was true, so
I

I

won.

I

won.

She couldn't keep

...

But as far as

could see she was in need
if she had brought the
proper papers in.

^^^^^aing^tcUjea^V^^

.

^^^^ ^^^

.^^

Overtones.
Some workers, they really don't
care.

training to deal with people.
budget.

They haven't had the proper

They just come in and figure out
the

They don't take the time to sit
down and listen to the client's

problems.

I

mean there are what you call racial
overtones

.

.

.

too.

You run into that problem.
It's mostly the whites against the
blacks.

I

haven't had any white

clients say that I've done anything
against them because
treat everyone the same.
it,

I

I

don't care who you are.

give it to you, if you're not (eligible),
then

alternative.

But

I

try to find out, get next to the

I

try

...

to

If you say you need
I

find some other

person-

»
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^-!^
Person Is

Wxh

El

igible,

That Client

r.iv^

to

'

™

Em

t
I

I

•

S ay.

Hey. If a

r
Guess Shp Had Some

nnnfn->

p„.

Tr,

Like this other particular
fa.Uy that got burned out
the other

other places-evicted.

The person came In to
.e.

that morning and so this
other Supervisor and

thing they needed.

1

They had had a

Ure

have figured out every-

The next day they ca.e in
and the other Supervisor

supposed to have done.
"They don't deserve It, they
don't deserve It, they don't
deserve
it!" That's what she said, "1
hate 'em," and all that stuff.
I don't
feel you should do that.
I
sav h^v
hey, iff a^ person is eligible,
1 say,
give it
-;

to

'em.
I

.

.

.

guess she had some conflict with
that client in the past.

Like this client was always
calling up and bugging people about
things
and they didn't hop on it for a
while.
At first they were saying the

place they were staying in was
uninhabitable and they had to get the

building inspected and then the next
thing the place gets burned down
and the woman's been calling back and
forth for two months now.
I

Was Running Up and Down Stairs All Day and
Found 'Em a Place to Live.

Then My Work Got Undone By the Supervisor.
They brought in Reports that the place was
in bad condition.

Then

when it came time to process the lady's
apartment they couldn't find the
rent receipt and stuff the woman had already
brought

in— they

just didn't
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look good enough.
They are supposed to call
around and find-because
like I had
called hotels and ... I
„as running up and do«,
stairs all day and
found 'e. a place to
U„e-hut then .y „or. got undone
by the Supervisor.

bugged .e like that

...

alleviate the problem.
you're taking your

o™

„ould do as .uch for her as

I

I

could to

Instead o£ letting It drag
on and on while
time and doing what you
want to do. Go on and

get it out of the way.

„ean that's less aggravation
for you and the

I

client

I

Feel That My Job I.n't That Pro
fessional.

At »e Call It a
Say.

.

I

.

BMP ...

.

...

The Place Me Mork

.h..b,„

^

.

feel that my job isn't that
professional.

We even had a survey

at work which asked us do you feel
you're very professional-salary-wise,

the way you dress, the place you
have to work in.

I

mean what's there

to be a professional about if you
don't even have decent office furni-

ture to even sit down at.

I

mean when

I

see "professional,"

I

think

of someone toting a little briefcase
or all dressed up in a suit or

something like that.
I

wouldn't mind going to work dressed nice and
everything and have

a nice place to go to

.

.

.

the place we work at, we call it a DUMP.

.

At one time we had the opportunity to get a
nice place that would

have been closer to our clients up here on Chestnut Street,
rather than
downtown where we were sent.

Now we got to move out of this building

because they're redeveloping
the area and .aking
condominiums
and brick Sidewalks.
They're trying to run us
out.
And the place is
really in a shambles.
rHor,f = „come in and
Clients
they don't have any
bathrooms working— it's really
ridiculous.
.

.

.

.

We don't have a lot of say
in what happens.

As far as getting our

caseload cut down and the amount
of redeterminations that we
have to
do each month and quite a
few other things that go on
around there we
don't have a say in.
We don't have

.

.

.

.

.

.

we don

'

t

have anything to say about what

happens with clients, because it's
right there in black and white in
our manuals.
.

.

.

As Far As It Goes In Just jrryin^j;ojje^^
It.

T he y 're Not Doing It!

As far as

I

p,.^^

(In Terms of Jo b Training and Placement^.

can see welfare is supposed to be
helping people to

help themselves.

As far as helping them to get off aid,
as far as

helping them to gain employment— there'
ing anything like that.

that come in and

j,3,

I

s

only a very few that's achiev-

And especially too the General Relief people

know some of them have been released from prison,

I

know some are from drug addiction programs and there
are some who are
sick and unable to

work— I don't think they've been

many of their needs.

.

.

able to meet that

.

As far as it goes in just trying to help people, they're
just not

doing it.
I

They're not doing it

!

feel that if a person has or wants to work and is in a position

where she can work, they should provide some kind of job for them

— or

if
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there's some kind of particular
pcirticuiar training program.
And then too-if people
don't have a CED or maybe
they want some
other kind of training,
then we should have it
available to them to help
themselves
i feel more
opportunities should be available
for
the Client to go into all
different kinds of training
programs.
I don't
think they really care.
Workers who are on welfare-they
don't
provide anything for them to
get a higher scale job.
.

.

.

-i-^^^OEe^eo^le May Get One_jl^in^_and_An^^
_Same Thing.

May Not Get the

It Depends On the Supervisor.

I'm critical about what goes
on with the policies.

handled.

How some people may get one thing
and another client may not

get the same

thing-it depends on the Supervisor.

for one person,

other don't

.

it should be for all people

.

.

.

I

feel that if it's

whether one squawks and the

often the one who puts up a fuss
gets it and the one

.

.

who's quiet, but eligible doesn't.
in

How it's

...

how they interpret the rules.

can't interpret the manual (laughs).

So they are really unfair

Even the Supervisor sometimes
It's true.

It's true.

Some of

them can't interpret it to tell you what to
do.

I

•

Think (the Public Has) a Very Low Profile About
the Welfare Department
.

(We)

.

I

Put This Little Tiny Sign Up and Somebody Tore
It Down.

.

think they have a very low profile about the Welfare
Department.

When we moved into this neighborhood
put our sign up.

tore it down.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

they didn't even want us to

They put this little tiny sign up and somebody

People get lost all the time trying to find the
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tha. are frauding. and
us.
.

„ea„ they're sort of
p^ting the bla^e on

So they're not feeltng
that great about us either.

.

.

I

they don't realize that
our hands are tied
L±ea.

That
mat we can

t

But

j
do
any more

than what they provide us
with.

They (Public) Put WHf.ro ri
Unts On the Lowe.t
Pole.

.

.

^M,^^

RnH^

.

They put welfare clients on
the lowest end of the totem
pole.
It's
hard for them to get into housing,
hard for them to get jobs.
Some
people say, "I don't want no welfare
people here." I mean they are
the
lowest as far as they're concerned.
And the public don't even do
anything to try to help a person bring
himself up.
I

feel the public should

be-I mean-more understanding

that a

person may not want to be in the
situation that he's in, or he could be
having a health problem, family
problems, other things could cause him
to be in the situation that he's

in-and they should be more supportive

to help him get up out of that rut.

.

.

.

They're Really Making It Hard For Them To
Even Live

.

.

.

Clients

Really Are Feeling the Crunch.
[The new conservative cutback policy] leaves
you helpless to help

the ones that's been cut off and when you try
to refer 'em to someone-

they don't have the proper day care

their light bills

.

.

.

...

how are they going to pay

they may not be eligible for fuel.

more work to do because of the new policies.

And we got

Those computer matches
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and stuff and eventually
they're soi„s to he
getting .cte computers
and .tuff „Hlch they
I3 going to t.y and
.a.e
easfe. fot us, hut
every ti.e they .aKe
changes, changes, changes-ifs
„ote and „o.e paperwork.
All the tf.e. When they
conserve a little .ore
there's .ore
paperwork for us to do.

^

•

anything.

•

^B^g^^^^^-^^g^lmaklng

u,e

they're trying to

U

It

hard fo. .hen, to even

for«

'e. off

...

x

guess they say If

they put the squeeze on
the., .aybe they'll
Just go out and find something on their o«
clients really are feeling
the crunch
And they just can't .ake
ends .eet.
The .axlmu. a welfare recipient
gets still isn't .uch .oney.
A lot of them say, "1 can't
do It any

longer-I can't live off this money.
work.

So more of them are going
out to
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The Job Club Joke:

Larry:

Drug, then Employment
Counselor in

Public Service Bureaucracies

Ing for the Mayor.
I

did a number of different
things before taking the
drug coun-

seling job-worked at Sealtest
Ice Cream, operated a
forklift, landscaping, painting, construction.
Then in the sixties in response
to
the heroin "epidemic" that
was plaguing the nation,
various clinics,
mainly methadone treatment, were
opened up.
Little was known about
drug addiction in comparison
to now.
The program initially was kind
of
scotchtaped together-thrown together
real fast-they really didn't
know where it was going to
go-didn't know what the objectives were.

,

So they hired people to be
counselors and

I

drugs which they thought qualified
me to be

was very familiar with the lifestyle.
the job included high school,

and that's about it.

had past experiences with
a

drug counselor.

And

I

My "training" prior to taking

the military, the School of Hard
Knocks

It does help you to identify with
a population

you're working with in a helping kind of
relationship, if you've been

through just about everything the client
you're working with has been
through.
It was, a high rate burnout kind of a job.

...

The job was very

draining in the sense of having people you may
have even known at one
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ti-

,hat had gone by the
wayside getting heavily
Involved with
heavy drugs and leading
one day that, gee, this
person was shot In the
head or this person overdosed.
That coupled with the
political clln^teas a requirement to keep
your Job they wanted ...
all staff to do so.e
.

.

.

campaigning for the Mayor-spending
your own
well,

I

kind of procrastinated and
said

IV

tln.e

and you're own money,

not going to be able to do

it

(campaign) this month because
I've got this and the
other things
going. ...
But the time came that
they gave me an ultlmatum-elther

your job is going to be ending
or you have to make some
kind of commitment. ...
I said, "Well, I'm
still trying to fit It Into
my

schedule"-But

I

was thinking about
leaving-^ulttlng-because

I was
having a hard time dealing with
all the things that come up
Just in
the course of a day's work and
was finding that it was getting
to me.
I

was carrying it around with me
and it wasn't good for my mental

health.

So

I

wound up leaving there.

It Felt Like You Didn't Really
Have
It was almost a

somebody

I

.

.

.

An^^_Suppor^_Sz^^

weekly thing where somebody that

I

had as a client-

may have known from before, from
the neighborhood where

I

was

from-seeing them involved and hearing, "Geez,
did you hear what happened to Johnny Jones last week?
they found him dead in an alley

pened to Joe Kelly

...

He tried to rip off this person and

...

or did you hear about what hap-

he O.D.'d and they had his funeral the other
day.

Mainly it was that pressure and the political
campaigning issue.
It

felt like you didn't have anybody, any support
system,

to get together and discuss these

internally,

issues— because everyone else was

buyi.g

l«o u.

just that

U.s

„„.

I

wasn't

„UU„,

buy i„.o

U, U's

life style at the tl.e-I
had better things to
do.

Back
didn't even really think
about the issue of having
to campaign to
Ueep your job in the light
that I look at it now.
Then it was a
hassle, now I see it as OK,
gee. that really goes
against .y values.
It's really not right for
someone to say in order for
you to keep your
job you have to do this.
If you're performing
your job and doing good
at it, this other issue over
-and above doing your daily
duty shouldn't
come into play.
then

I

.

I

Was More of a Friend To Them
Than Anvth.-na
In the program,

.

.

pi

clients would have to see a
counselor once a week

in order to receive their
dosages of methadone.
to them than anything

I

was more of a friend

else-that's the kind of relationship

I

tried to

establish with them as well as provide
some kind of role model.
I

would get to know the person first-where
he is from, interests,

hobbies, what he liked to do, where
he saw himself going.

Once

I

got

an idea of where a person was at,
I'd try to give them an assignment

...

say a person wanted to become a community
service worker, I'd say,

"Why don't you go over to ABCD and find
out if they're offering any

training programs."

Then next week I'd ask them did you go over,
and if

they did, they'd come on all psyched about
it and show me.
that didn't happen often, was few and far
between,
to as psychic

income— seeing

.

.

the rewards

.

But

I

refer

as public service workers don't make any

money.
As far as training for the job, that is where they were
really
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lacking.

They had no training
department.

^^^^^^-^^^-.-^^
to change their lifestyle.

The street hustling kind
of lifestyle was

very difficult for a lot
of people to break out
of when they're offered
a .ediocre Job.
^en you look at the excitement in
hustling versus
a nine to five job that
consists of resporting to the
same place at
the same time, doing the
same duties every day.
It was a very difficult
pattern to break and also it was
very difficult to find
substitutions
that could fill the gaps that
a person had programmed
themselves to
.

£bout_it.
strengths.

.

.

To me, each person is an
individual and you have to find their

They could've set up workshops

.

.

.

based on a survey of

their interests-crafts, martial
arts, yoga, meditation-teaching
people

how to do something else as a
transitional tool to start to create some
kind of a substitution, because that's
a big gap to fill and

I

think if

they set these kinds of things up-things
which would be their choice-

like going to school, and then participating
in some kind of an activity

could be part of the criteria to receive
medication.

.

.

.

After they

reach a certain level, they themselves could
take over the role of
teaching.

...

I

think that would help to saturate people in a
much

more productive and positive way.

.

.

.
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Needs To Be lnpui_from_the_Rar^^

Anybody could make ^suggestions
suesestionc: for
fn-r -jn,
improvement

in

the program, but

whether they were going
soin2 to ho
be ao^^^
acted upon is a totally
different thing.
In my experience people
will make suggestions and
the
.

.

.

director of its program will say
"great idea"
done about it.

But

effective-whether
.

it

.

in the rank and rile,

.

and nothing is ever

think in order to make any
social service program

I

s
'

training program

...

.

.

a drug program, welfare
program, employment

there needs to be input from
people that are out
as far as taking their ideas
and using them.

.

.

.

And now that you bring it up, it
would also be real helpful to find
out
from the population you're working
with what they think would be most

beneficial.

.

.

.

If They Try To Close Down the P rograms
They'd Have Over Two Million Drn^

Addicts Running Around Trying To Rip People
Off.
In terms of the causes of the problems
people

all in charge of our own destinies.

circumstances beyond ourselves.

I

think it

'

s

have— I think we're
a cop out to blame

Racism is a reality in this country.

But also I've seen many black people be very
successful and the same with

women, Portugese and Hispanics.

believe that we're this, or

I

more of an excuse, than saying
do it anyway.

...

We can condition ourselves to

can't do that because of this, which is

OK— THAT

I'm going to try.

I

EXISTS, so what

— I'm

going to

think that for a lot of people in-

volved in a drug treatment program, that is just an excuse,

a trip that

they lay on themselves to prevent themselves from doing anything for
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themselves.
[However],
Choice.

1

don't thinlc becoming a
drug addict is a matter
of

think it happens to people
without being aware of the
consequences
And if they try to close
down the programs they'd
have
over two million drug
addicts running around trying
to rip people
off.

I

...

I

think the social environment
can play a big role

and then people don't think
for themselves
the

norm-and there's the question of

.

.

.

.

.

others rebel against

its availability.

The job was a very positive
experience for me, as far as what

learned from it
think

I

...

.

it served as a building block
for later.

I

The

liked least was the amount of
paperwork and duplication-this

didn't have to happen-and also some
of the decisions that were made

around policy that came from the Ivory
Tower-made by the experts.

How

I

define an expert is someone who is at
least fifty miles from the

problem, but yet can tell you how to
solve it.
As far as who makes the decisions,
that's a good question

really don't know.
gee don't blame me

.

I

You try to get that information and it's,
"Uh well
I

didn't make the rules you know," and you can
follow

that all the way up the ladder.

It's usually done by some blue ribbon

committee that is randomly selected— I'm being
cynical.
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(Says)

.

..

No Mora OJI Monpv.

Take their most recent

poUcy decislon-to

take a progra. that
paid for itself, with an p-x-^pcic m,^*- j-j
excess, that didn't even have
to pay rent because
we were co-located in the
welfare depart.ent-and eliminate
it.
This
puts an extreme hardship not
only on the workers ...
but also the
clientele that's now going to have
to travel forty to fifty
miles-a
i

population eighty percent of whom
don't have cars.
Of course you feel demoralized
at times-like where
as an employment counselor
with

you can)

WIN-when you put

last worked

I

as much energy (as

into getting a person who you
really want to work with, into

an on-the-j Ob-training (OJT)
kind of situat ion-you go out and
talk to

an employer and assess their needs,
explain what an OJT contract is.
•

.

.

Negotiate a contract

...

and all of a sudden you have the
bureau-

cracy saying we overspent out OJT-no
more OJT money-.

.

.

after you've

gotten everything set up-gotten the client
psyched, brought them

through the whole testing, counseling
process-you' ve worked hard to

develop a site-you get just what you're looking
for and the bureaucracy tells you all the OJT money is frozen

money instead— sending people to school.

.

.

.

spend it on Institutional

Gee, it's wierd the way they

allocate a budget for institutional training, OJT,
and work experienceit's budget categories, not people's needs, they take
into account.

.

So It Was a Lot Easier to Emphathize With the Women
Than With the

As an employment counselor at Win,

I

iMen.
>

used to get real frustrated with
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the papa's-the fathers.

I

always empathized with
the wo.en becuase

1

could understand their
situation, you .now-there
they were carried and
their husband walked out on
the. and left the. with three
Icids.
They
haven't worked for the last
three years and the only
Job they'd had
prior to getting married was
a clerk's job in a retail
store or
.
.

.

so it was a lot easier to
empathize with the women than
it was the men.

Because

I

.If

knew the majority of men were
working under the table.

You're Going to he Bul lshitting
Me. Tell Me Ri.ht Now

...

i

Put My Cards Right on the Table.
I

used to tell them right out when
they'd come

in- 1

used to say,

"Hey look, I've got a caseload of
over eighty people and a lot of
people
that want to work with me.
If you're going to be up-front
and sincere

with me,

I'll put some energy into working
with you.

to be bullshitting me,

But if you're going

tell me right now, I'll take your folder
and I'll

stick it in the back of my files and I'll
work with people that want to

work with me.
want

to

If

I

find you're bullshitting me and you don't
really

work but you're telling me you do, then I'll
sanction you, I'll

try to get you off welfare."
first counseling session.
up and they'd say, "Yeah,

fine,

I

I

put my cards right on the table at the

It was very effective.
I

I'd get people opening

have a job under the table."— I'd say, "OK,

appreciate your honesty, don't worry about it, I'll call you
in

three months.".

.

.

Then on the other hand, if somebody was sincere

about wanting to work,

I

had some real success stories with guys that

had had really spotty work histories and had problems dealing
with supervision.

,
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Job

.

..

the Person's Not Going

As for the kinds of jobs

I

^^

^nJ

would help people get-I always
believe

that if you try to force a person
who's got a wife and two or three
kids into taking a minimum wage
job in a factory, that person's
not

going to last.

They're going to be back in two
weeks.

They're going

to go in with the wrong attitude
and any employer is going to fire
them.

So why bother to put someone
in a job like that if they're
not going to

be happy?

The first thing you do in counseling
is draw up an employa-

bility plan-outlining career goals,
and steps you'll take to get the
person working toward their goal.

You Have to Get Rid of the Obstacles That
Are
Into Employment.

...

.

.

.

.

.

Barriers to Getting

.

I'm happier

.

.

.

working more with people than machines.

In between the drug counseling job and
employment counseling,
in

graphics— but

it wasn't as stimulating.

intangible, it's harder to put a value on it

I

worked

In human service it's more

...

my everyday work

consists of counseling clients, using various approaches— Rogerian
Gestalt when necessary. Reality Therapy— Employability Development
Planslots of paper work, writing job orders— a lot of community relations,

interfacing with other agencies like the State Rehab Division, Ex-

Offender programs, Housing Authorities, legal agencies.

You have to

get rid of the obstacles that are going to be barriers to getting into

employment.

People need help with child care, housing, legal problems,

drug problems, ex-offenders.

.

.

.
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When mothers used to come
in with
witn childrpn
a
cniidren under
six we would
advise them to get into
infn a three
i-hr-^.. ^
c
to four
year program.
.
Then the
"end really changed. When
first started it „as reall,
supposed to
have been a training
program for welfare recipients,
and considering
the majority of single women
with families don't have
sUiUs-there
was a real need there to
get their skills updated,
so they could go out
and be competitive, and then
the thrust changed to more
emphasis on
employment goals, placing people
in Jobs and they started
cutting back
more and more on institutional
money.
Then ... the OJT which was
one
of the most worthwhile
components we had
they took away from
WIN and left nothing but Job
placement which has now become
"Job
.

.

U

.

club"-Now people come

in and find

Not Being ANY MONEY.

.

.

.

:

.

their own jobs

day seminar on Job search techniques

The Pendulum Has Gone Fro m

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

they have a one

then they're on their own.

"Here's All This Money. Spend It

Now What's Coin, to Happen Is the

...

.

.

.

To

md

Bureaucratic Shuffle.
I

think they're going about it wrong.

happy medium.
years ago,
agencies.

in

.

.

Granted there has to be a

Some of the social services did go to
an extreme some
the sense of not having any goals or
guidelines for respective
.

There was no organization, no clear idea of
how much

of what was supposed to be done in order
to say, well the program is

working because we've done this much of this.

...

lot of money wasted on institutional training

...

I

felt there was a

and that was partly

^he

faoU

Of the borea.c.acy
„Ho gave WIN the „oney
an. sai. OK, yooVe
sot to spen, this „.ch
.cney on InstUutional
training an.
yo. .on't
you're soing to get a reduce,
a.ount of .oney next
yea.-„hethet ot not
it matched clients,
needs.
xhafs why you had such a
failure

u

.

-te.
.

.

.

.

.

People „eren-t screened
carefully enough

drop out after three months.

...

...

and would

it was
„a= h„h
, •,
kind off like
putting a round

peg in a square hole.
When

I

took over the WIN program
out in [a town outside
the city],

anybody that went into
institutional training, I'd insist
on them (getting the proper preparation
first to make sure they could
handle it and
-re interested in it)
Because, face it, a lot of these
people's
self-in.age has been knocked down
to the point of Gee, one more
slap in
the face and they say, "That's
it,

I

quit."

The program used to be much more
effective.
an extreme-the pendulum has
gone from:
it.

It's gone too much to

Here's all this money:

We don't care how you do it,
just make sure you get rid of it so

we can get you more next year-to
not being ANY MONEY
.

.

Spend

.

.

.

.

.

And instead of

counselors working with people, they have
a couple of people
giving info on how to conduct job searches

them on phones.

...

.

If they failed to get a job,

.

.

then putting

the next component,

was going to be WORKFARE which fell by
the wayside because they deemed
it unconstitutional.

Now what's going to happen is the old bureaucratic

shuffle— People are going

to get shuffled around from agency to
agency

because the attitude of the people that are left
term, but the reality of it does exist

— their

is— I

don't like this

CivH Service Mentality—
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A lot Of people that are
left don't give

da.n about their Jobs,

a

^^^^^^i^^^i^^-^lX^JiBt^reLeU^ ^Waitijgto

Retire

Morale Is At an All T1mp Lou.
•

•

•

One person that

I

worked with

...

suggested at one point
he try to get ahold of the
Alliance for Basic Hu.an
Needs* to deal
With some problem we or the
clients were having, and this
interviewer
I

responded with, "Collaborating
with the enemy, huh!"
mean by the Civil Service
vxce Mental
ifv
iientaiity.

...

I

I

t>.^ ^
The
ones who were more committed

and creative lost their jobs
in the cuts.
that work hard, but

That is what

.

.

There are some people

.

would say the majority of people
that are left

are waiting to retire-and they
just want to put in their time.

Morale is at an all time low

in

the agency and

.

.

.

the people that are

running these job clubs don't really
give a damn whether people find
a job or not

say,

..

if somebody doesn't find a
job in six weeks they

.

forget it, they'll never find a job,
so why don't we just shuffle

'em off to CETA and see if they can
do anything with them.

just get them off our backs.

...

And it

'

s

If we can

too bad because those are

people that really need a little bit of extra
special attention.
The Bumping, Too,
Lost Cre dibility

Th ink That Is Really VICIOUS.

I

...

The Union Lied So Much.

.

...

The Union Really

.

This whole atmosphere of demoralization set in when
they laid off a
lot of people, and

.

.

.

others were rolled back to lower grades and had

*A grass roots welfare rights group made up of recipients
politically
active on behalf of AFDC mothers' interests.

.

to take large cuts in
pay.

The bu.ping, ,00.

I

think that is teally

vicious-paople hu.ped thcae with
less seniority-a„d once
everyone
^

-as tesituated, then theteM
he another round of
ho.ping
whole snowballing effect.

...

it was a

The union cooperated with
the administration in the
policy of
bumping
^^^^ ^^^^^ credibility when
they got us
a lesser contract than
the Alliance had gotten
us-which was primarily
due to the political climate—
Lilt: prooertv
the
property rpv
Hn,.-.
tax limitation
measure and
Reaganomics.
Reaganomics affected me, but the
tax measure affected the
Welfare Department because it's
fifty percent state funded.
I think it's
probably the fact that the union
lied so much to the Union members
that
caused the morale problem ... we
waited eighteen months to get a
contract
and they kept telling us-"Oh,
we got one for you and it's going
to be
real good" and this and that.
it

Every time they would tell us something

turned out to be a lie and every time
that happened, it just ruined

their credibility a little more.

There Was Another Unit -Don'

Ask Me Why It Was Ever Created-It

t

W^.^

Unnecessary
If a person came in and they needed any
kind of

service— child

care, housing, legal assistance, whatever, you
would hook a person up

with a number of resources.

But then there was another

ask me why it was ever created

Administrative Unit.

.

.

.

— it

unit— don't

was unnecessary— called the Separate

They were supposed to deal with what

the counselors had always dealt with.

...

.

.

All the SAU's that I've seen

without a doubt fall into the category of Civil Service mentality,
with-
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out any exclusion.
.

.

.

They're supposed to administer
WIN and they

don't know the first thing
about employability development
plans.
I don't even know how
it got created to be
truthful. ...
a number of
people had to quit their jobs
because the SAU's (I'd depended
on) didn't
come through with child care.
After seeing this, I just made
it a
.

point to develop my own community
resources.
care,

I

I

.

If a person needed child

dealt with it, even though that
was a SAU function.

A Lot of People

Duties

.

...

I

...

Don't Want to Go Above and Beyond
Their Realrn

Found Th a^ Frust rat in g

...

^

But That's the Real Wor ld^

called the Community Crisis Hotline
and asked them if the Community

Resource Book was out.

...

I

found it to be very effective

.

.

.

[in]

getting people child care and saving their
jobs, getting people housing,

emergency counseling, legal care, getting
ex-offenders into-a lot of
people who work in community programs

...

don

'

t

want to go above and

beyond their realm of duties, their job description
and
be frustrating sometimes, but

real world.

I

found that to

had to live with it, because that's the

I

That's the reality of it

.

.

.

there are always those that

don't give a damn and don't care.

[The Southern Half o f the City Goes From White to Hispanic
to Black and

It's Not Healthy For Any of Them to Cross Those Boundaries.

Another job

I

had which

I

enjoyed very much, was working with inner-

city kids in the Youth Employment Division.

That was a program that was

responding to the Judge's forced busing order.

...

It focused on

try-

ing to get some of these kids who had dropped out of school and some of

.
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the girls

„hoM

had

edocational se»i„,

KUs al.e.dy-.o

„Uh

the p.o.ise

ge. .he„ .ac.

the.M

...

l„o

so„e

Wad

of

get the„ a ,oh for

This was the first federally
f.„ded progra. for youths
that reached
over into the private
sector and dealt with
insurance companies, banks,
stores.

...

My function was in the
job matching unit.

They
weren't taking into consideration
the ethnic racial differences
and
co^unity boundaries in different
parts of the city.
[The southern half
.

.

.

of the city] goes fro.
white to Hispanic to black and
it's not healthy
for any of them to cross
those boundaries.
You can't just randomly

assign a kid from the white
section to the black area nor
can you assign
a kid from the white area
to the black-the kid's
life is in danger.

...

So we developed a new system.

That was another program that was
scotch-taped together.

They put

together a sexy proposal-sent it
into D.C. and it looked real good
on
paper but once they had the money
in hand and it came time to
implement
it,

it was a

disaster-there was all kinds of fraud-you had
case managers

ripping the system off, collecting kids'
checks who hadn't been working
in six months.

kids.

...

...

I

think the program was real beneficial for
the

A lot of kids who were going to drop
out and not go back to

school, after the job wanted to go on to
college.

1

Mean People Were Req uired to Spend Twenty
to Thirty Hours Per Week

Campaign ing
The thing

I

disliked most again in this job as well was you have

the whole political machine

...

it was an election year and the
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people Who served under the
Mayor-Now
the. fro. the state so
even though

I

opponent and

was a state worker on loan
to

could Just observe and not
have to be involved

was offered a job with
the city,

1

want to be involved with
this."
the middle.

I

I

said, "No way do

I

1

saw people playing both ends
against

Some hopping on the campaign
wagon with [the Mayor's
.

.

.

some with the Mayor) and
people not being at work.

They were out campaigning when
they should have been working
and they
were still on payroll.
I saw people get
promoted because of their

political campaign work
^

peoole
— t'^^P-Le

thaitnat

fied for the kind of job
j-^-u thev
Luey got.
eot

r>.. way
in no
were competent or quali-

...

t
I

tt,^.
mean
it was real extreme

where you had total incompetence.

After the Buda et_Cuts_^^_,_^nl^e Very
Politically ConnPrt.H M......
to Keep Their Jobs.
I

.

.

.

met some great people working there
though

...

a lot of people

who didn't campaign lost their jobs after
the election too.

I

mean

people were required to spend twenty to thirty
hours a week of their
own time, plus they had to use their own money
to send follow-up letters
to people they had gone out and knocked
on their door

.

.

.

people used

to get so put out by having to take money from
their own pocket.
I

mean face it, any kind of community service, public
service, you

have to know how to play the game of politics.

...

to do to change it.

a

I

that will always exist.

don

'

.

.

know whether it

t

'

s

I

don't know what

natural kind of thing

.

The ones that were campaigning and trying to do a good job
that they were too overworked

.

.

.

— it

seemed

their energies were scattered in too

.
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-ny

different directions, pins
they were feeling pressures
After It was announced that
the Mayor won by a landslide
... he somehow got ahold Of the hit
list and found out everybody
who was campaigning
for [his opponent] and they
went fast.
i ,hlnk only the very
politically connected managed
to keep their jobs.
There's only
several people there out of
the sixty to eighty people
that worked there
at one time.
And the progran, has taken on
a new role, with the cutsjust Job search Info again where
we used to do much much more.
.

.

.

'

.

Ya Know There'

s

Always That .t,-..,

.

.

P„,,,^ 3^^^.^^ P. pl^,,..,

"You're Giv ing Those People Too
Much".

•

As for how the public views
these programs-I think the public
is

receptive to any program, especially
now, that is helping people find
jobs

.

.

.

because of the big unemployment rate.

But

think they've

I

had a stigma attached to them only
because they were public service

agencies.

Ya know there's always that stigma
that's attached to public

service employees.

much."

I

"Too much waste!

You're giving those people too

think it's valid if a person can responsibly
give reasons

about a particular program.

...

.

.

.

But if a person just makes a blanket

statement— this program's no good and doesn't know why,
then that's not
valid

The Empha sis

...

Is Not On QUALITY,

Well, there is a lot of waste.

It's On Quantity.

.

One thing about the public sector is

the fight for funding from year to year.

There's such an emphasis on

making sure that all the money is spent so it will be continued in
sub-

"
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sequent years, so

I

thinR that nee.s to be
change..

Because the en,phasis

that way is not on QUALITY.
It's .ore on quantity-let
's spend, spend,
spend. ...
The way I see some of it being
spent is a real waste,
but then I see some spending,
say on staff training, as a
real good
investment.

Feel Like I've Been

.

.

Zero In On a Problen,

.

.

I

Contend With.
Do

I

.

.

.

Tn

t-he_R anjs

and File Long

Enou.h____^

,_But_Then_A^^

Bureaucracy to

.

wish I'd had more responsibility
on the job?

too much as it was!

boy-I had

Wearing all those different hats-the
hat of coun-

selor, administrator, clerk, supervisor,
writing reports
I

Oh

.

.

.

etc.

probably could think of ideas at least as
good as the people making

the decisions if it's policy you're
thinking

of-I

feel like I've been

out there in the rank and file long enough
to be able to zero in on a

problem, figure out a solution that makes sense,
but then again you've
got the bureaucracy to contend with, and someone
else saying, "Well,

we don't want to deviate from the norm too much
and we don't want to
try anything too innovative, because that might not
go over in Washington.

.

.

.

They're not apt to give us the money if we try something

altogether new.

.

Elaine-Nurse at

Co«Uy

d and

You Can

Based

HeaUh Center

'

t

_an_2^__Y[rTu^

in Blac. Neighborhood,

and Elderly Outreach
Worker at Boston Public
Housing

Just Became Attached.

attended nursing school in
Alabama, then came up here
to take a
nursing job at General Hospital.
After three years there 1
left to go
I

to

[the] State Hospital where

and one-half years.

After that

because of having children and
at the V.A.

worked with mental patients
about two

1

I

went into private duty for
awhile

needed the time schedule.

1

From there

worked

went to Rehab Hospital

I

which was my first real contact
with the elderly.
I

1

for four years and left that
to go back into private duty

because of my children's needs.

years and

Then

LOVED IT.

I

I

worked there three

worked on a medical floor where
everybody was

sixty and over, so caring and
thankful for whatever -for a glass
of

water, anything, and

I

just became attached.

Then the clinic I'm

presently working at had an opening
for a medical nurse, and the hours
were OK, the salary was not great but
it was more community based, so I
accepted the job there, which is where I'm
presently working.

I've been

there six years now-it's called Sojourner
Community Health Center and
it covers medical,
I

GYN, Pediatrics, Adolescent.

was there for about two years when

home assessment on, which is how

service aspect of it.

I

I

I

was given a case to do a

really became involved in the social

went into the home of this aged couple living

in Boston Housing and discovered the
couple had not received medical
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care in over three years.

The woman's last place
for medical care was

university Hospital where she
„as diagnosed as having
hypertension and
diabetes.
Being a difficult case, she
Just dropped out of sight and
never went back.

.

.

^_

Ih^ter^_^^^,JusOeaU^^ldn:^
She Was Just Contrary to
Everything.

Her personality-she was hard
to get along with, not agreeable,

contrary to whatever the doctors
ordered.
up and she just dropped out.

So they didn't follow her

.

The reason the case came to me was
that

her husband came into the clinic
one day because the residents in
the

building were at the point of having her
petitioned out of the building

because of her behavior, and he came over
looking for help.

...

Was

there anything we could do to help him
and his wif e?-because they had

nowhere to go.
So

I

did a home assessment and learned from
her husband that she

had been to University [Hospital] and then
dropped out of sight and that
she had given the doctors a hard time and they
just didn't want to be

bothered with her because she was just contrary to
everything

...

and

oh, she was HOSTILE, paranoid, you name it, and
for a while she turned
on me.

was there four hours, but in the first two hours,

I

just sat

and listened to her call me every name in the book— I think

I

was called

I

everything!

But when we got past that, she settled down and realized

I

wasn't going anyplace, then she allowed me to check her blood pressure,

which was extremely high.

So she agreed to have someone come into her

apartment to see her, but she wouldn't leave.

At that time we had a
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nurse p.ac.U.oner

love.

„o.M„,

the next visit the nurse
practitioner and

did a Physical on her
and

I

I

went out to see her.

did the EKG, hlood was

She

dra™, and the report

between ninety-five and
105-surprisingly, she wasn't dead.
So that
sort of explained her behavior,
her hostility—
ner
hostllitv it was just at
the point
of her going into a coma
orc whatever
wnatever.
„(,t constant
So with
home visiting and
,

medication we were ahle to ^et
her illness under control
and the visits
continued. ...
By the way, she went along
fine for about three years,
then died about six months ago,
but was under care-and
they dropped
the petition in that particular
case.
[Did her personality change?]
She chansed-sha became the
sweetest person.
See what it was-her

blood pressure was out of control
and her diabetes-that changes
your
whole personality, she was Just
out of control, surprisingly she
was
Still alive.

I

Would Go In On My Day s O ff

.

.

.

the Resid ents Got to Know M. On

.

Personal Basis and Approached Me About
a Clinic.
By going into the building on a regular
basis to see her, the resi-

dents in the building started asking me if
it was possible to set up

clinic in the building.
seven days a
I

felt

I

a

For about three months I'd been going
in there

week-I would

go in on my days

off-it was just something

wanted to do and with this constant going in and
out, the

residents of the building got to know me on a personal
basis and they

approached me about the clinic.

That's what really got me involved in

the human services and the political side of doing
things for people.
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U,,^.

tHis is something

and She said. ..EXai„e,
into,

I

^

^^^^

^^^^^^^^

don't thin, you .now
what you'.e getting

but if you want to
tackle
i-ciuivxt; ic
it

I
1

wm

.
will support
you.

You Took On Top Much.

contacted a manager at the
Housing Authority and the head
of
their social Services
Department who's no longer
there-when they .ade
I

this cutback in finances,
she lost her job-the
Housing Authority no
longer carries social services
because of the cutback.
So I contacted
these two people at Housing
Authority, and I contacted the
Visiting
Nurses Association because they
were going into the building.
And
by the way, they only go in
on referrals, they don't
just go in and do
work for clients per se, because
of finances again, they have
to make
sure they're going to get reimbursed.
So they were going into the

building and

.

.

.

Home Medical was going in.

to contact so they'd know what

I

wanted to do.

All these people

had

I

And the Council of

Elders which had a recreation and meal
program.
So

I

had a meeting with all these people
and presented what

I

wanted to do-that the residents were
asking for an elderly outreach

clinic-and they wanted
crossing territories

.

to know just what
.

.

I

was going to do and about

they wanted more statistics as to how many

actually wanted this thing and wanted me to
make an outline of exactly
what

I

was going to do and all this stuff-so that
meant work.

with a community health worker,

I

did a door-to-door survey.

So along
I

made the
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I

remember because when

was about halfway

1

you did it, you took on too
much.

thought, Elaine,

1

1

thin,

But we did the survey,
and out of

104 apartments, sixty people wanted
the service.

About forty had not
received service in two years-no
place-no medical or social service.
So we went back to the
table again and

that if we could set this
clinic up,

referrals-the patients
have no contact with.

I

I

presented my package-

would not interfere with VNA

that' the visiting nurses
were seeing
I

I

I

would try to get

I

would offer them my clinic because
that's where

was working, but also would
still work with them on any place
of

choice-if they wanted to

go someplace else fine,

their nurse and see they got into
these places.

trouble with B.U.

cases

I

In fact,

quite a few cases

couldn't handle on an on-going basis.

VNA who needed service seven days a
week.
sort of relaxed and found out

going on,

housing is
is

would

would only deal with patients
who had no medical

or social contact with any
hospital or physician.

them into a system.

I

I

I

would still be

And with that

I

had no

referred to B.U.,

I

Some cases

I

referred to

After about a year everybody

wasn't a threat.

And with that program

was requested to set up one on Elliot Heights
where the

I

in

receivership, where the court assigned-I think
his name

Vance Chapin

— to

be in charge of Boston Housing.

After all that

I

never did get into the Carter St. Projects where
another one was needed,
but

I

do go in there once a week to do blood pressures
and

where needed and make referrals.
do and how

I

got started.

I

counsel

So that's my whole picture of what

I
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I

was there for three years.

It had a prison

prison-it was
COLD-half the time we didn't
have curtains for the windows.
A lot
of times we didn't have
linens for the beds.

.

.

.

They would just sleep on

the mattress and those army
blankets to cover with.
It was the

atmosphere-there was no problem with
the heat.

Just
cold, dreary looking rooms,
even when the attendants would
try to
decorate, paint and brighten
things up-it would be greys.
The only
time you would see any warmth
there would be when the family
would come
on Sundays and then with the
guilt-trip families always have,
they'd
load 'em up with cookies and
candies and the rest of the week
we'd try
to get

their system cleared up.

But

found it a cold, cold thing.

I

A lot of World War II veterans-mostly
emotional problems.

At that

time it was mainly custodial instead
of rehabilitative care (early

sixties)-and whenever the politicians would
be running for office,
we'd get a slew of linen, clothes for
the people-we never had to worry
about what we needed at that time of
election.
I

felt my hands were tied, you know,

I

was pushing pills, making

sure they went to eat, and doing a head count

actually doing anything for them and

I

—

I

didn't feel myself

just couldn't stand the custodial

type of place.
My sister worked there until a few months ago.

but not enough.

some halfway

Things have changed

They're taking them out on activities and they have

houses— they have

a chance of not staying there.

Now they're doing more rehab from what

I

understand.

But I'm not up

to date.

the Medical ProM»., s Are
Social Vrnhlems.
I

took

present job for „y fa-Uy,
„y lifestyle, and

lnvolve„e„t-rd be working with the
people

in the coMnunlty. people

know or eventually I'll cross
paths with.

I

spend more time with my family.
'-LJ-y.
y

...

noiNot

co^nlty

I

have good hours so can

f^^ the
for

salary— I took

a cut.

The kinds of problems people
have who come into the clinic
are
medical:
hypertension, diabetes, arthritis,
run of the gamut medical
problems and social problems:
n^jobs, husband/wife problems, children

problems-unruly kids, people not being able
this kind of thing.
I

to manage on their budget,

...

would say half of the medical problems
are social problems-some

medical problems are hereditary-but
then on the other hand you have

a

lot of people coming in with their
hypertension, obesity, whatever-

because of the social aspects-their housing,
the way they're living,
where they're living-and especially in Pediatrics,
we have
sick children because of the homes— no heat,
no food
in Pediatrics and in

—

I

a lot of

find it more

Adolescents— those two places— it has

to do with

the social bit, and the older people with
hypertension and obesity
sort of coincide with the social problems; not in
all cases.

.

.

.

I

Really Had High Hopes, But Now They're Really Dwindling—
Because

of the Cuts

.

.

Well, when

.

I

What I'm Doing May Have to Cease.
first worked there

I

.

.

.

was extremely excited about
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taking on a new job and
working in the

awhile and getting involved,
I'd say up till a year ago

I

I

co«ity

.

after being there

really had high hopes, but
now they're
A lot of things I've been

asking for have been "NO" because
of cutbacks.
I

.

think they were met up to a
point and

really dwindling because of
all the cuts.

don't change,

.

At this point if things

feel that what I'm doing may
have to cease [said with

great sadness] because they will
be cutting back and

I

won

'

t

be able

to continue the social service
aspects of it.

When

I

first opened the clinic up,

was told

I

I

could have a medi-

cal doctor, a podiatrist, and my
other requests could be met also.

Well,

I

still have the medical doctor, but
last year the federal govern-

ment (under Reagan) made a drastic
cut in the budget, and one of the

cutbacks was the foot doctor.

They thought that was something that

people could survive without- (laughs)
-Feet

!

-But

to me it's something

that's needed with the elderly, and you
know most of them have poor
care

...

and their feet are in a

mess— and

just couldn't convince

I

them that this was important-that was cut, my
transportation was cut,
so now

I

have to rely on the Council of Elders and then
the Mayor cut

them back with the rides, so people are back to
being limited in trans-

portation except for some emergencies— so

I

don't have no kind of

transportation now because those two areas have been cut.
out now with this new Federal Block Grant

will happen— our money could run out.

.

Also

.

I

.

I

And I've found

can't really say what

had requested another

person to help me but that was out of the question because of budget
cuts.
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It Really Brought Tear.g
to My ^yes
Eyes
li£Z^_L2-i^e arn How to
I

.

.

.

q urvive
T o_S
In

the_Svsrpn^jyon

ConnivP^ n^j^Wy^^^^

divide my time during the
week between the elderly
outreach

clinics out in the public
housing buildings where
a great deal

I

do both medical and

more social service work,
and the r.st of the time

as a medical nurse at the
main clinic and attend to
paperwork.

the buildings,

the residents come down
during my posted office

1

work

Out in

hours-

for blood pressure checks,
medicine or to discuss any problems
they're

having With their Social Security
check or if they need help working
out their budget for the month.
If they need homemakers I
make referrals,
I make calls.
I check on their
medical appointments. Whatever they
need,
that's what

I

as a medical

do.

return to the main clinic and stay
there pitching in

I

nurse— whatever

is needed till five.

The reason that I'm changing my
field is the needs residetns have
are mainly social service oriented-very
little nursing.
it really brought

me-she was

tears to my eyes.

For example,

One of the residents came down to

on Medicaid and Social Security-and
you can only have

$1,500 in the bank.

She has a life insurance worth $700.

The Social

Security office took that $700 and added it to
the $800 she had in the
bank, told her she had $1,500, and took her off.

She had no medical

coverage and that was all the money she had in the
world.
were down South and this money was to bury her.
years old.

So then what

I

Her relatives

She's seventy some

had to do was call down to Social Security and

set up an appointment and she had to get all her papers
together— that

case is still pending.

What it does, the system almost teaches them to

.

.

you've got to learn how to
connive and cheat and steal
Just to survive.
1 find .yself dealing „ote with
social problem,
medical you
can put your hand on it,
but this is so ti.e consuming
and this is what
I want to get deep
into.
If things don't change
at the Health Center
I'll have to find a place
where I can do this.
I would like to be
an
advocate for the alderly-because
they're li.ited-you have very
few
people out there doing it.
Like 1 thought it was so disgusting
when
they cut the Housing Authority
social services.
Now these people have
no one they can call on except
their managers and they have three
or

m

four buildings and they are not
going to be worried about your
welfare

check or you can't pay your rent.

They could care less, they just
want

the rent.
What

I

like most about my work is

I

enjoy working with people and

just feeling the satisfaction of helping
them and seeing a smile come

over their face when
What

I

have accomplished ajob.

I

Just the pleasure of it.

like least is not having the funds, or
being able to nego-

tiate the funds—or being in a position on
my job when they're making
up the budget to say Hey, this is what we
need, this is what would be

useful

What I'm Doing (I Do)
But Limited Say.
I

.

.

.

From My Heart

T hat's It!

I

...

heart and

I

I

Have Responsibility.

Have to Throw That "Limited" In There.

consider myself a professional worker.

been trained in it, but

I

Not only because I've

feel what I'm doing—I'm doing it from m^

feel it's the best

.

.

.

.

I

don

'

t

know if that explains it.
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but it gives you some idea
how

feel.

I

consider myself doing a job as
a professional, but am
limited,
in not being able to do
all that needs to be done.
... if i had
I

the

authorit,,^,

because as

I

small move.

alon^J^itl^th^^^

and

stand now,

I

have to get permission before

I

make even a

What I'm doing is a small part
of the whole.

like I'm in a department that's,
hey, all gerontology.

whole, so

I

am really limited.

I

I

It

'

s

not

„.ake up the

can only pursue my job to a point,

because there are other things on the
agenda.
I

have responsibility, but limited say

throw that "limited" in there.

When

I

.

That's it!

I

have to

first went to the clinic there

was nothing being done for the elderly;
now throughout the clinic if

there's any mention of the elderly, they
say look for Elaine.
The Pressure s (We )

.

.

.

Experience Right Now Are-Who Will Be Fired

Next Because of the Cut Backs.
The pressures

now in general

I

think each one of us as employees experience right

is— who

Who will be hit next.

will be fired next because of the cut backs.
That is the pressure we all experience

now— the

cut back.

With me,

I

always have nursing to fall back on.

Health Center it looks slim, but

1

Right now at the

can try to find elderly work elsewhere.
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People Cop e an d Survive.
The point is, it's what
you
the .oney forget it.

want^.

i,

The .oney is with nursing.

service aspects of it, there's
no .oney,
to do and I Will ta.e
that because

1

U

But to do the hu.an

has to be something

1

want

feel eventually when this
Adminis-

tration gets out you won't
have enough social workers
to go around.
When Reagan gets through with
everybody, everybody's going
to be batty.
The way

I

feel is if you can wade through
this period of time with

Reagan,

I

feel once this blows over,
you're going to need anybody who's

got any kind of knowledge about
helping people cope and survive
this

whole period.

As far as I'm concerned this
is a mini-Depression and

once this blows over human service
people are going to be needed in
the worst way.
If you can wade through this
period, I don t think it'll
'

be as much of a problem getting a
job.

...

The System H as Crippled People So.

Circle

...

I

.

.

.

it's Like a Vicious

Bl ame the System, Not the People.

We have cases we can't help.

It goes back to the fact that the

system has crippled people so-like the welfare
system, the mother is on

welfare and she has a child and is living in the
project.
grows up knowing if

I

have a baby

I

can get on welfare.

This child

Sometimes

they never finish high school, so they have no kind
of education to

really show them how they can help themselves.
in

So they get caught up

that system and the problems get deep and they come
into that clinic

with various problems-eating
naoics
S habits-

,u
they're not educated so
-

.

.

.

all you can do is like
patch 'em upf aiiu
and go
gu back
DacK to that
^h.^ same environment and come back again
generation after
j-i-ej.
generation
generation.
T
In
some cases

you can't reach 'em.
I

You patch 'em.

blame the system

xhe system has built this
into them-

to survive and really do
their thing.

up in there and can't get

The large majority get caught

out-it's almost like

a vicious circle.

I

blame the system, not the
people.
I'm very negative about the
school system.

Black children, the

first thi^g they offer them is
business courses, instead of saying
take
these college courses, these are
what you need, you know.
That leads
to the example of kids who
are on the welfare system.
They go to school
just for the attendance period,
to get their welfare check.
The teacher

doesn't care if they're not there in
the afternoon, and the only time
the parents catually hear about it
is when they're tearing the school
down.

The other little things that happen
along the way the school

never says anything to the parents.
The school tried to put my daughter into
business courses, and she
kept telling them she wanted college courses.
the computer.
If this

So

I

had to almost threaten them

is the easy way out

And they told her it was
.

.

.

kids are kids.

they're not going to push it.

.

.

.

What

gets me is when they start doing these statistics
and give tests to

black and white kids but when they guide black kids
away from college
courses into business courses don't explain how your
chances for your
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scores for college are going
Co be .ero.

There are so .any things

Within the syste. itself
that cripple people-I
don't know-1 could
go off the deep end.

Ther e to Say. Hey. You're
Still Useful
How did

I

get into all this?

From high school days „e always
were

doing for the poor and trying
to help.

Service has always been a part

of me and always will be.

It's only been since the last
six years at the clinic-bef ore

that

I

never thought about AGE, it was
just helping people, period.

But working in the community with
the elderly

they are.

I

found out how neglected

They're thrown into a housing
project-they say OK, you've

got a roof over your head, heat
coming in, so you should survive.

know it's like this is what you get
for being old.
off.

But they're still people.

were directed toward.
their real needs.

This is your pay

They still have needs.

politics-today it's the elderly, before

it

You

Everything's

was youth all the programs

The Mayor used the elderly for votes, but
neglected

Maybe they get a check once

a

month, but uhere are

other needs they have that are social-once they
reach a certain age
they go through this trauma of feeling useless.
to say,

They need someone there

hey, you're still useful, you can do this, or
that, say in

public service inst itutions— and there should be more
centers for their
social needs.
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Of

.

.

Quality

.

of Care,

About what's happening now at
the clinic
I

feel, how

I

see the place.

I

can only give you how

rm_told, their goals are to service
as

many and reach as many residents
and connnunity people in their
catchment
area.
I have problems with
that because they're caught up
with political problems now with the
Block Grant cut and it's become almost
a
survival thing worrying more about
statistics on numbers of people being
served instead of concentrating on
the quality of care to the people
we
are serving.
I think they're losing
their initial goals-they re trying
'

to survive at any

cost-whatever

it

takes.

I

feel eventually the patient

will suffer, the residents of the
community will suffer because in trying
to survive I'm not sure they'll be able
to give the best of service.

They may not be able to get the best of
physicians with the Block Grant
cuts.

They're not as concerned with quality any more.

It's to the

point that they're not looking at what they're
charging the patients
in order to survive.

.

.

.

It's almost on a scale of am

try to please this person or keep the doors open.
in this political battle and

I

I

going to

They're caught up

feel the bottom line is the residents,

patients, clinets, are going to suffer.

They're frightened to death

because of the Block Grant.
I

say "they" because we have a Board, it's a corporation and they

govern us and rule— we take our orders from them and a medical director,
a

director of nursing and a project director, but the governing body of
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the board, they call the shn^=:
shots.

tu^ workers
The
are almost all at the same
^

level-we show most of our anger
at the board and
administration,
because the board really doesn't
know anything, and the
administration
knows and refuses to act— we
don'tL reel
^
feel that
th^t they
th^.r are doing
what they
should do.
.

Brunt

.

.

.

.

.

We're Always the, Cause

of

From being on the workers' level,

ThinRS Not Workln.
[I

.^r

.

feel] the same thing could

be accomplished but just scale
down what you're doing-but still
give

good care.

OK, we could cut back on clinic
hours

...

the whole thing

could still be accomplished, just make
it sort of more compact-in other
words, they're trying to keep up the
same image like they had with enough

money and they can't.

If they just scaled down.

...

the board went out to California for a
conference.

eliminated.

For instance,

That could have been

We're suffering, we don't have money to buy
supplies,

but the board can take off and go to a
conference for two weeks

things could be scaled down, you know, we have
a dermatologist who comes
in from twelve to

six— maybe we could

cut his hours down to four because

two of those hours he's not really doing anything,
just sitting there.
.

.

.

There's so many areas

I

think could be dealt with.

Workers are not included in the decision making.
board and administration

.

.

.—and they're not down here with

always told you can do differently.
this

— we

It's always the
us.

We're

You're wasting here, you're doing

always get the brunt, we're always the cause of things not

working right, but they never stop to look at the whole picture.
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This A dministra^ 1 nn To

.

Moi,-t
^^^jkingj^ittl
^ People Fight AmonP
•

•

•

Themselves— That's the Bottom
Line.
I

have

mixe^jeelin^

glad I'm working there.

about working at the Health
Center.

I'm proud.

I'm

Because, basically, it's a place

that people in the community
can come in and receive care
and get some

assistance and needs met, up until
this point,

I

should say.

And I'm

hoping-I just feel that the board
and administration should stop and
take a look at themselves and see
what this administration is doing
to
them.

It's making little people fight
among themselves:

bottom line.

.

.

that's the

,

The directors of the clinics are
fighting each other now with the

Block Grant.

...

I

„as so upset when our clinic went on
the air last

week asking for aid, cause that's what
they want-they want all the
clinics to go it alone and fight each other
for support and money.

It

would've been much better if all the clinics
had gotten together as a

UNIT— that would've been

a

force— but

goes their way, you're going to lose.

centers are contributing.

if each clinic breaks off and

...

I

feel that all the health

Because each area has people who need it

—

to have one cut out is going to be a loss.

I

Don't See Enough F ighting for the Client.

...

The Social Worker

Tends to Accept What the Bureaucracy Says.
I

fought hard and am still fighting for the elderly, and if

to leave it's going to be

hard— like

I

have

this one girl in Gerontology— not

patting myself on the back, but she doesn't have the drive.

And when

you're out there in the community, you have to be able to stand right
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in those positions.

to stop

and I've been

She's good, she's soft,
a nurse, but

elderly work,

I

I

feel that

will take it elsewhere

My view of
human service workers in general
is they're PASSIVE-I
have observed
and watched a lot of people
in the field, but they're
not FIGHTERS
I don't see enough
fighting for the client-instead
the social worker
tends to accept what the bureaucracy
says over the client's word,
like
an incident

I

saw when a social worker just
accepted the Housing office's

word that her client hadn't paid
her rent even though she said she
had.
She's good natured, but in human
services you have to be a fighter
out
there, because when a client comes
to you they're not always right
but
till proven wrong you stand up for
that person; you try to get as many

details as you can and go fight for them.
I

guess I'm a fighter, because way back,
coming from the South,

had to step back, take seconds and so
on, and everything
fight for.
stages.
I

I

I

I

got

I

I

had to

was active with Martin Luther King-I was
in the initial

don't know, you never get anything being passive.

feel that a person who has been an active
fighter for any type of

reform makes good social workers, because their
bottom line is people
and human need, but when you get these young girls
who come out of a

sheltered home and have gone to college and obtained a
degree and that

makes them a social worker, they're lousy— that's how

I

feel.

But a

person who gets out there and says I'll take my chances, but I'm
going

to fight for this right
gnt, Whether
whprh^.- it

the right is-„hen

women's rights-I don't
care what
i

s

loo, at human services,
.oo're helping a person in

I

need who can't help
themselves, cause if they
could you wouldn't he
there.
.

.

.

ron^e

got to be involved.

If you're going to be a
social

worker, you just can't sit
behind a desR and sign
papers or go see a
client and see how they're
feeling.

a

Draws It Out

of

You

Makeq Yn„
^^^^^^
You

.

.

...

a

Group

More Forceful Per-^on

A good social worker has to
become involved.

.

You have to have an

interest or need to help, and then
find that what you're doing as
an
individual is not accomplishing the
goal, that you need to look to

other people for help.

Just by associating, talking,
communicating, and

meeting with other people-being with
other people who have a goal-it
draws it out of you
and being part of a group it makes
you that
.

.

.

kind of a person— a more forceful
person.
I

I

learned how to help people, how to set
up the clinic, etc.

just asked questions.

The main thing

I

by-

find is asking questions.

That is my answer to survival is just to
ask some questions and when

I

get jammed I'll take the initiative to
call on the individual's part.

And you can join the different human service
task forces and keep
informed through your local human service agency
which has information
on what's happening in your community.

Action for the Elderly.

I

called and

...
j

I

oined— that

about, it's workers from [all the area hospitals

from all areas, we're all concerned.

received a letter from
'

s

what it's all

]— human

service workers

We meet once a month to discuss
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our problems and see what
we can do as a group.

...

have more respect for
people who go out and fight
rather
than these prim and proper
social workers-they Just
turn me off.
I
have very little contact
with them and very little
respect for them.
They have a degree and title
and are looking for an
administrative
Job
they don't want to get their
shoes dirty or get wet in the
rain reaching community people.
.

.

.

I

.

CHAPTER

III

HIGHLIGHTING THE ISSUES
The Totality of

n^^^^^^_^_^^^

the Rising Numher_ofJiuman_Ej^^

Human service workers witness,
every day, a tide of human misery
they are unable to stem and
an
impoverishment of body and spirit
they
are unable to renew.
their work, they deal with a
magnitude of

m

material and psychic distress
which overwhelms their attempts
to respond
within the bureaucratic constraints
of their jobs and that inevitably
leads to feelings of demoralization
and despair, and often emotional
depletion and "burnout. "2

Originally motivated to become members
of

the human service profession to
help people, many end up so drained,
torn

apart, and disillusioned by their
inability to handle the enormity and

depth of the problems, that they are
eventually unable to help even

themselves
The workers interviewed served a range of
people or "client groups"
who,
it

increasingly, find themsleves cut off from life
necessities, whether

be the means to physical survival— the job
or money to pay for decent

housing, food, health care, transportation, education;
or the emotional

nurturance needed to live, grow

and flourish.

These groups on the

edge of physical and psychic survival include the white
working class

and poor youth living in economically depressed areas, with few
oppor-

tunities and little support for growth and development with whom
Danny,
Marjorie, Donna and many others worked; black and Hispanic men and women
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Who are discriminated against
in all spheres-education,
jobs, housing,
and politics and services
with whom Jan, Larry, Elaine,
Carmena, and
Carrie worked; working class
and poor women, particularly
mothers, of
all ethnic backgrounds suffering
from inferior status based in
some
instances on class and racial and
sexual inequality, but all sharing
the burden of raising children
with insufficient support with whom

Larry, Carrie, Jan, Carmena, and
Elaine worked; the economically insecure and socially isolated
elderl^^_po£ulati^ with whom Elaine and
Jan

were so deeply concerned; problems
of physically ill or abused,
emotionally

neglected young children with whom Carolyn,
Elaine, Donna and Carrie

physically disabled, mentall

y ill and retarde d,

and the drug

and^alcohol-addicted populations who are stigmatized
and socially
isolated with whom Ann, Jan and Carmena,
Tina, Dan and Larry, and

Dorothea respectively, worked; the disoriented,
anxious, and depressed
middle class white people with whom Dorothea,
Jan, Carmena, and Carolyn
worked; and finally the "different

."

those who do not readily adapt

to available roles within the existing
institutional framework, with

whom Jan, Carmena, and many of the others worked.
Carolyn described some of the children she worked with
at her day
care center as "little weeds" who weren't receiving the love,
care, and

nurturance they needed to develop and thrive.

She spoke of her feelings

of helplessness in seeing little kids barely three years old,
already

convinced that little girls weren't as good as little boys, and who were

already clearly racially prejudiced.

Ann, handicapped herself, was

acutely aware of the totally unsupportive atmosphere and adverse condi-
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tions awaiting the handicapped
FF
younRsters
yuungsters she
^hp was preparing .for
"independent living"
out
ut
in society.
soriPfv
pio-,a
Elaine stressed the cold,
harsh reality
of old age in which the
elderly are discarded as no
longer useful,
valuable members of the community.
She spoke of the systematic
underdevelopment of black children in
the local public schools where
they were
channeled away from the more
challenging college academic courses
into
lower trades. Marjorie and Donna
both were deeply disturbed about
the
lack of attention being given
to developing the skills and
abilities of
•

white working class students.

Carrie and Larry saw the cards stacked

against young welfare mothers responsible
for raising children alone
without male support, often ill from
living in uninhabitable conditions,
without job skills or opportunities for
training and growth, without

access to child care services, and like
other women and their children,

frequently subject to sexual violence and
physical/psychological abuse.
Dorothea, Dan and Larry characterized those
addicted to drugs and alcohol
and unable to function as coming from all
class backgrounds.

Workers report that even relatively affluent, upper
middle class

white youngsters and adults are suffering from feelings
of anxiety,
depression, lonliness, feelings of inadequacy, and chronic
health problems.

Many find themselves unable to cope with even the simplest
aspects

of daily life.

their lives.

Many are having difficulty in "meaningfully orienting"

Relatively well-off people are falling apart under the

strain of unbearable tensions at work and in the home.

Workers report

that people are experiencing severe problems in sexual relationships,
in

parent/child relationships, in dealing with the absence of meaningful

.
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friendships and supportive
social bonds. In experiencing
feelings of
emptiness, lack of meaning
and purpose.
Many people are experiencing
a
growing feeling of superf
luousness and .arglnality, of not
belonging
or fitting in and of not
knowing how to orient themselves
In the
midst of rapidly changing
social and economic institutions
and cultural
values.
To round out the vicious circle,
we need only add the final irony

of including human service
workers themselves to the list of
"human

expendables."

Under pressure of the politicized
fiscal crisis, they

are indeed becoming a decimated
species, themselves fast entering the

ranks of the structurally un- and
underemployed, without "marketable

skills," swelling the new classes in
computer technology and private
business management.

Many who are overcome by stress find
themselves on

the other side of the desk, seeking
mental health, drug and alcohol

counseling, and health services, career counseling
and job placement
ass istance
In summary then,

it

is within the human service system that the

key contradictions of our society reach their fullest
intensity.
is here that the multiplicity,

felt with full force. ^

It

It

the mult idimensionality of crisis,

is here that

is

the tragic repercussions of

society's racial, sexual, class and status contradictions are
concentrated.

Here the personal and political connect unmistakably.

Here,

the personal pain resulting from broad level political, social, and

economic changes is glaringly obvious.

The human service system has

gathered to itself every imaginable form of human vulnerability.

Every-
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thing „e as a culture tend
to evade fully dealing
with, or ™aUng sensitive provision for, Is
collected Into the overburdened,
Internally-

conflicted human service system.
The next chapter will explore
the political significance of
the
fact that the human service
system is forced to address, however
poorly
and inadequately, the many forms
of human vulnerability and
damage which
have been generally socially
evaded.
Suffice it to say. here, that the

human service system expresses our
deep need for the very thing that we,
as a competitive-hierarchical
society, most vehemently deny:

support.

The fact that this support is provided
to groups situated quite low on
the social hierarchy, who are generally
held in contempt (poor women
and people of color, the mentally ill),
and often in an oppressive

manner within a bureaucratic system of
control-only further deepens
Americans' ambivalence toward the human service
system.
Service Workers Central Insight:

The Fundamental Need for Support

Nearly all the workers interviewed very clearly
recognized the
vital importance to their clients of "support" at
material-economic and

social-emotional levels, and perceived their own roles as
trying,
against all odds, to provide this missing support.
clearly:

Dan stated it most

"I try to be the person who was never there,

vidual needed but never had

.

.

.

[whom]

the indi-

so that he will not be alone in begin-

ning his struggle to deal with his pain and anger."

Dan, from a working

class background himself, emphasized the emotional pain and inner dis-

orientation of the youngsters he worked with just as much as he emphasized their economic hardships, and saw them as very much interrelated.
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Elaine, fro. a black Southern
worRlng class background
herself was as
concerned with the pain of
isolation, the lack of social
support and
connectedness suffered by the
elderly, as she was with their
barely
minimal level of subsistence and
physical needs.
She was concerned
that they no longer felt useful,
nor felt valued for their
contributions.
Carolyn, in her day care work,
saw nurturance and support as
the essence of her role.
This support function will be
discussed more
fully in the section entitled "The
Positive Value of Human Service Work,'
.

and in the next chapter the
sociological concept of support will
be more

fully defined.

The Lack of Support and the Viciou
s Circle of Human Service Work ^
"So what we're trying to do is to
help people get back on their

feet and be able to function back in
the community from which they come.

What we don't have much power to affect is
the community from which
they come.

..."

"It's like a vicious cycle and until you get
at the root of it

and do some work to try to prevent these things
from happening in
the first place, you can just tread water forever."
In

this one statement Janice characterizes very nicely
the funda-

mental dilemma of human service work as

it

is

presently structured.

Jan, Carmena, and Danny's observations that there are
simply no support

systems out there in the community, was an insight shared by nearly

every human service worker interviewed.

The general lack of support

available to clients and themselves was perhaps the central reality

.
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confronting hu.an service workers
in their everyday
activities.
The
lack of ongoing systems of
support within the broader
co«ity was
emphasized as an original cause
of clients' problems, and
as a prin^ry
reason for service practitioners'
o™ feelings of futility about their
work.
People unable to cope any
longer with the pressures of their
life situation, if they are
lucky, enter a realm of human
service where
they gain enough support to
feel able to cope again-only
to fall apart
when once again in^ersed in the
same non-supportive, pressure-filled
environment
Others, less fortunate, may enter a
realm of "human service" where

they are twice victimized and further
damaged by any number of repressive
and dehumanizing forms of institutional
treatment about which a great

deal has been written and learned in
recent decades.

6

Many people thus

find themselves chronically dependent
upon an internally conflicted,

overloaded human service system and upon
harried, overworked, and

overwhelmed "service providers" who are totally
unable to provide,
in adequate measure,

social life.

As

I

the support missing from the fabric of everyday

will argue in the next chapter, few political

theorists have understood the central importance of the
crumbling of

social-emotional systems of support and the urgent need for
alternative
forms of support.

This thesis attempts to bring the need for fundamentally

new forms of social and emotional support onto the center stage
of political debate and action.
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X
Inevitably, when service
Drarf,-n„
practitioners such as Dan,
Carmana, Janice
«d Carolyn attempted to help
tronhled youngsters or
a.ults, they
accuse, a .rear .eal
upon the fa.Uy an.
ho„ the .yna.lcs ol
la.Uy u,e
affected their clients.
Even when these workers
were well aware of
the harsh economic
conditions laplngm, upon
family nie, they still

was Of central concern.

The fa.Uy was explicitly
perceived as th,

crucial source of support
for these youngsters
and adults.
How well
the family was functioning
as a .echanis™ of
support appeared to he a
key variable in how well
Its .embers were able
to endure the vicissitudes of life.
As Dan Explained, If the
father was too busy with
his
»ork to emotionally support
his wife and kids, if
the parents' level
of Intimacy and communication
was very "low-key," if the
kids felt they
had no supportive listeners
within the home to who. they
could report
their feelings of confusion,
frustration and anger at what they
saw
all around the.-then their
lives would start coming apart
at the seams.

People With no families at all
were the most likely candidates
to enter
the human service system given
the virtual absence of other
forms of
family-like support within the community.
Drawing on recent feminist literature,
the next chapter will argue
that human service workers deal with
clients whose problems arise as

much from breakdowns in familial and
communal supports as from economic
breakdowns, and that the two sets of
problems are reciprocally interrelated; and that the unjust division
of power and responsibility between

?
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sexes .3
the deep human problems

as .,e

„Uh

cUss ....3.o„

of Xa.o.

e.ea..„,

which human service
workers deal.

^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^ses^^^
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Fundamental Value Controversies
and the Social Morality
Drama
"For the Federal Government
to plunge headlong
financially into
supporting child development
would commit the vast moral
authority of
the National Government
to the side of communal
approaches to child
rearing over against the
family-centered approach."
(President Nixon's
Veto Message regarding the
Comprehensive Child Development
Act of 1971)
(1)

The human service system
is an arena full of value
conflict.
It is
one Of the few public spaces
in our society in which
the culture's
central meanings and motivations,
conflicts of personal values and
social
morality, felt injuries and
perceived injustices can be expressed
and
fought out.
Within this arena a wide variety
of persistent personal
problems and social crises are
articulated and competing policy respon
ses
are developed by groups with
different values and purposes, holding

different positions of hierarchical
power.

Basic questions arise with

m

the human service orbit about what
constitutes "normal" human development

should everyone have the right to
opportunities for "full" human develop-

ment and how is this to be achieved?

unrealistic goal to begin with?

Or is full human development an

What constitutes adequate physical

health and emotional well-being, sanity and
insanity or maladjustment;

virtue and Immorality, Justifiable/responsible
and unjustif iable/lrre-
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spo„s,Me .e.av.o., U,e success

.aU..e; U,Ui.a.e ana
UUsUl.a.e
wo., ac.lvi.,, accep.aUe
and unacceptable fo„s
of fa„U. X„e, sexual
relations, child care, sex
a„<,

roles?

Should hu.an development
be understood in holistic
ter.s, emphasizing equally physical,
emotional, mental, spiritual,
creative, social
and political dimensions
of personal growth?
Or should it be understood
in more functional terms?
That is, should the human
service system
help reproduce people to fit,
more easily, the available
slots awaiting
them in society?
Or should human services
not be concerned with human
development at all, nor even with
bare survival and take a more
Social
Darwinist stance, leaving questions
of subsistence, survival,
and human
development up to the private individual
except in extreme cases of

disability or disruptive behavior?

In

short, whose responsibility is

human development and what form
should it take?

vidual or familial responsibility?
public and personal responsibility?

Or,

Is

it

a private,

in part, a more communal,

indisocial,

To summarize, should the human

service system be guided by philosophic
principles of Social Darwinism,

functional social reproduction, or full,
holistic human growth?

What

modes of service, organizational structures,
and political orientations
are consistent with the foregoing philosophical
goals of service?

The

human service system has become such a politically
volatile arena today

because issues and concerns are raised there that go
to the heart of our
way of life.
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Many of the service
practitioners tell a similar
story about their
service wor.-that it is
full of conflicting
goals held hy people located
at different levels of
the hierarchy, people who
tend to work at cross
purposes with one another.
They graphically describe
the chaos and

confusion found, especially in
the larger service bureaucracies,
where
the lack of on-going
conununication and mutual planning
has eroded any
substantial sense of trust between
people positioned differently
within
the hierarchy.
These
bureaucracies do not see. to operate
8
as they were
"supposed to," with policy established
at the top, then efficiently
implemented by lower level staff down
the line.

In part,

this appears

to be because the policy goals
established at the top are themselves

often ambiguous and contradictory.

In part

it

is because

the concerns,

purposes, and goals of those workers and
clients lower on the hierarchy

with less formal authority, often differ
from top level managerial
and professional concerns.

But what becomes abundantly clear is
that

the hierarchical relations of human
service work militate against the

development of a spirit of common enterprise and
cooperation in working
toward mutually-agreed-upon goals.

Marjorie's experience teaching in the public school
system in
Belmont offers an excellent example of people located at
different levels
of bureaucracy working at cross purposes with each
other.

A deeply

committed, young and enthusiastic teacher, Marjorie found herself
tem-

porarily paralyzed— trapped between different layers of the educational

bureaucracy, each with its own philosophical orientation and possessing
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very unequal amounts
of power.

cen..al a.^i.^tration
ha.

if you recal]
recall,

pi... her

u
the school
district's

in an

.temati.e Pro.ra. against
Wishes Of that program,
which ha. heen fi.htin.
for the ri.ht to
choose their own teaching
staff to xnsure
insure staff commitment
to their
philosophical goals and
approach to learning
dLnmg. The ad."
administration was
osing Ma.jorie to
,e.o„st.a.e rtat staffing
decisions „e.e Us prerosatlve ana .He .Ue„a«.e
..o..a. ea.e .n.e. Us
con„ol an.
•

Marjone, he.sell, „.ne
Being

a.,o.U.

a

creative and Innovative
teac.et

dia

not l^edlatel, Identlf,
„ltH the staff, .oungsters.
an. at.ospHe.e of
the Alterative Ptog.a.
neatly as „ch as she did
„lth the .ot.ln. class
youngsters In the .alnstrea.
high school „hete she
herself had gone to
school as a young person.
She felt that these
working class students
-ren^t getting nearly enough
attention because of the
whole array of
special programs which seeded
to be draining energy
and resources away
fro. the .alnstrea. classes.
With the Alternative Progra.
considering
her an unwelcome intrusion
and the administration being
completely
unsupportlve (by not providing her
with teaching materials, etc.),
the
whole Situation had become so
tense and untenable she was
forced to resign.

However, even after she succeeded
in getting a Job she liked
very
much as a remedial reading teacher
in the mainstream school,
she continued to be saddened and perplexed
by all the bureaucratic politics
and factionallzation, by the
inability of people to work together,
by
the atmosphere of liberal tolerance
permitting everyone to "do their

own thing" and by the lack of
any overall developmental learning
program
and coherent structure for staff
and student development.

Instead of a
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fro. one another, were

"-e.

.o,"

„„.u .hln^s

a "fun and games
a huge

aoin. .he ,i„a of
Job even .he.
ha.

,o„e„

so .ad .ha.

mentalityy prevailed.
prevailed "9

U

reaU.

.as al„os. a Jo.e:

^
.
Students
could choose from

catalog of courses listed
in 'Vho
.
the latest
potpourri liberal style"
i

studen.s .o avoid deveXop„en.al
learning classes and for
.eachers .o
avoid co^nunlea.lng „l.h
one ano.her.
She re^ar.ed a. how
.hrea.ened
and resls.an. .he classroom
.eachers were when she
approached .he. ahou.
working .oge.her on par.icular
s.uden.s' reading problems,
so unaccus-

tomed were .hey .o such
.utual consul.a.lon and
coUabora.lon. Marjorle
ap.ly charac.erlzed .he
cons.ema.lcn she fel. a. .he dismal
repercussions
of bureaucratic paralysis,
or of people working a.
cross purposes wl.h
one another.
In my view, Marjorie's
perspective on the liberal educational
bureau-

cracy which produced so many
underdeveloped youngsters and divided
teachers and programs against each
other contains an implicit class
critique.
Marjorie herself was rooted in the
working class community
of Belmont where the school was
located.

She did not feel "deprived"

as a result of her background,
but felt fortunate to have lived in
a

culturally rich community with abundant
resources at her disposal.
Between kinship and friendship networks
that crossed even racial lines,
there was always someone available in
time of need and always someone
to learn from.

Being from their community, she did not
underestimate
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these mainstream, white
anH ki»„i
and
black „orki:,g class
youngsters' ability to
learn, grow, and develop.
She wa,
was, therefore,
naturally angry that the
school system itseU
expected relatively
little from them and
their
^eachers, „hile giving
special attention tc
the more affluent
youngsters,
.any of „hom gravitated
to alternative
programs and „ere taught
by staff
brought in from outside
the surrounding working
class con^unity.
She
naturally resented their
attitude of wanting to
be in ..their o™ little
world, off away from
everyone else..-like
herself.

Marjorie-s conflict with
the liberal alternative
program and administrative bureaucracy cannot
be attributed to any
stereotypical ..working
class ethnic., characteristics
such as being more rigidly
conservative in
teaching methods, or being
opposed to student and
parent participation
decision-making or being opposed
to affirmative action
or supporting
the rights Of black teachers
and students.
Quite the contrary.
She
expressed whole-hearted support
for black affirmative
action in order
to preserve a racially
balanced staff during the
layoffs which resulted
from a state tax limitation
measure. And her teaching
style was decidedly
non-traditional, flexible, experimental,
individualized, and creative.
For example, after having been
the pawn in the fight between
central
administration and the alternative
program, she was given a Job teaching
second grade in a highly traditional
setting.
She gradually introduced
a number of experimental
methods and by the end of the year
had completely
"opened up.' the classroom.
In sum, it would appear that
Marjorie's

m

frustrations revolved around the tension
between her own heart-felt
comn,itment to the full development of
ALL students, especially the

"hich o.scu.ed .he
class
0"^ Of ..e „os.

Mas 3„ecU„s

.he e.ueaUo.al
p.oeess

,u..„s examples of ecnfUctin,
phUosopHies

of

service emanating from
different levels
eveis ot
of the h,hierarchy can be found
the state mental
hospital.
Carmena described the
formal Institutional
Soal as ..to provide the
best service possible
to the patients,,
but said
the more Important
hidden Institutional
agenda „as to maintain
their
alliance with the untversltv
arsity anH
f„
and to use patients as
pa^s In the process
Of training Residents.
She pointed out that
It was one thing for
Resldents-In-Tral„ing to observe
patients' physical disabilities
and
treatment methods, but when
raw intense emotions
are the object of
scrutiny, large numbers of
observers can be extremely
destructive to
the patients' well being.
Since this is a state
hospital, a public
sector ..dumping ground.' of
last resort for people
unable to afford
private mental health care,
the power relations are
fairly clear.
The

«

needs and priorities of the
wealthy, private medical school
with Its
aspiring young professional
Residents are often likely to
take precedence
over the needs of an impoverished,
emotionally vulnerable population,
many of whom may have been
involuntarily committed in the first
place.
As will be discussed further
later, a middle-level social
work

professional of Carmena's kind is
caught between the medical
professionals
at the top of the hospital
hierarchy and the Impoverished clientele
at

the bottom.

She must balance her professional
survival within the state

bureaucracy with her own inner principles
of what quality service entails.
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in this se...„,

^^^^^^^

the.e .o .e a

„Ue

.ange of

service o. ..t.eat.enf
:

^^^^^^

ccn,U«ins philosophical
approaches

.o

hehavlo.al condUlo„l„,,
psychoanalnlcall.

oriented individualized thpran.r p
therapy, family oriented
therapy, Gestalt
therapy with peer support
pport huilt
^
ir.
built m,
feminist
therapy, and other politically, socially oriented
approaches such
ucu as creating
creatine community support
networks, organizing to
gain
n access to or
S
nr- ^
develop needed resources
for
survival and growth, etc.
Such differences in the
philosophy of
service is conditioned and
complicated, however, by the
fact that
•-,

,

Carmena is an Hispanic
professional on an Anglo ward
and is deeply
attuned to the needs of
Hispanic clients in a way
the other professionals
are not.
In addition, she is
reminded daily of the subordinate
feminine
social work role she is
expected to play vis-a-vis the
more powerful
and prestigious medical
professionals.
It is they who "diagnose,
decide,
prescribe, take responsibility,
exercise clinical judgment,"
while, as
Carmena unceremoniously put it,
the social worker does the
"shit work."
These differing levels of power
related to class, professional
status,
sex, and race tend to produce
different perceptions about what
clients

need and what are the most
therapeutic or valuable approaches to
service.
Carmena characterized the white,
usually male, psychiatrists as

holding to a "more conservative
psychoanalytic approach," while she tried
to "focus more on what was going
on now for the client, dealing more

with on-going pressures in the client's
social environment and family

situation."

She said that while she did not ignore
early childhood

sexual conflicts and the psychoanalytic
contribution, this was not the

primary focus of her
clinical work.
work

Shp pointed. out
She
earlier that over
•

fifty percent of Hispanic
clients' nmKi
Clients
problems revolved around
social/

eco„»,c co„ce„3-.He Uc.
And

o„U.e

the vital,

o. . aecen. ,o..
Housing,

fa.U, support.
.he ps.chU..,3.3. as
a social „„.,er
sWe „as ,„.olve. i„

if unprestigious
gious wnrlf
i
work, of t,
helping
people find supportive
•

environments and income support
after leaving the institution.
Janice described a similar
philosophical conflict at the
much
smaller psychiatric facility,
the Park Street Center.
There she witnessed What She called a
purely "financially motivated
insidious
process of deterioration" in
which the philosophical
model of service
Shifted from what had been a
more egalitarian, cooperative,
mutually
supportive "therapeutic community"
to the more hierarchical
physiciandominated "medical model" of
treatment.
.

.

.

She said there had always
been

a conflict between the
psychiatrists who tended to overmedicate
the

patients and the line staff who
argued against this practice and
who in
many situations succeeded in
getting the "meds" cut back.
After the
shift, treatment became much more
individualized and less peer supportgroup oriented.
Diversity of treatment approaches,
which had included
pastoral counseling by Greek Orthodox
parish priests from the surrounding

neighborhood, gave way to the narrow
scientific/medical approach promoted by the medical director.
Janice herself became less and less enthralled
with the medical/

psychiatric approach to health and mental
health and began moving in
a

more preventive public health care,
community-involvement philosophical

orientation, which de-emphasized the value of
medical professionals in
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favor of lay people,
and the -alUed
professions"
cessions of nursing,
y
midwifery
healing, social work
etc
^
etc.
and the development
of community-based
services
offering more "appropriate
"
levels of care.
care
She was also distressed
that
the type of treatment
offered
e-ed at Ppt-v
Park Street excluded
such vulnerable
groups as the elderly and
infirr^
mfirm,
the very young, and
y
minorities.
She
was seeking a way to
develop a less exclusionary,
preventive approach
based on
.^eds for supportive
services, not private
institutioal priorities which,
ultimately, after Park
Street Center's sale to
a "real business outfit "
crit,
rp^7n^^ro^ around
^
revolved
a dollars and cents
profit
calculus more than anything
else.
.

_i^

Dan's varied experience In
youth services reflects

a wide variety
of conflicting philosophical
orientations fro™ the creative.
e.pathetlc
Gestalt humanlsn, and supportive
family-style environment at
Hillside
to the relatively un
Imaginative, burnt-out custodial
approach to care
at Pilot Place, to the
nock-em up" philosophy of brutallzatlon
of the

Youth Services Division.

In the more repressive and
custodial settings,

workers at the lower end of the
hierarchy had little or no Influence
over the type or quality of care.
When workers made attempts to
Improve
or humanize care, they soon
found
-themselves isolated and forced to

resign.

Another example of philosophical
conflict and unequal power can be
seen in Carolyn's experience in a
parent-cooperative day care center in
a relatively affluent suburb.

Many of the parents seemed to conceive
of

her role as "baby sitting" even though
a great deal more in way of

nurturance, child development skills, sensitivity
to different children's

needs, and creativlrv
t-ity

.0.

3^"

as ..re

necessitated ...a.

„

^
das.gnxng
activities was demanded.

nr.

a

„,,^^_

co^ieation

Carolyn

^^^^^^^^^^

and eoiia.craticn
.et„ee„ patents and

day care „ot.ers.
„Hile the patents for
their part tended to
ignore
or «isperceive Her
co-„nrutrant role and saw
no reason to co^.nieate
With her or the other
workers ahout any special
needs or prchle.s with
Which the child and family
„ay he dealing.
Carolyn also noted a
relatively significant valne
difference hetween the .ore
upper/middle
class parents and the
lower/middle
/miaaie clac,<.
class H^,,
day care workers.
The parents
were anxious to have their
children become assertive,
autonomous,
achieving individuals, while
Carolyn was also concerned
with the
children's ability to cooperate
within a group setting.lO
This value
difference was exacerbated by
the fact that the parents
were more
oriented toward the nuclear
family setting and typically
competitive
work environments, while
Carolyn's Job situated her in
a semi-cooperative
group setting in which she
depended on the degree of group
cooperation
that could be achieved.

Larry and Carrie, both located
in similar bureaucracies-employment
and welfare-came up against
similar philosophical conflicts
as time
wore on.
Both workers felt that their
respective departments weren't

doing nearly enough to help people
develop themselves, especially after
the cuts.
them.

...

live.

...

Carrie was adamant:
it

"They're not helping, they're hindering

seems like they want to make it hard for
them to even

And some of the policies don't even make
sense, like this

one young mother wanted to go to school
in Child Development and they

job and get 'em off
the rollss
•

them,

I

really do.

La„y, new out

.

•

.

t
I

feel sorry for quite
a few of
-,

.

o, a Job due to
the cuts. too. his
Job as an

e«plo^ent couuseXot ,uUe
setiousl,.

His philosopH. „as
to fin, out

and inclinations and
work together ^r.
i
in a
developing
an "Employability
Development Plan" „hich
speeiUe. i„etests. ,oals,
Job possibUUies
necessary steps such as
t«i„i„, an, education,
and the need to cieat'
a.ay obstacles to such
e„plo^ent. ii.e health ptobie.s,
child cate needs
lasal ptoble.s. etc.-„ith
which he would then help
the person deal.
From my point of view,
heavy
neavy case
ca=?P loads,
In^^. a scarce
supply of decent
-aningful Jobs, and an a„ay
of class, sex, and
racial and status'
•

,

barriers necessarily limited
Larry's effectiveness in
helping people
see. the vocational path
best for the..
Yet, as he points out,
^iven
these obstacles people still
have to live and find their
way and his

supportive assistance was no
doubt significant in helping
the. cope with
the difficulties.
After the cuts, creative
Job planning became the
•Job Club Joke" in which
people were pretty much cast
adrift and forced
to find employment themselves
no matter how "unsuitable."
There had
always been a philosophical
tension at Larry's Job which only
became
magnified after the cuts, between
top level administrative
policy requiring all clients to accept
employment eventually, of almost any
kind
or be dropped, as opposed to
Larry's perspective which was, "I
believe

even
mind.

an.
.

3

.er.

3e»-.e3„ncUve

.

Host Of .He H„.an
se.v.ce

were concede.,

p.acUUone.s .„ee.vie„ed, aU

of „Ho„

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

^^^^
^^^^^^^^
notion how the policies r^mo
came into ubeing which
they were being asked
to
Implement on a dally basis
basis.
Tt was as
It
if policy-making
took place in a
distant, mystical wotld
totally cut off from the
average worker
experience.
It made no difference
whether the policies were
liberal or
•

conservatlve-they were never
subject
.iddle-level professionals'
input.

-klng process

either.

to rank and file workers^

or

Clients had no role in the
policy-

Only in their highly limited
role as potential

citizen-voters could some workers
and clients have any voice
at all,
and then never as popular
participants in policy making.
Larry, for example, would
shake his head over this or
that policy,
bemused at its obvious
inapproprlateness and unsuitability
to clients''
and workers' needs.
He spoke of how the early
liberal drug and employment programs were basically
"scotch-taped together" in haphazard
fashion,
without clear objectives, methods,
or any way to evaluate
effectiveness,
with the only requirement being
that all the money be spent in
timely
fashion so that new money could
be granted in the new fiscal year.
He
said the policy pendulum has now
swung to a cost control formula in
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."he would laugh cynically.

came,

too, had„.. .ha
slightest Idea „he.e
policies ca„e f.o™

»hlch then .aae he.
Joh ™ucH „ote difficult.

policy making?

'hafs

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

^

had .ee„ pe.fo™,„,
3de,„a.el,.

it

in conclusion,

What policies.
policies'

t
1

The „hole notion ol
having

™.
mean we just do up the
budgets and

When particularly punitive
welfare policies came down

to prefigure our later
argument,

it Is clear that
workers
and clients who have no
idea where the H^-Lxt-xeb
policies they
cney carrv
„ . come from,
carry out
and little understanding
of their rationale or
reason d'etre, will have
some difficulty in whole
heartedly implementing and
accepting them.
If
they are lucky, top-level
policy decisions and directions
will be consistent With their own values
and goals.
But as later chapters will

demonstrate, the current conflicting
political philosophies of contemporary human service-new
conservative Social Darwinism, liberal
social
reproduction, and a new vision of
social growth and human developmentInsures that the human service
arena will be full of conflicting
goals
and people working at cross
purposes.
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The System Cr-ippi^^.

„

^,

Despite their investment
in their wn.v
work, most of the
workers interviewed were surprisingly
critical of basic in.H
inadequacies in their programs and frustrated by
hierarchical constraints
y the hier^rnh.imposed upon them
which prevented them
from being as helpful
to
Lu Clients
K
clients as they
th
wanted

m

i

-i-

e

li.e „e..e M„.e..„,

,

.

,,

^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^^^ on
.obs, there was next to
nothing heing offered to
recipients in the way
Of job training programs,
and what „oney was available
for vocational

education was arbitrarily
dispensed in a way that
disregarded the real
interests of the wo.en.
Urry, likewise, felt that his
hands were tied
in helping his clients
develop along lines they
felt „ost appropriate
by budgeting .oney in ways
that did not allow flexible
application to
client needs.
Cannena criticized the treatment
provided at the mental hospital:
It's a syste. that Infantilizes
people
mental patients are not
seen as human beings.
Phu, Dorothea's husband and director
of
an Alcohol De-Tox Center, said
that virtually everything
they did was
.

.

.

.

.

.

crisis-oriented and there was no actual
rehabilitation going on. Elaine
described her earlier work at another
large state hospital as a basically
cu2t2dlal operation within a dreary,
cold prison-type environment.
said no real rehabilitation
occurred there either:

were tied.
meds

...

...
I

I

She

"I felt my hands

counted heads, walked them to meals,
passed out

didn't feel

I

was helping them at all."

Elaine, Janice,

——

Donna, and Marjorle
were all
,

,.

-.en.,

h,-,;,,

""^-1

underdevelopln,. ,1..,

.anlce rela.e. .ena.e
.epo.s

°f ^he public
schools

„,,,^ „^^^^^^
^^^^^

... ..e .eacHe. .on.
ea."

Donna was disgusted
with the attifnrf„
attitude of, uher daughter's
English teacher
"ho didn't seem the
slishtest
hir concerned
Shtest bit
that her daughter
could
not write a single
sentence correctly.
correctTv
m
Nor would school
personnel
Inform her of her
daughter's absences
osences.
F1.,Elaine said she could
"Just go
off the deep end"
about the rani^t
racist assumptions of
the school personnel
steering her daughter away
from the college
academic traC.
Much Of this systematic
underdevelopment of people
can be understood in terms of the
welfare state bureaucracies'
custodial or
"caretaking" function.
Superfluous people are being
warehoused, or
ta.en care of." and service
practitioners are trained to
perform precisely such "careta.ing."
a function which will
be critically evaluated
in the next chapter.
Janice described her nursing
training as "based
on the traditional idea
that you as a nurse should
take care of the
patients, you are responsible
for making them better, for
taking care
of them the whole way
"
Urry was deeply critical of the
quickfix, medical care-taking
philosophy of the methadone drug
treatment
program, in which a brief
counseling session was all that
was required
to receive methadone instead
of providing an array of
opportunities for
clients to develop themselves.
Finally, Elaine was deeply troubled
by
current service approaches to the
elderly:
"They give them a roof over
their heads and a little food
to eat and that's it-yet the
elderly
have plenty of other needs too-.
to feel useful and valued, part

-

.

of the community.

..."

.
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Hierarchica l Prof
ession^i
^ ^^^tj^^i^
ionai p^,
Pow pr and the
l

V^lc^

tt^^

^Igl^HiMl (The Ment_al/Manual Spjhrn
Not only do the currpntcurrent v,,,,^-,
human service bureaucracies
underestimate
the talent, abilitipo
=
n
lities, Tr,(mtellxgence and potential
of the clients, they
also vastly underestimate
the creaM...
ok-t
creative ability,
insight, and resourcefulness of human service Dra^^^^-!^,,
practitioners themselves.
These twin forms
of human underestimation
cion bm'
nr,*-^ .-u
built^ into
the human service system
feed each
other.
service workers who are
not treated with respect
as thinking
capable people, whose
Judgment and ideas are not
solicited in the develop-nt Of programs and resolution of
problems, are not as likely
to treat
clients With respect.
Nor are they likely to seek
clients' ideas on the
quality of service, which would
grant them both a power and
efficacy
which they don't in fact possess
within the current service
structure.
In other words, it would
be misleading for workers to
seek client suggestions concerning the nature of
services being offered, when
both
workers' and clients' ideas are
not generally taken seriously
within
the hierarchical decision-making
structure.
•

1

Larry shared his frustration and
anger that the ideas of service
workers were rarely solicited or
followed up once offered. He felt
that those most able to zero in on
solutions to problems and figure out
the best approaches to dealing with
them were the "rank and file" ser-

vice workers themselves-the ones with
years of day-to-day experience

dealing with these problems first hand.

He was bitterly sarcastic

when describing the ways in which rank and
rile workers were passed over
in

favor of the "experts."

He defined an expert as "someone off in an
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ivory tower at least f^•f^„

stUl

•

,

tell you how to
solve it

c

For example, he
had had a num.
ber of very concrete
and orartiV^i
practical rdeas about
how to Improve the
drug
•

•

•

.

career, Ideas that
were completely
Ignored In .eepln, with
the "aystematic underdevelonmpnt"
lopment k-j
hxas buUt Into most
human service progranm,ing.
As mentioned previously,
th=, instead
y. he felt that
of a quick counseling
session and methadone
fix it wn„ij
tix,
would have been more
positive and effective
to encourage clients
to identify
aentify their
rh»l,- own
„
interests and inclinations
begin developing them
in increasingly
challenging ways.
„e said
he knew from hard
personal experience how
difficult it was to find
substitutes for their lifestyle,
that it wasn't sufficient
to try to
step people from living
one way, an admittedly
self and socially,
destructive way. without
offering any challenging
alternatives.
As a
beginning, larry thought
learning activities could
be made available such
as training in crafts,
the martial arts, yoga
and meditation, ad later
on training
fields of vocational interest,
and that clients could
help each other in the
learning process. Needless
to say, none of these
ideas were acted upon, in
keeping with the system's
implicit underestimation
of workers and clients.
•

m

The clearest and perhaps
most poignant illustration of
professional
power and the underestimation
of lower-level service
practitioners is
revealed in the story Tina told
of her own attempts at creative
selfdevelopment and service work initiative.
Layer upon layer of hierarchy,
intimidating professional power,
political favoritism, and sheer bureau-

cratic confusion all conspired
to destroy any creative sparks
of initia-

tive Tina might have
felt before they
tney could even
ignite.
As she said
about her arrival at
the large state
facility for retarded
adults
"here she'd heen given
a "coshy Job
through
a personal co
B'l d
connection to
the assistant director:
"you
you see,
see th...
they gave me this
cushy job up on
^he hill in the
Superintendent's building
as assistant librarian
it

"

^

'

•

training or credentials—
and
no

with very little to do.
Why no one li.ed

.e-1

an institution before."

.

.

I

.

felt bad
h=H just.
telt
sitting around all day
•

•

And for a. 1long time

I

couldn't understand

Just never .new anything
about the hierarchy of
It

„as bureaucratic politics
of the first order

then, that placed Tina
in an untenable
position vis-a-vis other
workers
Who too. an immediate
dislike to her as a "favored
worker."
And
it

was .ore bureaucratic
politics that enabled her
to attain a slightly
higher position in adult
education:
"It was kind of like 1 was
supposed
to get it."
Not being familiar with
the needs and capabilities
of
the retarded population she
was serving, and not having
been trained in
adult education. Tina felt a
constant sense of inadequacy
on her Job.
AS will be discussed later,
this feeling of self-inadequacy
was exacerbated by the institution's
culture of professionalism, in
which other
professionals appeared "intimidating,"
"overly serious," "like they

were fifty years old," "egotistical,"
given to hostile, competitive
power plays and oneupsmanship with
each other.
Her constant sense of

self-inadequacy finally drove Tina out
of the Job and propelled her
into a professional credentialling
process in an area which finally held
real intrinsic interest for her:

elementary school teaching.
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No wonder Tina
doubted her own (
inner

abUiUas and her right to
coi.easnes. respect when
higher ups were
..protecting., her .ro„
trodding
a .ore sei.-respecting
path o. 3eii-deveiop„ent.

.

that the guilt,
semi-isolation
tion, and in.H
inadequacy she lived
with was based
not so much upon having
been unfairly s^ven
y given a challen..challenging, satisfying

prestigious Job-it was
indeed a ,nite boring,
and reiativei, iow-stals
:cb.
Rather the argument to
be developed later
in this thesis is
that
T.na.s experience of
relative isolation,
seU-doubt, and underdevelopment
derived fro. i^ersion
in an organisational
hierarchy in which status
competition and petty power
struggles, professionalised
forms of intimidation, and bureaucratic
distrust displaced the
possibilities of
.utual support for mutual
self-development, cooperative
planning, open
and equal communication
and
no shared
snared learning,
lp;,r^-;r.r>
and support for creative
service initiatives.
Not only were the individual
creative initiatives of
particular

workers dampened or destroyed
by hierarchical-bureaucratic
constraints,
but the collective creative
contribution of service practitioners
together was often nullified.
Particularly
in the large state service

bureaucracies an atmosphere of almost
total confusion, chaos, and
mismanagement., prevailed.
Tina described how '.ridiculous
Catch-22..
situations would arise almost every
«orked right nor made any sense..'

day., at

Glenhurst, how ..nothing

And how on occasion she and her

friends would '.just sit and laugh
all day at the total absurdity of
the
place..'

Similarly, the potential collective
contribution of teachers
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and

s.a„

a.

n„

„as

.

lea .„.pped,

as .eacHe.s .e.a.„e.
.solated as individuals o.
Joined s„ail factions „o.,i„,
at c.oss purposes With one another,
without any consistent
opportunities for open

co^unication between teachers
and without avenues

to collaborate.
Since no one teacher can
sinsi^^andedl, create the basis for
a student':

well-rounded development, each
teacher is rendered impotent
by the lack
of a common, cooperative
effort.
The depth and pervasiveness
of the hierarchical
principles and its
demoralizing effects on the
creative initiative of service
practitioners
is evident when we turn to
even those programs which
were more of "human

scale"-smaller, humanistic, with
fewer layers of hierarchy and
less
bureaucratic confusion.

After Tina left Glenhurst and
full of the

enthusiasm that came with finding a
way to develop herself

in an area

that really interested her-elementary
teaching-she took a job at the

small Lyndon Day Care Center for
Retarded Adults.

At first she was

terribly excited to be back to helping
people again:

hallelujah chorus!"

"It was the

She came in as a junior staff member,
not have a

Masters degree, all excited and full of
creative energy and ideas.
She was quickly made to feel "ridiculous,"
since the "senior staff-my

supervisor-was the one who wanted

to do all the creative thinking.

didn't need me for that-she had it all
taken care of.

professional, you know?"

It wasn't

She

She was very

long before she became demoralized,

lost her energy, and became bored with the routine
work of doing the

narrow, yet still tiring tasks asked of her.
for leaving to become a mother:

"I just

She summed up her reasons

felt so babied there."
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Similarly, Carolyn
became demoralieed
=i-Lized and "h
.
burned-out,"
not only
because of the relentless
demands Uds in day
y care will make
m Ic on interested
concerned staff, but also
because She
she felt she was
never taken seriously.
Even in this tiny
program composed of
five people
Ffciupie, a "kind
kind of. hierarchical
structure developed that
aobody was happy „ith
Fpy wicn, but It
it just
t seemed
inevUable. The parents wanted
one person to
communicate with and so
they
would always give any
feedback, whether positive
or negative, to the
•

Director-rarely to any of the
rest of us
us.
less important— you were
ere out^irlo
outside i-u
the
y

mam
•

So
,

v

. of
.
It kind

made you feel

.

lines of communication."

Nothing, she said, was
structured
ctured into the
rh^ program to
encourage parentstaff dialogue on a regular
basis.

In spite of the hierarchical
constraints which militated
against
people at all levels of the

service bureaucracy working
together, indi-

vidual service workers or small
teams of co-workers often
did creatively
redefine their Jobs in order to
try to meet client needs
and find more
meaning in their work. Donna,
for example, redefined her
job at Head
Start so much that only twenty
percent of her time was taken up
with
duties specified in her Job
description, while eighty percent
was taken
up with responsibilities she
assumed in trying to help meet the
concrete
survival and developmental needs of
parents and children in the program.

Her (prematurely-ended) job
experience is a particularly good example
of the "positive value" of human
service work, since it combines many

of the more positive aspects of
human service.

:

ways

nee.s o. ..e

.W...

pe.son, 3e....„,

„„,,„^_ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
located in specialized
departments of large
-Large serving
service Kbureaucracies,
are
were having p„,ie„s
,hat the teacher .i,h.
not he ahle to notice
o.
deal with immediately,
such as uith
J-cn eyesight,
evesi2hr h„
hearing, not understanding
feeling left-out, etc.
As the "neighborhood
worker" she helped to
involve parents in the
education of their children.
She .ade it her
business to try to establish
open, trusing. co^nicative
relations with
receptive parents.
I„ the process of
getting to ^.o„ them, she
would
also be supportive of their
own development and assist
them in dealing
With obstacles to their own
wexi being.
well-beinp
rh-;. second
This
positive feature
of human service work
involved:
^^"'-"tng the missing sup por t to
help peop le d eal with their
"private persona
" as she put it and to make positive
personal
changes in their lives in order
to grow in directions and
ways that
mattered to them. These private
dilemmas could revolve around
anything
from helping a mother with a
drinking problem, an abusive husband,
or
her fear of going back to school.
Donna helped to set up workshops
and
.

l_^f

facilitated peer support activites so
that parents with similar concerns
could support each other in dealing
with them.
She also insured that
there was a great deal of genuine
parent involvement in Ae program, by

holding and chairing
regular Pparent-staff
staff .
meetings and organizing
social
events.
In accomplishing
hoth Kinds of
snpport „or. described
a.ove '
Bonna nat.rall, heca.e
Involved In t„o other
Kinds of service-

(3,

one „as helping
parents and children

..1™^,,,,,^

^^^^^^^-^^.L^^^LM^,

Whether It „as helping
children get l^nnl.ed
-eCed for e.e glasses, speech
or hearing prohle.s,
get f.el assistant
'
-od stamps, legal aid, housing
Information, child care,
,oh referrals
and so on.
Xhe other related
form of service „or.
she performed „as a^
a

^S^^^Zshll^Ud:^. „,u,„^

^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

bureaucracy on behalf of,
of or ,„-,i,
„rth, the parents.

In this advocacy role
she helped parents
maneuver the social welfare
bureaucracy In the
interests of survival.
She would help a parent
who had been evicted for
non-payment of rent, or who
had been cut off public
assistance.
She
would support a parent who
was being Intimidated
or denigrated by another
service practitioner, such
as In the Youth Division,
an example we win
return to later.

Elaine took a remarkable
amount of creative Initiative
and significantly redefined her nursing
responsibilities In order to meet
the social,
emotional, and survival needs
of the Impoverished elderly
clientele with
whom she came Into contact
In her job at the community
health center.
She began moving away from
the medical field of nursing
as she started
perceiving the primary needs of
the elderly as social In nature.
Her
work symbolizes the extraordinary
value of contemporary service at
Its
best:

responding to needs expressed by
people In the cominunity and then

working with other concerned parties
to develop decentralized, community-

based ways of meeting
those needs.
needs

munxty support services

hpr w

i

Tn .h.
In
add.txon
•

•

"^^^^'^

.

-"^1 -Ua.e

to developing new
com-

•

-'-"cy „le

Of

aghtlns

Bureaucae, on .eheU
of el.e.l, a.en.s

- -,o.e. ..H..,

ca. „o..

^^^^^

"e.e .n .He process of

c«aU„s

ca.:..3
^^^^^^^

posffive eo™.„u.-Base.
soppo.t aX.e.-

natives, both halfway
fn,- people
y houses for
struggling with drug and
alcohol
problems,
oan was also involved
with a private
university-related
project creating a peer
support networ. for drug
addicts, which he
excitedly referred to as
the 'Wssing li„...
drug-related services
-a lac. Of Which he felt accounted
for the low rate of
drug rehahilitation
success in comparison with
the world of alcohol
rehahilitation in which
"Alcoholics Anonymous" has
been active for years.
,

Support as Alienated Labor:

^^^^^^^atJSdlStio^Betw^^
What were the keys enabling
service practitioners to work
creatively
a positive support role,
and conversely, what factors
undermined their
creative service work? Over and
over again workers characterized
the

m

bind in which they were trapped
as one of having a "great
deal of responsibility and very limited say,"
of dealing with an avalanche
of problems
with dwindling resources and little
voice In how those scarce resources

and staff energy were to be
utilized.

They contended with the scarcity

of accessible resources for
physical survival and the scarcity of
xmmedi-
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ately available
support for emotional
survival

c onrniunity

lif e.

However, the

^

„,,,^^^

•

Th
Ite^I
l was the ulti...^ ely

^^^^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

.he constraints of
KierarcHical-hureaucratic po„er.
That is, „or.ers.
coo^ents suggest that the
„orK settings „hich „ere
the least hureaueratie.
With a less rigid imposition
of hierarchir.l
nierarchical power, with
greater flexi-

billty in supervisory
style reflecting

a

and collaboration, mutual
supportiveness

greater spirit of cooperation

open discussion and free
Sharing of information,
and fuller staff
participation in decision-.^ing, were also ones in
which workers were less
demoralised, clients
less hostile, and creative,
supportive service wor. could
be more easily
sustained.
They were also the settings
in which the toughest
questions
of racial, sexual, and
class biases built into
service patterns could
be more openly addressed.
It

,

is not surprising that
the woman who was most able
to sustain

her creative service initiative,
Elaine, was located in one of
the
least bureaucratic settings,
a small, decentralized,
responsive, accountable, community-based health
center.

extremely supportive of her efforts.

Her immediate supervisor was
This center grew out of the pro-

gressive community health movement
of the early 1970's, and was
an example
of the black community's growing
political sophistication in moving
from

white dominated professional service,
to protest, to community-controlled
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lnstUo..onal .evel„p„e„..U
BU.ne. He.seU. „as

ver. ,ouns a,e.

forced

Mo.eove., havin,

,,,,

a

p..auc. of .Ke

,

Mac.

^^^^ ^^^^^

to step bac. and ta,e
seconds" she learned earl,

to Ught
for everything I've got"
and was a^ong the earliest
participants of
Martin Luther King's
Soothern-based civil rights
.ove.ent.
Up North
feeling the futility of
working at the V.A. Hospital
she left the

largely custodial state
hospital work and took a cut
work among the people of her
community.

In pay

In order to

There, the example of Elaine's
empathetlc response to the elderly
black woman suffering from
diabetes and high blood pressure,
who had

dropped through the cracks

just

of the

health care system because she
was

too contrary for the private
university hospital doctors to
be

bothered with her
ner,

"

ranfiirf^c
captures Kr^*-K
both the

the human service contradiction.

•

positive and negative sides of

In that one example

which inspired

Elaine, personally, to connect
more closely with the low- income
elderly

residents in the public housing project
and develop outreach clinics
at their request,

it

is

possible to see both the inhuman,
destructive

consequences of professional service
bureaucracies and the promise of

more responsive communitarian alternatives.
Marjorie's extremely positive experience
as a remedial reading
teacher was directly connected to the
supportive administrative model
within which she worked.

The reading program was federally funded
and

constituted its own little world within the larger
bureaucratic public
school setting.

The reading program director encouraged a
spirit of

.

cooperation.

She made all
j
all the administrative
information at her disposal available to her
staff and encouraged
free and open discussion
and
•

participation in all decisions.

•

She provided positive
leadership for

her staff, challenged
the. and supported
their

o™

creative development
by providing a variety
of resources and
materials to increase their
capabilities and knowledge.
This „odel of free
discussion, close collaboration and mutual support
stood in stark contrast
to the hureaucratic politics and liberal
laissez-faire ethos of the
conventional
school program.
Most human service
practitioners work in settings
that do not allow ,uite so
»ch leeway for cooperation and creative
action
An example of hierarchical
power creating worker alienation
and
undermining the quality of service
is the shift that took
place in
Janice's workplace. Janice's
disillusionment with the care provided
at the Park Street Center
kept pace with the philosophical
and organizational shift from the mutual
support iveness of a "therapeutic
community" to a centralized, physician
and business-management dominated,
.

private "medical model" of Intervention.

Full staff participation in

declsion'making and group planning sessions
gave way to centralized
decision-making and physician-dominated
meetings.
CO physician control.

Peer support gave way

Diversity of staff and treatment modes
gave way

to a more homogeneous staff and the
form of scientif ic-mdeical treatment

preferred by Che medical director.
gave way to cost-control objectives.

Quality of service considerations
Free and open discussion of policy

decisions were replaced by cop-down edicts about
which discussion was

discouraged
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Frequently, when workers
take creative .
initiative on behalf of
•

"""^

o.

•

,„^,^^ ^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

Carrie spoke of her
experience i„ the welfare .
department running up and
down stairs an entire
day in order f„
to locate housing
y
for a fire victim
only .0 come In the
ne« da. to discover her
supervisor had undone her'
-or., finding the
client Inellgihle for
such assistance.
Xhis occurred,
Carrie thought, because
the client
cl±Pn^ had
h.^ proven
her "unworthiness" by
troublesome behavior on nro,r-f^
previous occasions when
she had rather aggressively demanded action
on housing
Lcers.
B matters
Larrv
Larry talked
. about
.
spending
weeks and months in
counseling and
^r.^ job
u j
development activity, contract
negotiation, and form writine—
ritmg only
onlv ^^
to ^
have the upper levels
of the
bureaucracy Infor. him that
no on-the-Joh training
money was available
and to scotch that plan
and push the client into
Institutional training
where there was money.
,

Perhaps the most alienating
aspect of

hu^n service work is feeling
forced by upper-level
bureaucratic administrators and
professionals to
carry out policies which work
against the best Interests of
the clients,
Which then turns these clients
against the line workers.

This has

Increasingly become the tragic
story of human service in the
late 19 70's
and 1980-s.
While this tension between
service provider and recipient
is an on-going reality, it
used to be possible for Individuals
or
groups of workers to lean either
in a more positive, supportive
direction
in serving clients or a more
repressive direction, depending on the

orientation of the workers involved,
among other things.

Today every-

"

thing points in a
repressive direction
rection anH
and workers risk
losing their
.obs even .ore than
usual by stepping
out of -Lxiie.
Une
Carrie for
Lame,
f
example
,

^

fa.r

^

in o.Oe. .0 ca.ch
people „Ho

.eaU.

„ee. .He assistance
^He axso s.a.e. .Ha.
.Hi.., o, .He ,0..,
„o.He.s on He. caseload
..o
-re ..oppe.
.He .oUs .eaU.
.He Help an. „ool.
su„e.
without it:
"It
J-c really
rPfln->7 makes
you feel bad
Dad ... It ffeel sorry
for 'em
I really do."
SHe .al.ed aHon.
.He .a.Her allena.lng
a..ospHe.e a.
her job causing a HlgH
degree of
''US bad. cllen.s be
yellln and screamin
.Hrowln .hlngs a. you.

„

->

.u„:

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Fe.t y Tyranny of
Bureaucra.ic Pow^r

S«e.l„es .he normal exercise
of bureaucra.ic power
the ex.re„e In a

Is carried .0

^nnar which can .o.ally destroy
workers' ablll.y

.0

provide even the .ost .lnl„al
of service, and has a very
repressive aftereffect on other workers as
well. Marjorle described
the Infan.Ulzlng
way one of Her principals
.reated her and her students:

"I had been

using Globe newspapers for a
reading class-going over .He
edl.crial
page when the principal walked
by my room and saw all
„y kids reading
the paper He was just furious!

He said never again did He
want .0 see

a single newspaper in my
classroom.

It was just absurd."

On another
occasion, she was deprived of .He
right .0 teach altoge.her-for
being

pregnant.

She said 1. was ut.erly absurd
but he was rather old fashioned

and she jus. didn't have the energy
to fight it.
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.yrann. of
a .Ob

.„ea.c„..c

puce„„.

po„e..

Hav.n, 3i„,,e hanae.l,
p.u..

p.o,,,„
^^^^^^^^

supervisory assistance or
help of any ,ind-she
had loo.e. forward .c
the arrival of a „e„
director and the promise
of genuine supervisory
support.
What she got,
c,h^
got as
a<^ she
-u .
described
it, was a petty autocrat
who seeded insecure and
jealous of anyone accustomed
to exercising the
slightest autonomous authority
within their own small
baliwicks.
.

Not

being accustomed to such a
petty dictatorial style,
Dorothea walked
into a number of traps in
which she "erred" by exercising
her own judgment With regard to minor
staff and budgetary matters-only
to be severely
reprimanded and humiliated for
engaging in what had been her
normal
responsibilities.
Moreover, all of her creative
work in developing a
grant proposal for a halfway
house for women recovering-alcoholics
was
abruptly scotched by the new
director.
The director apparently felt

uncomfortable with someone who used
her own mind and expressed her
own
ideas, and gave Dorothea a very
negative evaluation.

By stymying her

every move and showering her with
hostility, the director forced
Dorothea out, even though she had
carefully documented the director's

vendetta against her and made it available
to the board which nominally
had the power to correct unjust
administrative action.

However, as

Dorothea put it, she was just the head of
a small program, whereas the

director had much greater power as the director
of all fifty programs.
Dorothea was definitely caught in a no-win
situation:

to do her job she

felt required to exercise some degree of
judgment; yet to exercise

.
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judgment transgressed the
direrrot-'es xmage
director
of how subordinates
should
act
•

Another fea.o„ of the
aUenatins cha.ec.e. of
sopporUve se.vtce
wo., is the al.ead.
„e„.io„e. sense
of

f«uuy

involve, in ..patching

returned to the sa„e
oppressive, unsnpportive
environment froo, „hich
they ca.e.
Another source of alienation
felt by workers is their
awareness of the limited
nature of the help „hich
they are offering,
and the limited range of
options and opportunities
available to peopletheir sense that they are
helping people adjust to
a subordinate status,
a condition of
underdevelopment.
To conclude this section,
in part,

it

is this

this interview material
suggests that,

hierarchy of power characterizing
most human service

bureaucracies that often frustrates
workers' service aspirations
and
transforms their intended creative
service activity of support into
an alienated labor of control,
which so often turns service
into disservice, human growth and
development into human adaptation and
adjustment; which turns workers into
caretakers responsible for others

typically lower on the social scale,
rather than nurturers, responsive
and responsible to those they
serve who are their equals, their
peers.
Racism, Racial Tension, and

the Hierarchical Relations of Human
Service Work
A close look at most public service
bureaucracies reveals patterns
of racial, sexual, class, and status
oppression and stratification

characteristic of society
12
in general
g "eral.

.

.

Janice noted that
one of the

greatest areas of
concern to her-and
and th
the one most resistant
to change
or even acknowledgment
^-ent, w^c.
was .u^
the pervasive racism
which persisted
throughout her ten years
of work at the
rh. - progressive"
psychiatric
facility.
She remarked on
the racist hiring
hirin. practices,
admissions
policies, treatment
practices and
na staff Hpv.i
development priorities.
Most
blatant was the fart t-u^^ u

'

s/he would most likelv
^^ely nn^
c,.^
not see
another black human
being at the Center
except for the maintenance
and housekeeping
pj-ng statt.
staff
On
1
Only
a small number
Of blac. professional
staff „ere hired during
the entire ten years
Janice „as there, and
the, „ere not fnll-ti.e
hut part-ti„ers on
eaU
™a.in. the. .ar.inai to
the „hoie operation.
She said that young
hial
«les „ere ™ch „ore ii.eiy
to he physically
restrained, and seciuded

black Clients who eloped
than whites, and that
black clients were
O.UCH .ore likely to
he automatically
transferred to a large puhlic
sector
locked facility-the dumping
ground for the poor, the
lowest in status
.hose perceived to he «st
threatening.
There was no staff training
dealing with racial awareness
built into the program, nor
were there any
vehicles established to deal
with racial issues in an
ongoing way.

Janice spoke with considerable
distress about her own feelings
of
frustration and inadequacy in
even bringing racist patterns
up as a

legitimate Issue for discussion.

She said there was a very
"blocked

response" to dealing with it at
all. and kept emphasizing that
she "had
problems with her own style." saying
she found it hard to be diplomatic

s,.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^

With the most uxrecc
direct Hani,,
„
^
daily contact
with
witn ^l^or.^o
Clients, were receptive
to her
i^eas ana ..a.

U

... ^..o„,,,

^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

^^^^

that this .in.

^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
^^nd Of institutional
chansas an. ,enerai policy
chansas that „a.e
.ea.e.-an. thasa btoa.ar
policias „era .ontrolla.
by the top-lavel
whita „ale psychiatrists
„,.o .efnsa. to
ta.e the issue of .acis.
at
the Center at all seriously.

^ne

the public sector hu„an
service arena has provi.e.
greater
opportunities for hlac. an.
Hispanic e.ploy^ant than
the private business
won., even in this arena the
racial stratification of
the worMorce
reflects the un.eniable
subordination of blacks an. the
protecta.,
elevate, status of whites.
Blacks are .isproportionately
clustered at
the botto. rungs of the
service hierarchy, i„ ,he
lowest status, lowest
paid, dirtiest, least
satisfying Jobs whether it is
the public hospital,

mental health facility, welfare
department, or employment bureaucracy.
An. this is still true,
despite over a .aca.e of much
publicize, affirmative action principles legally
require, within the public sector.
In
this sector regar.e. overall
as low in status one will

fm.

a

greater

percentage of black, Hispanic an. women
a.^inistrators and higher status
personnel than one would find in the
more prestigious private sector,

which constitutes a kind of
professional and managerial ghattoization
all of its own.

But the greatest number of black
and Hispanic personnel

are hired at the lowest and lower-ml.dle
ranges of the hierarchy, with
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some additional numbers
coming
ming with th„
the expansion of the
subordinate
levels Of the worMoroe
In the form of
"para-professlonals.
The
Para-professlonal movement
which will be discussed
In the next chapter

health, mental health
,

headqr;.r-^
. a
headstart-and

constituted a convenient way
of

unsettling the hiprar-nh-f^oi
hrerarchical nature of
8
service work and not
threatening
the competitive advantage
of whites.
I>cnna's predicament as
a low-level white
neighborhood worker at

Haadstart Illustrates the
tragic conse,ue„ces of
human service programs
Which lack any vehicles or
ongoing mechanisms tor dealing
with the racial
tensions and conflicts which
can be predicted to Inevitably
flare up
given the confluence of racial
and class Injustice and
bitterness in
society at large.
What human service programs
rarely acknowledge is
that there is a "racial time
bomb" ticking steadily away
under the
surface of daily human service
activity in racially divided urban
centers.
The raw nerve endings of
racism and racial antagonism are
very close to
the surface, and nowhere are
they more likely to get aggravated
than
in the crisis-ridden, emotionally
raw and painful atmosphere of
human

service work.
When a service worker is actually
able to help someone, as will be

discussed later, the success of that
effort is usually based upon having
first established a relationship of
trust.

This sense of trust is based

in turn upon the worker's ability
to closely identify with the client

and his or her situation, either through
similarity of background and

experience, or through years of practical
community involvement and

effort to gain enough
knowledge
iedge anH
.
and awareness
to be able to
identify
or empathize— to
"feel" It
i^ .n
in some
o
sense.
Because so much of
service
activity deals with
the most private,
private npersonal,
vulnerable aspects of
people's lives, the
kind of trust and
rapport necessary between
practitioner
and client is difficult
to establish in
general hbut extremely
general,
difficult
across racial boundaries
--es.
T^ xso no more
It
likely that black people
will
approach white service
workers with trust,
trust
no f.
confidence,
and openness than
It is likely that
the white workers
rRers will
win ho
.
be ^deeply
attuned to the realities and repercussions
of racism and be
capable of responding in
a
respectful, comfortable,
and useful way to black
clients.
Bonna was
faced With a situation
in which black
parents did not gravitate
to her
even though she felt shp "Hih r,^,did not project myself
as a prejudiced human
being." She responded to
her supervisor's
accusations by saying. "Did
t-

don't approach me as readily
as the white

parents.
."
The .ain
point here is not to determine
the truth or falseness of
the insinuation
of racism directed at
Donna, but to point out
that in a society pervaded
.

.

by racism, human service
agencies which do not wish to
merely reproduce

those same patterns of racism
and racial antagonism must
first ac.nowladge
the existence of these
realities, then develop conscious
counteracting
policies,

Carmena, an Hispanic social
worker at a state mental facility,
fought
a daily battle with racism
at all levels.
It would not be an over-

statement to say that the constant
reality of racism defined her existence
at the hopsital.

She fought a daily battle to try
to get the institution

-

3-P

Siv.n, „,.p.„,
^^^^^

-USH. He.

o™

And she

^^^^^^^
^ ^^^^^^^^
professional, which neces^
necessitated overcoming
the Image of Hispanic
professional Inferiority
In training ana
capahlUt.. As „1U he
discussed
the next section on
professionalise, Car^ena
„as almost forced
to rely upon what
Sennett and Cohh" call
the
..hadges of

ahUlty and

»orth..-her professional
credentials earned at one
of the most prestl
gious
schools of social „or.
In the country, as
proof of her adequacy
and
competence.
1„ order to overcome the legacy of
the Inferior Hispanic
professional, she was forced
"with every hreath" to
"demonstrate" her
knowledge and ability, or
her "expertise,"
as she put It.

Carmena's unabashed desire
to gain as much
professional status as
possible was clearly connected
to her need to be
accepted and thus able
to work effectively
as a Hispanic service
practitioner within an Anglo
system.
In order to be accepted
as an equal, as competent
to perform
vital services, she felt
forced to "play the competitive
status-seeking
game" successfully and by
Jumping what she thought were
the proper cre-

dentlalUng hurdles, she felt she
did manage

to overcome personally

and individually the "legacy of
the Inferior Hispanic
professional."
Yet this successful engagement
with the professional hierarchy
still left
her chafing under any number
of frustrations about which
she spoke very

frankly and openly.
One frustration was that she was,
after all, only one person, and

could hardly meet all the needs of
the many Hispanic clients in desperate
need of help.
So her successful achievement
in gaining her colleagues'

^

^

""""""

- "ve.n

sotne

greater degree
-i^c.--^
8-e of
Of xnst.tutxonal
awareness of Hispanic
needs
Another frustration
arose from the
ne spilt
.
split that
tha^ hhad
arisen between the
Hispanic
3na ...seU „.e.
•

„UU„.ness

AnSlo .o„.„a.e. .a.„

,

philosophy with the
Hispanic unit.
unit

^^^^^^

.o .a.e a

^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^

Th.
The uHispanic unit apparently
viewed

her as having "sold
out," she said,
saiH
f
u
for
having taken a position
where
she felt she could
make a differenrP
airterence in the treatment
of Hispanic
•

Clients Who e«e.ed ehe
„a.n p.„,„..

UsUy,

.he chafe, un.e. the
limitations Of her professional
social „or. credentials
„lthl„ the
-dicall, dominated professional
hierarchy.
While havln. achieved
the
Pinnacle of professional
status In her chosen
field of social „or.,

there

were still those Inevitable
higher ranks of administrative
authority
and professional status
limiting her own scope of
desired service
activity, in this case that
of a clinician giving
therapy, and excluding
her fro. professional and
administrative decision-maWng.
the next

m

sections this last point will
be explored more fully.
When Carrie, assistance
payments workers In the Welfare
Department,
discussed the frequent cases
of worker disrespect to
clients, she stressed
the "racial overtones" that
were often involved, and the
sometimes
brutal insensitivlty shown by
white workers toward supposedly
"undeserving" black clients.
She pointed out that the problem
was particularly
acute in cases In which black
clients had a history with particular
workers

of aggressively
asserting thex. „eeds
and '^-Lgnts,
rights of Hel
being insistent,
,
^

—

•

loud and argumentative
when no response
F nse was for^h
forthcoming to valid
comcame tHo„gHt it ,„lte
.n.ir that s.e. ..tr.n.le-

-

•

" """""^

r

^---atle

S.ven the

r.naro.n., or denied
Prions

.or. o. assistance .r
„.i..
were eiigiMe J„st
.ecanse tHe. „ere
..aggravating...
Conversei.
It bothered her
that sometimes
es client^,
Clients who made
^
considerable noise
get
action,
}££}^
while quieter,
quieter less
l^c. assertive
clients would not, though
they were both equally
entitled
qho ffelt there
She
y entitled.
should be one standard
of service for everyone,
instead of tne
the current,
current nf^
often racially motivated,
misuse of authnr^^^7
dutnority to give or
withhold benefits.

-e.

i

'

Larry gave a prime
example
of the
cne wavs
ways
p

m
-in

u racism
which
and racial

antagonism within the society
o^ large
soclprv at
impinges upon service
delivery
and highly limits the
options available to black
and white youngsters'
In the youth work
experience program, often
youngsters were being
-tched up With jobs in alien
racial territory where
their lives were in
i

.

.

danger.

The immediate remedy he
helped develop of computerized
job
matching by racial neighborhood
acknowledged the realities of
racial
conflict and reduced the danger
and anxiety confronting
the kids while

basically accommodating CO
tne exi<?M-no
S to the
existing ^^^-^
patterns of racial exclusion
and
division in the city.
Carolyn was quite critical of
the ways in which her day
care program
failed to meet the needs of
black and Hispanic children.
She said that
1. this supposedly liberal and enlightened
program no racial sensitivity
was sho«, in the use of materials,
stories, art work, games, staffing,
etc.

Pinauy.

.^.e^e.

"""^
causea

acc.s.„, n„,e.,

.He school

-1/^.

He^eU"

eo

aa.i„,3„aUo„

•

s

.Ho.,, „o.

,,,,,
Xa.of^

poUcUs

af.e. P.o-

Ma.Jo..e h„.el, suppose.
a«..„..,..

layoffs, so as „o.
.o disproportionately
reduce the „o..et of
Mac.
and Hispanic students.
Vet s.e felt that on
a n...er of occasions
tHe
ad.lnlsttatlon created
nnnecesssarll, divisive
situations, for example
layms Off a „hlte teacher
„Uh eighteen years experience
In favor of
a relatively ne„
hlac. teacher who had
once heen tan.ht hy the
white
teacher she was reolacinoeplacxng -.n a situation
where neither of them
needed
to be laid off.

'

In

conclusion, It can be pointed
out that none of the
workers
spo.e ahout the existence
of conscious policies
promoting awareness of
racial Injustice and racial
tension to deepen the
effectiveness of their
service Institutions In
helping both clients and
workers confront and
deal with these realities.

S^2Eual_QEpression and the Hi erarchical^
^T^Mnne^

The next chapter will argue at
a deeper, more analytical
level,
that the current distorted
system of human service and the
ambivalence

with which it is publicly
perceived, is premised in large
part upon the
sexual oppression built into the
sexual division of labor and
particularly
upon the devaluation of the
indispensible "feminine support role"
in our
society.

Here, the discussion is limited to
a more descriptive treatment

of the sexual divislnn nf i^u
vis.on Of labor wxthin
hu.an services gleaned
fro. the
interviews.
The worker who teit
felt most nlo
i
clearly
oppressed as a woman was
Ca.ol^. .Ha cHU.-ca.e
„o.....
„e, 3»sU,vU.
issues of sexual

oppression Mrs. developed
.oin,

female. „o..i„, .l.ss

personal servloe
work-housecleanl„,-fo,

professional „l.«e class
White „o„en, „.o ironically
considered .He.selves .o
.e feminists wHiie
barely acRno^ledging
Carolyn's existence. At
the day care center
Carolyn felt that the
greatest source for her
feelings of demoralisation
and hurnout consisted
in not heing ta.en
seriously.
This „as evidenced
in .any ways:
day care workers' wages
were very low, benefits
and sic.
leave non-existent; day
^
h^^ no say in .
y care staff had
decisions, were not
part of the flow of
infor^tion; day care staff we.e
always expected to
be available to the constant
relentless stream of simultaneous
demands,
Without recognition of any
need for rest and renewal;
day care staff and
program were located at the
absolute bottom of an already
low-status
educational hierarchy, lower even
than the preschool and
kindergarten
teachers; many parents viewed
the day care staff as glorified
babysitters or "caretakers" and did
not appear to recognize the value
of
the caring service being provided.
•

Janice also entered human services
through the normal processes of

feminine channeling.

In this case,

she was directed away from her

youthful dreams of pursuing an upper class,
male occupation of neuro-

surgery in favor of the appropriate nursing,
"caretaking" role at the
lower levels of the medical hierarchy.

In this,

she followed in the

footsteps of her mother, who provided a
positive image of

a

woman who

was respected in
the community

'* able f„
'° '^'"="1" considerable
authorityShe ran the doctor's
offtce-when people called
tb
"l"' "it"
'
her" and b,

^

"

"

*s a youngster,

--

^.e

-ese

..marvelous, „onder.ul

most people in our
culture,

^nthraued „ith the
prestigious medical
profession, and

-

a ueuro-surseon,
she .ne„ she „anted
to be involved

or form"— hence, for
i-ur a giri,
^
eiri
nursing.

.nice „as

i. she couldn't
in .'some

„a„

shape

•

,

Gradually, Janice became
extremely
xcremeiy di<,m
disillusioned. with the medical
profession as tb, avenue
to ,ood health,
and very dissatisfied
„ith the
hierarchical social relations
of medicine, including
the oppressive
doctor/nurse relationship
and the doctor/patient
relationship as well

feminism...

She pointed out that
nurses were there to clean
up the

Therefore nurses received
eceived aa vc^t-i,
very n,.mixedj message, being
simultaneously
indispensible and undervalued.
Just as she was met with
considerable resistance to dealing
openly
and honestly with racism
at the facility, she was
frustrated in her

attempts to get other nurses,
even those having considerable
difficulty
"adjusting to their nursing identity..'
to acknowledge their situation
as women, as nurses, and
what it all meant.
It would seem clear that
the vast power differential
between the doctors/administrators
and the

nurses would be sufficient to
dampen a free and full examination
by the
nurses of their subordinate position
vis-a-vis the doctors-this disparity of power, privilege, status
and material reward was simply part

that setting.

sexually harrassing
female staff
^t-^ff and
. a
patients, even young
girls.
He
was able to continue
his pattern or
of sexually
sexuallv h.
harrassing with impunity
because he was a doctor.
doctor
Tt,
In fact some of
the other counselors,
a parish
priest among them, were
fired in part,
.
nar^
t.
Janice
felt, because she had
engaged them in the
struggle
ggle a2a^n<,^
against this man's
offensive and emotionally
-.aging actions. Janice
herself had to personally
battle with this
particular psychiatrist
to .eep him from
putting his hands on her
i^

m

•

.

at will,
to keep him from
then turnins
rning It
it "i^^o
>,
into her rssue with
intimacy," and to

keep

an

this indignity and
disruption in its "proper
perspective" so

as .t is, he is still
there and still causing
a problem for every
woman
who enters the facility.

Carmena was also ,uite
disturbed with the power
dynamics of sexual
hierarchy at her work place
although her characterization
of it was

never in explicitly feminist
terms.

She said that one of the
things

she hated most about her
work was the notion that
"social workers were
to be handmaidens to
psychiatrists" instead of peers
and colleagues.
She
said that being a very
"strong and dominant persontlity"
she refused to

play this role of handmaiden
that other social workers seemed
to like or
at least accept.
This aggressive stance on her
part, however, brought her

validity of their
clinical

,

w

ana needs
and
.
and over „ho had
the ri.ht to he
a "clinician

P-nted o.
scate, for example
F^t:,

d
'

the arhitrariness
o. ^'^^se
these ,ol
policies-m New York
soriai
social workers were
seen as clinicians
^i-;
in their
i

•

.

progress

•

own right, while
in Massachusetts
^nusetts It
ir was more
ambiguous
guuus.
,

T

"

------ -

-

qh^ ^described
bhe
dnal ,osition-o.
hein, the ..responsihle
.art,

---

-P-e„t .nit hein.
rorced to defer to
^n the
psychiatrists, and do
their "shitwork."
Vet
she retained the
Drerooa^-;„^ ofc arsnino
prerogative
<-u
rguing m-;i-u
with the psychiatrists
over their
clinical judgments and
approaches when bne
she telt
felt it
i^ necessary and
had
gradually won a degree
of acceptance
pcance as a r..
respected clinician in
her
own right in the
outpatientc unit.
unit
^h
On the
inpatient ward she drew
a
picture of herself as being
fairly consistently
embattled.
AS the next section
on professionalism
will show, .anice and
Carmena dealt with the
male, .edical/prof
essional hierarchy of
power
and control somewhat
differently:
Carmena sought more
acceptance on
^ale/professional terms, while
.anice sought more of a
dissolution of
the professional/medical
hierarchy
xerarchy itself
if^^if and
. a
its replacement with a
more
communitarian form of service.
,

.

•

Ambiv alence About Professionalism:

Most of the human service
practitioners interviewed located
themselves "somewhere in between
professionals and workers: and most
ex-

pressed very ambivalent
feeHn,. about
t
f«n„gs
professionalism itself.
Por ™ost
It was Virtually
impossible for the.
to ima
continuing to work
within
the field Of u

"

-

^

-

^

P-essional direction.

field meant gaining
more professional
status and
rising within the
hierarchy
m„
j ,
'ha„ the "professional
„
,
Of development was
conceivable to them,
therefore, the workers
were highly committed
to doing hu.an
service work but highly
antagonistic to professionals
and profession.!
protessionaUsmwere caught on
the horns of
a dilenuna.
As Donna nut
itov,
put It,
she
wanted to ge^
get the
thp necessary
no^^
professional

-el

afraid of becoming "like
them."

Her view of service
professionals was
that they were "cold
and inhuman." distant
and arrogant.
She noted that
even she herself had
been "getting an attitude"
at her last Job, by
looking the other way
when a CO
co-worker
worker had been extremely
disrespectful
to Clients.
She cited an example
of the experience of
a woman whom she
had referred to the
Department of Vouth Services
for counseling dealing
with her teenage daughter
who was getting completely
out of hand.
She
said. "This mother who
had been successfully
keeping that family together
for years under very
difficult circumstances was
treated like a complete
and total idiot by a bitchy
young middle class social
worker."

Donna felt the crux of the
problem was that middle class
professionals
have never been poor
themselves and Just don't know
what ifs like to be
poor, to have to be on welfare,
to be evicted, etc.

Donna's anxieties

constituted an implicit recognition
of the fact that In gaining
professional status she would be
removing herself from the dally
pressures

Of her clients'
situations, to

see

degree

over their lives
would lncrease-1
e

at the
th
same time

u^^

s.
potentially end up 1„
, „
a
Posxtxcn to determine
a poor woman's
"fitness" as
or recommend for or against
a younaster'c
*
oo^ltting a crime,
and so on.
.

.

^

-na

„as even more
antagonistic to the
„Hole notion, and
aura, of

ratronal wording
class-.ased vie„ .eld
like people who acted
like that (n^u
,
J^tate School
of the

Oonna.

Basically, she didn't

^^^^-^ professionals

at Glenhurst

Retarded)—
ded;
<,p1 f
so self
important, pretentious,
overly
•

serious"— who used such
"huee
huge worWc
works, " were mto
"power games" and oneupmanship.

She felt intimidated
t:ea, resentful
resentful and. that
.
she "couldn't even
compete" with all that-and
that
once more, didn't want
to-"didn't know how
they ever got to be
like that and if that's
tnat s what a
. professional
f
was"
(She ^ew She) "didn't
„ant any part of it."
Vet at the same time
She felt confused as
to "how to continue
to he in this field
and
•

^

become a professional-how
else could one do it.
How could she "stay
in the field and not
be
oe like that
rhar" -become
u
something she didn't want
to
be? Part of her quandry
was wanting to stay at
the level of direct
service provision and not
move into a semi-admlnlstratlve
role-yet
it

seemed patently obvious to
her that to "grow."

to

"go anywhere" meant

you had to stop working
directly with clients and move
into administrative
work of some kind.
In fact

this is generally the case.

trajectories are cases in point.

Janice's

and Dan's career

Janice held a middle-level management

.

position, removed

.i.ect care. i„

overseeing ..e ove.aU
safe..
.

"""""
.

her primary
responsl-

.ie.

n.

a., pr.e.i.aii.

.ro„ a. .ir3.

'

with it, seeine it

nn.er.ne een.i.ra

.in. en.raiie. „i.
p.^.^.^ionaii.

especxally .edical
professionalism

^

to bei
'°
^^""S extremely disillusioned

o

to finally deciding
it's raore
morp
it

^

.

.

Her

with

,,,,,

"nd
"i.^
how

of

.Mng

.0

,e"-

you looked at it
and what vou did

that mattered."

Whn<=
^xle hher stated views
held a note of
'Wllow
maturity;- her views
about what direction
rection heaUh
health services should
take
were decidedly
anti-professional
otessional in emphasis,
explicitly promoting
"more use of lay people"
and the lower
er level alli.H
allied prof. essionals—
nurses
^"-wlves. etc. in developing
co^n„i.,.,3sed preventive
care.
Moreover. She was adamant
that "people „orU
best In non-hierarchical
cooperative Situations" .nt
„as p.rsnln. a pnhlic
health .ana.e^ent de.ree

.anage^ent position" since
"soclet. is si„pl, set
up that way and i.-s
better to have someone
who believes ill
in cooperative,
cooperariv. democratic
a
way
of

working together in the
management
sement Dosir1„„
position than someone who
does not."
Dan. who appeared to
recognize as much as anyone
the crucial
importance of the direct
support service role, was
nevertheless extremely
anxious to finish up his
degree in Human Service
Management because
gaining a management position
was literally the only way
he could
exercise any significant
decision-making influence over
what happened
"Ithin any human service
program. In terms of quality of
care, develop-

m

"ve

-

a.enc.

eo^U^en, „a.„e o.
-3 cu„e« 3U.a.o„, 3ee...

anx.0.3

.

.

He o..e„

.eU ...3„...

„o.,e.3 3lo.,M„,

.

^^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^^

thing about this behavior.
/iavmg
Ravine th.
the
to him,

e.c.

^^^^^

k done
^
job
right" was important

but as "just another
worker" he
ne had little control
over this.
1

Carmena's attitude about
uc DTof&<,^i
n^.M
professionalism
was considerably
different
When as>ced Ho. 3he
a.c,

^

p„,e33.onaX.3„ an. acMev.n. a
po3Uto„

Of high 3.atus,

Tha..3 .Ha.

3he

i„ediate e„.,.3ia3.:

IVe

"Status-.hat

al„a.3 Heen i„.e«3.ed
i„-3.a..3."

s

SHa e.pHa3Uea
that becoming a3
prcfessionally-t.entlf ied a3 po3sible,
gaining the
highest 3tatu3 credentials
fro. the HigHest status
school, Had Heen Her
-eapon against the racist
presumptions wHicH she. as a
Hispanic, every»here encountered.
She said she struggled with
racism all the time she
was growing up and Had always
tried to deal with it Hy
demonstration"

of Her ability and competence.

One clear aid in that
battle is gaining

what Sennett and Cobb call the
badges of ability^^ or the professional
credentials by which personal worth
is measured in our society.
Carmena
pointed this out quite explicitly
in saying we live in a
competitive,
status seeking society and you
Have to play the game of status
or never
get into a position where you can
be of some real use to your own

community.

She was quick to point out that
credentials per se do not

make a good social worker-that
Harvard and Columbia, her own elite
alma mater, graduate

some pretty shitty

social workers^^ but that for

her Having such unquestioned credentials
was crucial in overcoming

"

the image of the
fh^

I

"-ir^^^

xnferxor Hispanic
professional."

Some of the others
took for granted
grantPd a
. more
positive view of
professionalism and like Fl^^r,
^^<^n.U,.i themselves
as being "p,„.
,
f-s.onal in ,,e sense
that
trained and I do
it
It f
° ^
from my heart
,
do the bestt I can.
"
ran
tus
1
This was Elaine's
view Of
of nr-of
professionalism as
deep heartfelt
commitment to service
servirp and
. a as
self -development
in the
service of others;
tu^
j
thers.
The c.edentialing
process was a necessary
ritual
nndertoo. in order to
.e ahle to continue
to do the „or.
she had
a..ead. started in
.ocusing on social
service/ad.ocac. .or the
elderly
and that had the
additional benefit of
providing her with a
sense of
^Heory to go „ith
.y practice. She „as not
getting a degree in
hnman
.

—

,

•

is Where the .oney
is.

no-ifs

what you

^

to do that counts."
Larry's view of
professionalism was fairly
positive-he called
himself a professional
in the sense of
having developed his
^owledge
the area of vocational
counseling and caring deeply
ahout his wor..
Yet It should be recalled
thai- this
tu^^ positive
that
self-identification as a
professional co-existed with
itn his ppri^orearlier positive
self-identification

^

•

•

than that of a "professional
expert located fifty miles
away from the
problem.

Carrie saw professionalism
in terms of "prestige"
and since none
of the trappings of
professional prestige such as a
fancy office and
fancy clothes and fancy title
went with her status as welfare
assistance
payments worker and yet since
welfare work was a significant
cut above

the dirty,
backbreakljie

,Mh=-="^
=

.
"""0^

a youngster-She
located herself i„

"

tobacco

fa™

,

'

cne whole issue
v/as
was

„ork she had do

P-fesslonal and worker.

just confusing" ^n

ho-r

"Wch brought
her closer to worker
stafn.=
.
status, kbut. then
her discretionary
authority
drd co„e out in
discussing various
decisions she
-de about Whether to cut
recipients off the
rolls or not.
Also the
working conditions
could be rather r»
taxing, and lacking
that deference
professional authority
one finds in a
doctor., dentisfs,
or la„
™^ngs can get pretty rough
at the welfare
department .hen
clients be yellin and
screa„in and throwing
things at you."
Carolyn was caught
somewhere between
Detween a nr-of
professional and a worker
that she was educated
ated, had
h^A taken courses
in child development
and
counseling, did work
that rsn,,,-,-^^
required complex skills
and cared deeply
about
her work, yet knew
at the same time
what a low statu,
status position she
held
how devalued it was
as low level
work" and how little
influence
She had.
She pointed out "a
parking lot attendant
is actually given

-

m

•

.Wn's

teacher.

.

.-that's how absurd
"

it is,
It
is " and th.^
that many parents viewed

her as Just a "babysitter."

^^^^^^^^^^S^SiSlce^SJ^ieen^^
Control. Carei-pk<„„
.

Gen.iinP

^„r p„,,^

Workers were full of stories
and anecdotes about other
workers
"ho exercised, on a frequent
and consistent basis, petty
power over

•

their clients.

This oeffv ^
^^^^^^^^ °^
'
took the for. Of
'
depriving clients of
services
-ices or Kbenefits
.
to which they
were legally
entitled, insulting
the. or acting
ctmg in a ccondescending
H
fashion
ignoring the., withholding
infonnation
Lion and .ivi
.
giving them
the bureaucratic runaround,
blaming them,
physically ah
pnysically
abusing and sexually
harrassing them.
While It
i> to
IS true that
workers' hands aj-t:
are tiea
tied in many ways
.

.

•

- ^.e.Uc.

3isn.nca„.

™_

_

^^^^^^

^^^^^

caseworker cuts a client
off .roi
^
welfare
on a technicality
becuase she
doesn't like "aggressive"
blacks
blacks, or hears
h
a man's voice in
the background when calling her
home, or sees her h..being .dropped off in
a fancier
car than she herself
drives
ives, thi^
r.^
this can create a
crisis of survival for
the Client who may
in fact have no
consistent source of income.
Yet
this could be rather
tempting to caseworkers
who often, like Carrie
have many of the same
problems of single parenthood,
poor living conditions, inadequate child rare^ ^r^r,
care, low income, and
tew growth opportunities
as do their clients.
Carrie exclaimed at several
points:
"Ifs agitating, it really Is.

It makes you mad when
they can get something

you can't, even though
you might be a single parent
too and have your
own problems Just like
they do." Carrie described
another situation in
Which a client was still
collecting welfare even though
she had gotten
a "good job" as a legal
aide for a reason having
something to do with
child care expenses, and she
was going to college too.
To Carrie this
seemed like ripping off the
system and in comparison with
her own situation
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"o.„

^.co.e 3e..ee „o...3

.e..,

.

,,,,

^^^^^^

... ,e„e.n„ .o„.-3..3,
.„-.eo.

eU..

who wouldn't "cooDprp^o"
k„ ubr.ng.„g
cooperate by
•

"Hen as^ea

.be

yes, .0 .be ba3.

„a3

.ee. „ee.

be. ..„„,e..e sbe „a3

a3s.3.a„ce, Car.e repUea
.ea. „eea a„a „a3

If only she'd
cooperated.

eUs.b.e-

Larry was quite frank
about
uc his
nis usp
use of h.discretionary power.

His

actually be 3ince.ely
ln.e.e3.ed in looM„g £o.
l„3.ead of
stringing bl. along. He
.old .be. .o be bones.
„l.b bl„ up front-U
they were working under
.be table fine, be wouldn't
™aRe a big deal
about it and Ju3t file
their case in tba bacR of
bis file cabinet.
However, be promised to
"sanction" the. if tbay weren't
being s.ralgh.
with him and have them cut
off.
Donna described a number of
Ins.ances in which workers
.reated
cllen.s disrespectfully.
In one case a wo„an bad
Jus. bad a fire des.roying her bo.e and belongings
and was in a bi. of a da.e
.ha nex. morning,
therefore missing her appoln.men.
with her social worker who
bad been

trying to arrange emergency
sbel.er.

This worker really 11. i„.o .be

woman over .he phone for missing
the appointment.

Donna told her,

"Don't you see what you're doing-give
the woman a chance to understand

what's happened to
her!"
Janice spoke of the
unnecessary use of nl.
^
°^ physical force with black
•

.

-"3e

o.

„e„a. paUen.

mental hospitals, of
the
cne elderly
eld^ri,,
,

--„..on
-sea.ch
so on.

cen.e.s a„a o.He.
a.

oe

„.ue

others), or a

(a

is an

in

acco.n.aMUt.

,y Bonna,

or

a.use of poo. women
and

En.Ush .eacher not .eacHin,

p.oMe. mentioned

co«ity

^^^^

s.erUUaUon

The po„e. i.,ala„ce
and Xac. of

U

.„,„„3 .... s

nursing
-Lug homPQ
nomes, of youngsters
in

.„.,«.c.,

p..Uc .ospUals,

the Jo.-„Hether

how to

m

«

•

.o .Hose .e.ns

a .oungs.e.

EXaine, MarJorU. an.

resource person at the
Division of E.pXoy.ent

security not helpin. a
client .et child care
services in order to ta.e
a paying Job, a prohle.
Larry mentioned in
criticizing the creation o,
a totally unnecessary
unit.
Even service practitioners
with the best of intentions
who care a
great deal about the needs
of their clients, can
and often do err in
the direction of "taking
responsibility for" their clients,
of deciding
foJLthem What is best for the.,
of limiting their options
In a realisticfashion, or detennlning a
course of action that seems most
practlcaV^

given their inside knowledge
of how the system works,
and their evaluation of the client's
capabilities and concerns.
These benevolent

tendencies toward control over
clients have been well-documented

in

the areas of legal service,
psychiatry, medicine, elderly care,
child
care, school and vocational and
marriage counseling, and so forth.

demic program.

Janice spoKe
spoke of
ot h„
her ovm experience
rience of being
discouraged
f.„„ Kbecoming
from
a doctor in
„f nursing.
favor of
And how her
traditional
training as a nurse
reflected the
m,„ philosophy
i.-,
of taking care ot,
taking
responsibility for people
P-Ple. ti,.=
The power imbalance
between clients and
3e.vice workers/institutions
often leads to a lack
of co«ication
vital
.

nee.s.

While the institutional
hierarchy system of
control often makes
Client input at the
institutional policy level
irrelevant anyway
wUhout a conscious, receptive
attitude on the part of
workers, Clients
can feel totally
excluded at aii
all levels.
level.
p
Parents may give up on
affectmg overall educational policy,
but still hope to draw
to the attention

some Change within the
classroom over which the
teacher does have considerable control. A worker
might not be able to change
overall welfare policy
the short run, but s/he
can control how respectfully
clients are addressed.

Genuine Support Based Upon the
Ability to Idenrffv
Human service practitioners
were clearly most effective
in assisting their clients whan they
felt a close identification
with them and
had either shared their
experience, personally, or felt
genuine empathy
for their situation.
They appeared least helpful when
they felt no
close identification with clients,
felt threatened and maintained
a

•
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professional stance
more orlenr.H

" =^"/l-"tutlo„al

.

,
,H
than client
concerns, or when
their c„

interests

"'"^^^^

upper-level
level prof
professionals ana
administrators.
Man. of the workers
or.«inall, motivate,
to enter the
human service tieid
fiel. because
h

-e
"

of

---»ee

„lth the same .in.
of a.versit. as
their clients.
experience.
For Dorothea -LL
it was al.nH
alcoholism, for Dan
"^^^^ having
had the
^h
emotional support
he needed,
PP
needpd for
f
n
Donna it was being
poor and
wxthout opportunities
for growth, for
Larry
it was a de
.
y ic
destructive
lifestyle hooked on drues
rugs, for
for- Carmena
it was racism
against Hispanics
for Marjorie it was
the youthful struggles
ruggies of wh.>
white working class
students,
These workers were
re, indeed,
indp^^d
^
deeply committed to
their work and
deeply concerned with
their clients
xients.
Ofhpr workers such
Other
as Janice and
Hlaine Had a deep capacity
for empathy and
conld step outside
their
own personal experience
to identify „ith the
elderly
Hlaine's case
and the mentally ill,
,He elderly, hlac.
people, etc. in danice's
-ere the ahility to identify
did not come so easily,
workers' capacity
for supportive service
deteriorated. As brought
out ahove. Donna
pointed to those service
practitioners who had never
heen poor themselves acting in an arrogant
and demeaning fashion
toward their clients
She herself felt the
gulf that separated her
from the black parents
and they from her. despite
her desire not to project
a prejudiced attitude.
Marjorie described her feelings
of alienation from the
alternative program's more affluent
staff and students, who
themselves
appeared to reject any close
association with the working class
"mainstream" students and staff.
Janice singled out some of the
male psychiai

.

•

i

m

•

--

so....

3. .a. ..e

^
had to be a "fiehtPr"
^
lighter —to
so closely identlfv
. a
''^^y ^"'^
^il^ ^bout people
need, that you won't
takee no for an
.
answer from the
social welfare
bureaucracy.
She had very
vcty UtM.
little respect
for a
a lot
F cc tor
ofr social service
-orders, u^.di.y .e„,
of a shaUe.ed
„«aie ^^^^
cZass ^ife
Ufa ^ndH isolated,
individualistic orientation.

^

,

.

Who_Empowers Whom?

co„.„,

,,,,

^^^^

^^^^^^^^

suppo„, „o.e
oppo..u„Uiea fo. src«. an,
,evelop„e„.. „o.e .a,

-a.

i„

Happens, .o.e sense of
coope.a..on an. Uss
feeX.n, of ..so.en.
ation.
Both service workers
workera and
a„H „i
clients are often women
and feel all
the pressures that
come „Uh that status
and carry the weight
of the

degree of status and
power which the service
practitioners' higher
position Within the hierarchy
gives the„.
Moreover, there is the
presumption implicit in the
practitioner/Client relationship
that the service practitioner "has
"
it together,
tn»e^hor
t
It
has
knowledge, the competence
and
,

Dan and Larry put it.

The practitioner is thus,
according to the most
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progressive analvsfc:
.

;

..u„
.............

:

•

- .... ......
» - -'

can uaderrnxne
genuinely nurturant
support.

^^^^^^^^^^^S^HlL^nPublic Sector «

The politics of
fiscal crisis
crisxs and ^K
the new policies
of cost constraint introduced
in the mid-seventies
venties and proceeding
unabated to the
present hung like a
dark cloud over
ver all the workers
.
interviewed.
In
-

answering questions
concerning the greatest
pressures they felt at
,
work
the threat of losing
their Jobs was high
on
a cne
the list.
list
6
S
Service workers
have been existing
In a constant
state of insecurity
Insecntltv »andH uncertainty
•

addition. tHe, Have been
ove.bu.aened „ltb „o., as
a tesnlt of staff
layoffs, tlsln, caseloads
and Inctease.
responsibilities.
Petty tlval-as, conflict, an. competition
Have Increased a„ons
staff In ^n.

their own burnout caused
by
the cuts.
cuts
y cne

And as
.
v.
Elaine
rememoered

the
(CHC) administration
should ta.e a loo. at
themselves-tbey're letting
Uttle people flgbt a«ng
themselves, and that's the
bottom line.

What minimal networks
of co^nlty-based
support services existed
prior to the wave of cuts
have been virtually wiped
out, making the
public sector bureaucracies
the caretaklng"
Institutions of last resort.
There, basic problems of
client and worker safety
have developed, as
Janice. Carmena, and Dan
testified, and restraints,
seclusion, heavy
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s-ies.
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^n. people ecpe" .o
p.o....„,

^^^^^^^^^

or assistance of any
ly kind
Kxna, h^c
has become commonplace.

i/

The problem of the
%omeless"-people
people leff
left ^n
to wander the streets
a.d die ,.0. exposu.e,
Heads .He lu. i„
Massachose.. as "H^an

service P.oMe.

n," „piaci„,

eide.l, of las. ,ea.

„„„„

and

Children .he previous ,ear,
.he „en.aii,

in
,ear Before .ha., and
"acting out youth" before
them, with
xcn the
cne cvcIp
cycle k..beginning in the 1960's
wi.h .he „e„l, discovered
.Wher America" of .he s.r.c.orall,
unemployed
and oppressed hlacks.
These fads of poU.ically
exploi.able "huean
expendables" co.e and go. hu.
„ha. is differen. is .ha.
„i.h .he dawning Of .he new conserva.ive
era, .he new fad is .o
auack any for. of
public service to the en.ire
lis. of "human expendables."
•

•

,

None of the workers interviewed
were lef. untouched by the
new
conserva.ive poli.ics of fiscal
crisis.
All of .heir work lives, and
In .any cases,

.heir personal lives as well,
had been adversely affec.ed.

Elaine's hard, co.ml..ed work in
singlehandedly Ini.ia.ing and developing the elderly outreach clinics
looked like i. would go down .he
drain

along with the general overall
quali.y of service .he communi.y
heal.h

centers were originally committed to
provide.
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-ile socal .e„.ee pU„„,,
tloners engaged i„

m

a big way.

Ha. neve. ,ee„

sce.Mn,

p.ac.i-

some, like
iKe Ann
Ann, Ela,
Elaine, n
Danny, Marjorie
.

and Dorothea did DamVi-r,^,participate in

s^Uer

project planning.

Even this

minimal level of creative
crp^ti^r^ service
„
planning came to an
abrupt halt in
.idst o. ascal crisis.
It became
inappropriate., to have ne„
and
useful ideas about developing
„ays to „eet people.s
needs, since invariably such ideas too.
people.s energy, additional
resources, and

-,uired a sense ot mutual
cooperation and supportiveness.

-re

Since staff

emotionally and physically
drained, resources „ere
stretched to the
and the level of cooperation
and trust were very low,
the policies
of cost constraint had
a very deadening
effect on any new creative
service initiatives.
this s«se fiscal
conservatism has brought an

m

end to our culture's
budding recognition of the
importance of ..social

development" as opposed
PP ea to smVM,,
strictly economic, technical
development.
particularly since many or
social gains
a^-ix^o have
u
y of our social
taken place within the
context of human services, broadly
defined.
The examples of Elaine's
elderly outreach clinics and
Dorothea's attempted small halfway
group
home for female recovering
alcoholics are cases in point.
Creative risk-taking, initiative-taking
staff such as Elaine and
Dan were forced back into their
minimally defined roles as nurse
and

counselor respectively, while their
program development roles went by
the wayside.
Dan of all people-the "highly
charged spark plug," the
imaginative, determined project
planner, had to scale down his entire

'
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range of service
activities
^txes, hopes, and
expectations due to the
pressure
of overwork as a
result of staff i.
ce cutbacks, and
xnsxst to his
supervisors that fro.
now on he "wo
1. do
.
would
exactly what
was xn his job
description and no
"
.ore
'-cj
or go
.o to pieces.

—

"

.

.

•

hand as the more crpat-i^,^
creative, imaginative,
caring support work
has given
way to the alienated
labor of human 'Vri.-f
crisis management" of
rather alarming proportions.
The pre-fiscal
crisis/nost
risis/post-fiscal
fi.
i
crisis contrast should
Of social c.lsis
.a„asa.e„., a .eac.lve

.esponse-p.^l.n.ea

eo.-

part.antaU.ad-to ..ch .o.e deeply
.ooted troubles.

But there had
been some creative leeway
many service agencies,
y for action no n,.
so that
progressive, caring service
workers were able to
Lu lean toward the
support
end of the support/control
service work contradiction.

m

It was one thing to
work In a state e.ploy^ent
office In the sixties

and early seventies, with
all the typical hazards
and contradictions of
such work:
a less than pleasant
environment In which to work, a
staffing problem and the usual
hostility-producing waiting lines, a
lack
Of training and peer support,
hassles with supervisors, hassles
with
clients, some sense that although
you want to, you're not making
a great

difference in people's

Uves-in

helping them fulfill their inner
poten-

tial, in helping them find work
with real meaning and satisfaction.
But you could do something of
positive value.

You could, if you were
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Larry, for example,
meet uith

—lly

'

i„ employment
in
,
matters.

assistance

You co„lH k

With them and

ask them to be the
same

—

-ted s»e

^-^loP a meaningful plan
identify the interests
nterests, strengths,
and capabilities of
the
=

,
,
together:

"-tify

health-related, child-care,
educational or
psychological Obstacles to
employment and help clear
them a„ay.
.motional support and
concrete
.
te material
material assistance
could be provided in
helping the person move
toward his or her
ner goal.
goal
Th
These are human developservices.
Xhey are vital to
any society and can
be carried out
"Uh more or less sensitivity
and respect for the
dignity and inclinations of the individual
within the overall
constraints of the existing
system Of service and
structure of work,
our society, then, even
during the best of times,
the fairly tight
constraints of the service
bureaucracy itself and the
limited options for satisfying
employment
to be found in the wage
labor/domestic homemaking
structure of work
hemmed employment counselors
in but did not render
their more creative
and caring attempts at
service totally valueless.
^

-t

m

However, after the new
policies of cost constraint
ware Instituted
the extremely difficult
conditions of work for people
like Urry (employment). Carrie (welfare),
and Carmena (mental health)
were replaced by
nearly impossible ones.
The working environment
went from unpleasant
to chaotic.
The options and resources
available to service workers to
help people:
housing referral lists, job training
and placement opportunities, child care slots,
preventive health services, after
school

programs, drug day treatment programs
and half-way houses, community-

based public service
jobs P^n
jobs,
etc. -were suddenly
unavailable or fast
withering away.

Workers who are faced
with lar^P
k
large nnumbers
of people in great
crisis
and pain, whom they
are unable to heln
help, cannot
maintain a neutral
holding operation for
long,
lone smii-ir,.,
smUxng at. people and
shrugging their
shoulders as they explain
that their hands
are tied.
tied
Th
They
are besieged.
If not at points
under sieee
ege, xn
in the
th^ ^n,
employment offices, welfare
centers
i

.ep.o.u«.ve

..ss.pa.es

3

c..o«3l/eo„„ol

Catena

for example, is no longe.
pen.U.e. .0 use her p.eclons
.,„e engaged
in fa.U, ehe.ap,.
help^g
.n.e.s.an.ing, hones,
co^ica.ion, and .u.ual s.ppo„lveness
between fa„Uy ™e™he.s-one

of

Moreover, she can no longer
find snpportive environments
for clients
within the community, clients
who will
iij. regress it
,f kept on the
acutely
psychotic ward any longer.
There Is not enough staff,
resources, and
co-^unlty alternatives to do
.uch else than "hold" people
who are per-

ceived by medical authorities
to he either a "danger
to themselves or to
others" If left alone.
The hospital, then, has
become almost entirely
(where before it was "largely")
a strictly social-control
operation.
In
the same way that Carmena's
family-oriented therapy and timely
placement of formerly psychotic patients
in more supportive community
alter-

natives has become crisis management
duty on the one remaining, overburdened ward-Larry's thoughtful
process of employabiUty planning has
now become the "Job club joke."
That is, Larry among the majority of

^^^^^-^^^^^^^^-^^^^^

to Con,

^^^i^^-^Hl^e-stj^niat^^

„
Workers_and_C]^^

In most cases
the workers
interviewed
wt;a felt
reit misunderstood,
mi. H

maligned, by the
general public.

-«1=UU

.„.an,.MU..

if not

They
ihey felt quite
acutely the stigma

catena .eU ... .He
p„.., ^^n.e.
ana ..a.

of

~

,

.

^^^^

,,,,,

^^'^

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

.o.

,,,3^
^^^^^^
^^^^
^^^^^^^
felt that the public
knew little
tcie if
It anvrhn
anything about the work
of their
asences, ... ..a. .He
general pe.cep..o„,
even
Hase. .pen ...e.ance
-re nega.ive. Pe. example,
.an.ce sal, sHe suspec.e.
.Ha. .He p.HUc

cnew absol..el, „o.Hi„s
aHou. „Ha. .He Pa..
s..ee. Cen.e. aid, H..
.He

tha. „e are he.e."

Bla.e for .He p.oHle. of
Ignorance was no. onesided, However, she said,
and .He Cen.er .'doesn..
do a Hlood. .Hing .o
make the town accept them."
Mos. of .He workers fel.
.ha. .he puhUc viewed
.He recipients of
their services as so.ehow
"subhu.an" or con.e.p.lble.
According .o
Carmena, .en.al pa.len.s were
"no. seen as Hu.a„ beings"
bo.h by .he

Ins.l.u.ion itself and by .he
ou.slde world.

Dan felt that it was
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important to educate
the people in thP
conununity to the
fact that drug
^
addaddxcts and for.er
drug addicts were
not ".o
monsters"- and could
change to
become productive
members of society.
Carrie characterized
h
the general
public'.s view of
public
welfare recipients
F ents as "thp
i
the lowest
of the low."
•

-S.a... .3
-^P

a ..n.

"ithou.

It

So

...

„eU.e aepa„„e„ Use.
.es.sna..„,

„,„,3,„,,^ „^

being l^ediately
torn do™,

-an. to he 1„ that
situation,

_

....

^^^^^^

she felt
^^-^^ that people
„e
,
k
should

-St

people o„ „eua.e do„.t

.an desctlhed the
pnhllc's vle„ of

youns .en „lth e.otlonal
and ..hehavlo.al"
ptohle.3 and Jnvenlle
t.eatptosta^ as ve.,. „e.,
negative. He ohsetved
that the p.hllc Is
^evet e.posed to the
„ote e.pathetle, eating,
humanistic .outh ptogta«
such as Hillside, not
ate the. a„ate of ho„
.uoh pain these hoys
catty

Carolyn felt that the wot.
she did In child cate
„as devalued
because It „as .Vo.en's wot.,"
and that people simply
didn't tecognl.e
the "awesome tesponslhlUty
of helping children
develop" nor did they
acknowledge the complex s.lUs
Involved.
Even the parents themselves
»ere uncomfortably ambivalent
about acknowledging the
essentially conurturant, or co-patental role
being played by "their" day
care center
staff.
As mentioned, she cited
the Directory of Occupational
Titles
Which placed child care at
the same skill level as
that of Parking Lot
Attendant, which she felt aptly
characterized society's undervaluation
of child care workers.
Elaine pointed out how neglected
the elderly
are and recognized that social
service work with the elderly was
not
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^eld in high
estee.-and that such
work received s h
-bstantiall, lower
wages than even
nursin. for
nursxng,
f
example, even though
she had fo
h a
f°und
^
much
ereafP^ „need
greater
the area of social
c
social service
than medical service.
Thus, the human
service system
svc^^on, is c
full of people who
are held in
general social
contempt-people in need
of support
.
and people who try
to give it
societv'c: "fo-ti
'
"Jects-people who cannot
cli„b the
h-rar=hy or „al.e It In
the private,
productive sector or „h
who never had
,

^

m
.

•

—

-

^

,i

^He ..rst place,

.heir .ate represents
people's

society's motivational
s.ste. „hlch Is parti,
hase.. e.otlonall,.
npon

-

wonder that Americans
react with snch emotional
revulsion to the
dependents of the welfare
stafP
.a with. such
state, and
ambivalence verging on
contempt for those who
serve them.
•

^^^^-^^^i^i^-^-^Licar^^

^^^^-^^5?oranza^i^^
Human service workers have
been placed in an extremely
defensive
position in the late 1970's
and 80's.
They and the liberal welfare
state have been targeted
as the prime causes of
inflation and as the
symbol of all that's wrong
with the society and economy.
As .anice put
It,

the new conservative message
is cnat
IS
that

people and let the. .ake It
on their

o™,

It

s

^-!,.

time .to stop 'coddling'

let people pull themselves
op

by their o«n bootstraps as
Individuals and forget about a
sense of social
responsibility." She highlighted
the spirit of self-preservatlonism
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accompanying the economic
situat-ion
situation as ubeing
one possible reason
for
•

-

sHift in pHiiosopb.

so man. people
in a eonservative direction in
sufficient numbers to
CO put ri.h^
right wing conservatives
into office, she wasn't
•

sure.

For most workers,
policies
P-toooi
P iicles nf
of fiscal
constraint and cost-control,
and more rigid forms
of hierarrhir;,
Hierarchical power to
enforce such policies,
dominated their work lives
livt-cs and
^nH defined^
the limits of what they
felt
was possible to accomplish
politically and in terms of
service.
With
cost constraint the
watchword, literally every
other major concern
workers had tended to go by
the wayside, or for those
workers with a
.ore stoical, long-term frame
of reference like
Elaine, had to be put
i

,

on "hold."

workers expressed an overall
sense of demoralisation,
despair,

and hopelessness-an inability
to significantly
influence the drift of
political events, an attitude
well in keeping with their
general, ongoing exclusion from participation
in the elite processes of
policyn^aking.

It

is as

if an

inescapable and inevitable fate
had befallen

human service workers, snuffing
out careers and nullifying
deeply-

held commitments and painstaking
accomplishments.

Individual programs

and individual workers have
generally been left to figure out
their

own "individual solutions."

While liberal anti-cutback coalitions
of service providers have

emerged during this time period, they have
not been too successful in

activating rank and file workers, clients,
and stemming the tide of
cuts.

The workers interviewed did not highlight
these coalitions and
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anti-cutback efforts.

^

—

Mostly they were
left to re-evaluate
y
their

-

...

state levels.

Those who retained
rei-ain»j the.r
jobs scaled down
their service
expectations and professional
asplrarlons conslderahl.
.w were

-

—

nm.

the .ost elective
response to the c.ts.

to save their jobs
and from everyone
i-yone else for K
being too "greedy

Pnhllc

•

.

"

Janice said she felt ^ha^
that xt was not
inevitable that programs
needed
to deteriorate so
much under cne
the pressure
pressurp of the conservative
fiscal
curate. She and Elaine
hoth lelt that
„ore .oreslsht were
shown
and
a .ore co-operative
approach were .a.en so
everyone at the asenc.
would understand the
situation and could plan
v-m, to«th„
together, .how to respond
workers would he less
demoralised and a Better
,uali., of service could'
be maintained,
somewhat reduced in scope.
Elaine told of how upset
She was When flicicing on
the TV set one evening
she saw .he head of
her own neighborhood health
center appealing for
support-she
-;

*-

U

U

U

said It

.

would have been so much better
oecter it
if all
all the
n,. community
health centers had
gotten together instead of
one going it alone-that
the centers were
vitally needed in each and
ever^ neighborhood and should
fight together
as one unit.
She spoke of the tendency
on the part of the community
health center administration
to keep up the pretense to
the community of
being able to do everything
they had done before the cuts,
serving the

'

•

sa.e numbers, being
open the sa„e long
nours „Uh
s hour.
with fewer
f
staff

etr

'•

...

: r:

Catch-22
:; kind of
political/fiscal pressure
at his
H
drug center.

^^-e.

....

^^^^^ ^^^^^^

He

^^^^

how can you do that
without killing
'billing th.
the remaining staff?"
He said
that he was glad he
had gotten a
combined degree
^^^^ in Co
Counseling and
Management so that "I cr-^ ^i,
can always transfer
into tbe private
sector and
-nage a department at
Kilenes or Jordan
Marsh." This
inis is
Is a young man
whose heart and soul
seemed
•

.

tn be in
i
u
to
human service,

missing support."

in "providing the

before her after graduating
fro. her Masters in
P„bUc Health program

awa, fro. private
clinical „or. in psychiatric
nnrsing. she „as anxious
that existing conservative
social priorities would
.a.e Job opportunities
in preventive community
health care, focused on
the needs of elderly
and racial minority groups,
few and far between.
She
was right.

Mariorie, a single parent with
two young children, was
dismissed from
her teaching position as a
result
of the state tax
limitation.

>«,at

had been for her a real
vocation in the traditional
sense of deep

dedication to one's chosen work,
extinguished.

Her future looked ,uite
bleak, adding, perhaps,
another statistic to the
"feminization of

poverty."
Women who have lost human service
jobs are

in an ever

greater pre-
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dicament than men, since
thpv have a
they
..ch smaller range
of e.ploy^ent
opportunities open to them.

FreouenM

'^^^''^"S- -"ing. social work
and human service
caretakinc
etaking ffunctions
„ith the elderly,
children, youth

"o..ing Class, and even
middle class „o„en
can aspire-„hen
thel positions close down, -^iit j-s>
is hark
uacK ^.
to secrefarini
i„
cretarial, low
wage, restaurant
and
retail sales work,
housekeeoing
i^eepmg, and factory
p
work.
For many others it
IS back to homemaking
and providing
xng caretaking
caretakinc services
for those
dropped by the Shrinking
human service syste.-the
uut; retarded
retarded, handicapped
h
HChild, the infirm elderly
family member, the
neighbor's two year old
cHild.
.or men. it is back
to a more ..male-defined"
occuatpion within
.he competitive business
world-business management and
administration
computer technology and
..information systems,.,
private ..new age.,
services in counseling and
career guidance, stress
reduction and fitness, etc.
This re-privatization and
re-f eminization of what
had been
>

public sector human service
work will be analyzed more
deeply in the
next chapter in an attempt
to argue that the crisis
in human services
and shift in employment
patterns is not simply an
inevitable ..fiscal
by-product., of the economic
crisis but represents a socially
regressive
vision and anti-feminist
political strategy.
In pursuing this regressive
social vision,

the weapon of .'objectively

required fiscal constraint', has
been used with extraordinary
effectiveness.
Expert/technical rationalizations have
been summoned to justify
the inevitability of socially
reactionary measures in which vulnerable
groups have been rendered desperate.
Pressure which had been mounting
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on capital's
profits and on white
wh.te, .ale,
professional and
managerial
levels of power and
authority
ty, have been
Bp
translated into
"technical
economic necessity " thp ro.o
the reason given
^y,
to re-estahli«h
establish ^K
the conditions

z::r7

--'—^—^^ ---^^

......

weak and Inconsistent
as it IS,
is
to rh.
the competitive
private sector
economy or, more
appropriately
teiy, to the
rh. current
requirements of state
capitalism, to restabilize
soci^,!
i>ociai conf]^p^
uxiict t-Uar-r^
there, ^to quiet

n.as

the raging

Of cont.ove.sy

.eaU„, „uh fundamental
social values,

to .educe
scale of social
expectations and social
"entitlements,, to destto.
the cusHlon
social
01
support, t.e le,ltl.ac.
of sell-e.p,otatlcn
motivational uncertainty and
traditional role re-examinatlon,
and to te,

estaMlsh or strengthen
principles of Hierarchical
versus participatory
power Wherever they had
heen sha.en
the

rr^

,

to discredit any huddlng
notions of

to opportunities for
full human development
as misguided

utoplanlsm.

Even the ..caring" and
'.compassionate caretaRlng..
functions

"Ithln the welfare state
which had clearly leaned
toward conservative
paternalism have been ridiculed
in the new conservative
Insistence
upon the family as the
proper locus of service and
"woman's proper
caring role" within it.

"^^"^^^ ^°hn and Barbara Ehrenreich's
^'' /'
theory of the professional
f
and managerial class more closely
for its rele
l.nZ\to the political significance of
vance
human service work

1

'
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Justice",

Social^asew^,

CHAPTER

IV

THE CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

It

is Clear to

«st

people .hat food,
clothing, and shelter
are

inslsht Of the service
„or.er. Interviewed.
Is that e,nall, fnn.^,^!
to h„„an existence Is
sc.ethlns less tanglhle:
snpport, love, and „„rturance.
Studies of Infant mortality
and development
demonstrate that
infants will not thrive
thn'vf^ If
if t-u^
they are provided with
the bare material
essentials to sustain life,
hut are deprived of
intimate nurturance
and warmth.
There is a wide body of
literature within the field
of
medical sociology that focuses
on the centrality of
social support
systems to the ability of
patients to recover from life
threatening
illnesses, and to survive what
are potentially extremely
stressful
life events such as prolonged
unemployment, disablement, death
of a
loved one, divorce or separation,
painful and complicated childbirth,
combat experience in the armed
services, and so forth. A
physician,
Sydney Cobb, summarizes his article
"Social Support as a Moderator of

Life Stress;"

support is defined as information
leading the subiect
'
esteemed, and a
The evidence that
supportive interactions among people are
protective against the
health consequences of life stress is
reviewed.
It appears that
social support can protect people in
crisis from a wide variety
of pathological states:
from low birth weight to death, from
arthritis through tuberculosis to depression,
alcoholism, and
the social breakdown syndrome.
Furthermore, social support may
^n
to K
belxeve that he is cared for and
loved,
member of a network of mutual
obligations.
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reduce the amount of
raedicar-ion

in Childbirth,"
Kathleen Norr
orr,

et al.
a1

pomt

of social support
during childbirth:

to the crucial
significance

complications, and
diffic:?tTo^^\1i::.r:re\^^^^^^
and their impact on
plin^^dt
:^rmf!r
small. °w
higher social status
Women with
.
less tr-^/^/^^^itudes
and greater marital
toward sex roles,
closeness
childbirth, to have their
'° P^^P^^^
husband '^^1
and to have less pain and 2^^^'''^.^ ^^^P during labor and delivery
social
^^^^^^^-^HTinJa^^^-^^i^i^^i-^^£tor_j^a_j^^
experiences

^t^^

Of

-irL'j;^:- -r::j-L\^ri

'>'^™"8es of childbirth

/

preparation can be made avai^hl
Class bacsrounds
Z'lZTtlll:
companionate marriage relations
or friend support them
dur ng laio;
can also be made more suDDo^fiir?
unprepared.2 [emphasis added]

-----

Il.TZ/lZuZll
^^^'^^tional
i!
"

T

°'

T"^^
less

'

^
so ^^^^

'^"^"S

°f l^^or

'''''''''
'

Unfortunately, the compartmentalization
of social knowledge within
the academic disciplines
reflects, in large measure, the
social division of labor and the
compartmentalization of social life
itself into

"productive and reproductive" spheres.

Knowledge that is basic to the

disciplines of psychology and human
development and the practice of
physical, emotional, and spiritual
healing has not generally been
assimilated into the more broadly-gauged
studies of society and practice
of politics.

Likewise, the insight of women enmeshed
in the private

world of nurturant, reproductive activity,
has not been assimilated by
those involved in the "public" world of
productive economic and con-

ventxonal political
activity.

Even th.

"holistic" schools of
thought have not
generally .oved beyond
Deyond a d.
.
deeply
personalist ic bias
toward a viable
synthesis
yncnesis that recognizes
the realiM-^<=
realities off power and
,

.

,

personal, s...,,,^

"Uhln

.He ,0113.1.

people .anscen.

fo. people .0
,eco„e

l„p„,3„. as

.e „a„o„ »e.lcal-3cle«inc

see .He nee.
,0. a „o.e balance. „le„
o,

.-s.

u

„.l,

..„,„,3 "

.as .ee„ 1„ .elpln,

pa.a.ls. a.a In ,elpl„,

h^an .evelop„en., .He
fo. personal well
being has sene.all,
been e„. o«
.He

struggle for broadly based
social change.
So.e Of .he fines.
Inslgh.s of our grea.es.
social philosophers
theorls.s, splrl.ual
leaders, and fol. heroes
such as Mar.ln Buber
Ashley „on.agu. Abraha.
Haslow, .olio May.
Assaggloll. and ..^yercffs
are cu. off fro. prac.lcal
reall.a.lon on a broad scale
by .he omission
Of polUlcal-soclal
analysis and prac.lce.3
„ha. gives .he crucially
i.por.an. Inslgh.s of .he
holls.lc .ove.en.. developmental
psychology
and medical sociology,
female nur.urers and liberal
human service
workers, and spiritual leaders
and moral philosophers .heir
of. en

seemingly "naive, moralls.lc.
unrealistic, impractical and
Irrelevan."
charac.er Is their inablU.y or
reluctance ot examine .he social
and
political conditions for the
realization of systems of
nonoppresslve.
recrlprocal support. The poli.ical
reluctance and self-ef facemen. of
those who do perceive the value
of support Is matched by the
general

Illegitimacy of mutual "support, caring
and nur.urance" as a poli.ical
issue.

The poli.ical articula.lon ot our
needs lags far behind our

unartlculated, felt experience of .hem.

In

place of a sense of respect.
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ac^o„Uds.e„. an.
app„=iaUo„

of ou.

no^al „eea
iieea

tor
fo. ssupport, the

lese
unacknowledged needs hpv^ k
have been culturally
distorted into a d.
leep source
of shame, an
unfathomable feeling
of self
in.d n
5 ^Jseit-madequacv
and ''e-Li-denierat
auu
q^l f Ar.
^ju
nn
which undermines our
own positive attemn^
attempts at self-development
and
poisons our abilitv tn
be positively
1-y
supportive of others.
We need to
better understand the
sources of self-hate . .
^^'^
"^"tual denigration
or
•

1

,

-""can.

=

Dons Leasing 's character
<-i.er,
City

.e.p.e3.

,aee o. a

neo.asC.

Mari-h;,
.
wartha,
wrote
to herself
ueifaeir in t>.^
The tFo ur-Gatpd
.

;

seeker an^ere'^an

" »^
\r """^
L e'a""::
„'?""^h"°^^^
"""anipulated
group-he, she,

to embody the
self-hater
easy to do
.
.

.

"

has
And it is very

^asy as that.

.

"

gone to^'"octor:f":?ps™M™^^" ^"^ ""^
^ "ad
I'M OVER THE EDGe! BUT
"^^^ ^^EN THAT.
EVEN ?J ? c?Iv
LYNDA).
"^^"^^ '""^^
W,Y7 BECAUSE I ™„'I„
t™It"smL'
TO LET MYSELF BE STAMPEnFn
NOT
.^J^
™°"'«^
THROUGH LYNDA,
™«.
^
hIvE i^EE^' Jl'^rT
™- T™0"GH HINTS
AND SUGGESTIONS IN ul Tul
mall '^^L™
""^ EXPERIENCE, THROUGH
LYNDA-BUT WITHOUT THESE A DOCTo/^
L""
°^
PSYCHIATRIST WOULD HAVE
NEEDED ONLY TO IISF thf r Im^,,???
°'
SELF-HATER
AND THAT WOULD
HAVE BEEN ThI?
Flm^
OUT YOuruRUGs; YES YE^
^^^G
TOU
""^^^
SAY:
I'M TOO SCARED 'nOT

™^

"

I'D^

f

^p™'f

™™

ToT

~

In this passage „e see
the personal dangers inherent
in medical

professional's expropriation of
people's capacities to care for
and to
support each other.
Ann Kaplan's thesis entitled
"Social Support:
its Measurement" demonstrates
the value of support.

The Construct and
5

She cites Gore's

study6 demonstrating the better
health of recently unemployed men
with
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access to support and
Nickoll=

r=,

,

'

^"^ "^Pl^'^

3^PPo. ...Mte. ptc,.„.,

™

-tUUn,

Post-opetat.e teco.r,.

"-a-h7

_

Showing

^^^^

She

ae.nes support as the
o. co.a,e, ...H,
o. conn.ence an.
the .en.n. o.
strengt.

"

conceptnaU.t.on, she .ea.s

-™

socia. support into
three o.erUppin.
categories:
e.otionai.
esteem, and network
support.
She
ne writes.
writes"t.
Emotional support is
the
communication of affertivf. ir.f

-

bolster, or help the
individual
ndividual.

It

-„£ort, strengthen.

can take the fon. of
love, friend-

ship, or caring.

Since the information
is affective, this
type of
support is generated from
the present. ...
xhe co^unication of

present caring emotions
are then those which
are socially supportive
She further divides the
need for emotional
support into the need for

affiliation/friendship and
succorance/nurturance.
She defines esteem
support as being respected
and valued by others:
•It is a cognitive evaluation
of the individual-a
value Judgment

based upon Information
regarding the individual's
past, present, or
future accomplishments and
being."' She refers to
social interactionist
theory (Rogers, Kasl and
French. Coopersmith. Sullivan.
Mead)10 which
contends that "individuals are
incapable of loving, learning,
and even
being when hampered by the
anxieties caused by a low self-esteen,

order to maintain the necessary
self -evaluation, individuals need
social status and approval
„e value ourselves as we are valued.
in

.

.

.

"H

Kaplan labels esteeming in the
present, "Valldation"-"you are valid
and

,
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-1"

in .He

pas.

,,,,

future worth.

Netwo.. supper is
.e,.„e. as ",„,e™a.icn
co„ve..ns .e^e.sMp
a ,„up
people „ho a.e .o„„a
.ose.He.
„..„al o.Usa.ions an.
communications.
Thiq xnformatxon
info-^^^xs important because
it indicates that
support (not only social
but also tangible,
tan^ihl^
instrumental,

-

•

and material)

will be available in the
future. "12

T.dd
Ladd,

m
-i.

k
his
article on the impor•

tance of community writes:
The principle of mutual
serviVp
fr-^^i
^^^^"^ "^^^^ ^° strings
attached, and not based
l
expediency
°"
or self-inLrest
lies at ^he core of b;?on^
^or
the individual
the fulfillment o? his
'
need"?o
^^^^'^"^
"^^^ ^^eir
solicitude for h?; o^ 'eU
T""'"' a sense
Produces
of importance
within the individuararf
" ^""^^ °^ his own value and dignity as
a human bei^g 13

^

Z

~^^y

'

C"""
^

The Unsettling Issues of
Human, Vulnerability

^d

Ambivalence Re £^rj^n^_g^^

The human service system
symbolizes our vulnerability to
forces
beyond our individual control:
the dependence of childhood and
the fear
of desertion, separation and
divorce; the confusions of adolescence,

and the terrors of old age and
death; the pain of chronic disability
and prolonged illness-physical
and mental; the threat of
unemployment
and stigma of failure.

Every form of human vulnerability is
concen-

trated within the human service system,
and it is this, in part, which

makes it so threatening to so many people.

Much of what human service

workers deal with consists of people's "private
personal stuff" as

Donna put it:

people's struggles
uggles wi>h
u
wxth alcoholism
and drug addiction
domestic Violence and
miscommunicat J-un,
ion sexual inh'Kinhibition and fears of
inadequacy, learning
blocks and JOD
job related fears,
f
weight problems and
lack of self-acceptance.
Thev
tiey deal
deal w-,>h
with issues of economic
vulnerability
such as evictions, lack
of food, heat,
transportation, etc. as well
as
emotional vulnerability.
,,ey deal with all
aspects of -normar.
human development which
consists of r.r.^
one ilong process of
vulnerability
from the total helolessnA^Q
r^f
eiplessness of
infancy, through the
sensitive early
stages of childhood growth
all ^•m
in all
dimensions, through the trials
and
challenges of young adulthood
and the frightening
character of the
earliest job experiences and
sexual intimacy, to the
vulnerability of
i

.

•

•

-,•

<r

aging,

Yet, as a culture, we do
not fully acknowledge and
deal sensitively
with the normal life condition
of human vulnerability.
We seal off
such concerns into the private
familial sphere, isolated from
the ongoing

-productive- workaday world.

What is not adequately dealt
with

in the

reproductive sphere and spills over
into the productive sector,
causing
disruption and inconvenience, is
quickly gathered into the human
service
or social welfare system.

There, support is bureaucratized
and pro-

fessionalized and problems of human
vulnerability and breakdowns in
human relationships are treated by
policymakers as "technical problems
to be

managed."

Needless to say the delicate nature of
people's per-

sonal crises are resistant to such
"professional-bureaucratic crisis

management" procedures.
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The Massive

Sllnn^.r^

n^^-

.

Support is viewed,
senerall^r
generally, as "women's
work" and it is
socially
assumed, usually
subconsciously
ly. that won,.
women wxll provide
the necessary
nurturance both
^^i-n ior
for tne
^ho Ko
basic Pproces<?p.c:
of khuman
ocesses of
development beginning
in infancy, and
also to sustain nM.
others close to them
during their experiences of vulnerability-illness
Illness, nn.n,
i
y
unemployment,
emotional trauma, etc.
As a culture we eenprpii-iT »-^^.generally restrict
expressing our feelings
of vulnarabiUty
^

•

•

servl.e system

U

Is not generally
considered

legUl.a.e

.o

ad.U

any

feelings of vulnerability
and need for support.
By denying our need for
support, by relegating such
support „or.
to „o.en Within separate
reproductive spheres and by
assuming that „o.en,
nearly alone, can provide
an adequate base of
support to sustain our
personal struggles, „e, as a
culture are blind to the
fundamental conditions for human growth. We
are evading the central
fact of our

vulnerability and mutual
interdependence.

These feelings are too threat-

ening to admit in a culture
in which emotional support
is in scarce
supply, and in which expression
of feeling can be dysfunctional,
in

which competition and individualistic
striving takes precedence over
mutual support, shared learning,
and social growth.
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Ha.„, e.a.UsHe.

.He

,

^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^
ana aevelop^en. an.
Hav.n, ..eose. on .He
.a„U.
secondarily, the human
service
vice svsfP^^
system) as the main
source of support
within our society, we
now cum
turn to a hr-i«f
brief critique of its
structure and
adequacy.
The sexual division
vision of
nf labor
i.k
our society in which
women
have traditionally been
exD&ct^^
^^ be
k
expected to
the primary providers
of support
and nurturance for survival r=.r,^ ^
survival (and secondary
wage earners) and men the
primary providers of .he
material means to survival
(and still rarjl,
primary or even e,ual
nurturers) has created a
vast disparity of exparlence. feelings, and needs
between men and women and
has created
between them a distorted
relationship of unhealthy,
Imhalanced mutual
dependence.
The man Is heavily dependent
upon the woman for emotional
support not easily fo^d
elsewhere In society, and the
woman who is
expected to take on the domestic
duties of child care and
emotional
nurturance and who faces severe
sexual discrimination in the
job market,
is heavily dependent,
economically, upon the man. or
in his absence,
the welfare state.
The man is likely to feel the
pressure of his economic
responsibilities with considerable
Intensity and the low wages his

Hu^an

•

•

m

female partner generally receives Is
usually Insufficient to greatly

relieve the pressure he feels.

He feels entitled to the support
and

services, deference and nurturance of
his woman partner as his natural
reward.

Having been drained by working within
a competitive setting.

h e can hardly be expected to perform a
primary caretaking. nurturant.

.
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=uPPo»

....
^^^^

,.U.es

.He

^^^^

^^^^^^^

Others in full measure
e, it wnniH
would clearly weaken
him as a competitive,
productive, ef fxc.ently
f in' pntf
functxonxng worker (or
manager).
if the w,
woman
successfully developed
"male" nual
f
u
qualities of being within
the harsh
i

1

-,7

•

mined
Barbara Ehre.relch a„e
Die.dre EngUsh root
these «frere„ces
between .e„ and wo.en in
pa„ In the historical
transformation of

patrlarchical feudalism Into
capitalism which they describe
as both
decidedly "mascullnist" and
scientific:

'^^
?^^;^lhr7Ialm':f":con^: "^"rbl
.atnre^^e.temal to .omen, capaSle^lc^'lKr^lr '"k
s^eL^, tJL-^lJ^r-others"

are

"™i"^te

aUvHT"

things of the marketplace

?ri„:s"t:uira?°::"r."^^:rr^hi:L^"."*?"^"'She i:h':b"it"!
"-"^ !;:tt;'"r::L'":r""?
otner realm, the realm of
^
private life
that inverts all that is normal
in the -real"'world of men
-^^--terest; a woman cannot
ba;e'he relati"\"''
""'^^
'^^^'^
P^^-^P^^ °f
pro quo
sL gi;:'^'^
.

•

.

,

^t"^

.

.

'

'

It appears, from a masculinist
perspective, that woman might
be a more primitive version of
man
because of her loving
and giving nature, which is itself
taken as evidence of lowe^
intelligence
Darwin found that:
"Woman seems to differ
from man in mental disposition,
chiefly
her greater tenderness
selfishness. ...
It is generally admitted that
with
women tt
the powers of intuition, of rapid
perception ... are more
strongly marked ... but some ... of
these faculties are
.

.

Zt

.

.

.

.

-

characteristip nf t-u
love, state of
cLu'LatL".
i

^h-, the Uc.

™^

Of social-e„otio„al

the erosion of
extended

a past and

s.ppo.t .e.ives

i„

fa„Uy and
'

="PP°" networks occurring
"ith the development
of capitalism
P«aUsm, urbanization,
.
and the com.,oditi--on Of lahor and cnlt.re.
„omen have heeome
overburdened as the
primary source of social
ocxal ^r.A
and emotional
support within the
private
romanticized refuge of
the home.
She has be.
^^^^ required to give
emotionally, sexually,
and in fulfill^
tilling the
th. concrete
reproductive duties
of cooking, infant
care, cleaning,
yet h.
K
^' etc
been prevented from
developing herself in
other ways.
Men have rpl
. upon
y
relied
this emotional
support and these
homemaking
ng services,
serviP.^ while
u-.
taking them for
granted
and/or devaluing them.
xhe result has been
an invisible form of
e.otional exploitation
of women and the
mutual underdevelopment
of men
women, not any the less
destructive of mutually
respectful relations
for being unconscious
and undeliberate.
•

•

-

The picture of
wives/mothers within the
nuclear famll
family providing
the primar, form of
support for most of society's
members suggests a
tiny base sustaining a
tremendous burden.
The picture of human
service
agencies dealing „lth those
without adequate familial-feminine
support
suggests a small compensatory
device "added on" to the
generally u„-

overloaded by the tremendous
need people

We

for support, and as a
result

Of the strain, has been
rendered nearly dysfunctional.

This thesis contends that women within the
family and parts of the
human service
system are expected to perform
an impossible task of
providing the com-
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pensatory supportive,
n.rturant service

c»Pati.ive, egoistic
status and
Status
. power.

•

.
^

s

™-PPor.ive,

•

"

- "--Meal

Further de-stabili.mg
these overburdened
bases of
unequal power
relations built .nto
the„ and the clear
laclc of reciprocity of support.
The hierarchical
„„
~=.procity principle „ithin
•

-Vice syste„ upon
professional status"
itself a ref,
reflection of class,
gender and racial
status.
The woman is expected r„ x .
to be both .ore
supportive to the man
he is to her and
more accommodating,
due in part to her
economic
.

-

-

qualities She is expected
to cultivate in
order to adequately
perform her support
function are
e directly
directlv .n^
antagonistic to all those
which
Her male partner is
expected to cultivate
in dealing with
the competitive
workaday world.
One is nurturant and
attentively receptive,
the other
competitive and assertive,
one is warmth of feeling,
the other is
pragmatic rationality; one
is softer, more
flexible, accommodating
even self-effacing,
the other is tougher
and more aggressively
selfdirected.
One is responsive, the
other responsible; one
gives emotionally, the other provides
economically.
The markedly different
often antagonistic
qualities each gender must
cultivate in order to
fulfill the expectations
built into the sexual
division of labor
creates enormous barriers
between men and women, and
creates havoc in
nale/female, parent/child
relationships.

-
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in her article, "A
Materialist Theory of
„o™e„-s Status," Jan.
Flax helps to explain
the basis for the social
devaluation of the

feminine nurturant, support
role.

She writes:
"'^

society'pr"5des't\r::Lrf

r'""^

childrearers in our

°^ ""'"^
«^
allowed to lo and for
°
are axpectef trbe n^rtu
L""! irf/'-"^''^""^
P«ient, emotionally
expressive supno^tive »nH
oriented to concrete immediacy
than tech^ica^ or Jh!

"

•

'

^=
axpect':d'^oi^r°:e'f:r::ri /::ir'i;t
decs, not trom mastery
r"°"'^
over others.

°'

socianv'^'c"

^PP"'^^

b? aS down
E^L^r^L
from power in and ^^e
IhrLrke'? '

Z"'

"

Wshly valued

°'

''^

'"^'^^

"'^the'"

'"^^^^

of^^hi^^idir
base for the pre-existing
devaluation of women. 15
She adds:

Women have different tasks in
aculturating children than men.
In general, women are the
nurturers men are the authority
figures. ...
,

This split between nurturance and
authority is reflected in
the work women do outside the home
as well.
In our society
women usually have the most direct contact
with people in need of
services while men retain control of the
institutions and the
terms of care.
.

.

.

distinctions between public and private are
presently
modeled on male-female role differentiation.
They define
not only who is allowed to participate in
the public realm,
but what sorts of demands on the state and
actions by it are considered appropriate.
One of the frequent responses to feminist
demands such as those for child care is that they
would infringe
on the rights of the family, a "private"
institution. 16
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Jessie Bernard in her study of "Policy and Women's Time"!^

„i,i tes

:

that men have
ve greater
vrpata-r f--i,«^
time cfor self-development
-Lupmenc, tor
for «^
education and
"a^ins, Civic pa«icip«ion.

CaUen.in,

.esponsiMU.ies ..e

-

thei. ,.ea.er f.eedo.
f.o„ Househcl. „crt
i..l„ai„g
She says

c.iM

care.

research on working wives
and
^"°-^^^eer families
documents unequivocally thp .11
Studies of female depression
"^'^^^ ^^^^
.r""^^'''"'^"'
must bear both family
-ho
and work rol
°r
depression.
''''
The weig^t^of^ ^^1^::
.

.

.

'

'

'

'

•

•

c^T brhea^J^^-^

She continues:

The homemaker in the exnrp=:cn,ro --^i
generously of
her time just listening
reassurinr ,
:ay often come out of ter
""^"""s"
ee"
'^rn
ordinary time budget
studiesrbut
is no J^J^ ^ charge on
time and energies
her
Rn^ Ko^o
u

"

"

TIT""

She notes that:
.

.

.

everything the homemaker does—
reading to childrpn

•

Bo^idS ^"n; b::r^
serivces
:
for all members of the family,
^i^c^s^ffr^s^ir-'f^^'r^she has been giving time
and energy to others that she
might have used for heJsIJ?
.

She points out that in playing
the supportive role, it is
"important

simply to be present.
[a woman]

An empty house was not a home.

.

.

Someone

.

has to be there when any household
member returned."

(Such

"being present" may be viewed as
a form of waiting, one of
Boulding's

human services .)

(pootnote 27,

330)

p.

Bernard concludes:
It is not^^generally realized how
dependent the world is on the

stroking or emotional support supplied by
women.
We know how
damaging withholding of it may be for children.
But men
deprived of it, suffer also.
Women are held responsible for
other members of the family twenty-four hours a day.
They
are always on call.'^^
.

.

.

.

.

.

The overburden of qnnr,r,>-<support upon women
is matched by the
lesser
involvement of men in
nurturant activi^v
activity, even when
they agree to
take on household Chores.
chores
<^h^
She
cites Rosabeth Ranter's
studies of
communal households whiVv,
j
which found men more
willing to perform housekeeping tasks than child
care.
Bernard writeswLxtes.
"The
The ddefection
f
of men
fro.
ho.e is an old p.oUe.,
no. only l„ ,He fo„
of desertion
but also in the fo.„ of
psychologloal withdrawal fro.
the fa.lly
She cites Vrle Bronf
enhrenner' s findings In a
study of father/Infant
contact showing an average
of only thlrt,^elght.^eco^
a day of
tntl.ate Interaction.
Bernard also mentions
Kenneth Kenlstcn^s analysis
in the 1,60-s of the
dysfunctional effects of the
lack of fathering
Which the "alienated youth"
he was studying dlsplayed.21
She concludes
that
•

^

Although the most impassioned
defenders of the home mav Hp n,.
many are not themselves
!
dedicated tn i>c= maintenance
as measured
by time invested in it
Und) ?t 5^
policy could reach this
IL^rl TllnlTl^lZ
homemaking_ services, that is,
the expressive
.

rel^.^

role

^^-^

less
extensive.
ex?ens1vr"?hef/">
These writers see a "renegotiation
of
the
contract"
(be ween men and women) as
a more likely outcome once
Jhe cos
of the withdrawal of free
grants by women is felt keenly
enough.
So not only is this basic
source of human development,

growth-support-derived from too small

'

renewal and

a base and therefore overloaded,

strained and depleted, but also it is
not equally available to both
sexes.

Because only one gender is normally
expected to consistently

provide support, many destructive patterns
in intimate relations between
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men and women, parents
and children
ixaren, can.
colleagues and political
actidevelop.
Oo.o.., 01„„e.3.el.^2
...e..evelop„e„. of
the .ale .apaoU,
ourturance and supportivenes.
of „o„e„ In the
fact Of motherhood Itself.
The consequences for
women's stnnted
development of competence and
creativity are spelled out
In the following passage:
But if a woman manages af fpr
of active autonomous

an

selKreftion

acting as man's assi-^f^nJ

I

T

if
'

J

t-^

^

L

:er^-s-o;ei:si:iS::rt^:rirs5
seen as inher^^?

7

refuses the option of

thf:?Lr ^^s

^^^^l^^i^:

^

-

^ comparable mL.
What
remaie
eL?e talent
taunt tends
;end:%"K
to be deprived of, starved
for is the n„a<,-f
parental nurturant support that
most of us, male a^d temale,
femaL stxll
still
need in adult life from other
adults. ...

T"'

...

We need help, too, in launching
this competencecon^"^^^^ °^
our
^^^^
effo;ts
a" interesting,
are
in^:r'V''^' important, to this
other, central, person.
These are needs that all but a very
few of us continue in some
measure to feel, as adults, toward the
other adults on wLm we
centrally depend for emotional sustenance.
But under present
conditions-and this fact in turn helps crucially
to maintain
our present conditions-it is mainly
women who are expected to
fulfill these needs, since the original
parent is female, and
primarily men for whom they are expected to
fulfill them.
.

.

Men try, of course, to do this kind of thing
for each other
when they must, and they succeed in varying
degrees under varying
circumstances; but it is lucky for them that they
do not have to
do It much, because it is hard for them, by
and large, to muster
the imtimate tenderness that is required; to
manage that, a man
must Identify himself with the opposite-gender
parent who provided
such tenderness at the outset.
In this respect women can do it
for each other more easily.
But the trouble is that they can do
It only with what mutual solidarity they are
able to maintain
against the forces that pull and push them apart (which
include the
divisive forces described in this chapter, and in Chapters
4, 6 and

2 7,4

7).
Furthermore, thev can
to spare (and this,
Uke
vanes in weight from one

for men.

rlr.

^"^^^^ ^'^^
,he %L"or TT"^^"^"^^
socLr.P^.
setting to another) from
doing it

ones fro^whom^iiis^kind
^"""^^ "^^"^ ^° ^^^"^ the
of heln^^hrTr*
whom it should be given
to
^
Thp
'°
qualified to provide u'
^^^^ ^^^-Hy
2a\ T^""^'
to it.
'°
^^^^1-^
Female will under^ur nr
^^^^"g^^^-ts needs to
be curbed, not supported
Zl
competence, if it is to
be available to supoort
.
°f -en and
children, mus not ^Jsel
be"
''^''"'^ °'
prises for which sup
^ee'eJsa'^ e^^
^^at push
""^""P"^^^^
hard against the entrepreneur's
lim^^'
^'^^^^tures
from which
the adventurer can return
!
'""^^ '"""^
self-absorbed,
bruised
and
hungry.
'

,

^

^

T

'

aduit':nt:i:ri:; -s^dist^LTd':^^' ^-^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

-

Thus, women are damaged by being
designated as the primary source
of nurturance and support
because this role inhibits their
access to

other avenues of self-development and
self-expression and also means
they receive, as a rule, little
nurturant, intimate support from men

who are not raised nor expected to
provide it.

In sum,

by virture of

their special support role, women are
deterred from decent, paid

employment and much creative, public activity,
and find

it

extremely

difficult to attain from men the intimate emotional
support needed to

renew their own inner resources.

For such support women often turn to

other women, or when truly desperate, to the human
service system which
once again overloads and depletes the available, largely
feminine, resources,
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Men,

in turn,

are damaged bv
by nnr
not K.-;
being encouraged to
8
develop
)p tho«
those
qualities which could
make life worth 1living
on an intrinsic
basis
By
rarely experiencing
the intrinsic value
of deep attentiveness
and

-PPO«ive
a

,,,„„,„^

.e.a.onsH.p

suppcuve

love.

.eep

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

.^.^^

Relationships of.en ..ea.

^^^^^
.ue .o ..e

^^^^^^^^

Uc.

of

reciprocity, ^en.lne
l„l.ac., and deep .«oal
suppo„lve„ess .o„e of
the stark differenrpc:
/i^
ferences tt, s^oi
male/female
development, roles, and
Identities
This se.nal division of
lahot „lth „o.an as
ptl^ry nnrtnret/secondar.
breadwinner, and ^n as ptl„ar.
provider/secondary nurtures,
nnde^lnes

„

experiences In the world and
thus fro™ meeting on
common ground and
being able to respect and
communicate well with one another.
The
effects of these hroken
relationships, often exacerbated
by economic
distress, are gathered Into
the human service system
at marriage counseling centers, juvenile homes
and detention centers, child
abuse
services and battered women's
shelters, welfare offices and
mental
health facilities. These
professional services cannot compensate

adequately for the "mutual support
deficit" In society.

Even "pro-

gressive" political movements founder
on the disparities between male
and female experience and the
fundamental lack of mutual supportiveness
and trust at the base of these
movements often undermine their strength.

Nancy Chodorow^* and Dorothy Dlnnersteln
argue that reserving for
women the primary role of nurturer has
devastating consequences for
the development of children and their
gender identities, which creates
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an Impasse between
the sexe<! a^
,
at an
Hnconscloos level.

"

not Just a matte, o,
..septate h.t e.nal
o.ientat.ons.. which men
an. women pU,

a powerful emotlon.1
Impact upon the

They show that
3„a •laeolo.lcal

^^^^^^^^^^

pe.onaUty

development of both
one of the Implications
Important to .nae.stan.
for o„ p^poses
that the hoy tends to
deny the "feminine,,
nurtorant. feeling
caring, relational aspects
of himself 1„ developing
a tougher, masculine
.dent.ty.
So support Iveness
ends up not just helng
a "role," "Ideosexes,

-

logical orientation," or
"function" women perform
because, conveniently

her personality and sense
of self and lacking
or truncated In the
man's.
Therefore, to prefigure the
logical conclusions which
flow from
this argument. In replacing
the present Inadequate
forms of bureaucratic service, and in creating
a mora egalitarian,
reciprocal system
of supportive service nurturing
the growth and creativity
of all
people, female as well as male,
we do ^ot just have superficial
sex
role behavio and "sexist Ideology"
to turn around.
We have masculine

r

identity itself, deep emotional
patterns and character structure,
and
the male sense of humiliation
and shame associated with "women's
work"
with which to contend.
We also have women's self-denigrating,
selfeffacing, unnecessarily accommodating
behavior and overly service-

oriented self-definitions (producing
resentment and anger) and selfinhibiting emotional patterns to contend
with.

And these patterns will

persist as long as women "mother" and
men "work."

This is. however, not

a

cause ,or

en.

poUUcaX pass.i.,,

s«lca.

,„.3 i. i„p,, .

inaivi..au.e. "personal
pcUUcs" .es..„, .p„„
Of fle.iMe,
.„.xe-class,
e.uca.e.

Ufest^es

as Hc„a.d OaUn assu«.
h.s otherwise interesting
article, "Scars and E„bie«."25
Quite to the contrary,
the theories of Dinnerstein.
Chodorow
Flax, Bernard. Ehrenreich
and English, etc. which
1 have otili.ed
in
demonstrating the inadequacy
and inequity of current
systems of support
at the .icrosocial level-aU
have deeply revolutionary
political and
social implications which
„e shy away from at the
price of a massive
social regression already
underway.

«

Feminine Sup port as Alienated
Labor
What exists, in way of support
within our atomized, competitive
culture, is a tiny overloaded base
of support-a woman, generally
within
the nuclear family and/or human
service system, holding a subordinate

status as wife/mother, or nurse,
elementary school teacher, day care
worker, social worker, etc.

While, as shown earlier, this nurturant

support role is absolutely essential
to human life and growth itself,
its importance has not generally been
acknowledged, and its provision

has been reserved to lower status groups,
particularly women, and when
she is assisted by anyone,

it

is usually by even lower status racial

minorities, often women of color, as nurses or
teachers aides, domestic
maids, etc.

Both the family and the human service system are
organized

along hierarchical lines of power and in both cases
the provider of

support carries a tremendous burden of responsibility, but
has "limited
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say," bei„, a. leas,

pa.UaUy

au.ho.U. („Ho U.

aependent upon a hlgWer,
of.en „ale

.„„3„a.„e.

..e lo,.. o, capUaUs.)
an.
being co.,ened to work
wUhin the ll.its of that
authority's set of
assumptions, values, and
expectations.
In both the case of
support work within the ho.e
and within the

hu.an service syste., providers
are forced to piay

a

contradictory role
of nurturing and renewing
the person in their care
while simultaneously

preparing the. to cope with

a dehu-nani.ing,

competitive/hierarchical

social world.

Thus the product of their
lahor. or the eventual result
Of their supportive service
activity Is often turned against
then,.

Woman renews man to go out anH
c;i,T-trT-,ra
t-v,
and survive
"
the competitive struggle, from
which, toughened and de-sensitized,
he returns to her.
From the

masculine/competitive world he learns to
perceive the feminine supportive
strength upon which he depends, as
weakness, a weakness further confirmed
by her economic dependence upon him
and apparent willingness to accommo-

date so many of his personal needs.

He thus holds in contempt as

weakness that which he most needs— feminine
support.

Much of what women provide in way of support
is not terribly visible,
but rather involves creating an atmosphere
of warmth, of beauty as

described above in passages by
the "work" of love.

J.

Bernard as attentiveness and caring-

By taking for granted this invisible support
and

by not being able to admit its value, nor learn
to reciprocate, man is

better able to be what he has to be in order to succeed in
the

competitive-masculine world.

This makes him less able to develop a

mutually supportive relationship with his female partner, and

in

this

sense her „o., of
..pp,„
"8 J-aoor.
The world of
hierarchical competitive
social r„,
socral
relations to which
she sends those
in
,

.

---^^ ^^^^"^-^

"

-

-™.n.

-

=

n„t.rin.

carin. itself,
she thns readies
both men and children
to become a
source of on
opposition to her, as
they
inevitably come to resent
and fear their
overdependence upon her
emovie. her personal
strengths
contempt borne of
•

•

•

-

,

- ----^

vulnerability

feelings are "dysfunctional."

.

One reason wh
"^l"

. 3oclety In .hlch
such
a culture,

know so

"on-oppressi.e forms of
support for full human
growth is
'hat the people expected
to provide support
have not heen supported
in developing
the fullest and
therefore often do not
have
the inner security to
provide support in a
non-oppressive fashion-that
to he supportive as
the individual freely

.h,^

seeks his or her own

unique path of development.

Rather than a system of
mutual respect and support
for the full
development of each and every
person, we have a system
of non-reciprocal
support in Which respect is
given on the hasis of one's
position in the
social hierarchy.
One's position on the social
hierarchy is, in turn,
largely determined by one's
class, professional status,
sex. and

race
and by one's willingness to
conform to the accepted standards
of competitive behavior.
Thus to "develop" in our
society is to gain status
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within the hiprarr'Vnr
nierarchy.

->at ts.

„

rc
If „e wish to rise
un to
^n "u
up
better ourselves" it

ta,e ca.e .o MOT
identify „i,,

-be.s

Of .he „o..i„, Class.
no„-p„fessionais, .„co„ve„i.„ai
.y^es
etc.
„e develop oo. identities,
o.r personalities,
„itHin an e.otionall,.ha.ged atmosphere of social
competition and division, of
supetio.inferior, dominant-subordinate,
of more worthy-less
worthy, white over
black, male over female,
middle class over worMng
class and poor,

professional over non-professional.

If our sense of worth
is deeply

associated with our position
of status within the
social hierarchy,
we can hardly be expected
to 'Wrture and support"
our potential competitors.

Rather, our own shaRy sense
of self-esteem is in large
measure
built upon our contempt for
those below us, and our motivation
to work
hard is often based on envy
the areater
r of ine
greater affl„=„.,
affluence, prestige and power
of those above us.
In speaking of the
gender-stratified psychodynamics of
development.

Flax points out;
that we are not persons, with a
If^J"
variety of attributes including gender, but male or
female persons.
Gender
becomes a part of who we are as
individuals on the most deep
unconscious level.
This would perhaps not be harmful,
could even
be quite positive, if gender did
not also carry with it such
strong associations of superiority
and inferiority.

Both the organization of the world on
the basis of gender and
the devaluation of women are social
products, and part of becoming
a person entails internalizing
these norms as part of one's own
personality and identity.
The consequence for women is that in
becoming a (female) person, each woman
incorporates into her
very being a sense of inferiority ...
and inadequacy.
.

.

.

Since men's identities too are built upon
gender differentiation, they often experience feminism as a
personal affront to
^
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themselves, that is ^n i-h
on not being female,'
"'"'^ ''^"^^^>'
^--^
. stll" ZTt^^"^?-'
separation experiences
mooted in the early
of infancv ^%f:\l''^^^^y
Chodorow 1974)
"""^^^^ 1967;
Feminism
tL..
unconsciously, to
throw men into the power
^
•

identify With the pow"
of the fath
the mother (female)
"'"^^^^'"^
inside
results in an unconcious
need to keep adult women "in ^>.I
/^^f,
^"^^^ P"^^^^
^nd often a conscious
contempt for them.26

Z.^^T Zs\TsX:\
•

'

A similar argument could
be made tor
fnr the psychosocial
development
of White people, especially
those situated only
slightly high er on
the social scale than the'
hlack poor.
As it has been quoted
„a„y
times, "At least

I

know I'm not black."

State Services and Fem;i1p
Caretak

This thesis contends that the
overall development of the
welfare
state, human service programs
and the human problems to which
they
respond, have all been conditioned
as much by the sexual division
of
labor and contradictions within
the reproductive sphere of family
life,
as by capitalist exploitation,
and that the two spheres of
contradiction

are interrelated.

A number of British feminist
scholars including

Hilary Land, Clare Ungerson, Finch and
Groves, Kuhn and Wolpe.

E.

Wilson,

Barrett and Mcintosh have produced extremely
important analyses of the

policy implications of women's "caring
functions" within society. 27
Hilary Land points out that state policy is
predicated upon the assumptions
built into the sexual division of labor.

Finch and Groves write:28

The cultural definition of women as "carers" is
still strong,
and since it is part of a set of assumptions
about the sexual
division of labor in the domestic sphere, it continues
to be
reinforced and reproduced by a whole range of social and
financial
policies which unquestionably embody the notion of women's

.
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the particular area
Policies.
In
of family poUcv^h!
axm may be to protect
^"^"^^
the famil^; bu^
IS being protected
^^^"^^^^tion what
are particular T.l.
°' ^-«P°nsibility and
dependencies within the
LmUy
l°ng-established view of
division of labor between
t^P:
The converse of the
generations."
Se^S^iMo
^'^^^^
not expected to provide
^^^^
"ome'tic
or even for thems^elvelt
'un^ra^ g^e
are not expected to
'^'''^'^ ''l
"^hat men
look aff=v ^^
,
""^h as women, and
they are accordinslv
2ive^ ™
'^J''"
vlded support ser^ic'ef
er"L"lt1^ '""Z
able to look after their
""^
eld:^;

tw'-f
T

anH

"^u

I^^j^TT'
"
^"""^

::d"inrir:ei:t?;e:^^^

seiting'L^refle^ied^n'^^r™
in practice:

in terms of „rl^!
husbands, mothe"s"o™ ha„dic»
their elderly ..Ull

Ua^ir«vi<ience

^"

^^"^

about what happens
responsibility, wives care for

oTtTsZH fl^;^ '"VrTlTlT

fd ^ofr:ircte"rs"
'^^''^^^^^^ certainly be
catesorier ^7
categories.
(For specific documentation
ri

And adds:

carers,

Thir is^^J^^d^y
found in each of these
see pp. 299-500.)

"As soon as one envisages
men as well as women being

becomes more obvious that current
assumptions about caring
do rely largely upon the
exploitation of women's unpaid domestic
it

"29

lahntlabor.
.

.

.

,

a„ point we will take up
again in the last chapter in

discussing the need for a redefinition
of socially productive work
and
a redivision of the labor of
caring on a more equitable and
balanced
basis
Yet,

it

is possible to suggest that
just as the human service

sector both reproduces the distorted
class relations of capitalism even

while presenting an ambiguous challenge
to the capitalist profit-oriented
social order, so does the human service
system both reproduce and contradict the sexual division of labor within
the broader society.

Prior to

the New Right attack on state social welfare,
various human service

:

P.M.e

p.,.».

^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

..S«. .sa.3..c...
unbearabU sttuations of
male dominance.
.ouns .o.He.s co.:.

an

aX.e„a..e

^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

MUhinth.
Within the welfare

system

.o depenaenee .pon
an

abns.e

husband or employer, even
wbile .bey paid dea.l,
^o. ,,,3 .VlvUese"
By belns fo.ced
.0 endn.e s..,ma.Ued and
punUlve/coe.ct.e

„ea„e„.

Mucb bas been „ri„en
about Americans, loa.blng
for public assistance in the form of
welfare
welfare, and these analyses
generally focus on t he
competitive capitalist work
ethic citing such
ecnic,
«
k popular
sentiment s as
"Why should 'those people'
PJ-e
set pa fr-^^
-a
P
get
free ride
at my expense?"
Equally
important as this essentially
economic argument is, I
think, in understanding American workers'
resentment of social welfare
and human
services is the threat they
pose to traditional sex roles
and gender
identities:
to the man's expectations
about the availability of
personalized, feminine caring and
support sustaining male motivation
to
work and sense of personal well-being
and to male expectations that

nurturing the development
uj.
of L-uxiaren
f
children is
i
p
foTT,-;^-:
a feminine
responsibility.
L.

The usually unarticulated fear

is-if the state continuously extends

its grasp in taking on the
"caring functions" which women have
tradi-

tionally provided, thereby releasing
women to compete in the world of
paid employment, what is to keep
women from becoming unfeeling and

self-centered, a competitive threat out in
the world and less warmly

accommodating in the home?

And aren't bureaucratic/professional
state

services a sorry substitute for feminine
caring and personalized

attention?
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English and Ehrenreich
suggest that two
° unsatisfactory alternatives
rei,,,
relating
to the "proper
per role
rolp" of women
have vied for favor
since the
early days of
capitalism:
the "sex,,.!
sexual romanticist"
view which romanti-

P^oviding

a

soothing refuge for
her hushand and
nurturant shelter for
their children (the
current New R<.i,^
Right view adjusted
to the financial
necessity of wives working
hy grudgingly
holding that It Is ..all
•

rlShf

for her to go out
and wcr.. just so
long as she doesn't
let it
interfere too „uch with
doing everything in
the ho^e as well,,
and the
"sexual rationalist., view
(held hy ^„y Uheral
feminists,, which sought
to release wo„en fro.
domestic bondage to compete
on a «re e,ual
tooting with .en in the
.ar.etplace, while private
and state services
(i.e.. other wo.en. often
of a slightly lower
class status) take over
child care, care of the
elderly, sick, and disabled,
food preparation,
laundry and so forth.

While fro» the beginning
„any working class and
lower-r.iddle class
(black and white) women worked
for wages, they generally
did so in a
manner conditioned by their
primary, domestic nurturant
role In terms
of the secondary wage rates
and types of occupations/positions
they

received and the dual work and
caring role expected of them.

Yet
today, as Petchesky. Block and
Hlrschorn and many others are
pointing
out. only a tiny percentage of
all men and women live in '.traditional.,

family households, with the male
as sole provider and the female
as

primary child nurturer.

Yet rather than making the entire
debate over

women's role and the relations between
the sexes passe or Irrelevant.

new a.a.

WUa.

op..o.s, U.es...e

aUe.a.ves,

an.

neso..a.e. ....3.0ns o.
.espons.MU../oppo..nU,

.e.ween .He se.es
.a.sea
.He .eHa.e. ,.es..ons,
-3
,ea.s. Hopes an.
..s.a.ons, He.U.er.en. an. eon..s.on
.0 a H.,He. .eve. o.
.o.a.......
, ,3 w..H.n .H.s
context Of e.e.g.ng
poss.b.....es, frustrat.o.s
an. .ea. .ega...ng
gen.er ..ent.t, an. wo../ear.ng
respons.H.... .es .Ha. .He
.eba.e over
state-fun.e. human serv.ces
mus. be unders.oo..
TH.S .hes.s sugges.s .ha.
underly.ng al. of .he soun.
an. fury abou.
the proper role of .he fa...y,
.he s.a.e, an. women, .s
.He unar..cula.ed ,ues..on: where w...
.he warm.H, suppor., an.
mean.ng .n l.fe
come from .f women .eave
.he.r fem.n.ne car.ng funCons
.0 .he s.a.e
in or.er .0 .ake on
.ra....ona..y mascu..ne, compe.i..ve
work roles?
Th.s ques.lon .s equa.ly
s.gn.f.can. for bo.h sexes: men
who .es.re
the suppor. .hey've come
.0 expec, an. women who f.n.
a sense of

sat.sfac.on

.n g.v.ng ..

,

an. both_._osether who exper.ence
some ful-

fillment in .he.r mutual bon. of
.ependence.
I

WH.le .n prev.ous pages

have tried .0 po.n. out the d.storted
and inegal.tar.an nature of .h.s

male/female bond of mutual dependence an.
mutual un.er.evelopment

,

th.s

is the primary way .n wH.cH support
can be at.a.ne. an. g.ven w..H.n

.he present social order. To conclude
this part, this thesis conten.s
that it is more than economic .if f
iculties

,

alone, that bring people

into the human services arena to be
"patche. up" as Elaine puts it.

In

addi.ion, people suffer from problems rooted in
the inadequate nature
of our systems of reproduction and support for
human growth and develop-

ment.

The system of professionalized bureaucratic human service
can

.
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no more be exnpr^Q^
j
expected to adequately
co.pe„sate for an unjust,
crisisridden economic structure
^h^r, rt
-ifthan
can compensate for
an unjust, crisisridden reproductive or
"hu^an support" sector.
Both economic
and

reproductive Institutions
are fundamentally flawed,
hoth produce
human misery and hoth
need to he fundamentally
transformed or human
service workers „in remain
on what .anlce calls
their •treadmlir.
forever

^

^^^^-^^^^liS.Il2lis±o^

Services

An uneasy tension has always
existed between the reproductive,

support arenas in which women
primarily nurture human development
and
renew the human spirit on
the one hand, and the arena
of private
production and the masculine world
of competitive wage labor on
the
other.

While the mother/wife facilitates
the socialisation of young

children and the reproduction of
the wage labor force (as Marxistfeminists stress), she also cares
deeply about them as "ends in them-

selves" and is generally forced by
the nature of her nurturant support
role to become attuned to their
emotional needs, their inner fears and

inclinations, their unique personalities
and growth potential, all of

which may or may not coincide with demands
soon to be placed upon them
by the hierarchically divided world of
productive efficiency and seques-

tered homemaking.

Similarly, the human service system socializes
and

helps to reproduce the multi-stratified wage
labor force and sexual

division of labor, even while human service
practitioners are frequently

force, .o ac^owledge
thei. clients as hu.an
beings and ends in themselves-with emotional problems
and pain that need
attention, with
needs for human support,
with special fears and
hopes, unique limitations and strengths,
inner resistances and
dreams over which the
competitive marketplace rides
roughshod.
In

-rel^

their work, public sector
human service practitioners
do not
reproduce the larger society's
relations of oppression and

reflect its key motivating
principles and spirit of competitive
antagonism.
Instead, their very existence
as helpers-supporters/controllers-

poses something of an ambiguous
challenge to the social order
and
privatized culture. Human services
represent a highly distorted

response to all that is not working,
is not right, within society.

It

is the one arena in which
human pain is publicly acknowledged
and

through which a public commitment
to "do something" about all this
social misery is made.

To be sure,

the remedies provided are often

additionally demeaning, oppressive, and
co-optative, yet without such
a social welfare and service sector,

the pain can be more easily denied

and evaded; with no public recognition
that the pain exists, much less
a public

commitment to resolve it, we are returned to a
survival of

the fittest mentality within the privatized
competitive marketplace,

racial caste system and oppressive family relations—
all played out
in silent

invisibility with sporadic fragmented outbursts of rebellion.

The human service system makes the damage done by our
way of life more

visible, points up the need for greater social support for more
and more
people.

Its failures and obvious inadequacies in meeting all these

»0«
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

services erea.es an

a„„a

^^^^^ ^^^^^

of social

conHic. a„. p.,Uc .e.a.e
„„e.
con.rove.3Ul social valnes
„McH Hl.HllsUs Issues o.
social s„ppo..
and Hu.an develop.en.
„Hlch o.her„lse .l^ht
.e.al„ Hl.aen ..o.
p.Mlc
view.

In order to understand
the ambiguous position
of contemporary

hu.an service practitioners
and achieve a deeper
perspective on the
built-in limitations of their
role, we need some sense
of how and why

professional service bureaucracies
arose historically.

As John and

Barbara Ehrenreich point out
in their invaluable
article on "The
Professional and Managerial Class, -30
the growth of capitalism and
the
conunodification of culture in the
late nineteenth and early
twentieth
centuries brought with it a burgeoning
new middle class of people (the
PMC) who functioned to reproduce
capitalist social relations.

Sons

and daughters of the "old" middle
class or petite bourgeoisie, they

sought to carve out a social role
and identity for themselves based
upon their perceptions of the world
which emanated from a social class

position located between the turbulent,
impoverished laboring classes
on the one hand and capital on the
other.

This new middle class of

people was rendered insecure by the decline
of such respectable pursuits as independent farming, business and
crafts.
in

Caught somewhere

between the warring classes, they did not readily
identify with
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either the degraded
class of labor and
.n^ urban
k
poor, nor with the
profithungry class of
entrepreneurial
capital.

Fro. the vantage point
of .any .e.bers of
the new .iddle class
social fabric was being
ripped apart, .a.ing
any .ind of orderi;
peaceful social existence
for themselves and
others virtually i^pos-^
s^ble.
capitalism clearly needed
"hu.ani.ing" and stabili.i.,
and
progressive social reforms
were needed to improve
the most despicable
social conditions and thereby
moderate mutually destructive
social

use for the skills of their
parents, a world rent by
conflict, chaos,
and abysmal social conditions,
many members of the new
middle class
sought to create a needed role
for themselves by rationalizing
capitalism,
mediating and managing conflict,
and working for reform and
improved
social conditions, from, however,
a privileged niche within
the overall
framework of ever expanding monopoly
capitalism.

Their goals were simultaneously
a "search for order" so
brilliantly

characterized by Robert Wiebe31 and a
"compulsive quest for status"
as Magali

S.

Larson32 elucidates in her excellent
sociological study

of the rise of new middle class
institutions of bureaucratic pro-

fessionalism.

The Ehrenreichs write:

The Growth of the PMC:
Every effort to mediate class
conflict and rationalize" capitalism served
to create new institutionalized roles for ref ormers-i. e.
to expand the PMC.
Settlement houses, domestic-science training
courses, adult education classes in literacy, English, patriotism,
etc. provided
jobs for social workers (who formed the National
Conference of
Social Workers in 1911) and home economists (who
formed the American
Home Economics Association in 1909), etc.
Child Labor laws, compulsory-school-attendance laws, factory health and safety inspections, etc., created jobs for truant officers, teachers
and
,
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inspectors
men t of connnittees of
c
statisticians, sociologists
to
recreation, welfare hoiljn^
At the federal level
conse^^aMo
emerging engineerini'nrnf

pCer

"^^^"^

establishengineers,
administer the health.
^--^ions of the metropolis,
I
demands (pushed by the
of FedeLl'Ig^nJies' ^°^-%-^'-ong others) led to the creation
dependent on input f rom*
s^ecISL^^^^^J^LJ: Tro^^fss^^s!^!
'

'

,

--ck deep into
the buL^n::re°ntej;riLlt::ir
saw the transformation
"^
^^"^^^^^
°'
of the ^^^^ernal
inte^n.rffunctioning of the
corporation at the hands of. .
°f managers"scientific Managers " Lw
'
33^''"'
^^P^^^^' -^-eers,
personnel expels
etc.

While the Ehrenreichs point
out that many of these
reforms, such as
public health measures, were
in fact progressive,
.any also represented
a usurpation of skills
and services which had been
an indigenous part
of working class life:

"For example, midwifery, which
played an impor-

tant role in the culture of
European immigrant groups and rural
(black

and white) Americans, was outlawed
and

.

.

...

discredited

.

replaced by professionally dominated
care."

to be

They summarize their thesis:

The accumulation and concentration
of capital
allowed
tor an extensive reorganization of
working-class life-both in
the community and in the workplace
aimed at both social
control and the development of a mass
consumer market.
The net
effect of this drive ... was the social
atomization of the
working class: the fragmentation of work
(and workers) in the
productive process a withdrawal of aspirations
from the workplace
into private goals, the disruption fo
inidgenous networks of
support and mutual aid, the destruction of
autonomous workingclass culture and its replacement by "mass
culture" defined by the
privatized consumption of commodities (health care,
recreation
etc .)....
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

(These processes) do not simply "develop"; they require
the
effort of more of less conscious agents.
The expropriation of
productive skills requries the intervention of scientific management experts.
The professional-managerial workers exist
only by virture of the expropriation of the skills and culture
once indigenous to the working class.
The fact that this
process does not have to be repeated in every generation
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:
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crea

The Hhre„.elch.

pM„,

p.etore of an almost
conscious. .eUBe.a.e

3

stra.esy of professional
e.p.op.iaUon of „o.Mng class
s.iUs, .„o„ledge, and services,
which I believe is accurate
in such areas as
.eaicine ana ensineerin,.

However, .his focus on
.elihera.e professional

aggrandizement ought
gnt, oerh^nc
perhaps, t-r.
to u
be ubalanced by Harry
Braverman s35
conception of the utter socia^^
or communal vacuum into
which
stepped the often well-meaning,
if somewhat patronizing,
new middle
i

'

class professionals.

As the capitalist marketplace
extended into and

ripped apart all forms of
communal life and social bonds,
and capitali st
employment patterns created new
forms of dependent, surplus
populat ions
women, no longer needed for
household production; the
"unproductiveelderly, disabled, children and
teens, the mentally ill and
maladjusted-

there was a crying need for something
to be done to deal with these

impoverished strata.

Braverman writes:

The ebbing of

family, community, and neighborly
^he performance of many social
functions formprlv"f
merly
depended, leaves a void. As the family
members, more of them
now at work away from the home, become
less and less able to care
^".''""^ °^
'-^^ ti^^ °f neighborhood,
rnL
.
community,
and friendship are reinterpreted on a
narrower scale to
exclude onerous responsibilities, the care
of humans for each
other becomes increasingly institutionalized.
At the same time
the human detritus of the urban civilization
increases,
and
.

.

.

.

.
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L

and "succeed" in the market
layers [menalirni or d^f

becomes institutioiluLd

•

u

^"^^ive
'^^^

°^
^'u'^"^^^-^-l-^

o^r''

°f ^^ese

the pauperized]

JhS-iLr^e
:i :hf::;k;tpia::^t;,rhut":L^"^^^""°^'
and "functioning" -mbLs
of
o^ ty g nerauHroub I
and at a handsome profit
to the .anufac ur ^ 'Ld s
^vic^ cTr^^^
poratxons who sometimes own and
invariably supply th^L LstLu-

Once the state service professions
were set into motion and "pro-

fessional caretaking" took hold within
the overall framework of capitalist

class/racial/sexual oppression, those who
held professional and bureaucratic positions developed remarkably
similar professional identities,
a

professional/institutional power base, and set of
professional legi-

timations or self-justifications.
Short of fundamentally recreating a capitalist
social order in

which "surplus populations" cast off as
unproductive and unprofitable
no longer existed, the best that could be
done was to try to "manage
the pain" by gradually creating a state system of
bureaucratic-professional

"caretaking" services.

In the grey area between a more just and caring

society and a "better-managed" one, the PMC sought a role for
itself
in keeping with its members'

status.

concern for their own secure and privileged

For the most part, unable or unwilling to look economic class

and racial caste antagonisms and polarities fully in the face, only

dimly aware of the "woman question" as a matter of fundamental social

oppression, the PMC sought to direct the somewhat vague process of

social amelioration

fmm"

and social engineers."

t-u^^
the.r
positions as the
"tndispensible e.parts

Robert Wiebe brilliantly
portr^vc^ the cast
portrays
of mind cultivated
by the new middle class
as they
f^ey vacillated
vaci^lp^«H kbetween
dismay at the ruthless
exploitativeness of industrial
capital
and rear
dna
F
fear of the
^h
potentially
hostile and undifferentiated
masses below the„. Not
in a stron.
j.n
strong enough
.
position alone, not inclined
to challense the
existin, sttnctnte of
power, the risin, PMC fro.
the Progressiva Era
on was at its .est
in
working tirelessl, and
dynaeieall, for social reforms.
Confident that
the. conld grasp the best
interest of the nation as
a whole-rich
-L

and
poor, .ale and female,
black and white-^tth the
easy self-assnrance
of the college-educated,
they filled the positions
of leadership within
the ranks of the public
service bureaucracies as
their birthright.
The new middle class
professionals and bureaucrats were
guided by
a liberal political theory
compatible with their peculiarly
fuzzy,
shifting, intermediate class
position.
This theory represented a

desire for the reconciliation
of antagonistic class forces,
a unification, mediation, and integration
of opposltes, a conciliatory
management of fundamental differences
into a fluid social process overseen
by
neutral, rational men, expert in managing
conflict.
Their prime tool
in this endeavor was the state,

viewed as a neutral semi-autonomous

instrument of the "general will" or
"public interest," the product of

political compromise guided by middle class
technical expertise.

Assuming the moral superiority and ultimate
universality of their world
view, and confident of their superior
competence to carry out their
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unique social
responsibilities
lities, ^h
they uhelped to
create, then swelled
the upper .anks of
the state service
bureaucracies.
,

describes how the new
bureaucratic rationality
and ad^lnls"ative sclentillc expertise
was applied to
politics and .ovem„e„t
during the progressive
era:

Whatever the reformer's
soeri^lh,.
Program relied ultimately
upon administration
if those few
'^"^^
Properly'emp;wered the'exp^rtr^r'^'
^^P^rts, for administration
was expected to replace
thp t^A
lative compromise
of legis?he
rT'' ^"P'^^^^^^
^^^^^fo^mers
viewed organization quite
simply as anti-chaos."
^^^^"^^^ °^
world that they would
"^^^^
control for ^^^^^^ ^'^^
new middle class
°'
^"^"''^^
°f
'
rationaUtJ."
•

if

P^°—

'

[p

legf

The central themes of
modern rf^f^r^.
^
zation, continuity,
speciali.
adjustment
AnH
^^^^ed the assumptions of a bureauc -atic
^"^^"^^^
o^der
a
Ing voluntary groups
''^ °' ceaselessly interactassisted in%h
responsive government!
eopl ltlir^xr^'.'
giving the nation its
mysticarcoherence but dlC
trators would deal with
them in rat ion^!' subdiSion's'3i^
•

.

.

hT

*

S

T

Larson extends Wiebe's
thesis:

claims of expertise

lis

^tin^T-

^^^^^^^
Iff

^S^^^^^^^^^" democracy and the

S---

guard to the college-bred. 3°

U^pro-del

In a fascinating if
unexamined passage, Wiebe describes
the role

women came to play within the
progressive reform movement and the
rise
of the new professional middle
class occupations:

well-publicized part of the process was
the trickling
.dn,.admission^"^"f
of women into such professions
as law and medicine, where
token integration gave many of their
male colleagues a warm sense of
paternal tolerance.
The most important advances, however,
occurred
those f^w professions which women
gradually, quietly, came to
dominate.

m
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Behind the entire
movement had l^-ir. .
^^Plicit yet basic
question: what public
tasks wonVf
"""'^^ "^^^ ^^'^ "^^^^ ones would
men allow them to fill^
?he
image of women as tender
°'
traditional
mothers an'el!
of the morals, an
^""^^^^
answer that
fts
f
"'"^"^l^^^expression in ttwo
professions increasingly
identi^ipH
/"'^ women -teaching and sc
...
social
^en usuaUv
threatened until women' s
activities pushed past tie tr
"^^^ ^^^^
women as LiLian WaL
Such
It nurlTllT'Pioneered
in social work,
indicated that thev too fo
^
°^ ""^^^
^^ild care
"natural" to theJr in^?°^
led the se tleLnts to
d^^otT:°^
energies to
education and to freedom from
hard labor.
EvJn the f Jw
law and medicine specialized
in su<^h f iT^ A
Juvenile
crime, pediatrics, and
public h;aiti
^h^ f
not because they were nece
''^'^ ^'^'^
s"rU;
morll o^r h"
°^
oft-times because they were
mothers h„rT
T""^'
^^^^
women, both as they and men
def ^Ld thel 'o^^^^^^
•

If

T

Wd

m

TT

^^^^r^^l^ ^'^l^^^

'

.

'

"

.

'

implicit in Wiebe-s statement
is his recognition of
male dominance and
female subordination characteristic
of the sexual division of
labor even
among the "enlightened" middle
class.

Middle class women thus dominate

within the less technical caring
and caretaking functions within
the
larger expert/administrative
apparatus.
Yet so strong was the ethos of
bureaucratic efficiency that, as Weibe
notes, largely feminine settlement house and social work activity
became characterized less by a mixture of moral and social concern and
more by "efficient procedure and

expert management."
It

is at the lower levels of this
professionalized/bureaucratic

structure created by the PMC to manage the
pain without dealing with its
sources that the human service pratitioners
from poor, working, and

lower-middle class families whom

I

interviewed are situated.

Wishing to

engage in a form of caring or service work and needing
to earn a living,
they enter a structure at the lower levels where they are
subjected to

a se. Of p.e.i3es,

theit

o»

„a.in..

assu^pUons. constraints
an. po„er relations not
of
SU.ated "so^e^Here in
between

professionals an.
workers'. t„e. are ean.Ht
Between an often .eep
identification with thei,
clients and a desire
de^irf^ to
^^ be
k„ ofr
genuine service, carried
out in as warm,
direct, and effective way
ay possiblp
possible— and an identification
with the
professional bureaucracy
cy itself
Itself ;,nH
and their own survival
and progress
Within it.
Lower level service
practitioners today operate within
a
framework established and
still run by the PMC, who
reserve for themselves the power to make
decisions based upon the
"realities" of current

political-economic constraints.

As heads of state departments
of human

services and state agencies, they
are political appointees who
survive
in their positions by
successfully managing the social
pain and potential

turmoil-not by challenging any fundamental
flaws

in the social order.

In the attempt to ensure this
social stability,

the PMC creates

and maintains a hierarchical
chain of command carefully delimiting
the

function of services to that of
professional/bureaucratic caretaking
and social crisis management.

The tenor of their leadership shifts

between a more positive, humanistic,
supportive caretaking/channeling/

adjusting function, and a more punitive,
repressive, control function
depending upon the shifting forces of
liberal/conservative power.

The

bureaucratic/professional model of service which they
promote appears
as the only realistic approach since creating
the space and time for

people to care for each other

would entail a redefinition of work so

fundamental as to threaten not only the capitalist organization
of work,
but also the sexual division of labor and, of course,
all the service

•

occupations organized
along
ng lines
Unes of professional
status.
because this redefinition
of work IS
is .o f
.
hidden from view,
outside the oneoin.
,

so fundamental,
does it rema
remain
i

^^bate concerning human

.

services and the welfare
state.

Precisely

The
ne New Ri.W
Right contention that
liberal/

professional service
bureaucracies should hbe
dismantled and their
tasks
left to families (i p
(-e., women)\ to perform,
does not constitute
a progressive redefinition of
work but
hut only
oni
a socially
regressive, deepened
exploitation of women and
the destruction
destrnn^,•o of, minimal
compensatory supports
upon Which the curvival
of the most vulnerable
populations rest.
•

It

is upon the hierarchical
principle that the state
service PMC

Wholeheartedly depends in
fulfilli., its stabilizing
mission.
It is
their only way of controlling
the service workforce
in a manner that
appears justified on the
basis of a "technicallv
Lecnnicaiiy, administratively
required," effielen. aivislcn
•

of Xa.o..

I.

•

,3 at the lower levels
of the

bureaucracy, a.ong clients and
service workers, who are
often understandably .ore concerned about
the Injustice and
powerlessness they
experience than about "conflict,"
that the hierarchical
principle is
challenged, at least Implicitly.
(See previous interview .naterial
discussion.)

Yet it is also the anchor of
hierarchical status to which

service workers cling in protecting
themselves fro. hostile clients
angry at the system's unresponsiveness
and in providing the only source
of acknowledgment.

Influence, advancement and growth
perceivable within

the professionalized world of
service.

The Ehrenreichs- key statement above,
that "the fact that this

process does not have to be repeated in
every generation

.

.

.

creates

the impression that
the PMC/working
ng class
Class r.^.^•
relations represent a
purely
natural' uxvision
division of labor
Iok
imposed by the
^
soripi complexity
y Lne social
and tech-

nological sophistication
of modern society
cxety

hie.a.chic.l relations of
H.„an se.v.ce
scientific/technical rationality.
cy-

is a cr
crucial1 issue to address
•

.o.a. and ..e .ule

Rathar than a "natural
Kather
evolution" of

professional and managerial
serial exn»r^
expert kbureaucratic
authority "required by
technological complexity
a.-,^^
P axity, " M
M. tLarson
argues that the new middle
class
was engaged in a
"professional project" seeding
to monopolize the mar.et
for their services and
gain a monopoly of status
within the developing
occupational hierarchy via an
educational credentialing
process legitimated by the state.
Like Wlebe and the Ehrenreichs.
she views this
quest for professional status
as conditioned by the
overall framawor.
of capitalist class power.
In this sense, prof
essionalization appears
as the ideological co^terpart
of proletarianization.
As the labor force
tends to become totally subsumed
under the formal relations of
capitalist
production, the real and the
ideological privileges associated
with

"professionalism" legitimize the class
structure by introducing status
differentials, status aspirations, and
status mobility at practically
all levels of the occupational
hierarchy.
the new forms of inequality

...
in

...

The central legitimations of

are lodged in the educational system

the rise of a "credentialed society"
cannot be adequately explained

terms of actual changes in the nature
of work.^'l
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The Social and Moral

"

S„r»r1~rin

"

„t

v^j,

^^^^-^Sntradlctionsj^^
Larson describes how
the middle class
professional ,uest to
-nopoii.e competence, ^owied.e,
and ahiUty and to
legitimate this
-opoly of competence through a
seemingl, ohjactive/nniversalistic
yet in fact deepl,
class-hiased syste. of
credentialin. constitutes
the structural/ideological
gicai ,basis
basic; for
f^^ a, new morality
of social worth
understood in terms of the
"superior merit of the
competent few."
She writes, "The hierarchy
of competence is
presented and lived, from
early childhood on, as
coincident with a MORAL
hierarchy of intelligence
effort, dignity, and freedom."A2
she cites Sennett and
Cobb in pointing
out the effects of the
ideology of competence on
men and women who blame
inadequacies within themselves
for being failures:
"If only I was
smart enough. "^3 She notes
that the increasing use of
often irrelevant credentials within the
hierarchical occupational structure
"justifies the existence of a 'growing
industrial reserve army' and of a

permanent surplus population.

In Ivar Berg's words,

"The most serious

consequence of the educational upgrading
of work opportunities is

.

.

.

the displacement of a significant
population at the other end of the

labor force, who must compete for
jobs once held by people of modest

educational achievement and with people
whose educational achievements
have gone up."^^

She continues:

What is particularly significant in their
role is that the superior
badges of ability which they carry do not
remain hidden within
ruling-class circles ... or elite universities:
The professions
carry the symbols of the new meritocratic
ideology to the hospitals, to the public schools, to the factories,
to the govern-

,
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ment agencies, to the
everyday lif.
and children.
"^"^
women
Professionals do the hf ln.-"''°'K'' °'
advising.
^^e judging, the
They have the iobs th.^
helpful, that allow an
'^"^ ^^^^^ be
expression o^'^
the position in which
the'doc o" or
""^^^^^^^y professor is
placed relative to other
"^'^ "'^^^^ these occupations
seem so valuable. ^5
'

"

'

rZT\J
^

Larson shows the debil
i>a)--r^r.
debilitating
consequences of professional
authority
and meritocratic ideology
r an active,
sy for
acriv. jdemocratic
citizenry, and for
well-intended service-oriented
professionals themselves:

cratic"eUuS!-:h?c°;"p\"e\"::;rf\^^ Characterized

hy demodependent "upon the abi
o
he g fted"?:of the many for the
deference
well-bling of a!l" th
'T'""
PMfessionalization
helps diffuse this ideolos. ?n .1
"Enforce its
political usefulness
A dL-" ?^r"^'
the legitimation
o^rmono^oUz^r

"'"^"/-—y

o^pt

prCon" ^fo^rLiLd"

t^VlZ 'T''

f::n^"^""™'"- botra'?oi\t^r-r:"
professional

T"""'
^^^Tl^^l^^-

behaviors cannot heip irgi
factual demonstratiL^

tai'r"'

As power becomes equated
with ahili>->,

-t^

j

laeoiogy
regards democratic particinflMnn and political.
pation
debate and accountability with
impaUencJknowledge should no and canno
be
k''''''
^^^^^^^
non-rational poUtSar
proc:::es'?6^"
.

1

•

•

.

.

Mnr^J

For Larson, and in my own view,
professionalism is much more than
an ideology.
It defines one's sense of
self, constitutes an identity,
and provides a feeling of moral
worth.

These deep emotional identi-

fications which constitute what could be
called a "professional social
identity" sets occupants of the professional
middle class (both socially
and psychologically) apart from, and above,
the non-professional layers
of society.

These professionals have enjoyed a general
prestige and a

superior status which undermines their ability to
treat others lower on
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the hierarchy with
genuine respect, as
peers, fellow ciri.ens

CO-

workers, potential allies,
and (riends.

Their managerial HaMts
arrogance an. professionally
derive. seU-inflation
is matched in daily
social life and work by
the deference
erence, self
Ho
self-denigration
or resentment.
of those situated lower.
•

,

Thus When progressives of
all political persuasions
exhort service
providers and lower-level
workers/clients to for„ political
alliances
their frequent lacR of success
derives partly fro. Ignoring
the deep
social and emotional divisions
characteristic of professional
hierarchy.
It is therefore futile
to keep calling for
provider and provider/client
alliances in the absence of a
vision and practice that
challenges
hierarchical status divisions and
the professional monopolization
of

competence and power.

On the one hand alliances
within an Institution

to save services Is rendered
difficult by professional status
differen-

tials (underlined by racial and
sexual divisions) between such
personnel
as orderlies, medical aides, nurses,
and doctors.
On the other hand a

lack of common trust rooted in the
logic of institutional professional

caretaklng between the service institution
and the client-community,

militate against effective sustainable
political alliances.
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CHAPTER
THE POLITICS OF
CONTEMPT:

V

A CRITIQUE OF LIBERAL
THEORY

This Chapter critically
evaluates a range of liberal
and conservative Views on the welfare
state and human services.
The discussion
revolves around the following
key issues:
How does each perspective
Characterise the sources of
the problems which bring
people into contact
With the human service
system, the nature of the
welfare state, and the
social relations of human
service work? What chief
problems do they
each see besetting the welfare
state and its service
practitioners and
what key flaws do they identify
within the human service system?
What
vision of a good system of human
service do they hold and what
theory
of change do they put forward
in working toward that
vision?

While there are important differences
in these two broad, internally variegated approaches with
significantly different human repercussions, the vicious circularity of
the liberal/conservative debate
is rooted in the fundamental
premises which they share.

It

is only their

strategies for achieving fundamentally
shared goals which differ.
Liberal and conservative welfare state
theorists, alike, accept the

fundamental principles and organization of our
social order, in both

productive and reproductive realms, and the
inevitability of the human
pain emanating from it.
the pain.
a state

They differ in what ought to be done about

Liberals seek to manage and assuage it, temporarily,
through

system of professional-bureaucratic caretaking services
until
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^He pain

.H^.^,
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

and patriarchal family
life.

since neither liberal
nor conservative
analysis addresses the
-ices Of the difficulties facing
clients and worRers within
the

personally and politically,
i„ hreaUng through
the structural hinds
of the welfare state.
The dile^a of the
welfare state is generally
perceived to he its simultaneous
expansion and rise in cost
along with
its decreasing effectiveness
and responsiveness
to human need,

it open to attack from
the right.

leaving

This attack then gives rise
to a

defensive counter reaction from
liberal and left forces seeking,
in
the absence of a viable
alternative, to stem the diminution
of essential
subsistence benefits and services.
Because the sources of the social

misery giving rise to the welfare
state have never been adequately
addressed, the state service apparatus
which was ambiguously constituted, misguided and misdirected
from the start, is continuously
ex-

panded and gathers to itself every
imaginable form of human pain and

vulnerability, and continuously shows Itself
to be largely ineffective,
if not

brutally insensitive, to its clientele.

venient target for problems more deeply
rooted

Thus, it becomes a conin

our way of life and

politics becomes a matter of attacking and
defending the welfare state,
and its agents, service practitioners, rather
than the occasion for re-

examining the unjust social relationships upon which

It

rests.

As Chapter VII will ^hn,,
show, new conservatives
are able, repeatedly

-

exploit contradictions
inherent in our social
order and reflected
in the welfare state,
which liberal analysts
and activists have
chosen
to evade and .loss over
in the interests
of ...ealis." and
prag.atis.
The ultimate result of
this long historical
process of "liberal realise"
has been the development
of an internally
conflicted, fiscally and
.orally bankrupt welfare
state with its conglomeration
of compensatory,
caretalcing services which
have become the symbol of
all of our society's
major unresolved contradictions,
conflicts, dilemmas, and
injustices.

New conservatives are basically
saying that the welfare state,
with all
of its unsettling social
controversies and destabilizing
tendencies,
is an

unnecessary aggravation; that we
should demolish or greatly

reduce it, and ignore the deeply
rooted contradictions which give
rise
to it.

Liberals, for their part, are saying
that demolishing the wel-

fare state, however flawed and
internally conflicted, will not make

people's problems of material and
psychic survival disappear, and
will moreover give rise to even worse
social chaos and disorder.
One could say that the key difference
between new conservatives
and liberals lies in how best to respond
to underlying social contra-

dictions, without altering, transforming,
or even openly aclmowledging
their existence.
in

Liberals think these contradictions (to be
identified

the following section) can best be harmonized
and stabilized via a

politics of professionalized reform and compassionate
professional/

bureaucratic caretaking.

New conservatives claim that concessions and

aids of this kind weaken the spirit of private initiative,
free enter-

prise, and the moral
fiber
riDer of ^K
the nation which
xi_u restq
rests, nnh
not upon state

.riven econ..,

withm

,„,„,„^

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

the nuclear family.

This thesis suggests
that it is the studied
avoidance of the
fundamental contradictions
hased upon ciass. sex.
tace. and status
underlying the politics
of the „eUate state
which keeps us going
around in circles, unable
to brea. out of the
circular debate between
conservatives attacking, and
liberals defending, the
welfare state.
The last section elaborates
the concepts of "competitive
social hierarchy" as a .aln source of
the problems facing clients
and practitioners
and its alternative of
mutual supportiveness and
participatory power.
The following chapters begin
with the title "The Politics
of Contempt"
in order to convey the
virulent contempt felt by the
right, and the veiled
contempt felt by liberals, for
those groups of people in clear
need of

material and emotional support,
and those who directly give it
at the
lower end of the service hierarchy.

Opposing Strategies of System Leg
itimation and Stabilization
Liberal and conservative approaches
to the welfare state represent
two opposing strategies of system
legitimation, which is an essential

component of social stability,
vatives.

a

goal shared by liberals and conser-

Liberals seek to gain acceptance of the social
order and

one's appropriate role within it through what
they see as the "legiti-

mizing agency of state welfare services" as the
most effective means

in. ana .e.e..u...,„,

„.,„^

^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

dependents who are unable
to carry
carrv ^on approved
social roles.
Liberals
and conservatives
have traditionally met
basic .agreement about
y "lec in basin
the desirability and
viability of cne
the social
social roles
ml
y
and social identities
.He.selves an. .he social
s.„c...es „Mch contain .He.
XHey „e.e,y
offe. .i„eren. s„etesies
for lesi.i„i.in,
.^e social o..e. na.
encou.a^

m

ins

societ/s „o.Me. „e.bers

.o partake of .Heir
requisite roles.

Bu.
there is, s.iU, a significan.
difference He.ween .He .„o
s.ra.egies in
ter^sof ..unin.en.ed consequences',
se. loose H. welfare
s.a.e develop.en.s

Liberal welfare s.a.e
practitioners are forced to
acknowledge, in
the daily course of .Heir
work. .He extreme difficulties
people
encounter Just trying to cope
witHin .He alienated, insecure
environments of work and Home. They
see larger numbers of
people on a day-today basis WHO are clearly
anxious and disoriented, angry,
depressed,
and severely demoralized.
Due to the positions of care
wHicH they
hold, service prac.i.ioners are
forced to respond in so^e fashion
to
this pain, either by engaging
in routine, bureaucratic processing,
providing minimal assistance wi.hin a
repressive environment, or in more

flexible, creative ways, depending
on .He particular depar.men.al
goals,

hierarchy, and rules wi.hin which they
are bound.

While the actual

sources of all this pain and demoralization
are rarely clarified in .He
process of liberal prof essional/bureaucra.ic
service delivery, .he fac.
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that the pain must he
acknowledged puhllcl,, and
a public response
.ade
creates out of .he welfare
state a .Ind of distorted
.irror, reflecting
back to us the widespread
pain and affliction of our
culture.
Often overlooked, or
misinterpreted, in discussions
of welfare
state "people processing"
is that the clients
processed, as well as the
lower level "processers" are
not merely unconscious,
passive, totally

manipulable objects of the
bureaucracy, but in fact are
perceptive,
subjectively conscious agents and
social actors whose "problems"
often
consist in their internal
resistance (however inconsistent
and opaque
even to themselves) to totalistic
integration into approved social
roles
and identities.
Often what is viewed as "sickness"
in the disoriented
behavior of some "mental health"
clients is their unconscious
disinclination to conform to the oppressive
societal expectations of members of

their gender, race, class or status,
or simply their inability to withstand the inhuman pressures and
contradictory demands that must be
borne, particularly at the lower levels
of the social hierarchy.

The

welfare state in the United States is
the arena of last resort for
people who have hit bottom, who can no longer
even pretend to fulfill
their social roles or live out the meaning
of their social identities
as a competitive worker, status achiever, or
all-nurturant

mother and wife.

,

sacrificial

These are people who have lost their motivation
and

sense of meaningful orientation, who are without
adequate social support
and material opportunities, unable to make sense of
their lives in the

midst of social decay, dissolution and change.

Within the less repressive crevices of the welfare state, service

.
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practitioners ate often stretched
to the li.it of
their capacities an.
imagination in their attempts
to he genuinel,
responsive in helping
people deal with their
predicaments and personal
crises.
Service

practitioners such as Danny
working with youth, danlce
with people in
emotional crisis, Donna with
Headstart parents, have
tried
to help

people explore their situations
and options, find viable
ways to cope
once again with a greater
sense of self-acceptance
and with .ore access
to material resources and
social support.
The difference between
liberal and conservative
approaches is that liberals
acknowledge the
pain people feel, however
superficially the sources are
understood and
however Inadequate their typical
bureaucratic responses, while new
conservatives belittle and deny it.
wanting none of this professional
"coddling of social misfits" nor
the more humane service examples

involving social experimentation and
self-exploration (to be discussed
more later)

The Failure of

Liberal Welfare State Stabilization and
Soci al Reproduction Fun...-on.
Clients within the welfare state are there,
frequently because
they have become "out of control,"
"inappropriate," or "dysfunctional"

within prescribed roles and social settings.

As their own inner needs

have come into sharp conflict with these roles
and social constraints,
or as the roles, identities, and social institutions,
themselves, have

become internally contradictory and confusing, people have
begun to
lose their sense of meaningful orientation and grounding.

What is

and f.,cUo„ as .he. a.e
„han one cons«e.s ..e

e«.ao.«„a.,

bUUy

Of „an. of .he cXien.s
(and workers) „Ho
a.e dependent upon
.he
welfa.e s.a.e fo. .hei.
....i.a..
Po. e.a.pU. fo. eve.,
elien. end

eve., p.ac.t.lone. „Ho
complies „i.h 'Vesclhed
.esi.en.,. accep.lng
.he bu.eauc.acy.s definUlon
of .he .cUen..s
p.ohW and .he "appropriate professional ..ea..en.
plan" .here a.e o.hers
who .esls., passively
or actively, individually
r collectivplv
collectively, to conform to
y or
the prescribed
"eat.en. .ode. So„e cllen.s
refuse .o .ake. nad so„e
„o.,e.s refuse
to force .he. to take,
highly explol.a.lve or
hu.Ula.ing jobs or

training" (see Larry); so.e refuse
deblll.a.lng and disorienting
drugs
and other medical trea.men.s
(see Janice)

;

so.e resist psychiatric

labels. defini.ions. and
trea.een.s (see Cannena)

;

some resis. behavioral

conditioning within residential
centers (see Dan); so.e resis.
'diagnostic^^ and aptitude''
.es.ing in such areas as Intelligence;
so„e
resist .oral and value rehabilitation^'
in placing individual

achieve,nent

over kinship ties, or feminine
familial "duty" over self-develop:.ent
or
economic Independence; some merely
resist being talked down .o, being
told what's good'^ for them or how
they 'should feel."

The friction Is

never-ending, and In certain situations
rises to a volatile level.

In

such a contradictory, shif.ing social
context, the "social readjustment
mechanisms^^ of the welfare state have
lost much of their efficacy and

relevance.

Given the magnitude of "uncontrollable behavior,"
disorientation,
rage, depression, anxiety and neurosis, as well
as simple economic impov-
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erishment, the welfare state has
replaced failed liberal social
adjustment mechanisms with conservative
methods of repressive social control,
custodial warehousing, and the
"benign neglect" of all those not
so

troublesome and disruptive that they
cannot be safely ignored.

In

both instances, as the underlying
contempt for clients has become

apparent in both the subtle and blatant
methods of welfare state control,
an intense level of conflict,
dissonance, and antagonism has arisen

between the upper and lower levels

of the welfare state hierarchy.

The

processes of bureaucratic rationalization
and technocratic social crisis

management have been unable to succeed, fully,
in defining away, prescribing away, or counseling away the felt
pain associated with our way
of life and has,

service workers.

in

fact, actually fueled discontent among
clients and

Thus, the liberal welfare state, viewed as
an agency

of social reproduction, adjustment and control,
system legitimation and

social stability, has been a failure in many respects.

This failure

has opened the way for progressive transformation of
the welfare state
as well as a regressive step backwards into social darwinism.

The liberal welfare state is, then, a miserable failure as
a

smoothly functioning agency of simple social reproduction, legitimation,

adjustment and control, composed of an efficiently functioning team of

unchallenged administrators, effective professionals, and compliant lower
level practitioners ministering to a totally manipulable mass of clients.

What we have, instead, is a welfare state ripped apart by conflicting

groupings and individuals all playing out an intricate array of power
and value conflicts, all of which defy simple characterization, but

^

Which suggest the ungrounded
unreality of all those
social theories of
a structural/functionall
and social integrationist2
nature. What
has

been obscured by these
social theories which stress
the all-inclu.
isive
social integration achieved
by the pervasive
rationalizations of th<

bureaucratic state, is the
dialectical developmental
potential of the
welfare state.
This dialectical developmental
potential can already
be perceived in the myriad
subtle forms of resistance
to hierarchical
power undertaken by the predominantly
female, disproportionately
Third
World, and many white male
lower-level service practitioners
and client-

communities whose common and implicit
goal is to create a mutually
supportive and caring social environment
facilitating the interconnected
processes of personal growth and social
development 3 Unfortunately,
.

left-progressives have not yet fully grasped
the significance of the
developmental potential emerging out of
the politics of the welfare
state and have allowed the New Right
to define and shape public per-

ceptions of these developments in a highly
negative and reactionary way.
This failure, in turn, is due to the
left's overemphasis upon the very

important issues of economic justice and an
underestimation of the

reactionary consequences of the disintegration
of caring social bonds
at

the micro-social level, and the rise of
status anxiety and emotional

insecurities associated with this lack of sustained
ties of mutual

affirmation and supportiveness

.

Since the liberal welfare state has failed to stabilize
social

disruptiveness, to quietly, smoothly manage human pain, and to totally
inhibit people's own sense of agency, purpose, hopes and feelings,
the

new co„se„a..ve
approach ,s
^ep.ive people „ho a.e

.

,,„a„ae

.He

„eUa.e s.a.e

In „..e.

an. Hope o, .e..e.s,
response, o. Help

are hurting. tHey Have
only tHe.selves to Hla.e.
tHere are no social
remedies and no Help „ill
He fortHco.ing.
XHus, it is the Hettet
part
Of „isdo. to deny the
pain, dotifuUy put on a
Happy face and function
as expected,
l^ey accuse the liHeral
-new class" of professionals
within
the welfare state of
manipulating people and creating
social problems
where none in fact exist,
in order to build an
economic and political
base for themselves at cne
the expense
exoen^P of
nf the private
sector economic and
family life.
To summarize, new conservatives
attempt to legitimize the
social

order by refusing to recognize
any defects within it and
by minimizing
the reality of the pain which
is socially produced.
Liberals attempt
to legitimize the social
system by creating professional/bureaucratic

compensatory vehicles for responding
to the pain people express.

The

liberal impulse to acknowledge the
pain and respond to it is important
in that it constitutes a
foundation for further social and
political

development once the barriers preventing
the fulfillment of the liberal
impulse can be identified.

Chapters V and VI suggest these barriers

to the genuine alleviation of pain
are inherent in the compensatory,

professional/hierarchical nature of the human service
system itself as
presently constituted, a professional hierarchy
which seeks to compensate for the lack of ongoing social supportiveness
within the community
and which reflects and replicates all of the
key forms of social
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oppression which helped to
cause service recipients'
problems in the
first place.
Here lies the vicious
circle of hu.an service
work.
In order to transcend
this vicious circle to
.ake hu.an services

genuinely responsive to people's
needs requires not the
continuous
expansion of the social welfare
bureaucracy as is, with its
e.phasis
upon professional intervention
and "treatment," but a broader
social

transformation in the way the work
of social support is done
and social
policy decisions are made! No
longer can we depend upon the
traditional sacrificial and subordinate
feminine sources of support in
the
form of wives/mothers within
the traditional nuclear family
and the
social service practitioners of
all types within the public
bureaucracies
to assuage the pain derived from
a social order internally
divided along

competitive/hierarchical lines of class, sex,
race, and status.

The

providers of supportive service are,
themselves, bound by too many
of the very same contradictions which
are causing so much damage to their

clients to be of much help.

This thesis will argue that direct service

providers and clients must demystify and break
down the barriers of

professional/hierarchy dividing them.
to depend upon one another,

Only then can we come together

as peers, in the long struggle ahead to
con-

vey a new progressive, communitarian politics of
care to the broader

public and the rest of the progressive forces for
change who are not,
as yet, sensitized to the significance of the
principles of nurturance

and care in building a progressive agenda for the future.

But first we

turn to a critical analysis of the left-liberal literature on welfare

state human service.
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ana:.s.
^^^^^^^^
^a.e

s..

,3.

^^^^^^^ ^^^^

^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

"hue

not acknowledging
the basically
ly contradict
contradictory character
of capitalist
socral relations
underlying the „eUare
state. „hich wo.ld
hloc. its
realisation.
l.ey clai. that the
..elimination o. class
ine,naUty..
can he achieved „ithi„
capitalism hy the welfare
state, and that it
can
^ake private capital
serve p.hlic interests,
as well as ™„te the
inegalitarian nature of
meritocracy, extend democracy,
and recreate co.-

was being rocked by
capitalist economic and
fiscal crises which were
exacerbating class inequality,
empowering the technocrats
and stripping away democratic powers
of municipal and national
governing bodies
in favor of control by
big finance^ (note the
Emergency Financial Control
Board in New Vork City and
IHP-imposed social austerity
in Britain, both
in

the mid-1970-s). who were
prescribing policies to increase
productivity and profits while
enforcing deep social cuts
in the welfare

state as .'inefficient., and
as a drain on private
economic growth.
Such
policies exacerbated social
tensions and caused the bonds
of co^unity
to deteriorate to a
semi-barbarous level of
self-preservationism and

survivalism.

Fumiss and Tilton's optimistic belief

in the flowering of capitalist-
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liberal hu^nls. was belted
at the tl„a they wrote
The Case for the
hy the strong neo-fascist

^^^M«^^,

^^n..n..e.~ZZZ7:Zu

the new conservative
.cve.ent. tn both the United
States and Britain
vet they do not address
the sources of the New
Right's power and appeal
in

Challenging the welfare state,
nor do they explain why
there hasn't
been a strong, enthusiastic,
and principled .ove.ent
welling up in

support

Of the welfare state.

Pumiss and Tilton pose

an idealistic and
abstract
goal which appears unachievable
within the constraints of
capitalist.
They do not identify the human
agencies of change who could
.nake their
ideal a reality, while they
ignore those regressive social
agencies of
change who are Intent upon
dismantling the ill-developed
welfare state

which now exists.
The tools which

Fumiss and Tilton propose

to use in achieving

their idealistic ends are the
failed and discredited instruments
of liberal
Keynesianism,7 and all their hopes rest
upon the extremely shaky foundations of capitalist economic growthS
and efficiency.
Like many liberal

analyses, they rest their hopes for
social justice and social welfare on

sustained economic growth, while not
perceiving the central contradiction that it is this very process of
capitalist economic growth, itself,

which gives rise to so much human misery
and pain, in terms of capitalism's

distorted social priorities, tendencies to
crisis, unemployment, worker
alienation, harsh competitiveness, militarism and
war, materialism-

consumerism and so forth.

It

is a central contradiction of liberalism

to posit as their basis for social welfare
that which does so much to

destroy social welfare.

In addition,

they tend to dismiss the notion
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that genuine social welfare
developments such as full employment
or
adequate income supports in any
way undermine sustained
capitalist growth.
This inability to clarify
and address the contradictory
realities

closing in upon liberal defenders
of the welfare state results
from
their disinclination to acknowledge
mutually antagonistic class forces,
and other contradictory social
forces such as those between
patriarchy
and feminism, white dominance
and the black struggle, bureaucratic/

professional/technocratic control and the
anti-bureaucratic/antiprofessional democratic, communitarian
movements.

One could say with

historical accuracy that the chief, if
unstated, goal of liberal
defenders, sustainers, and directors of
the welfare state has been

precisely to cloud, to mute, to ease, to
attempt to harmonize such

mutually antagonistic social forces, in the
interest of social order
and stability.

In so doing,

the liberal intellectual plays an important

role of obfuscating such underlying social
contradictions and positing
a happy unity of the whole, an abstract

ideal of the common good, which

in this case is represented by the welfare
state ideal.

Thus, as shall be explained in more detail later,
it is so crucially

important for the welfare state to perform its harmonizing,
reproductive
function, that even the human service practitioners within

it

remain

quite "cloudy" and unclear about the fundamental forms of social
oppression which create so many of their clients' problems.

This is why

service practitioners tend to have a very cloudy, vague and liberal

understanding of the sources of their clients' problems:

they are

trained that it is a "confluence of factors," a whole range of empirical

psy-

-olcs.ca.,
"a..s

eco„...e

.

.es.e.a.

.3

„

one

„3„„_^,„

^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^
doesn't even involved
looking into such
"sconces" but
L-uL deals
aeais Inst
H with
instead
respondi^s .0 i^ediate

-

...^.^

^^^^^^

function at all. pH.sicall,,
^entail, o. e.otionall,.
„.na,i„, the
pain, not revealing
and up.ootins l.s
source is the task of
the liberal

available to the. to clarif,
the systemic sources
within capitalist
racism, sexual oppression,
and hierarchy, of
clients, problems, etc
Clients become "people with
problems „ho Just can't
see. to

.ake it "
perhaps in part because
of a "disadvantage" or
two.
This liberal reluctance to be really clear
about sources .akes it
all the easier for the
New Right to deny outright
the very
i-y existence of n
oppression or any
basic flaws in our social
order and
anH to
r„ hold in
1 oruer.
utter contempt the
illegitimate recipients of
social welfare.
TO return to

contradictions:

Pumiss and Tilton's avoidance
of capitalist economic

they give James O'Connor's
powerful structural thesis

on the fiscal crisis of
the state short shrift by
glibly saying that
It

is technically possible
to raise taxes much more
than O'Connor seems

to think. 10

This may be true, yet they do
not genuinely confront

O'Connor's central thesis, that
the demands being made upon
the state
and the functions which it must
perform are contradictory in nature,
and
that the capacity of Che
welfare/warfare state to fulfill both
the

demands of capitalist accumulation and
legitimation (social welfare) is

rapidly bel.g outstripped.

They also ignore the
class-based and

sectorally-loeated antagonistic
power relations built
into O'Connor's
analysis which suggests why
monopoly sector workers
are likely to
respond favorably to New
Right appeals to reduce
taxes and

cut back on

social welfare spending.

They do not address the
li.Us which main-

taining profitable, efficient
capitalist growth and worldwide
economic
expansion, militarism, and
empire place upon the
achievement of their
social policy goals.
Lastly, the capitalist
cultural ethos, or the
spirit, values, motivations
and identities which are
necessary to
sustain capitalist growth and
efficiency are antithetical to
Furniss
and Tilton's projected social
welfare state ethos.
Furniss and Tilton
rest their cooperative, egalitarian,
communal social welfare state

squarely upon the competitive,
inegalitarian

,

self-seeking orientations

built into capitalism, without
noting the contradictions this
entails.
In highly inconsistent
fashion Furniss and Tilton propose
re-

building the bonds of community as
the very "essence" of their welfare
state ideal, while ridiculing as
Utopian the New Left critique of
social welfare statism as overly
bureaucratic, soffocating active

political participation in social policy
format ion/ implementation and
clients' personal growth.

Fundamental social contradictions of all

kinds are retranslated by Furniss and
Tilton and other liberal analysts
into separable "problems to be managed" by
the efficacious, humanistic

welfare state, from the classic condition of worker
alienation under

capitalist-bureaucratic/managerial control which they say can be
remedied
by "job enrichment" schemes, to the pervasive
oppressiveness of the

social welfare bureaucracy/hierarchy
which they say can be remedied
by
an 'Wbuds^nan" approach.
They ignore the depth and
pervasiveness of
racism throughout the welfare
state and society, and the need
to transfer, gender-defined relations
of care and nurturance within
and without
the welfare state is a concept
lying entirely outside their
intellectual
purview.
In fact, basic feminist
theoretical critiques have made no
impact whatsoever on their understanding
of the fundamental dilemmas
to be addressed within the
politics of the welfare state.

Human service practitioners who look
to the liberal social democratic literature on the order of Furniss
and Tilton (which was chosen

because of its high calibre in its own terms)
for help in understanding
the welfare state dilemmas facing them,
will be disappointed in the

ways that so many of these dilemmas are
ignored, glossed over or

answered with the most superficial of remedies.

The central problem

of greatest immediacy to many human service
practitioners is the

professional-bureaucratic hierarchy within which they are
enmeshed,
which stifles their own creative service initiative and
which replicates
and reinforces the same class, race, gender and
status-based forms of

oppression which creates the pain that brings many people in to
them as
clients in the first place.

Furniss and Tilton

's

"realism" in accepting

the inevitability of bureaucracy and hierarchy within the vast reaches
of the social welfare system, dooms social service practitioners to an

eternal "alienated labor of support" and service recipients to eternal
"client status" of undignified, impersonalized bureaucratic processing
or disabling professional control.

Liberal social democratic inattention

.o .he hierarchical
social relations of service
„orK wi.hin .he welfare
state constitutes an
enormous blind spot which
helps to explain the

overly rosy view which these
thinkers have of the positive,
even
liberating" and beneficient
character of the welfare state.
They see
people being "taken care of
but they do not see the
oppressiveness of
that care resulting fro. the
hierarchical relations of power
that is
SO damaging to workers
and clients.

Fumiss and Tilton's thesis ignores
the twin for.s

of devaluation
intrinsic to prof essionalized-bureaucratic
caretaking (and which creates
the social basis for its
transcendence):
the devaluation of the super-

oppressed -underclass,- the human
dispensibles isolated into institutions
of care and control as clients;
and the devaluation of the
typically
female, lower-level caregivers,
the nurses, case workers, child
care

workers, etc.

They do not address the void of
social and emotional

support in our society which, in
addition to economic hardship, constitutes the source of much of clients'
and workers' difficulties.

Fumiss and Tilton, there

In

is no critique of the politics of
care from

a feminist point of view which
acknowledges the patriarchal exploitation

of women's caring capacities and the
underdevelopment of men's.

Liberals

accept as given the patriarchal welfare state
hierarchy, in which women

carry the burden of nurturance within male-dominated
parameters of power.
As explained in the previous conceptual section,
feminine caring activity

has been devalued, rendered invisible and not reciprocated,
nor carried
on in full by men and higher level professionals who
are more oriented

toward "scientific expertise" and technocratic management; while
all of

us need this nurt.rance
and support,

it Is perceived as
weakness and

inadequacy to acknowledge it.
Thus, as the void of emotional
supportiveness deepens within
the
connnunity and unmet needs flow
into the bureaucratized
highly constrained, feminine caregiving of
the welfare state, the state
will be
further delegitimized since
people's needs for genuine caring
cannot
be met within such patriarchal
bureaucratic constraints.
Their
,

disaffection, combined with the general
public contempt for people who
enter the welfare state in need of
support-a need people dare not
admit in a patriarchal-capitalist
culture, or be seen as a failure,
as shameworthy or contemptible-results
in a further decline in popular

support for the welfare state, and a
worsening of its fiscal crisis.
These fiscal constraints, in turn,
further diminish the quality of care,

thereby delegitimizing the welfare state
still more.
the devaluation of feminine caring,

By not perceiving

its non-reciprocity, and the general

denial of the need for support as problematic
within the politics of
the welfare state, liberal social democrats
are helpless in the face of
the New Right onslaught which utilizes feminine
stereotypes and symbolic

imagery to heap ridicule upon the welfare state,
and upon its largely
female caregivers and recipients of care.
The tremendous success the right has achieved in deepening
the

public's contempt for the welfare state can be understood, in part,
by
the general cultural devaluation of feminine caring activity, and
by the

elevation of competitive, productive, private sector, masculine or "real"
work, over the nurturant, reproductive, public sector feminine or "not

real" invisible work.

What has been particularly
infuriating to the

right is that the work of feminine
caring, social service and
advocacy
was being rendered visible
and legitimate within the
welfare state for
a brief time in the
1960's,

and was in fact calling into
question the

validity of work in the ordinary
profit-oriented business world as
lacking redeeming social value.
"Women's work," women's values and
orientations were beginning to become
socially honored for a brief time
in the 1960's and 70's, when
serving the community and advocating
for

vulnerable populations was becoming
acceptable.
the need to receive and to give love,

to

The world of emotions,

communicate more freely, to

be more reflective about one's life
purposes and meaning, were actually

becoming the "currency" of the more
experimental arenas of the welfare
state.

All this threatened the capitalist work
ethic; female subor-

dination within the home; the safety of emotional
repression; the
control gained by men through inhibited and unequal
communication; and
the social conformity gained by discouraging
self-reflection.

It was,

moreover, making the existence of the various forms
of oppression which
it

collected to itself visible, demanding attention and
redress.

The

response of the right has been to vehemently ridicule the
work of
support as weakening the nation's moral fiber and to deny
the existence
of oppression and injustice of any kind, in order to discredit
the

welfare state.
In

their efforts to delegitimize the welfare state, the right has

utilized a powerful arsenal of symbolic weaponry including racist imagery,
sexist imagery, and anti-bureaucratic anti-professional (essentially

anti-liberal PMC) imagery.

They have been successful
because of the

depth of racism and sexis. in our
culture, and because of the
very real
resentment people feel for bureaucratism
itself, for top-level bureaucrats and elite professionals.
As liberals such as Furniss
and Tilton
attempt to defend the welfare state
they do so in a way that sidesteps
the racial and sexual issues, as
well as the professional-bureaucratic

ones, and lamely attempt to revive
people's compassion for the "needy"

who have a right to be taken care
of.

They are interested in defending

not re-evaluating and possibly
changing-transf orming their professional

bureaucratic system of care, and are so
compromised themselves on the
questions of racial and sexual justice within
the welfare state that
they would prefer to avoid those issues.

Liberal Public Sector Unioni sm

When new conservatives denigrate the expansion
of the welfare

state and public services as a parasitical drain on
the private sector
economy, the liberals' case is weakened by their own
commitment to

capitalist economic growth above all else.

One of the most progressive

public sector labor leaders, Jerry Wurf, former head of the
American

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Union (AFSCME)

,

was always careful to shape his agenda in a liberal reformist manner

with an eye to the limits imposed by capitalist constraints.
biography, Jerry Wurf:

Labor's Last Angry Man

,

In his

he states that early

on he made a clear decision, from which he never strayed, against

taking a socialist posture (socialist-feminism was not considered) in

favor of a more "realisMV"
i-ik^
realistic liberal
pragmatism as head of AFSCME
situated as he was „,.hi„
.he p.Mic sec.o.,
eooH have po.s.e. a„
xmpUclt strategy of transitional
struetural refer. sl.fUr
to that
i

proposed hy Prench left
theorist Andre Cor., in his

St,,t,|^^,^

but styled to the „ore
conservative U.S. context.

Rather than
accepting capitalist constraints
as given, this approach
involves
pressing for the Kind of reforms
which stretch capitalist
structural
and ideological constraints
to their limits, thus
revealing the need
for .ore basic structural
and ideological value changes
to acco.„.odate
the popular desires and
expectations unleashed in the
.ove.ent for
reform.

One of the clearest opportunities
to pursue a strategy of
structural
reform revolved around the issue
of promoting and legitimating
the

broadest possible expansion of
public sector employment and
services.
Instead of calling for the continuous
expansion of public service
employment as left-leaning social
democrats

Gartner and Riessman^^

do in part because of the economic
and ideological strains this would

inevitably place upon the system, the
more centrist Wurf thought

it

impractical to defy the logic of capitalist
growth and value orientations
by promoting too great an expansion of
public sector jobs and services.
Instead, he conceded that public service
employment would always have
to be kept limited and take second
place within a system such as ours,

and that the majority of job expansion must
and should come within the

profit-making private sector.

'"^

A more progressive stance would have been to push for
the creation

.

of a vastly ..panded
public service workforce
directed at „eetlmg

pressing

co^nlty

needs, thereby building
a strong political
b ase
SO that as the
Inevitable systemic
contradictions arose, leaders
such
as Wurf could have
clarified the nature of
those contradictions and
legUl.Ued «re basic structural
changes such as partial
socialisation
Of the economy,
democratization of the public
sector and a reconstltution of worlc, rectifying
the Imbalance between
productive-economic
and reproductive-service
„or..
Because Wurf was still caught
up within
a liberal industrial-capitalist
political world view, he had
no vision
of the socialist and feminist
changes necessary
^-udnges
nerpq^prv to overcome the
structural/
value constraints limiting
service workers and clients.

Wurf focused on organizing
the increasing numbers of
people working
within the large welfare state
public service bureaucracies who
were
generally engaged in the work of
social crisis management.
Protecting
service workers' interests within
that highly constrained setting
was
his and his union's primary task.

His vision did not extend to a
re-

evaluation of the actual purposes,
nature and content of the work that
his members did, nor how these
highly undemocratic, unresponsive,

bureaucratized institutions of service could
be transformed and the work
of service reconstituted in a way
that could ensure

^ity

,

service to the public and the intrinsic
work satisfaction of

accountable
the

providers

However, AFSCME and Wurf have had a tremendously
progressive impact
upon American society by successfully organizing
lower-level service

workers (many of whom were people of color and women)
a

,

thus giving them

significant measure of power and respect within public
service bureau-

cracies whe.e .hey ha.
once .een .HorougHl,
exploited and .eU.tled

courageous s...,,le, a ,.ea.
deg.ee of acceptance and
.espect witMn
the labor .ove.ent and
the broader society,
there Is still a slgnlfl
cant degree of public
disaffection and lac. of
support for public sector
unxonls. which rests, In
part, on the often
unresponsive, low-level
quality Of service they offer
owing to the
bureaucratic-hierarchical
constraints (reflecting capitalist
class, racist, and
patriarchal
patterns of dominance, as has
been reiterated throughout
this thesis)
within which these workers
are bound.^^ The progress
.ade by public
sector unions such as AFSCME
has been stalemated by
the lack of

attention to the social meaning
and social relations of much
service
work Itself. Also, It has been
stalemated by an Inhibited
liberal
vision which accepts, rather
than challenges, the constraints
of
capitalism and bureaucratism, and
which has never recognized the
limitations placed upon the
acceptance/expansion of the human service
sector by the social and cultural
devaluation of women and the "non-

productive," feminine work of social
reproduction and service generally.
By "realistically" subscribing
to a liberal reformist philosophy,

with its acceptance of the systemic
constraints on the expansion and
quality of public sector human services,
Wurf showed little grasp of
the dialectical developmental possibilities
he had played such a large
ro le in unleashing.

By not focusing on the central problem
of bureaucratlc-

h ierarchical constraints which limit
the quality and responsiveness of

service, he was unable to counteract the loss of
public support for public
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service employment upon which
the strength and viability
of his union
depended.
Wurf and other public sector
union officials have not
taken
the lead in calling for a
debureaucrat izat ion and
deinstitutionalization
of service, and its
transformation into more accountable,
communitarian
fonns, affording a more humane
and satisfying work environment.
For
these leaders, the power of the
union is based, in part, upon
the large
congregations of working people located
within the huge public bureaucracies of service.
Breaking up and decentralizing
those bureaucratic

institutions to increase direct community
control and thus improve the
quality and responsiveness of service
itself seemed to dilute the

organized power of the union bureaucracy
and threaten workers who were

unaccustomed to public scrutiny and all
too aware of the defects in
their current provision of service.

Partly because public sector labor

leaders have not presented an alternative
vision of service that could

engage the imaginations of service workers
and mutually empower both

service providers and recipients, the layers
of mistrust and distance
between service providers and community recipients
borne of the stark

inadequacies of bureaucratized service, has stalemated
progress in the
public service sector.
The real power of public service workers rests upon
the support
and affirmation of the people and communities they
serve.

Therefore,

we need a new form of public service unionism that attempts to
accommodate itself to working on a peer basis with communities being served
in focusing on the quality and content of service work, and which
respects,

equally, the rights of workers and recipients of service.-'-^

(This per-

spec^ve wui .e expUine.
It

..e las. Cap.e..,

I„ e„„.,„3icn,

Is

relatively easy for the New
Right to propose cutbacks
tn the
public sector, the
reprlvatlzatlon of public service,
and to vilify
public sector unions for
thelre self-interestedness
at public

expense,

wh«. the foremost leaders
within the public sector
concur, In principle.
With the need for fiscal
restraint, slowed growth of
public sector
Jobs in favor of private economic
growth, and hold out no vision
for
improved public services ™ore
directly accountable to people
in the

co^nity,

in

favor of a .ore •realistic"
narrowly defined union policy

of member self-interest.

A Liberal Defe nse of Compassiona
te Professional
Paul Halmos has been one of the
staunchest
of welfare state social services.

i.n,

left-liberal defenders

He sees the existence of the

liberal helping professions as a good
in and of itself and vehemently

warns against politicizing such work in
ways that can only interfere
with the quality of care being offered
to people in crisis.

Halmos

perceives an extremely positive reality within
the welfare state that
other radical critics tend to scoff at or
deny:

the principles and

practice of compassionate caring in an otherwise
self-seeking, competitive materialist world.

He sees professionalized service within
the

welfare state as a challenge to the capitalist world
of profiteering
in a slightly different manner than more typical
social democrats

as

Fumiss and Tilton or Michael Harrington.

such

For Halmos, within the

human service professions and semi-professions lie the seeds of a
future

society

...u

upon p.,„.,pies

personal c...„,.

Soo. socUt. even.oaUy
evolving ou. of

„,3

e.„en.

confUcte, s.ste„
one of "personalisuc,
compassionate soclaUsm" or
"socialist personalis.." such i.aser.
is even .ore po„erf.l
and sn,,estive to.a,
as we confront the
alienation of the .ore
econo.istic, coUer bureaucratic forms Of socialism
on the one hand, and
the appeal of the New
Hlghfs prlvatistic
pseudo-communltarian challenge to
the liheral „elfare state on the other.

-

There is an important
glider of truth in Hal.os'
perceptions and
Vision.
Unfortunately, Hal.os tries to
sustain this glider in the
face of a torrent of evidence
to the contrary.

While insisting upon the

compassionate, personalistic
nature of care within the
professional
bureaucracies of the welfare
state-because he wishes so mightily
It were true-he underplays
the degradations and
oppressiveness inherent
in it.

He romanticizes the human
service profession as an archetype

of personal caring without
carefully examining the highly
unequal

relations of power and highly
contradictory character of that care.
He
does not draw out the distinctions
between different hierarchical levels
of service professionalism
and their differential capacities
for empa-

thetic identification with clients'
needs and views.

Nor does he attempt

to reveal the essentially
political nature of human service
professional-

ism which is as much a project of
self-interested status and power attain-

ment as a route to service and

Like many other

care."*-^

left-liberal defenders of the welfare state,

Halmos captures part of the truth-the impulse
to care-which motivates

-ny

a

compassionate human service
practitioner, but he misses
the
Professional-hureaucratic distortion
of that impulse.
By not closely
examining the daily p..etice
of human service
delivery, he misses the
ways in which the
professional hierarchy suffocates
even the deepest
impulses toward compassion
and caring, mutuality
and respect.

Halmos
Offers us less an intellectual
analysis of what is, than
some deeply
Sincere "wishful thinking;'
about what he would like
to believe exists.
Halmos' hope and vision is
valuable, however, particularly
in the context
of the scathing attack on
welfare state human services
from the right
and the left which helps to
mold a climate of public
opinion that is
extremely skeptical of an^ form
of service and care.

The new conservative exploitation
of weaknesses and
inconsistencies

within the welfare state combined
with the scathing radical
critique
of the hypocrisies of current
service organization and practice,
tends
to create a climate of opinion
that all public service work is,
and

must be, a scam.

The political vision and agenda
that flows from much

of the radical criticism of welfare
state services suggests that we

could do away with the need for most
such compensatory and contradictory services by creating a just and
equitable economic system.

Unlike

many of these seemingly more radical
structural theorists, Halmos understands, if in a vague way, that changing
the relations of economic power

still leaves open the question of personalized
caring so vital to human

growth and development.

However, like nearly all theorists of the wel-

fare state of wahtever political stripe— liberal
or

,

left-liberal, Marxist,

anarchist— Halmos does not reveal the roots of this lack

in

tte unequal.
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identity formation.
The

p„ble™ „Uh „al.os. app.aoch

Is .hat He Hangs
on

a ve.y

311. an. ..a,.n« tH.ead-.Ke
p.o.Ue of .He expansion of
"professional
serviee" „UHi„ .He weUare
s.a.e-.o .eep alive His
vision of pe.sonalistic compassionate social i.=TT,
r
socialism.
By
not critiquing the
capitalistpatriarchal constraints upon
welfare state service,
the oppressive
inegalitarian nature of
professionalism itself, and the
relative powerlessness of clients and
lower-level practitioners
directly resulting
from the hierarchical
organisation of human service,
he selectively
ideali.es the current system
of professionalised care
and implies that
a linear evolution of
welfare state service
professionalism will result,
eventually, in a more caring
society.

Much left-liberal social demo-

cratic political practice which
defends and attempts to expand,
the current system of
institutionalized care and prof
essional-.edical

a^,

treatment modes is rooted in
many of the same assumptions
and critical
omissions of Halmos' approach.
Human service practitioners who
look to Halmos' theoretical work
for guidance in making sense of
their situations would be encouraged
to "depoliticize" their service
practice,

to professionalism per se,

to deepen their commitment

particularly its ideal of service, and to

work hard outside their jobs in coalitions
seeking to defend current

welfare state programs from cuts and
expand them

in ways that

greater professional autonomy, power and
creative scope.

allow for

Such a de-

politicization of the daily content and practice of
the service process

.tself

«.„u.age3

cr.ses cUents

a„

,eap ..a..„aUo„ o, .He
social sources of ..e
personal
experiencing and ,he „a,s in
„Mch p.ofessionaii.e.

treatment .odes can be
doubly victi.i.in, or
inadequate to client needs
If co^itted service
practitioners such as Bill
Jordan, author of

^^^iHiD^^iLi^cia^,"
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
stoically cc»it themselves
to doing the best,
.ost professional Job
possible Without dissipating
energy in struggling with
bureaucratic/
professional management.

According to Halmos, focusing
on such internal issues
of hierarchical power diverts the
"true professional" from the
essential task
of service to the client-in-crisis.
But what if management's
policy
decisions are not in the best
interests of the clients or the
service
practitioners as is so often the case?
And what of professionalism's
built-in barriers to the mutual
acknowledgment of the common concerns
and needs shared by practitioners
and clients alike?
If the professional
hierarchy, the professional-bureaucratic
management of human services,
is itself a replication of
white, male,

capitalist control, then how

can these hierarchical relations of
power be ignored as immaterial
in the

process of serving clients suffering from
these same oppressive

relations in their lives before entering
the world of

professionalized

social crisis management?
Halmos' unrealistic desire to separate
political practice from

professional service represents an evasion of the key
contradictions
facing human service practitioners in their daily work.

What such prac-

titioners will find, however, in Halmos' approach is a deep
and abiding

respect for their motivation
to care and co^it.ent
to service and a
Vision of a future world in
which their inner co^nit.ents
could achieve
fruition.
The part of .he.selves
that wants to care, despite
all ,he
Obstacles and difficulties, is
acknowledged within Hal.os'
theory.
Their
life efforts, their impossibly
pressured daily work activity
is not
completely in vain, is not the
utter naive foolishness or
solely selfserving hypocrisy that other
radical critics judge it to
be.
This is

something to hang on to e.en if
the practitioners themselves
might be
uncomfortably aware that Halmos is
a bit out of touch with
how harmful
or inadequate professional-bureaucratic
service can actually be much
of the time.
Halmos leaves us with a glimmer of
inspiration but little
sense of the obstacles that we must
work to overcome in fulfilling

this vision of a more personally
caring society.

A Static Left-liberal Critique of
Welfar e State Professional Control

Christopher Lasch's theoretical work20 forms
an interesting counterpoint to Paul Halmos' position within the
literature of the welfare state,
since the ultimate values and concerns which
they share lead them in

exactly opposite theoretical and political
directions.
a more loving,

Lasch, too, wants

personally compassionate and caring society, but the

last place he would envision its future growth is
in the intrusive,

arrogantly insensitive professional service of today's
welfare state.
In contrast to Halmos'

overidealizat ion of the service professions,

every comment Lasch makes about the helping professions drips with
contempt.

Like Halmos, Lasch makes few distinctions between the dif-

ferent hierarchical levels
lev^l « r^f
c
of professional
service practice but paints
the entirety of welfare
state service as evU
Incarnate.
Por Usch
the welfare state
operates according to one
.otlve force:
that of dispossessing everyday cltl.ens
and fa.Uy ™e„bers,
especially the father
fro„ exercising control
over their o™ personal
lives even In the .ost
intimate areas.

Lasch sees the welfare state
as a professionally and
manager iallycontrolled vehicle for the
reproduction of capitalist social
relations.
The expansion of the welfare
state,

in this view,

only insures a fur-

ther extension of the capitalist
rationality into all comers and
crevices of social life, via a
process legitimized by professional
expertise.
Welfare state professional services
contain no potential for

liberation since they to not represent

a

contradictory reality com-

posed of opposed social forces,
but the forces of bureaucratic,
capit-

alist domination.

Of particular concern to Lasch
is the diminution of

the privacy and socializing power
of the family and, in particular,
the

undermining of the authority of the father,
as welfare state profes-

sionalism encroaches upon his domain.

It

is not so much the petty,

tyrannical power of the father Lasch seeks to
defend, but the family
itself as both a caring haven in the midst
of a chaotic and harshly

competitive capitalist world, and as a source of
independent character
formation to enable individuals to resist total conformity
to an in-

creasingly rationalized capitalist social order.
Lasch sees both the essential caring, nurturant, loving services

traditionally rendered by women within the family, and the essential
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character-building role performed by
the father, being underlined
by
the "humanistic" interventions
of the welfare state.
Such all-pervasive
interventionism creates a spectre of
the populace totally integrated
into the capitalist "therapeutic
culture," a culture devoid of
genuine

love and passion, commitment and
creative resistance.

He is particularly

acerbic in his criticisms of the
historic role feminism has played in
allying women's quest for liberation
from the bonds of marriage and
family with the expansion of the

professional-therapeutic state.

Lasch concludes that as women turned to
the welfare state as a buffer
against patriarchal dominance and as an
escape route into the public
world, they were unwittingly placing
themselves even more securely

under the dominance of professionals who, themselves,
were subservient
to the imperatives of capitalism.

To his credit, Lasch perceives both a crisis
of reproduction— of

nurturance, caring, and commitment to sustained relationships
of loveas well as a crisis of production—of economic
chaos and injustice in
the contemporary American social malaise.

Like the social conservatives

of the New Right, he too wants to know where will the caring,
the love,
the supportive nurturance come from if women in the family no
longer

provide it, and the state service professions increasingly take over
such functions as women are "liberated to work" in the private economy.

How will people learn to stand their own ground
is so undermined that youngsters

if the father's

authority

(sons, in particular) no longer develop,

psychologically, through intense personal struggle with and against his

authority?

Lasch thus sees welfare state service Intervention as an

insidious force weakening
the bonds of co^^itted
love, and thie comunity's capacity to care for
one another and resist
totalistic control
Lasch Clarifies the loss
to .en and children of
deferential
feminine nurturance and care
that has come with the
erosion of familial
stability, the entry of women
into the workforce, and
the expansion of
state welfare services.
He is a bit less
sympathetically disposed to
consider the difficult dilemmas
facing women in society, the
feminist
movement, and professional
practitioners/workers within the welfare
state, who are also, one would
assume, part of the overall
human group

experiencing pain, uncertainty and
injustice in today's world. Lasch
does not emphasize the intimate
,
oppression and frequently totalistic
subordination of women by men within
the traditional family, nor
does
he capture the lack of
reci^rocitz of respectful, loving
supportiven ess
between men and women.
of love,

For Lasch the home is the only
available sit:e

commitment, caring "between people,"
not so much the site of

women's emotional, sexual, and labor
exploitation.

Whatever the faults

and failings of family life and familial
nurturance, Lasch wants to

emphasize that the encroachments of state
welfare professionals are
a sorry substitute and a much worse
development in that it paralyzes our

personal capacities for committed caring, nurturance,
and authoritative
guidance.
If Halmos overidealizes the welfare state and
its helping pro-

fessions as the site of personalized caring and commitment
to service,
Lasch overidealizes the family as the site of personalized caring
and

mutual commitment.

Each in his own way puts forward an unattainable

and unrealistic "tnoral duty"
as the ideal toward which
to striv.

Halmos asks human service practitioners
to disregard the constraint,
of hierarchical power of the
professional bureaucracy which themsel.
Lves

reflect society's underlying relations
of oppression, and stoically

'

commit themselves to the "professional
service ideal" no matter how

impossible it seems within this framework.

Lasch implicitly asks

family members to disregard the constraints
of hierarchical power, the

imbalanced sexual division of labor and
gender identities and stoically
commit themselves to dutifully respect and
care for one another, no

matter how impossible it seems within this
framework.

Both are reduced

to promoting a "moral exhortation to
care," one within professionalized

service and one within the home, because they have
difficulty imagining

fundamentally transformed social relationships and
identities which
could make possible a genuine commitment to mutual
care.

This,

in turn,

is due to the fact that neither theorist appears
to closely identify

with, and appreciate the potential power and insight of
subordinate/

oppressed groupings within the overlapping spheres of welfare state
and family, and therefore are unable to identify any potent social

agencies of change.

No dialectical developmental forces can be detected

through the lens of either theory because the social contexts of welfare state and family themselves are not viewed as essentially contra-

dictory, but as unitary wholes which are either essentially beneficient
or negatively all-controlling.

Specifically, both theories obscure the

oppression of women and the exploitation of their caring capacities
within both the home and the welfare state, and thus both theories

.
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underestimate the tremendously
powerful and progressive
potential of
feminism as a force for change in
drawing attention to the critical
need to establish the preconditions
for a society organized upon
principles of mutual caring, respect
and supportiveness
The extension of feminine
nurturance into the welfare state
:e

represented a loosening of personalized
patriarchal power over women
and children in the home, as Lasch
notes, while strengthening the rule
of (male dominated)

professional-bureaucratic power throughout
society.

What Lasch misses entirely is the
potentially revolutionary underside
of this development.

The work of feminine nurturance has
been, and

continues to be, gradually socialized within
the arena of the welfare
state.

Therefore the privatized work of nurturant
care and the sexual

relations of power which are taken for granted
and accepted as "natural"

within the privatized family, are rendered
publicly transparent and
subject to human will and conscious direction
within the public arena.
Women, who previously were rendered relatively
impotent due to their

isolation and sequestration within the nuclear family,
are now in

potential contact with one another, and share a common plight,
a common
role, and suffer under the constraints and rule of a
common, typically

white male, professional hierarchy.
Lasch can see only two static choices:

the growth of professional

power within the welfare state undermining male and lay control over
the intimate details of everyday personal life, or an implicit reaf-

firmation of the traditional family.

He presents no transcendent vision,

nor any sympathetic critique of the inegalitarian

,

fundamentally unsatis-

fying nature of the traditional sexual division of labor and gender
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identities undergirding welfare state developments.

In

Lasch's brood-

ing, entirely negative view of the ever expanding
"therapeutic state,"

which culminates in his image of the entire society transformed
into
one huge hospital, there is no recognition of any of the
positive and

healthy developments which emerged within the context of the welfare
state and psychological culture of the 1960's.

Lasch broods over the

loss of commitment to duty, obligation, responsibility, romantic love,

moral courage, commitment to marriage and family, the achievement-

oriented work ethic on the one hand, while on the other he coldly and

analytically denigrates each and every aspect of the "new narcissistic
culture" of self-exploration, personal growth and well-being, holistic

healing therapies, and the emphasis upon emotional life
good" in contrast to "doing right."

— on

Lasch has again set up

"feeling
a static,

entirely negativistic characterization of social development.

There

is no way out of Lasch's pessimistic implicitly anti-feminist, anti-

therapeutic, anti-welfare state, anti-feeling centered view of the world.
We are, according to Lasch, lost within a narcissistic self -preservationist

battle of all against all, enclosed within our atomized, individualized
selves, stripped of our ability to sustain loving relationships once

nurtured within the private bonds of family life, and devoid of moral
commitment in the new age, either passively accommodating to, or cynically hustling the state bureaucracy.
However, Lasch's bitterly acerbic denigration of the therapeutic

culture and welfare institutions can be extremely useful in shaking
liberal service practitioners purveying all kinds of superficial humanis-
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tic therapies to the vast
numbers of people hungry for
"instant solu-

tions" and "quick fixes" for their
pain, out of their irritatingly

positivistic, "pop humanist" consciousness
which assumes that people's
ills can be smoothed away by
"positive thinking" or deep breathing.

m

fact an embarrassingly large amount
of literature in the human
service
field, broadly defined,

is composed of hundreds of
varities of psy-

chological palliatives for clients' pain
which rarely touch upon its

underlying sources.

Lasch is quite right to attempt to shake
the thera-

peutically-inclined, well-meaning humanistic service
providers and
recipients out of their complacency (desperation?).
We have been, as Lasch suggests, a society
on the verge of being

overtaken by a superficial therapeutic treatment
culture whose momentum
has only been slowed, recently, by the new
repression of feeling alto-

gether being promoted by the New Right.

With the rise of the new con-

'

servatism, we have seen a vicious attack on all things
"public," on

"welfare state interference," the humanism of the helping
professionals,
the "selfishness" of the feminist movement, the "fruitless"
exploration
of feelings and lifestyle,

the legitimacy of therapeutic endeavor,

and the attempts on the part of racial minorities, women, and homosexuals,
etc., to gain recognition for their oppression within the avenues and

battlegrounds of the welfare state.

Strange that the New Right should

find so offensive and threatening, due to its potential for social liberation, that which Lasch views as entirely repressive and without any

liberating potential.
Lost in Lasch'

s

analysis is any recognition of the value of the

"subsistence rights" as radical
populists Piven and Cloward
put it
or
.he "social wage" as
social democrats call it,
which have been won by
the struggles of oppressed
groups within the context of
the welfare
state.21 Lost, also, is
any sympathetic recognition
of the motivation
to care and to serve
on the part of .any
service practitioners which
was so emphatically stressed
by Halmos.
But perhaps more importantly
because it is a less obvious
error, Lasch's totalistic
denigration of
the modern "therapeutic culture"
could easily have an unnecessarily
repressive and regressive effect
on his audience.
This is especially
true when Lasch's views are
combined with the more orthodox
strains of

Marxism and social democracy which
reserve their greatest ridicule for
all psychologically-oriented service
modes in dealing with people's

problems.

These schools of thought all share
a similar critique of

psychology, therapy, and the whole
terrain of psychodynamics as an

unfortunate diversion from addressing the
"more important" structural,
economic sources of people's problems.
These theorists have been right to criticize,
repeatedly and

vehemently, the dominant tendency on the part
of professional services
to psychologize and individualize
clients'
in large part,

problems which are rooted,

in unbearable socio-economic conditions.

Yet, does this

mean that only structural economic conditions need
to be addressed,
and that if we strive for change to provide all people
with the material

means of survival and comfort we will have fulfilled the main
task and
goal?; that the rest is really secondary, or can best be dealt with
at another,

later stage, once the "basics" are fulfilled?

If so, one

progressive political practice
should acknowledge and address
the emotional aspects of the problems
people face today.
This is even .ore
crucial Since the New Right
has proven so successful in
exploiting
people's emotional fears and
insecurities arising fro. social,
economic,
and cultural change.

People's emotional needs are not
being met in

today's crumbling community and
family support structures, and
they
often end up in the welfare state.
So the question is not should
human
services deal with people's emotional
and psychological problems or
not, but HOW should it deal with
them.

If

the typical professional

therapeutic treatment modes are insufficiently
critical of "competitive
social hierarchy" constituting the
crux of so much social misery, what
social arrangements and modes of nurturance
and support can we work
toward developing, and what role might
human service practitioners play
in this formative process?

Human service practitioners who look to
Lasch for guidance in

orienting themselves in a progressive, positive,
and creative way are
out of luck.

The implications of Lasch 's analysis leave
only one con-

clusion, that contemporary welfare state practice
is so morally bankrupt and cooptative that working within it in order
to provide needed

service or promote needed change is the sheerest hypocrisy.

Where

should we go then, if not to work within the welfare state, in
order
to express our motivation to care?
in Lasch' s

The alternatives are not clarified

denunciation of welfare state practice.

What we do gain

from Lasch's analysis is a well-justified, deep skepticism of the assumed

progressive

value of welfare state professional "therapeutic interven-
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would have to conclude that people
who emphasized the need for
social
and emotional support iveness
are deluded and mistaken in
their priorities
and should shift their energy
into working exclusively for
economic and
material change.
Taking this view to its logical
extreme, then, one
could justifiably counsel parents
to put all their energy into work
to
gain the money to provide their
children with the material means of

survival and not concern themselves with
emotional nurturance, love
and supportiveness.

This has, in fact, been accepted by
most societies

as the father's primary responsibility
and it is not generally

expected that he will also consistently offer
nurturance, warmth, and
loving support.

A good father is a good provider, a "fair"
man, and

one who "loves" his family, even if he is not
as oriented as his wife
is toward fulfilling the daily and hourly
practicalities of love, sup-

port and caring.

This thesis suggests that social and emotional
nur-

turance are just as important as material, economic
well-being, and
that this is particularly true in this period of history in
which every-

thing is in flux, all social institutions are in various stages
of

disintegration, when so much social isolation and atomization exists,

making people feel anxiously disconnected from the caring and love of
others, and thus unable to work for needed structural-economic changes
or even take full advantage of what opportunities for work and education
that

do^

exist.

With social life in flux and fraught with contradictions and confusion, people's interior psychic lives are also in flux and fraught

with contradictions and confusion.

Both human service practice and

tlon."

Ou. self-c.ltlcal and
"tnstUutlonal-criU,.e"

strengthened, leaving us, however,
with

capaMUUes

are

great deal of self-hatred
qua "service professionals"
and a deep pessi„is. regarding
the future
expansion of the public sector
hun^n services as being .erely
one .ore
powerful way for state capitalist
to extend its control over
every aspec
of our being.
a

Left Liberal Optimism

:

Underestimating the Powerful
Appeal of thP Npw r.-.^^

In contrast

to the economistically-inclined
social democrats,

Halmos' overidealism
,

and Lasch's negativism, left-liberals
Gartner and

Reissman22 present both the positive and
negative dimensions of the con-

tradictory welfare state reality.

Of all the left-liberal theorists

discussed, Gartner and Reissman are the
ones closest to the intricate
day to day workings of the welfare state.

In their work as teachers,

writers, policy advisors and activists, they
have situated themselves

well within the world of human service practice
and have sought both
to critique that world and also to
sympathetically identify with the

dilemmas and struggles of the social actors within
it, particularly the

lower-level service practitioners and clients.

They perceive both the

controlling, repressive dehumanizing character of much welfare
state
activity, as well as the opportunities it has provided for social
struggle, personal growth and assistance in coping with crisis.

Left liberals Gartner and Reissman have a much less bleak view
than Lasch does of many of the new cultural values which they see em-

bodied in the newer, more progressive forms
of service that emerged
in the 1960's and early 19 70's which
focused on communality, peer-

support and consciousness-raising, exploration
of feelings and inter-

personal communication, experimentation with lifestyles
and familial
forms, questioning sex roles and identities, etc.

They see the inter-

section between changing women's roles, feminism and
the expansion of

welfare state occupations and services as a potentially
positive develo
ment which helps to break down traditionally oppressive,
suffocating
structures.

They are not blind to the capitalist reproductive role

that conventional welfare state services generally play, yet
neither
do they ignore the counterpoint to competitive capitalistic culture

which many human services constitute.

They even portray the profes-

sional service hierarchy as a replication of all the major forms of

oppression in society at large on the one hand, while pointing out that
oppressed groupings have found greater access to resources, jobs, recog
nition, and power within the orbit of the welfare state than anywhere
else.
In short,

Gartner and Reissman accurately and religiously depict

both the positive and negative features of the welfare state human service system.

They sympathetically capture the dilemmas facing service

practitioners and attempt to offer positive routes for them to take
in

minimizing the oppressive character of their roles and maximizing

their progressive potential.

Politically, their eclectic openness

to making as much progressive mileage as possible within and around the

welfare state by expanding employment, service activity, work, and
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self-help alternatives, is refreshing
and activating.

At the very least,

they manage to convey the message
that focusing one's political
energy

within the orbit of the welfare state
has real progressive value.

Gartner and Reissman's rather religiously
empirical description
of the negative and positive aspects
of welfare state service, while

certainly giving us a more accurate picture
of what that reality is all
about than either Lasch or Halmos affords
us, still leaves us slightly

disoriented politically.

The political conclusions which they draw

from their analysis of contradictory welfare
state functions and

practice are somewhat inconsistent with their own analysis.

Basic-

ally, Gartner and Reissman make up a kind of "laundry
list" of the

positive and negative features of welfare state practice and
set these
up as co-existing side by side.

They pose a contradiction between

the potential expansion of welfare state services and the
limits to

that expansion imposed by capitalist structural imperatives.

In

addition, they clarify the contrast in values, mind set and lifestyle

shared by many participants within the culture of the welfare state
and those shared by people ensconced within private industrial /tradi-

tional family culture.

Finally, Gartner and Riessman are well aware

of the layers of distrust and simmering hostility between practitioners

and clients generated, in large part, by the professionalized bureau-

cratic structuring of the service system.

They acknowledge, moreover,

that it has been the small, struggling community-based alternatives,

standing outside mainstream welfare state services, which have inspired

nearly all the minimal improvements which have been made in the quality

of welfare state practice.

Yet after religiously depicting
all these tensions and contra-

dictions within the welfare state,
Gartner and Reissman, who are basically liberal social democrats at
heart, opt for the continued
expansion
and extension of the welfare state
pretty much in its current form.

They promote a "politics of affirmation"
of the progressive side of
the contradictory welfare state
reality, while tending to "leave hang-

ing" the negative, and oppressive dimensions.

Moreover, they tend to

optimistically overestimate the pervasiveness of
the progressive impact
that the new cultural values (of anti-hierarchy,
pro-egalitarianism,

centrality of emotions and the need for mutual
support, etc.) emerging
within the more positive dimensions of the welfare
state practice
has had on the rest of society, while vastly
underestimating the strength

and virulence of the neofascist. New Right cultural
backlash against
just such alien welfare state values and social developments.

This has

left them and liberal social democrats, generally, quite
unprepared
to counter the New Right attack against human services
on its chosen

territory, the battleground of culture and emotions.

Once again left-

liberal proponents of the welfare state stand accused of evasively

slipping out from under the contradictory, socially antagonistic reality
of welfare state politics.

Since human service practitioners, no matter how caring and well-

motivated many may be, nor how fortunately located in a particularly
progressive program or department some may be, they/we are still implicated in a contradictory, partially repressive, controlling reality.

How are they to acknowledge
this central fact in fonnulating
their
stance toward service and
political activity? Since they
cannot

just

promote the extension of the
welfare state as is, without also
promoting
the negative features of
professionalized bureaucratic welfare
service,
simply fighting for the expansion
of public service jobs and
resources
is insufficient.
One would think that if welfare
state services constitute a contradictory reality,
there is a need to break down the
negative dimensions of professionalized
service, to work to transform
the relations of care that are
repressive and stultifying, and to

address the deep cultural gulf between
those situated within private
industry/home, and those more immersed in,
and dependent upon, the

welfare state.
Instead of confronting these contradictions
and tensions head on
and drawing the logical political conclusion
that progressive practice

must deal wtih them in a serious and principled
way, Gartner and

Riessman draw back from the implications of their
own analysis out of
the same sense of left-liberal social democratic
pragmatic "realism"

that has made the welfare state what it is today.

If the debilitating

ideology of professionalism, the inegalitarian structure of
professional
power, and the oppressiveness of the professional treatment mode
all

constitute a key repressive feature of the welfare state, should we not
identify professionalism, as such, in our political programme and
develop a long-term, transitional strategy to work toward a transformation
of professionalized service?

If bureaucracy/hierarchy is similarly de-

bilitating to genuinely responsive service, are we not compelled to

,
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identify it as a repressive dimension
of service and thus develop a

political program that serves to
de-bureaucratize and to transform the

hierarchical relations of service?
Similarly, if racism and sexism, or put
another way, if top-level

'

white, male control is built into the
professionalized hierarchy of
service, are we not compelled to address these
fundamental flaws within

social welfare service?

If client passivity and overdependence
upon

professional-bureaucratic assistance is a disabling and
repressive
feature of service, are we not compelled to work to
overcome disabling

professionalism and work to create forms of service which
encourage the
active participation and self-care of people seeking assistance?

If

the very nature of contemporary service itself is misdirected
as reactive

human crisis-management, after the fact, as a result of insufficient

economic opportunities and social-emotional supports built into the
fabric of community life, do we do better to, continuously, expand our
crisis management capability or should we not build up the infrastructure
of natural supports within the community, facilitating opportunities

for people to care for one another?

Gartner and Riessman stop short of such a clear enunciation of a
far reaching political platform within human services, because they are

more "realistically" inclined to go with the flow of welfare state

developments and push it in as progressive direction as possible.

They

take as their limits the existing universe of human service, and choose
as their vision the traditional social democratic vision of gradualistic

incremental evolution of statist social welfare, which will gradually
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humanize capitalist social relations,
and gradually enfold more and
more
people within its predominantly
beneficient cultural values.
Specifically, they view it as unrealistic
to expect the power of profession-

alism or bureaucracy to diminish in
importance in the foreseeable future,
so they reconcile themselves to these
realities and seek ways to

"humanize" them.
Racial and sexual oppression within the world
of human service
gets retranslated as "discrimination" in
left-liberal practice which

promotes the "remedy" of para-professionalism (for
poor/blacks) and

semi-professionalism (for women), thus obviating the need for
structural
reform of the social hierarchy.
intact,

Racism and patriarchy remain structurally

the structure has just been stretched a bit to accommodate

blacks and women at the lower levels.

In the final analysis,

the

political conclusions one draws from Gartner and Riessman (which
are

hardly consistent with their much more radical critique), are that

progressives must call for a continuous expansion in the ranks of social

welfare practitioners as both the way in for the disadvantaged, and the
way to humanize capitalism, creating the groundwork for a U.S. style
social democracy.
The danger in Gartner and Riessman 's and most social democratic

approaches is that they overestimate tne generalized public support for
the welfare state (rather than addressing this as a key problematic) and

the cultural ethos characteristic of some of the more progressive service

initiatives, while they underestimate the tremendous cultural and emotional appeal of the right.

Social democrats leave us defenseless

against the New Right's "politics of contempt," its intense cultural
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campaign aimed at stigmatising
the participants, activities,
and val.
Lues
within the welfare state.
There is a voluminous literature23
on the
rise of the fascist right during
the 1930's/40's economic crisis
in
Europe and the failure of socialist
and social-democratic politics
there
due, in part, to their
underestimation of the political importance
of

cultural, psychological, and
socio-emotional issues:
of patriarchal culture,

,

the importance

social hierarchy and status anxiety,
the cen-

trality of racism, homophobia, emotional
repression and fear of /contempt
for human vulnerability, the processes

of

social atomization, i.e., the

breakdown of social ties and mutual support
at the micro-social level.
Yet liberal-progressive forces in the
United States seem intent upon

ignoring these lessons which should be so
fresh on our political memory
and consciousness.
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CHAPTER

VI

THE POLITICS OF CONTEMPT:

THE LIMITATIONS OF LIBERAL PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

Denying the Positive Human Need for Support

Although liberals have a more ambiguous and contradictory stance

with regard to human motivation and system legitimation, basically they
share with the new conservatives a pseudo-meritocratic view of the world.
That is, they support the functional necessity of a hierarchy of status,

income, and power in motivating people to expend effort.

"independence"; the primary liberal goal

They also value

of the helping professions within

social service institutions consists in helping people succeed within
the competitive-hierarchical world to become "self-sufficient" once

again, and no longer in need of social support.

Typically, service work

involved in human development aims at making people "competitive," as

opposed to being excessively disadvantaged in some way in the competitive race.

This is in keeping, of course, with the liberal "social

reproductive" role of human service and educational institutions in our
society.

In fact many of the liberal criticisms of social welfare insti-

tutions and programs are directed at their internal inconsistencies and

contradictions which cripple and disable clients and increase their
"dependence," rather than making them self-sufficient and competitive.
Unlike new conservatives, however, liberals continue to place their
faith in the institutions of the bureaucratic welfare state, as the only

vehicles of caretaking which they can "realistically" imagine.
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Yet
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liberal advocates of the welfare state also feed into the new
conser-

vative "politics of contempt" with regard to welfare dependence in
that
even in the liberal view, the need for support is still perceived as a

personal deficiency

.

A person who is truly "competent" would not need

such support, and the stated purpose of liberal welfare state services
is to increase such personal competence and competitiveness,

doing away with the need for support.

thereby

Increasing the "personal compe-

tence" of the human casualties of our social order requires, in the

liberal view, the

"

professional competence " of human service providers.

This assumption of the superior competence of credentialed pro-

fessionals within state welfare bureaucracies, whose goal it is to aid
the "less competent," sets up a built-in relationship of inequality

between professionals and clients.

Service professionals are perceived

to be more "worthy" or morally superior, not just better situated due

to class background, and entitled to greater power by virtue of the

greater competence which is an assumed aspect of their professional
status.

Clients are perceived to be less worthy or morally inferior,

and less able to handle the responsibilities and decisions involving
their own care by virtue of their assumed lesser competence associated

with their inferior, nonprofessional, client status.

As Jean Grossholtz

puts it in the case of battered women seeking assistance from the state:

Such services as the state provides may only exacerbate the extreme
self-deprecation these women suffer after years of beating and
Governmental bureaucracies at federal, state, and local
violence.
levels are constructed to create a necessary separation between
client and administrator, between the person needing help and the
This is part of the control system of bureaugiver of help.
Inherent in this system is the idea, implied or excracies.
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pressed, that the client is somehow responsible for the problem.
Somehow the client has been unable to cope and is therefore less
successful, or less of a human being, than the person behind the
desk.
The client has few rights in the situation; she is not an
individual but a "case," and cases have explicit requirements.
Such a system automatically destroys self-esteem and self-worth
in the individual who seeks help.
The operation of human service
agencies, from welfare offices to unemployment offices, tends to
follow this model.
Frequently, individuals
attempt
to operate differently, to treat the people they serve as valued
persons with rights.
Such individuals often make a difference to
the people they serve, but they rarely survive. 2
.

.

.

.

.

.

Social Oppression Retranslated as Incompetence

For new conservatives, the pain of economic hardship, social iso-

lation and distrust is an inevitable and even desirable source of human

motivation to work hard and conform to traditional norms of married
family life.

For liberals and left-liberals these inevitable forms of

human pain are unfortunate consequences of a basically sound social

order whose ill effects can be assuaged somewhat through the provision
of social welfare support services.

If old people are cast out of the

job market and homes they can no longer afford, the welfare system can

offer a small percentage of them access to a public housing project.
If a child has been abused by parents who themselves have been abused,

sexually and economically, the child can receive counseling and/or foster
placement.

If a person breaks down under the stress of competition in

the economic and sexual marketplace, s/he can receive custodial care
at a state mental hospital, or counseling at a mental health center,

until s/he is able to endure these debilitating social situations once
again.
social
There is literally no end to the liberal litany of discrete
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pathologies and individual problems that call for treatment at
the
hands of social service professionals.

3

In defining the sources of

the problems which people bring into the human service system,
liberal
and left-liberal literature covers a very wide territory ranging
from

individual deficiency, deviance, or maladjustment to the "complexities"
of modern society (psychiatric social work liberature, and Parsonian

functionalist sociology) suggesting a medical-psychiatric social work
response,^ to a vaguely defined blend of social environmental causal
factors 5 sgugesting a professional social case work approach 6 and

possibly humanistic milieu therapy, to predictable patterns of social
hardship emanating from system "dysfunctions" and "diswelf ares" 7 suggesting a comprehensive system of universal income support and institu-

tionalized array of social services; to institutionalized forms of

discrimination related to race, sex, economic status, age, disability,
etc. 8 suggsting institutional change via left-liberal advocacy and

social reform.

Within the liberal conception, then, there are a series of distinct and separate "problems" facing

clients requiring distinct pro-

grammatic solutions and ameliorative efforts.

It is to be expected

,

in

the enlightened liberal view, that many people in a "large, complex,

technologically advanced, industrial, urbanized society" will inevitably
experience problems of all sorts.
do, claim the liberals,

is

The wise and compassionate thing to

to provide assistance via enlightened social

policies and programs to help people cope with the difficulties "inherent" in modern social life.

Those who are unable to cope, and thus
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temporarily "incompetent" for whatever reason, may rely
upon social service professionals whose main area of "expertise" is
to improve the
competence, or the ability to cope, of the "disadvantaged."
Thus, many people may be un/underemployed and the economy may
be
in a recession, but these problems are subject to technical
resolution

and compassionate social policies.

Black people are quite likely to

"have problems," it is understood, but the liberal answer is to compensate for any social disadvantages through developing additional skills
and a more "positive" attitude, in order to more effectively compete

within an admittedly somewhat alien environment.

Women, too, will

inevitably need the assistance of professional service providers to help
them cope with pressures at home and the disadvantages they face in
the world of work.

Likewise, youth within the American culture of

adolescence, are likely to need the services of professionals, to lift
some out of suicidal despair and feelings of inadequacy, inferiority, lone-

liness and undesirability

,

or out of drug and alcohol addiction, or

self-destructive male patterns of aggression and petty crime, or extreme
feminine passivity, eating disorders, early pregnancy and aimlessness.
Similarly, liberals assume that the elderly, the disabled, the retarded
and emotionally troubled or traumatized are all likely to depend upon the

ministrations of service professionals.
This dispairing and pessimistic liberal view of the permanent

need for expert professional service to administer to the inevitable
human pain emanating from our way of life, is based upon a studied

evasion of the attempt to understand the sources of human misery re-
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quiring professional care.

It is based upon the acceptance of the

existing flaws and injustices built into our systems of
production and
reproduction, and the redefinition of social oppression into
discrete

problems of individual "competence."

Because the systems of social

oppression continue to operate, reproducing social misery ever anew,
generation after generation, there is a built-in pressure for top level
planners to continuously expand the programs and resources of the welfare
state in order to manage the pain.

The forms these programs take are

usually either material concessions or services dispensed by state

welfare bureaucracies, and designed by the liberal professional and
managerial class (the PMC).
The potential for liberal human service practitioners to, unwit-

tingly, let feelings of contempt for their clients creep into their

work has its roots in the generalized liberal vagueness concerning the
sources of problems faced by clients.

Likewise, practitioners' own

feelings of inadequacy, ineffectiveness, and self-contempt are born of
the same liberal vagueness with regard to the sources of their own

clients') dilemmas and pressures.
of the roots of clients'

(

and

Practitioners who have no clear sense

problems in social oppression and an inadequate

social support infrastructure within the community, will inevitably
be inclined to underestimate the external and internal barriers clients

experience in trying to live.

The whole system of professionalized

service is pervaded by the implicit assumption that the human services
are, and ought to be, about professionals "effecting change in the

clients' personality or behavior" rather than a common enterprise of
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peers engaged in a multi-leveled transformative
endeavor aimed at

recreating the bonds of social support iveness necessary to
nurture
individual growth, community and social development.

When such pro-

fessional treatment fails, as it so often must, given the deeper
social
and cultural nature of the problem, practitioners who do not blame
the clients for "resisting" treatment are prone to blame themselves for

not being "professional enough."

In fact a large body of human service

burnout-oriented literature and workshops are devoted precisely to
increasing the professional competence and effectiveness of practitioners

operating under great stress.
Since we don't acknowledge the fact that we all need the caring

and support of others and some sense of control over our lives, there
is a tendency to feel contempt for those who are so obviously vulnerable

and lacking in these fundamental resources that they are forced to
enter the alienating arena of the welfare state to get professionalized

supportive services.

New conservatives contend that no such needs for

support and empowerment exist that traditional social arrangements
cannot handle, while liberals say,
is cruel,

in elitist fashion,

that such a view

that society has an obligation to care for those who cannot

care for themselves, much less give to others.

While the New Right

view denies the very existence of human vulnerability (even while it
feeds upon it)

,

liberal advocates of the professionalized welfare state

deny their own vulnerability and perceive such needs only in the "under-

class" and deviant few, whose vulnerability can be overcome with their

professional help.

Thus, clients will be enabled to transcend their
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"unfortunate" need for support and become functionally
self-sufficient
and adjusted to competitive individualistic instrumental
work and

sacrificial feminine norms once again.

Since the power relations be-

tween professionals and clients, along with lower level service
workers,
are such as to make the client and worker feel inferior, less
competent

and less adequate than the prof essional— contempt for clients and workers
is built into the liberal professional human service model.

The Contradictions of Credentialed Caring

The best service, however, in keeping with our thesis so far, is

that which attempts to provide the caring, support, and access to

resources missing from everyday social life, and which provides the
social and emotional basis facilitating both individual growth and the

"social growth" of the community.

Professionalized modes of "treatment"

by contrast tend to focus less on the lack of emotional supportiveness
and economic (or creative work) opportunities in people's lives, and

more on individuals' inner "pathological" psychological dynamics and/or
"behavioral abnormalities."

This is the "professional trap" that so

many extremely well-meaning, committed, and caring service practitioners
fall into as a result of the professional socialization process in their

training and job constraints.

9

Essentially, a fairly straightforward,

10 consistent, sensitive,
unmet need for connecting people with resources,

non-oppressive nurturance becomes mystified within the professionalized
social service setting into a need for "disinterested, scientific,
11
professional diagnosis, treatment, and cure."

Expanding the oppor-
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tunities for service work within an economy and occupational
structure
in a culture that does not recognize or value the simple
caring,

service

activity so basic to the reproduction and sustenance of human life, requires justification in specifically professional-expert terms in order
to gain credence,

legitimacy, and staying power.

This fact is the

crux of the problem haunting the liberal, left-liberal defense of human
services.

The social practices and relationships inherent in pro-

fessional/client organized services are intrinsically alienating due to
their inadequate, inegalitarian

,

ineffective, and controlling character,

yet "good service" continues nevertheless to be equated in the liberal

mind with "professional" service.

Professional service, in turn, is seen by its proponents as service
based upon a solid body of specialized knowledge, and long years of
education, training, the refinement of specialized skills and capabilities that "not just anyone" could easily learn, and a detached ideal
of service that is meant to transcend the pre-prof essional historical

ethos of moralistic, patraonizing class bias.

The liberal and left-

progressive defense of professional bureaucratic service
a

is

based upon

fairly uncritical acceptance of the mental-manual social division of

labor

— in

this instance revolving around activities of care

— which

in

turn is based upon a low estimate of the "average" or non-professional

individual's creative learning capacity.

It is based upon a relatively

uncritical acceptance of notions of "detached, objective, scientific
knowledge, technical expertise and specialized skills" all embodied in
the concept of professional competence as the necessary basis for
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quality service.
Logically, such proponents of professionally competent service

readily support PMC (professional and managerial class) control over

policy planning and program design and perceive rank and file worker/
client community control and day-to-day participation in policy plan-

ning as Utopian or undesirable.

Radical deprof essionalization and de-

bureaucrat izat ion is seen as impossibly Utopian, not because other
workable, decentralized, participatory forms of service organization
cannot be envisaged and effectively implemented, but because the belief
in the

need for prof essional/technical competence to guide service

delivery is so deep and pervasive.

This generalized acceptance of

the need for a professionally competent elite possessing the technical

knowledge to formulate and administer service programs necessarily
entails a hierarchical organization of service in which lower-level

practitioners are reasonably expected to take direction from their
"more knowledgeable" professional superiors.

Clients, too, are reason-

ably expected to defer to professional diagnoses and prescriptions on
the presumed basis of professionals' greater knowledge.

This series of interconnected liberal assumptions related to pro-

fessional expertise and the necessary, hierarchical division of labor

within human service are mutually reinforcing and once the bureaucratic

professional edifice is built,

it

appears as the only conceivable, prac-

tical organizational form of service imaginable.

1^

The linchpin of the

liberal system of human service is, then, the general belief in the

superiority of the professionally competent few at the top layers of
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the hierarchy.

Yet it is also its achilles heel as professional exper-

tise and authority come under critical fire from clients and lower

level

workers suffering from professional misunderstanding of the

sources of client/worker problems, professional misdirection of energy,
and professional incompetence, ineptitude, and ineffectiveness.

The professional monopolization of competence and power which is

both the goal and the rationale for the "professional project," as

Larson describes the historical process of the quest for power and
status known as prof essionalization

,

is precisely what is so disabling

about our current system of professionalized service.

^

Rather than

sharing a self-understanding of their role as a preventive one going to
the sources of clients' /workers

'

problems by deepening the caring

capacity of the community and by promoting the social and emotional

growth of its members through a cooperative redefinition of genderdefined work roles, etc., human service practitioners are asked to do
the impossible:

to compensate, through the use of specialized, pro-

fessional skills and technical knowledge, for the creative work opportunities, empathetic support networks, and shared experiential knowledge
kept underdeveloped within the community

— in

favor of reactive, pro-

fessionalized social crisis management.
One of the best books available today on the actual practice of

professionalized care written by a progressive practitioner is Trapped
Within Welfare:

Surviving Social Work by Mike Simpkin.

16

He focuses

on the illusory quality of professional knowledge and brilliantly

critiques the self-deceptive nature of the professional culture and the

—
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manipulative, controlling nature of professional hierarchy.

His theory

constitutes an excellent critique of the mountain of books
written about
"burnout" in human service work, which point to the need for
professional
upgrading.

He says that liberal professionals are intent upon denying

the realities of control built into their roles, and are trained
from

day one to overemphasize their own personal efficacy and performance
as individual professionals.

He shows how the social context gets lost

as professionals attempt to "intervene" effectively in the lives of

their clients.

He derides the moral superiority which confers on

professional caretakers the "giving or caring" role and makes the
point this thesis has been making throughout:

that it is impossible

to compensate for the lack of material opportunity and genuine love and

warmth

which kin and community members are unable to give via

of professionalized/hierarchical human services.

a

system

Impersonal professional

caring within the state service bureaucracy cannot compensate for the

inadequate and unjust structuring of care within society from which we
all suffer.

Simpkin points out that professional practitioners strongly tend
to deny the

dilemmas which they share in common with their clients

the feelings of isolation, alienation, and helplessness, and that "the
last people to provide genuine help to social workers are their own

co-workers.

This neglect is a microcosm of the failure to confront the

difficulties we all whare."

He cites the sources of stress upon ser-

vice professionals as resulting from feelings of inadequacy in not being
able to live up to unrealistic expectations of professional caretaking:
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as practitioners are overwhelmed by clients'
problems and their own

and as they experience the conflicting pressures of
being caught in the

middle of an organizational hierarchy, forced to somehow
mediate and
buffer demands from below with controls from above.
Simpkin writes in a section entitled, "The False Credibility of
the Caring Ideology":
In talking about personal motives,

I suggested that a major problem with giving was the superiority it endows upon the donor.
The
most fundamental contradiction of social work is that impersonal
control is expected to be maintained by the expression of personal
caring.
The obverse is that those who are denied the most basic
source of identity in our society namely, an active part in the
productive process are supposed to feel that they matter by being
provided with a personal service from hirelings ... in order to
compensate for their lack of worth or for the love which their
kin lack the opportunity to give.

—

—

Caring brings its own rewards, not least by showing clearly that
it is we who are competent enough to care; it is a hallmark of
adequacy.
The most damning indictment of the caring ideology
is its innate insincerity. ...
We are expected to make up for the
physical and emotional deprivations our clients have suffered by
offering them an illusory personal interest. 1 ^
.

.

.

Concerning the hierarchical/managerial constraints damaging practitioners'
ability to carry through on their commitment to care, he writes:
The caring services, as well as being ineffective, are often exWhatever altruism we possess
tremely unpleasant to work in.
We are
is quickly submerged in the struggle to survive. ...
trapped in a conspiracy of compliance because to challenge one
aspect of the social work edifice eventually leads to challenging
.

.

.

it all. 18
In contrast to the liberal social democratic defense of the wel-

fare state as a "liberating" vehicle providing compassionate care and

compensating for economic injustice, Gronbjerg and Street,
Poverty and Social Change

bureaucratic care:

,

support Simpkin

's

in the book,

critique of professional

"Our hypothesis, then, is that inequality in the

"
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last three decades

...

is not so

much being reduced as being bureau-

cratized. 19
No matter how well intended, certain standard
bureaucratic procedures are simply out of gear with patterns of mutual
aid that
have existed among the poor giving and borrowing.

—

.

.

.

Bureaucratization thus sustains inequality
the pseudomeritocrisy provides a central organizing principle distinguishing
the able from the inept and justifying inequalities
attaching
a powerful stigma to the "losers." 20
.

.

.

.

.

.

Male Professional Control and Feminine Subordination
Within the Service Hierarchy

This liberal professional hierarchy of service which overestimates
the talents and abilities of upper-level professionals and underestimates

clients and lower-level workers, is mediated by the structures of patriarchy, racism, and class inequality.

The values, orientations, norms,

and communication patterns of the subordinate, less professionalized

groupings, are often in opposition to the governing norms, values, and

orientations of the upper level, dominant professional groups.

In

Amatai Etzioni's still influential landmark collection on The Semi-

Professions 21 a clear differentiation in orientation between the largely
,

male upper-level professionals and the largely female semi-professionals
is made in the following way.

The credentialed male professionals are

governed by principles of objective, rational, scientific expertise.
They think it is quite reasonable and necessary to objectify recipients
of service in order to analyze the nature of the problem and competently

prescribe a remedy.

The female semi-professional, on the other hand, is

content to "care," to respond in an emotional heartfelt way to the person
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as a holistic human being, not just a
"kidney malfunction," a "paranoid

schizophrenic," or "behavioral maladaptation.

"

The upper level pro-

fessional correctly reserves to himself the authority
and responsibility
to decide the best course for the client to
follow, and the proper

roles and functions for his typically female assistants
to carry out,

because he alone possesses the knowledge and expertise, the
professional

distance and scientific neutrality, to be able to judge what is needed.
Administratively, according to Simpson and Simpson 22 in Etzioni, men,
not women, are generally entitled to hold the power and authority within

human service bureaucracies due to women's necessary lesser commitment
to the world of work which is contingent upon their primary domestic/

family responsibilities and their greater attunement to direct service
and care.
This "analysis" of male professional control and feminine subordination within the hierarchical world of human service is actually a

rationalization of patriarchy within human services which is based upon
a set of unexamined and interrelated assumptions both about the inevita-

bility of "woman's role" in society and about what constitutes "quality
service."

"Professionally competent" care in this construction represents

a scientistic bias against viewing the human being as a conscious, self-

determining and holistic being.

It

severs knowledge of biology and

physical nature from emotional, socio-political, and spiritual elements
of the person.

It gives greater emphasis to medical/biological remedies

and greater power to the medical professional prescribing them, while

shortchanging remedies that recognize the influence of social, political,

—
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emotional and spiritual realities, thus undermining the
power of
people capable of offering those particular forms of support—
many of

whom are to be found within the person's own environment and
within the
lower levels of the human service system.

Simpson and Simpson's explanation for why women are rightfully

situated at the bottom of the human service hierarchy is an important
thesis to address, since despite its seemingly outdated and blatantly
sexist tone, it nicely projects onto the printed page the actual patri-

archal reality to be found everywhere within human services today

within mental hospitals, welfare offices, elementary schools and health
clinics.

The patriarchal assumptions which they state so clearly and

which ring so indelicately to an ear sensitized to sexual oppression,
are the assumptions built into the current system of human service

with which nurses, child care workers, elementary school teachers, social
workers, etc. must live every minute of every day.

This patriarchal

reality of prof essionalized/bureaucratized human service is an explosive
one.

The Revolutionary Underside of Feminine Subordination

Within the Welfare State

The patriarchal reality which Etzioni, Simpson and Simpson, et al.

were able to write about with relative compacency several decades ago,
has become a potential battleground.

What these authors neglect to

mention is that powerful tensions have always simmered, and sometimes
flamed, between women at the lower levels of service and men who

frequently usurped their caring roles, simultaneously distorting and
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transforming them into a dispassionate male professional
technical
model in order to justify and perpetuate this usurpation.

Containing

the tensions which have emerged, historically, in the highly
unequal

interaction between feminine semi-professionals and their male superiors
has always required the active and deliberate exercise of male pro-

fessional power and the delegitimation of feminine principles of nurturance and care. 2 1
A great deal of tension has existed between female semi-professionals
and male professionals over the extent to which women service practi-

tioners will be allowed to develop their capacities and exercise their
talents, knowledge, and judgment.

There are a series of issues wrapped

up in this ongoing attempt on the part of women practitioners to

enlarge their scope of activity against the strict limits placed upon
them by their threatened male superiors.

The first issue is the simple

desire on the part of some women practitioners to develop themselves,
to achieve a measure of fulfillment from knowing they are living up to

their inner potential.

This professionally imposed inhibition on their

ability to develop themselves at work was a complaint mentioned by

nearly every female practitioner interviewed.
The second issue is the nature of the service activity which many

female practitioners have wished to emphasize in breaking out of the

mold containing them.

These preferred service approaches have often been

preventive in nature and focus less on institutionalized care and professionalized crisis management, and more on developing the capacity for
self-care, mutual support, and preventive education within the community
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to avoid the likelihood of chronic illness or
mental/emotional break-

down, child abuse or delinquency.

Such an approach to care is in direct

opposition to a number of professional premises and preferences.

Most

obviously, it is an approach that undermines the power and
"mystique"
of the professional which is rooted,

in part,

in the professional's

monopolization of knowledge and in the assumption of his greater competence, because it disperses knowledge to lay people and makes them
less dependent upon professionals.

Such a preventive approach threatens

the expansion of the professionalized services of the welfare state as

presently constituted, since the increased capacity for self-care and
mutual aid amongst the populace would render professional service
superfluous or possibly even be seen as damaging to self and communal
growth.

Semi-professionals such as nurses and social workers, etc. who engage
in preventive practice are,

implicitly acknowledging poor and working

class clients' capacities for self-development, learning, self-care,
and service to the community, themselves

,

in a way that grants these

previously stigmatized, inferiorized groupings a degree of respect pre-

viously reserved for the professionally competent few.

The extreme

deference and "extra" respect to which upper-level, usually male professionals, have grown accustomed, and which further reinforces and

legitimizes their position of power, is undermined in direct proportion
to the extent to which both lower-level workers and clients are deemed

worthy of respect.

Anything that empowers lower-level practitioners and

clients, such as the sharing of knowledge, developing the caring capa-
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city of community members, and building a community
infrastructure of

preventive social supports and resources, will threaten
the power of

professionals and be resisted by them.

The form this resistance to

needed change takes is usually to discredit viable community
alter-

natives for their "unprof essionalism, " incompetence— lack of "necessary"
credentials, etc.

Female social workers represented by the National

Association of Social Workers who are anxiously trying to gain professional legitimacy on male professional terms have, themselves, been
busy discrediting non-professional service alternatives.

In Massachusetts,

for example, a bill is currently being considered by the state legisla-

ture which would require all community-based alternatives, which hereto-

fore had relied upon lay people within the community helping one another,
to be staffed by licensed practitioners and supervised/administered by

social work professionals.

This requirement, in itself, would defeat

the major purpose of such service alternatives which is to break down

hierarchical professional power and empower lay people to care for one
another on a basis of peer respect.

Thus as this example illustrates,

lower-level female practitioners frequently must fight their female

professional superiors who are following a male professional path to
power, status and legitimacy, in their attempts to engage in preventive
practice.

A third issue involved in female practitioners attempts to enlarge
their scope of activity in addition to self-development and preventive

service within the community, is the long term tension which has existed
between upper-level male professionals and lower-level female practitioners
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concerning the fundamental premises underlying service
itself:

the

nature of valid knowledge underlying quality service;
the purpose of
service; and the forms of interaction and communication
which ought to

obtain between service practitioners and recipients of care.

In short,

lower-level female practitioners are more likely than their
professional
superiors to bring into question the essence of service itself as:
love and respect or control; supportiveness or channelling; client

self-illumination or professional judgment and prescription; selfdetermination or social reproduction; inner reflection or enculturation; social criticism or socialization/adjustment; self-acceptance or

self-contempt; renewed social connection and engagement or deepened
isolation and social withdrawal.
On the first point concerning the nature of valid knowledge under-

lying quality service, lower-level practitioners who are forced to
deal more directly and continuously with clients, are more likely to

become attuned to the self -percept ions of the clients themselves, have
a

wider experiential basis for their knowledge as they interact with

large numbers of clients and see the effects and reactions of clients to

professional prescriptions, and have a much more holistic frame of
reference, being in closer touch with the multiple factors affecting
client well-being than the more technical-scientific orientation of the

professional often allows.

Interaction and communication is likely to

be somewhat more open and honest since it is closer to a peer level

and many people are intimidated by professional status.

Their purpose,

as mentioned above, is more likely to be preventive and empowering since
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they have less in way of control and prestige
to lose than upper-

level professionals and much to gain in terms
of intrinsic satisfaction.
As Ann Withorn has pointed out, 25 it would be wrong
to overestimate

lower-level and semi-professional female practitioners' ability
to
closely identify with their clients, who are often also women,
and to
be committed to new preventive forms of care built into
the fabric of

community life.

In part the lack of such identifications and commit-

ments result from racial and class differences between the slightly
more advantaged service practitioners and their less advantaged clients,
and the professional status pressures to which such female practitioners

are subject as a result of being enmeshed within the professional hier-

archy of human services.

The key to whether women service practitioners

will be able to fulfill a progressive political/service role in the
future rests upon whether they will be more likely to identify with the

professional hierarchy itself and attempt to rise within it and become
a "true

professional" or whether they will strive to identify with

clients and lower-level workers and redefine the whole nature of "pro-

fessionalized" service in a way that disempowers upper-level professionals
and empowers those at lower levels.

Only when power relations become

more equalized will people truly be able to care for one another and
will we be able to utilize public, social resources to meet our common

needs rather than to placate/repress resentful and oppressed groups
and see them as objects of contempt.

According to JoAnn Ashley, in her excellent study of the nursing
profession, 26 "sex defined roles are the most outstanding characteristic
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of the division of labor in hospitals'* and are
marked by stringent

physician control over the latitude of power and creativity
in the

provision of care by nurses.

She writes that nursing students are taught

to develop a pleasant temper, and cheerful countenance,

to never appear

learned, to obey doctors* orders to the letter, to understand
their

role as that of subordinate helpmate of the physician and to internalize
a belief

in their own inferiority.

She is to deny her own needs for

creative development to meet the needs of the "hospital family."

She

points out that whenever nurses have striven to define a useful and

creative role for themselves, they have generally moved in the direction
of deepening the preventive character of health care,

in the community

beyond the confines of this hospital itself, and in acting as patient
advocates.

However, Ashley shows that doctors, historically, have

argued that "nursing existed only to serve them in a supportive role"
and in doing so, "devalued the contributions of women in the caring

process and in preventive health care."

She says that nurses judgments

are all too often disregarded and that both "patients and nurses suffer

from the devaluation of nurses who are limited in terms of their authority
and what they can do for patients ." [emphasis added]

Ashley says that

nurses have hesitated to become patients' advocates since they are
limited in the extent to which they can influence patient welfare given
27
male professional control within the hospital hierarchy.

For Ashley, nurses have been focused on the wrong political path
in seeking the same social protections and status accorded to other pro-

fessional groups.

She says that nursing organizations have not realized
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that the basis of their domination was male professional
control and

medical sexism and that they have followed policies which
have been
too conciliatory and deferential to male medical control.

She concludes

that nurses must identify less with professionalism and the physician

controlled hospital institution per se and connect their own future

well-being and development with that of their patients among the public.
She suggests that "Nurses should direct public pressure toward national

health policies that will ensure full utilization of their abilities."
They should focus on issues of power and accountability to the public

within health care, and on redefining the quality of care as being preventive in nature, as opposed to being exclusively disease-oriented in
a way that excludes a consideration of social causes.

Michelle Harrison's autobiographical

account of a Woman in Resi-

dence corroborates Ashley's recognition of the devaluation of feminine

caring within the hospital hierarchy.

^

So deep is the bias against

non- and semi-professional forms of caring activity within the scientistic
male medical model of health care that

M.

Harrison was forced to camou-

flage her real motivations for becoming a physician when seeking admission
to medical school.

" Caring

,

"

wanting to "serve" or to "help people" was

clearly verboten and tantamount to rejection.

Of course her feminist

advocacy bent had to be well hidden from view, especially her desire to
gain the technical knowledge and certification needed to attend and promote

home birthing outside the insensitive, cold and patriarchal domination
of hospital gynecology and obstetrics.

She writes:

had wanted to be a doctor for as long as I could remember.
It seemed to me that doctoring was
I also wanted to be a mother.
I
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a form of mothering,

that nurturing and healing came from the same
energies, from the same center of myself that wanted
to mother.
I applied to medical school knowing from
advisers and other
students that "I want to help people" was an unacceptable
answer
to the question "Why do you want to go into medicine?"
I
learned to say
"I find it interesting," or "I would like to
combine research with practice."
.

.

.

In medical school I quickly found out that caring was
not
part of the curriculum; indeed it was discouraged.
Patients,
primarily black and Puerto Rican were bodies on whom we, white
and privileged, practiced.
Racism among the doctors contributed
to the treatment of patients as objects.
My medical school
memories are of patient after patient for whom I cared, but whom
I felt helplessly unable to defend from the impersonal
nature of
.29
hospital care.
,

.

.

Psychiatry had become a passionate interest for me because
seemed to promise that I could find effective ways of using
myself to help alleviate pain. .
it

.

.

Two years of residency training, however, left me much less
certain that I wanted to be a psychiatrist.
Still being taught
not to care, I was told by a supervisor, "Psychiatry is a science.
If, in talking, the patient gets better, fine, but that is not
your goal.
Your goal is to understand how the mind works." No
one was ever accused of "not caring. "30

And at another interview:
Chairman of Dept. of OB-GYN:
to live?

Why don't you send your child away

can't do that.

Me:

I

He:

If you aren't willing to give up your child, you don't deserve
Dr. Harrison, your probto be an obstetrician-gynecologist.
lem is that you lack motivation. 31

Harrison dedicates her book as follows:

with their care at Doctors Hospital
times

I

did as

I

"To the women who entrusted me

— whose

forgiveness

I

ask for the

was ordered."

Time and again, the interviews and critical analyses written by

people engaged in human service suggest that the quality of care is
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directly connected to how personally responsive
it is, due in part
the extreme vulnerability of the people seeking
help.

to

Since impersonality

is a key tenet of professionalism and
impersonal routinization a key

feature of modern bureaucracy, the structure of care is
hardly conducive
to meeting many client needs.

However, the bureaucratization and pro-

fessionalization of care within the liberal welfare state, with its
racist, patriarchal, class biases, has given rise to a set of
counter-

pressures for more personalized, debureaucratized
controlled alternatives.
a

In this sense,

springboard for progressive change.

,

community/worker

the welfare state has provided

The problem is that the New Right

has been able to exploit the elitist and impersonalized nature of

liberal welfare state service before

a

left-progressive alternative

vision and practice of human service has been widely promoted and understood.

This will be explored further in Chapters VIII and IX.

Professional and Managerial Class Control
and the Liberal Technical Mystification of Policy Making

A key theme of this thesis is that the prof essionalized-hierarchical
organization of human service work results in the vast underestimation
of the creative service potential of lower-level practitioners, most of

whom are women, many of whom are from lower-class backgrounds and/or
people of color.

Decisions are made at the top of the hierarchy and

service practitioners are expected to implement them.
as Michael Lipsky

Many theorists such

have pointed out that even seemingly progressive

top-level policies are often undermined or resisted in diverse ways by
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prejudiced, self-interested street-level workers
caught in a crossfire of pressures.

Still, the creative energy and mutual
commitment

to service that could be developed and released
through a genuinely

collaborative approach, in which workers and client
communities themselves participate in determining goals and processes,
is lost in favor
of top down professional control.

Equally detrimental to the develop-

ment of high quality, genuinely responsible service is the way
in which
the hierarchical lines of authority running from the professional
and

managerial class (PMC) at the top of the human service bureaucracy cuts
practitioners off from being and feeling accountable to the will and
needs of the communities they are serving, who themselves have insufficient control over the service process.

Thus, the professional hier-

archy of human service work cuts workers off from each other and from
the people they serve, from the nature of the service provided, its

purpose and content, and from the process of service delivery itself.

Michael Lipsky, and other left-liberal theorists who promote a

liberal-professional advocacy service model, perceive service practitioners as having more discretionary authority and "policy making" power
than they, in fact, do, while he pays insufficient attention to the con-

straining, suffocating, and oppressive effects of bureaucratic pro-

fessional authority and the hierarchical structure of work upon service

workers themselves.

The force of his overall argument, qualifying

statements notwithstanding, tends to make the workers themselves the

architects of their own constraining bureaucratic prisons and the relatively autonomous authors of agency policy.

Lipsky writes in a chapter
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entitled "Street-Level Bureaucrats as Policy Makers":

bureaucrats make policy in two related aspects.

"Street-level

They exercise wide

discretion in decisions about citizens with whom they interact,

Then,

when taken in concert, their individual actions add up to
agency behavior." [My view, on the contrary, would be that the typical
agency is

designed on a model of individualistic practice, rather than a colla-

borative worker-"client" model, thus limiting discretionary authority to
a limited,

petty scope.]

Lipsky continues:

"The policy-making roles

of street-level bureaucrats are built upon two interrelated facets of

their positions:

relatively high degrees of discretion and relative

autonomy from organizational authority.

.

.

.

Unlike lower-level wor-

kers in most organizations, street-level bureaucrats have considerable

discretion in determining the nature, amount and quality of benefits
and sanctions provided by their agencies." 33

[This contradicts his

own evidence on the inadequate supply of resources in most public insti-

tutions of care, especially with the advent of the fiscal crisis.]
For upper-level public service professionals such as doctors, lawyers,

and psychiatrists, Lipsky'

s

analysis makes some sense, but for lower-

level practitioners the leeway for responsive/unresponsive service is

much smaller in scope.

Rather than client "victim blaming" Lipsky

comes close to worker "victim blaming," by not identifying clearly

enough the hierarchical organization of service as one of the basic
sources of the problems which clients and workers share in common.
Similarly, but grounded in a much more progressive overall theory,
John and Barbara Ehrenreich 3 ^ tend to lump too many levels of service
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into their professional and managerial
class construct, rather than

seeing the crucial dividing line between
upper-level professional mana-

gers/planners and lower-level practitioners who are
given little constructive policymaking power.

What Lipsky sees as a case worker's dis-

cretionary "policymaking power" would be more aptly
called "reactive
ingenuity" or "petty discretionary authority."

Quite often liberal and left-liberal analyses of welfare
state
human services lack a clear class analysis of the professional
occu-

pational structure of service and either defend

in its entirety,

it

or condemn lower-level workers from a radical or liberal
professional

client advocacy perspective.

These analyses do not sensitively dif-

ferentiate top-level professionals/bureaucrats from semi-professionals
and lower-level workers, and the power relations and conflicts between
these layers are not taken to be a key analytical and political issue.

Anthony Piatt, in the introduction to the second edition of his book
The Child Savers

,

offers an extremely intresting self-criticism of the

kind of left liberal institutional level of analysis that blames lower-

level caretakers themselves for the inadequacies and degredations of
the system of

juvenile care.

He writes:

The 'new left' in politics and the social sciences often
substituted moral indignation for political analyses, had a
weak understanding of its own historical roots, and typically
demonstrated a naive faith in the state (particularly the federal
government).
Correspondingly, labeling theory (which strongly
influenced this book) subjected institutions of social control
to a variety of criticisms including inefficiency, brutality,
mismanagement
but did so within a narrow and reformist
perspective.
As Alvin Gouldner has pointed out, labeling theory
taking up arms against the inef f ectuality callousness, or
is
capriciousness of the caretakers that society [sic] has appointed
[It] is essentially a
to administer the mess it has created.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

"

:
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critique of the caretaking organizations,
and in particular of
the low level officialdom that manages
them.
It is not a critique
of the social institutions that
engender suffering or of the high
level of officialdom that shapes the
character of the caretaking&
establishments. JD
Piatt situates the child-saving movement within
the overall move-

ment of progressivism in the late 1800'

s.

In opposition to liberal

historians who view the progressive era reforms as
fundamentally
"benevolent, humanitarian, and gradualist" he states:
The child-saving movement was not a humanistic enterprise
on behalf of the working class against the established
order.
On the contrary, its impetus came primarily from
the middle and
upper classes who were instrumental in devising new forms of
social control to protect their power and privilege.
The childsaving movement was not an isolated phenomenon but rather reflected
massive changes in the mode of production, from laissez faire to
monopoly capitalism, and in strategies of social control, from
inefficient repression to welfare state benevolence.
This reconstruction of economics and social institutions, which was not
achieved without clnflict within the ruling class, represented
a victory for the more "enlightened" wing of corporate leaders
who advocated strategic alliances with urban reformers and supported liberal reforms. 36
and

While the child-saving movement was supported and financed
by corporate liberals, the day-to-day work of lobbying, educating
the public, and organizing was undertaken by petit-bourgeois
reformers, professionals, and special interest groups.
.

.

.

The child-saving movement was dominated by the daughters of
the old landed gentry and the wives of the industrial nouveau
riche.
Thus it combined both a reactionary and a romantic character, evoking an image of pre- industrial stability, as well as
tough-minded professionalism that legitimated new careers for
women in social work and related occupations.
The child-saving movement
was by no means monopolized
by women.
Many rapidly growing professions participated in the
child-saving reforms and capitalized on their accomplishments.
The clergy
the medical prof essiona contributed to the 'new
penology' and provided staff for reformatories and child guidance
clinics; lawyers supplied technical expertise to draft and implement
.

.

.

.

;

.

.
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new legislation; and academics discovered
a new market.
While the rank-and-file reformers in the
child-saving movement worked closely with corporate liberals,
it would be inaccurate
simply to characterize them as lackeys of
big business.
Many were
principled and genuinely concerned about
alleviating human misery
and improving the lives of the poor.
... But for the most part,
the child-savers and other progressive
reformers wanted to secure
existing political and economic arrangements,
albeit in ameliorated
and regulated form.
The professions did little to criticize
progressive reforms, partly because so many benefited
from their
new role as consultants and experts in the emerging
welfare state,
and partly because their conception of society
and social change
was limited, elitist, and constrained by their own
class outlook.
According to Jackson Wilson, many intellectuals in the
Progressive
movement were "interested in creating a system of government
which
would allow the people to rule only at a carefully kept distance
and at infrequent intervals, reserving most real power and
planning
to a corps of experts and professionals." 38
In dissecting the nature of this professional hierarchy and
the

exact social forms which reflect this underestimation of lower-level

service workers and clients, one quickly finds that the patterns of
social oppression/domination characteristic of the larger society are

reinforced within human services.

Since the human service system,

broadly defined to include all educational, health, welfare, and social
service activity, is a major component in the reproduction of society
itself, it is clear that the human service system attempts to reinforce

patterns of social domination.

Since its ostensible purpose is to

ameliorate the social misery and personal pain of largely unexamined
sources, the human service system is caught within a vicious circle.
It

takes in people damaged by various forms of social domination and

the generalized lack of good work opportunities and social supportiveness
and then "treats" them via a system of professionalized and/or routinized
care characterized by the same patterns of social oppression that
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damaged them in the first place.

The key mechanism and vehicles of this

reinforced oppression rendering human services
ineffective to truly
respond to people's felt needs is the professional
hierarchy itself.
The Role of Scien tism in the Professional Quest for
Power and Legitimation

This thesis suggests that the nurturant, supportive,
personal caring

impulses originally motivating many lower-level, typically
female,

service practitioners stands in stark contrast to prof essionalized-

bureaucratic standards of care.

In keeping with Jeffry Galper's 39

and a range of other criticism of professionalism, its main tenets can

be analyzed as follows:
a

(1)

functional specificity

,

which identifies

deficiency within the individual or immediate (usually family) environ-

ment and which prevents a more holistic view of the individual and

his/her predicament from an integrated emotional, physical, mental,
spiritual, social, economic, political frame of reference;
and peer review

,

(2)

autonomy

which overinflates the efficacy of individual pro-

fessional intervention, works against cooperative, accountable and thus

responsive service;

(3)

emotional neutrality, disinterestedness

,

and

an ideal of dispassionate service which delegitimizes traditionally

feminine principles of empathy and caring, dilutes personal commitment
to service, damages the self-esteem of the people receiving care, and

ignores their need for warmth;
skill

,

(4)

"scientific" expertise and technical

which justifies professional power and status while elevating

knowledge of "behavioral control" over the kinds of knowledge necessary
in

responsively at tun ing oneself to another and non-oppressively sup-
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porting another's exploration of his/her situation
and possibilities.

Proponents of professional "disinterested objectivity"
frequently
defend this approach in terms of the need to apply
cool, rational,

scientific expertise to the clients' problems and warn
of the dangers
of becoming too "emotionally involved,"
"subjective" and prejudiced.

Emotional distance is preferred by upper-echelon professionals,
and
they construct the service setting to ensure that such
distancing
occurs.

Lower-level practitioners' caring capacities are thus circum-

scribed by professionally designed bureaucratic procedures which routi-

nize and depersonalize the work of service.

While these depersonalized

forms of "people processing" as Jeffry Prottas 40 aptly calls them, are

defended as being "fair and objective," they in fact have a dehumanizing
and thus stigmatizing, effect on service recipients.

This professionally

designed bureaucratic structure of service inhibits creative responsive-

ness on the part of lower-level practitioners, and inhibits peersupportiveness

,

mutual dialogue, and consciousness raising among clients.

And it does nothing to curb petty vavoritism and prejudice, and in fact

encourages lower-level status rivalries and petty abuses of power and

discretionary authority on the part of workers.
"Professional treatment" of clients in crisis suggests that there
is something wrong,

something deficient, in the "client," rather than in

the social conditions and social relationships within which the client
is enmeshed.

While the best of such treatment does help clients cope

once again with the range of adversity s/he faces, it does little to

attack the sources of adversity itself.

Human service professionals and
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lower-level service practitioners are not, of
course, trained and educated to deal with the sources of adversity,
but rather are trained to

respond to, and assuage, their symptoms reflected
in clients' disoriented behavior and emotions.

As

Paul

Wilding has pointed out in his

radical review of the literature on social service
professionalism, the

hegemony of professionalized technocratic modes of service
is responsible
for the depoliticization of social service activity. 41

Client and

worker problems requiring social and political action for their
resolution are redefined within the professional service institutional

setting into technical and individual psychological problems.
A number of liberal critiques of the human services which focus
upon "professional burnout" and stress do not see the system of pro-

fessional hierarchy itself as a problem, but accept that as given and
inevitable.

Instead, they perceive the causes of burnout and stress

in the unrealistic ideals and hopes of the new professional practitioners

and in the lack of supervisory and peer support available to young

practitioners to grow into their "proper" roles as competent professionals.^
Becoming a good, or the best possible, professional is the way out of
stress and burnout.

This

jLs_,

in fact,

the perception of many human

service professionals, even those who are quite politically sophisticated
such as Bill Jordan who concludes his book Helping in Social Work on
this note:

"But ultimately the confidence to argue for a constructive

programme for change must rest on the good quality of its work in professional tasks.

As social workers begin to rediscover faith in them-

selves as helpers, they may also once again find their courage and their
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voices.

Instead of using so much of their energy
resisting their

organizations, they may find ways of uniting
with their managers to

demand a better life for their clients." 43
As Ann Withorn has pointed out in her
forthcoming book 44 on the

role of human services in U.S. social movements,
one of the gravest

weaknesses in

the

liberal development of the welfare state has been
the

way in which top-level experts and planners have made
policy behind
closed doors and often tried to, "half-apologetically" slip
their pro-

posals through without anyone noticing.

Moreover these proposals

were frequently gauged to placate business interests and powerholders
rather than inspire support from lower classes.

Thus, liberal planners

seek a special relationship with a particular congressman and push a

specific social policy on the grounds that it would improve "human
capital" increase social stability, save money, provide business contracts, jobs and services to constituents, give him good P.R. as a

humanitarian and man of the people in the form of his "pet" social

program (i.e., mental retardation, mental health, community health,
elderly services, etc.).

This pragmatic apporach to policy making has

had the disadvantage of not building in strong public, community and

worker support and also has made it relatively easy for congressmen to
reduce their commitment to social programs when fiscal constraints
tightened.

It has also prevented a more comprehensive approach to

social planning.

The public, state clients and workers cannot "own"

and passionately defend or work to expand that which they had little
part in developing and what in fact appears to them as a mixed blessing
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or often as unsuited to their needs.

This thesis contends that the mystique
surrounding professional

knowledge and professional treatment modes
has prevented our culture
from perceiving the potential value of service
work of a kind not

associated with professionalism as we know

it.

We have become limited

and unimaginative in our thinking about service
because professional-

bureaucratic institutions of care are our main points of
reference.
We forget that these are primarily institutions for
crisis-management,

essentially compensatory adjustment mechanisms, and that the real task
ought not to be "human crisis management," but the prevention of crisis
and support for full human development through social and political

action that aims, in particular, to create an ongoing social infrastructure of support.

If we

develop no social supports to aid people

through life cycle transitions

— through

the processes of learning at

all levels, of giving birth and raising children, of illness, mourning

and loss, etc.

— then

normal life challenges become so overwhelmingly

burdensome, particularly when under economic pressure, that it seems
only a very expert, highly trained professional could possibly help

people whose lives are out of control to handle their personal crises.

The Professional-Bureaucratic Creation of Devalued Client Populations

The liberal defense of the welfare state is weakened in the face of
the New Right attack, by the basically oppressive system-accommodationist

form which state service activity has taken, particularly under the aegis
of liberal capitalist professional and managerial control.

Over and
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over again, new conservative theorists
exploit, exaggerate, and distort
the role of the liberal PMC within the
top layers of the welfare state

planning and administrative apparatus as being
even more omnipotently

manipulative and all-controlling than they are.
of review,

is

My own view, in way

that the monopolization of policy-making power
by the

PMC, or the professional and managerial elite
within the welfare state,

operating within the constraints of capitalist-patriarchal-racist
structures of power, perpetuates a form of professional-hierarchical
control over service which prevents the development of more
communally
based, mutually supportive, participatory forms of service.

In this

view, the PMC is responding to real needs, but the manner in which they
do so is oppressive, and at best contradictory,

thereby alienating a

large majority of people from supporting welfare state services.
The PMC has created a professionally controlled, hierarchically

organized, bureaucratically institutionalized system of care taking

designed to remove inconvenient and troublesome members of the community
from the mainstream of economic, political and social life in order to

preserve productive efficiency.

"Normal" members of the community,

that is, people who have been successfully inserted into the productive

engine of civilization, have had little time and energy left over to
care for those who did not fit so readily into appropriate roles within
the civilization of productivity, or who were simply excluded.

Rather

than questioning the productivity-efficiency orientation of the economy

and society, and the related depletion of caring or mutual aid resources

within the community, which combined to cut off oppressed and vulnerable
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groups from the social mainstream, the
new liberal middle-class sought
a

more expedient ("realistic") paternalistic
and condescending approach

to dealing with these vulnerable
populations.

Rather than addressing the systemic need to
change productive-

economic and reproductive-familial social
relations so that all members
of the human community could be valued,
included, acknowledged, and

supported in developing their own potential capacities,

these flaws

in social organization were reinterpreted
by the welfare state PMC

into problems of individual maladjustment and incompetence.

These social

welfare professionals created a whole series of newly defined
maladies
in

need of professional treatment and cure:

Anthony Piatt describes

the social creation of "juvenile delinquency" and the whole
institutional

edifice revolving around issues of juvenile justice, children's and
youth "services"; 45 Buckholdt and Gubrium illustrate the professional

creation of "problem children" or "emotionally disturbed" children
in their book, Caretakers

46
.

Roy Lubove describes how the more pro-

gressive social reform/settlement house movement was left behind, and
the 'problem family" was professionally created, and from there, how

the social work profession grew from "social diagnosis and casework"
to "psychoanalytic maturity";

4^

many authors including Thomas

Szasz, 4 ^

Erving Goffman,^ R.D. Laing,"^ Judi Chamberlin 51 have described the
social creation of "mental illness" as troublesome, disconcerting, and

disoriented behavior often arising from conditions of stress and inadequate warmth and support was reinterpreted as internal individualized
sickness susceptible only to professional psychiatric diagnosis and
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treatment.

Barbara Ehrenreich and Diedre English
recount the social

creation of feminine "hysteria" and other
typically feminine "diseases"
by the male medical and psychoanalytic
professional establishment. 52

Edwin Schur describes the psychiatric
redefinition of homosexual

behavior as a "sickness" in need of treatment. 53

Bruce Blaney, 55 in

a forthcoming work, has traced the social
creation of the category

"mental retardation" to the heyday of the I.Q. craze and
America's quest
for scientific-technical excellence.

Blaney and Wolf ensberger 56

convincingly argue that a large number of people socially defined
as
genetically "retarded" were, in fact, suffering from a malnourishment
of relational ties in early childhood and impoverishment of all
kinds,

economic, social, and emotional, that did, indeed, severaly retard their

development as people, but in no way was this to be understood as a

genetic-physical impairment.

Similarly, much work has been done recently

on the social creation of premature "senility" in the elderly.

The critical approach taken here toward the elite professional,

social creation of juvenile delinquency, problem families, individual

maladjustment, mental illness such as hysteria and mental retardation
does not mean that youth were (are) not often rebellious, angry and
troublesome, lost and confused; nor that families haven't had problems,

nor that women, and men, haven't experienced severe emotional trauma and
express it often in bewildering, frightening ways; nor that some people's

capacities for learning have not been stunted in highly abnormal ways.
This implicit critique of professionally defined, socially constructed

individual deficiencies and maladies suggests that these problems have,
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in large part,

social and cultural sources, affecting
us all in dif-

fering ways and degrees of intensity,
depending, largely, upon our

social status— and, thus, are not susceptible
to professional treatment
and "cure" alone.

A large proportion of what has come to be known
as mental retardation, mental illness, delinquency, drug and
alcohol addictions,

family dysfunction, and even many physical illnesses
results from an

oppressive, competitive-hierarchical social environment,
from
of social and emotional supportiveness

,

a

scarcity

a scarcity of creative learning

and work opportunities for personal growth, and a lack of
participatory

political control.

The professionalized treatment approach to dealing

with these vulnerable individuals has often been to segregate and isolate them away from the community into institutionalized caretaking

facilities and, thus, to cut them off from partaking of any of the
roles and functions valued by the community.

Rather than being viewed

as inherently capable and competent, worthwhile beings who are feeling

vulnerable, overwhelmed or disoriented partly as a result of too many

conflicting pressures and insufficient support, there is a tendency to

underestimate the inherent capabilities and intrinsic worth and integrity of clients within the professionalized systems of care.

This

underestimation is a form of liberal devaluation that is exacerbated
by the ethos of professionalism, in which the professional is seen as

competent and relatively invulnerable, while the client is seen as

incompetent and vulnerable.
If part of the definition of the professional is that s/he is

,
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emotionally invulnerable, neutral, detached,
distant:

that s/he

"has it together," i.e., is superior in
competence, and privy to

knowledge and insight unavailable to the client;
while the client is,
by definition, more vulnerable and less
competent, less stable and

together, less knowledgable and insightful— then
the very essence of
the professional-client relationship devalues the
client and over-

inflates the value of the professional.

Generally, the entire set of

goals, rules, and procedures of service institutions are laid
down by

top-level professionals and administrators whose belief in their own

superior professional competence unconsciously and continuously operates
to devalue and underestimate both clients and lower-level service

providers.

These clients and providers are expected to comply with,

and carry out, prescribed treatment modes whether they are medical

regimens, behavioral conditioning, psychiatric prescriptions, or

"realistic" life adjustment practicums (i.e., hunting for a low-level
job, wearing makeup and looking more "feminine").

Thus, by removing

vulnerable populations from society's mainstream and congregating them
into prof essionalized-bureaucratic institutions of care where they are

expected to conform to prescribed professional treatment regiments,

professionals are contributing to the devaluation and disablement of
the very people they profess to want to help.

They are devalued inas-

much as their problems are not viewed as common human problems from

which we all potentially suffer, but as problems peculiar to them, as
reflections of their personal incompetence and need for professionally

competent intervention and care, and not the simple supportiveness
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and healing wisdom, and cooperative
social action of lay members of

the community, perhaps with the assistance
of service practitioners who

focus on particular areas of need, and who
are available to share the

knowledge and experience of larger numbers of
people.

(More on that

in last chapter.)

The Dangers of Li beral Complacency in "Realistically"
Accepting
the Inevitability of Professional Hierarchy

So the New Right can easily exploit the professionally
elitist,

bureaucratic nature

of

the liberal welfare state.

They strike chords

in the body politic by castigating these professional
service bureau-

cracies for being elitist, manipulative, and controlling, for creating

categories of problems which don't exist in reality, for being ineffective, self-serving, condescending and disabling.

As the New Right

strikes these chords, ones which liberal semi-progressive, social democratic forces are reluctant to address

— the

public can be easily mani-

pulated into cutting back the social welfare programs of the state.
Yet, while the PMC has redefined and socially reconstructe d the human

apin which flows into the welfare state in order to render it "profes-

sionally treatable," it is an exaggerated overstatement, or grossly
misleading, to suggest that service professionals conjure up suffering
that has no basis in reality, and that no creative social responses need
be made as the New Right Social Darwinists claim.

Given the immensely debilitating consequences of the culture of

professionalism, professional self-identity, and the professional-
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hierarchical structure of human service work
as the medium and means
through which oppressive social relations
are reinforced, the more

effective preventive service work is inhibited,
and democratic social
and political action undermined, it is
curious how many progressive

theorists tend to accept professional hierarchy as
an inevitable

"necessary evil" or mixed blessing on the human
service landscape.
Exigesis after exigesis spell out the harmful effects
of the structures
of professional elitism within the human service
system, decry the

inegalitarian nature of

the

professional-client relationship, point out

graphic examples of the variety of structural binds emanating
from the

professional hierarchy which limit lower-level workers from taking
creative service initiative.

Yet most of these critiques end with

political conclusions quite inconsistent with their previous arguments
and emphases.
On the first point above, theorists such as Ivan Illich, author

of the Disabling Professions

Expropriation of Health

,

,

Limits to Medicine

etc.

,

Medical Nemesis

— The

are mined over and over again for their

incisive insights into and ruthlessly accurate critique of professionalism,
then in the concluding political commentaries are invariably referred to
as impossibly Utopian, romantic, and misguided.

Paul

Wilding's

rather astonishingly inconsistent conclusion after his preceding relentless critique of professionalism is as follows:

on the question of the

proper role of professionals in society, "The first point to be made is
that, whatever the Utopians and critics may say, there is no

current alternative to a professional welfare system.

viable

There may be room
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for a measure of deprof ss ionization
in the cracks and crannies of

some services, but the real issue is
the future shape of professional

services and professional relations.

A belief in the continuing

importance of the role of the professional makes
discussion of that
role all the more important." 58

So what Wilding has critiqued for its

inherently and inevitably elitist, controlling,
de-politicizing,
unresponsive, system-legitimizing character, he then
paints as an

inevitable reality to which we must reconcile ourselves.
These political conclusions are faulty in two main ways.

most accept the inevitability of the

First,

hierarchical structures of

professional power, the inevitability of the mental-manual division of
labor within the inevitably bureaucratic structures of caretaking,
and the practical necessity for PMC control of policy-making.

Second,

most of these theorists tend to have an economistic orientation rather
than capturing the totality of social oppression.

They do not raise to

a level of explicit discussion the crucial importance of reproductive,

support work to ensure the survival and growth of the species, nor do
they facilitate discussion on alternative visions of new, more viable
and equitable and "enabling" forms such supportive service work could
take.

They omit any systematic and substantial critique of the sexual

division of labor and power which contributes to the creation of a support
void into which professional crisis managers step.

Yet Illich, the

Ehrenreichs, M.S. Larson, Paolo Friere 59 and others equally critical of

capitalism and quite well versed in Marxist theory, see these institutions
of social reproduction and their professional ethos as the glue, the
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legitimating force, the linch pins holding
our social system togetheras well as the other oppressive advanced
industrial systems such as

bureaucratic socialism.
Professionalism, and a generalized belief in
professional/expert

technical/scientific authority, gives an economically
and emotionally
exploitative social system its authoritative sanction.
The hierarchical
layers of unequal status and power which
characterize all social institutions are rationalized by meritocratic principles
which disguise
the actual social relations of class/status, racial
and sexual inequality.
As people insert themselves within these hierarchically
stratified

institutions, they are virtually forced to participate in social
life
in a competitive,

self-aggrandizing/self-preservationist manner, as

opposed to developing the kind of collaborative, mutually supportive
relations so necessary to creative individual and social growth.

Petty

status consciousness and class, racial, and sexual divisiveness are

built-in to these hierarchical structures in such a tightly interwoven
and pervasive way that it is impossible to isolate out one oppressive

element of the structure and pose it as the "crux" of theproblem, i.e.,

capitalist class relations as the key or oppressive sexual, or racial
relations, etc.

Rather, this whole competitive social hierarchy itself,

legitimized by meritocratic principles and reinforced by professionalized
service institutions of social reproduction, is the problem.

Since the

structures of professional service embody all these interconnected
forms of social oppression and act to reproduce them, then the professional

hierarchy itself must become a chief focus of political concern.
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As progressive service practitioners
and community members begin
to identify the professional hierarchy
itself as a chief focal point,

and begin to break down its oppressive
features element by element, it

will then be possible to counterpose
alternative forms of service and
to awaken our culture to its unacknowledged
common need for supportive

service in all parts of daily existence.

Once we transcend the idea that

supportive service need be professionally provided to
the "deficient,"
and view it as a common need which could be provided
for through our
own, largely non-professionalized, caring resources,
then we can place

on the political agenda the need to reconstitute work in
order to make

this enlargement of mutual caring possible.

To move in this direction

we must address the social divisiveness and the deep feelings of
shame,
stigma, and emotional revulsion currently associated with the welfare

state and current concepts of social support.

Top-level professionals and managers within the welfare state
have, no doubt, unwittingly contributed to the devaluation of clients/

practitioners within the welfare state, which them makes the latter an
easy target for attack from the right

— an

attack which has gained the

enthusiastic support of large segments of the public.

It would be

misleading, however, to overestimate the power of the PMC, in and of
itself, to design a system of human service in any way they see fit.

Because they are generally political appointees, beholden to their
political superiors, they do not have a free hand to establish less

bureaucrat ized and professionalized, more communal, participatory, and
respectful forms of service on anything other than a minimal "experi-
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mental" basis.

Their primary task, which is implicitly
understood by

themselves and their sponsors, is to manage
social crisis and discontentin short,

to uphold social stability.

Thus, they will feel forced to

rely upon hierarchical principles of
organization, and variations

thereof, in order to ensure that their goal
of social control and social

crisis management is fulfilled.

Isolated as he (usually he) is at the

top of the hierarchy, the manager is at one
and the same time the most

powerful and the least secure and free to be genuinely
creative of all
the state service personnel.

Given the fragility and political vulnera-

bility of his position, any truly creative initiatives
for change must
come from below in a manner that threatens the stability
goal.
is exactly what has happened:

This

clients and lower-level workers have

resisted professional-hierarchical dominance and have frequently attempted
to redefine the terms of care.

,
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CHAPTER
THE POLITICS OF CONTEMPT:

VII

THE NEW RIGHT RESPONDS TO

THE THREAT OF SOCIAL LIBERATION EMERGING
WITHIN THE WELFARE STATE
The New Right:

A Definition of Terms

The terms "the New Right" 1 and new conservatives
are being used

interchangeable to refer to the loose network of right
wing populist
organizations, individual leaders and politicians, single
issue move-

ments and coalitions which are intent upon gaining social
and political
power by exploiting an array of hostilities, anxieties, and
discontent
felt by middle and working class Americans.

These right wing groups are

pro-free enterprise, anti-union, anti-liberalism and welfare statism.
Together, they form a hostile counter force to gains made by the social

movements of the 1960's representing black, feminist, gay rights, and
anti-war struggles.

The New Right leadership opposes governmental

intervention in economic and social life in relation to the public

provision of social services, environmental protection, worker health
and safety regulation, affirmative action goals and anti-discrimination

efforts on behalf of women and people of color.

They are militantly

anti-communistic and against Third World liberation movements in any
form.

They support a policy of military build-up and active military

interventionism at the expense of domestic policy efforts to meet
social needs and move toward greater social equality.
The New Right supports a traditional patriarchal family morality

which is validated by a fundamentalist, repressive religious dogma.
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They oppose the reproductive rights
of women and all dimensions of
the

women's liberation movement, as well as
any attempts to redefine gender
relations, roles and identities.

They celebrate all those individuals

involved in the "productive" sector, i.e.,
private industry and commerce,

while denigrating all those "dependent"
populations who are excluded
from the productive sector and are located
within the home or welfare
state.

These "dependent" populations include racial
minorities, the

unskilled, women, and various vulnerable populations
from the disabled
to the emotionally troubled.

The New Right strongly opposes any interference in
the traditional

sexual division of labor and insists upon feminine subordination
within
the home.

They view women's proper role and identity as that of wife

and mother sequestered within the home where she is expected to
provide
a kind of

sacrificial nurturance in exchange for the sacrifices her

wage-earning husband is making in the competitive marketplace.

The

New Right is strongly opposed to the public-communal assumption of service
roles and tasks previously assigned to women to be performed within the
home,

invisibly, and subject to the immediacy of male control and the

requirements of economic survival.

The public provision of social

service is seen as a direct threat to male control over feminine nurturance and services within the home, and to the supremecy of the capitalist

work ethic.
These new conservative groups have organized themselves into a

powerful political force around the following key organizations and individuals:

(1)

Richard Viguerie's direct mail fundraising operation;
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(2)

The Conservative Caucus, led by Howard
Phillips (chosen by Nixon

to destroy the war on poverty) as
a vehicle for grassroots campaign

organizing;

Paul Weyrich helped to organize the
Committee for the

(3)

Survival of a Free Congress, a national campaign
committee;

the

(4)

Heritage Foundation, a chief research institute
to formulate New Right
policy and programs; (5) North Carolina Senator
Jesse Halms was instrumental in organizing the American Legislative Exchange
Council which

formulates right-wing legislation.

Also associated with the New Right

are Phyliss Schlafly's anti-feminist causes, including
her campaign

against the Equal Rights Amendment; Senator Paul Laxalt, author
of
the Family Protection Act; the Anti-Abortion, Pro-Life Movement
and,

finally, the Christian fundamentalism of the Moral Majority headed
by
the Reverend Jerry Fallwell.

President Reagan and many of his closest

advisors and appointees are closely associated with the New Right.
Allen Hunter, a leading theorist of the New Right, describes its

ideological perspective as:

New Right views might be labelled a diffuse petty bourgeois
ideology.
The ideology is deliberately diffuse because it
aims to draw together many social strata and classes by masking
certain conflicts of interest. ...
It claims to defend the
permanently employed members of the white male working class
against the lower-paid, irregularly employed, radical, and national
minority segments.
It is petty bourgeois, again, because in its
pro-capitalist perspective it incorporates and acclaims the
production-sector managerial strata, while excluding an excoriating the welfare-sector professional and bureaucratic strata.
.

.

.

.

A number of elements in the New Right sensibility are
used to separate "the people" from their enemies:
racism, antistatism, sexual repressiveness, religiosity, moral indignation,
patriotism, free-market individualism and the work-ethic.
Around these and other concerns a dichotomy is created between
Social and
those who live right and those who do not.
free
favoring
combine
with
an
ethic
cultural traditionalism
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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enterprise and the marketplace. Both
aspects of the New Right
ideology are brought to bear against
2
the liberal
state.

In short,

the New Right constitutes a right-wing
reaction against all

the social movements of the 1960's
and 70's which threatened capitalist

class, white, male control, and all liberal
measures which appeared
to condone these movements, thereby
adding to their power and fueling

the fires of social unrest still further.

The terms "new conservative trend" or "new
conservative era" refers
to the broader processes of conservatism
pervading the entire American

political climate, including traditionally liberal corporate
and govern-

mental circles.

Politicians and public officials of all political

stripes have moved toward a conservative consensus in favoring
the

needs of business first and foremost, in supporting economic expansion
and in calling for worker cooperation and sacrifice in the name of

renewed economic growth, social stability and national unity.

There

has been a general consensus on the need for more conservative fiscal

policies which have entailed severe social service cutbacks and reduced
themore creative, participatory processes of social planning and ex-

perimental social programming.
Even many progressives have backed off dealing with the more deli-

cate and controversial social issues relating to racial and sexual

oppression, hierarchical-bureaucratic authority patterns, and progressive
social service initiatives revolving around the needs of working class

poor women in particular.

There has been a tendency, instead, to re-

focus upon exclusively economic issues and to rely upon more traditional
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kinds of leadership with the ranks of
labor and private sector pro-

fessional and administrative circles.
It

is precisely because the liberal
professional and managerial

class within the welfare state has
been an abysmal failure in ful-

filling its stability function that the
New Right has been able to

attack the welfare state as an anathema to
public order, moral decency,
and "righteous living."

What had been originally intended to be a

benevolent program of social amelioration and
pacification gave rise
to a diverse movement for social liberation,
a movement that was emo-

tionally explosive— both exciting and progressively
challenging as well
as frightening.

Perhaps the most important point of agreement between

liberals and new conservatives, and the one which leaves liberals
in
the weakest position, is their common aim of so achieving social order
and stability, albeit through different strategies of system legitimation,
The great "weakness" of the liberal approach of seeking system legi-

timacy via bureaucratic welfare state mediations and professional minis-

trations lies precisely in their obvious inability to create and maintain that much desired stability.

New conservatives are quite persuasive

in arguing that as people of lower classes and stratas have become

accustomed to seeking assistance and compensation within the welfare
state apparatus for injuries suffered elsewhere, their demands grow,

seemingly insatiably.

The more they win, which is usually at a bare

subsistence level, the more they understandably want; the more in way
of token control they gain over policies and programs, the more genuine

control they demand.

The more one group succeeds in cornering a share
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of state largesse,

the more other subordinate groupings seek
an equal

or greater share for themselves.

The more mixed and partialized the

success, the greater the frustration, sense of
militance, and volatility.

The more the welfare state and its prof
essional=bureaucratic

caretakers do, given the constraints which allow for only
certain unsatisfactory, impersonalized kinds of service and rewards,
the more people's

genuine needs remain unmet.

Thus, general social instabilities have

become centered in the politics of the welfare state.

3

We have reached a critical point in the history of the welfare

state in which the politics of "material concession" as defined by a

PMC policy-making elite is no longer a viable agency of stabilization
as the liberal world view has always maintained.

The New Right has

attacked this politics of liberal concessionism which only acts to fuel
further demands, and create, paradoxically, even greater dissatisfaction and loss of system legitimacy.

Yet the liberal left has been

caught in contradictions of its own making in being unable to go beyond

statist politics and beyond a PMC-controlled politics of liberal con-

cessionism in favor of a more participatory politics which delegitimizes
the professional hierarchy of service in favor of community-based and

worker/community-controlled participatory form of service.

The liberal

left is, itself, too deeply situated, socially, at the upper and middle

levels of the welfare state professional hierarchy to be able to perceive, and be the catalytic agent, breaking through the binds of the

professional hierarchy and in working toward a more participatory, de-

professionalized vision of service.
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The Suc cess of the New Conservative
Symbolic Attack
on the Liberal Welfare State

The new conservative project is to
deepen and intensify pre-

existing divisions between the super-exploited
groupings of the dependent poor, women, racial minorities, and
others of low social status

within the public sector versus employed private
sector working and

middle class tax payers by thoroughly delegitimizing
the welfare state,
its practitioners, recipients, and its elite
liberal policy makers.
To accomplish their goal,

the leaders of the New Right have become

master craftsmen of emotional manipulation, creating their
politics
of contempt for the "parasitical non-producers" within
the welfare

state.

In the new conservative political writings of William
Rusher,

the stigmatization of the welfare state reaches its apex.

terizing welfare state dependents and

p

By charac-

oviders as immoral social

parasites in comparison with the righteous producers including both
capital and wage labor, together, within the private sector, Rusher

attempts to re-entrench and relegitimize the system of private capitalist,
male, white power which was being challenged by welfare state growth
and the social movements and values fueling it.

Rusher writes:

Under the leadership of the verbalists, post-war liberalism
moved far beyond the New Deal's simple favoritism toward the poor
and consciously promoted the growth of an entirely new (and also
non-producing) welfare constituency: a vast segment of the population that was no longer seriously expected to (and in fact does
not) play any constructive economic role, but exists simply as a
permanent parasite on the body politic, a heavy charge on both its
conscience and its purse, carefully tended and forever subtly expanded by the verbalizers as a justification for their own existence and growth.
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th

name ° f soclal justice, the government
was assuming
^
obligations
to various segments of the
population, while
the cost of these commitments was briskly
shuffled on to the
producing sectors of the society. 4

«.*
vast new

.

In this one symbolic image of contempt.

ficant political mileage.

Rusher is able to make signi-

By delegitimizing welfare state "non-

producers" he drives a deeper wedge between the
disproportionately
female and minority public sector workers and
recipients and the pre-

dominantly white male private sector working class,
and thereby diverts
potential class struggle into internecine social warfare
within the

working class.

Rusher wants to exploit and widen the already existing

social schism between the disproportionately black and female
reci-

pients and providers of social welfare services, and their productive

male counterparts within the private sector.
White, male workers within the private economy have long used their

relative power and privilege to exclude blacks and women from entering
these arenas of productive work, forcing them into dependence upon a
spouse, kinship system, or if insufficient, the welfare state.

Profit-

oriented firms, in addition to exploiting these divisions within the
workforce, have been reluctant to employ any individuals who were

unlikely to be "productively efficient," such as disabled, retarded,

emotionally troubled, quite young or quite old individuals, etc.

Thus

capitalist competition and principles of productivity-efficiency combined with the structures of racial and sexual power and privilege have

operated to exclude many women, racial minorities, and less productively "efficient" people from what the new conservatives call "real
work" within the private economy.

When such groups are then forced into
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reliance upon state assistance for survival
or as an avenue of employment, they are castigated and referred
to as unproductive parasites.

Barry Adam, in his book The Survival
of Domination, Inferiori-

zation and Everyday Life

,

describes the ways in which subordinate groups

themselves become culturally created symbols of
contempt and form an
"evil" or alien identity in the unconscious
mind of the public, which
can then be tapped for political or social
control purposes.

He

writes
Inferiorized people discover themselves as symbols manipulated in the transmission of dominant culture.
The selection and combination of images become routinized;
the value and significance of words acquire the indelible
mark'
of their habitual contexts.
The molding and coloring of

words
occurs in a political milieu; generations of distortions definitively shape perception mediated by linguistic categories.
Subordination becomes Inherent in labels, the names of social groups
may become insults in themselves.
Awareness of the social
production of words and symbols becomes lost.
Rational
persuasion ... is precluded. 5
.

.

.

.

.

.

He quotes Erik Erikson:

Psychoanalysis shows that the unconscious evil identity (the
composite of everything which arouses negative identification,
i.e., the wish not to resemble it), consists of the images of the
violated body, the ethnic outgroup, the exploited minority. Thus,
a pronounced he-man may, in his dreams and prejudices, prove to
^
be mortally afraid of ever displaying a woman's sentiments.
.

.

.

This selection of negative emotional images and routinization of

cultural symbols of contempt, which Adam describes above, has enormous

significance for the politics of the welfare state.

Emotionally-

charged symbols of contempt saturate the culture of the welfare state
and give welfare politics its highly irrational, emotional character.

The very term "welfare" has taken on layer upon layer of historically
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produced negative meaning until the
word itself has become an epithet.
Anything and anyone associated with
"welf are"-client worker, pro,

fessional, administrator, is suspected
of moral depravity, social

parasitism, "feminine" weakness, softness
and dependence, laziness
and illegitimacy.

This powerful symbol has contaminated the
entire

world of human service, and with it all
efforts to alleviate poverty
and distress, all occupational paths of
public service, all attempts
to recognize the importance of social
support in sustaining human life

and growth.
The symbolic attack upon welfare liberalism has
replaced the sym-

bolic attack upon Communism as the ideological and cultural
touchstone

maintaining social domination and political-cultural conformity
today.
As the cutting edge of change has shifted from the traditional
class

struggle within private capitalist production, to the social movements
of poor, black, female client populations and practitioners within the

welfare state, the right-wing backlash has necessarily focused on delegitimizing the entire complex of state social welfare services and
the emergent social vision arising within it as clients and workers

have confronted the limits of hierarchically-ordered care.
figure our argument:

To pre-

the very process of people helping people,

of people attempting to shed professionally elitist concepts of bureau-

cratic caretaking toward mutual care and self-development within com-

munity; of focusing on emotional well-being and forging social bonds of
trust; of promoting work that has intrinsic meaning and social value,
of publicly emphasizing the value of traditionally feminine nurturant
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work supporting genuine human
development rather than adjustment to
given, inhibiting social roles-is
as clear and present a danger
as

Communism ever was, because it, like
Communism, goes to the heart of
our social order, its basic organzing
principles, power relations and

central value orientations.

Developing a more mutually caring and sup-

portive society is so fundamentally empowering
that it is a great threat
to the current system of domination.

Why have these categories of social existence
become so thoroughly
stigmatized, so emotionally volatile, and so
central in defining the

essence of contemporary politics?

Why are these the most powerful

political symbols available to conservative leaning
political figures
today?

It is not merely a political ploy, however
much politicians

across the spectrum have exploited welfare symbolism to gain
public
support.

Welfare and other kinds of "client status" such as mental

patient, nursing home resident, etc. has become the powerful, emotionally-

charged symbol it is as a result of the vulnerability and insecurity
felt by ever increasing numbers of status-conscious, emotionally anxious,

socially and economically marginalized people.

The harder it becomes

to "stay on top of things," "keep your act together," remain "in control

of your life" as traditional industrial jobs disappear,

relations erode, and competition heightens

— the

family/communal

more vulnerable do more

people become to falling into the dread status of welfare client, mental
patient, drug or alcohol abuse client, etc.

And as intrinsic satis-

factions and intimate supports decline, people become ever more dependent upon image and status for meaning.

This focus on status has im-
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portant political implications.
Barry Adam describes the cultural
and political implications of
status hierarchy:
The dominant ideology offers everyone
a set of "rationalizations to explain" his or her own
inferior status in terms of
personal inadequacy plus "compensation" in
the form of symbolic
superiority over some other group.
Each consoles himself
or herself with his or her even minimal
status superiority over
some other. ...
The modern Prince ranges his subjects upon a
status hierarchy with numerous gradations
to distribute subtle
or symbolic values according to rank.
Seeing themselves only in
comparison to others in their immediate world,
the subjects do not
occupy themselves with the larger relations
between subjects and
Prince.
The frustrated, the resentful, the dominated
themselves
fall prey to the logic of status differentiation.
.

.

.

and

Blocked access to communications channels hinders the development of the primary condition for the formation of community:
communicability
The ideology of individualism nurtured by competitive
capitalism demands sharpened egocentricity which greatly facilitates social control by pre-empting identification with likesituated others.'
.

.

.

David Edgar, in his article "Reagan's Hidden Agenda:

Racism and the

New American Right," suggests that the coded symbolic concepts utilized
today by conservative politicians in the welfare state debate are
racist in character, and deepen the public's contempt for the welfare
state.

He cites James Q. Wilson's equation of the predatory street crime

with the "Black problem" and his view that Washington, D.C. is "in
the grip of a massive crime, heroin, and welfare problem
up in the same racial package."

— all

three tied

He writes:

Once crime and welfare have become code concepts, others easily
follow.
If street crime is black, then the campaign vs. gun
control is, in part, a matter of white "self protection." If
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welfare is black, then state funded
abortions for welfare recipients are a black issue too, as is
government bureaucracy, and
government spending at federal and state
levels.
It is arguable
Indeed that California's tax cutting
referendum Proposition 13
was as much a vote against black welfare
as it was a vote for
lower taxes.
In the context of euphemism on this
scale, the priorities
of the New Right take on a different
character.
Of the eight
issues mentioned in the Conservative Caucus
flyer
five can
be said to have a racial implication
(busing,
.

.

"reckless government
spending,
subsidies to New York City, gun control and
excessive
federal welfare give-aways"). 8

Racial and sexual stereotypes saturate the
cultural symbolism of
the welfare state to such an extent that it is
impossible to under-

stand welfare state politics, and the great success
of the New Right,

without understanding the strength of racism and sexism in
our culture.

Conversely it is impossible to combat, effectively, the power of
the
right without also addressing the depth of racism and sexism and
working
to overcome racial and sexual subordination and stigmatization
within

and without the welfare state.
in

The effectiveness of New Right rhetoric

demeaning the recipients of welfare has been assured by pre-existing

stereotypes captured in the following typical sentiment quoted in
Welfare Mothers Speak Out

:

A guaranteed adequate income? You must be kidding. If you
think we have troubles with our present welfare system, a guaranteed adequate income system would multiply them a hundredfold.
You give those lazy, shiftless good-for-nothings an inch and
they'll take a mile.
You have to make it tougher on them.
They're getting away with murder now. You have to catch all those
cheaters and put them to work or put them in jail. Get them off
the welfare rolls.
I'm tired of those niggers coming to our state
to get on welfare.
I'm tired of paying their bills just so they
can sit around home having babies, watching their color televisions, and driving Cadillacs.^
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New_ Conservative Ref usal_t^Ac
knowledge Oppression

One of the crudest ways to show contempt
for an individual or
group is to discount and belittle,
or deny outright, the pain they
say they experience.
in

This is exactly what new conservatives
have done

simply refusing to acknowledge the existence
of the pain that pro-

pels people into the human service system
as clients.

New conser-

vatives deny the existence of racism, 10
the existence of extreme poverty,
the existence of sexual oppression,^ the
significance of the "old class

division between the haves and the have nots, 13 and
finally they deny any
need to develop greater mutual supportiveness within
our culture and
society, and in fact paint this need as totally ludicrous.

U

New

conservatives deny the social roots of any such problems as wife
and
child abuse, alcoholism and drug addiction, mental/emotional
"ill-

ness," physical disease, disability, weight problems, sexual inhibitions,
learning blocks, child retardation, senility and related problems of
aging, even un/underemployment

— all

of which is directly attributed

to individual recalcitrance or welfare state dependence itself.

New

conservatives conclude that all these people really do not need social
assistance, because they are not suffering from any genuine social
injustices.

New conservatives pay such individuals the ultimate compli-

ment of contempt by claiming they have merely been conned and manipu-

lated into mistakenly thinking they have problems by self-aggrandizing

liberal professionals within the welfare state.

George Gilder,

a

chilef ideologue for the Reagan Administration's

anti-social welfare effort, dismisses the entire range of social oppres-
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sion which

I

have identified as chief causes of
the personal crises

bringing people into the human service
system as clients:

"American

society is described as racist, sexist,
exploitative, and corrupt,

not because it is, by any relevant standard,
but in order to vindicate
sweeping new powers for government and
its messianic new class."

He

states that "there is very little evidence
that black women suffer any

discrimination at all," and explains the greater
earning capacity of
men over women in terms of the male's greater
inherent aggressiveness,

competitiveness, and the need to dominate within the
home.

He claims

that "liberalism, not racism, accounts for the enduring
poverty of

blacks in America" as a result of welfare induced family
breakdown ac-

companied by a diminished male work ethic and effort.
Gilder essentially denies the existence of the kinds of social
crisis and human pain which service workers confront daily.
a problem,

If there is

we need no government action to deal with it.

Just as declining businesses turn to the state, people and
groups that shun the burdens of productive work and family life
will proclaim themselves a social crisis and a national responsibility and sure enough, they become one. The more federal aid
that is rendered to the unemployed, the divorced, the deviant, and
the prodigal, the more common will their ills become, the more
alarming will be the graphs of social breakdown. A government
preoccupied with the statistics of crisis will often find itself
subsidizing problems, shoring up essentially morbid forms of
economic and social activity, creating incentives for unemployment,
inflation, family disorder,
making problems worse by making
them prof itable. 15

—

.

.

.

Martin Anderson, new conservative social welfare theorist and
presidential advisor, concurs with Gilder that welfare "destroys the

work incentive

,

"

and has created a "new caste of dependent Americans

He sees the "wistful liberal desire" for greater equality and "freedom
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from responsibility for self-support
haunting welfare intellectuals
as a futile attempt to try to
escape the reality of the world as
it is,
a

world

...

of unequal income, power, talent,
and beauty, a world

where people will always be basically
responsible for their own survival and well-being, "18

Like new conservatives Samuel

P.

Huntington 19

and company, he reiterates, "The more
government seemed to do, the

worse the situation became." 20

The New Conservative Policy Reforms

Anderson outlines most of the key points on the new
conservative
agenda for welfare "reform" as follows (with my
commentary):

(1)

A

conservative administration should target only the residual
category of
the "truly needy," thereby denying the pervasive material
and psychic

survival needs experienced by ever-increasing numbers of people.

Also,

this focus on only the "truly needy" draws an US-THEM dichotomy (as
do

liberals, often) in which only the contemptible few are in need of
support, while the rest of us supposedly have no common need for suppor-

tiveness or assistance in either economic or social-emotional terms.
(2)

A conservative administration should stress the "elimination of

fraud" within social welfare programs, thus perpetuating the stigma-

tized images of welfare beneficiaries as immoral cheats and parasites,

which further discredits and delegitimizes their expression of need.
This public focus on the "elimination of fraud" constitutes a concerted

effort to discredit and destroy the highly successful movement toward

"social entitlement" in the late 1960's.
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(3)

A new conservative administration
should impose a "work re-

quirement" upon those women and men who
are unable or unwilling to
locate regular paid work as a condition
for receiving their welfare
grant.

"Workf are

,

"

like the focus on fraud, is an attempt
to discredit

genuinely legitimate human need and to
punish and humiliate impoverished mothers who are not being supported
by husbands in the acceptable,

traditional manner.

New conservatives wish to obstruct any
minimally

progressive initiatives within the welfare state
giving women an alternative to subservient feminine dependence upon men
within the home.

By

not providing adequate income support, public
child care, and adequate
training, education and decent jobs opportunities;
but imposing,

in-

stead, the additional pressure of a low status "work
requirement,"
the woman must pay for her "deviance" with deep anxiety about
her chil-

dren's welfare and care, and submission to
licly legitimized slave-labor.

If

a

humiliating kind of pub-

she does not comply, she risks being

cut off welfare and left without any means of survival.

This,

like

other punitive new conservative principles of welfare reform, is an
attempt to achieve conformity to oppressive social relations, in this
case female subordination to male dominance within the home.

Also,

the ever present danger exists that "workfare" jobs will replace more

highly paid, unionized public service employees and thus undermine

worker militance and wage gains in both public and private sectors.
(4)

The new conservative resolve to "chase down negligent fathers"

and coerce them into providing for their families, as applied to poor
and working class men, is yet another punitive move to stigmatize and
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blame individuals for systemic
problems of un/ underemployment

,

7

racism,

debilitating and alienating labor, and
the sexual division of labor

which overburdens the man with the
primary responsibility as provider
and defines his worth as such.
(5)

Increased bureaucratic control over service
workers to "improve

welfare efficiency" (i.e., cutting the
rolls, increasing case loads,
etc.)

is an application of the broader
new conservative principle of

increasing productivity within the public sector
in order to reduce
costs.

This conservative fiscal policy has had the
socially regressive

effect of curtailing all creative service initiatives,
all comprehensive
forms of social planning to meet social needs in all
areas, and thus to

curtail all positive debate and legitimate controversy
about how we,
as a culture, can provide for our common reproductive/caring
needs.

Rather than keeping alive the debate and struggles over the best forms
of publicly-funded health care, child care, elder and youth services,

jobs and job training programs, education, care for the disabled,

mentally retarded and emotionally distressed

— the

New Right intends to

submerge public consciousness of these needs by cutting off debate and

practical planning.

They succeed by utilizing, quite effectively, the

false technical policy criteria of "fiscal necessity" where, in fact,

politically determined fiscal pressures exist.
(6)

The shift from increased federal assumption of welfare costs and

the move towards setting national standards of equity to increased state,
local, and private responsibility and control favored by new conser-

vatives is an obvious attempt to diminish national responsibility for
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addressing widespread problems of
poverty and need.

Also, this frag-

mentation of political responsibility
dilutes and demoralizes welfare
rights and related struggles.
The block grant policy 19 undertaken by
the Reagan administration combined
many separate categorical aid pro-

grams, then underfunded them, leaving
it to local, usually conservative,

political elites to determine who would be
eliminated entirely and who

would be cut the least.

This political master move which was defended

on the grounds of "fiscal responsibility"
while military spending sky-

rocketed wreaked havoc upon the entire human service
system, creating
a climate of fear and divisiveness and deep
political demoralization.

The severity of this specially targeted attack on
human services

cannot be understood in purely fiscal-economic terms, nor
can an effective response be made without understanding the general social
and

cultural appeal of the New Right's attack on the welfare state.
to say,

Needless

this series of socially regressive policy reforms focusing on

"fraud," enforced low grade work, chasing down fathers, cutting the
rolls and improving "efficiency" through centralization of bureaucratic

authority, and "fiscal responsibility" has made the work of service

virtually impossible while requiring even the most progressive, committed

practitioners to participate in implementing repressive policies of
control and neglect.

These policies have further deteriorated the

quality of service, thus reducing public support for welfare state services
still more.

By focusing so much of the public's attention on the "immor-

ality, parasitism and fiscal irresponsibility" to be found in the welfare state, new conservatives have been able to make considerable poli-
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tical mileage and re-entrench
conformity to outmoded social values,

motivations and institutions.
Theorists of all political persuasions
have consistently pointed
out the ways in which the
emotionally-charged symbolism of social wel-

fare has been centrally instrumental
in maintaining social subor-

dination and stability. 21

Women with primary caretaking responsi-

bility for small children have often been
disinclined to leave the
private oppressiveness of their marriages for
the public shame and

personal humiliation associated with welfare
dependency.

Men have

generally armored themselves to survive the competitive
battle and
subordinate themselves to hierarchical power at the
workplace, rather
than become dependent in some form upon the welfare
state and thereby

experience the deep shame of being "de-masculinized"— that is,
rendered
dependent or "feminine" and unable to provide.

Since only the lowest

status groups— racial minorities, poor and single women, the physically

disabled and socially "deviant," the mentally ill and retarded— are
cared for within the often abusive institutions of the welfare state,
men and women of higher, if still insecure social status, live in dread
fear of falling into such a lowly, shameful, devalued position.

The mere anticipation of welfare dependence since the early develop-

ment of the Poor Laws in England and the rise of the institutional state
of public hospitals and asylums in the United States have long kept most

people thankful for their relatively "privileged" status at work had
home, no matter how exploitive their situations.

Contemporary new con-

servatives tap this anticipatory status anxiety, this palpable fear of
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the shame and stigma conjured up
by welfare state symbols and
degrading

institutional practices in their attempt
to motivate people to adhere
to the threatened and eroding
traditional capitalist work and patriar-

chal famify patterns, even as people grow
restive within their con-

straints.

As the crises and conflicts within
our way of life deepen

and possibilities open up for new forms
of work and family life more

intrinsically satisfying to their members, new
conservatives strive
ever harder to taint all social alternatives
which recognize our mutual

interdependence with the brush of "bureaucratic public
welfare."

The

choices painted by new conservatives, and often seconded
by liberals,
are:

participation in the privatized, competitive world of work whose

only refuge and respite is a romanticized sphere of feminine
nurturance

within the home— or the stigma of "public welfare."

Thus, new conser-

vatives make no bones about the necessity of submission to hierarchical
power and authority at the workplace and the home.

They understand

human motivation in terms of such hierarchical authority and its system
of gradated levels of status and power rewards.

In their view,

people

expend effort as a result of their fear of degradation symbolized by

welfare dependence and the desire for greater status, income, and power
that comes from rising within the hierarchical system of which they

are a part.

The New Right Exploits Human Insecurity

Within the "Post-Industrial/Patr iarchal Family Era"

The inflationary new sectors of the modern economy are government and services all the non-manufacturing, non-goods producing,

—
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often nonprofit and tax dependent
parts of society-from lawyers
and social workers to teachers
and travel agents/fro, nurseT
... to management consultants.
int0 the services of
h
post-Industrial" age hundreds of thousands
of people are chanXr ene
ambiti ° n and Spirit of enterprise
Y
Tney
will not t
lllTLl
be easily rolled back into the
industrial age. ...
.

?

'

.

.

'

The more lyrical of the prophets
could predict a new
pastoral age, as the grimy business of
production as automated
and people were left, in a service
society, to go around stroking
one another in interesting ways, many
no doubt, requiring5 advanced
uvmil- fc:u
degrees in sociology. 22

Dating from the movements of the
1960's, we have entered an era
of social and economic dislocation which
could be called the "post-

industrial/patriarchal family era" 2 3 to convey the reality
of the relatively small numbers of people today who are
encapsulated within the

private industrial capitalist workplace and within
the traditional

patriarchal family, characterized by a sole male
breadwinner whose wife
stays home to care for the children and provide for
his needs.

Since

fewer and fewer people are being contained and finding viable
roles

within the central institutions of industrial capitalism and the
tra-

ditional patriarchal family, and no alternatives to this social for-

mation have yet become firmly established, there are many people
floating free of established institutional supports and constraints.

Many of these people are isolated, anxious, and huring, and some are
searching for new connections, new ways to shape their lives, new

socio-economic cultural forms within which to meet their material and
emotional needs.
The welfare state had been intended, originally, both for social

reproductive and social stabilization purposes:

To take people tem-

porarily damaged by their social environment and readjust them to it,
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and to quietly sweep any troublesome
and inconvenient human surplus
out
of the way of efficient family and
economic functioning, to be warehoused,

cared for, and forgotten. 24

But the processes of welfare
state social

reproduction and caretaking are breaking
down in direct relation to the

processes of systemic breakdown and
institutional decay.
terms,

In practical

this means that a state service
practitioner cannot readjust

a man to an

industrial work role that does not exist,
nor a woman whose

husband has left her, to her traditional wifely
duties.

Nor can an

elderly person or young working class teenager
be "appropriately
guided" in a social and economic world that has
no use for them.

In

short, the "maladjusted" and "surplus population"
has reached unmanage-

able proportions.

As we enter this new era of advanced state capi-

talism marked by social dislocation and economic crisis,
the liberal

welfare state has become increasingly unable to manage and
stabilize
these crises, and has provided, instead, a new arena within which
social

unrest and instability, social controversy, social experimentation, and
social struggle toward new values and social forms is taking place.

While the internal contradictions and destabilizing tendencies

within the welfare state actually create new possibilities for progressive social transformation, they also present an excellent opportunity for the New Right to attack liberal welfare statism as hope-

lessly counter-productive and to suggest a whole range of regressive
social policies to restore order out of chaos.

Chief among these new

conservative critics is Nathan Glazer, whose article, "The Limits of
Social Policy," touches close to the heart of the problem of the loss
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of traditional communal supports
which he feels underlies the limited

effectiveness of much liberal social policy. 25
is

This argument> which

informed by a highly regressive and
resigned world view has yet to

be fully and adequately answered by
progressive theorists of the welfare
state.

Because liberal and left-progressive forces
have not lucidly

analyzed the contradictions and transformative
possibilities of the
advanced state capitalist or post-industrial
welfare state era and
have not suggested the ways in which we
could begin to shape the

destabilizing and personally threatening tendencies
within the welfare state in a progressive and personally satisfying
direction, the
right has gained the initiative in defining the
issues and prescribing
the remedies.

Neither liberals nor Marxists are able to confront key

aspects of the new conservative attack on the welfare state, because
they do not, as yet, perceive the progressive nature of some of the
de-

stabilizing tendencies emerging within the welfare state.

Destabilizing Tendencies and Movements for Social Liberation
Emerging Within the Welfare State (A Summary Overview)

Some of the destabilizing tendencies, to be elaborated upon below,

which have emerged within the context of the 1960
patriarchal welfare state" include:

(1)

'

s

"post-industrial/

Highly disruptive client and

community movements which cut through contemptuous liberal-professional
definitions of clients' problems, gained public recognition for the
reality of their oppression, and thus legitimized notions of "social

entitlement."

In the process,

they attacked the credibility of liberal-
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technocratic professionalism itself
and revealed the ineffectiveness
and increasing ireelevance, within
a fast-changing society, of
the
"social reproduction" (vs. social
growth and development) functions of
the liberal welfare state.

(2)

Welfare state programs afforded some

recognition of human vulnerability, the
validity of one's emotional life,
and the need for greater mutual support
iveness

particularly

in

,

nurturance and care,

this era of social flux, institutional
breakdown, and

social atomization.

Welfare state programs have drawn attention,

if

dimly, to the void of social-emotional
supportiveness within the com-

munity at large, the crisis of reproduction
and the "family," and the
strained, uncertain, and unsatisfactory
sexual relations, roles, and identities.

character of contemporary
(3)

As recipients became

frustrated in attempting to meet their material and emotional
needs

within the welfare state, increasingly in the 1960's they began
to
challenge the professional-bureaucratic nature of that care, with
its
tendencies to devalue and underestimate both clients and lower-level
service practitioners, who are disproportionately lower class, female,
and people of color.

This dissatisfaction with the prof essionalized-

bureaucratized organization of service led to movements for:

(A)

more

participatory forms of power and decision-making within the service
sector, often taking the form of demands for "community control";
(B)

unionization of the public service workforce, particularly within

the larger institutional bureaucracies of the welfare state;

(C)

and

the development of alternative, more communitarian, less hierarchical,
less professionally-dominated, frequently feminist or third world-run
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forms of care.

These alternatives briefly embodied
a new social vision,

and briefly constituted the tiny
ill-developed seeds of a new society,

based upon principles of supportive
service or communal caring, the

fulfillment of individual potential,
personal and community empowerment.
(4)

The promise of "meaiingful work" within
the human service

system created a subjective basis for
challenging the hegemony of the

privatized capitalist-patriarchal work ethic
and implicitly challenged
the greater value traditionally placed
upon the work of production as

opposed to the work of reproduction and care.

The betrayal of the

promise of genuinely meaningful service work, due
to constraints imposed
by the professional hierarchy, led to challenges to
professionalism

itself, and to something of an "identity crisis" among
service practi-

tioners, who saw themselves as "somewhere in-between" and
slightly

different than either professionals or (industrial) workers.
(5)

Political conflict within the welfare state has made more

transparent the underlying, seemingly "natural" power relations within
society 2 6 and has crystalized the diversity of oppression and the diversity of potential social agencies of change, 27 focusing particular

attention on the status of women as the primary caregivers and recipients
of care.

Moreover, recent social history has raised our awareness of

the importance of addressing the division between the state professional

planning apparatus and the people being served in the attempt to move

beyond bureaucratic state social crisis management.

28

The struggles of

committed human service practitioners to deal with the service bureaucracy, while somehow attempting to respond to peoples' vulnerability, can
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teach us a great deal about the
issues which are likely to becc
:ome

dominant in the future as more and more
people become marginalized,
atomized, and vulnerable in any or all
of life dimensions (economic,

emotional, physical, social).

Viewing their predicament and struggles

can sensitize us to a range of issues
we might otherwise neglect, such
as the need for social development
and the growth of supportive social

networks encouraging holistic human development
and preventive healing
in a world skewed in the direction of
technical-economic development

and depersonalized bureaucratic caretaking.

The Politics of Social Entitlement, Shame and
Sti gma

By creating a whole array of programs to do the
impossible job
of compensating people for the misery caused by
"competitive social

hierarchy," the liberal welfare state in the 1960's and 70's unwittingly
helped to activate frustrated claimants and workers to further heights
of social protest against racism, sexism, economic injustice, etc.,

both within and without the welfare state.

Rather than only pacifying

oppressed groups, the liberal welfare state raised oppressed groups' levels
of expectation, frustration, and volatility and gave them a public forum

within which to press their demands.

The liberal welfare state has

served as a platform and springboard for oppressed groups to go on the

offensive and win a series of concessions from the state which lent
added legitimacy to their claims of injustice.

The liberal professional

and managerial class (PMC) had intended to pacify potential discontent
by providing minimal programs of income support, education, job training,
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etc., only to end up fueling
that discontent further by
the patte,
irns
of liberal content built
into their program:
the built-in programmatic

underestimation of clients' abilities;
the stingy, punitive, and degrading character of the welfare
system; and the reluctance to offer
clients and workers real power in
decision-making.
The wave of "social entitlement"
movement activity in the 1960's

rested upon the self-education of
oppressed groups in their struggles
for assistance within the welfare
state as they became more collectively

confident of their legal and moral right to
their "share" in a system

which they felt has so viciously mistreated
them.

The key to the power

of the social entitlement movement was the
way in which feelings of

self-contempt

,

shame, and unworthiness on the part of
impoverished and

vulnerable populations turned into anger, strength,
and a positive
struggle for change within the welfare state.

The welfare state con-

text became a "school" for social struggle and political
development.

The most important lesson it taught was the way in which
self-contempt,

client stigmatization, and the mutual underestimation of clients
and

service practitioners alike was perpetuated by the professional service

hierarchy and then internalized, rendering them powerless.

As the

groups at the bottom of society collected into the welfare state,

refused any longer to accept their social definition as the "socially

dishonored and contemptible," the whole edifice of the competitive
social hierarchy was shaken to its very foundations.
If those at

the bottom of the social hierarchy could no longer be

convinced of their own inherent unworthiness and inadequacy, their self-
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empowerment threatened to ignite
that of other degraded groups.

As

Piven and Cloward show in their
Politics of Turmoil 29 this is precisely what occurred as civil servants,
as they call them, or service
.

practitioners, began asserting their own
rights for decent pay and
some say over their conditions of
work.

Moreover, many service prac-

titioners who had previously had little
choice before except to follow
the dictates of the service hierarchy
in "processing" clients, could

now, with this shift in the balance of
power, use more discretion in a

positive manner, liberalizing benefits, educational
and training opportunities somewhat, making better job placements,
eliminating violations
of welfare mothers'
to youth,

sexual privacy, attuning themselves more closely

drug users', mental patients' self-perceptions of
their own

needs, pain and problems, fears and hopes.

Their social control/

social reproduction-adjustment role began to incline in the
direction
of facilitating social growth and development, and
advocacy/change

activity.

An infrastructure of social connections was being built

between client and practitioner groups within the human service com-

munity and cleaner lines were being drawn between the PMC, professional
aspirants, and conservative bureaucrats on the one hand and the more
active, awakened, less professionally-elitist practitioners and clients
on the other.

This highly successful movement which transformed the social dis-

honor inherent in welfare client/service practitioner status into social
anger, militance and the social entitlement struggle was particularly

threatening to that segment of the business community which employed
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low-wage labor, and which was
frequently non-unionized and dispro-

portionately female, third world, and
poor white.

Objectively, the

social entitlement movement did
threaten small competitive capital's

ability to exploit its workers with
impunity, and to intimidate its
workers and their families with the threat
of starvation, evictions,
freezing, illness and disease, infant
malnutrition and so forth since

now there was now

a minimal upgraded array of benefits
or "subsistence

rights"^ that presented an alternative

to wage-enslavement in the

dirtiest, least safe, most degraded of jobs.

The question was, who was

going to be forced to do the dirtywork of society—
the dishwashing,

pick and shoveling, laundering, cleaning,
tion,

f eces-removal

,

food prepara-

if the welfare state provided a possible
escape, an alternative

that was being humanized and upgraded to almost-human
level?

One of the chief constituencies, in fact part of the vanguard
of
the New Right, is small capital, and those up and coming larger indus-

tries of the southwest that rely upon non-unionized, super-exploited

labor without recourse to social welfare benefits and public service

employment which is less developed in that part of the country than the

northeastern urban areas. 31

The political leadership of the New Right

is drawn in part from the ranks of this segment of capital, and they

have seen very clearly what was at stake, economically and culturally,
in the welfare state social entitlement developments.

two goals.

They have had

One was to wipe out the social cushion of the welfare state

in order to ensure themselves a steady pool of frightened and well-

disciplined, low-wage labor and feminine subordination in the home.
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The other goal was to usurp or
at least influence the power
of the
Eastern liberal establishment
drawn from large corporate and
finance

capital with its internationalist
trilateral leanings, its alleged

control over much of the press and
media, universities and publishing
houses, foundations, research
institutes, and the entire government

bureaucracy outside the Pentagon.
New conservative political leaders
and the constituencies which
they represent are threatened at a
number of levels by the nature of
the work and income support opportunities
which have developed within
the advanced capitalist or "post-industrial"
welfare state.

First,

the possibility of receiving minimal social
welfare in times of dis-

tress threatens to sever the necessary connection
between survival

and wage labor upon which the capitalist work ethic
depends, and the

connection between survival and feminine dependence on a male
provider,
upon which patriarchy and the sexual division of labor
depends.

As

Elliot Currie pointed out in his excellent analysis of the evolution,
and ultimate dilution, of the Humphrey Hawkins Full Employment Bill, 32

business fears that employment opportunities created in the public
service sector decrease competition for jobs within the private sector
and bids up wages in both sectors.

The alternative of public sector

employment makes private sector workers somewhat less vulnerable, empowers them and strengthens their unions.

As Crotty and

Boddy 33

have shown, fuller employment strengthens unions which demand higher

wages during a business upswing.

This eventually creates a pressure

upon profits and becomes one factor among many others inhibiting capi-
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talist growth.

The alternative of public sector

employe

loosens
labor discipline within both
sectors, thereby preventing employers

from cutting costs, and increasing
productivity through speedups,

unsafe working conditions, etc.

In addition,

the more money, resources,

time, and energy that goes into
building up the public service sector,

the less is available to expand
private economic growth.

While the

private sector both gains and loses in
economic terms from the rise

in

public expenditure (see Gough, O'Connor,
Gold, etc.) to the extent that
public service spending enhances the power
of workers and the underclass,
its

(capitalists') own position of class dominance
is undermined.

It

this particular "destabilizing" tendency emerging
within the welfare

is

state which has helped to move corporate America
into a more conser-

vative direction, leaving behind its liberal veneer and
permitting the
New Right populist movements full sway in cutting back
the public sector.
The Dangerous Po tential of Mutual Identification and Class
Alliance

One danger in particular which arose as a possibility in the 1960

's

had to be nipped in the bud by right wing factions if corporate class

dominance was to be maintained.
between:

(A)

That was the potential class alliance

the super-exploited underclass

,

disproportionately com-

posed of impoverished women and racial minorities, many of whom were

dependent upon the welfare state;
(C)

(B)

unionized private sector workers

.

public service workers

;

and

Such an alliance would have

constituted an enormously powerful source of opposition to corporate
capitalist priorities and could have shifted the balance of class power
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toward a kind of social democracy
like that attained in Britain
and
Europe (though no doubt with a more
populist, communitarian tinge).
This alliance was far from being
achieved in the 1960's, which was

characterized more by interest-group
liberalism, but the "danger signals" could be detected in the following
developments.

First, the

rapidly increasing power, size and
militance of such public sector

unions as AFSCME, AFT, SEIU could no
longer be ignored or belittled
within the generally more conservative and
relatively stagnant labor
movement. 34

These unions tended to be liberal to left
liberal in poli-

tical orientation (though the AFT, in
particular, was more socially

conservative) with some sympathy for, not to say
dependence upon, their

impoverished and working class clientele who were demanding
basic subsistence rights—income, jobs, training, decision-making,
power, etc.

While the increasing power of the public sector unions was
forcing
private sector unions to take them and their concerns more seriously,
the militant poor people's movements were slowly forcing public
sector

labor to take them and their concerns more seriously.

These inter-

related processes of empowerment, sparked by social unrest, massive
strike activity, protests and demonstrations, with all three working
class segments:

public sector labor, poor people, and private sector

labor feeling more and more of their own power and more respectful of
the growing power of the other two segments, was an ominous develop-

ment for both centrist liberal and conservative leaders within business

and government in the 1960's.
One of the keys to this potential working class alliance was
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private sector labor's growing
recognition of the pervasive realities
of racial and sexual oppression
affecting the lowest strata of the

working class, symbolized by welfare
clients.

Private sector workers

and their unions were also becoming
concerned about the decline in

manufacturing jobs, rising technological
unemployment and their own
potential marginalization and dependence
upon the welfare state.

.

The

tremendous courage and persistence of the
black and welfare rights
struggles, in particular, along with the
union movement within the welfare state, were strong enough social
forces, with clear enough messages,
to seep into the consciousness of more
and more members of the working

class, broadly defined.

It was increasingly the case for a brief
moment

in the 1960's that poverty,

racism, and laber, sexism were recognized

as interrelated realities, and as realities
that needed to be addressed.
It was

increasingly recognized that living on welfare was not a
"lux-

urious free ride" but a last resort for people without other
avenues,
and a form of aid which was intended to humiliate and demean its
reci-

pients and shame them into thinking they did not have a legal and moral

entitlement to such aid.

For a brief historical moment many more

people than ever before had broken, slighly, with the age-old capitalist

consensus and could almost see that people on the bottom of society
just might not deserve to be there.

For a brief moment the exploitation

of lower-level public service workers by the state and its managers was

perceived as public sector unions helped to dispel the myth that their

work was a "luxurious free ride"

— safe,

secure, "make work."

For a brief moment the forces of internalized racism, sexism, and
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anti-welfarism were being challenged
and shaken and an awkward and
ambivalent ability to identify with
oppressed and stigmatized groups
was being awakened.

It was this evolving ability
to identify with the

super-oppressed, and to understand, if
vaguely, that it was the repressive character and divisive function
of the welfare state to stigmatize the poor, and their service
providers, in order to intimidate
and discipline the rest of the working
class that was so threatening
to capitalist class hegemony. 35

It was this ability to identify with

one another, which emerged from the powerful
self-assertion of each
class fraction, that had to be destroyed before
the social bonds forging

class unity became too strong.

It was

conceivable that such an alliance

could have promoted a limitless array of far-reaching
social goals of
a

qualitative nature within the public sector at the community
level

from which all segments of the working class could have
benefited.
Signs of just such potential unity could already be seen in
the general

support for creative public service initiatives that had already been
taken, such as the community health centers, Headstart programs, edu-

cational programs, youth and elderly programs, expanded public service

employment programming, etc.

It

is this kind of social growth forging

social bonds at the micro-social level with people creatively working

together toward common ends (which were publicly funded) that was highly

threatening to the dominant class whose power rests upon a divided and

atomized populace individualistically seeking survival within the private

competitive marketplace and unconcerned with the social value of their
work.
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To nip this emerging potential
class alliance in the bud,

then,

it

was above all necessary to
dele^itimize the struggles of blacks,

and the poor against oppression
and even deny the very existence
of
oppression.
It was necessary to restigmatize
the recipients of social

welfare as undeserving and blameworthy
and so thoroughly repress and
humiliate them that fear and intimidation
would outweigh private
sector workers' and the general public's
powers of identification.

still rather ill-developed

So the right has developed its
politics of

fear and has succeeded in frightening
the always and eternally anxious
and insecure members of the working and
lower middle classes.

It has

played on every emotional insecurity, every
point of anxiety, every
internal doubt, fear, ambivalence or bias felt
by private sector

workers and the taxpaying public, and shaped and
directed them against
their potential allies, those dependent on jobs
and income within the

public sector.
The New Right's strategy has been to drive a deep wedge
between

private sector workers and their counterparts in the public
sector
through a politics of intensive emotional manipulation aimed at instilling
fear in the hearts of private sector workers.

In a society based upon

principles of hierarchical status, nothing is more frightening than the
threat of social dishonor and contempt, pulbic ridicule and humiliation, social shame and a feeling of powerlessness to resist these

definitions.

The New Right's task, which it has successfully performed,

was to create a kind of political climate in which identifying with any

participants within the welfare state would feel like a foolish, ille-
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gitimate, and dangerous thing to do.

Dangerous because one would then,

oneself, become tainted, stigmatized,
and dishonored.

The New Right's

strategy for exacerbating still
further the pre-existing divisions

within the working class was to target
the welfare state, its oppressed
clienteles, its public service workers
and liberal policy makers as the
most contemptible of species, and as
the cause of all our social,
economic, and moral problems.
The following quotations from New
Right political strategist

William Rusher illustrates their socially
conservative agenda to delegitimize welfare state participants and to
divide private sector

workers (the "producers") from public sector
workers, clients, and
planners (the "non-producers"):
The economic conservative is dedicated to the
proposition that
energies of men are the root source of all real wealth,
and hence
that work is one of society's highest values.
But the Social
Conservative, too, is a believer in the virtue and value of
work.
He is no fre e-loader; on the contrary he is inclined
to be contemptuous, if not downright resentful, of social parasites who
make a ca reer out of government money be they welfare payments
or academic grants, (emphasis added) j6

—

The basic economic division in this country is no longer
(if it ever was) between the haves and the have-nots.
Instead a
new economic division pits the producers -businessmen . manu-

—

facturers, hard-hats, blue-collar workers, and farmers against
the new and powerful class of non-producers comprised of liberal
verbalist elites (the dominant media, the major foundations and
research institutions, the educational establishment, the federal
and state bureaucracies) and a semi-permanent welfare constituency,
all coexisting happily in a state of mutually sustaining symbiosis. 37
The new conservative movement has had a fairly easy time of it.

Our

slowly emerging capacity for identification has been quickly blasted

away by the meteoric rise of the right.
right had such an easy time of it?

The question is why has the

What are the weaknesses within the
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political alternatives of liberalise,
left-liberalism, and Marxism which
have allowed the right to gain its
current power, represented by Reagan
and David Stockman's attack on
the public sector at the national
level
and Proposition's 13 (California)
and 2-1/2

campaigns at the state and local level.
I

think,

is to be found within Americans'

(Massachusetts) cutback

A large part of the answer,
deep ambivalence regarding

the welfare state, the New Right's
chief focus of attack in galvanizing
its own power and in dispersing and
diluting the power of progressive

forces
The destabilizing tendencies that were
emerging within the welfare
state were at one and the same both more
fundamentally revolutionary,
and more threatening, to all desiring a familiar,
even if unsatisfying

way of

life— than liberals and most

other, progressives have recognized.

Let us return to explaining the other destabilizing
tendencies now that
the key one from capital's viewpoint has been identified
(working

class unity from below ) and show how each such tendency has
represented

both a threat which the right has capitalized on, and

a

transformative

possibility which the left has been too slow to pursue and shape in a
way that could hold more positive appeal than the New Right's appeal
to fear.

Two left-liberal theorists of the welfare state, Frances Fox

Piven and Richard Cloward, played a pivotal role in developing the

original strategy for the welfare rights movement, the centerpiece of
the social entitlement movement.

Their politics is a combination of

radical populism and pessimistic or "realistic" liberalism in which
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minimal concessions can be won from
the state through massive,
militant
uprisings by the poor, until the
unrest dies down and the state reconstitutes repressive policies once
again.
As liberal realists they
think the most that can be done is
to wrest concessions from the
state in the form of "subsistence
rights," while leaving the underlying

relations of corporate class and state
power intact.

Since they present

no vision of a transformed social order
or human service system, nor any

political strategy for guiding mass unrest
in the direction of qualitative
change within the welfare state, they seem
doomed to an eternal struggle
for concessions dispensed by a liberal
state apparatus.

Yet it is

possible to suggest that in their work with the
welfare rights movement
and other struggles, Piven and Cloward have
helped to set loose powerful

social forces and a social consciousness that outstrip
their own somewhat inhibited liberal vision. 38
Piven and Cloward demonstrated a brilliant grasp of the vital
levers
of change in activating poor people themselves and in encouraging
them
to attack, directly, professional power and hierarchical
authority at

the point of service delivery in the welfare offices, clinics, housing

departments, etc.

By disrupting all professional bureaucratic business

as usual, by cutting through the accepted lines of authroity, procedure,

and protocol, and by forcing lower-level service practitioners to respond

directly to their

,

the clients

professional policymakers'

'

,

needs in flagrant disregard of top-level

rules and norms, they discredited and dis-

abled the professional linch pin, the legitimizing sanction and authori-

tative force of the system.

This militant politics of disruption from
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below significantly altered the
balance of power within the welfare
state,
and opened the way for new political
alliances and new goals to develop.
Yet these new openings were never
fully grasped.

A consciousness of

how we could mold the welfare state
and world of public sector human
service in a more progressive direction
was never explicitly articulated,
as being too "revolutionary" or
beyond the bounds of realistic liberal

aspirations.
The demonstrated power of the welfare
clients' movement enabled

progressively inclined service practitioners to
ally with their clients
and community groups in opposing the
discredited, beleaguered profes-

sional policymakers at the apex of the service
bureaucracies, and in
moving,

together, toward an implicitly reformulated vision of
service

that was more client-centered rather than being so
oriented to

professional-bureaucratic institutional needs.

Heretofore even the

most committed service workers were hamstrung by a set of hierarchical

constraints which limited their ability to put client needs first.

Now

that the balance of power had shifted somewhat and the power of pro-

fessional authority had been challenged, service practitioners could

provide more generous benefits to more an more people, and could try to
open opportunities for genuine client self-development in the areas of

education, job training and placement, more progressively-oriented,
less punitive forms of drug treatment, less intrusion into clients pri-

vate sexual lives, greater attention to advocacy work in overcoming

obstacles to survival and self-development (gaining access to child care,
legal aid, medical assistance).
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Piven and Cloward and the
welfare rights movement, which
they
helped to initiate, did succeed
for a time in bringing vast
numbers
of poor people on to the welfare
rolls.
Most important, they helped
to create an atmosphere in
which welfare mothers and the poor
could

no longer be ignored and treated
with contempt as subhuman.
the welfare state itself the movement
had a powerful,

if

Within

temporary,

leveling effect upon the arrogant
pretences of professional power.
Also it is important to note that one
thing the welfare rights mothers
tended to insist upon was their right
to nurture and care for their
own children which work-requirement
regulations periodically

threatened.

They fought for public recognition of the
importance of

that reproductive work and often had to
convince their liberal sup-

porters of its importance too!
diction inherent

role—when she

in our

They pointed out the glaring contra-

culture's great stress upon woman's mothering

is dependent upon a

money-earning man, but as a single

parent all such talk of the necessity for the mother to be in
the home

suddenly becomes irrelevant.
it

The Milwaukee welfare rights group puts

this way:
But suppose that those who base welfare policy on the work myth
have their way.
In order for welfare mothers to have jobs, someone must take care of their children, so day-care centers will
have to be provided.
.

.

.

If mothers of welfare children were forced to work, the main
job openings would be in the day-care centers.
Then, the maid
would be working in the day-care center taking care of both the
service club woman's and her own children, under the direction
and management of the former service club woman.

Furthermore, the belief that welfare mothers can work assumes
that they are not working now.
The work of raising a family,
of household tasks, is not considered worthy of even an unjust wage.
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Day and
Night Care," create a new agency, pay us
a decent wage
for the service work we are now
doing, and say that the welfare

crisis has been solved because welfare
mothers have been put to
work. ...

But even if these mothers, somehow,
were to get an education,
they still would not be able to get
jobs that would pay enough
to get them off welfare.
In fact, they would be grossly underpaid for doing the same things men do. 39

However, the social entitlement movement of
the impoverished was

destined to threaten those situated just above them
on the status

hierarchy as long as the system of competitive social
hierarchy was
accepted as given by liberal reformers, and the goals sought
were
limited to "inclusion, access, the right to compete" and other
forms of
liberal interest group concessionism.

While these demands were then, and

are now, just, valid and necessary in order to ensure a decent life within
a competitive capitalist context,

such demands are also predictably

going to give rise to redoubled efforts on the part of slightly ad-

vantaged groups to protect that advantage in every way they can,

whether it be racist, sexist, or agist, etc.

Only if the issues are

politically redefined and the changes sought move beyond liberal con-

cessionism toward a qualitative restructuring of social relationships and
power relationships will it be possible to avoid the worst excesses of
the status-driven right wing backlash.

Liberal concessionism in the U.S. has rested upon renewed capitalist
growth and a proliferation of status levels to accommodate excluded
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social groups.

A qualitative redefinition
of politics beyond growth-

oriented, status-oriented, liberal
concessionism requires a vision
of how to transform the relations
of power in order to create non-

hierarchical social contexts within the
public sector in which people
can define their needs together and
work toward common ends.
Since
the goal would be a qualitative one
of "living better," not the quan-

titative one of constantly "wanting more"
after a decent level had been
reached, a limit could be placed on
economic growth with its self-

destructive tendencies and high social and
ecological costs. 40

Left-liberals who focus exclusively on narrow
economic concessions
within the welfare state neglect to promote the
kind of change strategy
which could appeal to many working class/lower
middle class right

wing supporters whose needs for qualitative "community
building"
change are as great as their welfare state counterparts.
This sense of qualitative social change (which left-liberal
theorists

often slight) which emerged here and there within the public sector

was unsettling to the leadership of the New Right.

The very idea that

people could, conceivably, come together to meet their needs outside
the constraints of the marketplace profit-calculus and domestic pater-

nalism was quite threatening

— whether

it was

developing

a

community

health center network, a cooperative day care program, a senior center,
a

battered women's and rape crisis center, or simply a support group

for couples experiencing problems in their relationships.

This positive,

creative use of power based upon hard-earned, trusing bonds between
people at the micro-social level contradicted every tenet and principle
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that the New Right leadership
(and capitalist culture generally)
has

sought to instill in its constituents.

The New Right preaches a litany

of individualistic sacrifice
and duty-that you cannot have what
you

want in life; that the law of
competition and the principle of indi-

vidualistic success are the only realistic
forms of motivation; that a
constructive commun ity -controlled use of
governmental power is inconceivable and necessarily implies community and
personal

d is empowerment

that people cannot work together cooperatively
and democratically,

because they are born self-interested, selfish,
evil, and highly unequal
in capacity and ability.

Only God, Himself has the wisdom to order

human affairs beyond the province of individualistic
striving for survival, success, and self-advancement.
to work out,

It

is not up to mere human beings

together, their moral codes and shared values, their
common

bases of trust, nor to allow each other a measure of
diversity and

freedom in developing their personal codes of honor and motivating
principles.

These, too, are God-given and written into the pre-existing

set of principles, values, and orientations constituting the
free-

enterprise, patriarchal family system, i.e., the social hierarchy, all
of which is governed by Divine power.

In the New Right world view there

is no room for qualitative social change because it contradicts the

divine order of things.

Similarly, but in a less impassioned view,

the liberal world view holds that there is no possibility for qualitative

social change because the social order is taken for granted as given,
and even the living proof of the on-going transformative activity of

participants within the public sector is obscured by the chronic
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liberal underestimation of the
capacities of such ordinary "uncre-

dentialled" people.
Part of the built-in limitation
inherent in Piven and Cloward's

approach was its overreliance on narrowly
pragmatic goals, such as
focusing all energy on fighting for
the "extra grants" clients were

legally entitled to but rarely received.

This strategy was a tremen-

dous short-term success because it
constituted a nice, clear
goal along liberal concessionary lines.

achievable

However, since the power to

make policy was never achieved, nor ever
really seriously sought, when
the rules were changed and a minimal flat
grant system introduced,

their organizing ability was greatly diminished.

The problem with

liberal concessionism of a radical populist nature is
that

it

leaves

power and control, ultimately, in the hands of the
professional and managerial class who then mold social policies in a way that keeps
the
public sector poor, and lower-middle class stratas in the private
sector,

divided in their separate worlds of experience.

Lower-middle class

people were frequently resentful in the 1960's that many of the benefits
that poor black communities received, white working class communities

which were almost as poor, did not, while what little they did have
was being threatened by affirmative action and increased taxes, etc.^l

Moreover, the manner in which many welfare state services were delivered
(in spite of some significant progressive developments) was still

highly undesirable from both working class and poor peoples' points of
view, yet little in the liberal concessionary strategy spoke specifically
to such qualitative issues.
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This radical populist reliance
on periodic mass unrest to
win

concessions from the state, which
has been promoted by Piven and
Cloward, has left a theoretical
vacuum in the U.S. with regard to
the

dirkction change should take in the public
service sector.

This vacuum,

at both theoretical and practical
levels, has permitted the unimpeded

rise of the New Right cultural vision
which has successfully manipulated
the welfare state backlash.

Without attempts to formulate a shared

vision of a transformed system of human
service which could benefit
all three segments of the working class:

within the welfare state, and
of service,

(3)

(1)

clients and

(2)

workers

working class taxpayers and recipients

the welfare state will remain a house divided
against

itself and be unable to withstand the new conservative
attack.
The New Right attack on the concept of "social
entitlement" exem-

plified in David Stockman's massive human service cuts
strategy 42 had
a

much greater purpose and significance than merely saving money
in

order to lower the deficit and make more money available for
investment and defense.

The New Right was particularly upset and aggravated

by such social entitlement movements as the welfare rights movement be-

cause it zeroed in on the emotional linchpin holding an unjust system
together:

the self-contempt and self-hatred experienced by welfare

recipients, and the intense contempt with which they were perceived
by the general public.

As discussed above, one of the major victories

of the welfare rights movement, as well as the civil rights/black and

women's movements, was to reverse the deeply entrenched, emotionallycharged patterns of social stigmatization in which welfare recipients,
blacks, and poor women who were once viewed as responsible for their own
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Plight, and seen as contemptible,
shameful, and pitiful, came to be
viewed instead as victims of an
unjust system.
Liberal-bureaucratic

professionalism had reinforced this notion
of contempt and shame by its
pattern of individualized treatment
and by holding that the "competent
assistance" of professionals is what
recipients needed, not a systemic
restructuring of oppressive social relations
within the realms of
production and reproduction.

The New Right's task was clear:

to

renew that spirit of contempt and unworthiness
associated with welfare

dependence and public service, and to render
illegitimate and absurd
all efforts at social development through
political struggle within the

welfare state.

The entire arena required "recontaminat ion"
so as to

end the threat to capitalist-patriarchy.
In order to recontaminate the welfare state,
after its brief

heyday of progressive social experimentation and militant
movement
activity, the New Right has targeted each and every flaw,
inconsistency,

deficiency, and point of controversy within the welfare state which
liberals, and eventually even leftists, tended to gloss over in their

concern to defend it from attack.
liberal
target.
"

"

new class " 43 (what

I

The manipulations and elitism of the

have called the PMC) have been a choice

The unsettling value controversies, disturbing emotions, and the

private personal stuff " (as Donna called

it

in

Chapter II) which ine-

vitably emerged within service interactions, has become a chief point of

contention for right-wing ideologues who have screamed "government interference," violation of domestic privacy, and objected to the imposition
of secular, humanistic, athesistic, permissive values and the destruction
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of religious values and
patriarchal authority.

power, and the corrupt, unresponsive,

Bureaucracy

,

state

impersonal PUBLIC institutions

of care have been rapped
unmercifully.

Problems of welfare dependence

and systematic client underdevelopment
have been hit when convenient.
The self-interest orientation of
public sector unions has been scored.
And, of course, whatever case could
be made for the negative economic

repercussions of welfare state developments
upon private sector growth
has been exploited for all it was worth:

welfare state social spending

was the "sole cause" of inflation, the key
source of the loss of U.S.

corporate competitiveness, the reason for worker
unrest and loss of
discipline, the barrier to a strong defense, the cause
of the economic
crisis, ad infinitum.

Rarely have welfare state expenditures been

characterized as a "contributing factor," "added pressure,"
or as having
a "mixed effect" upon private sector growth which
would have been

much closer to the truth.
The new conservative movement, personified by the Reagan adminis-

tration's budget director, David Stockman, has used a technical-economic
language and fiscal emphasis in order to camouflage, or render acceptable, a highly regressive social strategy whose underlying aim is to

re-entrench "competitive social hierarchy"

in

which people achieve their

sense of identity, well-being, satisfaction, motivation and purpose by

virtue of their relative status position within this hierarchy.

Their

worth is measured by their distance from those below them, or by their
status advantage and the inherent sense of superiority this ranking

affords them in a culture otherwise largely devoid of intrinsic rewards
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and satisfaction.

Their higher standing on the
social pecking order

justifies their existence, offers
them a minimal source of pride
and
sense of legitimacy.
What sacrifices they have had to
endure in an

exploitative work and family setting is
compensated by that relative
degree of social honor bestowed upon
them by having "made it" a few
steps higher than those pitiful
dependent populations on welfare.

They achieve their sense of honored
identity by not identifying with
those lower on the scale-blacks, the
poor, dependent women, the disabled,
the mentally ill.

Left-liberal exhortations to actively identify with

these groups, i.e., "to care," fall on deaf
ears if the maintenance
of identity within the social-cultural
context demands non-identification

and the suppression of caring.

It

is the ability of the slightly

advantaged to identify with oppressed groups, to acknowledge
the validity
of their struggle, and to be inspired by it in
attempting to remold

social relations along more mutual lines that the right
must ward off
if it

is to realize its hierarchical social vision.

The size of the

deficit, fiscal strains and the need for capital reinvestment, while
real issues, pale in comparison with the social and cultural issues

which left-liberal analysts of the New Right often derisively discount
as diversionary or secondary in importance.

The Threat of "Meaningful" Supportive Service Work in the Public Sector

George Gilder describes this threat in the following vivid manner:
But into our life and thought there has crept ... a spirit
of challenge to the whole concept of effort and reward
corporate efforts are denounced as exploitation at home and imperialism abroad.
Society's role is seen as the omnipotent nurse,
.

.

.

.

.

.
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servant protector of the
individual, who has
obligations whatever.
.
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was educated to profess a politics
of "social change," a concern
for the poor and a psychology of
liberation and individual fulfillment.
These attitudes fused in a demand for
"meaningful jobs"
uncontammated by capitalism and devoted to
working with people.

T

.

.
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It was not a slcak of silent
generation; there was fire in
their eyes and enterprise in their
secret hearts.
But disdaining
business, there were few places for their
energies to go but to
the government.
Their more important contribution
was to transform the very concept and
structure of government service
In a great syncretism of the varying
strands of social work the
state created an interdisciplinary mass of
social healers and
provocateurs
.

.

.

.

.

State mental-health services devolved to the
communities and
cropped up sometimes as "crime prevention" programs,
... or
they merged with special education, aid to the growing
ranks of
certified retarded children, and state youth services,
which
combined halfway houses and environmental-outreach groups.
There
were also programs in encounter training and consumers
advocacy,
with offshoots in alternative energy, nuclear protest, and
solar
worship, in a parlay with urban revitalization yoga training,
T-group organizing, and community action and equal rights all
elided somehow with pre-teen sex education, birth-control marketing,
abortion counseling, and child developing with satellite agencies
for rape crises, battered wives, and food coops.
All were part of
a Massachusetts social service conglomerate
led by the same
polymorphous activists with amorphous duties and lawyers everywhere
on hand, and with no effective oversight.
Exploiting the
general disarray for all it was worth were the public service unions.
,

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

The crucial event, however, was the display of aggressive
entrepreneurship in a setting of liberal government with no sense
of fiscal limits.
The jobs that were created with such ingenuity
and abandon, cajolery and lobbying, protest and pettifogery,
legal acumen and bureaucratic invention
turned out not to
be jobs at all but seats at the trough, where the workers consumed
their own human capital and the income of the state with every
righteous assurance
that they were serving the sacred cause
of "social change" and progress.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Liberals and left-liberal defenders of
the welfare state tend to
evade the fact that welfare state
developments conjure up a whole range
of contradictory and threatening
issues that few working people within

the industrial sector can relate to in a way
that does not seem to

injure or threaten their own sense of identity,
work, and way of life,
as the above quotation suggests. 45

New conservatives tap the pervasive

status anxiety, the insecurity and deep fear of the
unknown felt by

many private industrial workers who are experiencing vast
changes in the
private economy— in which industrial jobs are declining, in family
life
and gender relations

— in

which women are stepping out of exclusively

nurturant roles, and within community ethnic life

— which

is being

affected both by the processes of social mobility and atomization and
the advances of racial minorities.

The new jobs created in the welfare

state sector, opening up new roles and opportunities for women, racial

minorities, and men open to non -masculine roles are based upon values
and goals markedly different from private industrial capitalist and

patriarchal values and goals.

Feeling their familiar, and heretofore

relatively advantaged, way of life threatened

in

ways symbolized by

developments within the welfare state, private sector workers rededicate
themselves to traditional and often oppressive forms of family, work life,
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and status-consciousness
in the absence of a
clear and viable alternative social vision. Since
liberals are content to
react, via the
welfare state, to all the
damage done by advanced
industrial capitalism

sexually exploitative forms
of nurturance, and status
hierarchy, without
either clarifying or working
to transfer, these faulty
social relationstheir efforts only tend to
keep the contradictions alive,
visible and
festering, but without clear
remedy.

Liberals tend to play down the
inevitable emotionally-charged

cultural inconsistencies which have
accompanied the creation of and
impoverished underclass/woman-centered
social welfare arena focused on
issues of human vulnerability
within a larger society based upon
the

gradually eroding principles of
capitalism and patriarchy.

They have

remained oblivious to the deep emotional
ambivalence that has accompanied
the erosion of the division between
the spheres of feminine nurturance
in the private world of the home
and masculine autonomy in the public

world of work symbolized in the welfare
state, which brings nurturant

work into the public realm.

The split between masculine autonomy and

feminine nurturance has had devastatingly negative
effects upon relations

between the sexes and upon the positive relational
capacities of our
culture generally.

Therefore, the erosion of this autonomy /nurturance

split represented by the growth of public sector human
services is a

progressive development.

However its progressive potential is heavily

constrained and highly distorted by the control which the professional
and managerial class (PMC) exercises over the terms of nurturance and

supportive service.
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The hierarchical-bureaucratic
mode of most service delivery
constructed by the liberal PMC,
and the "us-them" dichotomy
maintained
between professionals and
clients in wbich clients are
stigmatized
and viewed as .orally
inferior are tWQ agpects Qf

^

^

,

for which liberal elites
are responsible and which
inhibit private

sector working people from
identifying with and supporting
the welfare
state.

The New Right is able to
capitalize on these weaknesses in

liberalise, by attempting to resolve
gender ambiguities by re-entrenching

the division between the feminine
sphere of nurturance (and reproductive

work) and the masculine sphere of
autonomy (and productive work) in a way
that underlines the masculine desire
to control his chief source of

emotional support and feminine domestic
service.

In addition,

the

New Right enjoys considerable ease in
discrediting the welfare state
by focusing upon its bureaucratism,
liberal elitism, and the already

generally accepted immorality of the impoverished
black and female
"social parasites" who depend upon it.

We need a progressive agenda that

goes beyond liberal-professional welfare state
def ensiveness

,

one that

addresses the emotional ambivalence resulting from changes
in gender

relations, family life and the world of work.

We need an approach that

legitimizes our common feelings of vulnerability in the midst
of all
these social changes, and that defines a new vision of how
the work
of nurturance and care can be reappropr iated on a non-bureaucratic,

non-patriarchal, more mutual basis.

6
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The fact that some of what
has been traditionally
known as 'Wen's
work" in our society has been
elevated into the public realm,
made
more visible, and to a saall
extent, legitimized, within the
welfare
state, has been particularly
threatening to the right which is
fitted
to perpetuating the sexual
division of labor and privatized
feminine

caregiving under patriarchal control.
so effectively,

As Rosalind Petchesk/? has
argued

the New Right attack on social
welfare is at one and

the same time an attack on feminism.

This is not because the welfare

state is feminist in nature, indeed
it has a patriarchal character,
by virtue of male professional
and administrative control and its
gender

reproductive functions.

But the welfare state had become an
arena of

feminist growth and terrain of struggle
in the 1960

's

and 1970 's

revolving around the issues of welfare, day
care, abortion and reproductive
rights and womens' health, care for the
poor in general, sex education,
sex roles and sexuality itself, as well as
controversies over the care
of vulnerable populations that women have cared
for historically— the

elderly, chronically ill, the retarded and disabled,
the emotionally

traumatized, etc.

Petchesky writes:

Most fundamentally of all, however, "prolife" and "profamily"
ideology represent the urge to restore the values of motherhood
as they have been propagated since the late eighteenth
century:
as woman's true destiny, her "calling," that which defines her
above all else and so must take priority above all other tasks
or commitments.
Women who seek abortions are "selfish"
because they attempt to deny
their own "destiny" ... to
procreate, nurture, and suffer. ...
The "promotherhood" backlash,
obviously touches something very profound in men, a
long-ingrained expectation of being taken care of which feminism
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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The Family Protection Act
introduced into Congress by Senator

Paul Laxalt, who is associated
with the moral majority and a
strong

Reagan supporter, illustrates the
anti-feminist and racist character
of the New Right's social agenda.

Petchesky writes:

Specific provisions provide a public
policy favoring not
only marriage nad childbirth, but
also heterosexuality and the
role of husband as "household head."
Thus federal jurisdiction
over wife and child abuse would be
subordinated to the states
a childcare deduction would be
provided for nonworking married
women engaged in "volunteer," "charity,"
or "religious" work.
The major provisions of the bill, however
have to do with
education.
They would
authorize parents to "review," that
is, censor, any textbooks intended
for use in public school classrooms; and reauthorize sex segregation of
"sports or other schoolrelated activites (again by threatening denial of
federal funds to
action grounds).
Awareness of the importance of culture and the
power of ideas in shaping sexual politics is very
much in evidence
here, as is the fear the New Right has of feminists,
radicals,
homosexuals, or anyone who questions traditional ideas about
sexual divisions in the classroom.
This is sharply underlined in
blanket provisions which would prohibit federal funding to:
(1) "Any program which
promotes courses of instruction
seeking to inculcate values or modes of behavior which contradict
the demonstrated beliefs and values of the community"; or
(2) any
program which supports "educational materials or studies
[which] would tend to denigrate, diminish, or deny the role
differences between the sexes as it [sic] has been historically
understood in the United States. 50
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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The Laxalt Bill would
prohibit any suggestion by
private or public that
honosexuality can be

ox

^

,

The

^y

^^

bin

would destroy the network
of feminist and gay rights
se rvices
utilizing federal funds, forcing
women teenagers, and
homosexuals to
depend upon private, patriarchal
Institutions of home and church for
support.
The New Right has also
strongly opposed the Domestic
Violence
Prevention and Services Bill owing
to their distaste for the
largely
feminist run national network of
battered women's shelters which
provide
women with an alternative to male
domination and abuse within the home.
,

Pro-family spokesmen also oppose any
federal jurisdiction over private
and parochial schools, and public
school busing, thereby encouraging
racial segregation and are strongly
opposed to public school teacher

unionization.

^

The New Right attack on the welfare
state can be understood both
in terms of the services the state
provides which eases the burden

on women in the family (i.e., child
care, health care, elder care) and

those which allow women an escape or a support
in contending with male

domination (battered women's shelters, counseling
services, etc.) as
well as the source of employment it provides for women
workers.
Rein

&

Erie,

Wiget cite the following statistics:

The expanding social welfare economy has been an important
and
underrecognized source of job opportunities for women.
In 1980 nearly one-third of the thirty-seven million women
in the
labor force worked in human services compared with only one out
of every six men. ...
In terms of job growth between 1940
and 1980, forty-nine percent of all new employment for non-white
women occurred in social welfare fields compared with thirty-four
percent for white women, seventeen percent for non-white men, and
sixteen percent for white men.
.

.
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... By 1980, seventy percent of the nation's 17
human service workers were women. 5 2

3

mill.ion

Women as clients within the
welfare state tend to experience
their
lives differently from women in
the traditional family, headed
by a man
working full-time in private industry.
Women in the welfare state have

frequently ended up there due to
abandonment, abuse, assault, or a
dawning recognition of the oppression
from which they've suffered

while trapped within traditional
gender-defined relationships and work
roles.

Women in traditional family settings
tend to be too

intimately

dependent upon male earning power and customary
gender defined social

expectations to be able to acknowledge any such
oppression.
Schlafly 5 3

As

instructs, such a woman must keep a cheerful
countenance,

must put on a happy face, and truly be a
"positive" woman, carrying on

her role of sacrificial and obedient caring,
deferential nurturance,

rod-like strength, and flexible accommodation without
complaint, or the

self-centered demands so unbecoming and unattractive in the
"liberated"
woman will drive her man away into the arms of a more loving
woman,

casting her upon an unwelcoming sea of masculine competitiveness and

alienating, degrading work without either protection or intrinsic rewards,
Far better, Schlafly maintains, to rock a baby in your arms and have

genuine fulfillment in such nurturance, than beat one's head up against
the alienating marketplace of dog eat dog.

Far better to do your
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ferine

duty and thereby manipulate
your man to ful fill his
masculine
one, than to promote
self-defeating ERA strategies
that will only expose
women to the vicissitudes of
the marketplace and omnipotent
ma le power.
Phyliss Schlafly's world is
a frightening one for
women and it is
a frightening one.

Therein lies her appeal for
women.

The struggle
for freedom and equality,
for the fulfillment of one's
potential, for

the expression of one's truth
as one feels and experiences
it within such
a world, is doubly frightening.
Yet Schlafly's prescriptions
to young
women which basically amount to a
careful cultivation of traditional,

manipulative feminine wiles to get and
keep a man, which sounds so
clearheaded and tough-minded, ends on
a note of pathos.
of the denial of reality.

It

is the pathos

It is a denial of the truth that
masculine

dominance and feminine subordination,
masculine assertion and feminine
accommodation, often move toward mutual contempt
and mutual destructionor mutual transformation.

As these conflicting, traditionally
masculine

and feminine ways of being move most couples
into a crisis of blocked

communication and missed intimacy and an inability
to share one another's
perceptions and pain, the "traditional family" crumbles
under the emotional weight of its own rigidified gender norms.
Most couples cannot, as a simple, atomized "universe of
two,"

rectify the gender-unbalanced processes of human development which
incline man to deny their own vulnerability and repress their feminine

caring capacities in order to fulfill their masculine quest for autonomy,

competitive survival and success or creative development, while women
are inclined to deny their own need for autonomous self-development

and acco.plish.ent in order

to

fulfil! their internali2ed
SQCial

gation to accomodate, nurture
and care.

^

Current capitalist structural

constraints in the competitive
Job market, capitalist-patriarchal
values which favor productive
over reproductive work, and
genderconditioning within the processes
of human psychological
development.
all make it extremely uirricuit
tor m<m
men to recognize women's need
y difficult- fnr
for
the support so necessary to
uueir quest
au&ir fnr
co if ^
tor self-development,
y lu their
or even
i

for survival, in the public
patriarchal world.

Additionally, given the current
patriarchal capitalist structures,
values, and identities, it is
extremely difficult for men to take
on
an equal share of the daily
practical tasks of nurturance and care
the

world requires which is necessary to
enable women to pursue other
paths of development.

Women who are taking on the responsibilities

of work outside the home are becoming
impatient with the slow pace and

unreliability of male reciprocity in terms of
intimate supportiveness
and engagement in the practical work of
love and nurturance within the
home.

Unable to fully understand each other's basic
dilemma, nor support

each other's growth process (which is the crux of
the problem to begin
with), the couple is stalemated, unable to empathize,
hurt, threatened
and likely to grow distant and separate.

Given the limited economic

opportunities available to women and their chronic problems of low
selfesteem and confidence which is part of the culture's normal devaluation
of women, many women from these broken relationships are likely to
end
up poor and dependent upon the state as clients, or possibly paid carers.

Part of the seemingly intransigent nature of the problem lies in
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the structural principles
of capaitalist patriarchy
itself, particularly
the public-private split
which reserves the activities
of care and

nurturance to the private familial
realm.

Liberal feminist tendencies

which only strive to allow women
to compete with men in the
capitalist
marketplace, and promote greater
public funding of childcare services,
does not speak to the heart
of the matter:

The_devalu^^

^^^^

within the family and the welfare
state.

The new conservative deni-

gration of the public realm, and
their resistance to alternatives to
feminine nurturance within the privatized
family, are interconnected.
What conservatives have been able
to do with great effectiveness
in the present era is to taint
all efforts at creative social planning

tomeet the reproductive needs of the
community with the refrain of

"bureaucratic governmental interference"

in

private family life.

This

refrain has resonated so resoundingly among
working people precisely

because the expansion of human services has
brought with

bureaucratic and professional controls.

it

increased

Thus, we are left with a very

dismal short range prospect of human caretaking:

the New Right remains

unconcerned with the grotesque abuses of the privatized,
profitoriented system of nursing home, child care, and home health
care chains,
private medical empires, etc.

They also remain unconcerned about the

unnecessary waste of human life, talent, and growth felt by women forced
to "choose" a traditional sacrificial feminine role and identity.

Liberals, for their part, persist in promiting unsatisfying, disabling

modes of bureaucrative service because other, more communally-oriented,
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participatory alternatives
threaten liberal professional
control, or
simply don't appear to be
practical, realistic political
choices given
the current entrenchment
of bureaucracy.
The implicit, and explicit,
assumption on the part of new
conser-

vatives regarding nurturant

,

supportive activity is that
women/mothers

within the nuclear family are
the only appropriate providers
of nurturant
care.
This they see as self-evident
and the idea that both men and
the
larger community could take an
active part in such nurturance and
support work is dismissed or
ridiculed.
The new conservative equation
of public sector nurturance with
"repressive state bureaucracy" is a

prime example of the New Right's
effective use of symbolic messages
and code words to cut off reasoned
public discussion of highly delicate,

emotional issues.

"Public" has come to mean in new conservative
coinage,

"bureaucratically oppressive"

in a

manner that closes off further

discussion of the possible social remedies
for pressing, personal crises.
Yet, "public" could, and sometimes does,
include community-based,

communitarian, participatory democratic forms of
service which complement
and are often supportive of personal kinship and
neighborhood relations.
This meaning of the term "public" is obfuscated
by New Right insistence
upon the inherent evil of all things labelled public
and the inherently

positive nature of all things labelled private:

private family life,

private enterprise, private property, private clannishness

,

Privatism is not a creation of the New Right, of course, but

etc.
it

has

made good use of this morality of privatism in tainting all progressive
social initiatives within the public sector from which New Right working

class constituencies, themselves,
could great l y benefit (national
health
care, jobs and job training
programs, elder care support
services.
).
.

.

In sharp contrast to the
thesis presented by Nancy Chodorow,

Dorothy Dinnerstein, Jane Flax,
Jean Baker-Miller 5 * and other
feminist
scholars convinced of the profoundly
damaging effects for the entire
culture of placing the weight of
nurturance upon women, new conservative
Bridgette Berger cites Dr. Selma
Fraiberg's defense of traditional
feminine nurturance and her opposition
to the expansion of public
services.

Berger writes, "Aside from the
astronomical economic resources

that would be needed to supply
government licensed 'mother substitues,'
Dr.

Fraiberg

.

.

.

cooly points to the fact that no such
substitutes

are to be had today, licensed or not.

.

.

.

instead of appropriating

billions of federal money to create at best
a dubious, and at worst
a harmful system of childcare, we
should use federal funding to assist

those mothers on welfare who want to take care
of their own children."

Berger writes critically of the "proclivity in
modern society to look
in the

political-juridicial arena to facilitate the liberation
struggle

of all individuals.

For if the authority of tradition is to be torn

assunder, and the leaden cage of the family is to be pried
open, indi-

vidual and social life must now be anchored in the public realm,
which
is perceived to be more just and better suited to provide
equality

and realization of the individual.

Public authority is to supplant the

traditional authority of the family." 55
Having argued against intrusive public bureaucracy, the prohibitive
cost of widely available, publicly-funded child care, the dubious/harmful
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quality of such ".other
substitutes," and the evident
lacR of avaiiahle
nurturers she finishes off her
criticise where liherais are
weakest:

"Professionalization heco.es

a

genuine social problem when
those who

formulate public values and
ideals are the same professionals
who benefit
most from this formulation."
She also zeroes in on
"Left-liberal elite
intellectuals:
[ for „ hen
they]
.

.

^.^

.
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^.^ ^

improve the quality of life of
the poor, as they perceive
it, they
often have merely supplied
FF-Lxea tne
the state
dt-at-o with
x,-it-K ~
y
one more means of manipulating
the poor." 56 And in fact, liberal
professionalism and the bureaucrati-

zation of social welfare have gone
hand in hand, often removing nurturant care from the control of those
receiving it, paying for it, and
at the lower levels, from those
implementing it.

Carole Joffe 57 who is a leading analyst
of child care services
in the U.S.

and sensitive to the need for a greatly
expanded, publicly

funded system, has still perceptively
critiqued the uneasy tensions

and mutual hostilities that exist between
child care professional/semi-

professional staff concerned about their own
status and turf, and
parents who are encouraged to take an active, but
appropriate part in
the delivery of service.

"Appropriate" here means deference to pro-

fessional expertise and power.

Joffe also points to the very real

fears many parents have of political moves on the part
of the American

Federation of Teacheres to win exclusive control

over

publicly funded

day care, making it the lowest tier within the public school system,
and
thus exposing it to all the abuses of bureaucratic/semi-professional power

and predominantly self-interested union politics we witness in urban
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Public educational bureaucracies
today where parental
involvement and
control is frequently actively
discouraged 58 Joffe

^

.

calls for a system of expanded
child care based upon a
principle
of diversity, with a range
of options available to
meet peoples' differing needs for child care,
and mechanisms to ensure
adequate parental
participation in the kind and quality
of service being offered.
Unlike
many more abstract theorists
of the welfare state, Joffe's
immersion in
the specifics of child care
programming allows her to raise
crucial

questions about the actual nature of
service often neglected by leftliberal defenders of the welfare
state.
Joffe's approach is a better
response to new conservative arguments
against day care, because she

acknowledges and sensitively discusses
the very real fears and concerns
all parents have, across the political
spectrum, about:

the meaning

and purposes of child care; about the
kinds of relations and values that

ought to be built into child care services;
about who should control
these services, and who should pay for
them.

However effective Bridgette Berger is

in

attacking the weaknesses

and internal contradictions of liberal
professional child care policy,
her own case depends upon evading the fundamental
problematic of mother-

hood itself and the oppressive nature of the sexual
division of labor,
as well as the contradictory capitalist economic
pressures upon women,

forcing them out into the workforce.

Her approach ignores the needs of

single parent families and working women.

She replaces liberal PMC

(professional and managerial class) policy-making with no social planning
at all.

Implicit in Berger'

s

argument is that not all parents, but only

the neediest poor, deserted
woman, needs support in
raising children.
Therefore social planning can
be kept to a minimum, leaving
individual
families to find their own
private solutions to the problem
of care.
Berger, li ke all new
conservatives, simply refuses to
acknowledge
the increasingly pressing
fact that the burdens and
responsibilities
of social support, human
care and nurturance outstrip
the capacities
of traditional providers:

wives/mothers within the nuclear family,

especially given the existing
dynamics of socio-economic development.
In addition,

they stubbornly resist the desire
on the part of more women

to enlarge their human capacities
and experience beyond

(though often

still including) the nurturant realm,
and to break their ties of economic

over-dependence upon men, which since well
before John Stuart Mill' s 59
time has been known to entail a kind
of intimate enslavement for women,

greatly inhibiting them in thought, word,
and deed.

Attacking these

feminist impulses as unnatural, unfeminine,
and selfish, the New Right

obscures those centrally important elements
within the feminist movement
that wishes to elevate nurturance, caring, and
mutual supportiveness
to become a basic organizing principle and
central value of our social

order— an orientation that could become

habitual

and taken for granted

on the part of men and women as competitive
indivudalist ic egoism now
60
is.
New conservatives do men a great disservice by "protecting"
.

them from sharing in the work of care and thus denying them the sensitivity, insights and emotional rewards they could rarely otherwise
attain.
In this regard,

however, new conservatives are not greatly different

from liberal, left-liberal, and Marxist theorists who are not yet attuned

to the sexual politics
of care and the
tremendous need for the

nurturance to he undertaken
hy m en and wom en,

e q ua lly

,

wk

„£

and to become

part of everyone's life
activity.

The burden of the evergrowing
wave of new conservative
cuts in
welfare state social spending,
beginning with Nixon, continuing
with
Ford, Carter, and intensifying
with Reagan has been born by
women as
clients, workers, and
semi-professionals/professionals within the
welfare state and as privatized
caretakers in the home, churches
and communities where they are forced to
pick up where the state has left
off.

Ehrenreich and Piven 61 note that
in addition to the disproportionate

numbers of black and Hispanic poor,
"by 1980,

two out of three adults

whose incomes fell below the official
poverty line were women, and
more than half the poor families in
the nation were headed by women.
•

•

•

more than one-third of our nation's
female-headed families receive

AFDC.
.

.

.

Female-headed households also predominate
among the reci-

pients of foodstamps, medicaid, fuel and
assistance, subsidized

housing and supplemental nutritional
programs for infants and pregnant
women" all of which have been severely
cut.
these programs were terribly inadequate.

But even before all cutbacks

For example, "The average

monthly payment on AFDC was slightly under $300 a
month for a family of
three."

They also point out that economic expansion is
not likely to

help the impoverishment of women since "one out of two
marriages ends in

divorce" with alimony and child support payments miniscule
and the new
jobs being created in the private sector are low-paid,
dead-end jobs

which would perpetuate women's poverty while working.

In

interpreting Reagan's attack
on the welfare state,
Erie Rein
and Wiget
take issue with Piven and
Cloward's argument in The^ew

Cla-War.

Piven and Cloward hold
that Reagan and his business
allies
have attacked social welfare
spending in order to force
recipients
back into the labor market,
thus increasing competition
for jobs,
depressing wages and improving
profit margins.
Erie et al. wrote:
"Cutbacks in programs such as
unemployment compensation and trade
adjustment assistance clearly affect
(largely male) workers in the

industrialized and unionized monopoly
sector, weakening their bargaining
power.
Most federal income maintenance
programs, however, cater to
dependent populations outside the
labor market-the elderly, disabled,
or needy children-or to indigent
women with limited educational

attainments and job skills at the periphery
of the market.

In the case

of the elderly, disabled, and
mothers with preschool children, it is

hard to imagine how income security
programs increase their bargaining

power vis a vis employers."

They point out that the welfare state is

itself a highly significant source of
employment, "Thus Reagan's attack
on the welfare state represents far more
than the 'old class war' of the

1930 's between labor and capital.

...

It

is a

new class war precisely

because it is being waged against the 'new classes'
benefiting from the
expansion of the welfare state— human service workers
and the poor.
The new classes largely are composed of women."

Ehrenreich and Piven

point out that liberals in Congress have hardly been passionate
defenders
of this "new class" in the face of the New Right's reactionary
budgetary

rampage:

"To judge from the Democrats' response to almost three years

of budget cuts,

traditional New Deal liberalism
has gone the way of
chivalry.
While the Reagan administration
savaged social programs that
serve primarily women and
children, most Congressional
Democrats protested only feebly.
Neo-liberals li ke Senators Paul
Tsongas and
Gary Hart, actually joined
in the call for belt-tightening
63
,

'

Technocratic Fiscal_Politics Disguising
the Conservative Patriarchal
Social Agenda

Much of the theoretical argument
surrounding the politics of fiscal
crisis and the wave of welfare
state cutbacks have been discussed,
primarily, in technical-economic terms.

Liberals and conservatives

both concur that technical-economic
constraints make it difficult to

afford liberal social policies and
programs, though they differ in their
degree of willingness to cut taxes and
spending.

Similarly economistic

are Marxist structural-functional theories
of fiscal crisis which tend
to construct an image of extremely
tight economic constraints severely

inhibiting progressive welfare satte funding and
political action
short of revolutionary transformation of the
productive economic base.
This liberal technical-economism and
structural-functional Marxist

logic have two unfortunate repercussions which cloud
our understanding
of the actual causes, and the potential steps which
can be taken to

resolve, the fiscal crisis and the general crisis of the
welfare state
as presently constituted.

First of all, the causes of the fiscal crisis do not emanate solely

from the logic of capitalism, or from economic crisis and recession alone,
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nor can the current wave of
cutbacks be accurately
understood merely
in terms of technical-economic
constraints.
If we were to socially
production as Marxists propose,
or renew economic growth
and increase
productivity as liberals desire,
the fiscal crisis of the
state ecu:
lid

be vastly alleviated, but
it would not be resolved
inasmuch as the

question of who should shoulder
the burden of reproductive
nurt,
:urant
activity in caring for increasingly
large numbers of marginalized
and
vulnerable people remains unresolved.
Worse, this question has not been
clearly asked and is not part of
the public debate in the sense
of

having a range of sensitive,
well-reasoned alternatives clearly articulated.
Yet the unarticulated fears
revolving around this unasked
question underlies the politics of
welfare state fiscal crisis and
gives it its irrational, highly
ambivalent and emotional character.
The politics of fiscal crisis cannot
be explained in purely economic
or even class terms as much of the
Marxist left and left-liberal analyses

generally emphasize.

Orthodox Marxist analyses view the fiscal crisis

of the state as an inevitable "by-product
of the crisis of advanced

capitalism" 64 and liberals tend to focus on the
economic recession
and the need to recreate the conditions for
renewed economic growth
to gain the revenue needed to fund welfare
state programs.

out earlier,

As pointed

this agreement across the conventional liberal-conservative

political spectrum that renewed economic growth is the necessary
and

healthy basis upon which all other social progress rests, constitutes
a key

inner contradiction and fundamental weakness within both liberal

and conservative approaches.

Capitalist economic growth contains the

seeds of

Us

own crisis tendencies
and

. major

^

^

service system.

Therefore, liberals and
conservative a„a ly ses which
offer a chief cause of our
problems as its solution are
caught in a
difficult contradiction.
The division between the
poorer

«

bers of the working class
and

liberal professionals within
the welfare state on the
one hand, the
private sector workers and
conservative capital on the
other, goes

much deeper than simple,

Mediate

economic self-interest to social,

motional, and cultural differences
which the New Right taps, and
which
liberals and left-progressives
tend to ignore in their
constant atte.pt
to reduce complex social
antagonisms to their lowest economic
common
denominator.
While reiterating the economic
interests that welfare
state participants and private
sector workers have in common in
opposition to capital is crucial in
combatting the New Right's attempt
to

divide workers and empower capital,
it will remain an elusive and
shaky
alliance as long as other
social-emotional-cultural sources of the

private/public sector worker divisions are
not addressed and dealt with
in a

progressive way.
Generally, it is argued that the New Right
focuses on divisive,

emotionally-charged social issues as a way of pursuing
their pro-business
economic agenda, and

I

would agree this is a key goal.

But

I

would

argue that their regressive social agenda is
equally important to them
an d that it is often the case that they utilize
technical, fiscal and
ec onomistic language to create an exaggerated
image of the economic con-

•
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^

straps

"necessitating" social service
cuts ln order t0 gal „ „
ldespread
(including libera!) support.
Rather than spelUng

^

for,

^

say, battered women's
shelters, because it weakens
male power over
women in tbe borne, they
p ut forward a wbole package
of similar social

cuts which wipe out such
programs and rationalize these
cuts by means
of "fiscal necessity."

David Uinston, who contributed
the "Health and Human Servicessection to a new conservative
policy primer entitled Mandate
for Leader,
"
hip Policv Mana PP ment in_
JL G^servat^^
by
,

the Heritage Foundation, repeatedly
suggests a technical, fiscal method
of "cost constraint" and
spending reductions in specified
areas in order
to carry out a conservative,
patriarchal social "pro-family" agenda.
He writes:

The essential mission of the Office
of Human Development
Services is the administration of
grant programs aimed atley
C1
V1Ce
StitUenCieS the P °° r a § ed native Americans,
and children.
Taken together, the programs administered
within
0HDS_ comprise the majority of federal
financial support for
social work.
Due to this emphasis, OHDS presents
a significant challenge for a conservative
administration.
Most
of the constituencies to which OHDS
programs are aimed
are
not per se, conservative constituencies
faithful execution
of the law will run heavily against
the conservative grain.

^nT

%T

"

'

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nevertheless, the original intent behind social
services

legislation— to promote self-sufficiency in the recipient
population— is not contrary to conservative principles.
While a number of approaches are consistent with
conservative policies generally, the "least cost" path would
probably
embody the following principles:
Any new initiative should consist of approaches outside
the
traditional "social work" framework. ...

Many of the current executors of these policies, particularly
within ACYF, carry a strong "new class" bias; they could be
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costly
cos\iTenti
entitlement programs would be undermined.

Long-Term Problems and Opportunities
The office of Human Development
Services is the site of
many of the programs designed by
social engineering constituencies
to influence the structure of
American life. Ranging from domestic
violence programs to efforts to universalize
state-supported
childcare, OHDS programs are a haven
for a wide range of social
theorists whose views are, at bottom,
antithetical to the proramily principles upon which a conservative
Administration
must be based. b:>
The preceding New Right policy was
quoted at length to provide adequate

confirmation of the thesis presented here, that
the New Right cutback
agenda is motivated in large part by strongly held,
anti-f eminist
socially conservative principles and must be addressed
as such.

A

progressive strategy to counter these cuts must be informed
by a deeper
feminist consciousness than has prevailed heretofore.
The technocratic-administrative "politics of the budget" has

mystified what has essentially been not just an economically regressive,
but also a socially regressive strategy intended to restore social

~MU* and

t

„e subordination o£
the

within the welfare state
in cne
the lybUs.
1960c

^

^

»ho had found a powerful
political platforffl

^

troublen|aklng arena

^

To
Technocratically

presented
budgetary decisions thinly
veiled the right wing's
actual intent to
delegitimize and profoundly
demoralize the cutting edge of
social liber

ation that had revolved
around the politics of the
welfare state throug,
out the 1960's and 1970's.
The outbreak of the 197,-5
economic crisis
was more the occasion, the
excuse, and a strong contributing
factor,
than the complete explanation
for the New Right's virulent
attack on
the human service system,
the welfare state and its
related social
movements.
The appeal this socially
regressive anti-welfare strategy
held for a large part of the
working/middle class taxpaying public
went well beyond their resentment
at the extra dollars they had
to
pay in tax money to support the
rapidly expanding welfare state.

There has been a tendency on the
part of leftists and left-

liberals to analyze the social conservatism
and favored "social issues"
of the New Right as a "smoke screen"
hiding their true economic agenda.

They berate the private sector working
class for allowing their primary
and fundamental economic self-interest
to be defeated due to an ir-

rational obsession with such "secondary" social
issues, exploited by
the New Right, as rising welfare rolls, abortion
rights, child care

legislation, liberal curriculums and sex education in
the public schools

affirmative action, and busing, etc.

Liberals to the left within the

Democratic part, liberal populists, democratic socialists and
liberal
labor leaders view the New Right strategy through an economistic
lens

and exhort the working
j
class
i-xctss not
nnt i-„
to u
be divertpd
riea frnm
trom th e common economic
struggle by becoming wrapped
up ln divlsive social
•

to race,

sex, ana status.

^

Similarly, these left
liberals warn the

black and female underclass
aerclass >.„•„„
against unnecessarily
antagonizing the predominantly white, male trade
union movement and thus to
submerge their
concerns with racial and sexual
oppression and focus instead on
"unifying" economic issues.

Moreover liberals appeal to
both the underclass and the
working
class to accept the inevitable
realities of liberal bureaucratism
and
professionalism
within the welfare state as a
generally benign development necessitated by the
complexities of modern industrial
society.
While liberals reiterate the
importance of economic issues and
are leery
of "controversial social and
emotional
issues," the New Right has had

a field day

exploiting the confused and ambivalent
emotions felt by

working people living in a chaotic
and disintegrating social environment.
The problems people are feeling are
not simply economic in nature, but

also relate to issues of status anxiety,
racial and sexual fears, the

need for more personalized forms of caring
and support vis a vis

bureaucratic and professional controls.

Skirting these underlying con-

cerns only allows them to be defined, shaped,
and exploited by the

New Right with impunity.
Roslind Petchesky makes an extremely strong case
for the need to

understand and respond to the New Right's reactionary social
agenda,

particularly its anti-feminist aspects, which she sees as
directly connected to the New Right's successful attack on the welfare state
and
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public sector services.

She writes:
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hit' have
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the faiiu e f the
eTand fe"
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vision
based on socialist
i
and feminist values, that gives
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a
sense of orientation in dealing
with the kinds of personal insecurity and disruption brought
by recent changes
the family
and sexual norms.
The disfunction in relations
between parents
U1UStrate this 1«* of vision painfully
[about
"
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Tellium

The fiscal crisis of the state,
and the more general crisis of the

welfare state, derives as much from
the crisis of reproduction and the
exploitative organization of nurturance as

it

does from the interrelated

crisis of production and the exploitative
organization of productive work.

"Economic democracy" at the point of production,
the tremendously pro-

gressive transitional program promoted by
left-liberals and many
Marxists, would go a long way toward alleviating
economic misery and is
a

platform that socialist-feminists also support.

However it does not

address the possibly even more basic problems associated
with the substratum of activity of human reproduction and nurturance,
the supportive

work sustaining human life and growth from infancy into old
age.

As this

thesis has argued, the burden of care placed upon the welfare
state
derives, in part, from the vacuum of social and emotional supportiveness
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"Ithin the general

_ity,

combtned „ lth

^

super . exploltat 1m q£

women's caring capacities.
The argument has tried to
show that not only are women
themselves
damaged by not developing their
other capacities, men, too,
are damaged
by not being able to develop
freely their caring capacities.
The significant differences in the
development of the caring capacities
between the sexes is damaging
to relations between men
and women, parents
and children, and to general
social relations based upon
hierarchies
of power and status.

welfare state.

All this social damage finds
its way into the

Because we have not, as a culture,
come to terms with

our human condition of vulnerability,
and thus our concomitant need for

mutual supportiveness and nurturance,
we have left a tremendous range
of needs either unaddressed or,

implicitly, irrationally, expect that

women, somehow, will be able to respond
to this limitless need.

While

we all need this love and nurturance,
we do not look, realistically and

carefully, at the preconditions for its
existence and renewal.
In part,

as many would argue,

it

is capitalism's emphasis upon

production and profitability which prevents any
greater focus upon
the work of reproduction and caring.

However, as pointed out in the last

chapter, the problem goes beyond a lack of recognition
of vulnerability
and need for nurturance, towards an actual devaluation and
denigration
of such work resulting from patriarchal culture and power
relations,

combined with capitalist imperatives.

Because supportiveness and nur-

turance are associated with the mother, or feminine identity, which the

male child must reject in growing towards autonomy and manhood, men's

caring capacities remain
inhibited.

In
j.n

add i Mm, to the
-i,
aaaition
processes of

individuation within a culture
that assigns primary parenting,
and
caring, responsibiiities to
women rather than to both sexes,
the fact
of women's subordinate status
deepens men's disinclination to
cultivate
their caring capacities.
To do so would be to engage
in a culturally

devalued act, and to do so in a
sustained and consistent fashion
would
be viewed as weak, overly
accommodating, self-effacing, i.e.,
femininedespite the reality that it takes
great emotional stranth to provide
caring in a sustained, positive, and
consistent manner.
Because feminine

supportiveness is built xulo
into sexual
u
sexual rpi,n„„,
relations at such
an unconscious
level of gender identity, men come
to take it for granted.

They un-

consciously expect such nurturance from
women even as they devalue its
importance.

Thus, when women's caring capacities
become depleted, or

when women seek a measure of reciprocity,
men become enraged and distance

themselves from such seemingly unreasonable
demands.
tional contract has been broken.

An unwritten emo-

Not only is the feminine nurturance

men have come to expect from women as their
birthright been thrown into
question, but men are being asked to provide something
for which they
are totally unprepared.

These feelings fuel the current of anti-feminism

so apparent among men of all political stripes today.

Men tend to be so underdeveloped, emotionally, in nurturing
them-

selves and others, an underdevelopment enforced by the combined
require-

ments of capitalism and patriarchy which suffocate their caring capacities,
that women's growing need, and the larger culture's desperate need for

male supportiveness has far and away outstripped their developmental
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capacity to provide it.

Whi le women have struggled
to grow and develop

in

male-dominated provinces, men
have not kept pace in growing
within
devalued ferine real ms and
activites.
It is precisely the
generated
and overdetermined cultural
devaluation of "feminine" caring
that has
retarded male motivation to
develop their caring capacities
(and to

acknowledge its importance as
part of

a

progressive agenda for change).

Yet the underdeveloped
capacities for mutual care within
the fabric
of community life is what
constitutes a basic source of the
crisis of
the welfare state and its
politics of fiscal crisis.

Only when the work of reproductive
nurturance and supportiveness
is esteemed as much as the work
of production, and only when
such work
is

organized in a way that does not
stigmatize and inferiorize either

the recipients or providers of care,
will we have discovered a way out
of the crisis of the welfare state,
both social and fiscal.

Rather than

allowing myriad forms of human vulnerability
to go unattended, giving
rise to an overwhelming burden of human
crisis overtaxing the management

resources of the welfare state, preventive
support work could be built
into the ongoing life activity of all people,
male and female.

Until

the traditionally feminine supportive service
activities of mothering,
nursing, child care, elderly care, elementary
school teaching, emotional

healing, etc. which are devalued by the general
culture is made a central
issue in the broader progressive movement in the United
States, the level
of unarticulated anxiety people are feeling will fuel the
power of the

New Right.

In conclusion,

it

is social

conservatism and a generalized

emotional denial of the needs we all share for mutual supportiveness
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within a coiture uh ich makes
such needs
the conservative

pontics

_

^

of the fiscai crisis
every bit as „uc h as

capitalist economic constraints.

^^!I^^f_P£Iti^
The most threatening
development within the welfare
state was that
which gave force and power to
the impulse to care.
There had never been
anything terribly threatening
in the traditional practice
of professional
social work or bureaucratic
caretaking except perhaps for its
"escape valve-

function for women.

But in the 1960's as the
ranks of human service

practitioners, no longer cut from the
upper middle class professional
mold, 67 increased in number alQng
ieg ons Qf marginai zed
.

.

individuals who no longer fit within
the crumbling social and economic

structures-a new spirit of activism,
advocacy, and empowerment developed
around the qualitative issues of service.

The common experience of

lower-level service practitioners and clients,
alike, has been smouldering

anger at the upper levels of the professional
hierarchy and frustration

with the general bureaucratic structure of
care that hasinhibited
creative and responsive service.

Thus, that common structure of

professional-bureaucratic authority has come under attack
throughout the
world of human service.

It was part of a wider movement

for partici-

patory democracy and against hierarchical forms of
authority throughout

society in the 1960's.

Perhaps the leading new conservative intellectual,

Samuel P. Huntington 68 described this broader movement in the
following way:
1.

The Democratic Challenge to Authority

The essence of the democratic surges of the 1960's was a
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movement for participatory power
was given a strong initial boost
by
liberal proponents of the "maximum
feasible participation" clause
encouraging poor people's involvement
in decision-making in OEO's
(Office of Economic Opportunity) early
poverty programs.

Once the poor

took advantage of this opening to
power, top-level liberal corporate

and bureaucratic support waned.

As pseudo-liberal, pseudo-conservative

(depending on the balance of power generally)
policy advisor Daniel

Patrick Moynihan 69 put it, a "Maximum Feasible
Misunderstanding" had
developed.

No one had really meant poor people to
exercise control over

their own programs.

Literally every area of service that expanded

in

the 1960's gave

rise to groups of clients, community members,
service workers and even a

minority of radical professionals fighting for better
service against
organization constraints.

In addition to the welfare rights movement,

movemen;ts for client rights arose in all service areas—for
the rights of

mental Pati6ntS

P-ien tS

'

,

nursing home residentS)

the handicapped, etc., against
bureaucratic control,

denization

and

abuse and against professional
arrogance and inf eriorizing
assumptions.
In addition to attempting
to curb the worst abuses
and rectify the
normal processes of client
neglect/underestimation within the large
institutional bureaucracies, these
movements also worked for de-

institutionalization and the attempted
integration of clients and service
providers into the ongoing life of
the community within alternat:
lve
:

community-based service settings as
well as within the "normal"
established
institutions of society including
schools and workplaces. 70 This de-

institutionalization/normalization movement has
come up against the hard
facts of a community depleted of its
capacity to care.
The movement for community control
of service to somewhat less

vulnerable populations, i.e., community-controlled,
decentralized urban
educational, health care, and femininst
alternatives,71 constituted an

enormous qualitative step forward in breaking
through the mystique of

professional-bureaucratic authority and the limitations
inherent

bureaucratically organized service.

in

Simply creating a community-based

service context within which participants could
actually communicate
and collaborate with one another— something which was
virtually impossible

within the hierarchically-stratified, complex public school,
hospital, and

welfare bureaucracies— opened the way to raising

a

limitless number of

controversial issues for public discussion and action that otherwise
would have remained suppressed.

These issues revolved around the purposes

of service (from social control/reproduction to social growth/change);
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attunement and personalized
care, a dialogue between
peers, and cocreative social action).
These community-controUed
alternatives, sna
as they were, were constant
thorns in the side of
conventional service
bureaucracies.
They constituted a living
chaUenge to these professional
bureaucracies and often surpassed
the* i„ qu ality of service,
,uality of
the work environment, and in
cost.
The latter point (t0
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return) is particularly
significant in light of the
technical-fiscal

explanations given for dismantling
this entire infrastructure of
based alternatives.

_ity

These programs were also a thorn
in the side of private industrial

culture by providing a context for
"social experimentation," societal

critique and personal reflection.

Kevin Phillips describes the New

Right's distaste for the social
experimentation briefly made possible

within the expanding liberal welfare
state programs of the 1960's:

"The

emerging Republican majority spoke clearly
in 1968 for a shift away from

sociological

jurisprudence, moral permissiveness, experimental
resi-

dential, welfare, and educational programming
and massive federal spending
by which the liberal (mostly democratic)
establishment sought to propogate

liberal institutions and ideology— all while reaping
growing economic

benefits."

-

What's important to note is that two different worlds of

experience were co-existing:

one based upon tradition industrial values,

social

,1,

ana

f

o„s; and one composed

o£

peopie who, lor one reason
or

another, could no longer
cope, had rejected, or
been excloded f ro m that
world, and were forced to
reevaluate the very ground
upon which they
stood and leam how to
reorient thcselves to survive
as m arginali Z ed
people.
So,

in the 1960's and to a
lesser extent since then, a
small but

significant number of people have
fought for the right to care,
and for
the right to control the forms
which that care took.
The process of care
in these services is the
substance, the end.
The goals of good health,

emotional well-being, self-development
require the active participation
of those being served.
This fight for participatory
power is based upon
the development of close ties at
the micro-social, community level.

This

kind of specifically social development
is extraordinarily threatening
to dominant classes because the
fundamental grounding for any movement

for qualitative (i.e., revolutionary)
change is the level of informal

social organization at the base, the
ground-level ties of mutual caring
and concern, friendship and mutual aid,
the bonds of trust.

There they

created a social space for what Larry Hirschorn 73
has perceptively called
"social learning"— environments in which people,
hurt and disillusioned
by conventional social forms could come together
to redefine and reorient

their values, goals, identities and relationships
in a flexible, open
manner.
in

There people could give each other the support needed to
engage

processes of personal and social transformation.
The "threat" to dominant classes lies in how this level of micro-

soc ial organization and community-controlled supportive service
affects

its participants.

Genuine service involves
genuine respect, or sensitive
at
to, and active nurturance
of another's unique
potential and
helps to instill a deep
feeling of self-acceptance
and faith in one's
own powers.
It reverses the process
of social somatization,
selfblame and resulting feelings
of self-conte.pt for one's
predicant.

t_t

It helps to clarify the
social structural and cultural
sources of per-

sonal problems and creates an
atmosphere in which people can
help each
other figure out ways to creatively
respond in the face of these
structural
constraints and cultural barriers
to their growth.

People who fight for the right
to quality, participant-controlled
service, for the right to meaningful
work, and against bureaucratically-

controlled, professionally-defined
service, cannot be easily bought
off,
since their aim is not simply
"mo re" --money status, hierarchical
power
or other such liberal concessions.
This kind of change activity for
,

quality service within the community breaks
down everything the current

system of competitive social hierarchy
depends upon.

It

breaks down

competitive, self-aggrandizing individualism,
social atomization and distrust, self-contempt and mutual contempt,
passive dependence and a naive

belief in professional expertise, the hopelessness
of self-doubt and
the fear of self-exposure in openly communicating
and working cooperatively

with others.

These programs and change efforts are not without
their

internal problems, but at least they see as their main goal
and task that
of breaking down hierarchical power relations and
struggling to shed the

layers of conditioning that militate against mutual supportiveness and
the

ability to care for one another.

What is fascinating and
sobering is the speed with
which „
lew conservative movements in the 1970'
S and 80 s moved
to wipe out this infrastructure of decentralized,
small-scale, urban, community-based,
participatory services-which actually
constituted a m inor percentage
of the
overall federal, state, and
local budget.
The new conservative refrain,
voiced by conservatives and
pseudo-liberals alike, that these
cuts were
necessitated by si mp l e technical-economic
constraints was belied by the
other wasteful economically
nonproductive uses to which that money
was
'

put.

In actuality this was a
socially regressive political move
to

destroy one of the most threatening
social developments in recent
timesthe budding infrastructure of
service and mutual care that
brought together an otherwise atomized, passively
dependent, demoralized surplus
population and which created genuinely
meaningful service roles and work.
The movement for participatory
power in the interest of service and

care, the honest recognition of our
common human vulnerability in these

times of social flux, and the courageous
efforts to destigmatize and

rebuild the self-esteem of all groups held
in contempt-simply could not
be abided by conservative social forces.

Small as many of these alter-

natives and efforts were, their symbolic value
as a model to others had
to be discredited and destroyed.

One particularly threatening aspect of this movement
for par-

ticipatory service was the fact that public money was
being used, and
public, governmental service was being restructures, so
as to empower

people, to facilitate their own self-development and community
development, and to combat other conventional public bureaucracies.

This flew

in the face of

conservative dogma about the
loss of Ubertv and
sel£ .
determination that necessarily
emanated from the exercise
of public
governmental power. Therefore
it „as vital that
conservatives halt
this movement in its infancy
hy suffusing the culture
with an avalanche
of symbolic images tainting
the public sector in its
undifferentiated
entirety as a coercive bureaucracy
and social parasite breeding
immorality
and feminine softness, thus
undermining the "productive"
elements of
society.
Disinvestment in all progressive
(and many subsistenceoriented conventional bureaucratic
services) was combined with a
return
to centralized control over
the public service apparatus
sufficient to
carry out the conservative social
mandate via handpicked conservative
administrative appointees whose task
was to cleanse each department
of
any "social change partisans." 74
By inundating the culture with
symbolic images attacking the

evils of big government and the
social parasites within the welfare
state,
disinvesting in public sector human
service, and recentralizing control,
the New Right has successfully
obscured any public memory of the pro-

gressive communitarian service initiatives.

The new conservative re-

entrenchment of hierarchical power in what
remains of the human service
system has worsened the quality and
responsiveness of service and has

made the work of service itself into
in

a

nightmarish experience.

As described

the interviews, understaf f ing in the face
of overwhelming needs and

human crisis, evert ightening hierarchical
controls, and a range of re-

gressive social policies such as "workfare" (forcing
welfare recipients
to work off their grants if unable to locate a
"real",

i.e., private
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sector, jo b)-has rendered
creative service virtuauy
imposgibie
settings.
The snort, or often empty,
registration iines at college
social
work and human service
departments alongside lines
running around the
block for computer science
and business management
are clear evidence
that the new conservative
social agenda has been a
success and that the

^

"threat" of meaningful service
work has been extinguished.

Possibly the most insidious
challenge emanating from the
movement
for participatory power
revolved around the emphasis
on "process":

genuinely open democratic and
communicative process in which all
participants were viewed as peers, with
an equal right to speak and
make their
concerns known and to shape the
direction of service.

It

attempted to be

a cooperative, collaborative
process but also an honest-confrontational

process and thus genuine in a way that
contrasted sharply with the normal
process of prof essionalized-bureaucratic
service in which participants

pre-censored every statement and gauged
every comment or proposal to the
current equilibrium or power.

Within conventional service bureaucracies

it

was the nature of the process that was
so dehumanizing and alienating.

It

was a process that overinflated the value
of professional and administra-

tive contributions to program planning and
ongoing service Interactions
and that underestimated or ignored entirely
the value of nonprofessional

and semi-professional contributions.

This fact accounts for the

relatively

weak and un impassioned political response of participants
within the welfare state to the right wing onslaught.

While many individual service

practitioners and some professionals had always nursed private hopes of
really being able to make a difference, do some good and be of real
service,

the hl .r

„chlcsl

co„ texts

„

^^

Mhich they found

»proc„." ln£li c ted upo „ then
Hete hardly conducive

to

organUlng

a

pouerfui>

united response to the New
Right offensive.
What the liberal welfare
state has amounted to,
then, is a set of
halfway measures, of palliative,
compensatory, sta b ili zing
atterapts which
have failed to satisfy its
recipients of care, as well
as its direct
Providers, who experience,
everyday, the structural-hierarchical
constraints rendering that care
inadecuate.
As a compensatory device
it has
been a m iserable failure,
but as a source of SQcial
&
point of social and .oral
controversy, an arena of ragi
ng battlea and
hostile confrontations, a forum
to express dissatisfaction
and frustration,
it knows no match.
Nowhere else in society is the
pain and mutual antagonisms emerging from our social
order so graphically reflected
back to
us.

Nowhere else are our hypocrisies
so glaringly obvious.

has given the welfare state its
progressive character

Thus, what

is all the social

turmoil raging within it, every hour
of everyday, between the inhabitants
of different layers of the hierarchy,
each seeking to meet their own

needs in an impossibly constrained

situation.

The authentic social

drama of hierarchical oppression and
resistance in the attempt to get and
give a decent, dignified care enacted
within the welfare state has been

overshadowed by the more publicly visible and
surreal New Right-liberal
drama:

with liberals defending the welfare state for
its wholly bene-

ficial "liberating" effects upon all whose lives
it touches, and while the

New Right seeks to destroy it for its evil, immoral
character.
So while the purpose of the liberal welfare state had
been to

stabilize social relations,

it

has only further destabilized them; and

while liberals have assumed
that „ eifare state
cMcessions
would Usiti^e the syste.,
they have often servfid
t „ delegitimize
thfi
larger socio-economic
system
cem,
if SP if
and itself,
y
as a result of
bureaucratic
inhumanity and inability
cy to deliver on its
promises.
Having been
created to contain social
mrest and

^

™

t0 care f

„

cast _ of£

It instead gave that
unrest a new, more
politicized character and greater

Public vis iblity

,

and to the

,.

cared £or „ a

smouldering

f°

mS

°

f

SerVlCe
-

T ° the

»»>«.

„

Mger

patronizing devaluation end
dehumanization built intQ lt ,
bure

at

lc

of women, minorities, end

idealistic youth hoping to find
employment within the liberal
welfare
state that would be meaningful,
helpful, and creative, it
offered only
brief end rare moments of
creative service soon to be
followed by disillusionment, burnout, and vastly
curtailed expectations.
To optimistic,
well-meaning liberal promoters of
the welfare state, who believe
it to
he the way to greatly reduce
inequality, It has only "hureaucratized"
it.

Created as a way of managing the pain
arising from social oppression,
it
has only replicated those oppressive
forms within its own professional

hierarchies of service.

Finally, the welfare state and It,
professional-

bureaucratic system of human services was
erected to compensate for that
which is uncompensatable: the lack of
economic opportunity, love and
emotional support necessary to nurture the
free unfolding of every person's potential.
In

conclusion, the last three chapters have tried
to show that

basic flaws In liberal and left-liberal
approaches to human service have

weakened liberalism's attempted defense of the welfare
state in the face
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of the New R i ht
attack
g

.

Presses which liberals shar£
accep tance of

a

^^^

Ihese „ eaknesses

^

social order based upon

_

^

^^
common

o£
soe ial hierarchy rooted
in eapltalist,
patriarchal, racist and
states-based
for m s of oppression.
Liberalises achUles heel is
the professions!

service hierarchy itself and
the hure aucrat i c nature
of cere that breeds
contempt for clients and workers
oncers alike
alito and
an A underestimates
a
the lay community's
capacities for mutual care. 3v
ay rrp^inn
creating a» hierarchically
stratified system
of care, it has become a
house hopelesslv
uupexessiy AA^a^a
divided against itself, unable
to come together, or
achieve
cnieve general
„un support in making
eenp^i npublic
a creative
response to the New Right.
gnt.
Thp
Npt, R-f
ihe New
Right can be successfully
combatted
only by presenting an alternative
to the current hierarchicallyv,

•

constrained, professionally-dominated,
internally conflicted system of
care that can engage the commitment
of people to reappropriate
the work
of care and nurturance and
give it, for the first time, its
appropriate
value as the foundation for creative
growth in all spheres of life.
In
the last chapter we will briefly
propose some basic principles of such
an alternative vision of care,
identify alternative models from which
we

might draw inspiration, and the likely
social agencies of change upon

which we might rely in forging this new
vision into reality.
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CHAPTER

VIII

A MARXIST APPROACH TO
HUMAN SERVICE PRACTICE
AND POLITICS

We have seen that within
liberal theory, there are
two main views
of the welfare state and
human service work.
Social democratic liberal

theory perceives state social
services as, on balance, a
positive
humanitarian response of the society
as a whole to pressing social
needs which have accompanied the
processes of industrial growth,
urbanization, and increased social
complexity.
In this view, we need only
extend and expand public services,
making marginal improvements in
how
they are presently organized.
Left liberal theory, on the other
hand,

critically evaluates these same social
services as elite policy responses
to potential social unrest.

They view many of these services as
systems

of social control, which frequently
harm their clienteles.

They locate

the blame for such mistreatment on
the service bureaucracies them-

selves, and specifically upon the
shoulders of self-interested politicians, professionals, and service workers.

What unites the traditional social-democratic
left-liberal approaches
is their common lack of any theory of
the CENTRAL DYNAMICS of social

development and change to help them guide their practice.
the liberal view,

Instead, in

the problems which service workers encounter have

myriad sources and myriad remedies.

Thus,

they see that the task of

human service practitioners is to continuously recommit
themselves as
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Humanely,

c« passIomely

,

the realistlcaUy

^

^ ^^^^

possibu
more
and more people deal
with the problems they
Klll
as a result of modern
industrialists with its
inevitable "dis"elfares" and social i„e
qU aities.
In t he liberal view,
1£ we cannot
J
a " ay
lth
S ° Clal P
°
"
and inanities o f modern
life, we ean at least
devise ways to eope witb
tbe i^ediacy of human
Pain, try to reduee some
of the inequities,
and help people carve
out their own unique for.
of self-expression
and accomodation.

—

•

Liberal analysts have li ttl
e to way in response
to such new conservative challenges as: why
has the welfare state
grown and grown in
size,

taking a deeper and deeper
tax bit out of our pockets,
while
becoming less and less effective
in feting felt needs?
If the welfare
state is such a good thing, why
do so .any people have
valid complaints
against its welfare, educational,
employment, health, housing and
mental
health bureaucracies? Aren't the
big government bureaucrats and
public
empioyee unions just out for themselves?
Isn't it true that inflation,
the fiscal crisis, and many other
economic problems are partly due to
the rise of social expenditure?

Doesn't social welfare undermine pri-

vate enterprise and our way of
life-the work ethic, the family, personal

incentive?

Don't social workers tend to be ineffective
idealists or

hypocrlts who could be doing more good working
at productive jobs in the
private sector?
One of the reasons liberals find themselves
in such a defensive

position in response to neoconservat ive criticism
is that they share with

conservatives— although more ambivalently— the very same
fundamental
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values and principles „
hlch appear

welfare state.

^ ^

^ ^ ^^ ^
^

^

^

Liberals also believe in
the essentlals of
enterprise system, in prlvate
profu and ever . increased
in private initiative
and the work ethic; in
the need for hierarchical
meritocratic work organization
and differential, extrinsic
rewards to
motivate people to work; and
the nuclear family, in which
the uoman
creates a refuge fro* the
competitive world and takes
primary responsibility for raising children.
In fact liberals have
thought they were
fulfilling these very same norms
and goals by means of the
creation of
the welfare state.
Liberals and conservatives then,
appear to be
promoting essentially the same
end but by different means,
and the libera!

approach seems not to be working.

Yet if iiberals cannot explain
what

has gone wrong and seem to have
reached an impasse in terms of
developing any creative political
responses, conservatives for their
part are

deafeningly silent on the question
of why has the modern state
grown
to such large proportions:
Has the free enterprise system
and the traditional family structure and relations
had nothing to do with this
"malignant" growth?; and has genuine social
misery had nothing to do
with the massive social turmoil which,
as they point out, helped to
propel the growth of the state?

The Marxist Contribution

A Theory of the Cen tral Dynamics of Social
Development
The great strength of Marxist theory 1 is that it
seeks an under-

standing of the central dynamics of social development,
the basic

309;

structural sources of human
misery, the

f undamental

which underlie the provision
of human services and

-n y

^

organizing principies

^

of the tensions and
contradictions felt by human service
practitioners when they say:
"I felt so torn apart>
and so demoralized
the time I was working there,
especially after the cuts."
Marxism

^

differs with both new conservatives
and liberals in not accepting
as
inevitable and valid the essential
organizing principles and values
of
our social order, and offers a
vision of a fundamentally different
social order based upon fundamentally
different values.
In a number of important
respects Marxist analysis goes well

beyond the variety of liberal theories
of human services whose analytical
focus remains at the symptomatic,
institutional level and thus lacks
the kind of explanatory power
necessary to address the causes of crisis
in human services and to guide
effective political work in that realm.

Marxist structural, class analysis which
places human services squarely
within the context of capitalism constitutes
a qualitative leap beyond

liberalism's static, institutional analysis which
takes for granted all
of the fundamental organizing principles
of capitalist society and

merely helps people learn to cope with and adjust
to them.

With the

aid of a Marxist perspective, human service
practitioners gain an

extremely valuable perspective on some of the key causes
of social misery
and of the economic-fiscal crisis, and on the limits of
liberal policy

reforms within capitalist structural constraints.

Instead of seeing

a mish-mash of separate social problems requiring separate
policy responses

Marxism provides

a

more holistic frame of reference and a theory of

qualitative change that emphasizes key economic contradictions.
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Workers and

CI

ignts

A recent British series
entitled, "Critical Texts
in Social Work
and the Welfare State:
and especially, Corrigan
and Leonard's Soc^l

^-^^^

has been chosen as a key
focus for this

chapter, because it represents
the most comprehensive
and up-to-date
atte.pt on the part of
Marxists to speak directly
to social service
practitioners operating within
the crisis conditions of
advanced

capitalist

The main contribution of
"Critical Texts in Social Work
and
the Welfare State" is to
utilize basic Marxist categories
in identifying
capitalism, the capitalist mode
of production, the class
relations
entailed by it, and capitalist
institutions of social reproduction
such
as the family and welfare state
services as the key structural
dimensions of analysis.
Instead of taking capitalist
production as a given
and barely relevant to human service
work as in liberal theory, Corrigan
and Leonard turn it into the
problematic to which committed human

service practitioners must constantly
refer in their search for the
causes of social misery and in their
attempts to identify the proper

alliances for political action.

Specifically, Corrigan and Leonard

suggest that social workers direct their
attention to their clients'

relationship to production, or more simply, to
the world of work, and to
find in that context of exploitation and
alienation the major causes
of the human misery which they ecnounter in
their social work roles.

This is a particularly important point of difference
with liberal social

work theory and practice, which not only does not explicitly
identify
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misery with the capitalist
organization of „ ork> but Mhich
actuaUy
sees as one of its primary
goals

„

^

^

^

to his or her appropriate
work role within the wage
labor workforce or
the home.
in

Marxist theory, the hasie
causes of social , isery and
,
the main
ohstacles to its resolution,
derive fro, the private
profit imperatives
and inherently exploitative
nature of capital accumulation.
A s human
beings are forced to reduce
their creative powers to the
status of a
commodity to he sold on the
competitive market to insure their
individual
means of existence, they become
alienated from themselves and
their
inner potential; they become
alienated from their fellows-becoming
less

and less able to develop mutually
caring, trusting, respectful and
cooperative relations with one another;
and they become alienated fro,
both the process and products of
their labor, having lost all semblance
of control over the organization
of work and the quality and
distri-

bution of their product-all of which
remains the prerogative of
capitalist management by virtue of private
ownership over the means of
production.
Those who find themselves outside the wage
labor system— for

whatever reason-are in an even worse position,
since they are generally
stigmatized and maintained in a condition of
perpetual poverty in order
to avoid undermining worker motivation and
the wage labor system.

Unlike

liberals, Marxists understand that such structural
principles place

stringent limits upon the humanistic development of the
welfare state.
In contrast to liberal prescriptions for full
employment and the elimina-
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tion of racial, sexual,
and excessive income

argue that

a

locality, Marxists

reserve army of the
unemployed and deliberately
designed

fractionation,

fragmentation, and stratification
of the workforce

along as many lines of
division as possible serves
to Keep workers
coveting with each other to
"get ahead," thereby
dampening their
collective will to struggle
for more control over
work, higher wages,
and social benefits.

Marxists show that

it

is specifically
capitalism's pursuit of profit,

not just general processes
of "industrialization,"
which creates many of
the social "diswelfares" with
which liberal social workers
are concerned.

Marxists see the unemployment
caused by "technological
advancement"
and capital flight to "better
business climates" as attempts by
capital
to lessen the risk of labor
militance and save on labor costs.
Marxists
attribute the persistence of urban
chaos and slum conditions to the
anarchic and irrational nature of
capitalist development in which the
interests of private profit override any
concern for social planning.
Marxist theorists point out that the
exploitative process of treating
people as means rather than ends, then
discarding them if no longer

"productive," has aggravated a wide range of
social problems with which
human service programs deal:

problems of stress, anxiety, depression,

alcoholism, excessive drug use, "family" violence,
feelings of isolation
and loneliness, meaninglessness and emptiness,
feelings of inadequacy,
fear, helplessness, and inability to feel at all.

The dominant diseases

of our culture are tied in directly by Marxists to
the capitalist way
of life.

For example, theorists such as Howard Waitzkin, 2 author of

"A Marxist view of Me
dical Care," Vicente

Smmim,

Navajo's

convincingly a rgue that
five of

and dysfunction today:

^

major

^ ^
^

cardio-vascular disease, including
stress and

hypertension, cancer, automobile
and occupational accident
injuries
and mental depression,
are each rooted
in the social,

and economic realities
of capitalism.

^^^^
Corrigan and Leonard, Ian Gough,
Pritchard and Taylor,

N. Ginsburg,
James O'Connor, etc. subject
the capitalist welfare state
to a critical
structural analysis which transcends
both the liberal notion of the
welfare state as a humanitarian
response of the society "as a whole"
to the needs of the disadvantaged,
as well as the simple traditional
Marxist notion of the state as an
instrument of the ruling class.
For

these writers, the state reflects
the balance of class forces at
a

particular point in history, and the
contradictory needs of capital as
the dominant class, for (1) assistance
in the process of capital accu-

mulation, particularly in the reproduction
of labor power and for

(2)

system legitimation, particularly through
such ideological mechanisms
as social welfare services,

in

which social problems are defined as the

private failings of individuals instead of the
inevitable result of
capitalist class inequality.
In

characterizing the contradictory nature of the welfare
state,

Ian Gough, one of the authors of the
"Critical Texts" series, writes:

"It simultaneously embodies tendencies to enhance
social welfare,

to

develop the powers of individuals, to exert social control
over the
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blind pla, of market forces;
and tendencies
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capuaiist

Another concept „hi c h Merxists
such as Gough

fa &

deperture

f ro m

Uberal theory
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Marxists such as Navarro, Bowles and
Gintis, Gough, George and Wilding

demonstrate that social policy is the outcome
of a process of class
struggle conditioned by the structural
constraints of capitalism, a
process in which capital uses its greater
leverage to mold working
class gains into policies essentially
reproductive of capitalist social
relations.

Bowles and Gintis' tour de force on the American
educational

system illustrates how educational reforms have
consistently been
molded to meet the needs of capital and to legitimate
an unequal division
of labor and reinforce existing class relationships.

Thus, in response

to new conservative attacks on the welfare state for
its ineffectiveness
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in resolving problems
of unemployment, poverty,
and dependence

_

^

quality education and housing,
ju venile crime, alcoholism,
and so foith
Marxists point to the
structnral constraints of
capitalist which tle
the hands of public officials
and human service workers.

_

Marxists are quite blunt about
the fact that these workers
are
engaged in an impossible task
so long as the structure
of capitalism
remains intact and its ideologies
govern our social and political
imagination.
Like new conservatives,
Marxists criticize liberals
within the orbit of the
Lae welfare
weirare state
^tat* for promising
too much— not
•

•

however, because "government
can't work," but because
government social
programs are conditioned and limited
at every point by capitalist

requirements.

Marxists criticize liberals for
directing all of our political
energy onto a treadmill of reactive
liberal reform in which social
policy gains made are too little, too
late, and so full of internal

inconsistencies that they frequently cancel
each other out.

Marxists

feel that as people pour their energy
into humanizing capitalism via
the welfare state, they are constantly
being frustrated by forces which

they barely understand.

Besides being an ultimately futile exercise,

this well-meaning commitment to liberal
reform prevents people from under-

taking the hard, painstaking work involved in
generating the kind of

political consciousness and social movement directed
at fundamental
social and economic change and the actual assumption
of state power.
In

the Marxist view, only through a socialist transformation,
ending

the domination of capital, of private profit imperatives,
of the class
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division of labor and lta
attfindant lnequaluies

^

^

jistortions Qf
social growth, can the
proWems „ hich Uberai refQraers
seek
orate actually be resolved.

^

Marxism is able to counter
the right's successful
attests to
exploit the general feeiings
of alienation and
distrust .any people are
expressing toward "their"
governor, while liberals continue
to pereeive it as the only available
vehicle to express the
"public interest"
and the "common good."

In

the Marxist view, it is
liberal unwilling,

ness to acknowledge fundamental
class antagonist that blinds
the, to
the actual nature of the
welfare state. Marx in The
German Ideolog y
writes,

eX S
but fTr
IStt o f a11
,°

V*

ly
^Sination, as "the general good "
reality, as the mutual interdependence
of the
individuals among whom labor is divided.
And finally, the division

1,

airr
w

,

S

pallet

^?^"

^

exis "bet en the
Lue particular 'LTtnel
and the common interest— as> lone
therefore as activity is not voluntarily
but naturally divided
POWer ° PP ° Sed t0 him which
Mm instead of
him
ol bbeing controlled by him.
For as soon as labor is
distributed, each man has a particular
exclusive sphere of activity
which is forced upon him and from which
he cannot escape. ...

" "

^

'

— ^es

This crystallization of social activity,
this consolidation
of what we ourselves produce into
an objective power above us
growing out of our control, thwarting our
expectations, bringing
to naught our calculations, is one of
the chief factors in historical development up till now.
And out of this very contraddiction between the interest of the individual
and that of the
community the latter takes an independent form as
the state
divorced from the real interests of individual
and community, and
at the same time as an illusory communal life,
always based,'
however, on the real ties existing in every family
and tribal

conglomeration ... and especially ... on the classes,
already
determined by the division of labor, which in every such
mass of
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cratic nature of the state,
the public', frustration
with its ineffectiveness, its alien quality
and coercive power.
The right exploits
the desire people have to
establish ties of voluntary
cooperation in
contrast to the impersonal
bureaucratic authority of the
state and
exploits their cynicism with
regard to the vaiue of liberal
reforms
that so often seem to be turned
against them.
By utilizing class
analysis to strip away the
liberal-democratic pretentions about
the
state, Marxism provides at least
the basis for an effective
counter
to the right.
How effectively they have
pursued this process of political education in countering the
appeal of the right will be discussed
shortly.

A Marxist Understanding of the
Fiscal Crisis
As we have seen, when it comes to
the prolonged economic crisis

and the increasing pressures upon social
services, liberal theorists

barely seem able to explain the magnitude
of what has befallen them
and tend to make vague references to the
economic recession as a matter
of fate,

the causes of which are too difficult to
comprehend.

at best,

they locate blame in such institutional actors
as the bankers

Or,

and developers for their specific roles in paving
the way for the citiesfiscal plight.

6

Liberals often perceive the rising tide of fiscal

conservatism as individual or party (not class) based acts of
spiteful

retaliation b y specific
conservative candidates
against the liberal
sains of the past.
Marxists, on the contrary,
see the fiscal crisis
^hin social services as one
manifestation of the !ar er
crisis of
g

capitalist as

a necessary outcome
of the "logic" of

accusation, and
as a consonance of the
contradictory retirements
which capital places
upon the state.
Many contemporary Marxist
theorists such as Roger Alcaly
and David
Mermelstein, !a„ Cough, those
associated with such periodica!*
as the

^™Oad«al_Poi^^

instate,

on James O'Connor's
central thesisniebis.

base their analyses

tu* fiscal
f
that the
crisis of the

state is the ultimate result
of the fact that as the
ever rising costs
of production have incrasingly
become socialized, profits
continue to
be privately appropriated^
the burdens placed upon the
state emanating
from the needs of capital on
the one hand, and the working
class on
the other, have strained the
fiscal capacities of the state
to the

breaking point.

These authors describe the processes
by which the

increasing concentration of capital
and increasing levels of social

interdependence marking capitalist relations
of production have necessitated a vast increase in the functions
of the state to facilitate
stable economic growth.

These costs of production which have
been

socialized via the state include:

(A)

capital investment costs, such

as infrastructural development (i.e.,
highways, bridges, ports) and

research and development assistance; (B) costs
involved in the repro-

duction of labor power through public education
and vocational training,
public health provisions, social insurance, etc.;
(C) social ("legi-

nation") costs lncurred

in carlng for „ surplus
populations „ pro _

duced by capitalism through
welfare and other social
expenditures,
and defense costs involved
in protecting U.S.
worldwide corporate interests.
I„ this view, the
expansion of the corporate
economy and the
expansion of the state have
gone hand in hand historically,
the one
being the condition for the
other and vice versa.
Therefore, it is

absurd to believe new conservative
rhetoric that the state's overall
role should or could be
substantially reduced.
Rather, Marxists argue
that what new conservatives really
mean is that the state's role
and
its pattern of expenditures
should be re-structured so as to
promote
capital accumulation and imperial
expansion at the expense of social
needs
,

Going well beyond conventional liberal
wisdom in explaining the

difficulties involved in raising sufficient
revenues to cover state
expenditures, Marxists point to the inevitable
regressivity of the tax
structure, the built-in bias against raising
needed revenues through

productive state enterprise, and the contradictions
and inflationary
tendencies inherent in Keynesian policies of
deficit finance and full
employment.

Marxist political-economists also point to additional

factors which aggravate the fiscal crisis, the most
important being the

international capitalist crisis of the mid-1970's beginning
a prolonged
period of declining profits and slowed investment growth,
and the

regional flow of capital in search of lower costs and higher
profits.
They argue that the post war period of economic growth which provided
the necessary basis for the post war liberal coalition of corporate
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leaders, libera l politicians,
labor and

so, minority group leadership
and middle class professionals
contained the seeds of its
own destruction^ u.s. postwar economic
growth> wh ch
^
.

^

^

^

expansion of credit, America's
hegemonic position world wide,
and
relatively harmonious capital-labor
relations, was undermined in
the
.id-seventies by a dangerous
over-expansion of credit, 9 substantial
threats to U.S. hegemony from
both the advanced capitalist
and third
worlds, heightened labor
militance, 10 increasing wage
pressure on profits,
and demands by urban minorities
or the "other America" for
an amelioration of their impoverished
condition. 11
The other key element discussed
by Marxist economists in explaining
the fiscal crisis is the movement
of capital out of those, areas
charac-

terized by high levels of social
unrest, unionization, high wage, energy,

transportation and taxation costs.

"

This capital flight creates unem-

ployment and a further loss of tax revenue
at the same time as unemployed

workers raise their demands on the state.

The main point that can be

grasped from the voluminous data compiled
by Marxist political economists
is

that the fiscal crisis emerges from the
contradictions of state

aided capitalist growth itself and is not
the fault of its victims,
social service workers and clients as
neo-conservatives would have it.
The Marxist analysis is a pre-eminently economic
one:
are hurting,

corporate profits

thus the dominant class must recreate the conditions
for

profitable expansion once again by intensively exploiting
the working
class by depressing wages and destroying the social welfare
cushion.
The Marxist prescription for action is to fight together as a class
to

Preserve the public sector,
workers

„ ageS) a„ d

,

"scc tal „ age " lncluding
social benefUs such
in ter ms of depth and
quality>

thfi

^

Marxlst

^ ^^
they

Medicaid

^

^

^

^

crisis far surpasses liberal
and new conservative
explanation sua should
enable human service workers
workpr? and *u
j
their
clients to move beyond their
Present politically defensive
posture.
Yet there is something
slightly
unsatisfying about the Marxist
explanation of the fiscal crisis,
the
significance of that crisis, and
how human service workers
should orient
themselves politically to deal
with the New R ight offensive.
As we have
seen, for Marxists the fiscal
crisis affecting human services
is a

by-product of the crisis of capitalism.

They show how many of the same

cost-saving, anti-working class
policies which have been implemented
in
the private sector are being
transplanted into the public sector. 13

What has not been adequately
explained by the Marxist analysis is
the

slMificance of the socially regressive
politics

of the fiscal

crisis-

the meaning of the political and
ideological uses of the fiscal crisis.

Marxists have not adequately explained
the powerful symbolic
value of the right's choice of target:

the welfare state, and the workers

and 'flependents- contained within it,
which is seen as a contemptible

parasite upon the morally righteous, productive
sectors of society.
the critique section

I

In

will be suggesting that both dominant and
Marxist

interpretations of current "economic constraints/imperatives"
are

overstated and, in addition, tend to obscure the
actual nature of the
political struggle in which we find ourselves.

If human service workers

and clients were to rely upon the Marxist economic
analysis of the fiscal
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crisis, would they understand
the emotioMl

qC

^

ths welfare state and
its social program
and be able to effectively

-bat

m

u „ 1U

be 3uggested that in

adduion

^

£o

super-exploitation of the working
class necessary to "recreate
the
conditions for profitability,"
new conservatives are also
attesting
,0 restructure state institutions
of social reproduction in
order to
recreate a particularly isolated

and anxious character structure,
par-

ticular kinds of motivations
oriented toward self-preservation,
and
particular beliefs about the
proper, hierarchical nature
of authority
and the "naturaUy" competitive
or mutually antagonistic mode
of social
relations.
In particular, new
conservative use of racial innuendo
and
sexual stereotypes to portray
state service recipients and workers
as

worthy of the public's utmost contempt,
have greatly aggravated intraclass racially and sexually charged
tensions, especially between those
employed In the private sector and
those who are dependent upon the
state for jobs and

Lncome.

How well does the Marxist political
strategy deal with these social

divisions and with the social -psychological
restructuring processes
taking place within state institutions?

It

is

possible to suggest that

welfare state programs have not been damaged
so much as a by-product
of the capitalist economic crunch, but has
been the focus of the neo-

conservative attack as one way to Inhibit the potential
social unity
and political growth of American workers.

atomization and self-preservationism

The intensifying social

resulting from the New Right

attack on the welfare state represents a step toward neo-fascism

in

the

«te<

states.

In

the past

,

^

have

integrative and capitallst
reproductive
educational and social welfare
Institutions.

rf

^^

Whet have Marxist analysts

to say, now, about the
neo-fascist potential of the
processes of social

disintegration attending the partial
breakdown and partial restructuring
of the institutions of
capitalist social reproduction?
We will explain
more fully later that Marxists
themselves do not fully grasp
the
significance of the new conservative
attack upon the welfare state
because their analytical focus
normally prevents them from
recognizing
the central political sig„lfi
cance of „ hat transplres viMn
inst±tutims
of human development and
social reproduction.

The Family and Famlly-Orienred
Social Work as Institutions of
Cag ltalist

Social Reproduction

Leonard and Corrigan round out their
broad structural analysis of
the capitalist social relations within
which social work practice should

be viewed with a brief Marxist treatment
of the capitalist family and

individualized culture.

They note that it is the family, and
particularly

the mother, within capitalist society who
is primarily responsible for

reproducing the labor force by socializing children
to accept the

discipline of work within a hierarchical system.

This treatment of

the family goes well beyond liberal analysis which
tends to take these

maternal reproductive functions for granted, and to see
them as positive

obligations to be uncritically mastered with social work insight
and
support.

Indeed, one of the central goals of mainstream liberal social

work has always been the strengthening and preservation of the family
and
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the

adjust

of Its members of
their proper roles

liberal., see the contradictory

f unctlon

of the

capitalist social relations
and t0 proviae a

^

„ haven

world."

^

.

^

^
a

^
heip

Leonard and Corrlgan want
social workers to be .ore
aware
of the pressures which
a capitalist economy
exercises on all family

ambers

as the primary reason
why human relationships
between parents

and children, men and women,
become so distorted.
In

liberal social work practice,
concern for "the individual"
is
put forward as the all-important
objective, and, as discussed
earlier,
welfare services are delivered
on a highly Individualized
basis.
Leonard and Corrigan show how
this weifare state orientation
serves to
legitimize the social order while
locating the sources of inadequacy
within the individual.

They write:

Though we must see the welfare state
as the result of the functional needs of capitalism, on the
one hand, and the political
class struggle, on the other,
"concern for the individual" must
be projected by the dominant
class as the "humane" side of welfare capitalism.
It is here perhaps that the
ideology of individualism has been most successful,
especially among social
workers.
As capitalist productive forces
develop, it is not sufficient to propound concern for individual
liberty or individual
freedom it is also necessary to begin
to argue for individual
welfare.
Services must be developed which respond
to individual
problems in order to contribute to the
reproduction of labour
power; poverty, illness and deprivation
are all seen in individual terms and responded to individually.
In this, capital can
link itself with a strong Christian and
humanitarian tradition
of individual charity and so apparently
humanise the unacceptable aspects of exploitation.
Responding to individuals as
individuals in no way presents an ideological problem
to capitalas we have seen elsewhere, to respond in
terms of individual
welfare, to be concerned about individuals and their
suffering,
and to leave it at that, is pre-eminently functional. 14
;

Thus, Marxist theorists such as Corrigan and Leonard
understand that
the conscious intentions of well-meaning social workers
can be cancelled
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out by the structural
imperatives of capitalism.
capitalism

^
^^

-n,
They
understand that

even while every effort
Is heing ma de by
highly

^

social workers t0 he Xp
people obviously in „ eed
and in pain>
"hich this h e lp takes serves
to reinforce the ver
y values and pri noi pl es
underlying the syste. which
harmed these orients in
the first place.
It is this recognition
of capitalist structural
and ideological constraints .elding social work
practice and refo™ activity
which most
clearly separates the Marxist
practitioners fro ra their liberal
counterparts.

Leonard and Corrigan are
particularly critical of the
psychoanalytic
bent of much of contemporary
social work practice.
They belittle

psychoanalytic theory for its supposedly
asocial character.

They state:

Classically, the theory fails to
account
the effects of
... in particular, social class on humanforpersonality.
Certinaly it emphasizes the influence
of the family, and this is
undeniably an important effect upon
personality:
.the family
1 ' m ° St
agent of socialization
behalf of the capitalist system;
but psychoanalytic theory fails
to take account of the class
nature of the family itself, and of
its significance in the reproduction
of labor power. 15

^^J

.

.

They do say, however, that one might
more fruitfully utilize Freudian
theory
to understand the mechanisms by which
socialization into the
dominant ideology takes place.
These mechanisms, by which under
capitalism, parent/child relationships are
developed in order to
reflect the requirements of economic production,
can be understood in terms of Freudian concepts such as
identification. 16

Corrigan and Leonard see the need for a "Marxist
psychology" to
help guide social work practice.

They write:

In social work, we must begin to understand
individual experience
and the features of individual personality as a reflection
of the
social relations of production and of the contradictions within
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They end this section by
pointing out the need for
corrective for™
of class struggle within
which both social workers and
clients can
participate and in so doing break
down individualist ideologies
and
isolat ion.

This section will be brief since
the actual social relations of

human service work receive very
little concrete analysis by Marxists.
A very few theorists such as Gelvin
Stevenson whose article on the

"Social Relations of Production and
Consumption in the Human Service

Occupations" is discussed here, do make a
brave attempt to apply Marxist
concepts to human service work itself.

The Marxist concepts utilized

by Stevenson seem quite inappropriate and
forced when applied to what
he calls the human service "industries,"
while whenever he departs from

orthodox Marxist concepts he is most insightful
and revealing about the
nature and dilemmas of human service work.

For example, Stevenson

spends considerable time describing the "modes of production
and consumption: within human services and how these modes differ
from the manu-

facturing and extractive industries.

He writes:

T^

3Ct
The produ
nothing material but rather
is
*
° £ int «action between
or more peopie and a change
two
,
Therefore, nothL rs
c
Zell
0 consum ed.
teacher "produces" tea hin. li
A
V
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D
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"

Referring to human service as
an industry and to the work
undertaken
by sociai service
practitioners as "production"
and to the response of
clients as "consumption,"
obscures the central difference
between human
services and private enterprise,
which is that surplus value or
exchange
value is not being produced,
because no commodity is being
sold on the
market as a result of the labor
undertaken by social service practitioners (as of course Stevenson
understands).
While profitability criteria is predominant within private
enterprise, it has only an indirect
influence within human services.

What is significant is that ever

increasing numbers of people have been
engaged in service relationships
in

which not profits and exchange value,
but human beings and social

use-values are being created.
Unlike radical liberal professionals who
tend to criticize human
service practitioners for not struggling
with greater militance on behalf

of clients in their service areas, Marxist
writers such as Corrigan and

Leonard reiterate that these workers are caught
within structures operating according to principles and requirements beyond
their conscious

control.

They sympathize with the plight of these workers whom they

see as caught in binds similar to those affecting workers
everywhere in

capitalist society, subject to the same material constraints of economic
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(See critique for further dis-

)

Marxist Theory of

^n^nd_the^itical

Role of Human Service Workers

British Marxists Leonard and Corrigan
point to the traditional

working class organizations of the
trade union movement and the Labor
Party as the key vehicles for change
to which progressive social workers
should bring issues of particular
concern to themselves and their
clients.

The specific content and importance of
these issues is not

emphasized within their theory of change.

The all-important point for

these theorists is that social workers need
to link up with the tradi-

tional working class movement and institutions
and not get bogged down
in

either isolated client/community struggles or
struggles undertaken

by professionals or workers within particular
social agencies.

They

write
Whilst

in a

tactical way

it

may be easier, and nearly always

is easier,

to work entirely with other social workers, with
client groups, and with a few voluntary organizations, it is es-

sential for the success of our ideas, policies and practice, that
they be understood and ultimately agreed to by (lie working-class
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Leonard and Corrigan react
against the "continual bloodletting"
which they see as inherent in
the rank and file movement
for democratic
unionism, and recommend, instead,
following a path which will forge
the

greatest possible unity. 20

Likewise, they are highly critical
of the

grassroots conflict approach
undertaken by community groups, which,
they say,
rests upon a simple "us" and
"them" dichotomy.
It is supfUndamenta11 -nolithic view of all
^
state
employes
lll
a hasV
e
rt ° f working ciass cuit
e
^±itei
by
an anti-statism
j;
n
,
that has come about since the
failure of the
welfare state.
Tactically, it leads community groups to
pit their rank and file organization,
backed by their actual
experience of their problems, against the
State organization involved--agamst the Planning Department, the
Education Department
the social security office, or indeed,
the Labour Party in office
A number of things result from creating
these false polaritiesit usually leads to a series of
defeats. ...
It also leads to
many members of groups attacking workers^in
State agencies
it does not lead to successful
politics.
.

•

.

6

-

:r

.

.

;

-

.

.

Instead of attacking each other, Marxists
propose that state service

workers promote the interests of their clients within
a working class
party.
In summary,

Leonard and Corrigan believe that for political action

to be effective it must take place within traditional
working class

organizations, since these are the only vehicles which can provide the

necessary power base.

They do not define action undertaken by client-

community or progressive social work groupings as intrinsically part of
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the class struggle or
working class

nation

of

t he

women's

_nt

_

nt>

AisGj there ig

or .ovement of racial
minorities.

(See critique section
for further discussion.)

Weaknesses in_jLhe_ Marxist
Analysis
In spite of the very
definite theoretical advance
over liberal and

new conservative theory which
Marxism offers, there still
seems to
be a large gap between the
insights and focus of Marxism
and the everyday dilemmas of human service
practitioners.
Corrigan and Leonard, for
example, never quite fulfill
their objective of overcoming
the remoteness of Marxist theory to the
everyday political realities facing
social
service workers, in part because
many of the issues confronting
human
service practitioners originate
in basic forms of social
oppression

which are slighted by Marxist theory
and practice.
Paul Corrigan and Peter Leonard's
main accomplishment in writing

So^ial_Wor k Practice Undex^italism
is to acquaint social workers with
the basic categories of Marxist
thought.

They are teaching social workers

how a Marxist looks at the world, and
they want human service workers
to take that world of Marxism seriously.

What is less clear is how

seriously are they, as Marxists, taking the
world of human service workers.
It seems that

much of what is socially and politically
significant about

the experience of human service workers is not
readily revealed by

their analytical model.

Marxists, while frequently concerned about a wide range of
social

problems and institutions, are unwavering in their attempt to
force our
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«ten tlo„

as the fundamental
contradlctton „ Wch must

and

^

upon production and the
key

fulfiU^nt are ever

^

Qvercome

to be pos slbiliti es
for all.

u

huMn

^

As Corrlgan

and Leonard put it:

of the society iTquestW"
basic "discovery" of Marx:

L§ ^

^

° f P rod -tion

that

tMs

Was the

Just as Darwin discovered the. =.r,
organic nature, so Marx
discovered the law of
5
development of human history; the
simple
t

M

J

^

i
i

the state institutions, the
level of conceptions, art and
even
r eU i0n
f
Pe ° ple h3Ve been solved and in
°
It
the liTt
°f which
K
? they
light of
must be explained.
.22

The task Corrigan and Leonard
set is to "show the way in which
what

Marxists call the social relationships
of production affect what nonMarxists refer to as society (as
opposed to economy)." Thus, the sig-

nificance for Leonard and Corrigan of
focusing upon any particular
social problem area is to show how
capitalism itself breeds social

misery, and sets the parameters within
which social policy is developed
and social work practice is undertaken.

They want to point out that

these problems will keep perpetuating
themselves until capitalism is

replaced by socialism, and the key to that
transformation is class
struggle at the point of production.

The Problem of Methodological Objectivism

There is, therefore, something of an ambiguity involved in
Corrigan
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and Leonard's choirs
Choice to focus on social
service practitioners
within
the welfare state.
stat-p
Q-fr,^„
Since these agents and
institutions of capitalist
social reduction ate
not central to Marxist
theory, how then to discuss them? Their solution
to this ambiguity is
to see these institutions as secondary ones,
conditioned by the fundamental
capital-labor
t-r-,

antagonism at the point of
industrial production and to
see the political
role of service workers as
a relatively minor
one.
fact in this book
we don't learn a great deal
about the many pressing issues
perceived

m

by human service workers
and clients themselves within
the welfare
state.
What might have been a powerful
and revealing dialogue between

the world of the Marxist
theoretician-activist, and that of
confuted,

engaged social service practitioners-with
the special perceptions of
each affecting the other, has
instead the tone of Marxists
instructing
the less politically sophisticated
social service workers via a series
of hypothetical case studies.

These case studies of faulty social
work

practice and politics, having been
constructed in order to propound
Marxist principles, never adequately
address the question of why human
service practitioners often do not follow
the prescribed Marxist course
of action.

Had Leonard and Corrigan truly taken
seriously the experience of

human service workers, and shown it by engaging
them in dialogue and
then examining more deeply the problems and
conflicts human service

workers say they face, they might have been pressed
to reassess basic
aspects of the Marxist paradigm itself.

That they did not do this is

certainly not a failure of commitment on their part, but a
possible

result of the Marxist

^1M

mtl

predisposition to by . pass sub .
jective appearances to
uncover Che 'objective
reality," and then

aue.pt

to

_icate

this objective structural
understanding to the

historical actors so that
they, in turn, can affect
the material conditions molding the.. As
will be discussed later
at greater length,
this methodological
objectivism separates Marxist
analysts from the
subjective realities-the
interpretations, emotionally charged
sociai
conflicts, and powerful symbolic
political meanings pervading welfare
state activity, and thus
accounts for much of the seeming
remoteness
of the Marxist theoretical-practical
enterprise mentioned earlier.
But first to better understand
the apparent remoteness of
Marxist theory
to human service work it is
necessary to return to the secondary
status

attributed to the institutions of
social reproduction by Marxist theory.
Critiquing the Primacy of Production
Relatio ns Over the gender^Deffaed
Relations of Reproduction
Until the recent upsurge of Marxist-feminist
theoretical developments, Marxists have not typically
perceived the structures of social

reproduction as theoretically and politically
as significant as private
sector production relations.

They,

like Corrigan and Leonard, have

been interested in the institutions of social
reproduction such as

families, schools, health care facilities, welfare
and job training

centers as they are conditioned by, affected by, bound
by the capitalist

economic structure, and as these same agencies of capitalist
socialization reinforce and reproduce that capitalist structure.

To such a

Marxist, it does not really make sense to get bogged down in either
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analyzing in great depth
these cleariy secQndary
instUutions>
smuggling £or basic changed
o£ vaiue
organi2ation withfa them
Si°
thSir £UtUr6
°epen d «»t and foremost
upon funda .
mental changes within the
economic structure itself.

^^

M

Finding themselves in a
culture historically resistant
to socialist concepts, these
Marxists feel compelled to
consistently call
attention to the need for class
struggle with the eventual aim
of
socializing production.
It
posslble> houever>
agree
aims and not see social
struggles within state service
arenas of social
reproduction as either relatively
minor or diversionary." Rather,
they can be viewed as an
essential comElement to the
struggle between
capital and labor in the private
industrial sector, and one which
compensates for some of the basic
deficiencies within traditional Marxism.24
In short, it is possible
to suggest that these institutions
have a

„

„

^^

centrality of their own, with
characteristic relations of domination
and subordination requiring our
deepest intellectual and political
attention, regardless of whether we live
in a capitalist, socialist,
or other form of society.
It is true, as Marx so eloquently
and incisively revealed,

that the

way in which any society organizes itself
to reproduce the means of
its material existence is of central
importance; it is also true, how-

ever, that the way in which society organizes
itself to reproduce,

nurture, and develop human beings themselves is
equally important, and
both reproductive and productive sets of relations are
mutually reciprocal, each influencing the other.

One cannot understand the present
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reality and political
possibilities Qf

^

^

understanding the reproductive
arena and vice versa.
An inquiry
focusing on social reproduction
brings us face to face with
basic
social issues traditionally
slighted by Marxist theory:
fundamental
issues of
and of emotional, moral
and

human^iv^,

development.

Marxism can portray why and
how work

is organized as it
is, and can convincingly
show the dehumanizing effects
of this struc-

ture.

Something more than simple
Marxist and mainstream sociological
"socialization" theory is needed,
however, to:
(A) understand why
and how human beings meaningfully
fit into that structure, what
makes
it possible for them to
emotionally invest themselves
within it, and
(B)

what may cause these basic
motivations and commitments to break

down or erode.

Marxism has foundered when considering
both these

questions, due to the superficiality
of such concepts as false con-

sciousness and "ideological control."
(A and B above)

One reason for these problems

may be Marxism's inattention to
the psycho-social

dynamics characteristic of those social
institutions within which
Pe ° ple actively and through struggle develop
their particular indi-

vidual configuration of motivations, values,
morality, goals, and
habits.

One could call this configuration their basic
personal or

social identity, meaning the basic orientation
they have developed in

coming to terms with the requirements of living
within the social
order.

The value of Marxist analysis lies in showing us how
human ser-

vices ostensibly oriented toward human need are distorted, warped,
and

I***
tive.

by the overall context
o f capitalism Bith
lts proflt impera .
However, Marxist concepts
are

^

_

^

amining the Internal
complexities of human service
work itself, in
which human service
practitioners are constantly
being retired to
exercise moral and political

j

udgment ln either facilitaclng

„

re _

tarding individuals as they
struggle to develop viahle
approaches to
living-not only with respect to
capitalist requirements, hut
also in

dealing with the "proper"
forms of sexuality, sexual
identity and
gender roles; the proper
orientation toward authority in
all shapes;
the proper orientation toward
the hierarchy of status and
the general

position one is expected to
fulfill; and the proper attitude
toward
friends, family, and people from
other racial, ethnic, and class
hackgrounds.
Because Marxists tend to focus upon
the fairly smooth socialization role played by teachers,
social workers, and counselors,
etc.,
in

reinforcing exclusively capitalist norms,
they do not perceive the

tremendous social conflict between workers
and clients inherent in
daily service work over dozens of
such issues involved in individual

development.

Also, Marxists tend to underplay the
more progressive,

nurturing, and supportive half of the
contradictory role played by
human service workers within the welfare
state, which blind Marxists to
the potentially significant role these workers
could play in combatting
the right on its own chosen political terrain
of the family, sexuality,

work motivation, authority relations and so forth.
The key point addressed by this thesis, which Marxist
theorists only

partially recognize, is deceptively simple.

It

is that

the fundamental

Processes

„ hlch human

development from blrth

,

^
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^^

through the

_

^

spiritual growth of individuals
J-s to death
f
a
death—are fundamentally
distorted
by capitalism and
interrelated £ or,s of oppression;
and that a wide
range of straggles „l thln
and around these distorted
institutions of
sooial reproduction in the
atte.pt to create conditions
of human
dignity and Mutual support,
constitute significant threats
to this
oppressive social order, to its
principles, values, and repressive
power.

!n this construction,

the institutions of social
reproduction

are as important in understanding
the dynamics of historical
development as production relations.

Institutions of social reproduction,
including human services,
are central arenas for analysis
and action for two reasons.
One,

they
help to form the human beings,
the motivational and personality
structures, and the subjective emotional
energy which ultimately turn the

wheels of the capitalist economy.

And two, the particular relations

of domination and subordination
which give rise to dynamics of conflict

and contradiction within the realms
of social reproduction and personal

development are important in and of themselves
and provide a powerful
source for social change.

The significance of the first point is
only

superficially grasped by Marxists and the second
point is obscured
almost completely by the Marxist paradigm.

On the first point,

it

is

taken for granted by Marxists that these
institutions are capitalist

"socializing agencies" whose ideological messages are
consistent with
capitalist imperatives.

They would tend, rather too quickly to agree
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with our fir

«

polnt

,

saying there ls a

„

capltaUst „

Qf

Mrth

a

capitalist „ ay of aging and
death> a capuaiist form
hea lth and cental health
ca te, a capitalist
familial ton. and way of
raising children.
indeed, the great
breakthroughs for transcending

^

liherai treatments of social
policy undertaken b such
y
Marxist theorists
as Samuel Bowles and Herb
Gintis'

SchooUn^n^Uali^^

Vincente Navarro's

Medici^Unde^ap^lis,,

^S^^aiir-^^

Eli Zaretsky's

all sh0 w the ways in which
these

institutions are largely determined
and distorted by capitalist
structural and ideological requirements
and in turn reinforce that
structure.
Having located the source of
the problem within capitalism,
they then
redirect their political attention
to that source saying that
socializing production will free us
to truly devote ourselves
to questions
of genuine human growth and
social support.

But this continuous re-

focusing upon production relations
is a logical inconsistency even

within the terms of the Marxist analysis
itself.

If there is a dialec-

tical, mutually reciprocal relationship
between the "socializing"

agencies or institutions of social
reproduction and capitalist production, then both arenas deserve
substantial political attention, which
they have not in fact received.
But we are saying something more:

that these realms in which

people are assisted to give birth, age, and die,
go to school and
learn, develop sexual relationships and nurture
children, determine

their skills and talents and the best choice of work
or career, care
for the sick, the troubled, the disabled— MATTER to
people just as

~t

as do th6lr work

roUs wUhin productlon .. and

these sociai
realms Evolve power
relationships and conflicts
which are just as
basic as those class
conflicts involved in
production,
this view
the fundamental conflicts
emerging within these
processes of human
development with which human
services deal, have a
dynamic of their
own which is surely strongly
affected and distorted by,
but not

m

c^Ei^ explained

by capitalist conflicts,
contradictions, and

requirements.

Marxists emphasize that we have
an economic system
characterized
by class struggle, hierarchical
organization, competitive individualism,
and instrumental work, and
that to be more fully human
we need a system
based upon social equality,
cooperation, and intrinsic work motivations.
But have Marxists worked out
what must be addressed within
basic processes of human
development-emotional, moral, and interper-

sonal-to develop the kind

of person and change movement
capable of

sustaining structures characterized by
egalitarian cooperation, and
inner directness, related to a sense
of social purpose?

It is possible

to suggest that fascist movements
have been successful partly because

of the failure of socialist movements
to deal wtih basic issues of human

emotional, social, sexual, personality
development within the home,
schools, community, etc.

This was pointed out by Wilhelm Reich in his

powerful extension of Marxian theory, Mass Psychology
of Fascism 26
.

His thesis is extremely relevant to our own United
States experience
of virulent right wing attacks on human services.
In sum then,

the trouble with the Marxist approach to human ser-

^^

vice practice is that
b asic p robleM and
dileranas assoclateJ
ters of human development
with which human servlces
ducible to, and cannot be
explained slmply by r£ference
Mpitaiist

^^^^

contradictions and

recounts.

Many of the problem which
peopie

bring to the realm of human
services revolve around snch
intimate
sociai eateries as: why
can't my hoshand or children
and I com^unicate ? Why do we feel so
crippled emotionally, nnable
to express love
or pain, or onable to
respond to those who are
expressing such feelings? Why am I so ruled by
what others think of me and
so concerned
with issues of status? Why do
I feel sexually
inadequate and intellectually inferior? Why can't I
seen, to tap my own creativity
and
figure out what

I

really care about doing?

Why do

I

feel so uncom-

fortable dealing with someone from
another race, the opposite sex,

someone in authority?

What am

I

afraid of?

Where can

I

find some

support and trust?

Issues related to:

"acceptable" forms of sexuality, male-female

relations and ways to raise children,
problems of human communication
and emotional-spiritual well-being; of
"appropriate" motivations and

goals with regard to creative work and
use of one's time; social plan-

ning for the best, most sound systems of
education, health care, basic
income support, etc.; various forms of
discrimination-sexual, racial,

religious, political; problems of bureaucratic
control— are all ones

which have plagued many countries' attempts at
socialist transformation.
Marxist approaches to these questions rarely provide us
with an adequate understanding because the Marxist theoretical enterprise
is tied

to a brilliant
critique of .eo-clsssica!
p„ lltical economy

capitalist production

Nations

and their effects.

u

It
£rom this
angle, alone, that Marxian
has developed its
concepts, method, and
aims, and only from this
vantage point can it shed
light on social
questions.
To become relevant to
the kind of social
questions raised
above, a straightforward
extension of Marxist theory
would be insufficient: we need to embark
upon a qualitatively new
theoretical enterprise, encompassing an even
.ore holistic frame of
reference-but one
which would not be possible
without the foundations already
laid by
Marxist political-economy.

T he New Right Exp loit,
Basic Social Issues Whi ch Marxism

Wr,..^..

Sex, Race, and Status

At first glance, many of the
issues mentioned above may seem to
be purely personal, part of the
"human condition" and as such not
pro-

per subjects for intensive
political analysis and action.

However, a

brief review of the issues emphasized
so successfully by the far right
should awaken us to their political
significance.

As discussed in

Chapter VII, the far right has its own
answers to many of these social
issues:

the proper form of sexuality is
heterosexual within the

marriage bond primarily for purposes of procreation;
other forms of
sexuality are deviant and should be suppressed.

Homosexuals should not

be allowed to teach, young people should not
be allowed to explore and

experiment sexually; men should work in order to earn a
living and provide responsibly for their families; women should see
their primary
role as nurturing children and providing an emotionally
supportive

^
^
^^
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-use

£or their husbands;

^_

.

Afferent capacities and needs.

Ihus t0 be „ hol6; they

^

other but cannot be expec£ed
to fuUy understand
one another, a problem
obviated by tbe strength
of their romantic
love bond.
it
an un „ ise self-indulgence
and disruption of social
harmony to question one's
sexual role, one's motives
for working, an d
the structures of authority
at home, at work, and
at school.

U

In the new conservative
view,

people are motivated by
self-interest

and should be ieft free to
pursue that interest with
minimum interference fro. government in
their private lives within
the home and the
marketplace.
There, they should be able
to meet most of their needs
for income, advanced education
or training, health care,
child care,
etc. by themselves, privately.
The only excuse for permitting
a small
public sector human service system
to exist is to care for those
who
find it absolutely impossible
to care for themselves.
The very notion
of meeting social needs on a
social basis is disquieting to new
con-

servatives.

It

undermines private initiative and the
traditional Ameri-

can capitalist-patriarchal way of
life.

It creates a set of social

expectations and sense of entitlement leading
to unf ulf illable demands
upon structures of governmental authority,
thereby creating a decline
in their legitimacy and an increase
in social conflict from which

everyone loses.
The right has made its central political targets
the welfare
state, liberal social spenders and human service
programs, public

sector workers and recipients; along with the feminist,
black, gay

rights, student and peace
movements-all of which they
say
"crisis of authority" i
n the late 196Q s and
,

view it is these groups
and

_nts which

^

^^ ^
fcQ

&

^

have done so much to
cause

the destruction of African
values, the stability of
the family struc _
-re itself, the competitive
superiority of the private
economy,
the increased racial
antagonist, the down-grading
of standards of

achieves,

and the loss of respect
for American m ilitary power.
The
right has been able to tap
people's identification with
traditional
American values and the anxieties
of large numbers of peo le
resulting
F
fro, a breakdown of social/f
amilial institutional supports
for which
adequate replacements have yet
to be created or even
envisioned.
For Leonard and Corrigan,
the crisis in social work is
a direct
result of the accumulation crisis,
an essentially economic crisis
which

creates pressure on capital to
deepen the economic exploitation
of
the working class.
What they and other Marxist
political-economists
fail to bring out is the absolute
centrality of the politics of re-

production, gender and the capitalist
welfare state to the unfolding
of this crisis.

They put forward an "economic"
understanding of the

crisis, but do not dwell upon either
the significance of the political-

ideological dimensions, nor the
subjective-psychological aspects of
the current crisis, all of which impinge
directly upon human service
work.

The Marxist model does not raise the obvious
question:

why

has the welfare state, human services, and
the social movements which

have given rise to various distorted state policy
responses such as

welfare, public housing, job training, affirmative action,
Medicaid,

*tc.

^

attack on the gr o„in sense
g
of

™

^

been targeted for attack
by

the g row ing

^

„ soclal

sector per

^^

entUlement „ ?

heauh

^

this attack

funded city hospitals and
neighborhood clinics, .ublic
servlce enploy .
ment, publically funded
dayy care?
u
care.
Whv
Why the stereotyping of
virtually
all public servants as
lazy fat-cat bureaucrats
so that g enerall
y committed, over-worked nurses,
day care workers, youth
workers, elementary schoo! teachers, are
seen in the same Ught as
the mayors' patronage machine and the housing
and urban development
appointees on-thetake? Why the incessant and
almost totally successful
attacks on the
lazy, immoral welfare chiselers
out for a free ride who don't
want to
work?

^

What Marxists such as Leonard and
Corrigan do not stress is that
the welfare state and human
service bureaucracies have been
targeted
by conservative forces because
it was in relation to that
arena that

many of the social struggles and
partially
1930

»s

progressive strides of the

and especially the 1960 's and early 70

's

were made which began

tipping the balance of power away from
the dominant class (sex and

race)-however unself conscious
these movements were.

in explicit class and feminist
terms

In the 1960's and early 1970's,

the educational,

medical, welfare, housing and community planning
establishments were
all challenged by grassroots social movements
which questioned the

"expert authority," the private economic and professional
priorities

which these public agencies expressed.

These struggles which Leonard

and Corrigan, Dixon and Bodenheimer, and other Marxists
tend to deni-
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grate, are the very ones
for uh^v,
Y
which new conservatives
reserve their
heaviest Munition.
For the new conservatives
at the head of state
-day, any militant movement
toward greater social
equality and erosion
of hierarchical status
and authority is destructive.
For the,, the

—7

attests

decentralized

at citizen participation,
client and cooununity control,

_ity

alternatives, alternative
lifestyle explora-

tions-all represented substantial
political challenges

to the capitalist/
Patriarchal way of life, the
hierarchical authority structure,
and the
appropriate individual character
structure.

Many of the conflicts over
quality-of-lif e type social issues
within the community and the
broader orbit of the welfare
.tat— for
guaranteed public service jobs, basic
income support, affirmative
action in hiring, the right to
decent, affordable housing and
some say
over community development, the
schools and the police; the right
to
decent, affordable (or free) health
care, day care, higher education,

services to the elderly, protection
against male and parental violence;
for the right of the institutionalized
mentally ill, retarded, disabled,

and youthful "delinquent" to be treated
with dignity and not be isolated off from the rest of society-constituted
significant threats
to capitalist principles and
white/male/technocratic privilege.

They

did represent a budding impulse toward communal
self-determination which

actually surpassed any challenge to the established
social order coming
from traditional working class organizations.

The reason why Leonard

and Corrigan among other Marxists do not give these
movements the

weight they deserve is directly related to their rather narrow
and

-Sid understanding

of the class

^

view of the l0C i of power
and the "necessary"
vehicles for change
First, we turn t0 Leonard
and Corrigan's
misunderstanding of the sources
of problems dealt with
by human service workers.

^^^^
As mentioned above, a key
reason for the apparent
remoteness of
Marxist theory to social service
politics is that many of the
issues

confronting human service
practitioners originate in basic
forms of
social oppression either
slighted or denied by Marxist
theory and
practice.

First, human service
practitioners can and do serve all

members of society from all
classes; however, when working
within public sector institutions they
typically serve those groups which
are
most intensively exploited and
oppressed.
Therefore it is necessary for
anyone analyzing the political
implications of human service work to
inquire into the particular problems
confronting these groups and the

particular sources of their super-exploitation
and oppression.

Yet,

there is very little room in Corrigan
and Leonard's Marxist analysis
for the examination of forms of
oppression which are complementary
to,

and interrelated with, the vitally
important basic class division

between capital and labor at the point of
private industrial production.
To prefigure the argument which follows:

Leonard and Corrigan's inat-

tention to the emotionally-charged social divisions
of an intra-class
nature, based upon sex, race, and hierarchical status,
leaves them with

very little to say about the actual politics of the
welfare state and

the daily c.nf Uc t . of
human service „ ork

Md bundg

then to potentiaiiy

powerful social agencies of
change.
Most significant among
these super-exploited and
oppressed groups
which are dependent in so
many ways on the welfare
state, are women.
Women-in poverty and on welfare;
women lacking job skills
in trainiing
programs; women as victims
of battering, rape, and
incest, receivin 8
crisis treatment; women
depressed or emotionally
disturbed, hooked on
drugs or alcohol and receiving
counseling; women as clients of
health,
birth control and abortion
clinics; women as mothers of
children in
nurseries and foster homes and
of teenagers in public
schools and
juvenile detention centers-in
short, women are disproportionately

counted among the clientele of the
welfare state.

Women as welfare

workers, counselors, nurses, day
care workers, teachers, and administrators, are disproportionately
counted among the middle and lower
levels of the welfare state workforce.

Yet the position of women, and

issues of sexual oppression, hold no
independent status within Corrigan
and Leonard's Marxist theory.

The family itself is discussed only with

reference to its function of reproducing
labor within capitalism, and
any concern about relations of dominance
and subordination based upon

gender is expressly viewed as irrelevant.

There is little understanding

of the capitalist welfare state as a
capitalist-patriarchal welfare

state, as a state which reflects not only the balance
of class forces

and capitalist ideology, but which also reflects
the balance of sexual

power and the dominance of patriarchal or sexist ideology.

For Corrigan

and Leonard and human misery with which service practitioners
deal

results from capitalism
primarily
imarUy, nor
P
not ffrom sexual
oppression in any
important sense.
So Marxists
Marv-i«fc such
=
u
as Leonard and
Corrigan have litt
to offer human service
practitioners who are tr ying
to respond to th
special concerns women'
(and men) clients
experience on account of
sex.
Leonard and Corrigan write:
With

1

"rldical-^Ponsnf

f * milies

:!

the Parent oT
bers are oppressed bZh
family under capitalism

.

,

^^ln^rin ^e'L
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attest
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til
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5

the shallow
ChUd agaln8t
Where 311 fam±1 mem y
th& inst itution of Cl

T^

t
b ° th an3lySiS
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That Leonard and Corrigan
do not see sexual
oppression as a serious
problem at all is suggested
by comments such as:

™

tations of an
« tr-vLi^tT
he Way ln Which
f ln 3 m° St undia ^ctical
1*

approach which
the concept of double bind
way.
It is only the girl
who is seen as oppressed,
we must ask ourselves about
a
more
,
ssion
occurs
Adolescent
girls, for example, can become
just as oppressive as their
mothers and can be just as
chauvinist [.fin their re^f cement
01 " 33
Can be
The
f
mSst'br;"
relationshi P to capitalist production
and
thl n.
the
necessary reproduction of the social
relations of capitalism
1

^

^V
^

^

^

'
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.

^le
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There are, however, a set of issues
of a sexual and political

nature facing women and men which are
not rooted solely, or even primarily, within capitalist social forms
and which daily confront human

service practitioners.

Marxist inattention to women's issues is
di-

rectly related to their position on the
secondary importance of re-

productive institutions, including the family and
welfare state services

.

Additionally, social oppression based upon race receives
no atten
tion whatsoever in Corrigan and Leonard's analysis, for
whom a

strai ght£ o r „ ard class
analysis ls

^ ^^^^ ^

problem encountered by hunan
servlce uorkers

.

^

^

Mpiain

^

part and parcel of welfarp
5 f^ 0
i
weltare state
policy,
politics, and ideology is
never mentioned. The racist
assumptions built intQ
•

^

^

job training and placement
program, curricula, design and
tracking
systems within the public
schools, discretionary
practices within
public welfare and housing
departments, racism in health care
and
birth control programs-have
been fairly well documented.

Because Corrigan and Leonard
and other Marxist theorists do
not
perceive the significance of thei
highly symbolic and emotional cha
rac
ter of welfare state politics,
they do not emphasize the ways
in

which oppressed groups such as
blacks and poor, unmarried women have
been used by the right to delegitimize
welfare state programs.
This
politics of racial and sexual contempt
is viewed by Marxists as ideological manipulations by the capitalist
class in order to pit natural

working class allies against one another.

Marxists tend not to see

that it is because the structures of racism
and sexism are so deeply

rooted in American life that it is the racial
and sexual symbols

associated with the welfare state which create
such an intense revulsion and alienation from it.

Marxists then, have not developed ade-

quate responses to the New Right's use of racial and
sexual fears in

destroying public sector social programs.
Lastly, the problems within human service work arising from
hier-

archical modes of organization, bureaucratism, and professional/non-

professional status differentiations—all resting upon meritocratic
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rationales and notions of
neutral seientific
expertise-receive no
comprehensive examination by
Leonard ana Corrigan.
Bureaucracy and
hierarchy are mentioned briefly
as the social forms most
consistent
with capitalism.
Yet the problematic theme
of hierarchy was the one
most often raised by the
human service practitioners
interviewed.
Moreover, the problems of
hierarchy, bureaucratism, and
state control
has been the central problem
plaguing socialist societies.
Most important for our immediate
purpose is that the class status
and ambivalent social identity
of human service practitioners
them-

selves is not fully examined by
the Critical Text series.

While Corri-

gan and Leonard talk around the
question, they do not shed much light
on it

The position of professionals and
intellectuals such as social
workers is a difficult one in Marxist
theory for they can have
any number of roles.
The two most likely are those of either
being the spokesmen and representatives
of the bourgeois class
or being identified with working-class
struggle and being part
of such a struggle.
The position of middle-class workers such
as social workers, as spokesmen for
the bourgeoisie is fairly
clear:
although they are in fact merely selling their
own
labour, their function as part of the ideological
State apparatus, as we see in our chapter on the State,
gives them a clear
role on behalf of the bourgeoisie.
However, an understanding of
this and a realisation that one cannot be a neutral
professional
between the opposing classes may have the effect of
enabling
radical social workers to begin to perform some
political role,
albeit a small one, within the working class and labour move'
men t
.

Corrigan and Leonard assert that there is no neutral, middle position between the ruling class and the working class to which human

service practitioners can hold, yet they disregard the possibility
that these semi-professionals may have a kind of class or status

interest and identity of their own, ambiguous and shifting as it may
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be.

If it cannot accurately
be called a class
interest, one might
call it a status interest-a

definite material and
psychological stake

in maintaining a
position over and above
that of the traditional
working

class and poor, which
affords the, a degree of:

Prestige and status;
material co m fort

;

(C)

(B)

(A)

social respect,

relatively greater economic
security and

relatively greater sense of
worth, purrpose,

authority, responsibility and
so forth.

One could argue that thley

have built a base within the
state bureaucracy which they
seek to
protect and expand in order
to preserve their jobs and
professional
prestige, while attempting to
balance the contradictory needs
of their
clients for genuine assistance
and change, and those of the
dominant
class for social control and
stability.
In this construction, welfare
state bureaucracies may have expanded
whether or not they have genuinely

responded to the problems of the poor,
and regardless of their actual

effectiveness in controlling the "dangerous
elements." 28
In sum,

the stratum of semi-professional
public servants poised

between the ruling class and the working
class/poor may well have been

proceeding for years, in part, upon the basis
of its own defined
interest, instead of necessarily working solely
in the interest of

either the bourgeoisie or the working class.

By simply positing that

human service practitioners either serve the
interests of one class
or the other, Marxists overlook the most interesting
political point

about the human service role:

the inherent contradictions and built-in

subjective ambivalence involved in serving at least three masters at
once.

It

is

precisely these latent contradictions within human services

Which now, under condlcions
of capltaust crisis>
tave blown wide
open and become charged
with

poUtical signif icance

^^

The
heen particularly successful
in developing
interpretations and my ths
pertaining to these inherent
contradictions within the welfare
state
in order to mo bili Z e
political constitnencies to
fulfill their program.
The right has exploited
the divisions between state
dependents
and workers and
na betwppn
„„
between service
practitioners and workers in the
private
sector while Marxists deny
the reality of these schisms.
.

.

.

Leonard and Corrigan's theory
of change rests upon a
presumed
coincidence of interest between
state social service practitioners
and
their fellow unionists and
workers in the private sector,
and their
clients and the poor.

They view all of these groupings
as natural

working class allies without addressing
the key points of difference
and antagonism which have divided
these "natural allies."

The status

differential and unequal power relations
based upon professional/
bureaucratic domination and client
subordination

is one such

to working class unity that needs
to be addressed.

obstacle

Rather than seeing

community struggles with state planning,
housing, welfare and educational and health care institutions as divisive
and counter-productive,
one could see them as an essential part of
the class struggle, and as
a corrective against tendencies toward
professional arrogance on the

part of service practitioners which should help make
the latter better

class allies.

In fact,

theorists studied,

it

in a major departure from all the Marxist

is possible to suggest that rather than service

practitioners "empowering their clients" and raising their "political
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class conscicmsnpcc"
usness and being the
cataly zlng force £
substantive
social change, it is
t he movements
o f t he poor, blacks,
women, mental
Patients, welfare recipients
and stents whose
passionate concern for
human dignity an d qu
alitative sociai issues,
has made them the cata
lytic
agent.
Their anger and hostility
has been a powerful
progressive force
raising the consciousness
of workers in both the
pubiic and private
sectors.
As we have seen above
it has been the struggies
of these
groups which has been so
threatening to the dominant
ciass and its
right wing factions.
It is possible that
the Marxist definition of
what constitutes the class
struggle needs to be enlarged
and the conv.

•

tours of that struggle redefined.

„

While it is true that isolated

struggles by such groups can have
only lifted results,

it

is not clear

that the presently existing
party and trade union arenas are
the best

vehicles for carrying that struggle
forward.

Perhaps new political

organizational forms at the national,
workplace and community levels
need to be created which are able
to express the needs of all members
of the working class.

Finally, what is the Marxist social
vision beyond socializing

production and developing "collective" ownership
and direction of the
economy?

We are left somewhat at the mercy of a
potentially repressive

conglomeration of power in the hands of the state or
party bureaucracy. 29

The actual substantive content, principles, and
values guiding

a decent,

humane, transformed human services system is never
presented,

even in terms of the barest outline.

Key inadequacies of the human

service system which are not reducible to capitalist class relations

*re neve, a.dcessea, a„ d
these Ma rxlsts present
nQ
for change Withln human
not

convincing

ex pl aine d

,

except in terms ot gro „
ing

bers, why human servlce
practltloners

trial counterparts.

^ ^^

^
^
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make a slgnif cant poiuicai
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CHAPTER

ix

BEYOND LIBERAL REALISM
TOWARD A TRANSFORMED
SYSTEM OE HUMAN SERVICE

AddressinR_the _Devaluation of
In George Konrad's
novel,

is gradually drawn away

f rom

The^_ker,

C*™
the main character

his overwhelming and
debilitating job

-naging

the human crisis that
flows through his office
door everyday
to care for a retarded
"idiot-child" whose elderly
caretaker has
died.
By directly taking on
such a personal responsibility,
the case-

worker is forced to cut himself
off
social life.

f rom

his job, family, and ongoing

The child, who needs continuous
attention and care, is

doomed either to slow death
within
dooms his familial caretakers
to

a

bureaucratic institution, or

a kind of

sacrificial nurturance that

drains them and cuts them off from
the rest of society based upon

principles of productive efficiency
and nuclear family life.

Konrad

writes of the enormity of pain
experienced by large numbers of people
who do not fit nicely within this
engine of productivity and for whom

domesticity is more a living sadomasochistic
hell than loving sanctuary.

He writes of the utter inadequacy of
the bureaucratic services

set up to manage this pain, of the
contradictions and pressures facing

him as a caseworker, and the contempt for clients
and the feelings of

self-loathing this contradictory role brings forth in
him.
We witness the caseworker's own process of desensit
ization

,

bru-

talization actually, as he acts out the official charade of
helping
people adjust to a system that crushes them.
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The rest of society does

not

care"; he is caught,
alone

,

„

his

state caretaking or
prlvate caretaking

hi, his own full humanlty

.

No longer

^
^^ ^^
^
^

^

^

^

reconcUe hiMeif

^

inherent absurdity of his
job, the caseworker tlaU
himself driven>
half unconsciously, to move
in „ith and care for
the totally unmanageable, nonadjustable child
in a direct, personal
way.

For this act of

care he is judged mad by the
defensive helping professions
who perceive
this highly unconventional,
deviant behavior as an
Implicit judgement
upon the value of their work.
Suddenly he finds himself cast
in the
powerless, degraded role of
"client" and is visited by the
caseworker
who replaced him:
Y
Can,t
T ° m0rrow we re tak ing the
child away, and
von'll'
you
11 have to move. ...
All this nonsense is finishedit
11
would-be absurd to go on with it."
"Your boss has it all worked out
"
"
ExaCtl
The re a11 waiting for'you! your
room, your
Hp.V
r.
desk, your clients.
Your family's waiting for you too.
"
What would happen if I refused?"
"
Li sten to me.
You know the old man.
It would really look
weird.
Everyone would think so.
The chief medical officer
thinks you need a thorough examination.
In the mental hospital."
In what department?"
"In your case, I think it would have to
be the confined
section.
"So that if I refuse to go back to the
office, it means
I m insane? z
'

r

'

'

^

.

•

.

.

The story ends when he finally finds a socially
and economically

marginalized gypsy woman who agrees, with compassionate
simplicity, to
care for the child on her own, so that he can return
to his now even

more absurdly meaningless job and family life.

That this man would

choose to engage in the daily practical tasks of caring for a totally

vulnerable being was viewed as supremely bizarre and held in the utmost
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C ° ntemPt

^

**

* f£ "

« h«

-ginned

peopie who

Eastern European socialist
country Is significant in
illustrating the
lack of mu tual caring
capacity and the problems
of bureaucracy and
technocracy in productivity-oriented,
traditional fa m il y -based socialist,
as well as capitalist,
societies.
The novel's Dain character
was not
insane, but the choice his
society presented to hi, was:
t o participate
in the bureaucratized
fonns of hurcan degradation
or to become devalued,
degraded and socially
ny iso]at-Prl
isolated himcoif
himself, imprisoned by his own
decision
to care.
In the United States,

the New Right has taken the
pre-existing

cultural devaluation of the work
of caring and intensified it.

They
have set out to draw an indelible
line between the "producers" in
the

private economy who are valued and
legitimate, along with their wives
who care for and wait upon them, and
the rest of the populace who are

"nonproducers," dependent upon jobs or support
and services within the
public sector.

As explained in the last chapter, the
New Right ex-

presses contempt for all those who publicly
admit their vulnerability
and their need for support of varying kinds and,
similarly, they express

contempt for those who attempt to provide that
"unnecessary" support.
New Right constituencies submit to exploitation in
the marketplace
and home in order to ward off the frightening prospect
of admitting
to their own feelings of vulnerability, and dependence
needs and thus

becoming socially dishonored.

They maintain their own sense of self-

worth, well-being, and identity by not identifying with those lower on
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the hierarchical social
scale, particularly
impoverished women alone
racial minorities,
physically or emotionally
'disabled," homosexuals,
and "deviant" men who
choose caring roles, man
y of whom are to be found
within the programs and
bureaucracies of the welfare
state.
It

is the defensive,

reactive "realism" of liberal
and left-

liberal political approaches
that is partly responsible
for the success
of the right.
Liberals, left-liberals and
even orthodox Marxists have
not been able to clarify
the sources of people's
problems, have been

^sufficiently self-critical of the
inherent limitations of liberal
welfare state professional service,
and have offered no substantial
alternative social vision and
political strategy to achieve it.
Liberals, like new conservatives,
place their faith in renewed capitalist economic growth, which would
then permit an extension of the
welfare

state as presently constituted.

They do not identify capitalism and

capitalist growth imperatives, and the
over-emphasis upon productivityefficiency, and scientific technical rationality,
as a partial root of
our problems.

Nor do they clarify the patriarchal roots
of our prob-

lems in the exploitation and devaluation of
traditionally feminine

caring within family and welfare state arenas and
the generalized void
of reciprocal support and mutual aid throughout
society.

They share

some of the conservative ambivalence, even their contempt,
for human

vulnerability by setting up professionalized services to take care of
or readjust society's "unfortunates," who are not "competent, well-

organized" people like themselves.

They complain about the impossibility

of coping with all the human misery flowing into their offices, while

the .ore professionally-identified
reject the aesu.ption of
caring
tasks by ..incoherent"
(i.e., noncredentialled)
non-professional, lay
members of the community.

From Professionalized
Social

rw™i

The question of human
vulnerability, a condition shared
by us
all, cannot be dodged any
longer, because it is the
explosive tinder

underlying our rapid drift toward
an American style neofascism
of the
right.
We cannot afford any further
political clumsiness on the left
in dealing (or not dealing)
with the fagility of people's
emotional

lives today resulting from a void
of mutual supportiveness

and meaningful orientation.

,

affirmation

Hopefully this thesis has helped to
reveal

many of the sources of our vulnerability
and the nature of it.

This

chapter suggests that by learning to
respond, sensitively and respectfully, to one another's personal
experience of vulnerability, we can

recreate bonds of caring, communication and
greater trust at a microsocial, community level.

This could provide the social-emotional
foun-

dation for exploring and developing new viable,
oppositional social,
economic, and political forms, together, and thereby
reduce the power
and appeal of the reactionary right.

Our feelings of vulnerability arise from many sources:

the simple

condition of being human; a set of interrelated forms of oppression
captured in the concept "competitive social hierarchy";

3

and the massive

shifts taking place within the institutional structures of economic
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and family llf e.

One specific source o
£ vulnerability is
Identified

by Fred Block and Larry
Hirschom in their thought-provoking
article
on "post-industrial"
capitalist.
They describe how many
people have

become disengaged from the
more stable and confining
roles associated
with industrial capitalist
economic and social life, and
find themselves
faced with much greater
uncertainty and many more choices
about how
best to live in a manner which
puts a premium upon our common
"capacity
to learn."
Block and Hirshorn write:
The core of our theoretical
framework is an effort to make
post-industrial argument within Neo-Marxism.
.We argue
develo ? ed societies-both capitalist
and
state
!Lf
socialist—
face a transition from industrial
society, organized
around the production of goods, to
a post-industrial society
organized around the provision of
services and advanced technologies that release labor from direct
production.
But while
most post-industrial writing sees
this transition occuring through
a process of gradual evolution,
we argue that the transition
to a post-industrial society creates
a profound social crisiscontemporary capitalism is ripe for a transition
to postindustrial society, but existing social
relations block the
release of new productive forces, creating
social and economic
stalemate.
a

.

.

They continue:
The new productive forces
both disrupt and
undermine the previously existing patterns of social life.
They create feelings of superfluity and dysf unctionality
People
feel within themselves the capacity to be useful and
productive
but the jobs they have do not engage their faculties and
capacities.
People who work in post-industrial settings find
that their basic unconscious assumptions about how to organize
their lives become problematic.
As the new productive forces
break down the disfunctions between work and learning, between
work and non-work, people are forced to rethink their relationship
to work and family life.
Consequently, a fundamental crisis of
social life emerges as people experience a growing tension between their own expectations for stability and change and the
workings of social institutions. ^
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

Block and Hirshom point
out that most people
no longer pursue a
traditional life cycle pattern
of schooling, job/marriage,
children,

retirement-but instead may
retrain for several different
Jobs, defer

-rriage, return

to school, become a
working mother, or a structurally

unemployed father, etc.

This new "enforced flexibility"
is both em-

powering, in that people are
disengaged, more often, from direct
forms
of economic/familial domination,
accepted routines and conventions,
even
as the accompanying uncertainties
render us all that much more
vulnerabl
to the vississitudes of
economic hardship and social
isolation.

While Block and Hirschorn stress
the new scientific-technical

demands upon our individual learning
capacity, the actual implications
of their own argument (and that
of Hirschorn in his other valuable

articles) implies an even greater test
or challenge to our capacity to
learn in the areas of general social
development.

The challenge that

faces us in the near future is that of
articulating and developing new

ways of living and working together that
go against the grain of our

capitalist-patriarchal system and all hierarchical,
oppressive social
relations.
quest.

There are no correct paths and established guides
in this

Our task is to develop our capacity to learn from
one another

and help one another forge new values, identities, relationships
and
forms of social organization in the midst of the oppressive
structures

which divide and inhibit us.
Our greatest challenge in this situation is our fear of on another

and the denial of our common need for mutual affirmation and support.
We fear exposing our vulnerability, i.e., our system- internalized
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"weaknesses and inadequacies"
to one another.

We are defensive a bout

the predictable insensitivity
and conte.pt, judgme nts
and

patience,

controlling competitive behavior
and disrespect fro, our
allies, since
all of us are bom and bred
in a hierarchical system
that has built
these habits into our very
personalities.

Our common capacity to learn

upon which our survival as a
species and the development of
more egalitarian, democratic, liberatory
social forms depends, is thus
inhibited
by our self-contempt and
mistrust.
Our primary task is to recreate,
painstakingly, patiently, and
determinedly the bonds of mutual
support
and mutual affirmation.
Without this social-emotional basis
of mutual

supportiveness we will be too afraid
to learn together and we will
remain potential threats to one
another's self-esteem.

Larry Hirschorn describes a useful
and progressive role that

human service practitioners can reasonably
be expected to play in the

coming years within this semi-chaotic,
yet promising socio-economic
context.

He suggests that service workers'
social control/adjustment

role is muted, somewhat, in a context of
institutional and structural
decay, since one cannot adjust a client to
everchanging or non-existent

traditional roles and institutions.

He suggests the possibility that

progressive psychologically-oriented service practitioners
could help
to create "social learning environments" in which
clients can share

their predicaments and begin to envision new ways of living in the
midst
of the crisis-ridden old order.

This is, in fact, essentially what

many of the feminist and "client"-run service alternatives have been
doing for some time, although

with a much more profound political
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consciousness of the forces
forrp? of social
4
n
oppression bearing down upon
them
than Hirshorn's article
evidences.

Hirschom's concept of social
learning environments

is an ex-

cellent idea, but one which
needs clearer articulation of
the dynamics
of power inherent in such
a process.
Hirschom's construction is

liable to the pitfalls of
social work elitism on the one
hand and
superficial liberal humanism on
the other.
On the first point, Hirschorn too easily accepts as
inevitable and natural the status
consciousness and professional careerism
of social workers, and then grants
them a greatly inflated vision,
knowledge, and directing role over

clients

in

the process of social learning.

He writes:

Social workers could play a role here
by dividing social
work into a two-stage process.
First, families must be helped
to navigate the lifestages, job,
and neighborhood transitions
they confront ever more frequently.
Second, they must be given
the chance to reflect on the context of
their treatment— the
more general social setting for their
problem.

People cannot do this alone.
Instead, social workers might
organize study groups of individuals and families
who have moved
through their treatments.
.

.

.

The process is tricky. There are plenty of
hucksters
around who trade on the pain of social transformation.
.

.

.

Radical social workers must develop a design that allows
people to come to awareness of their personal and social
contexts
in stages.
Such stages can be developed, organized, and regulated.

.

.

.

Social workers must become expert in designing learning
environments where small-group behavior, conversion experiences,
"dialectical" dialogue, and psychological change all play a
critical role.
The process is complex, but if social workers
are successful the gains could be great.
This idea of "social learning" is crucially important in the coming
years, but Hirschorn places way too much weight upon the perspicacity

of social workers and
underestimates the awareness and
creative leader-

ship potential of people
drawn from client-communities.

His idea of

creating linkages and making
use of the service work
experience makes
real sense, but these linkages
will not last if the social
learning
environments are too obviously
dominated by career professionals.
Service practitioners have to
go through every bit as much
devaluation
and social learning as do their
clients!

Similarly it is not just the
"wider social setting" upon which

clients and service workers must
reflect.

There is a danger in

Hirschorn's approach that these learning
environments will fall prey
to the vague,

superficial humanism characteristic of
many quite popular,

and addictive, self-help groups which
remain unconscious of the sys-

temic relations of oppression underlying
their member's predicaments.

6

These groups can be addictive, yet helpful
in survival terms, much
like methadone treatment for a heroin habit
helps one stay alive

while not dealing with root causes.

Some of these self-help groups

have the added advantage of social contact, mutual
support and affirmation, but directed more at personal survival/salvation,
than social

reconstruction.

We do not need just a less bureaucratized and degraded

form of crisis management and social adaptation, temporarily buoying

people up and helping them cope with unbearable life predicaments.
Since Hirschom does not mention

anywhere in the article any

concepts bearing upon the deeply internalized relations of oppression,
it

is not entirely clear how his process of social learning would be

liberating in nature.

While

I

doubt this was his intention, his con-

cepts have a technical
ring to them> in which a
progressive sociai
technician crafts a learning
setting, stage by stage, to
bring about
a higher stage of
consciousness and coherence in
clients' lives.
There
is no technical route
to social growth.
The learning process in which
we become engaged will need
to be based upon nonintimidating principles of mutuality and creative
openendedness
While Hirschorn
slides over certain realities
of hierarchical power that
could vitiate
his idea, he does pose an
important goal toward which we could
strive
.

in working toward a transformed
system of human service;

that is, to

change the "social reproduction"
function of the state social services
to one of "social learning and
social growth."

To accomplish this,

however, will require a movement to
change the relations of hierarchical

power within (and without) the public
service sector.
To actually carry out Hirschorn's
idea, would require a greater

political commitment and more risk to one's
"professional status"
than he suggests.

It would require a much closer

collaboration with

client-communities in a way that explicitly acknowledges
that people's
problems emanate not just from a "changing" economy and
society, but
a

deeply oppressive one.

People fear change and feel vulnerable, in

other words, partly because these changes take place in such
an

oppressive often demoralizing and threatening manner:
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class, sexual,

racial privilege and the competitive structure of the economy combine
to disqualify most people from even attempting to get the new jobs that

put a premium on scientific-technical learning capacity.

Women who

seek an escape from persistent abuse of daily denigration within

MrrIed fMlly

-

"

sel f - h e lp alternatives,
tend

to threaten nearly
all men of all political
persuasions who invariably

question toe "wisdom" of
such "separatist" feminist
political tendencies; lay people who
decide to take on more of
the caring service
roles which had previously
been the domain of service
professionals,
I.e., resource referral,
counseling and advocacy work,
skill development, etc—threaten service
professionals themselves.
Since Hirschom's social learning environments,
if they are to be any good,
will
undoubtedly touch raw nerves
and threaten those with greater,
if still
shaky, status and power, they
will require participants'
deeply and

intimately conscious of oppression.
we need to

tum

To fulfill Hlrschorn's objectives

from over-reliance upon service
professionals to

groups who understand "less ambivalently"
the realities of power and

oppression and have experience building
mutually supportive social
learning environments.
In learning how to move,

together, toward a vision of human service

oriented not around the shared liberal and
conservative goals of
social reproduction, channelling, and adjustment
but toward personal,
social growth, we can look to feminist service
alternatives, 8 black,

Hispanic, etc. community-controlled programs, and
the "client"-

controlled service alternatives.

9

These feminist, third world, and

recipient-controlled services tend to be based upon the following
common
principles:

(A)

Recognition of the systemic roots in social oppression

of many people's problems; mutual discussion, consciousness raising

and self-definition of needs and problems; efforts to address problems

of self-blame,

somatization and labeling, and

to establish ties

of mutual support;

^^^-^^-i°^^li^^iPil

°f service;

affixation

of the creative service
capacities of all participants,
explicit

recognition of the need to
give and receive support
and service interchangeably; recognition that
knowledge and skills should be
shared,
rather than monopolized;
(C)
of service in which
personalized responsiveness
replaces routing bureaucratic
processing.
Respect for the unique form
each person's struggle will
take in con-

Debu^rati^^

fronting the overall structure
of oppress ion-with each
individual
needing to cut through slightly
different internalized barriers to
growth, i.e., shame about a
disability in one, fear of self-disclosure,

trusting others in a man, feelings
of basic inadequacy,

confidence in a woman.

.

.

.

;

(D)

lack of self-

Decentralization of power and

creation of participatory modes of
democratic self-management non-

hierarchical relations of service;
elimination/reduction of mental-

manual divisions of labor; greater
emphasis upon group process,
mutual respect and free communication by
peers, and mutual empowerment.
It is to these feminist, black and
client movements and alterna-

tive models of service that human service
practitioners can look for

inspiration in creating a new vision of service, and a
set of criteria
and principles around which we can orient.

The diversity and multi-

plicity of oppression embodied in our concept, "competitive
social

hierarchy," suggests the need for a diversity of social agencies of
change 10 all of whom share a broad vision of change in common, but
,

whose specificity of oppression and needs/goals requires that a degree

of political flexibility,
diversity and se m i-autono m
y be built into
any broader .ove.ent for
change and eventually into
. ne „, transformed

political structure

g uidi„ s

service delivery.

whicb finds its inspiration
in „hat are the
social bierarcby:

This approach

„ louest „

stratas

t(J

change

^

^

impoverished, abused women,
black people, and mental

patients, etc.-flies in the
face of most received wisdom
about change
in the system of human
service.

The Pos itive Contributions
of

Professional Advocacy and Public
Sector Unionism
The favored agencies of change
in the public service sector
tend
to be either public sector
labor leadership*! or progressive
pro-

fessionals^ oriented toward
model of change.

a liberal or radical professional
advocacy

There are considerable strengths in
both approaches

for the short-term, and the work of
both public sector unions and

professional advocates accounts for much of
the progressive challenge
to exclusive top-level managerial power.

Professional advocacy efforts

have done much to legitimize the basic
rights of clients 13 and pro-

fessional intervention within the social welfare
bureaucracy on behalf
of clients has saved many a needed benefit,
service, and actual human
life.

Professional advocacy at state and national legislative and

executive levels has been instrumental in deepening official
awareness
of client needs, and what various services attempt, often
against great

odds, to do.

Without the stoical commitment of these corps of pro-

fessional advocates, the general lack of awareness of the need for

service might be considerably
greater than it is today.
Similarly, public sector
uniong

^

CQnstituted

^ ^^
q£

Progressive developments in
the public sector and
society at large."
The public sector union
movement has effectively
stripped away many
service practitioner's
pretensions to professionalism
with all of
the elitism, distancing,
and egocentric individualism
such a professional identity had come to
entail.

It has attempted to replace

professional identity with a workers
identity more suitable to the
bureaucrat ized, scientifically-managed,
routinized service work that

practitioners were increasingly being
required to do.

This identity
has also brought them into a
closer identification and potential

alliance with other members of the
working class, broadly defined to
include both their own clients and
private sector workers/taxpayers.
A common frame of reference could
(and to some extent was) conceivably
be established around generally
understood principles of "workers

rights," decent working conditions, fair
wages and benefits, and enough

collective power to command a minimum of
respect in an otherwise
tyrannical hierarchy of power.

And as theorists of the labor movement 15

have pointed out more recently, it was, conceivably,
an avenue of

black and female entry into the broader labor movement,
which could
sensitize that movement to the needs of service workers
and, potentially
their disproportionately black and female clientele.
However, one of the problems with most of these liberal and
Marxist

"workerist" conceptions of public sector unionism is that they view

service practitioners through an economistic lens

— qua

"industrial

workers," with essentially
esspnu'aii,, the
<-u
same set of needs, dilemmas,
and social
relations of work characteristic
of the private sector."
one „ ere

H

to take this conception
of public service workers
to its logical con-

clusion, one would organize
them in the same way and for
the same goals
private sector unions have
organized.
In fact, as we will discuss
in
more detail later this is the
model of unionism that has
prevailed
in the public sector:

member self-interest, bread and
butter unionism,

with only fleeting interest
paid to challenging "management
rights" to
determine the nature, goals, and
quality of service, the hierarchical

organization of service
Lt! itseir,
itsplf and
an H the m
minimal level of accounta-.-

•

i

t

,

bility to the people being served.

A Critique of Professional Advocacy
and

Traditional Trade Unionism as the Routes
to Change
It

is

important to note the positive and progressive
role which

both unionization and professional advocacy
models of change have
played as pointed out above.

However, it is also important that we

approach the assumption that these approaches are
inherently progressive with an element of skepticism as Frank Parkin
suggests in a
recent article which focuses on the politics of status. 17

Parkin

suggests that in a society based upon principles of status and class
inequality, efforts on behalf of intermediate stratas to unionize and

professionalize can both be seen as merely alternative routes to the
maintenance of intra-class status advantage, and that neither may be

particularly progressive in the sense of helping to establish more

inclusive forms of polltlcal

unionization and

professionally

or grea£er

^^ ^

can be ways of maintaining
a

competitive status edge, and
attaining greater power, resources,
and
privileges for one's own group
in opposition to the
aspirations of
others with when, one might
otherwise ally.
Parkin's understanding
of status-oriented politics
is an important addition to
the theorical

debate due to the dominant tendency
among Marxian leftists and leftliberals to equate unionization
of the public service workforce,
per
se, as "progressive politics"
on the one hand, and to admire
the obvious

commitment of those deeply Interested
In professional advocacy careers
on the other.

(1)

The Limits of Professional Advocacy
Human service practitioners who have moved
beyond the narrowly

circumscribed role assigned to them and actively
attempt to advocate
on behalf of clients within the bureaucratic
maze of the welfare state,

can potentially play a key interim role in moving
toward more basic

changes within the human service system.

This is especially true if

they work toward a devolution of power to those now situated
at the

lower levels of the service hierarchy.

The key difficulty or dilemma

inherent in the professional advocacy role, however, is that

it

accepts

the power differential between practitioners and clients (and between

professional advocates and the average service worker) and operates in
a fashion that

perpetuates the underestimation of clients' capacities

for self-activity and self-organization on their own behalf without a

more powerful and more "legitimate" professional intermediary.

1^

The professional advocacy
role qua career accepts the
bureaucratic

foundation of the welfare
state in perpetuity.

One's own future as
a professional advocate
depends upon one's greater
expertise and powerful "inside connections"
in successfully manuevering
within the bu reau-

cratic service complex on
behalf of the client.

There is a fine line between
advocates working with clients in a
responsive, accountable manner
and acting on behalf of clients
whose
own sense of agency has been
suppressed or inhibited.
The key to

which way a practitioner will lean
depends upon whether s/he aspires
to the advocacy role as part
and parcel of the pursuit of a professional

career, or whether it results from
a close identification with clients
and a commitment to working with
them or peers and being accountable
to them in temporarily undertaking
any bureaucratic maneuvering on

their behalf.

In practice,

it is often the professional advocate
who

determines the definition of the problem, what
is to be done and how,
on his or her own "inside view" of the
situation with only minimal input

from the client. 19

This approach is defended as the most practical

and efficient way to work on behalf of client needs in
a complex

bureaucratic environment.
is upon

However, action of this kind, based as it

the monopolization or concentration of knowledge, skill, and

power in the professional practitioner, contributes to the continued

disempowerment and underestimation of the client 20 (and often lowerlevel workers) and further legitimates, by "practical consent," the

bureaucratic rules of the game.
Service practitioners who identify more with the client per se,
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and less w ith the
professional

min6S

^

dele

*^es

^

can

^

&

^^

^

the bureaucratic mod us
vivendi, and the whole

range of taken-f or-granted
assumptions, habitual practices,
and power
relations built into the
professional service hierarchy.
Careeroriented professional advocates
are much more likely to gauge
the
leir

strategies in keeping with
professional expectations, bureaucratic
Lc
culture and rules.
Such a professional advocacy
approach can succeed
in winning concessions for
clients in the short run, and be a
source
of considerable satisfaction
to the professional, but it does
nothing
to alter the culture,

the values, and the distorted
relationships upon

which the welfare state rests.

Advocates who are less professionally

oriented can also gauge their strategy
by taking into account the
current limits and constraints of the
service bureaucracy, but the

difference is that the advocate does not
presume to know what

is best

for the client.

Rather than acting as a more powerful and
knowledgeable individual,
such advocates communicate with the client and
client groups and share

their understanding of the situation and develop a
strategy together. 21

Situations in which advocates are unable to follow through on
such

agreements out of concern for their own survival in their jobs serve
to clarify the definite limits which a hierarchical system
places
on professional advocates'

and service practitioners' ability to help

clients (and help themselves) within the current structure.

Such an

advocacy approach militates against the tendency on the part of professional advocates to disguise as "realistic service to the client"
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that which is, in fact,
in large part designed
to protect the service

professional's own job status.

Advocates who make "realistic,"
often

self-serving, decisions on
their own, tend to inhibit
honest communication and collaboration
between clients and practitioners
'This
.

clouds the basic aims of both
parties and obscures the actual array
of possibilities inherent
in the situation, with their
differential

costs and benefits to clients
and practitioners.
The most threatening, and also
most potentially rewarding, aspect
of the collaborative advocacy
approach is the emphasis it places upon

honest communication between
practitioners and clients in a public

service culture which teaches the need
for self-protective non or

"pseudo-communication" due to the underdeveloped
level of mutual
respect, supportive affirmation and trust
which exists as a result
of the hierarchy of power.

The liberal professional veneer of being

the "more competent, knowledgeable, together,
capable" one, the

"morally superior" one in being able to "help others," 22
gives way in
a context of client-practitioner attempted
mutuality as both members

of the pair are stripped down to human scale, each
possessing, in

equal measure, useful insight, information, and creative
resourcefulness.

The service practitioner need no longer "justify" his/her

existence on the basis of professional status attainment and an overly

positive evaluation of the caretaking role or efficacy as an advocate which s/he often privately knows to be grossly inadequate.
Instead, such self-justification in the face of so much evidence of the

inability to offer sufficient help is no longer necessary, because the
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service practitioner
operating on the collaborative-advocacy
model
does not carry the full
burden of responsibility for
the client's
welfare.
The service practitioner
gains the more authentic sense
of
legitieacy that co»es with
doing what one can within the
acknowledged
lilt, of the situation with the
added help, strength, and insight
of others, rather than
having to pretend one can be
and do what no
one possibly could-a
self-delusion normally built into the
professional persona.

Much of the debilitating stress
that accompanies human service

work derives from the feeling
that "if

I

were a true professional and

really had my act together, I'd be
able to do the job right, feel
good about myself, and gain the
respect of clients and supervisors

alike."

This negative self -evaluat ion

,

naive and unrealistic self-

expectation is exacerbated by the entire
welfare state hierarchy

which seeks to impress a "professional
standard of individual performance" upon service personnel whenever it
becomes clear that a parti-

cular service department— say a child abuse
agency or inner city
public high school-is falling apart at the seams,
unable to manage the

magnitude of human crisis anymore.

When one drops the professional

persona and identity and looks without flinching at the
actual nature
of the bureaucratic service institution and process within
the setting
of social crisis, then attempts to be as straightforward as
possible
in communicating with

clients— the "I"

of failed professionalism turns

into the "we" of trial and error in figuring out, together, how to

move within an alien context.
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Such a collaborative
orientation builds up an entirely
different
kind of .omentum than the
more traditional professional
advocacy
approach does. The social
connections and lines of communication
that
open up between practitioners,
clients, and client communities
allowing them to share their
testimony of mutual hardship, catch-22
frustrations, and the systematic
underestimation of both practitioner and
client creative service potential,
quite literally make the repressive

bureaucracies of the welfare state
unbearable rather than inevitable.
The sense of potential mutual
empowerment that comes with this

more collaborative and communicative
approach to advocacy work is the
basic building block for change in
the human service system.

As

long as service practitioners remain
tied to a professional identity
and mode of operation, this basic step
toward change cannot be taken.
Thus, the ideology and identity of liberal
service professionalism,

itself, can no longer be viewed as either a
benevolent development or
as a secondary political concern, but ought
to become a central poli-

tical issue.

However, today, critiquing the social control functions
of liberal

professionalism and developing a set of progressive service alternatives co-existing with the welfare state and private capitalist
economy
is insufficient.

We need a vision of how a transformed, whole "social-

economy" would fit together, and how changes in the public service

reproductive sector interrelates with changes in private productive
and familial-community life.

The New Right strategy is to publicly

taint, and then with public support, substantially reduce the (already

too minimal) size and
scope of public sector
human

privatize the. within the
home and private

profiling

re-

arenas,

This

would reduce the visibility
and acknowledged importance
of support ive
service and reproductive
activity as well as further
discredit efforts on behalf of the recently
re-stigmatized impoverished classes.
Their regressive social strategy
is to insist upon woman's
traditional
role as invisible feminine
carers submerged within the
patriarchal

authority relations of the home
and narrowly circumscribed ethnic
community, while celebrating the
central importance of private pro-

duction and profitable economic
growth.

A progressive program for the
future must demystify the American
liberal and conservative love affair
with capitalist economic growth,
and re-evaluate what constitutes valued
work beyond the realm of

production.

It must legitimize people's deep
need for mutual suppor-

tiveness which necessitates a transformation
of the gender defined

relations of care as well as professional,
bureaucratic relations
of care.

The preconditions for such "social growth" in
our mutual

capacity to care do not rest upon a renewal of economic
growth, no

matter how much strain the economic crisis has placed upon
intimate
social relations.

These economic pressures exacerbate preexisting

strains, tensions, and disintegrative tendencies within micro-social,

familial, and communal relations which result as much from their own

dynamic of sexual exploitation and status-ridden divisions, as they
do from capitalist dynamics.

"Social growth," defined here as our

common capacity to care for, support, and affirm one another's

creative growth processes in
all parts of life in a
sensitive, wise,
and skilled fashion (i.e.,
the reproductive work of
society) has
been neglected and stifled
as a result of an undue
emphasis upon the
central value of production,
a problem characteristic
of both capitalist and socialist socio-economies.
The work of reproduction,

essentially (traditionally) feminine
activity, has not been given
the attention it deserves as
the fundamental basis upon which we

all stand.

Now that the social relations of
reproduction are un-

ravelling at both personal-familial
and formal-bureaucratic levels,
we feel the ground drifting
dangerously beneath our feet and a tremen-

dous fear and anxiety has been set
loose from which the New Right has

benefited.

To the extent that progressives
remain too "economistically

focused" they will misunderstand a major
part of the problems facing
people and overloading the welfare state, and
be ineffective in countering the right.

This economistic tendency has been one of the

factors limiting the effectiveness of the public
sector union movement, to which we now turn.

(2)

The Limits of Public Sector Unionism

This thesis suggests that to the extent that unionization within
the welfare state is focused exclusively upon the self-interest of

union members in a manner that essentially replicates private industrial bread and butter unionism, it will ultimately fail as a result
of not taking into the account the differing nature and conditions of

service work within the welfare state.

^

First, in the public service

sector, workers cannot depend upon the ultimate weapon of the strike"^

and its devastating
meet their needs.

i mpact

upon the employer

,

s

profitg

^

seeking

^

They are not directly engaged
in production for

profit, but instead are engaged
in the reproductive work
of care.
When they strike, they frequently
hurt most the people whom they
serve and upon whose support
they must depend in legitimizing
their
own struggles for just treatment
and improved working conditions.

Public sector unions are well
aware of the importance of community
and client support and generally
seek it at the time of the planned

job action by attempting to draw
connections between better working

conditions/wages/morale and the quality of
service.

There is, howeve,

something a bit artificial, "forced"
and "after the fact" in most of
these efforts in that quality of service
per se is rarely the union's
main concern and appears more as a
rationalization, which make the
workers' main bread and butter, self-interest
concerns more palatable
to the public.

The New Right has had a field day attacking
"greedy self-

interested" public sector unions 25 partly because the union
strategy

within the public sector has been guided first and foremost
by
union member immediate self-interest to the neglect of client-communit

needs and concerns and to the neglect of forging ongoing bonds between service practitioners and client communities.

A series of

interviews this writer undertook in the late 1970 's with key labor
leaders, organizers and spokespeople for AFSCME, SEIU, AFT, and CAPE,
the Council of American Public Employees at their national head-

quarters in Washington, D.C. convinced me of their common deep belief
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in narrow member
self-interest
interest ac
as the central principle
upon which

Public sector unionism rests.

I

was explicitly told,
repeatedly,

that member self-interest
was their exclusive
concern-that "that's

simply the way unions
ixuns workwork.
y

"

aii *-u
All
those interviewed considered
it an

obvious matter of Dractiralit-v
a „j u
j
practicality and
hardnosed
realism to orient
union strategy in this way.

the
leir

This self-interest strategy
brought these unions tremendous

successes for well over a aecaae.
decadp
of the AFT succinctly put

we really

ft."

did-a killing."

Ac the national
As
organizing director

"We made a killing in the sixties,

He defended the UFT

,

the United Federa-

tion of Teachers in New York under
the socially conservative direction of Albert Shanker, for its
intransigent opposition to the black,

Hispanic, and progressive white community's
demands for community

control of schools in the late 1960's.

He also defended Shanker's

and the generally conservative stand taken
by the AFT nationwide in

opposition to affirmative action in hiring to
achieve a better racial

balance among the teaching staff more closely
commensurate with the
large increases in black and Hispanic student
populations.

Over the

years even in the midst of fiscal crisis and public
sector union

efforts to win community support, there has been a definite
antipathy
on the part of left-liberal, often white male public sector
union

officialdom to notions of "community control" whether
feminist or client form.

it

takes black,

Community control has been seen as a direct

threat to the concept of "worker rights" and to the power of public

sector unions.
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The struggles of public
service workers, black

comity

struggles,
feminist and client struggles
bave not been seen as integrally
linked,
but as separate movements
often representing quite
different interests,
values, and aspirations. Wben
public sector labor leaders and
leftliberal professional activists
bave tried to forge "coalitions
to

save jobs and services" in
the current era of fiscal
crisis and New
right cutbacks, they have done
so on strictly lowest common
denominator, economistic grounds. 28

For example, the public sector
union-led

state-wide Massachusetts coalition
against the tax limitation measure
known as Proposition 2-1/2 steered
clear of all qualitative and substantive issues in favor of a simple
"VOTE NO."

The union official-

dom's iron-clad control over the
politics of the coalition excluded

debate over developing a more qualitative
campaign

dealing with

issues of tax reform, the need for improved
quality of service through

the restructuring of service bureaucracies
and increased democratic

accountability to the taxpaying public, etc.

The coalition had little

in the way of client or poor people's
representation and there were

rumors to the effect that even some concerns had been
expressed by
paid staff to discourage using blacks, the poor, and
welfare clients
as spokespeople for the coalition for fear the anti 2-1/2
effort would
be "tainted" by association with such stigmatized groups.

tion did little grassroots organizing within the community.

The coaliThe

anti 2-1/2 effort suffered a stunning defeat at the hands of the New
Right led by Citizens For Limited Taxation and public services and

jobs were devastated in many areas of greatest need. 29

Poor people's organizations,
movements of the oppressed, and
client groups have been
somewhat slow to come to the
enthusiastic
defense of striking teachers,
social welfare workers, medical
personnel in hospitals and
nursing homes, state mental health
practitioners, partly because of
their ambivalence, verging on
anger and
resentment at the mixed and
frequently oppressive, dehumanizing,

inadequate quality of care which
they have received at the hands of
these professional service
bureaucracies.
In the eyes of clientcommunities, these service practitioners
are doing considerably

better than they are themselves and
are doing so at their expense.
Clients and community members are put
off at requests for community
support at strike time (or fiscal crisis
"coalition time") coming
from service personnel who rarely consult
them on issues of concern
to them throughout the year:

quality of care, hiring practices (and

affirmative action), budget and programmatic
priorities, modes of
service delivery, mechanisms of accountability and
input into planning,
issues of respect and dignity within service
interactions, accessi-

bility of service etc.

Moreover, clients frequently find that the

complaints and grievances about service which they do express are

actively combatted by the union itself as the first line of worker
and agency defense against its own clientele. 30

Service practitioners

often rely upon their union to protect them against the power of the

community, client complaints and hostility, as well as against unfair

supervisory and administrative power.

Even when public sector unions

and workers have fought for "quality of service" improvements, this

has had mixed consequences
for clients.

Such demands often take the

form of reduced caseloads,
class sizes, and hours of wort
which often
reduces client access to
service.
The narrowly focused bread
and butter union strategy within
the

public sector often does not
speak to many of the central
concerns
of the service practitioners
themselves, as the interviews in chapter

one suggest.

For many service workers, it
is not just low wages, but

the hierarchical social relations
of work in the public sector which

they find most oppressive and
alienating.

For some, the inability to

break through the "bureaucratic
paralyses" and factionalism in order
to collaborate with co-workers in
creating truly "developmental learn-

ing" programs was the heart of the
matter. 31

For the majority of

human service practitioners who are women,
it is often the patriarchal-

bureaucratic set of assumptions and atmosphere of
control which is
the defining oppressive characteristic of their
work lives. 32

For

many racism is the central dynamic with which they
wrestle daily and
hourly within a lifetime struggling to provide "human
service. 33
For some it is upper-level professional inhibition of
their own per-

sonal creativity in serving clients which is most oppressive.

3^

However, it is not just shortsightedness or ignorance of alter-

natives to bread and butter unionism that drives liberal and left
liberal public sector labor leadership in a self-interested direction.
It

is

rather the fact that they find themselves operating within a

bureaucratic welfare state structure not of their own making, imple-

menting policies they've had no part in formulating, within a general

culture that denigrates
public institutions and service
work while
celebrating the private sector.
Their self-interest emphasis
constitutes an Implicit
recognition of the general low
esteem in which
state social welfare services
are held, and the generalized
public
unawareness of the difficulties
inherent in bureaucratic service
work35 which prevent serv ce
workerg from
.

^^.^

^

forward.

Service workers and their
unions who are well aware of the
inadequacies and questionable
qualitative viability of such insti-

tutions as the state mental hospital
or school for the retarded,

welfare department or state employment
service or larger inner city
public school, are unlikely to center
their union strategy on quality
of service issues.

It

hardly makes sense to work for substantial

improvements of service within institutional
structures destined to
distort and cripple the best of efforts.
In these kinds of institutionalized
caretaking or bureaucratic

"people processing" settings, a union strategy
that pretends to be

deeply concerned about quality of service and
client or community
welfare is unlikely to be believed.

At best public service unions

can (though they rarely do) take the initiative in
drawing attention
to such extreme and degrading institutional conditions
that people

will be repulsed enough to put pressure on top-level policymakers to

provide more money for decent food, blankets, sanitation, or safety,
etc.

Public sector unions have been more prone to draw attention to

the debilitating effects of deinstitutionalization and "client

dumping" into the community where adequate provision for care has not

been made.

In most situations in
which the profit-loss strilce

criterion is not available
as

a

weapon, public sector labor
must

necessarily depend upon demands
and change initiated (or
strongly
supported by) by a discontented
community or clientele in order
to
have the necessary power to
act effectively vis a vis
their own PMCcontrolled bureaucracies. Workers
who, for the best of reasons,
try
to act alone and raise up
service issues as central concerns
in their

fight with management, find
themselves in the paradoxical and
untenabK

position of striking, or slowing
down, in a way that directly damages
the people they wish to help,
while management sits back and reaps
the

benefits of community dissatisfaction. 36

Workers who attempt to take

progressive internal stands on service
issues in the ongoing context
of their work, can, in the absence
of strong and informed community

support and cooperation, be easily
dismissed and rapidly replaced.
The catch-22 is that service practitioners
are unlikely to receive

community support as long as the inherently
degrading, dehumanizing

character of service which emanates from the
bureaucratic structure of
care, persists.

Paul Johnston is one of the few theorists/labor
activists on the
left who has made a genuine attempt to clarify the way
in which public

sector work and unionism differs from private sector work and
unionism.
He writes:

Thus the elimination, or partial elimination, of commodity
relations in state production brings public workers closer to
the meaning in their work; to the definition, satisfaction,
and frustration of social needs, including their own. Who
does what to whom is determined by political power, legitimized
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This means that questions of worker
control emerge in a
different form than in the private sector,
for the institution
to be controlled is not a
commodity-producing enterprise but
rather an agency of social production
supposedly accountable
to and serving the community.
So while the most immediate
questions of control over work and working conditions,
safety
and so on are contested as in the private
sector, this is not'
within the context of a company dependent upon
capital movement
for its life.
In order to achieve power to defend their
interests
public workers have an interest in challenging basic
questions of
public policy, development, finance, and management of
the agency.
In rejecting inherited models of greedy, me-first
unionism,
public unions can turn the legitimizing ideologies of democracy
and public service against the capitalist state by demanding
that they be made real.
'

Johnston understands the crucial fact that the strength of public

service unionism depends upon the support of the communities being
served, and that this, in turn, requires on -going political collabor-

ation on a peer basis.

He also recognizes the need for public service

workers to engage in broader forms of political action.

The only

weakness in Johnston's approach may stem from the fact that he does
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not atte.pt to explicitly
formulate a long range view of
how the public
service system could be
transformed to truly meet human
needs, and
what steps could be taken
in the medium run in way of
transitional
reforms at workplace/community
and policy levels.
Only by clarifying
the long range political
vision38 of a good system of service __
who

'

would control it, what goals/purposes
it would entail, what social
relations it would embody, what
kinds of service activity, knowledge,
training, etc. would be involved-can
we know if, in fact, progressive

service workers/community members are
working toward common aims.
At our current level of political
development, it would seem that

while there is

a

lot more attention being paid now
to issues of ser-

vice quality and collaboration with
client communities within the
public sector labor movement than was true
five to ten years ago, 39

there is no real vision of a transformed
system of service and few

concrete steps being taken in such a direction.

Rather, the actual

issues still tend to be worker self-interest first
and public quality/

accountability of service a distant second priority.

This arises

because workers themselves feel beleagered and in crisis, facing
lay
offs, resource shortages, tightened bureaucratic constraints,
client

hostility, taxpayer anger, and union-busting efforts. Thus, union

members and professional advocates alone, without community-client
support, do not possess the power to make changes in the structure
of service, or even meet their own needs within that structure.

Beyond

the simple question of power, however, is the importance of client-

community participation, in and of itself, in formulating a new vision

of service and a
progressive strategy to attain it,

if indeed,

such

service is to meet the needs
of the community and not
just protect
jobs as a matter of survival.
It is here that much
left-liberal

unionism and professional advocacy
work falls down despite the tremendous, almost stoical commitment
of many workers and even more
so, advocates, to clients' welfare and
principles of justice, etc.

The ten-

dency is for professional advocates
and labor leaders to "take the

leadership" and formulate strategies
without consulting with or sharing
leadership with client-community groups. 40

Yet service professionals,

planners and practitioners cannot know
with any certainty on their
own what clients and community
people might want if they had the op-

portunity to reflect, discuss, and propose
possibilities and engage
in a collaborative planning process.

One example of the discrepancy that can exist
between even radical

professional advocates and clients revolved around the
politics of
child care within the welfare rights movement in the
early 1970'

s.

41

Some radical professional activists proposed a strategy
to fight for

more quality child care slots for welfare recipients to free
them up
for training and employment if they so chose.

Many welfare mothers

themselves, who were much more skeptical of the good will of the system

were resistant to the idea.

They feared that the child care that would

be provided would be of dismally low and unsafe quality, like all the

other public services upon which they were forced to depend.

And

they feared that they themselves would be forced into the lowest
of the low wage, low status degraded jobs, as always had been the case.
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Professional advocates and
activists who had never felt
the full brunt
of the callous indifference
of the welfare bureaucracy
as the clients
had, tended to take a less
realistic, .ore sanguine view of
how mU ch

clients could be hurt by the
seemingly progressive proposal.

Having made the case that
progressive service practitioners, due
both to their lack of sufficient
power and knowledge of need, must
seek to build bridges of
communication and mutual consultation/planning

with client-communities, the
next question to ask is how is this
collaboration to be built and what are
the barriers to achieving such a

collaboration?

Specifically, how is it possible to go
beyond the

constant "exhortations" in left of center
circles and in the progressive literature to build alliances
between service personnel and

clients or community people.

Most of the "good" books on the human

service system offer a litany of criticisms
of the insensitive, de-

humanizing character of service built into the
bureaucratic-

professional model of care and lay out the many ways
in which clients
and community people ought not to believe in
capacity of human service

practitioners to truly be trustworthy allies in the struggle
for

genuinely responsive service.

Then not only do these devastating

critiques of human service bureaucracies end suddenly with the rather
anomalous call for practitioners and clients to ally to save these
institutions of service, but there is also a remarkable consistency
among these otherwise astute critics to lift up professional advocates
and labor leaders over and above clients and community groups as the

appropriate catalysts of change, the self-evident source of leadership,
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knowledge, and "expertise"
guiding us toward the

future^

These groups do have an
important role to play.

However, this

thesis contends that this bias
in the direction of overreliance

upon the leadership of public
sector unions and professional advocates is a key blindspot within
the progressive terrain of human

service politics which continues
to weaken us in our ability
to counteract the power of the right.

It

is a predictable blindspot,

given the

analysis offered throughout this
thesis which focuses on the pervasiveness of the hierarchical principle
and professional and managerial
(PMC) control, and the psychology
of superiority and contempt which

imbues every move within the welfare
state arena.

It would be highly

unlikely that progressive human service
analysis and practice would
not fall prey to similar contradictions.

However, if a progressive

movement in the public sector is to be effective
in making changes to
ensure quality of service and worker satisfaction,
it must acknowledge
the heart of the problem and take care not to
replicate what it must

transform.
The heart of the problem facing human service practitioners is
the PMC-designed hierarchical organization of service which cuts

practitioners off from working cooperatively with each other and with
the people whom they serve.

The professional and managerial class at

the apex of the bureaucratic-professional apparatus of care are

practically constrained to organize service in a crisis-reactive manner which attempts to adjust clients to the institutions of
ing capitalist-patriarchal-racist social order

— in

a

falter-

spite of the clear

need for basic changes in the purpose and structure of service if
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clients' needs are to be
met rather than "managed."

Our goal must be

to begin laying the
foundation and path toward eventuai
community/

worker self-management of
service.

A movement for change within
the

human service system that
replicates a model of PMC control,
albeit
at a more "enlightened" level,
and that orients the movement
according
to its (PMC) understanding
of what is "practical and
realistic," will
lack the power, the knowledge
of need, and the passionate energy
and

idealism necessary to sustain a
struggle for genuine transformation
in the system of service.

The approach to change that overinflates
the role of professionals
and union leaders to the exclusion
of clients and rank and file workers
is yet another reinforcement of
hierarchical control.
in the day-to-day ordering of the
welfare state,

Once again, as

the ability and in-

sight of the lower stratas, the clienteles
of the welfare state and
the indigenous leaders of the communities
from which these clients

come, are vastly underestimated.

The genuine unity that could be

achieved between different stratas of the exploited and
oppressed
classes is cut short because the decisive initiative and
controlling
influence, is not coming from the most oppressed, whose liberaion

could enhance the development of all groups, 43 but from a higher

status strata who still seek to guard and maintain a degree of privileged control over the process of change itself, albeit with the best
of intentions regarding the "interests of the whole."

This is only a

continuation at a higher, more progressive level, of the historical
constraints of Progressive Era PMC-led change in which much that was

done for the "public good"
did help, but also

Stained

power relations/social division
intact, thus creating

a

hierarchical
stalemated

social movement.

The

Professional^^

Empowers Whom?

What must be acknowledged is
that human service workers and pro-

fessionals who seek change must
depend upon the communities they
serve for strength, insight, and
clarity of purpose.

Personnel at

all levels in the human service
bureaucracy must acknowledge, without shame, the logic of their situation
and the realistic, reasonable

skepticism and partial distrust with which
they, in their bureaucraticprofessional roles and niches, are viewed by
clients and people in the
community.

Sustainable alliances between client -communities
and

service practitioners can only be built upon, first,
a realistic

appraisal of what ^s and this includes recognition of
the fact that

practitioners within service bureaucracies are not fully
trustworthy
allies because they do not have sufficient control over their
actions
and options.

They are not free to be and do just what they would

like or what members of the community would like, or there would be
no problem of unresponsive, ineffective human service.

They are con-

strained by the limits of hierarchical-professional power, which at

critical points they can resist, evade, or oppose, but which they
ignore at the risk of repression or dismissal.
Thus, service unions and professionals will invariably tend, given

their daily consciousness of hierarchical constraints, toward a prag-

matie, expedient, linear,
and reformist approach to
change-a modified extension of what is
within which they strive to
protect their
own interests.
If they attempt to initiate,
by themselves, more fundamental kinds of changes in
service, they can be easily isolated
and

eliminated.

People in the community are not
quite so severely con-

strained and can and more often
do undertake demands of a qualitative

nature that speak to

a

more wholesale transformation of
the human

service system that transcends the
underestimation and systematic

underdevelopment of both clients' and workers'
abilities.

With a

powerful community movement underway,
service workers can respond to
this initiative, seeking strength from
it and opposing PMC control

with greater chance of success.
This analysis does not in any sense take human
service workers

and unions "off the hook," release them from
political responsibility
or "disempower" them, but rather seeks to clarify
the inherent limits
of their power and typical strategic tendencies.

The analysis up to

this point is intended only to suggest that the most realistically

effective and progressive approach human service practitioners can
take, given the hierarchical constraints bearing down upon them, is
to attune themselves to the impulses for change coming from the com-

munity

— to

shift from the assumption that leadership for human service

change will come mainly from within their own ranks of professional

advocates and labor leadership, toward the assumption that those in
the community who are less tightly bound by bureaucratic-professional

constraints, and those at the bottom of the ladder of social oppres-

sion, Will be freeist
to clearly articulate the
fe l t needs, dissatis _

factions and goals of thos
e receiving service.

They will be the most
likely ones to promote a
kind of politics that breaks
through the
"givens"; that flies in the
face of received left-liberal
wisdom

concerning the limits of the
possible:

that shifts the terrain of

human service politics from
"more" to "better," or from quantity
to
quality; from just jobs to jobs
providing genuine service; from input
and collective bargaining limited
to "properly negotiable" items to

power over all aspects of service;
and ultimately

I

will argue, from

a strategy of liberal
"self-preservat ionism" and professional/worker

"status maintenance" within a bureaucratic
structure of service

accepted as a given, towards a transformative
vision of community/worker

self-management which attempts to erase all
differences of hierarchical
status and power in the process of creating
an entirely new form of

service based upon the principles of mutual
support and mutual empowerment.

Public sector labor and service practitioners flounder,
caught

between two opposing social forces:

the PMC (the professional and

managerial class) itself under capitalist-patriarchal-white control—
the "bosses" of the public service sector whom they are expected to

obey; and the dispossessed whom they are expected to provide for,
"to serve" in all of the untenable, contradictory ways which the PMC

has seen fit to create.

Standing alone, pursuing their own self-

interest without the support of either the PMC or the poor/working

class clientele, they have little sustainable power of their own.
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Moreover, their

cogent

to providing quality
service cannot be

realized if they are left to
themselves to figure out what this
entails.
There are many teachers, for
example, who care about the
quality of teaching and the
atmosphere of the school, yet teachers
just talking with teachers,
crucial as that is, will not and
cannot
ensure genuine responsiveness
to student-parent-community
needs.
It
should be clear that, contrary
to the generally accepted view
that

public sector labor (and professional
associations) constitute the
power to be reckoned with and the
source of visionary leadership and

creative ideas, labor's political
effectiveness is, in fact, almost
totally conditioned by the balance of
class forces between PMC/capital
and working class/poor communities being
served.

Yet as we have seen, public sector labor
has been slow to take in

and support feminist and black underclass
recipient demands for changes,

Hidden from view in the politics of bread and
butter public sector

unionism is the raison d'etre of the public service system
and the
basic purposes, goals and content of service itself.

What has been

disregarded within the contemporary progressive movement to defend
the

welfare state pretty much as is, is a clear historical understanding
of why the welfare state was created:
to usurp)

to compensate for (and in part,

the lack of communal supports and mutual aid so necessary

to sustain human life and growth, particularly in times of crisis and

personal vulnerability.

By omitting from their political educational

work any central focus upon this compensatory/usurpation role of

welfare state bureaucracies, unions encourage their members to orient
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their change activity within
welfare state constraints.

At best these

self-lim i t ing views are tempered
by cautious proposals which
promote a more preventive approach
to service and scattered
alternative
service experiments.
Thus, public service unions and
progressive professional groups side-step as Utopian,
irrelevant, or too threatening
the crux of the matter:

the need to recreate bonds of mutual
support,

personalized non-bureaucratic forms of
service and mutual aide within
the community. *5

On the surface such an approach
to service appears

to undercut the organized power
of public sector labor and progres-

sive practitioners within the institutional
framework of the welfare
state.

It seems to suggest that they aren't
needed or don't have an

important role to play in service or in the
process of change.

couldn't be further from the truth.

This

However, the thrust of progres-

sive politics continues to be liberal social
democratic in nature—

which takes for granted the basic beneficence of the
welfare state
and the dominant role of labor leadership and professional
advocates.
Past public sector labor and professional hostility to, or

skepticism about, black, Hispanic, and white working class movements
for community control, feminist and "client"-controlled alternatives
to professional-bureaucratic forms of service is a shortsighted and

self-limiting political strategy because there is no viable future in
the current bureaucratized, professionally-controlled, technically-

oriented parts of the human service system.

As we have seen, it is a

system unable to elicit the sympathetic, unreserved, and united support
of even its own direct beneficiaries, clients and workers.

It has
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been unable to win the
support of the general public who
tend to be
cut off from much of the
world of public sector service
and feel

little stake in its preservation
and expansion.

The obstacles to

cooperative work and client
satisfaction cannot be fully remedied
within the current hierarchical
structure of care which, in fact,
ensures hostility and divisiveness
between different levels of workers
and between workers and their
clients.
Salvaging such a system is not
a basis for unity.

Service workers' calls for community
support to

save jobs and services will not
succeed for long in the absence of a

new vision of a more satisfying, less
alienating system of service
and set of concrete proposals upon
which community members and ser-

vice practitioners can agree in working
to fulfill that vision.

When

the existing professional-bureaucratic
institutional framework of care
is no

longer taken as the "given" within which
political strategy is

framed, and becomes instead the central target
of transformative

analysis and activity, then a common frame of reference
and basis for
unity will exist for service practitioners and clients
to join forces.

Identifying the Agencies of Change

:

Women Service Workers and Recipients

It

should become clearer and clearer in the coming decades that

if we are looking for basic sustainable changes "from below" within

the general orbit of the welfare state, that the social agencies of

change most likely to provide the needed insight and leadership are
first, poor and working class black women

,

and poor/working class

white women who constitute
the majority of service
recipients and
direct providers, and
second, their middle class
black and white counterparts.
These women are the ones
who already do a tremendous
amount
of "invisible- political
work in the community, building
up and sustaining the networks of social
bonds and supports making survival
and resistance possible.
Such women already have an
implicit, practical
awareness of the primary political
priority which must be given to the
work of care, and service, and
support-unpaid and paid.
They have

already chosen to focus on the
problems of human and social develop-

meat-education, health, welfare, child/elder
care, etc., and all the
issues of human vulnerability.

While men make the speeches and the

decisions, many of these women take
care of the men and sustain them
in their leadership roles,

take care of the men's children, their

parents, their constituents-and if any
energy is left over, they care
for one another.

Such women have the greatest stake in fighting

for a system of mutual support and care, so
they might some day receive

some of the support and affirmation they have
been giving out so

unreservedly for so long.
Moreover, it is commonly accepted that women are the ones
who do
the lion's share of the drudgery-work, and often the
mental work

behind the scenes in most political campaigns and social reform
efforts, while men, both black and white, tend to retain control over

decision making and public leadership, often steering priorities away
from the politics of care.

Black and white poor/working class women

need to come forward to assume their rightful share of progressive
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leadership without deferring
either

fcQ

^

leaderghip

^

progressive
female professionals whose
skills and competence somehow
entitle them
to dominant behind-the-scenes
power.
Progressive men, black and
white, and professional women
must begin to learn to practically
su£port, affirm, and collaborate
with increasing numbers of poor/

working class women taking leading
political roles in the overlapping
public and community service
sectors.
One of the problems with left
politics has been its separation from
the ongoing life of the community,

its slightly remote, artificial,

"mechanical," organizational-building
character, in which people
(often white male and female professionals)
without familial and full-

time working class job responsibilities
function best, and tend to
take over since they have the time and
the skills.

If we are not to

replicate the professional and managerial class-status
divisions within
the progressive movement, we need to focus on
a more organic, communi-

tarian conception of political activity, especially in
recreating a

service system under our control and responsive to our needs.

Mel

King, a progressive Boston area activist, has focused on the central

importance of building up intimate ties between neighbors, friends,
and "kinfolk" as the essential basis for successful political activity.

Unless our political organizational forms are rooted in the cultural

context of closeknit, caring communities, they will retain an abstract, artificial, ineffective character.

Large parts of the feminist

movement have understood this and have shied away from more artificial,
formal "organizational building" strategies in favor of more personalized,
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flexibly creative forms of
networking and more organic,
decentralized
forms of political activity.
The work of
John Langston Gwaltney's
:

^lon^so,

a Self Portrait of Black
America,

Carol Stack's All Q ur Kin.

Angela Davis' "Black Women in
the Community of Slaves," Barbara
Smith's

Hoj^irls, among

others, all reveal the important
sources of inspira-

tion for political work that lie
in black and black-feminist
tradi-

tions of community and kinship. 46

In our efforts tQ develQp &

^

communitarian form of human service, we
can draw upon this black/
feminist tradition of mutual aide
and cultural resistance.
Like all white male progressive
authors

I

have read, Michael

Walzer does not mention, specifically,
black-feminist forms of resistance, but he does draw inspiration
from the political philosophy
of Simone Weil:

Socialist writers have never had a great deal
that was new
or interesting to say about the state.
Despite vague phrases
about its withering away, they seem to presuppose
... an efficient and benevolent bureaucracy, hovering ...
in the background.
The chief concern of the best left-wing theorists
has
always been with that day-to-day cooperation in
productive
activity which occupies the foreground of social life.
That
means, with those "life-giving nuclei," as Simone Weil
called
them, within which the local, immediate character of work
and
culture is determined.
Such secondary associations exist, or can exist, within the
welfare state, but insofar as they are of some human value they
exist in permanent tension with the centralized administrative
system necessary to welfare production.
It is not the natural
tendency even of liberal bureaucracy to encourage the formation
of autonomous groups.

^

Insurgency is a demand that bureaucratic services make possible, instead of replacing, local decision making
Or rather
it is the acting out of a new dialectic, which denies conventional
definitions of good behavior and seeks to make the "helpfulness" of
welfare bureaucracy into the starting point of a new politics of
.
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popular resistance and
self-government.

S
f
f0rms ° f radical politics have
P e
Evolved
demands for wider and
I
wider systems of integration.
But insurcalls ^stead for the multiplication
y
of diverse and
And it
emand f ° r
8
the management of this
*
commun ityN8

w^r

*

'

r°^

*

^^^fH^^ *™ begin^^r^s"
™*
Although Walzer does

nor.

stress this, if community service
self-

management is to truly come from below
women will play a large role,
because this has been the terrain upon
which they have always operated.
Ann Withorn ends her excellent
collective study of the "vicious

circle" of human service work in
Massachusetts entitled
Game, by giving the metaphor a new meaning.

The Circle

She writes:

Perhaps we might think of our goal as that
of turning our
Icircle] game into just such a "caring circle,"
where people
are nurtured, refurbished so they can go bravely
outside the
circle.
If our goal is always to make the circle
as big as
possible and as welcoming as it can be to all who need
it, we
might be able to convince others to help build it,
instead of
always wanting to criticize it, tear it down, or shrink
it.
At least it may be worth a try.
The first step will be able to take as strong a stance
as possible in demanding public programs and a public
responsibility for providing caring services. We will have to overcome
our doubts about the state enough to recognize that a caring
society depends upon using public resources to care for ourselves.
Such a position does not mean no criticism.
Rather it means
criticism exactly because public programs are ours by rights and
should always be better.
It does not mean accepting big bureaucracies.
If we have learned anything ... it should be that
public money can provide services in small settings as well as
big ones
It does not mean accepting hierarchical power structures.
Indeed, all the demand for public responsibility
to care for human needs means is that we continually argue, urge,
push, and organize to insist that the services people need should
be provided by the taxes we all pay for our "general welfare. "^9
.

.

.

.
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A.

Withom

points out that a large
part of the New Right appeal

derives from the pain and
misery suffered by low-wage
workers angry
and jealous that some
people are getting something
which they can't
seem to get: help with
their medical bills, child care
or housing
assistance.
She suggests that we work
to turn that resentment into

"

social hope by creating a vision
of a non-degrading, community-based

system of service which will
include their needs as well, and an
equitable, reformed tax structure
to help pay for it.

Our task is to

repossess the public sector, to
strive to make public services "ours,"
to own them,

shape them, control them, and
constantly improve them

in keeping with our needs and
expectations.

The flip side of the coin

is to reveal the New Right's
"reprivati Z ation" strategy for what it
is,

a

way to lower our expectations about
what we can accomplish to-

gether as social beings.

Reprivatization is a way to re-submerge

women within the private male-dominated family
sphere, thereby

restricting woman's development within the public
sphere and super-

exploiting her caring capacities within the home and private
profitmaking agencies.

Thus as service becomes reprivatized

,

men become

remasculinized to "produce" and women refeminized to "care," conscious
public awareness of our common human vulnerability is suppressed and

our need for mutual support vehemently denied.

The moralistic exhor-

tations of the right for men and women to numb their own needs and
submit to the dictates of capitalist-patriarchy, builds up a level of

resentment and an emotional climate of fear and frustration which
fuels the attack upon those most obviously vulnerable within the welfare
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state.

The only way to combat
the tight is to out through
that climate
of feat by clarifying
lts sources a„ d by offering

^

response of buiiding social
support networks as one step
toward the
achievement of a viable system
of service based upon
principles of

worker/community self -management

Human service practitioners
and clients have a key role to
pi ay
in building toward such a
long-term goal of worker/community
self-

management because they are oriented
toward helping people survive
and keep body and soul together
in the short run.
They understand
more than most other kinds of workers
the crucial importance of build
ing an infrastructure of social
support within the community simply
as a way of staying alive physically
and emotionally in the midst of

social decay and economic crisis.

Many tend to be bitterly cynical

about the service bureaucracy, and given
the change, could contribute
a great deal to a process of reassessment
and fundamental systemic

change moving toward a preventive, collaborative
community-based
approach.

If service practitioners are approached not
so much as the

"bad guys, responsible for poor service" but as
co-creative partners

with clients, both of whom have been stifled and trapped by a
set of

bureaucratic constraints— they will feel less defensive and more able
to begin acting out of their original motivation to care.

A human service pract itioner/"client" or lay community-centered

collaborative reconstruction of the human service system will con-

tinuously be faced with one
huge obstacle to overcome:

the habits,
insecurities, and paranoias of
hierarchy which have become
internalized
in our psyches, and
which continuously undermine
our every positive
impulse and practical step
forward.
What we need to come to understand
is that dealing with,
and striving to overcome,
such internalized

hierarchical emotions, habits and
practices is the task.
not some far off goal of building
in

The task is

the perfect human service system

which everyone's needs will be
taken care of, but rather the task

is to say here and now that
we will no longer allow ourselves to
be

divided from one another in this
paralyzing and debilitating way.
We will attempt to reach across
all the carefully constructed social

barriers, all of them loaded with
landmines ready to damage our egos
and undermine our resolve.

Our task is to deal wtih and overcome our

fear of one another, our judgments, our
distrust, our mutual contempt,

our critical "measurements" of one another's
(and our own!) work,

capability and value— in the process of trying to
discover better
forms of service.

A tentative vision put forward here is a vastly expanded system
of service based upon a principle of collaboration between
lay people
in the community who would share in the work of care and service
prac-

titioners or "community-service resource people" who would focus on
areas of particular need and also be available as generalists or
facilitators.

Such resource people would share their knowledge with

the lay members of the community, facilitate the community's ability
to express and articulate its own needs, and facilitate the development

of lay-practitioner
complementary service responses to
those needs.
Service, and the organizational
forms it takes, would be in a
constant

state of creative change and
development depending on the changing
needs and goals of commjnity
members.
Such a creative process would
depend upon practitioner's and
lay people's openness to learning
together.

Clearly, people who are frightened
or defensive, afraid

to expose their own "inadequacies"
or on the other hand those who are

sure (albeit often unconsciously)
that they have "the skills," competence, or necessary experience lacking
in others-will not be able
to learn together.

They will still be bound by the habits
and petty

ego consciousness of hierarchy.
But there is every reason to believe that
we can cut through the

hierarchical barriers to work toward a new system
of service based
upon principles of mutual support and openness
to learning from one
another.

That is simply that the other way lies mutual fear,
paral-

ysis, unmet needs, and quite possibly neofascist
self-destruction if

the right wing continues to exploit our social divisions
and emotional

insecurities.

It

is simply that a

system of service that creates the

opportunities, and calls upon us all to exercise the caring capacities

we feel within, but generally submerge, in order to "get on with our
duties" is likely to be a more satisfying way to live than feeling the
impotence, guilt, and desensitization that comes from ignoring the

needs of those around us due to lack of time or understanding how to
respond.

Such participation in care, if the forms and objects of

care are freely chosen by ourselves, is likely to add great meaning to

our existence.

And receiving the freely
give n personal support of

others in our communities
is

l

ike ly to strengthen our own
sense of

well being, and affirm our
own worth and purposes.

Such an approach

to service would require
a considerable increase
in the material

resources and labor-time devoted
to the activities of care,
which in
turn would, of course, require
the socialization of the current,

profit-driven economy, and
"social planning."

a

new system of partially decentralized

The processes of "economic planning"
for pro-

duction would take its rightful place
as one key aspect of the
overall social planning process.

,

(1)

Transcending "Fis cal Realism" and the
Patriarchal Social Agenda
With the emergence of the politics of
fiscal crisis in the early

to mid 1970' s, politicians across
the political spectrum have become

much more socially conservative.

There has been a general agreement

about the "fiscal necessity" for cutting back
on social spending

across traditional party lines.

In such a political climate of con-

servative-liberal convergence, it is even more important that
progressives do not curb their own vision and bend it in a conservatively

"realistic" direction that takes structural limits as given

.

Instead

progressives must use this opportunity of fiscal pressure to demonstrate the inherent structural limits to needed change, and propose

reasonable forms of restructuring to release us from persistent fiscal
and social dilemmas.

In particular,

it is crucial not to give up on

quality of service demands and a vision of how we could fundamentally

change the system of service to make it truly responsive in this era

of fiscal and social
conservatism,

danger of

l imiting

^^ ^

John Ehrenreich points out
the

our vision Qf change

^

^

^

of the new conservative
politics of scarcity and fiscal
const,
zraints
in his excellent article
entitled "Toward a Healing Society. 5 °
He

warns liberals and radicals
against the tendency to censor the:
;ir

"cultural" critique of medicine in
the effort to salvage and extend
existing services. He writes:
"But to limit the critique of
medicine
to complaints about its
scarcity is to surrender the insights
gained
in the past few years.

It's saying that despite the
powerful critique

of medical care of the last
decade, we will take any crumbs given
to
US

*

This
>

of course,

is precisely one of the n„ rposes
of cutbacks and

recession in capitalist society:

m

grateful for much less than they had

phasis added].

make people satisfied with< even
c ome to

expect and demand " [em-

He continues: 51

... It seems hard to imagine that any large and effective
movement could develop if it did not emphasize
both the need for
more services and the need for a different
approach to health
altogether. ...
Why should anyone get excited about another
bureaucracy to help them pay for services which they know
are
inadequate? Would not a movement which held out the
vision not
of more hospital beds and clinics but of a caring
society, not
of paying for even more medical care but of
reducing dependency
on medical institutions, be more likely to capture
people's
imaginations?
In answering the question "what is Socialist Medicine,"
Ehrenreich

writes

... if such a system is not to become a bottomless pit
devouring money and placing its institutional priorities ahead
of its patients' needs, it must take the form of a decentralized,
community and worker controlled, national health service, rather
than either national health insurance or a uniform, bureaucratically centralized national health service.
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... [it] would be compelled to deal with the social and
environmental causes of bad health,
eliminating poverty
pollution,
unhealthy life styles.
'

'

.

.

.

ed cine is the mechanism by
which a society deals
«rt t-1, I
with
human ^
biological interdependency-with death,
birL oainf
SiCk the disabled and the aged!
8
It isTf
f °H
dame all y soci al, not a technical
or commercial
rel^n
relationship.
It is imbedded in the social
relationships
of
the overall society, to ask
what k ind of medical care we want
is to ask some very basic
question s about the kind of socie ty we
y
want, [emphasis
'

*

j-

'

™

f

'r

'

'

added]

Congressman Ronald Dellums National
Health Service Plan is precisely
the kind of social policy legislation
that could be promoted in order
to educate the public about the
possible alternative of a decentralized,

accountable, fiscally responsible system of
care.

Ehrenreich selects three problem areas that a good
system of

health service would have to address:
professionalism, and technology.

the problems of dependency,

He suggests that a good system would

facilitate our autonomous control over our own bodies, but
"when we
feel the necessity to be dependent,

[the system]

need in a dignified and nurturing way."

should deal with that

However, he questions

whether the medical system, per se, is the most appropriate institutional framework to respond to such dependence needs, rather than the
family and a variety of other supports embedded in the community.

He

writes
In the last century or so, the medical system has increasingly assumed this role, taking over from the disintegrating family
and community.
Any society needs institutions to deal with dependency.
The existence of mutual dependency with regard to
biological functions is virtually the defining characteristic
of humans as social animals.
It is natural, not morbid, that
people sometimes need to depend on others for care.
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Despite his general attunement
to feminist issues in much of
his
other work Ehrenreich does not,
here, address the pervasive sexual

division of labor inherent in
family and community life which
assigns the lion's share of caring
tasks to women, and thus the need
to reconstitute work itself,

for both men and women, so the work
of

care can be valued and shared by
both sexes.

He touches on the prob-

lem in the following passage, but
neglects to reveal its patriarchal
roots, suggesting instead that capitalism
is the exclusive cause.

Ehren-

reich wants to reintroduce the ethic of
service, of health care as a
calling:

"In the context of a capitalist society,
however,

of selfless caring is considered masochistic

the idea

[i.e., neurotically

feminine] stating this re-emphasizes the magnitude
of the social trans-

formation required to have a humane health system."
On the problem of professionalism, Ehrenreich
concurs with the

analysis developed in this thesis:

"In our system, professionalism

is primarily a defense of status and privilege

...

to create a medical

system which maximally utilizes self-help and mutual help and which
encourages an active rather than a passive role for the patient will
require radical deprof essionalization

.

We will have to expand radi-

cally the use of community health aides, to spread medical knowledge
to patients and to non-physician health workers, and to minimize the

social distance between doctors and patients."

Again, Ehrenreich does

not mention the pronounced gender defined division of power and self-

identity that will need
to be addressed and
overcome in such a
process of deprof essionalization.

Finally Ehrenreich questions
the traditionally understood
technical, scientific basis for
the kind of knowledge which
ought to
underlie health care:
"The traditional natural sciences
objectify
the things they study; they
have no place for consciousness
or subjectivity.
But human beings are conscious
creatures; . . . the healing
relationship is not merely
physiological, but psychological and
social.
Do biology, chemistry, and
physics form an adequate, appropriate
and

complete basis for a science of
healing human beings?"

These are

excellent points, although again
Ehrenreich does not mention that the
greatest challenge to such scientific
and specifically masculine/

patriarchal traditions of knowledge which
developed out of the male

professional usurpation of feminine healing
arts, has come out of
the feminist

movement.

This movement has attempted to restore the

healing relationship to its earlier respect for
the holistic inte-

gration of the human being.

In the feminist approach,

the healer must

be receptively attentive, even intuitively responsive,
to the person's

own state of being in all dimensions.

The healer must "listen" for

the interconnected indications of distress and empathetically
respond
in a way that enhances the self-healing capabilities of the
person.

This is a communicative process, that while it often requires consider-

able knowledge of a broad nature and specific technical skills, will
be unsuccessful if it objectifies the person or over emphasizes and

selects out scientifically derived physiological (or psychological)
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causations or symptoms.
Two other thinkers, Jane
Flax, 52 a thoughtful and
systematic

socialist-feminist scholar, and Mary
Howell, who is more practically
inclined, help us to fill out
a clearer response to the
questions
raised by Ehrenreich about an
alternative vision of service.
In a
section entitled "Steps to a
Feminist Utopia," Flax explicitly
clarifies the systemic gender-based
barriers to care that any progressive

movement must address.

Flax rejects the limited ideal of
equal oppor-

tunity within a hierarchically
stratified, gender-segregated social

system in which structural limits to
women's liberation (and other

oppressed groups) would remain hidden,
thus intensifying the selfblame and self-contempt of these groups.

She writes, "If the division

of household labor remains unchanged,
women will still have primary

responsibility for child care and home maintenance.

These demands

leave her unequal to her male co-workers in
free energy and time.
The demand for equal opportunity

.

.

.

.

does not address the psycholo-

gical sources of the resistance to changes in women's
status on the
part of both women and men.

It also neglects some of what is poten-

tially most liberatory about feminism itself.

The demand for equal

opportunity implies acquiescence to the current rules of procedure
and behavior.

These rules have been sources of the maintenance of

women's oppression and do not allow for less competitive, more nurturing work relations."
A feminist restructuring of work would require (1) a redefinition of what counts as socially useful labor
The work
traditionally done by women caring for people and interpersonal
.

—
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The values associated with
such work should permeate
Ce
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reWard6d accordi ngly.
Fathers
would
have to take responsibility for
their children not as a gift to
the wife, but because as social
members, as well as biological
parents they too are responsible to
children.
The social division of labor between men and women
based in part on women as
mothers would begin to disappear.
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All this requires a breakdown in the
division bet ween public
and private
In order for increased public
responsibility to be
liberatory rather than a means of further
undesired state intervention and control, the state would have to
be truly responsive
to its citizens.
Increased responsiveness requires a decentralization of many state functions so that they are accessible to
citizens.
It also requires a rethinking and
reorganization of
politics and power.
Rather than exerting control
politics
would become an activity centered on achieving
the good life,
the definition of which would be in constant
dispute.
The traditional remale concerns could be brought into the public
arena.
.

.

.

.

.

Such restructuring would require fundamental transformations
There would have to be a
breakdown of the division between nurturance (female) and autonomy
and authority (male).
In order for this to be possible, childrearing and the control of sexuality must change.
From the first
moment of infancy both males and females must be present in the
child's life
The child must also have peers to interact with
and consistent, reliable persons other than parents who are
significant in Its development.
in psychological development.

.

.

.

.

Such active involvement can only be freely given when it
does not come at the expense of developing other skills and
interests.
Thus child care is central
for the creation of
.

.

.
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Flax says work relations
would have to be transformed
in the following
six ways: more flexible
work schedules, child care
services, less

hierarchical competitive
organization of work, eliminating
"professional over-investment"
in a Job at the expense
of familial/
caring responsibilities, a
system of "social credit" for
such work,
and finally a greater stress
on small group "process"
and social
relations at work.
She concludes.
one
conclude- "Tr,
i
In a= less
rigidly organized and
•

•

stratified work place, small group
process could be meaningfully

employed to deal with worker relations,
issues of sexism and racism

work organization, and job satisfaction."

(2)

Weaving the Network of Mutual Support
and Empowerment
Mary Howell applies many of these ideas
to transforming the work

of care in our society.

In Helping Ourselves:

Families and the Human

Network, Howell, a pediatrician/psychologist
and mother writes in a

section entitled "The Alternative Network":
The hopeless, helpless family is not our only alternative
to a dependent reliance on professional services.
We are NOT
locked into the choice that experts have presented to
us be-

tween isolated, secretive, scarce-resource "nuclear"
familiesdeficient in the ability to care for individual family members
and threatened by guilt-ridden failure at every turn—and
an
invasion by paternalistic strangers providing professional
resources and services dispassionate, objective, impersonal,
uncaring.
There is available to us an alternative system,
somewhat atrophied by misuse and disparagement but still available for our exercise, exploration, and enjoyment: the social
network of kin and friends and neighbors and communities of
identity with whom we can share energy, knowledge, services,
disclosure and trust.

—

.

.

.
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In a section entitled
"Weaving the Network," Howell
discusses

so*e of the internalized
resistances which need to he
overcome in the
process of creating supportive
comities: "The seeds are there.
But 'co-unit,.
feared as much as
.

many

.

.

.

.

the idea
iHpa

.

„

.

.

^

^ ^

x S tledj eo a fear of losing
what
,•

.

•

control we seem to have over
the business of

o ur own

lives,

Thus family has become
the agency of our independence 54
a group of a few with
'
whom we have private dealtgs!
SUPP ° Sed t0 nourish
so that we can face "the
real\orid»
ene 6tlC Uprising loners,
dependent on no
one
n
5f yearn
le W might
for some kind of permission to
!
e
n
Pen ent
t0 be SUp P° rtive of °thers and
to receive
supPoTff
support in return,
f
yet we fear that these yearnings
are signs
of weakness and lack of resolve
and anxiety-personal, privfte,
1 1
lnadec uac ies
^en one fails in independence one
^shoSd
f
should, " therefore,
repair to paid professionals.
Payments to
experts are made in dollars, but more
agonizingly, perhaps,
in self-esteem. ...
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No matter how strongly we value ...
our immediate
families, they seem insufficient as our
only resource for sustaining nurturance.
If the family is to be pushed to
"failure "
it will likely be the result of our
having asked and expected
too much of it.
The intensity of giving and taking and support
requires masses of energy and time we don't have
and good will
we cannot sustain. ^
In a section called "Affirming the Strengths
of Networks," 56 she

writes about more internalized "truths" and habits we
need to address.
These include the following hidden cultural messages:

"Never are we

systematically taught that good can come of cooperative effort;
This competitive individualism that we are so carefully taught defeats

both trust and trustworthiness.
patience;

and guilt.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

;

we have little patience with

Our individualism is constantly nourished by blame
We are taught that a "perfect" life should be ours,

were we but worthy enough:

anything less than perfection

— any

pain,
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any inadequacy, a,y less
than alluring appearance-means
that we are
guilty and will be shamed
(for what ? ); and finally,
that we are taught
to feel incompetent in
every area of expert and
professional endeavor.
Howell concludes this section
by saying:
"Our training in m istrust,
impatience, guilt, and
incompetence keeps us fro, trying
in a serious,
sustained, and hopeful manner
to act on our care and
concern for our
families by expanding beyond
the closed boundaries of our
nuclear
enclaves.
We are taught not to exercise
and enjoy our networks of
kin, friends, neighbors and
communities of identity."

She ends the

book with the following:
11
65
0 beC ° me 3 nati ° n
f isol ^ed, uncommited,
ind.n
independent! individuals who cannot care °
for one another, we will
continue to live in families [braodly
defined].
Our families
are now in peril, and the most likely
source of real help seems
X
ln
magiC ° f carin 8> t0 be discovered within
ourselves
?i
u
and all
those
we learn to trust.
As we gain more knowledge and
more skills, we can use and build upon
the assistance to be found
from experts and professionals who are
not our friends and neighbors.
But helping and healing ourselves is a
responsibility
that only we can initiate.

^

r^'V

/

The healing potential can expand beyond
the family and
the social network.
We have so much creativity, intelligence
and ener gy locked into guilt, despair at our
personal impotence,
and self-hate at our pr esumed incompetence that
we have not begun
to contemplate our power and potential for the
active healing of
"
society itself
[emphasis added]
.

In

'

view of what has been emphasized in this thesis:

the devalu-

ation of traditionally feminine caring activity within a capitalist
and patriarchal culture, the approach to change this thesis supports
is one which aims to deepen our common capacity to care for one another

as part, not an overly burdensome part, but part of our life activity.

Also in keeping with the analysis thus far presented, this thesis

suggests that the lower .
level> largely femaie
(and disproportionateiy
black, Hispanic, etc.)
service practitioners within
the bureaucracies
of the welfare state
and members of working
class, black,

communities and all current
and potential recipients
of service in
general stand to gain enormously
by working together for
change to
facilitate our ability to care
for one another with greater
ease,

confidence and enjoyment.

Both female and caring male
service prac-

titioners and client communit
le— potentially the vast majority of
the population, prone to one
form or another of vulnerability-could

gain from a debureaucratization,
deprof essionalization

zation of service and social service
planning.

™

,

and decentrali-

The many service

practitioners who have entered the human
service field out of a motivation to care, could be freed to
care and supported in so doing,
instead of having to battle the
bureaucracy, scientific management,

technical expertise and professional elitism.

_(3)

Toward a Cooperative Community /Worker
Self-Managed System of Service
If a system of care were based upon
a collaborative principle of

worker-community self-management between those people
who enter diverse
areas of service as their paid employment whose
purpose would be to
share their knowledge and work with everyone else,
who themselves

would share in the normal life activities of care, then
the dynamic
of professional dominance and bureaucratic processing
could be overcome.

Service work itself would be less alienating and more creative and

personally satisfying because one would not be under the dominion of
the professional and managerial class, but would be participating in
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system of wo rte/co..

„

self-r.anagen.ant in which we
ourselves

would shape the nature of
service, together.

What would be lost in

this system would he the
ability to moj^polUe knowledge,
power, planning and managerial functions,
skll ls and caring roles in the
interest
of hierarchical status.
Deference to the "competent
professionalwould give way to a dialogue
between peers in which needs are
clarified,
alternative paths are explored and
people are supported in their

efforts to deal with whatever
dilemmas or challenges face them, whether
it be living

with a physical disability, raising
a child, gaining the

confidence to start

a

new line of endeavor, or overcoming
fear of

emotional intimacy, etc.
The new vision of care suggested here
would attempt to fill the

vast social support void and depletion
of communal caring resources

by means of both a vast expansion of
paid service work in the U.S. in
all areas such that there would be an array
of available trained,

sensitized and aware service practitioners to facilitate
community
members' own capacities for self and mutual care.

The service practi-

tioners' role would "create itself" in the process of
being deeply

attuned and responsive to the particular needs for care and desire
to
give expressed within the local community.

The practitioner's role

could take myriad forms depending on stated needs and available social
resources.

For example s/he could respond to a need expressed for

more child care by helping to set up

a

small day care center with the

assistance of other paid service practitioners, parents, teenagers,
elderly people and other community members who would enjoy sharing
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with children their interest
in art, music, poetry,
recreation, storytelling, or gardening, etc.
Service practitioners could
help ma tch
human resources with human
need.
S/he could help set up community
education peer-support sessions
to facilitate self and
mutual care in
such areas as nutrition,
exercise, stress-reduction and
emotional well
being; methods of working
with specific disabilities; ways
of proving
group process, communication
and decision-making; common
issues in
child raising, or aging/dying,
or sexuality/intimacy.
Service practitioners could help locate people
willing to assist an elderly person
with practical tasks of living-cooking,
cleaning, getting to and
from activities in the community,
etc.

liLA. Review

of

t he

Obstacles to Mutual Care Which Must Be
Addressed

Clearly this willingness to help and
the time, energy, and ability
to do so in a sensitive and responsive
manner is sorely lacking within

the present social order.

We no longer respond to the needs of the

very young and the very old, the ill and
emotionally hurt, the vul-

nerable among us in general, but expect them to be
cared for by professionals.

We don't have the time, nor the inclination, partly
be-

cause we've come to doubt our ability to respond to those
around us.
The obstacles to developing a system of mutual care which a
progressive

movement must address include:
(1)

A lack of generalized, conscious awareness of the great need

that exists for mutual care to sustain human life and growth in all

dimensions.

Our often unarticulated need for mutual support is sup-

pressed as illegitimate in a capitalist-patriarchal order which

favors Productive-technological
efficiency over the work of care
which
is denigrated as
non-productive, feminine activity.
The above-cited lack of
conscious awareness of the need
to
deepen our communal caring
capacity is directly related to
the de(2)

valuation of traditionally
feminine caring activity.

This devaluat ion

results, in part, from the
sexual division of labor and power
in o ur
society which associates archetypal
caring roles/identities (mothering, nursing, elementary
school teaching, social service) with
women

and productive, authoritative,
non-essentially caring roles/ identities

with men.

Also it is generally accepted that
most caring activity

should take place within the nuclear
family, rather than being carried
on within broader social support
networks both voluntary, and publicly

assisted.
(3)

A social order based upon principles of
competitive hierar-

chical status is antithetical to principles
of mutual support, empathetic identification, cooperation and mutual
empowerment.

Potential

allies remain divided.
(4)

A semi-permanent "fiscal crisis" of a highly political
nature

which results from the contradictory class claims being made
upon the
state within a profit-oriented system, results in a dampening of

creative social planning and service initiatives.
(5)

Progressive movements tend not to create greater public aware-

ness of the need for a communitarian-feminist politics of care in favor
of a more economistic, masculine, social democratic or Marxist approach

that emphasizes state-managed production and bureaucratic-professional
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care over worker-community
self-management of promotion and
care.
The
(6)
invisible undercurrent of
fear assooiated with the
intensification of human vulnerability
accompanying the loss of social
supportiveness, which left/liberal
political forces tend to ignore,
has opened the way for New
Right neofascist tendencies
to gain cultural
and political hegemony.
In order to confront and
overcome these obstacles

we need to
forge a new political direction
and to affirm the progressive
potential
of social agencies of change
which have been underrated in terms of

their overall political significance.

As stated above, these agencies

of change include (1) poor and
working class black and white women

who form the largest percentage of
recipients and providers of care
in the public sector;

and all those rank and file practitioners
who

carry on the "alienated labor of support"
within service bureaucracies
at the lower and middle levels, whose
best intentions are turned

against them.

These groups can be guided by those parts of
the

women's movement that do not wish, simply, to
integrate women into
male dominated spheres of production, hierarchies,
and conventional
politics, but which perceive the principles of mutual
support and

participatory power as potential new organizing principles of the
society;

(2)

All vulnerable populations, particularly the marginalized,

"surplus and dispensible" people exluded from productive employment
and subject to the ministrations of the welfare state, also constitute
a

diverse and creative potential for social fermentation and change.

These groupings can be guided by the black struggle for community

control and self-defined
development, as well as "client"
initlaitives
seeking to regain control
over service fro, the
professional bureaucracies of care.
As we have seen, neither
liberal social democrats nor
Marxists
can effectively counter the
New Right on its chosen terrain
of so cio-

cultural imagery and emotional
manipulation.

Left/liberals have b een
unable to defend, successfully,
the minimal subsistence rights
and

distorted supports of the welfare
state against the opportunistic
and reactionary New Right attack.

Left-liberals do not seem to be

aware of the need to put forward
an alternative vision of care
that
does not exploit women's caring
capacities within the patriarchal

family and welfare state.

They continue to see feminist and community

struggles as peripheral to the "more important"
economic struggles.
The needs of women, blacks, and service
recipients are all briefly

acknowledged but never systematically treated.

The basic problem is

that the work of reproduction and care is not
understood to be part
of the basic foundation of society and all
productive and creative

activity nurtured by it.

The central problem of compensatory bureau-

cratic "crisis management" which obscures our need to renew our
own

communal caring capacity, is viewed in left-liberal and many Marxist

visions of change as "acceptable" and "inevitable" aspects of modern
social development.

So long as progressive movements remain overly

focused on economic growth and productivity-efficiency, accept pro-

fessional bureaucratic forms of service, and neglect the work of trans-

forming exploitative gender-based forms of care in creating new forms

of supportive service-thev

win

not be offerlng . significant

native to the New Right.

Possible Step s in the Process of
Change,

^

r

Creating Sustainable Labor/
Community Alliances
Feminist service alternatives,
black community-controlled projects, and "client" managed services
are not the irrelevant, Utopian,

marginal experiments that hard-nosed
union leaders, political activists and analysts often perceive
them to be.

They are the desperately

needed models of self-management our
society and its progressive movements require in order to learn how to
orient ourselves and move
forward.

There are crucially important linkages
that can be built

between the feminist alternative movement
and feminists within the publi
service labor movement, as well as between
public service labor and

black/client controlled alternatives.

Public service practitionrs

who wish to help work for change in developing
a workable, viable,
system of care in the long run while "surviving" in the
short run, can
begin by refusing to underestimate the tremendous insight,
experience,
and wisdom of the people whom they serve.

They can refuse to be

threatened or intimidated by feminist-black-client alternatives whose
existence seems to be an affront to their own reason for being, legitimacy, and integrity.

It

is not they per se who are at fault for a

disabling contradictory and frequently degrading system of care.

How-

ever we are at fault if we accept such a system as god-given and eternal
and opt to denigrate nonprofessional feminist, black, client alterna-

tives as "silly utopianism"
or worse, as "dangerous
incompetence,"
and focus solely upon our
own climb toward professional
status and
hierarchical power. By
me mbers of feminist, black/Hisp;
)anic

seeking

community and client movements,
human service practitioners as
individuals, as union, caucus, and
association members can begin a fruitful dialogue on vision, goals,
ultimate objectives.
Secondly, politics in the public
service sector can shift from
an overly economistic, bread
and butter focus, to a quality of

service focus.

Service practitioners, in concert with
community

based client groups, can spend more
political time and energy infor-

ming themselves and critically evaluating
repressive policies and
figuring out ways to undermine and sabotage
them as well as to pose

creative policy proposals of their own and
do more political educational work about both.

The Massachusetts coalition of recipients,

providers, and community organizations to defeat
WORKFARE is an example
of how a regressive policy was defeated through
united effort.

It is

significant also because it was a program that targeted
the New

Right's— and the general culture's—foremost objects

of contempt:

welfare recipients, with low wage workers the secondary target.

To

work against competitive social hierarchy and the hierarchical principle generally, our political work will need to attune itself to the

needs of those at the bottom as they see it, not as interpreted for
them by professional advocates or activists.

Another example similar to the workfare defeat was the recent
defeat of the proposed Massachusetts Commonwealth Health Care Cor-
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Poration (CHCC) which attested
to save costs at the expense
of welfare clients on medicaid
who would have lost service and
freedom of
choice under the plan.
The fight against CHCC included
an ongoing
group known as "CommonHealth"
composed primarily of progressive
health
practitioners from doctors and public
health planners, to nurses,

medical aides and elevator operators,
originally developed to monitor
the impact of Proposition 2-1/2
and other cuts and try to maintain

quality of care at Boston City Hospital
and related public facilities;

members of

the

public sector unions; the health care
committee of the

Mel King campaign, senior citizen
organizations, etc.

But the chief

organizational force confronting CHCC board of
directors and PMCbased acting director was welfare recipients
themselves, represented
by the Coalition for Basic Human Needs (CBHN)

.

CBHN found themselves

having to fight extremely progressive administrators
of local community

health centers who feared a loss of money if they openly
opposed CHCC.
Service practitioners in the public sector can stand strongly
in
support of such organizations as CBHN and their efforts to defeat

regressive policies, and if implemented anyway can refuse to make
them work or refuse to abide by their most reprehensible aspects.

Positive preventive lay-oriented modes of service, which could
both increase employment and provide needed community-based supports
could be proposed and fought for by service practitioners and client
communities.

Service pracitioners can seek to become involved on

institution policy committees dealing with quality of service and

conditions of service work.

Likewise, service practitioners can
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become involved with
community . based commUtees

Policies and programs.

^

instUutionai

They can be a valuable
resource by sharing

their inside view of the
situation.

The process of working toward

enhanced quality of service
could be as important as immediate
actual
results, particularly if every
effort is made to break down hierarchical status barriers between
participants.
For example, whenever
discussion are taking place, the
lowest-level workers could always
be invited to join in and
whenever representatives are being
chosen
to participate on policy
committees, lower-level workers could
be put

forward instead of just the more
"professional" workers.

Workers at

all levels who are put forward to
serve on policy committees could

I

be supported in this role by group
back-up in which everything brought
up in committee is discussed in the
group.

Committee representatives

could be accountable, with some degree of
flexibility, to the wishes
of the group.

The key would be the attempt to keep the
lines of

communication open among service practitioners at
different hierarchical levels, and with community based groups, so
that the atmosphere
is open and inclusive and people generally feel
legitimated and

affirmed.

Creative worker-community proposals to enhance service and move
toward community-based care can be made part of a transitional public

sector program for change.

Small and "medium sized" staps can be

taken toward creating decentralized community facilities and resources
that include community participation in decision making and that

include paid participation providing service by non-professionals,

•eml-professionale, and once-passive
reeipients.

These proposals
can include provision
for community education
enhancing the selfcare, mutual care abilities
of community members, and can
provide for

"resource people"" „ h o can
help the community develop
creative ways
to care for one another.

Political Enabling Goals
Since none of this can be very
effective unless lay people have
the time, energy, and mind set
to do the work of care, this loose

knit alliance of service practitioners,
feminists, black, "client-

groups will need to seek changes at
a broader-scale systemic level.

Crucial interim goals to fight for include
a shortened work week at
full pay, freeing up men, in particular,
and working women from paid

productive employment to participate in activities
of care and other
activities of a creative and leisure nature. 60

A recent Swedish

government report entitled "What is Happening to Care
in Society" 61

which is part of
in Sweden

a

futures study on "Care in Society," states that

(as elsewhere)

there will be a great need in the future

for more people who have been rendered superfluous within a
slowed-

growth, automated industrial economy (whether capitalist or socialist)
all of whom cannot be assimilated into the paid welfare state sector,
to become engaged in the work of voluntary care within the community.

The authors saw this as essential to alleviate the deepening fiscal
crisis, to counter the alienation from professional-bureaucratic

service, and to deepen the meaningf ulness of life for people losing
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firm connections and caring
relations with one another.

By changing

the nature of work in
the public service sector in
a m ore

^uni-

tarian direction facilitating
mutual care and by shortening the
work
week in paid, productive
labor, so that people can
participate in such
care, two enormous steps
forward will have been achieved.
By enhancing
the caring capacity of the
community, fewer people will be flowing

into the crisis-oriented welfare
state and fewer people will have to

Play alienated crisis-management,
social control roles within it.

Simultaneously, all those workers still
embedded within state

service bureaucracies can build an
internal oppositional practice
based upon the development of mutual
support groups and networks
in

opposition to the competitive hierarchical
organization of public

service work.

Even one single solitary service practitioner
who breaks

out of the mold and makes contact with one
other service practitioner

or client, to share their dilemmas and experience,
can form a powerful

bond and the beginning of a more collaborative process.

Some quite

practical and useful suggestions in this vein have been put
forward
by authors of In and Against the State

:

The teachers we talked to, particularly Mary, had found that
when they organised collectively it was possible to give each
other support to work in a way which challenged prevailing
attitudes in the school.
Teachers of different subjects started
using their free periods to sit in the classroom for each other's
lessons, so that they could discuss problems together afterwards.
This was done without the knowledge of the school authorities.
The arrangement helped the teachers to develop socialist ideas
about their work and to combat the isolation they otherwise felt.

Mary also worked in a department with a number of other socialist
teachers.
Collective commitment to certain activities like showing films against racism enabled them to widen the scope of what
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etning, there is no way
they can stop us doing it."

Simply to refuse to act
individualistically and to insist on
collective organisation can
be clearly threatening to state
8
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The "work-in" [as an alternative
to the strike, or to accepting
redundancies] has been a response to
the withdrawal of capital
from firms, the closure of factories
and public offices.
The
work-in at the EGA women's hospital
started in November 1976
not only keeping the hospital
[threatened with closure] open'
tor the use of women, but defending
the choice of better social
relations within it.

Workers and patients asserted the right of
women to be treated
by women if they so choose, and have
attempted to develop alternatives such as the "Well Woman Clinic"
there.
Now the
Government have agreed to continue to provide
some services
for women at the hospital.
They warn against diluting our political approach
in the face of cuts
by striving to make individualistic "deals"
with state authorities:
It seems important that where oppositional space
is threatened
we seek oppositional ways to defend it wherever we can.
A
university teacher whose women's studies course comes under
attack, for instance, faces a choice.
She can write a letter to
the professor justifying her activities on the grounds that this
is a "specialist option."
Or she can organise a collective response from students and other teachers asserting their right to
be offered the course they want.

So often when threatened with cuts or closures we rush to justify
ourselves in terms of our usefulness to the state.
How often
community projects, advice centres or other experimental projects
plead "Don't close us down.
We save you money by promoting
self-help, we keep people off the streets. We are no trouble
really!" And how often has this strategy not only failed, but
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led to demoralisation
too.
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There is much that we can do to work
toward these new social
relations and forms of mutual support.

Even small changes of attitude

and styles of communication can
make a big difference.

For example,

teachers can ask for student feedback on
which assignments, books,
films, speakers had been most/least
helpful and interesting to them,
or they can call parents to seek
advice on a matter of policy.

The

tiniest steps taken to reach across the lines
of hierarchical division

which have been constructed to divide us, can
become extraordinarily
powerful bases for political action.

In an age of

mass society it is

easy to forget that the strength and sustaining power
for all movements
for fundamental change rest upon the nuclei of social
bonds forged

between people at the workplace and local community base.
As these patterns of communication and supportive connections are

made, the basis is laid for more explicitly political groupings and

networks to develop, such as the Boston area alliance of progressive
rank and file public sector unionists.

This group whose members are

drawn from a wide array of public sector unions and workplaces, focuses
on many of the issues this thesis has addressed:

quality of service,

accountability to communities being served, racism and sexism in the

workplace and the need to forge
bonds with people in the community
and
client groups being served.
They also see the instance of
broader
political action, with the long
term goal of gaining more power
to
shape the system and relations
of public service.
Both the effectiveness and liberating potential of
more broadly-based political action
depends upon the intricately interwoven
connecting links between
oppressed groups and service workers.
Political organizations and electoral
campaigns which develop at
city, state, and national levels to
provide a viable left alternative
to the existing liberal-conservative
"choices" will need to be built

upon the foundation of community and
workplace based networks of mutual
support.

If community people and service
practitioners have been

working together to develop small progressive
initiatives at the base,
they can be called upon to help develop program
and strategy at

broader political levels.

In this way,

the movement for change in the

public service sector will retain a pref igurative grassroots,
decentralized, communitarian, rank and file character.

Most importantly,

the broader movement will be able to express the "politics of care"

because that will be its foundation.

The Main Progressive Challenge:

Gaining Cultural Acceptance of

the Legitimacy of Vulnerability and the Value of Mutual Support and Care

What remains to be addressed is the need for more explicit recog-

nition of the importance of the work of care, the need for all of us
to participate in the work of care as an ongoing, natural part of our
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lives which we undertake
freely, not as a burden
superimposed upon
us either by state dictat
or "biological destiny."
The feminist
public sector labor focus
upon "comparable worth" is a key
transitional step along the way
towards educating the wider public
about the
value of service work such as
nursing and child care in comparison

with such jobs as firefighting
and "parking lot attendant" work,
to
name two examples brought up in
the interviews.
However, gaining

culture-wide political/intellectual and
practical/emotional acceptance
of our mutual need to give and
receive support and care from one

another is the main challenge facing us.

Such a recognition alters

our personal and political perspective,
our terms of debate, our

priorities, goals and practice.

In a sense the entire thesis has been

devoted to clarifying the depth of our problem
of denying our common
human vulnerability and need for mutual support,
the dangerous political repercussions this denial entails, and
the progressive political

agenda it suggests.

The daily, practical tasks and nuances of at-

tentive, responsive, supportive love upon which all human
growth

depends, have been carefully cultivated feminine and oppressed
people's

qualities of being and carefully repressed in men and all those intent
upon rising even higher within the status hierarchy.

A practically

caring man, or top-level professional is perceived to be weak, un-

masculine and shameful, or unprofessional;

a

woman who divides her

time between the work of care and other work of importance to her is
seen as unfeminine and unforgivably selfish.

Often the price of man's

caring and woman's self-development is social dishonor or isolation.

Our socially-constructed
gender identities and social
roles are, thus,
stifling our own best impulses
toward wholeness.
Our current organization of care has had the
effect of practically and
emotionally

exploiting women, both black and
white, and has placed super-human
expectation of emotional strength
and forbearance upon them, while
it has numbed and dehumanized
men and depleted the potential
communal
capacity to care by fully half
the human race.
This depletion of our common
capacity to care, to empathize and

identify with one another, and to
affirm each other's struggles has

deeply undermined our ability to develop
a sustainable progressive

movement for change.

Our left-liberal coalitions have remained
as

flimsy as their foundation in an
economistic, narrowly self-interested,
status conscious politics.

The immediate "enemy" is our fear of one

another and our inability to support and affirm
each other, habits of

being borne of living within an unsupportive,
competitive status hierarchy.

Our inability to support and affirm one another
deepens our

own feelings of self-contempt and worthlessness

,

isolates us from

each other, and makes us all the more emotionally vulnerable
to the

neofascism of the right, both as victims and potential adherents or
acquiesent collaborators.

We can draw upon the feminist, black and

client-run alternatives of mutual support iveness and empowerment
in cutting through this regressive emotional climate of fear and in

developing a new social vision.

The viability of this social vision

and the likelihood that more and more men as well as women, white as

well as black, professionals as well as workers, will gravitate to its

politics of mu tual support
and reciprocal caring is
based upon the

Skater
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If
as a
we can begin to grow
toward emotional maturity,
accepting our human
.
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vulnerability and need for each
other's support, we will be laying
the necessary social and
emotional groundwork for a viable
progressive
politics that transcends the
stalemated left/liberal-new conservative
welfare state debate.
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